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FOREWORD 

This Symposium dealt with current work on the prediction and measurement in 
detail of the performance of subsonic, transonic and supersonic aircraft where integrated 
effects of aerodynamics and propulsion are involved.  The objectives were an up-dating 
of research information on airframe/prupulsion interference effects, discussion of these 
effects in relation to practical problems in the design of combat and transport aircraft, 
and identification of gaps in the present knowledge and understanding of the fluid flow 
phenomena of inlet, airframe, propulsion and nozzle combinations which should be taken 
into account in future research programmes. 

The Symposium included a presentation of results by a joint PEP/FDP Working Group 
on Nozzle Testing Techniques in Transonic Flow, but these will be reported separately in 
an AGARDograph and are not included in these Proceedings.  A Round Table Discussion, 
initiated by invited experts, concluded the Symposium and this is reported here. 

The Symposium was held at the Palazzo Aeronautica, Rome, at the invitation of the 
Italian National Delegates to AGARD. 
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PROBLEMES D'INTERACTIONS ENTRE LA PRISE D'AIR ET L'AVION 

parJackyLEYNAERT' 

Office National d'Ecudes et de Recherches Airospatiales (ONERA) 
92320 Chltillon (France) 

La definition des terraes d'interaction entre la prise d'air et l'avion, et les voies th^oriques et experimentales suivics pour (raiter 

le problime en subsonique et en supersonique sent rappelees. 

Quelques examples d'influence d'un ecoulement non uniforme sur le fonctionnement d'une prise d'air supersonique, et d'adaptation 
de la prise d'air ä ce champ, notamment en vot avec incidence ou d^rapage, sont ensuite precises. 

INTAKE-AIRFRAME INTERACTION PROBLEMS 

Abstract 

The definition of the interaction terms between the air intake and the airframe, and the theoretical and cxferimental tools used to 
study the problem for subsonic or supersonic aircraft are presented. 

Some examples of the influence of a non-uniform upstream flow on the internal flow characteristics of supersonic intakes are given, 

and some means of adjusting the inlet to a non-uniform flow, mainly for flight with incidence or yaw, are analysed. 

Introduction 

Les moteurs actuels des avions subsoniques necessitent  des fuseaux de grande   dimension dont I'adaptation a la cellule constitue 
un probleme majeur en aerodynamique. Si l'utilisation de moteurs double flux a taux de dilution appreciable etait envisagee pour les avions 
super soniques, en vue notamment de reduire le bruit, I'importance, deja capitale pour ces avions, des etudes de prises d'air, d'arriere- 

corps, etd'integration de l'ensemble de propulsion, en serait encore accentuee. 

Une definition des termes d'int eraction ent re les elements de cet ensemble et l'avion sera d'abord proposee. 

Les calculs et methodes d'essai concernant I' installation des fuseaux moteurs d'avion subsonique seront ensuite rappelcs, et 

quelques remarques preciseront le probleme des prises d'air a proximite du sol. 

Les etudes de champ aerodynamique et d'interaction en supersonique seront enf in mentionnees, et des indications particulieres 

seront donnees sur I'adaptation d'une prise d'air bidimensionnelle placee sous une voilure, en tenant compte notamment des effet s du 

derapage. 

Bilan d'installation des moteurs 

Pour etablir le bilan de I'installation des moteurs ä une altitude de vol et ä un nombre de Mach donnes et prcciscr les termes 

d'interaction, il est necessaire de tenir compte des effets de portance et de moment. On supposera pour cela qu'une configuration de 

l'avion non motorise ou planeur a ete definie,et que sa polaire equilibrec est donnce, le poids ct le  centre de gravitc etant ceux de 

l'avion complet. 

Soit P le point de cette polaire dont la portance Z equilibre le poids de l'avion complet. Au voisinage de P la polaire sera assimilee 

ä sa tangente de pente A>vAZ. = b|fc (f'g- ')■ 

Soit P' le point de la meme polaire qui correspond a l'incidence de vol en palier de l'avion complet. La difference de portance   A Z du 

planeur de P' ä P represente la portance de l'installation motrice. 

La trafn^e en P', trainee du planeur k l'incidence de vol, est egale par definition a la poussee F de l'installation motrice. Sans 

portance A Z, l'incidence de vol de l'avion serait celle du point P ; le supplement de tramce correspondant,   ^ X =   A Z tg£.  , que 

permet d'eviter la portance du fuseau, sera prise en compte en designant par poussce corrigee Fc de l'installation motrice la sommc 

Fc = F +   A Z tg£/ . f Cette poussee corrigee est egale a la trainee du planeur en P, ce qui la definit direct ement). 

' Chef de Division d'Aerodynamique Appliquee. 

• ^ 
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Si I'inscalUtion motrice est malysie en plusieurs iUmencs, tout iUment  i  donnant une contribution AZ; i la portance sera 
de mime affect* d'une correction de pouss^e  AZjtgf- comme indiqu* sur la figure 2 ; la somme de ces deux Elements (positifs ou 
n^gatifs seien qu'il s'agit de termes de poussie ou de trainee) restituera ainsi Fc. 

On notera que la portance et la trafnie dues i 1'equiiibrage d'un moment Eventual doivenc etre comprises dans la definition de 
chaque terme eUmentaire, comme elles le som dans F. 

Le moteur presence des caractirisdques nominales difinies par le motoriste, pour des efficacit£s nominales de prises d'air et de 
tuyires donnies. Si ce moteur est suppose ajout£ sans interaction au planeur pricident, on montre aisement que l'installation optimale, 
du point de vue propulsif, consiste k divier le jet vers le has d'un angleo^j = £•; soit a   V- la poussee du jet suppose adapt* a la 
pression pw    ;   le jet itant d*vii de «(j, la portance A /j = qmVj sino< j permet une reduction de trafnee  A Zjtgt   , mais la perte 
de poussie vaut qnlVj (1 - cosc<j) ; la difference, qmVj (sin"^jtg£ - 1 + cosoCj), est bien maximale pouro< j = £}■*. 

La poussee corrigee du jet, q-V^cos*) + sino( jtg£- ), est dans ce cas 6gale i   322 L   , d'oi la poussee nominale corrigee du 
moteur FN  =  9«^ - ^^ ('fig. 3). ^   

"C      Cost • 

La difference F«    - F^- reprisente par definition la perte de poussee de l'installation, qui inclut les termes d'interaction. Pour 
faire apparaftre ceuxAü, la perte de poussee sera analysee en pertes internes et tramees externes (fig. 4). 

Les pertes internes comportent notamment : 

- des termes de trafnee : piiges k couche limite interne, derivation du moteur, prises de debit auxiliaires, fuite par defaut d'etancheite... 

• des pertes de poussee, dues k une inclinaison non optimale du jet, et k des efficacites de tuyere et de prise d'air inferieures a leurs 
valeurs nominales 

- la trainee d'equilibrage des forces internes 

La trafnee externe comprend de meme (fig. 5) : 

- la trainee d'un deviateur de couche-limite ft l'amont de la prise d'air, 

■ la trafnee de carine de la prise d'air 

• la trafnee   additive (la prise d'air etant supposee capter son debit maximum) 

- la trafnee de refoulement d'un excedent de debit par la prise d'air, lorsqu'elle ne fonctionnr pas a son debit maximum 

- des trafnees diverses : mats, supports... 

- la trafnee d'arridre-corps (trafnee de retreint, de passages auxiliaires, de culot) 

- la trafnee d'interaction. 

La trafnee d'interaction represente par consequent la difference (positive ou negative) entre la poussee nominale corrigee du moteur 
et la poussee corrigee de l'installation motrice, deduction faite des pertes de poussee interne et des trafnees propres des differents 
elements de la motorisation, tous ces termes etant pris au sens corrige defini plus haut. 

La recherche d'un terme d'interaction optimise est un element important des etudes d'installation des moteurs sur les avions. Dans 
cette recherche, il faut evidemment considerer que les differents termes enumeres ne sont pas independants entre eux ; a partir d'une 
premiere etude de definition, il sera par exemple preferable pour des calculs d'optimisation de choisir comme polaire de reference celle 
d'un planeur equipe du fuseau choisi en premiere approximation, afin de mieux decoupler les termes de trainee propre et de trainee d'inter- 
action. De plus, a'autres elements int erviennent (poids, encombrement, ...) et tous sont ä juger sur l'ensemble de la mission. La demarche 
proposee peut neanmoins servir de guide, et orienter les compromis necessaires. Les aspects plus generarx du probleme sont traites par 
exemple en references [21 et 131- 

Installation des moteurs des avions subsnniques 

Le choix de la configuration generale de I' installation : moteurs a I' arrierc, sur I'aile, ...,    repose sur diverses considerations dont 
certaines ne sont qu'indirectement liees a I'aerodynamique, comme par exemple le problime d'equilibrage compte tenu des deplacements 
du cent re de gravile sur les avions a grand nombre de passagers, le flottement des structures, le bruit, le garde au sol, I'accessibilite 
des moteurs, etc... quelques unes de ces questions sont  exporees par exemple en references Ml et |51. 

Du point de vue aerodynamique, la regie elementaire de la loi des airessert encore souvent dc base a la definition de l'installation 
des fuseaux-moteurs (14 ä 71). 

Dans le cas de fuseaux moteurs solidaires de la voilure, I'etude d'une repartition de portance elliptique, compte tenu des fuseaux, 
pour obtenir la trainee induite minimale, peut orienter la definition de l'ensemble ailc + fuseau |8|. 

(*) On rectifiera, scion ce schema, une crreur dans la definition de l'orientation optimale du jet el de Tn dans 1'article "Engine 
installation aerodynamics" du document AGARD LS 67 "prediction methods for aircraft aerodynamic characteristics (1974)". 
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Les grandes lignes de l'inscallation d^s moteurs itant fixers, le calcul du champ d'int eraction et de recoulement local aucour 

d'une forme de fuseau moceur donnie permet de relever les zones de fortes survitesses ou de gradients de pression ilevees, et, par 
des retouches successives, d'optimiser la configuration choisie [91, [10]. 

Les mithodes de calcul tridimensionnelles ne permettent encore pratiquement que de traiter I'ecoulement incompressible, ou 

I'icoulement compressible par la transformation de Prandtl-Glauert; on peut esperer que dans un proche avenir les travaux en cours 

permettront d'etendre ces calculs au transsonique. 

La figure 6 de G.M. Bowes [Hi montre une itade d'opcimisation de la portance compte tenu des fuseaux selon J.L. Lundry [8], et 
reproduit  un champ de vitesse trace autour du mat support d'un ensemble aile-mit-nacelle optimist. La portance laterale du mit, que 

traduit ce champ de vitesse, est une condition qui resulte di calcul d'optimisation de la tratnie induite, par une distribution conve- 

nable de la portance en envergure. 

L'ftude experimentale des interactions entre les fuseaux moteurs et l'avion est effectuee ä l'aide de maquettes munies de fuseaux 
«motorists». Les dispositifs actuels ne permettent gtntralement pas une representation simultante des debits captts et des jets. 

Une solution tris approchee consiste k tquiper le fuseau d'une soufflante miniaturiste entrafnee par une turbine k air comprimt ; dans 
ce cas l'ecart des coefficients de dibit captes entre la maquette et le fuseau reel est peu eleve. 

Le systime de trompe reprtsentt figure 7 permet egalement une simulation acceptable des jets ; pour minimiser I'influence d'une 

insuffisance du debit captt, on peut, danc ce cas, prevoir d'adapter la section d'ent ree et la forme avant du fuseau au dibit de la 

maquette, de fa;on k conserver autour du carenage un icoulement sans sur vitesse excessive. 

Effet de sol 

Un point particulier des etudes exptrimentales d'int eractions concernant les fuseaux subsoniques est celui de l'effet de sol. 

Au point fixe, la couche limite au sol induite par l'aspiration de la prise d'air forme un tourbillon qui degrade I'ecoulement interne 

le long du profil inferieur (fig. 8). 

Lorsque la couche limite au sol est amplifiee par un vent frontal ou transversal, le tourbillon prend d'abord une importance accrue, 

avant d'etre «souffle». La distorsion de I'ecoulement interne passe ainsi par un maximum, et presence le profil de pression d'arret 

reproduit sur la figure. 

Lorsqu'il s'agit du roulement au sol, sans vent,cette couche limite est inexistante, et le tourbillon ne peut se former. La simulation 

en soufflerie de l'effet de sol au decollage necessite par consequent la presence d'une paroi sans couche-limite. Ceci est confirm^ par 

la visualisation de I'ecoulement effectuie au tunnel hydrodynamique avec paroi fixe, et avec paroi mobile (methode du «tapis roulant») 

(figure 8) : le tourbillon disparait dans le second cas. Le meme resultat pourrait sans doute etre obtenu par un soufflage de la couche- 

limite de plancher, methode plus simple k mettre en oeuvre qu'une paroi mobile. 

Au point fixe avec vent, un autre paramitre que la couche limite au sol k prendre en consideration est le gradient horizontal de 
vent : ce gradient favorise et intensifie la formation du tourbillon, dans le sens preferentiel correspondant. La figure 9, selon 

D.E. Glenny [12], montre I'influence du «Nombre de Rossby», Ro, qui caracttrise l'inverse du gradient de vent. L'intensite du tourbillon 

est ici reperee par la limite d'ingestion par I'entrle d'air de billes calibrees posies au sol. La courbe tracee montre que, pour un 

dibit d'entrie donni, caractirisi par une vitesse V, , le tourbillon n'est souffle que pour une vitesse de vent V   plus elevee lorsque le 
nombre de Rossby diminue, c'est-a-dire lorsque It gradient de vent augmente. Une limite infirieure d'ingestion est indiquie, i vitesse de 
vent quasi nulle ; eile montre que, dans ce cas, le tourbillon forme au sol en l'absence de vent est d'intensiti suffisamment riduite pour 

qu'il n'y ait plus d'ingestion. 

Des risultats thioriques et experimentaux relatifs a la formation et k l'intensiti du tourbillon sont egalement reportis reference [13]. 

Interactions prises d'air-avion en supersonique 

Dans la difinition des prises d'air en supersonique se pose en premier lieu, comme en subsonique, le choiv de la configuration 

generale de I' avion et de I'installation des moteurs. 

Sur les avions de grande dimension, il est gi'niralement possible de placer les prises d'air a l'intrados des alles, pour profiter de la 

compression pratiquement isent ropique de I'ecoulement par la voilure. Des fuseaux de section rectangulaire, profilis de teile sorte que 
leurs faces laterales ipousent la forme des lignes de courant d'intrados, prisentent l'intiret de ne pas induire par ces flancs de trafnie 
d'onde parasite, Les lignes giniralef des fuseaux «Concorde» ripondent k cette conception (figure 10a). Lorsque les flancs s'icartent 

d'une teile orientation, un calcul des termes d'intcraction entte le fuseau et la voilure peut etre effectuee par une methode d'icoulement 

supersonique linearisie pour en optimiser les effets. 

Des fuseaux de revolution placis vers la partie arriire, a l'intrados de la voilure, bencficient d'une compensation entre la detente 

locale induite par la courbure de la voilure, et la compression de I'ecoulement par le carinage avant du fuseau ; le champ risultant 

permet par ailleurs de reduire la tratnie induite de l'aile par un effet de portance locale favorable [14]. Le bilan des termes d'interaction 

reporte figure 10b d'apris A. Sigalla et T. 'lallstaff [131 est dans ce cas nettement positif. 

Sur les avions militaires, les prises d'air sont directement tributaites du champ du fuselage avant, qu'elles soient accolies au fuse- 

lage pour binificier d'une structure bien intigrie et d'une prote< tion en dirapage par le champ local, ou siparies pour former deux 

fuseaux distincts, de trafnies d'arriire corps plus favorables. Dane chaque cas, la difinition du fuselage est alors essentielle par son 

k 
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influence sur le fonctionnement des prises d'air aux differences configurations de vol de l'avion [lb, 17]. 

Calcul du champ du fuselage 

Le calcul par la theorie des caracteristiques scm linearisees autour d'un ecoulcmenc initial Je revolution ne semble pas süffisant 
pour Conner u".e description satisfaisante du champ du fuselage lorsquc I'incidence depasse quelques degres si Ton en juge par Ics 
comparaisons repurtöes figure II, selon P. Antonatos, L. Surber, 0. Siava[17|. 

La methode des caracteristiques en ecoulement tridimensionnel est actuellement developpce pour traiter ce probleme en fluide 
parfait. 

La methode de Qabenko,..., 118) permet de calculer par tranches successives 1'ecoulement derridre une nappe de choc unique ; un 
rcsultat de calcul obtenu par cette methode ä M = 6 sur un fuselage de type ogive-cylindre en incidence est reportd figure 12 ä titre 
d'illuscration. Le champ calculc sur la partie avant du fuselage est identique au champ r^el, comme le montre la coincidence du choc 
calcule avec le choc visualise par la strioscopie. Des difficultes numeriques apparaissenc plus en aval, en raison des nombres de 
Mach trds elevis calcules ä la surface du cylindre dans ce cas particulier. L'experience montre que ces zones localisees de tr^s 

| faibles pressions correspondent en realite a l'eiablissement de tourbillons visqueux d'intr^dos. 

Une methode plus ^laboree de calcul en fluide visqueux autour d'un corps elance est illustree figure 13, selon L. Walitt, J. Tmlio, 
L. King [191. Les auteurs notent que le calcul, effectue selon les equations de Navier-Scokes , pourrait etre adapte au cas d'une viscosite 
turbulente ; la condition de paroi retenue est une messe tangente a la surface, et de composante nulle dans le plan de coupe normal a 
Taxe de l'avion. Cette Hypothese permet un calcul decouple, par tranches successives. 

La methode permer de faire apparai'tre les tourbillons que forme la couche limite d'un fuselage en incidence, 1 'effet visqueux trans- 
versal etant determinant dans ce type d'ecoulement. Appliquee au cas d'un fuselage avec cockpit (fig. 13) eile donne une bonne represen- 
tation de I'ecoulcment sur la partie avant du fuselage, mais l'interaction du choc de cockpit avec la couche limite, qui est un effet 
visqueux longitudinal, ne pent etre prise en compte par le calcul, ce qui expliquernit I'ecart avec I'exp^rience au voisinage et en aval 
de ce choc. 

L'ensemble de ces resultats montre que si les methodes de calcul actuelles permet tent une prevision satisfaisante du champ super- 
sonique du fuselage pour diverses configurations elancees, la mise au point de methodes plus elaborees est necessairt pour des confi- 
gurations complexes peu profilees, du type fuselage avec cockpit, dbnt I'etude reste encore exryerimentale. 

Adaptation de la prise d'air au champ local 
] 

La configuration generale de la prise d'air et le champ local en amont de l'entree etant donnes, I'etude peut se poursuivre par la 
recherche d'une adaptation de la prise d'air a ce champ local. 

Un exemple  de    champ moytn d'ecoulement devant une entree d'air placee sous une voilure elancee, en incidence, est prcsenic 
figure 14. L'intrados se caracterise par une divergence des lignes dc courant, et par une reducti.in   'es nombres de Mach locaux quand on 
s'ecarte du fuselage vers Ic bord d'attaque de l'aile. 

Une premiere adaptation consiste a rechercher l'orientation optimale d'une prise d'air donnee, dans ce champ. Dans Ic cas d'une 
prise d'air bidimensionnelle, les essais ont conduit a donner a l'entree un derapage un peu superieur au derapage moyen des lignes dc 
courant. Ce derapage accentuc permet en effet de comprimer davantage I'ecoulement au nombre de Mach le plus eleve qui attaque le 
flanc le plus procht du fuselage ; ['optimum, du point de vue efficacite ct uniformite de I' ecoulement interne, est attcint lorsque I'on 
obtient des nombres de Mach internes a peu pres egaux sur chaque flanc. Dans ces conditions, I'emrec d'air offrc pratiquement les 
memes performances qu'en ecoulement uniforme. Sa   sensibilite au derapage est toutefjisassez differente, et nettement dissymetrique. 
Les comparaisons avec les essais en ecoulement uniforme montrent en effet que Ic comportement d'enscmble de la prise d'air en 
derapage est domine par reroulemcnt local au droit   du flanc dont la face externe est face au vent. 

Ce comportement est resume ci-aprds, selon une etude plus complete repcrtec en reference [201. 

Adaptation de la prise d'air au derapage 

Les figures 15a    ct 15 b    reprcscntent      l'effet de contournement du flanc lateral observe en derapage. Le bord d'attaque du 
flanc, situe derridrc la nappe dc choc engeiidree par le diddrc amont de la prise d'air, est subsonique ; le contournement dc ce bord 
d'attaque par I'ecoulement transversal forme alors un tourbillon attache, analogue au tourbillon d'intrados d'une aile delta a bords 
vifs attaquee en incidence. La nappe tourbillonnairc qui en rtsuhc est evidemment nefast e ä 1'ecoulemcnf interne. 

Comme indique sui la figure, une echancrure du flanc est un moyen simple d'adaptation au champ loeel ; ure teile decoupe provoque 
en effet une deviation locale des lignes de courant vers l'extericur du flanc, dans un sens qui s'oppose au derapage, ce qui permet 
d'eviter la formation du tourbillon. 

Un second effet du derapage rcsulte de l'inclinaison locale plus prononcce dc la nappe dc choc attachce au ditdrc amont. Cet effet 
se comprend aisement quand le flanc a une forme d'etravc qui s'avance en amont de l'entree (fig.  15c) : I'ecoulement lateral incident est 
d^vie suivant la face interne du flanc par une detente supersoniquc analogue ä une detente de Prandtl-Meyer, ct les nombres de Mach 
prds du flanc soni plus cleves, d'oii un choc    attache au died.e amont plus incline localement. Lorsquc- le flanc n'est pas debordant 
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(bord d'attaque subsonique rectiligne ou ^chancre), un effet moins eUtnentaire ä concevoir mais de meme sens general se produit 
egalement. Si cette detente provoquee par le derapage a pour effet de faire penetrer la nappe de choc ä l'interieur de la cardne, selon 
la figure 15c, il en resulte une interaction forte avec la couche limite interne initiale d'oü une degradation de la pression d'arret 
locale et un epaississement de la couche limite susceptible de conduire k un decollement interne. Dans le cas d'une prise d'air du 
type represente sur la figure, con^ue de fa;on ä permettre un diffuseur subsonique assez court, ce decollement apparaft le long de 
la carine au niveau de l'entree du diffuseur. Une aspiration de la couche limite a ce niveau permet alors d'eviter le decollement, 
et contribue i ameliorer de fa^on itis sensible l'efficacite de la prise d'air et la distorsion de l'ecoulement interne en derapage. 

Une autre solution consiste ä decouper localement le bord d'attaque de la cardne, de teile sorte qu'il reste en retrait de la nappe 
de choc issue du diddre amont, lorsque la prise d'air est en derapage (fig, 16). Cette solution se revile efficace, mais eile conduit 
a une trainee additive non negligeable, et a une l^gire perte d'efficacite, ä derapage nul. Elle est par contre trds avantageuse lorsque 
le flanc lateral forme une etrave d^bordante, car eile permet de devier hör? de la prise d'air le sillage d'un bulbe de decollement de la 
couche limite du flanc, au point de convergence des chocs pres du bord d'attaque de la carine. 

Les resultats d'essai d'une 'eile prise d'air munie en outre d'une aspiration de la couche limite ä l'entree du diffuseur subsonique, 
sont presentes sui la figure 16,   et compares ä une configuration «de rifirence; sans decoupe ni aspiration. Le debit d'aspiration est 
de l'ordre de 0,3% du d^bit total ; leiiombre de mach M = 2,05 est pratiquement le nombre de Mach d'adaptation de la prise d'air. On 
notera I'am^lioration obtenue en efficacite et en distorsion ; (la limite de distorsion acceptable pour un moteur est del'ordre de 
-DC60(yO,30). 

Ces remarques sur le fonctionnement en derapage permettent de montrer que des modifications mineures de la configuration de la 
prise d'air donnent des differences notables de comportement dans un champ d'ecoulement non uniforme, et qu'il est possible d'adapter 
la geom^trie pour tenir compte de ce champ. Les solutions indiquees presenttnt I'avantage d'etre simples, mais d'autres solutions 
teile qu'un diidr: amont et  une rampe de compression supersonique de pentes variables en envergure ont egalement donne des rcsrltats 
favorables. 

Le problime est qu'on ne sail pas actuellement calculer les configurations d'ecoulement du type indique figure 15c ; la prevision 
de detachement du choc d'entree, par exemple, qui conditionne le dessin de la caiene, n'est pas encore resolu en bidimensionnel, ni, 
ä plus forte raison, en tridimensionnel. 

II faut done recourir a une etude experimentale qui n'est pas non plus exempte de difficvltes lorsqu'il s'agit de definir des valeurs 
sures d'efficacite et de coefficients de distorsion ; vu l'importance des effets de couchc-iimite, les essai.'s doivent etre effectues ä 
des nombres de Reynolds representatifs, et avec des maquettes t r£s precises assurant la conformity des profils de bord d'attaque, par 
exemple. L'etude parametrlque nectssaire peut demander de ce fait des moyens importants et de longues periodes d'essais, avec tests 
de ridelite et de precision. 

Influence externe du fonctionnement de la prise d'air 

L'adaptation de la prise d'air ä son environnement n'est qu'un aspect des interactions prise d'air-avion. Un autrc aspect est celui 
de l'influencedu fonctionnement de la prise d'air sur I'avion en general. 

Cette influence peut resulter de phenomdnes de couplage en lacet par exemple entrr les modes propres de la trajectoire de I'avion 
et la poussöe des moteurs, eile meme tributaire du systdme de reglage des prises d'air ; il s'agit alors davantage de problemes 
d'integration des differents systdmes de contröle [211. 

Un autre cas d'influence, qui est aussi generalement le plus severe, est celui que represente le decrochage accidentel d'un compres- 
seur ; ce decrochage provoque un refoulement de debit qui provoque vers I'amont une onde de choc intense («hammer shock«). Comme le 
phenom&ie est pratiquement 'nstantane, le choc remonte largement en amont de l'entree d'air, avant que les dispositifs de d&rharge 
usuels n'aient eu le temps  :':r.tervenir. Le pompage du moteur qui suit ce decrochage est egalement de grande amplitude. Un dispositif 
pour etudier sur une maquette ies effet s de ce pompage est  represente figure 17, selon E. Carter [22], ainsi que des traces de pressions 
mesur^es. 

Le dispositif comporte un papillon toumant qui ferme altemativement le col sonique de sortie du fuseau ; le papillon est montc 
sur un axe creux injectant par une fente un contre-debit, dans la phase de fermeture du col. Cet ensemble permet d'obtenir une meme 
evolution des pressions internes qu'en cas de pompage d'un moteur, comme I' indiquent les traces compares reportes sur la figure. Sur 
ces traces relatifs ä deux prises d'air bidimensinnnellesplac^es cote ä cöte et scparfies par une Etrave d^bordante, on remarquera que le 
pompage d'un moteur entraine i l'instant du second cycle le debut du pompage du moteur voisin, alors que dans des cas moins  sevdres 
(pompage d'une prise d'air sans decrochage du moteur, par exemple) I'etrave permet d'eviter route interaction. 

Ces ph&iomines soumettent l'a.-ion ä des efforts instationnaires importants ; lorsque le choc Emerge de 1' entrde et se propage contre 
le flanc du fuselage ou i l'intrados de la voilure, le decollement de la couche limite pari&ale par ce choc conduit k des zones d'interaction 
de grandes surfaces qui peuvent induire des moments considerables [17, 231.   La figure 18 illustre le pompage k M-2 d'une prise d'air 
semi circulaire distante de la paroi d'une hauteur de couche limite. Les deux phases extremes d'un cycle de pompage sont pr^senties. 
Dans la phase de refoulement du debit vers I'amont, ce debit alimente principalercnt un decollement de la couche limite de paroi qui 
s'etend ttis en amont de l'entree, comme le montre la visualisaiion. Les prises d'air bidimensionnelles dont les rampes de compression 
supersonique externe sont accolees k la voilure permet tent de limiter ce type d'interaction, du fait que le choc emerge du cote de la 
carine, k l'oppose de la rampe, et par consequent de la surface de l'aile. 

. . 
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Pour 6quilibrer les efforts subis par 1'avion en cas de pompage, des dispositifs aucomatiquesd'actions sur les gouvemes ou &ur 
les moceurs symitriques sent maintenant presque systimatiquetnent installs sur les avions volant 4 plus de Mach 2 [21] ; dans le cas 
des prises d'air du Concorde, la solution retenue est par exemple une action sur la gouverne de direction qui s'oppose IU derapagc et 
au roulis en cas de panne d'un moteur [241. 

Separ.uion de deux entries 

Un probUme local d'interaction est celui dejä mentionni d'une prise d'air sur une prise d'air voisine. Dans le cas de deux fuseaux 
moteurs separes, places contre une voilure, une ailette vertic-ale fixce sur 1'aile entre les moteurs peut permettre d'eviter toute interaction 
si l'icartement des moteurs est insuffisant par lui-meme. Cette ailetce a pour effet notamment d'arreter l'extension laterale du decollemeiu 
de la couche limite de la voilure provoque par I'imergence du choc d'une entree en pompage [231. 

Lorsqu'il s'agit de deux prises d'air bidimensionnelles accolees, une etravc de separation convenablemem dimensionnee peut assurer 
l'independance des deux prises d'air dans toutes les conditions, sauf eventuellement dans le cas d'un decrochage accidentel d'un moteur 
au regime maximum en supersonique eleve, comme mentionne precedemment. 

A I'occasion d'une itude d'itraves de ce type, une remarque interessante a pu etre faite qui rejoint le probldme d'influence d'un 
ecoulement non uniforme sur la prise d'air et qui est la suivante : 

Lorsquel'^trave debordante est une simple plaque plane, la couche limite qui se forme sur cette plaque et qui est fortement inter- 
actionnee par les ondes de choc et les gradients de pression eleves dans la region d'entree de la prise d'air conduit a une perte sensible 
d'efticacite (fig. 19). 

Lorsque la cloison forme un dUdre qui comprime lateralement I'ecoulement d'entrle, cette compression supersonique supplementaire 
favorise au contraire l'efficacite, et compense 1'effet de la couche limite, donnant mime parfois un risultat global plus favorable, comme 
I'indique la figure 19. 

Par ailleurs, en utilisant cet effet de compression lateral, il s'est aviri possible de reduire legdrement la compression par la rampe, 
ainsi que la petite de la cardne qui est associie a la deviation de l'ecoulenient par la rampe, et qui determine la trafnle ; ceci a ete 
obtenu tout en conservant la meme efficacite. 

Cette orientation vers des formes plus tridimensionnelles permettant d'optimiser la prise d'air dans son bilan efficacite-trafnee 
meriterait sans doute d'etre approfondir, mtlgti le poids d'une etude qui ne peut etre actuellement qu'en majeur partie experimentale. 

Conclusions 

Quelques probUmes d'interactions prises d'air-avion et d'optimisation d'une prise d'air dans son environnement aerodynamique ont 
€te präsentes. L'accent a ite mis sur 1' itude locale des ecoulements interne et externe ä l'entree de la prise  "tit, ce qui n'exclut pas 
l'importance de nombreuses autres questions qui n'ont pu etre abordees, comme par exemple l'incidence des distorsions internes disrutce 
en rifirence [251. 

Les exemples presences font ressortir l'interet des methodes theoriques actuellement developpees pour calculer notamment I'ecoule- 
ment potentiel du champ proche autour d'un avion transsonique, compte tenu des moteurSjOU encore 1'ecoulement autour d'un fuselage 
supersonique en incidence, compf   tenu de la viscosite. 

Ces exemples tendent toutefois en meme temps a degager des problänes particuliers et des orientations nouvelles mettant en jeu des 
configurations tridimensionnelles complexes dont la solution thcorique ne semble pas devoir etre prochainement accessible, et qui necessi- 
teront par consequent la poursuite de recherches experimentales trds claborees. 
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A CRITERION FOR PREDICTION OF AIRFRAME INTEGRATION EFFECTS 
ON INLET STABILITY WITH APPLICATION TO 

ADVANCED FIGHTER AIRCRAFT 

by 

Gordon R. Hall* 
Northrop Corporation, Aircraft Division 

3901 W. Broadway 
Hawthorne, California 90250, USA 

SUMMARY 

A simple criterion for the prediction of the effects of aircraft external flow field on installed inlet stability is 
presented.   Wind tunnel data obtained from model tests of an advanced fighter aircraft are used to provide a base for 
discussion of installed inlet instability and to demonstrate the instability criterion.   Specifically, two sources of 
supersonic inlet instability are identified, the instability mechanism is discussed and an instability criterion is 
defined, and application of the criterion is demonstrated.   The sources of instability Include Ingestion of separated 
fuselage boundary layer at high aircraft attitude and Ingestion of a vortex generated by a wing leading edge extension 
at negative attitude.   A common stability criterion accounting for the effect of freestream Mach number, aircraft 
attitude, and inlet mass flow ratio is postulated and confirmed by available data.   This same criterion is discussed 
in relation to observed cases of subsonic inlet instability and inlet instability resulting from slipstream Ingestion. 
Application of the criterion to evaluate the effects of configuration changes on inlet stability boundaries is demon- 
strated. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Past theories on the initiating mechanism of inlet buzz have focused upon isolated inlets operating in a uniform 
approaching flow field.   These theories can generally be categorized as self-excited buzz wherein the disturbing 
force is an Intrinsic property of the system oscillation and externally-excited buzz wherein the system oscillates in 
response to an external disturbing force.   Duct resonance theories (e. g., Ref. 1-3) constitute the bulk of the self- 
excitation theories.   Of the various externally-excited initiating mechanisms proposed, shock induced separation on 
the inlet compression surface (e.g., Ref. 4) and slipstream Ingestion at the inlet cowl causing internal separation 
(e.g., Ref. 5) appear to be the most prominent origins of inlet buzz.   However, neither of these mechanisms is 
either a necessary or a sufficient condition to precipitate inlet buzz.   In both cases, the amount of throat blockage, 
or throttling effect, produced by the separated layers is an important factor in determining buzz initiation, the 
throat blockage effect generally leading to the positive slope criterion of pressure recovery with mass flow thought 
necessary for the self-regenerative oscillations of the buzz cycle. 

In recent years, the requirement for high performance/highly maneuverable aircraft has typically led to close 
Integration of the inlet into the airframe in order to minimize aircraft drag and attenuate flow angularity as seen by 
the inlei: at high aircraft attitudes.   As a result, the inlet typically ingests a flow field which has generally been 
processed by a fuselage forebody and wing.   At high aircraft attitudes, the flow field captured by the inlet may be non- 
uniform, either due to non-uniform compression of the inviscid stream and/or by thickening of upstream generated 
boundary layers which may not be fully contained by boundary layer diversion systems at extreme aircraft attitudes. 
Ingestion of regions of depressed oncoming flow by the inlet has recently been observed to cause inlet buzz.   However, 
documentation and analysis of inlet buzz induced by non-uniform approaching flow fields do not appear to have been 
reported in the open literature. 

Presented herein is a simple criterion relating inlet buzz to the characteristics of the flow field approaching 
the inlet.   Predictions of Incipient buzz based on the criterion are shown to be in good agreement with test data in 
accounting for the effects of inlet Mach number, aircraft attitude, and inlet mass flow ratio.   Application of the 
criterion could be a valuable link in the configuration development process of future fighter aircraft by providing 
early Identification of potential problems of inlet instability during preliminary flow field testing, thus allowing 
timely modifications in terms of inlet placement or aircraft configuration geometry upstream of the inlet. 

2, MODEL TESTS 

Much of the material presented is based on wind tunnel data from a 0.2 scale inlet/airframe model of an 
advanced fighter aircraft.   This model was tested in the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) 16T Wind 
Tunnel over the Mach range M   ^ 0 to 1.55 and in the AEDC 16S Wind Tunnel over the Mach range M   = 1.6 to 2.2. 

Figure 1 is a conceptual drawing of the 0.2 scale inlet/airframe model.   The major elements of this model 
Include a fuselage forebody and two slde-mouited D-shape external compression inlets located in the flow field of the 
wing and forebody.   Fuselage boundary layer diversion was achieved by both upward and downward deflection of the 

♦Manager, Internal Aerodynamics and Propulsion Research, Research and Technology Development Programs 
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approaching boundary layer.   The upward diverted boundary layer was ducted through a slot In the wing leading edge 
extension (LEX),   The inlets were fixed geometry with a single 7* compression ramp.   Boundary layer control at 
supersonic Mach numbers was provided by compression ramp surface bleed up^ream of, and through, the pressure 
rise corresponding to the inlet terminal Shockwave, 

The left inlet of the model was instrumented for steady state and dynamic performance at the compressor 
face.   In addition, forward instrumentation was provided for upstream flow diagnostics.   The forward instrumenta- 
tion Included inlet throat static pressure taps and boundary I <yer rakes and conipression ramp static pressure taps. 
Inlet flow field was measured with total pressure rakes at the compression ramp leading edge of the right inlet. 

In addition to data from the 0,2 scale inlet/airframe model, supporting data are provided from component 
tests of a 0,2 scale isolated inlet model and an . 07 scale flow field model (without inlets) tested in Northrop's 
Supersonic 2X2 foot wind tunnel at M0 = 2.0,   These component models were similar in geometry to the correspond- 
ing components of the 0,2 scale inlet/airframe model, 

3, STABLE OPERATION 

Before proceeding with the discussion of Inlet instability, it is instructive to comment briefly on the character- 
istics of the flow over the inlet when operating in the stable mode.   With sufficient surface bleed, the compression 
ramp shock/boundary layer interaction was well controlled, resulting in inviscid shock system pressure recovery 
and low total pressure distortion at the inlet throat.   Nominal surface bleed required to achieve this result was only 
about three percent of inlet airflow.   This result is particularly significant considering the strength of the terminal 
shock (i.e., M!«2 normal shock) downstream of the relatively modest oblique leading edge shock produced by the 
fixed 7* compression ramp.   Successful control of the strong terminal shock boundary layer Interaction is attributed 
to the rather sophisticated design of the compression ramp boundary layer bleed system. 

Without surface bleed, or with reduced surface bleed, massive shock induced separation prevailed above 
about M0 = 1,5,   Operation with this massive shock Induced separation was found to be stable provided the inlet mass 
flow ratio was above a critical level (to be discussed later in more detail). 

Figures 2 through 4 compare the characteristics of the flow over the compression ramp at M0 = 2.0 with 
nominal and reduced surface bleed under conditions of stable operation.   The data for these figures were taken from 
model tests of the 0,2 scale isolated inlet model tested at M0 = 2.0 in the Northrop 2X2 foot wind tunnel.   These 
data were selected because of the availability of Schlieren data, which were not obtained with the 0.2 scale inlet/ 
airframe model.   The pressure data, however, are representative of data obtained with the 0.2 scale inlet/airframe 
model operating at similar conditions. 

Figure 2 clearly shows the stable separated region, and the separation shock associated with turning of the 
supersonic flow outside of the separated region, when the surface bleed is insufficient to prevent separation. With 
nominal surface bleed, no evidence of separation is apparent, although the Mach waves associated with the surface 
"roughness" presented by the bleed section are observed. 

Figure 3 shows the corresponding static pressure distributions along the ramp centerline.   For the separated 
flow case, the static pressure rise is smeared, increasing to a terminal level about twice that of the upstream Ice I 
which, incidently, is in excellent agreement with the separation pressure rise correlations of Reference 6,   For the 
attached flow case, the pressure rise corresponding to the normal shock is sharp, and the downstream pressure 
level is near the ideal value. 

Figure 4 shows total pressure contours measured at the inlet throat.   For the attached flow case, the total 
pressure is essentially uniform at about the ideal level.   For the separated flow case, the total pressure is, of 
course, highly distorted.   The high recovery in the central region reflects compression turning of the outer flow by 
the separated region (Figure 2) with an associated reduction in the strength of the terminal shock.   Near the cow', 
the flow is unaffected by the separation on the ramp, and the total pressure level in this region is similar to that lor 
the attached case.   Although the total pressure distortion at the Inlet throat is extremely high, it is of interest to note 
that the average pressure recovery measured at the compressor face for the separated case is only about five per- 
cent lower than for the attached case.   However, the measured turbulence levels were amplified several times.   It 
is also of Interest to note that high static pressure gradients exist across the inlet throat for the separated case in 
that the outboard region corresponds to the ideal static pressure behind the normal shock (P/P^,g»0.6), while the 
compression ramp static pressures as seen in Figure 3 arc at a level of P/Pfo^-SO, 

4, STABILITY BOUNDARIES 

During tests of the 0,2 scale Inlet/airframe model In the AEDC 16S wind tunnel (M0 = 1.6 to 2. 2), certain 
phenomena causing inlet buzz* were identified.   These phenomena, while changing in intensity and thus affectii „ the 

♦Inlet buzz was detected by monitoring the instantaneous space average compressor face total pressure on an 
oscilloscope. Buzz was typically characterized by a rather sudden onset of high amplitude discrete frequency 
pressure oscillations which occurred during a continuous change in inlet operating conditions. Superimposed 
on the discrete frequency pressure oscillations was a lower amplitude broadband turbulence. 
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Incipient conditions of angle of attack (a), angle of sideslip (0), and inlet mass flow ratio under which inlet buzz 
occurred, did not change In their fundamental characteristics over the Mach range.   AB a result, the discuss ion 
which follows generally applies over the Mach range investigated, although selected Mach numbers are used to 
Illustrate the various points of discussion. 

Figures 5 and 6 show Inlet stability boundaries measured at MQ = 2.0.   Inlet attitude capability (Figure 5) 
was found to be limited by two separately identifiable boundaries.   These two boundaries were found to correspond 
to:   (1) separation of the fuselage boundary layer ahead of the inlet at high angle of attack caused by Impingement 
of the LEX shock on the boundary layer; and (2) a vortex generated by the LEX at negative lift conditions correspond- 
ing to negative angle of attack.   Ingestion of viscous flow by the inlet was common to each of the destabilizing 
phenomena.   Due to the magnitude of the viscous region Ingested (and the location In the case of the wing glove 
vortex), variation In compression ramp boundary layer bleed was found to have negligible effect upon the stability 
boundaries. 

The stability boundaries of Figure 5 correspond to maximum power airflow.   Shown In Figure 6 is the effect 
of mass flow ratio (MFR) on Inlet stability.   In the primary a maneuvering range, the stability limit was found to be 
essentially constant, with good stability margin exhibited with respect to maximum power and Idle airflow levels. 
Within this same range of a, the Inlet capture streamtube was found to be virtually void of significant vlsr -us flow. 

The lower limit of stable MFR in the primary a maneuvering range was found to be governed by the forward 
extent of the compression surface bleed section; change in the forward extent of the bleed section was found to pro- 
vide a lower stable MFR in a 1:1 relationship between the shift in forward extent of the bleed region and shift in the 
shock position with MFR.   That is, inlet buzz was encountered under the condition of insufficient boundary layer 
bleed upstream of the terminal shock (thus fixing the forward most stable position of the terminal shock with respect 
to the leading edge of the bleed section), rather than by any inherent destablllzatlon mechanism arising from the 
geometric relationship of shock position with respect to the inlet surfaces and inlet face.   The critical amount of 
upstream bleed was found to be about one percent of the Inlet flow, which corresponded to removal of somewhat less 
than the entire boundary layer. 

It is of interest to note that, while insufficient compression surface bleed at low MFR led to inlet buzz, 
insufficient bleed at high MFR produced a stable shock induced separated region as discussed earlier (Figure 2). 
This difference is attributed to the increased throat blockage caused by the separated layer at lower MFR.   That 
is, as the MFR is reduced, the separation origin moves upstream on the ramp and the separation thickness at the 
inlet throat Increases, eventually reaching a critical value sufficient to initiate inlet buzz.   This is illustrated 
schematically in Figure 7.   Throat blockage greater than the critical value apparently corresponds to the positive 
slope criterion of pressure recovery with MFR thought necessary for the self-regenerative oscillations of the buzz 
cycle (e. g., Ref. 4).   The difference in stability characteristics at high and low MFR is not due to slipstream 
Ingestion at the outer cowl at low MFR (which is a well documented source of inlet buzz):   based on Schlieren data 
from the 0.2 scale isolated inlet model tests, the slipstream generated by the intersection of the compression ramp 
leading edge shock with the terminal shock was not ingested by the inlet at any MFR. 

At the a extremes of Figure 6, the viscous inlet flow field effects identified previously come Into play.   When 
these effects are prevalent, the stable angle of attack boundaries increase with increasing MFR.   The reason for 
this is that the inlet throat static pressure decreases with increasing mass flow ratio, thus allowing the inlet to 
accept greater depressions in the external inlet flow field without destablllzatlon.   This statement will be elaborated 
upon in a later discussion of the destabilizing mechanism associated with depressions In the inlet flow field. 

5. APPROACHING FLOW FIELD 

Figure 8 shows the inlet total pressure field (corrected for shock loss) measured at the leading edge of the 
compression ramp for a/8 conditions corresponding to the stable region and two buzz regions of Figure 5.    Figure 
8a shows a typical low attitude inlet flow field within the stable operating region of the Inlet.   The flow is well 
behaved and characterized by a fuselage boundary layer which is confined to the boundary layer diversion region 
between the fuselage and the compression ramp.   The remainder of the flow field (I.e., inlet capture streamtube) 
is essentially uniform at freestream total pressure. 

In contrast, Figures 8b and 8c show inlet flow field conditions corresponding to the two previously disc    sed 
regions of inlet buzz of Figure 5.   These flow fields are characterized by relatively large regions of viscous flow 
(i.e., regions of high gradients in total pressure) which lie within the inlet capture streamtube.   Although both of 
the flow fields of Figures 8b and 8c originate from different upstream phenomena, commonality exists in that both 
have a reduced total pressure region within the inlet capture streamtube and both resulted in inlet buzz.   The 
association of reduced upstream total pressure with Inlet instability is considered further In Figure 9. 

6. INSTABIUTY CRITERION 

Figure 9 presents an inlet instability criterion that is related to the deficit in total pressure of the upstream 
flow field intercepted by the inlet.   A typical static pressure distribution along the ramp of an external compression 
inlet is shown In Figure 9a.   The function of the compression ramp is to reduce the velocity of the approaching 
supersonic flow to subsonic flow at the inlet cowl.   This is accomplished through conversion of kinetic energy to 
pressure head, typically by the flow traversing through a series of oblique shock waves to reduce the supersonic 
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'fach number, and finally through a normal ahockwave located a ahort distance upstream of the Inlet cowl which 
reduces the flow velocity to a subsonic level.   If one considers a streamtube of depreaaed upstream total pressure, 
It may be argued that if the total pressure of the depressed streamtube. leas any shook losses encountered In the 
overall compression process, is not greater than the downstrea.\n static pressure as established by the bulk of the 
upstream flow at an undepressed level of upstream total pressure, then the depressed streamtube will be unable to 
negotiate the compression pressure rise without flow reversal and associated throat blockago and, hence, inlet 
Instability may occur.   The above criterion neglects the effect of viscosity which would have a favorable effect in 
accelerating the depressed streamtube along the length of the compression ramp through the action of fluid shear. 
This effect would be expected to prevail even very close to the wall, assuming compression ramp bleed removes 
the local boundary layer. 

The Importance of viscous effects on the proposed Instability criterion of Figure 9 would be expected to be 
small within the external region of a typical supersonic Inlei.   That is, the work done on an element of fluid due to 
the rapid rise in static pressure along the ramp is typically large compared to the work done on an element of fluid 
iue to fluid shear over that same distance.   For example, using the geometry and flow conditions of the inlet des- 
cribed herein, and assuming the locally depressed flow field exhibits diffusion characteristics of an axlsymmetric 
turbulent wake, it may be shown that the integral accelerating effect on the depressed streamtube due to fluid shear 
along the length of the compression ramp is less than ten percent of the integral decelerating effect due to pressure 
forces over the same length.*  Furthermore, it is noted that this viscous effect could be accounted for If one were to 
define the inlet flow field reference plane at the inlet face rather than at the compression ramp leading edge. 
Typically, however, inlet flow field measurements have been, in the past, referenced to the compression ramp 
leading edge plane rather than to the inlet face plane, thus providing measurements of the flow field to be processed 
by the inlet. 

Considering the foregoing, one would expect the proposed inviscid criterion to give reasonably good results 
in predicting inlet Instability caused by total pressure depressions in the oncoming flow field.   If so, early identifica- 
tion of potential problems of inlet instability could be obtained during preliminary flow field testing of a new aircraft 
configuration, and timely modifications in terms of inlet placement or configuration geometry upstream of the inlet 
could be made. 

7.   COMPARISON TO TEST DATA 

Figure 10 shows comparison of measured stability boundaries and stability boundaries predicted by the 
upstream total/downstream static pressure criter'oi. of Figure 9 at MQ = 1.6 and Mo = 2. 0.   The prediction method 
predicts the effect of model attitude on inlet stabi. ty juite well, lioth in the high angle of attack and negative angle of 
attack regions.   It is recalled from Figure 8 that the high a condition corresponds to viscous flow over the com- 
pression ramp and negative a corresponds to a vortex entering the inlet from the upper outboard region.   It is 
particularly significant that the single pressure criterion of Figure 9 works equally well in predicting the effect of 
these separate phenomena.   As mentioned previously, neglect of viscous effects give a conservative estimation of the 
suibility boundaries in neglecting the Increase in total pressure of the depressed streamtubes in the streamwise 
direction.   Another conservative factor is the requirement for a critical amount of throat blockage required to 
Initiate inlet buzz.   This factor is thought to be small, however, in that the area occupied by the depressed streamtube 
grows rapidly as the stagnation condition is approached. 

Figure 11 shows additional comparisons of measured and predicted stability boundaries by bringing in the 
effect of MFR.   That is, a.a the MFR is increased, the value of the downstream static pressure P2 drops, which 
means that a lower level of incoming total pressure Pj2 (and hence higher value of a) can be accepted by the inlet 
without instability.   This is illustrated schematically in Figure 12, which also serves to illustrate the construction 
method of the predicted boundaries of Figure 11.   As can be seen in Figure 11, the prediction method predicts the 
effect of MFR quite well, again both in the high a and negative a range.   It 1" noted that, although measured values of 
P2 were used for the foregoing comparisons, P2 can be easily estimated within a few percent.   Thus, the estimated 
stability boundaries would be virtually unchanged had only the external flow field been measured. 

Figure 13 shows measured and predicted stability boundaries over the Mach range Investigated in the AEDC 
16S Wind Tunnel.   The prediction method is seen to hold over the Mach range investigated, again both in the high a 
and negative a range. 

In summary, the proposed inviscid criterion for prediction of inlet instability due to depressions in the 
oncoming flow field has been found to be in good agreement with measured supersonic inlet instability.   This method 
has been demonstrated for two separate destabilizing phenomena and accounts for the effects of freestream Mach 
number, aircraft attitude, and inlet mass flow ratio.   In neglecting viscous effects and the requirement for critical 
throat blockage, the method predicts stability boundaries which are slightly conservative. 

♦Similar estimates of the ratio of fluid shear to pressure effects within the subsonic diffuser provide the rationale 
for selection of the inlet thro x as the reference downstream plane for the instability criterion as opposed to, say, 
the engine compressor face plane.    That is, although the static pressure continues to rise along the length of the 
subsonic diffuser, it may be shown that the integral effect of fluid shear forces Is of the same order as the integral 
effect of pressure forces within the diffuser: thus, deceleration of the depressed streamtube within the diffuser by 
pressure rise is roughly countered by acceleration due to fluid shear. 
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8.   LOW MACH INSTABIUTY 

Thus far, discussions of inlet stability have focused upon tests of the 0.2 scale inlet/alrframe model in the 
AEOC 16S Wind Tunnel over the Mach range 1.6 to 2.2.   It is of Interest to note that inlet instability was also 
encountered under some conditions at transonic, and even lower, Mach numbers during tests of the model in the AEDC 
16T Wind Tunnel over the Mach range 0 to 1.4.   Specifically, inlet "buzz" was encountered at a few extreme condi- 
tions of high model attitude in combination with low inlet MFR (i.e., MFR typically less than engine idle airflow) 
down to a Mach number as low as M0 = .55. 

Inlet huzz was detected by monitoring the Instantaneous space average compressor face total pressure on 
an oscilloscope during a continuous decrease in inlet MFR.   In addition, data were obtained simultaneously on mag- 
netic tape.   The onset of low Mach buzz was characterized by a relatively gradual build-up in amplitude with reduc- 
tion in MFR, as opposed to the rather sudden onset of high amplitude buzz characteristic of supersonic operation. 
However, the wave form of the low Mach buzz was similar to that of the supersonic buzz in exhibiting high amplitude 
discrete frequency pressure oscillations of nearly constant amplitude, but without superposition uf broadband 
turbulence typical of the supersonic buzz wave form. 

A typical example of low Mach buzz is shown in Figure 14.   Peak-to-peak pressure oscillations are about 
twenty percent of the freestream total pressure, with the positive peaks exceeding frnestream total pressure.   The 
frequency of the pressure oscillations is about 68 hz which is in excellent agreement with the theoretical open/closed* 
organ pipe frequency of the inlet duct calculated at 70 hz.   Further, the pressure oscillations across the duct were 
found to be in phase as evidenced by comparing the instantaneous compressor face average total pressure to selected 
instantaneous measurements of individual compressor face pressures. 

Although stability boundaries comparable to those defined supersonic-ally were not measured at the lower 
Mach numbers, it is noted that the few isolated points detected were limited to low values of MFR ratio in combina- 
tion with high model attitudes wherein fuselage boundary layer thickening was not contained between the inlet ramp 
and fuselage, but instead spilled over the inlet ramp as described previously at supersonic conditions.   Due to the 
high angularity of the local flow at these conditions, the inlet flow field ra.>es were not considered ac< irate as 
evidenced by the less than 100 percent measured recovery in regions of the flow field known not to 1* Influenced by 
upstream viscous effects (typically these regions were measured at about 95 percent recovery).   However, in 
adjusting the measured levels of the inlet flow field to remove the effects of angularity, it appeared that, within the 
various tolerances involved, the instability criterion applied successfully to the supersonic tests was also applicable 
at the lower Mach numbers.   That is, buzz occurred at lower Mach numbers when the inlet throat static pressure 
was increased (by reduction of MFR) to a level about equal to the minimum total pressure of the depressed region of 
flow field intercepted by the inlet.   The observed gradual build-up in the subsonic buzz amplitude with decreasing 
MFR discussed earlier is attributed to the relatively low slope of inlet throat static pressure with MFR at low 
values of MFR where buzz was encountered. 

Throat blockage, due to stagnation of the depressed external flow field, and associated positive slope of 
recovery with mass flow, is thought to play the same role in precipitating buzz at subsonic and supersonic freestream 
Mach numbers.   The primary difference between the subsonic and supersonic Mach buzz is the coupling of the exter- 
nal shock system into the inlet system oscillation, which introduces broadband turbulence (generated by shock 
induced boundary layer separation) superimposed upon the duct resonance frequency. 

9,   SLIPSTREAM INGESTION 

The foregoing discussions have linked the precipitation of inlet buzz to total pressure deficits in the 
approaching external flow field.    For this class of disturbances, a simple flow field criterion which predicts 
supersonic inlet buzz has been described and confirmed by available wind tunnel data.   The criterion accounts for 
the effects of freestream Mach number, aircraft attitude, and inlet mass flow ratio.   The same criterion, although 
not comprehensibly demonstrated at subsonic Mach numbers, appears to be consistent with observed instances of 
inlet buzz encountered at subsonic Mach numbers.   Due to the fundamental nature of the criterion, it is suggested 
thit it may also govern the initiation of inlet buzz arising from sources other than non-uniform approaching external 
flow fields. 

For example, consider the well documented evidence of inlet buzz caused by Ingestion of a slipstream at 
the outer cowl of an inlet (Ref. 5 is a classical example).   Slipstream Ingestion typically occurs at reduced mass 
flow ratio and/or angle of attack when the compression surface oblique shock system intersects the terminal shock 
within the projected area of the inlet cowl.   Although slipstream Ingestion has been a common source of inlet buzz, 
it is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition to precipitate buzz.   In pursuing this point, it is suggested that it is 
not the slipstream, per se, that is the cause of the inlet buzz, but rather the variation in total pressure of the flow 
downstream of the slipstream origin (triple shock point) combined with external subsonic diffusion between the triple 
point and the inlet face.   This concept is discussed further in the paragraphs which follow. 

Figure 15 shows a sequence of four Schlieren photographs, two of which clearly show slipstream Ingestion 
without inlet instability.   These data were obtained with the 0.2 scale isolated inlet model tested in the Northrop 
3X2 foot wind tunnel at M0 = 2.0.   As noted in earlier discussion, the slipstream generated by the intersection of 

♦An opsn/closed duct was assumed for analysis since at the very low MFR's where buzz occurred, the downstream 
end of the duct is nearly closed. 

,- 
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the compression ramp leading edge shock with the terminal shock was not ingested by the inlet at any MFR with the 
Inlet at the nominal angle of attack of zero degrees.   Therefore, at zero degrees angle of attack, no information 
relating to the effect of slipstream Ingestion on inlet stability was obtained.   However, for selected tests, the inlet 
compression ramp was turned into the flow S* (Identified as 0 s 6* in Figure 15).   With this model orientation, the 
slipstream was ingested by the Inlet at lower values of MFR as neen in Figure 15.   At the highest MFR, the slip- 
stream appears to be nearly at the Inlet cowl and the Inlet flow is stable.   At the two intermediate MFR's, the slip- 
stream is clearly Ingested by the inlet, but the inlet flow remains stable.   Only at the lowest MFR did the slipstream 
Ingestion precipitate inlet buzz. 

Figure 16 shows elements of the flow field in the vicinity of the triple shock point.   Although the flow 
field at the triple point is very complicated due to shock curvature arising from the downstream influence of the 
subsonic low, the flow a short distance above and helow the triple point may be treated by plane wave shock rela- 
tions. In applying plane wave shock relations, the total pressure loss above the triple point is greater than that 
below the triple point (PTA < PTB) ^ue to ^ higher incoming Mach number above the triple point.   Within a short 
distance dowiutieam of the triple point, transverse static pressure balance is achieved and, due to the lower total 
pressure above the triple point, the velocity of the flow above the triple point is lower than that be)ow the triple 
point.   During the subsonic diffusion process between the triple point and the inlet throat, the static pressure rise 
reduces the velocity of the flow above the triple point more than it reduces the velocity of the flow below the triple 
point, thus compounding the initial upstream velocity differential.   With sufficient total pressure differential and 
subsonic diffusion, stagnation of the flow above the triple point will occur, resulting in throat blockage and potential 
Inlet instability. 

Figure 17 shows internal total pressure profiles in the region of the outboard cowl (measured at the inlet 
throat) for each of the MFR conditions of Figure 15.   For reference, the ideal total pressures* above and below the 
triple point Immediately downstream of the terminal shock are indicated.   At the highest MFR, the slipstream 
apparently has not entered the inlet as evidenced by the uniform recovery at a level about equal to the ideal level 
below the triple point.   At the two intermediate MFR's, there is a region of reduced total pressure flow near the 
wall where the pressures closely coincide with the ideal total pressure above the triple point, while the total 
pressure of the flow farther from the wall corresponds closely to the ideal total pressure below the triple point. 
The two regions are joined by a shear layer which represents the slipstream after viscous diffusion between the 
triple point and the inlet throat.   At the lowest MFR, the inlet is in buzz, and the total pressure profile reflects a 
time average of this buzz which extends beyond the end of the pressure rake. 

It is noted that the wall static pressures have increased to a level nearly equal to the region of reduced 
total pressure at the two intermediate MFR's.   This increase in static pressure reflects the increase In external 
subsonic diffusion with decreasing MFR.   Although the wall static pressures are at about the same level as the 
region of reduced total pressure, the region is not considered to be one of boundary layer separation.   Rather, this 
region reflects the reduced external total pressure and external subsonic diffusion which combine to stagnate the 
Incoming flow.   There is not significant internal static pressure gradient in this region to produce a boundary layer 
separation.   On the other hand, the reduced external total pressure/subsonic diffusion is an expected result, with 
good quantitative agreement between the measured and predicted pressure recovery in this region. 

The requirement for finite throat blockage produced by the stagnated flow prior to initiation of inlet buzz 
is evident in Figure 17.   Specifically, at the MFR immediately prior to inlet buzz, the flow above the triple point 
has stagnated and probably reversed (indicated by total pressure levels less than wall static pressure), but the inlet 
flow remains stable.   It is not until a critical blockage occurs that inlet buzz is encountered. 

In summary, the same inlet instability criterion applied successfully in predicting inlet buzz caused by 
total pressure deficits in the approaching external flow field would appear to be an appropriate criterion for deter- 
mination of the critical strength of an Ingested slipstream required to precipitate Inlet buzz, although additional 
comparisons to experimental data are desirable.   At this point, it is of interest to note that the suoject criterion 
appears to govern precipitation of inlet buzz caused by non-uniform flow fields from extremely different origins. 
Specifically, the slipstream generated non-uniform flow field originates from inviscid flow through Shockwaves of 
different strengths, the low Mach externally generated non-uniform flow field originates from upstream subsonic 
viscous flows, and the supersonic externally generated non-uniform flow field originates predominately from 
upstream supersonic viscous flows. 

10.   APPLICATION OF THE CRITERION 

Based upon the measurements of inlet stability from the first test of the 0.2 scale iniet/airframe model 
In AEDC 16S Wind Tunnel, various modifications to the configuration were Investigated to extend the high angle of 
attack stability boundary at supersonic Mach numbers.   No parallel attempt was made to extend the negative angle 
of attack boundary created by Ingestion of the LEX vortex since the original boundary was not restrictive with 
respect to the desired a, ß operating envelope.   These modifications we-e evaluated, using an . 07 scale flow field 
model tested at MQ = 2.0 in Northrop's 2X2 foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel.   This model was tested without an 

♦Ideal total pressures were calculated based on plane wave shock relations and accounting for downstream flow 
direction as indicated by the Initial angle of the slipstream. 
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Inlet, * and all evaluation« were baaed upon Inlet flow field meaaurementa, forebody static pressure measurements, 
and oil flow visualization.   A modified configuration which evolved from these testa waa later confirmed in a second 
teat of the 0.2 scale Inlet/alrframe model In the AEDC 16T Wind Tunnel, In which inlet stability boundaries were 
meaaured. 

The effects of a sample modification to the configuration are shown In Figures 18 and 19.   Figure 18 
shows the effect of a modification to the slot In the LEX on inlet flow field.   The effect of the riot modification was 
to reduce the static pressure rise caused by Impingement of the LEX Shockwave on the fuselage and provide a 
pressure relief region through the LEX for the forebody boundary layer to flow.   As can be seen in Figure 18, the 
region of adverse viscous flow Interceptbd ay the inlet is reduced considerably with the modified slot. 

Figure 19 shows the measured extension of the high angle of attack stability boundary corresponding to 
the modified slot In the LEX.   Since the modified configuration was tested only In the AEDC 16T Wind Tunnel, 
maximum teat Mach number was slightly less than Mo ■ 1-6.   Thus, the comparison of Figure 19 la made at M0 =1.6, 
rather than at M0 = 2.0 whare the . 07 acale model flow field measurements were made.   At MQ = 1.6, however, the 
desired Increase In stability boundary was achieved, thus demonstrating the validity of the stability criterion as a 
useful tool for extending the stability boundary a specified amount.   Further, due to the excellent agreement of the 
predicted and measured extension of the stability boundary at MQ = 1.6, it was concluded that previously planned 
confirmation testa with the modified configuration in the AEDC 16S Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers in excess of 
M0 = 1.6 were not required. 

11.   CONCLUSIONS , 

1. Supersonic inlet buzz was found to be caused by Ingestion of upstream generated viscous flows.   The 
destabilizing viscous flows included separated fuselage boundary layer at high aircraft attitude and a vortex generated 
by a wing leading edge extension at negative attitude.   Increasing Inlet mass flow ratio was found to extend the atti- 
tude for stable inlet operation. 

2. In the range of aircraft attitude where the external flow field was free of viscous flow, good inlet 
stability margin with respect to maximum and Idle power airflows waa exhibited over the Mach range investigated. 
In this range of attitudes, the lower limit of stable mass flow ratio was found to be essentially constant, with the 
level governed by the forward extent of the compression surface bleed section. 

3. Within the stable region of operation, the compression surface shock/boundary layer interaction was 
well controlled for normal shock Mach numbers as high as 2.0 using about three percent of Inlet airflow.   Without 
surface bleed, massive shock Induced separation prevailed above freestream Mach numbers of about 1.5.   However, 
inlet operation with the shock Induced separation was stable provided the mass flow ratio was above a critical level. 

4. A simple stability criterion which relates inlet buzz to characteristics of the flow field approaching 
the inlet was postulated.   Predictions of inlet buzz based on the criterion were found to be In good agreement with 
available test data In accounting for the effects of freestream Mach number, aircraft attitude, and Inlet mass flow 
ratio.   The criterion states that if the total pressure of a streamtube Intercepted by the Inlet, less any shock losses 
encountered in the compression process, is not greater than the downstream static pressure, then flow reversal 
and associated inlet instability may occur. 

5. Inlet ouzz was encountered at a few extreme conditions of high model attitude in combination with low 
inlet mass flow ratio (less than engine idle airflow) at subsonic Mach numbers.   The wave form of the subsonic buzz 
was similar to that of the supersonic buzz in exhibiting high amplitude discrete frequency pressure oscillations which 
corresponded to the duct resonance frequency.   The same stability criterion applied successfully In predicting buzz 
at supersonic Mach numbers was found to be consistent with the observed Instances of buzz at subsonic Mach numbers. 

6. For selected tests, the effect c' slipstream Ingestion on inlet stability was studied.   Although slipstream 
Ingestion precipitated inlet buzz at some condi' lira, slipstream Ingestion of itself was not a sufficient condition 
to precipitate buzz.   The same stability criterion applied successfully In predicting buzz caused by total pressure 
depressions in the approaching external flow field, when applied locally to the region of flow between the slipstream 
origin and inlet face, would appear to be an appropriate criterion for determination of the critical strength of an 
Ingested slipstream required to precipitate buzz. 

7. Application of the stability criterion was demonstrated in the process of extending the Inlet stability 
boundaries a specified amount based on flow field measurements.   Future application of the criterion could be a 
valuable link in the configuration development process of fighter aircraft by providing early identification of 
potential problema of inlet Instability during preliminary flow field testing, thus allowing timely modifications in 
terms of inlet placement or aircraft configuration geometry upstream of the inlet. 

»Although this model had an Inlet which could be Installed, It was not designed for supersonic operation due to lack 
of compression ramp boundary layer control. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper describes the technique in current use at the Aircraft Research Association for the 
measurement of the transonic spillage drag of a two dimensional, ramp intake. The method requires the 
calibration of the intake duct system for both mass flow and exit momentum. The technique is equally 
applicable to supersonic testing. The achieved repeatability of the measurements allows intake 
configuration differentiation to -IX  in aircraft drag for a typical supersonic fighter aircraft at high 
subsonic speed. Theoretically based calculatioift show satisfactory agreement with the measurements both 
for a range of intake mass flow and for intake ramp angle changes.  The technique is economic and 
suitable for routine testing. General comment is made on the merits of three methods available for the 
measurement of spillage drag using the balance mounted, whole model technique, together with 
reconmendations for further technique development. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Intake» designed for supersonic operation 
generally have sharp lips. When such an intake is 
operated at transonic speeds, the flow losses 
associated with the sharp lips can cause large drag 
penalties if the engine flows required at such 
speeds mean operation of the intake at flow ratios 
less than maximum. Such drag penalties are called 
spillage drag and some typical curves are shown in 
figure 1. For example the spillage drag slope of 
a sharp lipped, supersonic intake might typically 
be AC /A(Ao/Al) - -0.7. This value is between 10 
and  100 times greater than that of a good, 
axisynnetric, subsonic co\.l, depending on the point 
of comparison. Thus the measurement of intake 
spillage drag is important for the estimation of 
aircraft performance for aircraft using sharp 
lipped intakes. 

The steep drag slopes associated with sharp 
lipped intakes indicate very dirty external flows. 
The size of the values is typically of the same 
order as the drag of c.  flat plate normal to the 
airflow. Typical loss making features could be 
separations, vortices, or shocks. All these 
features should show in surface oil flow 
visualisation. 

The importance oi tests in a wind tunnel for 
intake spillage drag, or indeed for aircraft drag, 
can be further emphasised. The validity of current 
empirical correlations, employed by the performance 
groups of industry, is questionable when applied to 
the development of new configurations, by reason of 
the novel features of the configuration. The use 
of wind tunnel tests for such new configurations 
is less likely to miss the effects of the newness 
of the configuration on the aircraft drag. In such 
circumstances, the practical wind tunnel engineer 
would consider that a properly thought out series 
of models and tests, would estimate the projected 
aircraft drag to a considerably better confidence 
value than correlative data based on past 
configurations. 

This paper describes the principles and methods used at the Aircraft Research Association for the 
measurement of the spillage drag of a two-dimensional, ramp type intake. Particular attention is given 
to the calibration and validation of the results, together with recommendations for further technique 
development. 
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FIG.I   TYPICAL SUBSONIC SPILLAGE DRAG CURVES 

2.       PRINCIPLES 
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FIG 2.  AIRCRAFT THRUST-DRAG 

Figure 2 shows a simplified balance of the principal forces acting on an engine nacelle. Drag is 
measured on the aeroforce model for which the intake and exit flow conditions are measured.  It is then 
adjusted to the correct intake flow using spillage drag test results and to the correct exit flow 
conditions using afterbody plus jet drag test results. 
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For a detailed balance of the forces involved, references 1 and 2 should be consulted. For the 
procedures and techniques suitable for the detailed balance, references 3 and 4 are available. 
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Fia 3. BASIC EQUATIONS FOR SPILLAGE DRAG MODEL TESTING ON RAMP INTAKES 

Figure 3 gives the equations applicable to the measurement of intake spillage drag. Here the 
equations are derived for the zero incidence case with a square ended exit flow in the freestream 
direction. More general equations are available in reference 4 and 5. Generally as the intake is 
throttled (for Ao < A ) the increase of X  is wholly or partially offset by a reduction in X   due 

to thrust forces being developed on the cowl (subsonic flow).  The change of (X ,. + X ) as the intake 
is throttled from some datum flow is called the spillage drag. 

3.  MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The method uses the balance mounted, whole model approach with non-metric mass flow control. The 
technique and model layout is based on that described in reference 6. Figure 4 shows the model in 
schematic form. 
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FIG. L. MODEL  INSTRUMENTATION 
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Twin side intakes and internal ducts are representative to the engine face. Aft of the engine face 
the duct was expanded slightly to suit a requirement for a subsonic test Mach number of 0.6 with full 
intake flow. Externally the fuselage was representative to about 3 intake heights downstream of the 
cowl lip plane and then blended into a constant section, parallel sided afterbody. The base was flat but 
carried thin flanges on the internal and external edges to promote clean flow separation. Stub wings 
were fitted as these might act as forward facing surfaces for the possible recovery of spill thrust 
rather than to give the correct upwash flowfield at the intake. The whole model was carried on a 
standard Aircraft Research Association 3" balance 
which was fitted into a massive. I section sting - 
see figure 5. The I ser' ■ ,n of the sting was 
convenient since considerable strength was required 
for the large normal force loads on the model yet 
the internal ducts of this particular model gave 
little space between the ducts at the engine face 
position. Thus the ducts fitted on either side 
of the I section. Aft of the engine face, where 
it was necessary to increase the duct diameter, 
the ducts were taken away from the model 
centreline using a short S bend. 

The model carries comprehensive intake 
instrumentation. The starboard duct is used for 
intake performance and stability and the port duct 
for turbulence. Both ducts are of course 
instrumented for mass flow and exit momentum.  It 
is important to measure engine face performance in 
the context of spillage drag since intake 
modifications that are aimed at reducing drag might 
affect engine face recovery or mass flow.  Since 
ultimately thrust minus drag is of overall concern, 
both engine face performance and intake drag are FIG. 5. STING ASSEMBLY 
necessary measurements. 

• 

Figure 6 is a view of the ducts and 
instrumentation. The starboard duct has a rotatable, 
two position, 12 arm pitot rake at the engine face 
plane for the measurement of pressure recovery and 
steady state distortion. Mass flow was measured 
in calibrated Venturis. The exit statics for the 
measurement of exit momentum are downstream of the 
Venturis in a constant diameter exit tube. Mass 
flow is controlled by an earthed, 60 conical plug 
throttle with linear position actuation and 
indication - see figure 7. The base is 
comprehensively pressure plotted to allow for the 
effects of changing base pressure as the throttles 
are driven. The model incorporates bleed ducts 
which carry Venturis and exit statics for the 
measurement of bleed flow and momentum.  The bleed 
flows are controlled by fixed area exit nozzles, 
the exit statics being at the nozzle throat. 

■ 
^£1   JM 

FIG. 6. DUCTS AK!D INSTRUMENTATION 

Extensive surface pressure plotting on the 
intake ramps and cowls was necessary for the 
diagnosis of the drag results. 

Figure 6 shows the model instrumentation when 
the bottom 'tray' of the model fuselage is removed. 
Direct access is available to the scanivalves used 
for pressure measurements, to the wir in» and 
plumbing for the scanivalves, and to the wiring 
for the turbulence transducers. :^mmmiM$m;. 

FIG. 7. BASE AND THROTTLE 
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TUNNEL AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The model hat been tested transonically in the 8ft x 9ft tunnel at the Aircraft Research Association. 
Tests have been made in the Mach number range 0.5 to 1,3, Reynolds number 2.9 to 4.4 x 10e per foot, 
Reynolds number on capture height 0.9 to 1.3 x ID6. Details of the tunnel are available in reference 7. 

The instrumentation accuracy is 

tunnel and other reference pressures 

scanivalve pressures as P/H 

incidence accuracy 

balance calibration 

balance temperature drift typically less than 1/3Z F.S. 

- 0.03"^ 

- 0.003 at 30"Hg stagnation 

- 0.05° 

- JX F.S. 

Accurate pressure and balance techniques must be available for this class of work since the final 
drag data is dependent on differencing large terms. 

Special equipment was built to allow test point setting and monitoring. An on-line X-Y plotter was 
used to show pressure recovery versus mass ilow. Analog circuits from transducers recording six engine 
face pitot pressures gave pressure recovery, and further analog circuits from transducers recording 
venturi upstream pressure and differential pressure gave mass flow. A dynamic transducer was displayed 
on an oscilloscope to show duct flow stability. 

5.  DATA REDUCTION 

The procedure is shown in block diagram form 
in figure 8. All terms are in practice brought 
to non-dimensional form as soon as possible and 
calculations are carried out in non-dimensional 
form. The force terms are non-dimensionalised 
by divluir.^ by the dynamic pressure times the 
total intake capture area (2A1 for twin duct 
siue intakes). 

Tabulated output, computer plotting and data 
on magnetic tape are routinely produced. 

Small practical difficulties arose with the 
use of Venturis.  The venturi differential 
pressure is only single signed regardless of 
flow direction. The bleed system at low 
freestream Mach numbers sometimes flows in 
reverse. A pitot in the bleed duct venturi 
is now used to check flow direction.  It is also 
possible at the higher freestream Mach numbers 
to choke the main duct Venturis. Limits have 
been built into the procedure to eliminate such 
data. 

SCANIVALVE 
DATA 

EF 
CALCS 

BALANCE 
DATA 

MISC 
PRESS 

BLEED 
CALCS 

VENTURI 

CALCS 
»ALANCE 
FORCES 

STING 
CAVITY 
FORCE 

UPSTREAM 
MOMENTUM 

EXIT 
MOMENTUM 

BASE 
FORCES 

MODEL 
ANGLE 

EXTERNAL 

FORCES 

RECOVERY MASS 
FLOW 

DISTORTION MISC 
PRESSURES 

BLEED DRAG 

FIG. 8-  DATA REDUCTION 

6.  CALIBRATION 

6.1. Mass flow calibration 

Accuracy of mass flow measurement is important for all intake test work. For spillage drag 
tests on intakes, the effect of mass flow errors on the use of the data, depends both on the type of 
error and the shape of the spillage drag curve. For example, for linear drag curves with only zeio 
shift type errors of mass flow, the slope of the curve is important and this would be determined 
satisfactorily. However other types of error are common and the shape of the drag curves can be far 
from linear. Thus for intake drag work accuracy of mass flow is important.  If aircraft drag is to be 
estimated, then accurate mass flow measurements must be made also for the aeroforce model, in order to 
match the test data ; rom both the aeroforce and the intake drag model at some datum mass flow. 
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Since the model was designed to use flow 
through ducts in the transonic speed range, the 
available pressure differential to drive the 
duct flow led to the choice of a venturi for 
mass flow measurement rather than the sonic 
exit method. The use of a 'good' venturi 
according to standard venturi practice would 
have yielded an unworkable model length. From 
the available model length, to suit the working 
section of the tunnel and the model and support 
system, it was necessary to use a venturi of 
length about equal to one duct diameter. Thus 
the best approach was to ensure the venturi 
size suits model length limitations and to 
calibrate for accuracy. 

The shape of the venturi is shown in 
figure 9. The throat area was sized for the 
requirement of full intake flow when the intake 
throat is a maximum, whilst maintaining an 
adequate contraction to give a pressure 
differential suitable to the instrumentation 
accuracy and the required mass flow accuracy. 
Thus the maximum throat Mach number was as 
high as 0.75. In retrospect the venturi and 
duct design could probably be improved, 
particularly by increasing the area upstream of 
the contraction. The design of Venturis to 
suit the model limitations with large duct flows 
is an area of design largely outside existing 
venturi practice. 

E: i » i I 1^, ^-udiimu gmi 

FLOW DIRECTION 

0 a , »rrrrrrOAxXTrrvwyy 
U 

THROAT UPSTREAM 
STATICS STATICS 

FIG. 9.   VENTURI GEOMETRY 
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FIG. 10. MASS FLOW CALIBRATION 

Calibration was carried out at the National Gas Turbine Establishment, Pyestock, England, where a 
proven flow rig was available. Upstream of the engine face, the duct was represented to the end of the 
intake ramps. Gauzes were used to introduce distortion, though in practice the calibration distortions 
were not wholly representative of the later tunnel test distortions where large radial distortions were 
found at the engine face. Since the engine face pitot rake supporte cause flow losses, some smoothing 
and mixing of the flow occurs downstream of the support struts. Within the range of calibration 
distortions appropriate to the transonic operation of the mod»!, the venturi was found to be insensitive 
to the engine face distortion, see figure 11. 
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The ducts were effectively recalibrated 
21 years later when the exit flow profile was 
measured to give a momentum discharge 
coefficient - see section 6.2. In these later 
tests some larger distortions appropriate to 
supersonic operation were used. These tests 
indicated that at the lower mass flows and 
higher distortions occurring during supersonic 
intake operation, the venturi did not give 
mass flow reliably. Consequently for 
supersonic testing the mass flow is now 
derived from a sonic exit area technique using 
a measurement of the throttle plug position. 
At transonic distortion levels, the discharge 
coefficient repeatability between the two 
calibrations was \X. 
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6.2. Momentum discharge coefficient calibration 

The exit momeiitum plus pressure 
term is mV +A (P -P ). The static pressure term 

e e e o r 

is measured at the exit vail statics and 
assumed uniform across the duct. The velocity 
term is derived from the measured exit statics 
and the venturi mass flow, using one-dimensional 
duct flow equations. 

To allow for distorticn at- the exit 
station, a 'momentum discharge coefficient' 
needs to be applied to the exit momentum plus 
pressure term to compensate for the difference 
between the actual profile and the assumed profile. 
This momentum discharge coefficient is greater 
than 1.0. For example, if there is a hole in the 
flow then the measured mass flow must cross the 
rest of the exit station area with a greater 
velocity than if the flow had been one-dimensional. 
Thus the velocity is greater than one-diraensional 
flow and the velocity momentum term is larger. 

The effect of the flow profile on the 
exit momentum was studied during the model design 
stage by calculations based on various assumed 
profiles.  Profiles of pitot pressure relative to 
duct static pressure were integrate ' r.o find 
integrated mass flow and momentum. The integrated 
mass flow and the duct static pressur :a were then 
combined to yield a momentum from ID flow 
equations to simulate the combination of venturi 
mass flow and exit static pressures.  The integrated 
momentum was then compared with the one-dimensional 
momentum. The results of these calculations are 
shown in figure 12. The calculations were also 
made for a range of exit Mach numbers and these 
emphasised the need to keep the exit Mach number 
low so that the exit momentum was dominated by 
the pressure term. However it must be remembered 
that the exit momentum term is a large one that is 
subsequently differenced from the upstream momentum 
so that momentum discharge coefficients need to be 
known correspondingly more accurately. 

FIG.U CDISV ^ PU-PT 
PU 
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CASE SYMBOL PROFILE TYPE 
MOMENTUM    1 
DISCHARGE 
COEFFICIENT | 

|     1 • UNIFORM 1 000        | 

K LINEAR 1-13*          i 

a STEP 1-367          | 

+ INFORM CENTRE • BOUNDARY LAYER 1002         | 

A ■• 1007         j 

Y " 1011         | 

FIG. 12.    EFFECT OF PITOT PRESSURE PROFILE ON THE 
EXIT MOMENTUM DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 
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The model was initially tested using a momentum discharge coefficient of 1.0 as a consequence of 
the calculations made. Subsequent to testing, the engine face profile was used in the above calculation 
procedure. The worst error, if the engine face pitot profile distortion applied at the exit was about 
2Z of the drag level. Since the venturi calibration suggested that the mass flow measurement is 
insensitive to engine face distortion, then the effects of the engine face distortion on momentum are 
also likely to be small or independent of engine face distortion. Comparative testing of differing 
intake configurations is then practical. 

The initial tests also showed that the use of bleed did not affect the drag data significantly. 
This was encouraging since the change of bleed from off to on gave differing engine face distortions 
and so the effect of the engine face distortion on the exit momentum was small. At a later stage of 
the model testing, results of a similar model at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, Bedford became 
available.  Differences between these two sets of results led to a need to check the validity of the 

assumptions of the exit pitot pressure profile for 
the model.  Two possible sources of distortion were 
identified aft of the engine face.  Firstly, the 
S bend between the engine face and the venturi 
could produce distortion. The bend was needed to 
shift the duct centreline away from the sting to 
allow for duct expansion.  The bend is fairly 
short since model length was a limitation. Secondly 
the mass flow venturi could produce distortion 

J since the throat Mach numbers are high and again 
/ the venturi is short because of model length 
' limitations. 

The exit duct was fitted with the pitot and 
static rake shown in figure 13. The rake carried 
12 arms of pitot tubes. For each arm, 6 pitot 
tubes were placed at radii corresponding to equal 
area weighting and the seventh tube was close to 
the duct wall to measure the effect of the boundary 
layer. A central pitot was also fitted.  6 stream 
statics were mounted on the rake and the wall statics 
were increased from 4 to 12. The rake was arranged 
so as not to interfere with the exit throttle and 
tests were carried o t in the same calibration rig 
at the National Gas Turbine Establishment as was 
used for the original mass flow calibration. 

FG. 13. EXIT PITOT AND STATIC RAKE 
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Figure 14 shows a typical pitot pressure 
contour at the exit station at full flow. The 
pitot pressures and the static pressures were 
integrated to give both mass flow and momentum. 
The integration for mass flow was typically within 
-1%  of the rig mass flow which indicates that the 
measurements are an accurate description of the 
flow. The integration for the exit momentum was 
compared with the standard model method outlined 
above and an effective exit momentum discbarge 
coefficiert was calculated. Results are shown 

ecu. 

FIG. 1A. EXIT PITOT PRESSURE CONTOUR 
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FIG. 15.   EXIT MOMENTUM DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT 

in figure IS, the differing symbols representing differing distortion screens. Tests were done for a 
range of engine face distortions and the momentum discharge coefficient was correlated against an engine 
face distortion parameter. The correlation has now been applied to the data reduction programme for the 
wind tunnel testing. 

The exit station Mach number is very significant in the degree by which the flow profile at the exit 
station changes the drag data. Changes to the model at the intake end resulted in larger mass flows than 
during the initial model testing so that the exit flow profile was more significant. Again, in retrospect, 
the venturi and exit duct design could probably be improved. It is suggested that for this sort of test a 
duct Mach number not greater than 0.3 at the venturi upstream station and at the exit station is desirable. 
Also for testing at the higher freestream Mach numbers it would be practicable to incorporate flow 
smoothing screens in the ducts. 

7.  REPEATABILITY 

An analytical approach to data accuracy was not attempted.  Instead, following tunnel testing, real 
data was modified to simulate a variety of possible errors. This approach alluws errors typical of the 
instrumentation system to be introduced. The computation of the modified data uses the established 
data reduction programme and comparison of the results with the results from the unmodified data indica ^ 
the most significant terms. Drag levels can be affected by errors in tunnel stagnation pressure 
measurement and errors in the base pressure due to zero shift type errors in the scanivalve pressure 
system.  Drag slopes can be affected by errors in the tunnel reference pressures and by zero shift plus 
sensitivity errors peculiar to the scanivalve calibrating system. Errors in the venturi discharge 
coefficient have a comparatively small effect on drag level but some effect on slope.  Accurate pitch 
setting is required for consistent drag levels.  Accurate axial and normal forces ate required from the 
balance as both contribute to drag when resolving the forces from balance axes to wind axes. 

Datum cases are run for each phase of testing in the tunnel. The repeatability within a test 
phase typically will allow configuration differentiation of the order of \X  of aircraft drag at high 
subsonic speeds.  The repeatability between phases is 3 times worse than typical instrumentation accuracy 
should give and the causes of the non-repeatability have not been found. 

The effect of bleed is to alter the engine face distortion. Additionally the total intake capture 
flow is split into two streams so that the force and exit ment-utum balance is changed.  The bleed 
Venturis were not calibrated, a discharge coefficient being estimated from standard practice.  Generally 
drag data bleed on to bleed off compares to about 0.02.  This agreement is considered satisfactory and 
confirms that for transonic engine face distortion levels, the effects of the distortion on the exit 
momentum and hence overall drag levels, is small. 
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8. COMPARISON WITH THEORY 

mV. 

mmm 
STREAMTUBE mV0 . Xp,       ■   Xr • ( mVt . A» ( Pf - P0))co» 9 

PRE ENTRY DRAG   X. Xr. (m¥, • A, (P, - P0))cot 8 - mV0 

SPILLAGE MAG     A(Xp(>Xut) s  A( Xpt . Xcowl) 

FIG. 16.   PRE ENTRY DRAG AND SPILLAGE DRAG CALCULATION 

Theoretically based calculations have been made according to the methods of reference 8,  Figure  16 
shows the calculation procedure.    The throat momentum is calculated by assuming isentropic flow between 
the freestream and the throat and that one dimensional flow theory is adequate.    The ramp and cowl  forces 
are found by the integration of measured pressures.     The calculations have been made for each test  data 
point using achieved test mass flows and pressure measurements.    Figures  17 and 18 show the development 
of the pre-entry drag and the spillage drag respectively.     (Conmon practice is followed in naming the 
pre-entry,  ramp and cowl forces,  as drag,  though strictly they are only axial forces on restricted areas 
of the flow model). 

DRAG 

PRE ENTRY DRAG = MOMENTUM DIFF . 
V%. RAMP DRAG 

SPILLAGE DRAG « PRE ENTRV DRAG . 
COWL DRAG 

DRAG 

MASS FLOW 

FIG. 17.    PRE ENTRY DRAG FIG. 18.   SPILLAGE DRAG 
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The result* of the calculations have been 
compared with the drag changes measured on the 
model.    Figure 19 shows two such comparisons, 
for varying mass flow and for varying ramp 
angle.    The data is for a freestream Mach No. of 
0.9 and small positive incidence.    The agreement 
is generally less satisfactory at other Mach No's 
and inciwences.    It is surprising that the 
agreement is as good as it is in view of 
differences between the simple one dimensional 
flow model,  figure 16, and the complex 
3 dimensional flow patterns around such an 
intake when installed on the side of a fuselage, 
and in view of the limited pressure plotting 
d«fi. 

These calculations demonstrate ehe 
importance of preasure plotting on the ramp and 
cowl surfaces.    The build-up of the spillage 
drag shown in figures 17 and 18 is not possible 
without such pressure plotting.    However the 
data does not allow a breakdown of where the 
flow losses which represent the spillage drag 
occur.    Surface flow visualisation or pitot and 
static rakes in the external flow may prove 
helpful for such a breakdown. 
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HASS FLOW 
DRAG« FULL FLOW 

RAMP ANGLE 

9. TECHNIQUE COMMENT 

Figure 20 shows 3 possible model systems 
for the measurement of spillage drag using the 
general approach of a balance mounted, whole 
model rather than a balance mounted intake. 
Figures 21a,b,c show typical breakdowns of the 
loads for the 3 systems.    The base and internal 
forces would be derived from pressure 
measurements in all 3 systems. 

Figure 21a shows the load breakdown for 
the interchangeable nozzle technique.    The loads 
have been estimated from the data of figure 21b 
so that the comparison between the techniques 
is clear.    For this technique the internal force 
tern is small and the balance records a force 
near to the required drag.    This technique 
therefore gives good answers if good balance 
technique is available.    However the method is 
not compatible with production testing since 
mass flow is not a mechanized variable  (it is 
comparable to doing aeroforce model testing 
with fixed crank pieces between model and 
support  instead of a pitching mechanism). For 
Intake work,  mass  flow is  the main variable 
and must be mechanized.    For the taking of 
performance or turbulence data,   fixed 
interchangeable nozzles would not allow 
flexibility.    A mechanized variable area exit 
nozzle for drag testing is yet  to be designed. 
No insurmountable difficulties should prevent 
a 2 dimensional approach but full base 
pressure plotting over the variable base area 
needs to be available. 

FIG. 19.   COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL 
AND CALCULATED VALUES 

FIG. 20.    MODEL SYSTEMS FOR SPILLAGE DRAG. 
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Figure 21b shows Che load breakdown for the earthed plug throttle technique as is used for the 
testing described in this paper. The balance axial force and the internal force changes are large 
compared with the resultant external drag, and so errors can easily arise when the terms are differenced 
to give external drag. Moreover, the rate of change r,.t the balance and internal terms with mass flow is 
very rapid at the maximum mass flow end of the curves, so that it is very easy to get considerable data 
scatter in this region. However provided good balance technique and pressure measuring technique are 
available, satisfactory data is obtained. 

Figure 21c shows the load breakdown which might occur using an alternative, untried approach. To 
vary mass flow the duct is fitted with a variable loss, internal throttle. The loads have been 
estimated from the data of figure 21b, but may be dependent on the detail sizing of the exit duct and 
the base areas.  The rate of change of balance force and internal force with mass flow is now small 
compared to figure 21b, so that the possible errors of slope due to differencing are minimised. The 
rate of change of balance force in the range ot  likely mass flow is similar to the rate of change of 
external drag and no very large rates of change occur near maximum mass flow. A variable loss throttle 
might be readily mechanized. 

Note generally, that good balance accuracy is required. However, standard 6 component balances 
used for aeroforce work can be used since model size, either with stub wings or without stub wings, can 
generally be larger than the aeroforce model. The data accuracy in coefficient form is then at least as 
good as the aeroforce model data. 

race 

"»46 

FORCE 

M«SS now 

FORCE 
I #*&& 

i. Br  
MASS FLOW 

0) INTERCHANGEABLE NOZZLE TECHNIQUE       b) EARTHED PLUG THROTTLE TECHNIQUE c)WRIABLC LOSS THROTTLE TECHNIQUE 

FIG. 21 BREAKDOWN OF COMPONENTS  FOR   3  MODEL  SYSTEMS 

The measurement  of  the  transonic  spillage drag  of  supersonic  intakes  involves  combining balance 
forces with momentum  forces derived  from pressure measurements.    The  techniques and  achieved  accuracies 
are not well  established.     It   is  important  therefore,   that  effort be made available  for technique 
development.    Testing of standard intakes, developing either full pre-entry force or of known good  shape, 
would be useful   for  checking model  techniques  at  subsonic  speeds.     It   is also considered  that   the  systems 
outlined in figures  21a,c would be worth a trial,  that  is,  a mechanized "interchangeable" nozzle and a 
mechanized variable  loss throttle. 

10.       CONCLUSIONS 

1. A  technique  is  described which differentiates   intake  configuration drag and  spillage  drag 
to -1Z  of  the drag coefficient  of a typical  supersonic  fighter aircraft  at high  subsonic 
speed. 

2. The  data  agrees with theoretically based  calculations. 

3. The  technique  is  economic and  suitable  for  routine  testing. 

4. Further  technique  development   is  desirable  and  proposals  are made. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF THE COMPONENT DRAG COMPOSITION OF 

A TWO-DIMENSIONAL INLET AT TRANSONIC AND SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 

Clifton J. Callabant 
Grumman Aerospace Corporation 
Bethpage, New York U714, USA 

' SUMMARY 

An experimental study was performed to establish the separate drag force contributions of the principal 
components of a rectangular, two-dimensional, external compression type, supersonic air induction inlet system. 
Concurrently, tadet system performance was measured in terms of engine face total pressure recovery and spacial 
flow distortion, and the possibility for tradeoff between inlet system drag and performance was explored. 

A scale model of the forebody, including air inlet and duct systems, of an advanced, twin engine, strike air- 
craft was employed for the study.   The wind tunnel model arrangement utilized a dual-balance technique to measure 
forebody aa^ the inlet forces separately.   The effects on the air induction system and vehicle forebody due to inlet 
component changes and varying propulsion air flow requirement have thus been identified. 

The major inlet variables in the investigation Included cowling lip and stdewall ;eometrles, boundary layer 
bleed and air bypass exhaust configuration, and compression surface deflection scheduli.   Tl -> wind tunnel testing 
was conducted in closed circuit, continuous flow test facilities over a full range of supev.onii ,.nd transonic speeds 
and representative ranges of vehicle angles of attack and sideslip. 

Three significant aspects of the program are addressed in this paper; inlet and vehic e configuration integra- 
tion, wind tunnel model arrangement for force data measurement, and measured drag and performance results.   Al- 
though only incomplete experimental data may be shown at this time, the total matrix of acquired data to be published 
shortly is described.   These data can be broadly divided according to cowling, side wall, and bleed/bypass effects, 
in order to display major trends in drag and performance for the investigated transonic and supersonic speed regimes. 
It is expected that these data will provide an array of design information previously unavailable to the induction 
system engineer. 

NOTATION 

Ac Inlet cross sectional area 

Ao Cross sectional area of captured stream tube 

CD Drag coefficient 

FRL Fuselage reference line 

h Altitude 

IRL Met reference line 

M Mach number 

M„ Free-stream mach number 

\ 
Tr 

Tt2 

W 

a 

ß 

6 

i 

Free-stream stagnation pressure 

Compressor entronce stagnation pressure 

Sea level reference temperature 

Compressor entrance stagnation temperature 

Airflow 

Angle of attack 

Side slip angle 

Pressure ratio, ^tv/V 

Compression surface deflection angle 

Stagnation pressure recovery, p   /p 
l2     o 

Temperature ratio, Tj./T 

t Advanced Development Project Engineer, Supersonic Inlet Technology 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In meeting the challenges of the 1980*8, advanced high-speed aircraft will demand the fullest utilization of 
alrframe/propulslon technology. To accomplish this goal, It will be essential to have the broadest possible under- 
standing of the coupling between major subsystem and overall flight vehicle performance.   In this regard, the 
supersonic air Induction system has recently attracted considerable attention.   The interest has focused on develop- 
ing a fuller understanding of inlet component drag composition and the coupling between component drag variations 
and the installed performance of this major subsystem. 

Under sponsorship of the United States Air Force a significant program t was begun in early 1972 to experimen- 
tally evaluate the individual contributions made by supersonic inlet components to overall inlet system drag.   A 
concomitant goal of this program has been the exploration of a possible tradeoff between inlet system drag and 
performance, as it affects aircraft mission effectiveness.   To date, the program has focused on the conventional 
all-external compression-type inlet system, operating in both the transonic and the supersonic flight regimes. 

To assure a realistic framework for the overall study, a representative advanced strike aircraft configuration 
was established to meet the requirements of a representative strike mission scenario.   The defined mission and its 
range serves as the reference for the induction system/mission effectiveness sensitivity analysis, while the air- 
craft configuration itself provided the basic geometry for wind tunnel model design. 

This paper begins with a brief outline of the reference mission and aircraft configuration, followed by a detailed 
review of the theoretical and practical considerations of the inlet design. Then, the wind tunnel model assembly is described 
with particular attention given to the measurement techniques employed for pressure, mass flow and, most importantly, 
Inlet force.   Wind tunnel testing conditions are discussed next, including the test sections, operating conditions and 
model attitudes.    Finally, the testing which has been completed is summarized, and some preliminary experimental 
results are presented.   Typical measured performance results are shown, and inlet cowling region force data are 
employed to illustrate possible tradeoff alternatives for the Induction system.   An outline of the full data assembly 
which will be made available shortly, completes the discussion. 

2. BASELINE MISSION SCENARIO 

The baseline mission scenario comprises the following segments (see Fig. 1): 

• Takeoff and climb to best cruise altitude 

• Cruise out at subsonic speed to the forward edge of the battle area 

• Penetration at sea level altitude and transonic speed 

• "Pop-up" in target area, followed by combat engagement 

• Climb and acceleration to supersonic speed and return dash 

• Lapse to subsonic cruise, followed by loiter and landing. 

(RETURN) CRUISE 
M-.BB 
»40,200 FT 

222.1 N Ml 

(RETURN) DASH 
M-2.5 
9 50,000 FT 

123.S N Ml • 

Fig. 1 Baseline Minion Scenario 

tContract F33615-72-C-1160 
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As will be discussed subsequently, each of the mission speed regimes represents a wind tunnel test condition 
for the experimental program.   Sustained flight at each of the prime Mach numbers was important to the selection of 
the mission scenario in order to give meaning to the subsequent inlet/mission sensitivity analyses.   The baseline 
radius of action (approximately 380 nautical miles) was dictated by model/wind tunnel constraints which restricted 
the basic aircraft size.   The distances for each segment of the mission are the result of detailed flight performance 
computation for the basv Ine aircraft. 

3.       BASELINE AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

3.1.   Basic Configuration 

As illustrated in Fig. 2, the baseline aircraft configuration is a twin-jet tactical vehicle utilizing rectangular, 
two-dimensional air Induction systems located close to the vehicle fuselage.   The Inlets are positioned near the mid 
waterllne plane, falling below and blending Into the wing upper surface, with horizontally oriented compression 
surfaces. 

?4~ 
Fig. 2 Bswline Aircraft 

The aircraft has a gross take off weight of 75,000 pounds, which Includes a maximum fuel capacity of 29,700 
pounds. The aircraft was sized to meet all requirements of the baseline mission, including specific excess power 
requirements, utilizing a 125 psf wing loading and a thrust loading equal to . 65. 

Aircraft propulsion is provided by two augmented advanced turbofan engines sized for F*  ■  24,400 pounds sea 
level static thrust.   For the sustained speed regimes of the baseline mission, each engine has the corrected airflow 
requirements shown In Table 1.   This schedule Is used subsequently to define englne/lnlet match point performance 
levels from the experimental results. 

Table 1    Corrected Airflow Raquirsments For 
Each Engine 

MKh No. Altitude, ft 
Air Flow (W VF/S 

lb/tec 

2.5 60,000 110                  ! 

1.6 16,000 147                     j 

1.2 S« Level 156 

0 See Level 166 

3.2    Inlet/Air Frame Integration 

A number of studies (e.g., Ref 1-3) have been conducted to Investigate the effect of forward fuselage geometry 
and protuberances on the quality of the local flow field approaching the supersonic air Induction system entrance 
plane.   The effecis on both Inlet system performance and on compressor face flow distortion have been extensively 
explored.   As a lesult of these studies, Inlet/fuselage design criteria have been established, especially for the 
tactical fighter class of aircraft, to assist in avoiding serious inlet system performance penalties. 

During aircraft configuration evolution for this program, low fuselage flow field interaction on the Inlet sys- 
tems was emphasized. Thus, the forebody shape and the position of the Inlets were modified according to the re- 
sults of detailed flow field analyses, • For this purpose, the Inlet leading edge station flow fields produced by candidate 
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fuselage forebody/oanopy configurations were examined In detail using an Invlsctd, three-dimensional flow field com- 
putational technique developed for supersonic flow by Moretti (Ref 4).   The numerical procedure employs a forward 
marching, finite difference scheme of second-order accuracy to Integrate the governing Euler equations In each 
region of continuous flow; and across discontinuities, which include both leading and imbedded shook waves, the Rankine- 
Hugonlot relations are fully satisfied.   By using conformal mapping of body cross-sectional shapes from the physical 
plane In to transformed computational planes, the method permits accurate flow field prediction for even very com- 
plex geometries. 

To achieve a satisfactory flow field environment at the inlet system entrance, It was necessary to modify the 
forward fuselage shape and to relocate the inlet capture zone relative to the fuselage.  (See Fig. 3.) Fig. 3a shows 
reduction in both local flow angle of attack and sidewash angle accomplished by simple fuselage geometry changes. 
These Included increasing nose droop angle from 6* to 9* and Increasing fuselage nose semi-vertex angle from 18.5° 
to 20.5".   Fig. 3b Illustrates the effect of inlet capture zone relocation.   The Inlet Is lowered relative to the canopy/ 
fuselage shoulder line and the shoulder has been "softened".   In addition, fuselage bottom corners were softened 
moderately to reduce Inlet flow field degradation with Increasing vehicle angle of attack.   The Induction system 
relocation yielded a further reduction In local flow sidewash and downwash due to the alrframe canopy.   The 
remaining downwash naturally had to be considered In the design of the forward compression surface of the Inlet. 

4. MISSION SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

The mission sensitivity analysis was conducted in order to be able to assess the Impact of changes In Inlet 
pressure recovery and inlet drag on mission effectiveness in terms of incremental range changes.   The analysis in- 
volved the baseline aircraft design (Fig. 2) equipped with moveable surface, two-dlmenplonal, all-external compres- 
sion type inlet systems.   The Inlets were sized to provide full-scale capture areas of 1020 square inches each. 

Gmmman's digital computer codes were used to provide Installed propulsion system performance and overall 
alrcruii. flight performance.   To facilitate the analysis, a basic aircraft polar and baseline inlet performance param- 
eters were derived analytically.   The basic un-installed powerplant data were obtained from data packages for ad- 
vance engines, supplied by Pratt and Whitney Aircraft.   In addition to accounting for Induction system effects, the 
basic propulsion data were corrected to account realistically for engine air bleed, power extraction, and exhaust 
nozzle performance and drag. 

The methodology for the sensitivity analysis began with the establishment of detailed baseline mission per- 
formance as reflected in the mission profile (Fig. 1).   Next, inlet performance and inlet drag levels were perturbed 
separately, over suitable intervals about their baseline levels, for each Independent segment of the mission profile. 
For each parameter variation, mission total range was re-evaluated holding the penetration leg distance and combat 
time at their baseline values.   The remaining mission leg distances and the overall mission range thus resulted as 
"fallout" from the computations. 

The computed sensitivity of mission range to Induction system pressure recovery performance and drag level 
is shown in Fig. 4 and 5, respectively.   The inlet parameter pemirbations are taken as variations about the cor- 
responding baseline values.   As shown, the impact of both Inlet parameters is greatest during the seal level penetra- 
tion dash at transonic speed.   This Is not a surprising result.   For tne combat segment, range decreases with in- 
creasing inlet pressure recovery performance, due to the increase in fuel flow at fixed (maximum reheat) engine 
power setting; but the inlet drag variation has no effect on range because this is a fixed power setting condition 
rather than a matched thrust/drag flight condition. 

5. INLET DESIGN 

The baseline inlet for the investigation, is a rectangular, two-dimensional all-external compression desigi. with 
three external compression surfaces, (Fig. 6).   The initial compression surface is fixed and the Inlet cowling Is 
fixed, yielding a conventional constant capture area induction system design.   The second and the third external 
compression surfaces together with the subsonic diffuser ramp may be rotated independently about their respective 
hinge axes.   Inboard and outboard side vails are provided to control lateral flow spillage from the Inlet.   Finally, 
the design embodies a bleed/bypass slot located just downstream from the cowl closure station, for the purpose 
of boundary layer and excess flow management.   The throat slot flow is connected via a plenum regicn to a fully 
articulated convergent exit door located at the aircraft wing top surface. 

Typical design methodology for the conventional Inlet Involves the basic selection of compression surface 
lengths and surface deflection schedules which provide optimum performance with no shock wave or vertex sheet In- 
gestion.   Consideration Is also given to achieving favorable viscous flow and interaction behavior.   Because of the 
exploratory nature of the present induction system investigation, however, the inlet was also designed for operation 
with compression surface deflection schedules that would have functional dependence on aircraft angle of attack 
as well as on flight Mach number.   In this paper the schedules are denoted as variable schedule [F(a;M )] and 
fixed schedule [g(M )] . o 

Although ramp deflection schedule selection for the supersonic Inlet is certainly straight forward, It is perhaps 
worth while to point out the simple graphical approach used here.   The Mach 2. 5 flight condition is used to illustrate 
the approach.   A carpet p'ot for inlet supersonic pressure recovery is constructed using the angular deflections of 
the second and third compression surfaces as arguments. (See Fig. 7.) Superimposed on the plot is the locus of 
total supersonic turning above which shock wave detachment should be anticipated.   The basic plot is nothing more 
than the well known Oswatltsch result; however, it Is apparent that alternate schedule choices and tradeoff 
possibilities can be readily seen. 

Following the approach Illustrated In Fig. 7, optimum compression surface deflection schedules were selected 
over an angle-of-attack range from -3' to +10''.   In this manner, the variable compression ramp schedule was 
established at each flight Mach number of Interest.   At the same time, the deflection schedules corresponding to 
zero angle of attack at each Mach number established the so called fixed compression surface schedules.   Next, a 
Grumman digital computer code (Ref 5) was used to select compression surface lengths for minimum additive 
drag while rigorously avoiding either vortex or shock wave Ingestion over the prescribed angle of attack range. 
range. 
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FOREBOOY SHAPE MODIFICATION 

(a) 

LOCAL FLOW ANGLE 
OF ATTACK 

-1° 

? -•f. 
,;3° 

»-, ,_J 

LOCAL FLOW 
SIDEWASH ANGLE 

1° 30V50> 

INLET SYSTEM RELOCATED 

(b) 

SOFTENED CANOPY 
BLEND 

-SOFTENED 
BOTTOM 
CORNER 

Fig. 3 Induction Syitem/Airframe Integration 

Figure 8 shows the theoretical shock wave structure at the Mach 2. 5 design point and the extremes of op- 
erating angle of attack.    As may be seen,  significant shock-wave-generated flow spillage is predicted for the 
inlet at zero degrees angle of attack.   The high spillage results directly from the compromise made necessary In 
Inlet cowl leading edge positioning in order to accommodate the variable compression schedule requirement.   This 
was not considered to be a serious performance constraint, however, since Increases in Inlet capture ratio 
(A0/Ac) would be attainable at only small expense in pressure recovery performance.   (See Fig. 9.) 

6.       WIND TUNNEL MODEL DESIGN 

The general arrangement of the wind tunnel model Is shown in Fig. 10.   The actual model assembly is a 
1/6.43 scale representation of the forebody and canopy of the baseline aircraft together with complete twin super- 
sonic air induction systems.   (See Fig. 11 and 12.)  The overall model assembly is supported by means of a 
central sting, and the Inlets are connected to separate exhaust ducts which Iv use the plug valve assemblies used 
for Inlet mass flow regulation. 

■V 
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Fig. 8 Theoretical Shrukwave Patterns at Mach 2.5 
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Fig. 9 Inlet Operating Envelope at Mach 2.5 

,     The major objective of the experimental program 
Is to measure Inlet system forces and the accompanying 
interference forces on the alrframe.   For this purpose, 
a ilual balance technique (see Fig. 10) has been em- 
ployed so that forebody forces and Inlet system forces 
may be measured independently.   The force measure- 
ment units are designated as the main balance and the in- 
let balance system, respectively.   The balance installa- 
tions have been designed so that the overall inlet/fore- 
body model Is metric as a whole, while the left hand In- 
let and duct assembly alone is Independently metric. 

The main bala i • J is a six-component Internal strain 
gage force balance which attaches directly to the model 
support sting.   The model inlet/forebody assembly, in 
turn, Is mounted directly to the main balance. The Inlet 
balance system, on the other hand, consists of a pair of 
three-component internal strain gage force balances 
which support the left hand inlet and duct assembly at 
its juncture with the wing glove root of the vehicle.   As 
shown in Fig. 13, the inlet force balances are positioned 
at the inboard and outboard external walls of the inlet 
duct, with the metric/non-metric Interface between the 
inlet and the forebody assembly maintained by a laby- 
rinth seal arrangement. 

The induction system Internal ducting on each side 
of the model duplicates the complete subsonic diffuser 
passage up to the engine compressor entrance station. 
This ducting Is Integral to the metric sections of the 
model.   Downstream of the compressor entrance station, 
non-metric ducting extends through plug-type, choked- 
llow throttle valves which provide each Inlet with air- 
flow regulation and flow-rate measurement.   Coupling 
between the metric and non-metric ducts Is accomplished 
with a zero leakage, flexible bellows assembly.   (See 
Fig. 10 and 14.) 

In addition to the direct force measurement systems, 
the wind tunnel model Is provided with extensive pressure 
Instrumentation for the acquisition of overall Induction 

system pressure recovery and detailed model surface pressure data.   Compressor face station stagnation pressure 
recovery is measured using a 48-probe steady-state pressure rake, and approximately 300 static pressure orifices 
are distributed over Inlet surfaces areas of Interest.   The Inlet bleed/bypass plenum and exit slot are also Instru- 
mented to enable the computation of air flow. 

In addition to remote control of angle of attack and sideslip attitude, model components which can be remotely 
controlled during testing include the inlet compression surfaces, the subsonic diffuser ramp, and the bleed/bypass 
flow exit door.   Inlet airflow is regulated by remote operation of the main duct tlu'ottle plugs. 

7. INLET SYSTEM ALTERNATE COMPONENTS 

To evaluate inlet system component drag and the possibility for drag/performance tiadeoff, a number of alter- 
nate Inlet components were selected.   These are four cowl Up geometries (see Fig. 15) and four Inlet sldewall geom- 
etries (Fig. 16).   The fundamental criteria In the design was to have each alternate component exhibit a change in 
only one significant geometric parameter. 

All inlet Cowlings were designed with a 3:1 elliptical leading edge. 

• Cowling C-l was selected as the baseline geometry.   The major axis of the elliptical Up parallels the 
number three compression surface of the Inlet at Its Mach 2.5 theoretical design point. 

• Cowling C-2 displays a thickened Up which Is formed by a factor of two Increase in the seml-mlnor 
axis of the outer elliptical contour.  The Internal contour of the baseline Up has been preserved 
identically. 

• Cowling C-3 was derived from the basic Up configuration by a reduction In the slope of the Internal 
contour at the point of tangency with the Initial eUlpse.   The basic external shape of the cowling is not 
changed. 

• Cowling C-4 was designed wltli the major axis of the leading edge parallel to the inlet reference line. 

Inlet alternate side plates, S-l through S-4, have been classified as blunt or sharp, with either of two angles 
of cut-back for lateral flow relief. 

All cowls and side plates were extensively Instrumented In order to obtain detailed surface static pressure 
distributions and to permit computation of component force coefficients through integration. 

8. MODEL TESTING 

The inlet/forebody wind tunnel model was designed with specific provision for adaptation to test facilities at 
the United States NASA/Anes Research Center. The facilities used in the investigation have been the 9 bv 7-foot super- 
sonic and 11 by 11-foot transonic test sections of the NASA Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel.   These are high Reynolds 
number, continuous-flow, closed-circuit wind tunnels. 
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Fig. 11 1/6 .43 Scale Model in 9ft X 7ft Supersonic Test Sect ion 

Supe rsonic testing was conducted a t i\lnch :! . 5 :mel 1. fl , and transonic tes ting_ was conduc ted a t 1\ lach I . 2 and 
• 85. ln general, a ll testing was conducted in the RcynoiJs nu1:1ber r an;;c 2 . 0 x 106 / foot to 2. 5 x 106 / fool. The 
model tes t at titudes included the angle of attack range c• tc. + 10' and the s ide s lip angle range o• to ±4•. For a ll 
test ing , the inle t system a irflow was regula ted from su11ercrilicalthrough s ubcrilical , up to onset of buzz instability. 

Two periods of wind tUIUle l lcs tlng have been completed . The firs t of tl." se involved 125 ho ut·s of tes ting du1·ing 
the middle of 1973, while the second per iod cons is ting of a1'prox im1tely 90 hou ,·s of test ing has jus t been completed 
in .July 1974 . 

In the firs t period of testing , an unfo rtunate condition of phys ical gnuncling be tween mett· ic a nd non -metric 
sections o f the wind tUIUle l model resulted m the unacceptability of most fo t·cc balance meas urements . All model 
pressur e data , howeve r, including the deta iled inlet surface press ure measurements , arc quite useful to UJC assess 
ment of inle t performance and component fo t·cc te rms . Some inlet force ba lance d ifficulties were also experienced 
during the second pe r iod of testing; howeve r a set·ious loss o f force data is not !'xpcctcd. 

Because final process ing o f the wind tunnel data acquired in the second test period is not complNcd, it will 
be necessary to r e ly on the firs t pe r iod p ressure res ults exc lusive ly in the data discuss ion which follows . 

9. EXPERI:'>IENTAL DATA 

Th is las t part of the pape r presents typ ical expc t·ime nta l r es ults which illustra te the b•oad nature of •·:" in
vestigat ion. The base line induc tion system which is employed ln the inle t component< rag s tu ly is fnUPrl t • ,f:> r d 
levels of lntc rn.1 l pe rformance which a rc cons is tent with modern induction systems of 1h is type . Mot·cove., tl1e 
qual ity o f the compt·essor entrance a ir n ow dc liv<'rcd by the induction system 1S found to be excelle nt. Althoug •• '·1sed 
only 'ln pressu re meas urements from the firs t pe r iod testing, ce r tain poss ibilities fo r tradeoff between inle t com 
ponent drag and performance can be identiflc ' . 
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Fig. 12 1/6.43 Scale Wind Tunnel Model In 11 ft Trantonic Test Section 
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Fig. 17 shows engine matched condition pressure 
recovery performance for the baseline air induction 
system over the flight Mach number range investigated. 
The quality of airflow supplied by the baseline Induction 
system Is Illustrated In Fig. 18. Here measured com- 
pressor entrance steady-state pressure profiles cor- 
responding to 0° and +10° angles of attack are shown 
for the Mach 2. 5 flight condition. 

By combination of the four Inlet cowling shapes and 
the four side plate geometries, sixteen substantially 
different supersonic Inlet configurations may be as- 
sembled.   Not all of these possible Inlet arrangements 
could be tested, because of practical limits on wind 
tunnel test time.   For the configurations tested, 
however, assessment extended to investigation of the 
effects of compression surface scheduling and to Inlet 
maneuvering performance.   Fig. 19 Illustrates the 
effect of two slightly different compression schedules 
on inlet cruise performance at Mach 2.5.   Fig. 20, 
presents Mach 2.5 maneuvering performance for 
a second alternate inlet configuration. 

Fig. 14 Main Duct Bellows System 
Our particular interest is In the effect of the 

various inlet components on Induction system and inter- 
ference drag.   These effects must be viewed simulta- 
neously with the component effects on Induction system 
performance. 

Kxamples of the effects of Inlet cowling and sldeplate choice are shown in Figs. 21 through 23.   In Figure 21, 
induction system pressure recovery performance and the cowling external pressure drag term are shown for various 
cowl choices and the same sldeplate configuration at Mach 2.50 cruise operation.   The results clearly illustrate for 
this inlet that improved performance is accompanied by Increa«-   i In cowl pressure drag.   An opposite trend Is found 
when the effects of inlet sideplate geometry are considered. 

Fig.  22 presents inlet performance and cowl pressure drag term data for the same cowl, but different side- 
plate geometries.   The sideplate giving lower inlet performance also results in the production of a slightly lower cowl 
pressure drag term.   Naturally, no general conclusion is possi'ile without considering the total inlet drag effect, as 
well as the Interference effect, but these trends do begin to sugbest a possibility for tradeoff between performance 
and drag. 

ALL LIP EDGES 

3:1 ELLIPTICAL 

ALTERNATE LIP, C-3     ^ 

ALTERNATE LIP, C-4     ,' 

Fig. 15 Cowling Lip Shapes 
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The Importance of changes In Inlet pressure recovery and drag to mission effectiveness during Mach 1. 2 
penetration flight was discussed early In the paper. An example of the effect of cowling geometry on induction 
system performance and cowl pressure dra? .aeasurements at transonic speed Is shown in Fig. 23 to complete 
the discussion. 

An overview of the total experimental program has been assembled in Table 2.   The Summary shows the 
complete Inlet configuration and wind tunnel test condition matrix for which data have already been acquired.   For 
the Inlet configurations and the test conditions shown, bleed/bypass exit variation and compression schedule variation 
effects were explored as secondary variables, with angle of attack and yaw angle range extending between 0° and 10° 
and 0° and ±4°, respectively.   These data will furnish the final parametric analyses for the overall study program. 
We expect that these data will be published in an appropriate report in the near future. 

10,     CONCLUSION 

At thin time, two extensive periods of wind tunnel testing have been completed, employing a representa- 
tive all-external compression type air induction system.   The pressure data from first period testing together with 
the pressure and force data from second period testing are expected to provide new insights into the drag character- 
istics of the principal components of advance air Induction systems. 

. 
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Table 2    Inlet Test Summary 
(Configuration and Mach Number) 

COWLING 
GEOMETRY 

SIDEWALL GEOMETRY 

S1 S2 S3 S4          | 

|          C1 2.50« 

1.60 

1.20 

.85 

2.50 

1.60 

2.50 

1.60 

2.50          | 

1.60          j 

c2 

2.50 

1.60 

1.20 

.85 

C3 

2.50 

1.60 

C4 

2.50 

1.60 

1.20 

.85 

2.50 

•  Includes Survey of Reynold» Number Effect. 
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A slmUar program of experimental work has been considered for the purpose of Investigating mixed comores- 
slon type air Induction systems, which employ combined external and Internal flow field compression.   Together 
with the current results, this would give the possibility for a very broad comparison between the two different basic types of 
advance induction system.   The basic wind tunnel model and the techniques already developed would be easily adooted 
to such an effort. v 
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The Netherlands 

SUMMARY 

In this paper the results of an experimental wind tunnel test program on the wing-pylon-bypass engine 
combination of the Airbus A 300 B airplane are presented.  In this  test program only aerodynamic  inter- 
ference due to the engine jet was considered. 

Por deteminingthe interference drag due to the engine jet as well as to have the possibility to extra- 
polate the test results from model reference conditions to full  scale a test scheme was developed. To 
prove the validity of the assumptions of this scheme several  intennediate steps were made. 

As the engiiid jet-airframe interference is mutual, also effects of the external flow on the internal 
engine nozzle flow causing engine shifting has to be considered. 

In order to estimate the magnitude of this influence of the  external flow field a two-dimensional 
model of the fan nozzle has been tested using an optical technique.  Prom these tests the specific features 
of the fan nozzle flow field ranging from subcritical via supercritical to choked conditions are described. 

SOMMAIRE 

Dans ce rapport  les r^sultats d'un essai avec une maquette de l'avion Airbus A 300 B sont presentes. 
Dans cet essai on n'a considere que I'interffirenoe due au jet du moteur. 

Un schema d'essai a ete ebauche pour detenniner la trainee d'interference due au jet du moteur, 
ainsi que pour extrapoler les resultats aux conditions de vol. 

Quelques essais  intermediaires ont  eu lieu pour eprouver la validite des suppositions de ce schema. 
Afin d'estimer la grandeur de l'influence de l'^coulement  externe sur 1'ecoulement J l'interieur du 

tuy&re une maquette bi-dimensionelle du tuyfere du fan a ete essayee dont  I'ecoulement a ete visualise ä 
l'aide d'un interferomfetre. 

En utilisant  les resultats de cet  essai  I'ecoulement du jet  du fan a 6te decrit,  allant de sub- 
critique via supercritique  jusqu'aux conditions de blocage. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the development  of modern  jet aircraft somewhere in the wind tunnel program a series of tests 
are planned with the purpose of studying the engine installation effect on the aircraft aerodynamic 
characteristics. As described in references 1 and 2 these tests can sometimes be  separated in a study of 
inlet  effects only and of afterbody and jet  effects only.   In other cases the best  solution in the wind 
tunnel  seems to be to study simultaneously the inlet and exhaust   effects.   In all   these wind tunnel 
programs the  increments due to the engine installation effects have to be detennined with respect  to a 
reference wind tunnel model,  generally with through flow nacelles. 

In specially designed propulsive wind tunnel models some kind of engine simulation has to be taken 
into account.  Poi   inlet  tests only the exit area can simply be increased in order to accomodate the re- 
quired inlet airflow.  Por studying exhaust  effects some device has  to be installed that  simulates at  least 
the engine jet  flow. 

To evaluate the drag increments due to  engine installation effects a wind tunnel  test  scheme has to 
be developed    with which all  contributions to the airframe-engine  interference can be determined.  This 
scheme has to be compatible with the definition of the reference model and with the thrust definition of 
the engine manufacturer.   In the present paper such a scheme  is described concerning the new European Air- 
liner Airbus A 300 B,  which came recently into service (Pig.   l).   This Wide body aircraft  is propelled by 
two G-E CP6-5O fan engines  located underneath the wings such that  the jet  exit  flow is passing closely to 
the wing lower surface.  Preliminary studies  (Ref.  3)  concerning such an engine  installation showed that 
the fan jet mainly influences the pressure 'iistribution of the wing lower surface.  Conversely the flow 
field of the wing might disturb the flow field of the fan jet which  flows over the core engine cowl. 
Hence lift and drag changes as related to the reference model mipht  be expected. 

Since the Airbus A 300 B  is a high  economy jet airliner  increments  in drag and thrust at  cruise 
conditions are the most  important  terms to be determined  in a wind  tunnel program.  This paper describes 
such a program in which attention is given to the jet  effects on drag increase and thrust  losses. 

SCHEME TO DETERMINE DRAG AND THRUST IKCREMERTS 

To detenrdrie the total  external drag of a full  scale airplani.- at  c-uise conditions the first  items 
which have to be known are the  external drag of a complete wind tunr.el model  with free flow nacelles and 
the engine thrust definition.   In the present  case of the G-E CP6-50  engine the gross thrust  is defined as: 

Fg=Pg28+Fg8 M 

where P is the measured thrust on the test bed increased by the absolute value of the computed scrubbing 
drag (friction drag) along the core engine, along the wetted area of the pylon and along the core engine 
plug. So P a  is the momentum flux leaving the fan nozzle plus the precsuro forces along the core engine 
cowl and the wetted pylon area with respect to static pressure at cruise altitude: 

Fg2ö 

exi*   fan core  engine  cowl 
wetted pylon area 

V 
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similarlly 

exit core engine 

The grosa thrust coefficients are defined as; 

"I    (Pa^S + P8 " P» ) dA+ I (P "Poo) ^ 
exit core engine plug 

(2b) 

cF -F-^- and  CP -r22— 
*28      Fg id.28 ^8     Fg id.6 

(3) 

where P . , is defined as the ideal thrust value based on nozzle mass flow and average jet total pressure. 

The net thrust is defined as; 

K   P„o  g id.28   FA  g id.8   scrubbing   ram r28 '8 
(4) 

The scrubbing drag (D        v,h'     ) based on computation is given by the engine manufacturer.  It  is assumed 
that  its value is not affected by external  flow. 
If the reference drag of the aircraft  is defined as; 

ref. balance friction model internal  free support 
ref.model external flow nacelles 

(5) 

then the following equilibrium equation can be written for xiie full  scale aircraft  in flight,   expressed  in 
coefficients; 

+ AC,, 
ref. spill 

+ AC.        +C +Cj) 

fr.ext. 
aircraft 

+ ACL + ACL 

jet 
parasite induced 

-(c. + AC. ACm )  =0  . 
trim net net jet 0 

The various terms  refer to  the following; (6) 

ref. 

AC,. 
spill 

AC,, 

jet 

fr.ext. 
aircraft 

parasite 

is obvious  from the previous definition. 

is the difference in inlet drag due to a different  mass flow ratio (or ratio of the free 
captured stream tube area to the intake highlight area)  at the reference model and during 
flight.  The spillage drag is equal to the additive drag (pressure forces acting on the 
inlet  stream tube until  the stagnation line) minus the  inlet  lip  suction forces.  Ideally 
this term  is  zero,  but as at high Mach numbers the spillage  is positive there is a spill- 
age drag due to viscous  effects and shock formation at  the outer side of the  inlet  lip. 
The magnitude of this  spillage drag depends on the mass flow ratio.  Since the reference 
model usually spills more than the free flight nacelle,  the term AC,, will generally 

spill 
be negative.  Determination of this term was outside the scope of the pres nt  investigation. 

is the difference  in pressure drag due to  jet  flow with respect,  to the free flow nacelle. 

is the external  friction drag of the full  scale aircraft,   excluding the scrubbing drag 
due to the  engine flow. 

is  the drag due to  external  elements such as antennes not  represented on the wind tunnel 
model. 

AC„ 
induced 

AC„ 
trim 

net 

is  the induced drag as  a consequence of lift changes due to the engine flow 

is the increase in drag for obtaining aircraft  equilibrium. 

is the net  thrust  coefficient defined as C- 
net 

net      1/2  pTr.A. ref 

dCD 
dc7ACL- 

Li 

AC,, 
net 

is the change  in net  thrust due to external  flow.   In many circumstances,  even at  super- 
critical  nozzle flow aa  will be seen later,   the  external  flow will   influence the nozzle 
flow field  resulting in  shifts  in the +hrust  coefficients and discharge coefficients.  The 
latter will  then  influence the ram drag term. 

AC- is the pressure thrust  on the core engine cowl  etc.     at  static conditions and equivalent 
jet 0 to the last  term  in equation 2.  Since this external  thrust  on  core cngiri'   cowl was not 

specified by the engine manufacturer,   it was necessary to determine this term  in the 
wind  tunnel program. 

The purpose of the present investigation was to determine AC_ and AC™    and to gather knowledge of th 

jet jet 0 

nozzle flow field  in order to determine possible changes of ACT       .   Since these terms are so-called 
net 

I 
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pressure drag terms it was decided to establish their value by integration of the measured pressure 
distribution,  rather then by overall  force balance measurements. To evaluate the 
inoreoients from   overall    force    balance measuranents a very high force balance accuracy would have been 
required in addition to very precise measurements of flow and jet total pressure. Nevertheless it was 
decided to incorporate force balance measurements and flow measuranents,  in order to check the function- 
ing of the engine simulator. 

The next  item to be established was the extent of engine flow simulation and the related steps in 
the wind tunnel program. Since emphasis was placed on the exhaust flow field only two fundamentaly 
different techniques can be applied namely: 

- jet  flow with partial  inlet flow simulation 

- jet  flow achieved by external sources only (a faired inlet) 

The first technique requires a device to increase the inlet air flow total pressure such as a miniature 
turbo driven fan or an ejector. 
The latter system has been chosen for this test under consideration because: 

- the system is more simple 
- provide better exhaust nozzle flow field simulation 
- is better controlable 
- is cheaper 

With this technique it has to be shown that completely fairing the inlet has only minor effects on 
the flow field around the wing, pylon and near the nozzles. Evidence that fairing is allowed car be 
concluded from tests as described in reference 4 and also from preliminary tests at NLR of which the 
results are briefly disnussed in reference 2. This choice then leads automatically to the next five steps 
in the wind tunnel program. 

Step 1 ; Test of a model with a free flow nacelle to determine the reference conditions (model geometric- 
ally identic to full scale). 

Step 2 : Test of the model with a faired engine inlet. Cold air must be supplied to the fan and core 
engine exhaust in order to simulate the nozzle flew of the frte flow nacelle. This model will 
give the new reference condition for the powered version and the certainty that fairing the in- 
let with respect to the free flow nacelle is allowed. 

Step 3 : Test of the model with full blowing engine without wind, giving the reference state of the static 
0 can be 

•• 
■■ 

as compared to miniature driven fans. 

engine. Prom this test the pressure forces on the external engine surfaces at Mach M0 

obtained which are comparable with the real engine. This step gives the term AC_ 

Step 4   :  Test  of the model at Mach Mc 

jet 0 

0.8 with full blowing jet,  simulating the real  engine conditions 

Step  5 

according to the expected power settings of the flight  envelope and  some off-design points, 
yielding ACp 

Pjet 

Examination of the fan nozzle flow field  in order to establish possible changes  in C_ due to 
external flow. 

A schematic layout of the test program  is given  in figure 2. 

FACILITIES,  MODELS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The model tests  concerning the  first  foux steps were conducted in the NLR transonic wind tunnel  (HST)at 
a Mach number M ^  = 0.8.   (Ref.  5)>  The tunnel  was operated during the tests at a total pressure of 1 atm. 
to allow  the injected model  engine mass flow to be easily vented in order to maintain a constant total 
pressure.  This pressure level  was also required to safely duct  tno required air mass  flow to the engine 
nacelle Ul view of the limited  space   in the pylon.  To easily duct  the mass  flow to the model a serai-span 
model  configuration was used  (Fig.   3). 

For  the powered models  (step  3 and 4)  compressed air was used to simulate the fan  jet  flow and the 
hot  decomposition products of 75 9? hydrogen peroxide for simulation of the core  engine flow.  These hot de- 
composition products very closely simulate the core engine jet properties as  is described  in references  1 
and 2.  This was not  the only reason for utilizing hydrogen peroxide.  Since  the engine flow consists of two 
flow streams,   it  was desirable to supply two  independently  controllable flows to the model also.  Since the 
space  in the pylon is very limited,   supply of a high density propellant  like hydrogen peroxide through this 
critical area simplifies the test  set-up. ■, 

The airflow to the model,  supplied from a 600 m  ,  40 ^tm.  pressure vessel,  was controlled by a 
"throttle valve" and metered by t. sharp  edge orifice device. The supplied air was heated by a heat  ex- 
changer to a suitable temperature close to the total air temperature  in the wind tunnel. The liquid 
hydrogen peroxide was supplied and   controllodby applying a high pressure drive gas above the liquid surface 
in a pressure vessel.  The hydrogen peroxide flow was metered by a turbine flow meter. 
For both flow metering systems the accuracy of mass flow was expected to be within + 0.5 %• 
The fuselage and the wing of the semi-span model  were attached to an external  five component  strain gage 
balance situated on the outside of the side wall  of the test  section.  Air and hydrogen peroxide were 
supplied to the model passing this balance.   Interactions due to  supply line stiffness,   internal pressure 
and momentum exchange were small and calibrated. 

The semi-span model had a scale  of 1  to 19 giving a Reynoldsnumber based on mean apmc^mamic chord 
of Re = 4.7 x 106.  For boundary layer control  transition strips approximately 3 mm wide and consiuting of 
number 150 carborumdum grain set   in a plastic adhesive were situated on the upper and lower surfaces at 
about   5 % chord  length. 

The semi  circular fuselage contained the pressure sensing equipment  consisting of fourteen 48 port 
scannivalves.  The horizontal  tailplane was omitted. 

During the investigation three model  engine configurations were required,  namely: 

a  free  flow nacelle,  without  the core engine plug. model   engine conf.  1 

model   engine conf,  2 a model  engine with  faired  inlet,  simulating exit  conditions  equal  to the free 
flow nacelle. 
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model engine oonf. 3 > a model engine with faired inlet, which simulated the scaled real engine exhaust 
conditions. 

For all three configurations the internal jet pipe contouring, from maximum jet pipe area to exit plane, was 
scaled according to real engine co-ordinates. 

In order to minimize model manufacturing induced inaccuracies, the external engine and pylon shell 
surfaces along which pressure distributions have to be measured were the same for all three configurations. 
Model configuration changes were accomplished by replacing inserts (see fig. 4). 
As tests were concentrated on airfrajne-engine interference pressure taps were only located in regions of 
interest (fig. 5)- The wing chordwise pressure distributions were measured at three spanwise stations on 
the upper side of the wing and at six stations on the lower side close to the pylon-wing junction. On the 
pylon the chordwise pressure distribution was measured at six stations on both sides of the pylon. On the 
fan cowl and engine cowl 10 rows of respectively 6 and 12 pressure taps in flow direction were 
circumferentially distributed. 

During the tests of configurations 2 and 3 the engine conditions were set according to internally 
measured reference pressures in the jet pipes which were first calibrated with total pressure rakes in 
the exit planes (fig. 6). The fan total pressure rake contained 60 pressure tubes distributed over 10 rows. 
For the powered engine version (with conical plug) the core engine rake contan.ed 24 pressure tubes and 
for the natural flow models (without plug) 25 pressure tubes distributed over 6 rows. 
Distribution of the pressure tubes of the rakes in radial direction was dictated by area weight considerat- 
ions. Furthermore the model engine has been fitted with static pressure taps inside the jet pipes close to 
the nozzle exit planes (20 for the fan and 6 for the core engine) and with thermocouples for measuring jet 
total temperatures. 

From the calibration of the jet total pressure it could be concluded that model engine settings 
according to the calibrated reference pressures were reliable. The probability of measuring the true mean 
total pressure was 99 $ within the accuracy limits of + 0.2 %   P 

To obtain detailed infonnation on the fan nozzle flow field in order to determine whether a term AC_ 
exists, a planar version of the fan nozzle was manufactured and tested in a Ludwieg tube type of   net 
facility (Fig. 7). The dimensions of the nozzle were: slit height 12.4 mm and width 63 mm. The observations 
of the flow field were accomplished using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer set at infinity. Using the Ludwieg 
type of approach ensured completely turbulence-free flow, hence yielding optimal fringe shapes. The 
observed fringes are isotachs except for locations close to the walls. The Ludwieg tube provides easy 
operation procedures and yields very reproducible results during a running time of 30 millisec. 

RESULTS 

Inlet fairing 

Configuration 2 should yield new reference conditions for configuration 3 with full blowing. Hence 
the pressure distributions of configuration 2 have to be close to those of configuration 1 with the free 
flow nacelle. In particular to ascertain that no mutual interference exists between the inlet flow field and 
the exhausts field, there should be a section on the fan cowl where the static pressures are independent 
of the conditions at the inlet and at the fan nozzle. 

Two inlet fairing lengths have been tested. Figure 8 gives a comparison of typical pressure distribut- 
ions on the fan cowl, core engine cowl, pylon and wing. It is seen that fairing the inlet has practically 
no influence on the pressure distribution on all parts except for the most forward part of the fan cowl. 
This strongly supports the already existing evidence that fairing the inlet is allowed for such airplane 
configurations. The most slender inlet fairing yielded the best simulated pressure distribution on the 
fan cowl. Hence, this fairing was selected for use in configuration 3 for full blowing. Simulating natural 
flow blowing nozzles, shifts of the fan and core engine nozzle discharge coefficients at increasing angle 
of incidence had to be taken into account. Since the overall shift was larger than the relative shift, an 
average was set for the simulated mass flux^j to the fan and core engine nozzles. The total mass flow for 
simulated natural blowing was corrected according to figure 9. 

From these test series it could be concluded that model configuration 2 is a reliable new reference 
model for determining ACn 

Pjet 

Determination of ACL 
PJet 

Figure 10 gives several plots of the effect of full jet blowing on the pressure distributions on 
several parts of the model. Also a comparison is given with the free flow conditions. Again it can be seen 
that in the proximity of the jets the jet effects are an order of magnitude larger than the inlet fairing 
effects. It is observed that jet effects are strongest on the lower inboard side of the wing and at pylon 
stations downstream of the fan exit plane. A remarkable increase of the peak suction is observed on the 
lower side of the wing at a station X/c = 0.2, at an angle of incidence a = 0 degrees. This peak suction 
diminishes if the angle of incidence is increased (Pig. ll). Also this suction peak decreases in outboard 
as well as in inboard spanwise direction. The suction peak on the wing corresponds to another suction peak 
on the inboard side of the engine cowl at the same model station and on the inboard side of the pylon at 
local chord length X/C = 0.6. Both suction peaks on engine and pylon decrease slightly at positive angles 
of incidence. 

The static pressures on the fan cowl aft end increase slightly due to jet effects. This means that 
jet pluming dominates jet sucti™ due to jet mixing. 

It muft be emphasized that peered conditions corresponding to the flight envelope are simulated, 
which means that the nozzle pressure ratios are taken as a function of angle of incidence. 

Of course the jet effects are largest on the core engine cowl where the wavy structure of the fan 
jet flow is clearly visible. 

Integration of these pressure-forces towards a drag tenr yields the results as depicted in figure 
12. The drig rise on the core engine and pylon 10 for about 50 f°  compensated by thrust terms on fan cowl 
and wing. 
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Determination of ACm 
jet 0 

The pressure distritutions on the core engine at static (no wind) conditions are shown in figure 13 
and compared at the same conditions with external flowt As might be expected due to external flow the 
wavy pattern alters appreciably and the average pressure level becomes lower. Also the wing flow field 
has a marked effect on the fan jet structure. Integration of the pressure distribution on the core engine 
yields a thrust term of 1 to 2 drag counts, the pylon a thrust term of 0.6 drag counts, and the fan cowl 
a drag tenn of 0.1 drag counts, the latter due to jet suction. 

Determination of AC. 
induced 

Caused by a shift  in pressure distribution on the wing lower surface due to  jet  effects,  the total 
lift  coefficient decreases somewhat  with respect to the free flow nacelle. Utilizing the force balance 
results for the lift component the change in lift can be easily determined. Knowing the derivative 
dCL 

dC, 
of the comp'ete reference model,  AC.. is about  1 drag count.  Although this term is small 

L induced 
compared to other jet  interference terms,   it  cannot be neglected. 

Determination of ACm Tnet 

As already mentioned,   in order to decide on a possible existance of AC_     . ,  the best way is to 

detennine the nozzle flow field. 
Since the core engine nozzle is slightly of the convergent-divergent type,  no  influence due to  external 
flow might be  ^jipected for this nozzle.  Besides the core engine nozzle flow field is  shielded by the fan 
jet. The fan nozzle is of the convergent type,  and might be considered as planar. Taking into account 
only the nozzle internal convergence half angle and not considering the nozzle  internal  shape, a choking 
pressure ratio P_ of 2.46 might be expected,  based on arguments as described in references 6 and 7 

j/P» 
for example. 
This pressure ratio is  just within the range of interest  for the present  engine flying at Mach number 
M^ = 0.8. Due to inner wall curvature the choking prersure ratio will be reduced,  to what  extent  is 
unknown however. 

Figure 14 shows interferograms of the fan nozzle flow field at six pressure ratios ranging from sub- 
critical  to above choked conditions.  Since the  interferometer is set at   infinity the fringes correspond 
to isotachs. 

Figure 15  is a typical  example of the computed flow field as derived from the interferogram,  includ- 
ing some typical characteristics.  From this picture it could be concluded that due to  inner wall-curvature 
the choking pressure ratio is reduced to 2.16.  This value agrees very well with the location of the sonic 
lines as derived from other interf erograms as  is shown in figure 16. 

With external flow the maximum pressure coefficient on the fan cowl near the fan nozzle lip is 
Op = 0.15.  This means that the fan nozzle choking pressure ratio with external  flow is about  2.31 which 
is veil below the nozzle pressure ratio as applied in the wind tunnel program.  However,  at constant 
power setting the fan nozzle will be non-choked at a flight Mach number below MQ O.76.   In that case 
an effect will be observed of the external  flow on the net thrust  of the engine.  For the case studied 
in this  investigation AC, Tnet 

0. 

Total  jet  interference drag. 

Adding all interference terms due to engine installation effects according to equation 6 (see fig.17) 
it can be concluded that for the flight  envelope points considered the total  jet  interference is 6 to 8 
drag counts. The major interference occurs on the core engine cowl. 

CONCLUDINO REMARKS 

The presented wind tunnel test program for detennining engine induced drag rises,   starting from 
reference wind tunnel models and engine thrust  definition has been successful.   It  is shown that fairing 
the inlet  is allowed giving new reference conditions. Most  jet interference drag occurs on the core 
engine cowl and pylon. The fan cowl and the wing give some induced thrust terms. The induced drag due to 
lift losses is small but not negligible. The  external flow will not influence the nozzle thrust and dis- 
charge coefficients at cruise conditions,  though at only slightly lower flying speeds the net thrust 
will be affected by the external flow. The observed total jet interference amounts to about 2.5 ^ of the 
total airplane drag and therefore has to be considered in the thrust-drag-accounting scheme of the air- 
plane. 
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Figure  1    Picture of the engine  Installation of Airbus A  300 B 
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Figure  2    Layout  of the teptprograiL 
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Figure 3    Semi span model configuration in the wind tunnel 

Figure 4a    Inserts for natural  flow Figure 4b    Pairing and inserts  for natural flow 

. 

Figure 4c    Fairing and inserts for air.. 
of powered fan  jet 

Figure 4d    Hydrogen peroxide decomposer for 
simulation of core engine  jet 

Figure 4    Three    model engine   configurations with inserts 
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Side view engine Installation Rear view engine 

Wing lowerside 

Figure 5    Pressure tap  locations 
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Figure 6    Total pressure  rakes  in exit planes 
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Figure  9    Overall discharge  coefficient  for toth nozzles-- at  natural  flow 
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Figure   11     Pressure distribution on  the wing lower  surface versus a and spanwisc position. 
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Figure  16    Location of the  sonic  line  in the fan nozzle as a function of the total pressure ratio 
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EFFET DES CONDITIONS EXTERIEURES SUR LE FONCTIONNEMENT D'UNE TUYfiRE 

SUPERSONIQUE DOUBLE-FLUX 

par Guy de Richemont 
Avions Marcel Dassault - Briguet Aviation 91120 Si Cloud 

et J. Dilery 

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Airospatiales (ONERA) 92320 Chätillon 

HESUKE 

La conception d'avions milltalres aptes & 
rempllr des missions variees necessite une 
etude trbs attentive du dispositif protjulseur 
compte tenu des conditions de compatibility 
avec l'ecoulement ext^rleur. Une des solutions 
i. ce Probleme d'adaptation se concretise par 
un dispositif bi-fluz constitus de deux tuyeres 
k section variable. La präsente communication 
s'Interesse plus specialement aui regimes de 
fonction^.-ment oil le jet orimaire recolle sxir 
la txiyere secondalre« On analyse en dötall, 
sur des configurations typiques, Involution 
des phänom&nes en fonction de la cression 
ezterieure et de la distance s^parant le plan 
de sortie de l'injeoteur prixiaire de l'extr&ni- 
te de la tuybre. L*etude a mis en Evidence 
l'effet des conditions ext^rleures stir le 
fonctlonnenent de la tuyere et permis de 
pr^ciser les circonstances dans lesquelles se 
prodult le desamor^age. On expose ensuite 
certaines m^thodes de calcul qua permettent de 
predire avec une nrecision convenable les 
performances de la tuyere. 

EFFECT OF EXTEBNAL CONDITIONS ON THE RJNCTIONING OF A 

DUAL FLOW SUPERSONIC NOZZLE 

Sumnaiy 

The design of versatile military aircraft 
implies a very careful study of the propulsion 
system, taking into account interferences with 
the external flow. A possible solution to this 
difficult problem of adaptation is that of a 
dual flow system consisting of two nozzles 
with variable sections. The present paper is 
more particularly concerned with flow regimes 
where the primary jet impiges on the secondary 
nozzle. It analyses the evolution of the 
phenomena when the external pressure and the 
distance between primary injector exhaust plane 
and the nozzle exit are varied. This experimen- 
tal study has shown the Influence of the 
external conditions upon the functioning of the 
nozzle. In a second part theoretical methods 
are given which allow a reasonable prediction 
of nozzle performance under such conditions. 

NOTATIONS.- 

Symboles - 

nf   t aire du col primaire. 

ß 

a, 
CT 

D, 

Dc 

FJ 

Fit 

F 

Hi 

KP 

K, 

Ki 

L 

M 

7» 
? 

Ij 
% 

R 

5 

T 

Tc 

V 

Ifevre de sortie de la tuyfere secondaire, 

coefficient de frottement parietal. 

" d1 injection g&ieralis^. 

" de poussee. 

diametre de la section de sortie de la 
tuyere secondaire. 

diamfetre du col primalre. 

poussee brute conventionnelle. 

" " en öcoulement 
isentropique. 

facteur geom^trique   Fa (J YdS) / (LV/f) 

parametre de forme (incompressible). 

coefficient de pression. 

premier point critique. 

deuxieme " . 

longueur de la frontiere du jet non 
visaueux Isobare. 

nonibre de Mach. 

pression. 

pression dynamique ( Q * i f V ) 

debit primalre. 

"   secondaire. 

point de recollement. 

abscisse. 

temperature absolue. 

trainee de culot. 

vltesse. 

X    t abscisse. 
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X   t distance inter-tuyeres. 

OC   i angle de convergence de l'injecteur 
pi'imaire. 

ß   t angle de convergence de la tuyere 
secondaire. 

jf i rapport dsa chaleurs spdcifiques. 

0 ! epaisaeur p^iyaique de la couche dissipative. 

i . "de deplacement " " 

" t "de ouantitö de mouvement. 

p : masse specifique. 

O" t paramfetre de melange turbulent. 

t i tension de frottement. 

Xf.Tf l angles de recollement. 

Indices - 

•t    : dösigne les conditions generatrices. 

J relatives au jet 
prunaire. 

CL   l designe les conditions ambiantes exterieures. 

/ relatives a la zone 
Isobare (cavite). 

R   t designe les conditions au recollement. 

*   : " " au desamorgage. 

non perturbe. 
pour Is recollement 

1  - IMmODUCl'IOll.- 

La conception d'avions militaires aptes & 
remplir des missions variees necessite une 
etude particuliereoent attentive d i dispositif 
propulseur. D'une nart la Doot-cor oustion 
indispensable en supersonique imrose une 
section de sortie largement varr'able, d'autre 
cart le domaine de vol est trf-> etendu en 
nombre de Mach et altitude. Jes conditions 
rendent difficile 1'adaptation de l'arriere- 
corps k tous les regimes de vol. Ainsi oour 
situer I'interfit de ces etudes,  citons 
I'exemple d'essais en vol aui ont montre des 
diminutions de trainee voisines de 10ja en 
subsonique par suppression de deoollements. 
K8me en I1 absence de tele phenomfenes les 
gains potentiels sont importants. De plus sur 
le plan des qualites de vol, les decollements, 
du fait de leur instability, provoquent parfois 
des mouvements lateraux incontrölables. La 
disparition de oes ph^nomenes peut 6tre 
consideree conne un sous-produit de la 
recherche d'un bon ecouleraent. 

Une des solutions h. ce probl^me d'adaptation 
se concretise par un ensemble de deux tuyeres 
k section variable,  appele dans la suite 
ejecteur (figure 1)» 

- une tuyere prirjaire dont le role est de 
reguler la section critique du jet chaud 
en fonction des conditions moteur, 

une tuyere secondaire assurant deux roles 
principaux i tout d'abord guldage et 
melange du flux froid de ventilation et du 
jet chaud, ensuite adaptation des formes 
interieures et exterieures de l'arriire- 
corps aux conditions de vol. 

TUYERE DOUBLE  FLUX 
tuyere ■.econdaire 

q, -»• 
.^R, 

— ^_/ 
tuyere pr ima ire 

p 1, K 
lJ 

T.1 
  

a. Schema de la tuy ere 

P 

K 
L 
a 
5 

/        1 
/           o /                ^ 

p 
1J X 

zone ce 
ti regtm© ornorci?      rt?collGrnenf zone 
zone mdependante de dinteraction 

lecoulernenf   exferne mlerne / 
ex feme 

b. Loi de pression mferne sur la fuyere secondaire 

r 
tV CKJ de desomor^age 

ejecfeur amorce 

p. 
c. Amor^age de la tuyere 

FIG. I 

Se limitant aux cas ou If debit secondaire 
est faible, deux types ds fonctionnement 
peuvent se presenter : 

1 - le jet primaire ne .'rappe pas la tuyfere 
secondaire. Alors,   La zone inter-tuyeres 
est sensiblement isobare, 

2 - le jet prinaire recolle sur la tuyere 
secondaire. Ce phenomene s' accompagne 
d'une recorr.pression avec choc, parfois 
sulvie d'une detente sur la face interne 
de cette tuyere. 

llous ne nous interosserons   ici gu'au 
deuxieme cas. L'experience montre alors 
(fif;ure 1C) que si I1 on augmente suffisamment 
le taux de detente (rapport de la pression 
generatrice   flij     du jet primaire k la 
pression ambiante externe  fa   ) la loi de 

pressions internes reduite   ft /fti, (*) 
deviant en grande partie indepenaante de fl^ « 
a 1'exception d'une petite zone situee en 
aval du recollement oü se manifeste I1 interac- 
tion entre les ecoulements interne et externe 
(figure lb); en particulier la pression de 
oavite   ^    devient procortionnelle a la 
pression generatrice   flij 

Ce regime est appele ici "fonctionnement en 
ejecteur amorce".  II fait 1'objet des 
methodes de calcul exnosees dans la suite. 

MSme en se limitant k ce regime on doit 
encore distinguer deux modes de fonctionne- 
ment lids a la distance   X    separant les 
plans de sortie des deux tuyeres. Partant 
d'une longueur     X      importante et se pla5ant, 
pour simplifier,  dans le cas oü la tuyere 
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Mcondalre est oylindrique 1'experience 
montre qu'un raocourcissement est d'abord 
sans effet sur le nlveau des pressions inter- 
nes (en cartlculler la pression de cuyrit6 fa 
est Invariable), puls se tradult ensuite par 
une balsse generale des pressions. On passe 
alora du regime "ejecteur long",  oil le 
recollement est regulier, au regime "ejecteur 
court" oü le recollement est perturb^ par 
l'eztremitö de la tuyere. 

La präsente communication comprend d'abord 
une partle essentiellement experiment ale oü 
I'on s'est efforce de preciaer le fonotionne- 
ment ds la tuyere dans le regime "ejecteur 
court" en portant plus apecialeoent son 
attention sur 1'influence des conditions 
externes. Four des raiaons de simplification 
technologique d'une part et afin d'analyser 
plus commodement les phenom&nes d'autre part, 
1'effet de l'ecoulement exterieur reel est 
simule par une pression ambiante  fla  constan- 
te rnals dont le nlreau peut 8tre ajustö. 

Sans une deuxibme partie sont presentees des 
methodes de calcul qul pemettent de predire, 
aveo une precision convenable, les performan- 
ces de la tuyhre en regime sinorce,  c'est-a- 
dire lorsque lea pressions Internes ne 
dependent pas de fagon sensible des condi- 
tions exterieures. 

2 - AMALYSE gXPtRIMJlTALB DU FONCTIOHHKMaNT D'UN 
EJiiCTBUR 3UPBRS0HIQUS COURT.- 

2.1  - Kontage experimental et technique de mesure. 

Le montage experimental utilise pour cette 
etude est represents schematiquement 
figure 2. II simule une tuyfere ii deux flux 
dont le jet debouche dans une atmosphere 
eu repos. 

La tuyere primaire est constitute d'un 
injecteur tronconiaue de 30 cm de diametre 
au col. L*angle de convergence   (X   est 
variable; les essais ont ete effectues 
pour    « = 10 et 20°. Le flux primaire est 
un jet d'air dont la pression generatrice 

flij peut 8tre ajustee jusqu'b une valeur 
maximale de 3,5 bars. Le minimum de  ft;/ 
voisin de 2,5 bars, est impose par la 
condition d'obtenir un jet dont la couche 
de melange est turbulente depuis I'origine. 
La temperature generatrice   TiV   ^tait 
proche de 260 K. L* alimentation de la 
tuyere se fait par un tube amont de 630 mm 
de long et de 80 am de diametre contenant 
plusieurs flitres anti-turbulent. Ce tube 

SCHEMA DU DISPOSITIF  EXPERIMENTAL 

Tuyere pnrnuife 

Tuyer-e secondaire 

I 

fait office de chambre de tranquillisation 
aprbs les trols Stages de detente qul ont 
fait passer la pression da 230 bars fc la 
valeur   Jti;  voulue. 

La tuyere secondalre, jouant le rOle da 
paroi de reprise pour le Jet, est un 
äläment Interchangeable. Trols types de 
reprise ont 6ti esseyta (voir figure 3) : 
d'abord un manchn oylindrique de 50 mm de 
diametre. Blen que peu röallste, une teile 
forme permet, en ralsou de sa simplicity, 
une Interpretation plus commode des ph^no- 
mfenes, ainsi que nous le verrons plus loin. 
Les deux autres tuyferes sont de forme 
tronconique presentant des angles de 
convergence   ß    egaux k 7 et 15° 
respectlvement. Leur diametre de sortie 

Dg est egal k 40 mm. Cheque reprise est 
öquipee de prises de pression statique 
dispoB^es au voisinage d'une m6me gönöra- 
trlce avec un pas de 1 im. 

La tuyere secondalre däb>uche dans une 
chambre oylindrique de 100 mm de diametre 
faissnt office de caisson k pression 
constants. En aval, cette chambre est 
relive k un dispositif d'aspiration dont 
la regulation permet d'ajuster   fa • Ainsi, 
agissant simultanement sur fia    et sur fiij 
on est en mesure de real.ser des rapports 

Pa/fiij  assez largement variables. 

La tuykre secondalre et le caisson qul lui 
est solidaire, sont montes sur un chariot 
(voir figure 2) qul peut 8tre aniae d'un 
mouveoent de translation par rapport k la 
tuyere primaire. Un tel dispositif permet 
de faire varier continuement la dlstarsa X 
separant le plan de sortie de 1'injecteur 
de celui dp la reprise. 

Les elements supportsnt les tuykres primaire 
et secondalre constituent un ensemble 
cyllndre-piston delimitant une cwite 
etanche dans laquelle peut 8tre pratique« 
une Injection d'air simulant un eventual 
deuxieme flux. Cette possibility n'a pas 
6t6 utilises pour les presents essais qul 
ne concement que le cas oü le debit 
secondalre est nul (      ^j = 0), 

DEFINITION DES TUYERES 

a . 10" et 20' 

a.30n. 

a .    Tuyere» primaire» 

J^ 

30 prises do pression 
pos  liw« 

OSfwi 

40 p^'S« &* pre&sion 
POS   InwT. 

D.SOf. 

r-^ynpea vide 

r 
\   Mocamsmt»   de rranslaMon 

FIG. 2 

p. 0 p. 7'et 15* 

b.    Tuyeres secondaires 
FIG. 3 
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La procedure experiment ale adoptee a et6 
la aulvante t pour ohaque couple tuyhre 
prlmalre - reprise secondaire   et en se 
pla^ant h. des rapports  /la/«tydiffbrents, 
on a fait verier la distance    X      , depuls 
une profondeur süffisante pour que le Jet 
primaire recolle sans 6tre influence par 
les circonstances aval, jusqu'k la valeur 
limlte oüf compte tenu de la presslon fa , 
le jet ne peut plus recoller sur la reprise. 
Pour chaque distance X   oonsideree, la 
rÖTJartition de pression sur la reprise a 
ete relev^e et les presslons   ftt , jta et 

%■ ont ^te mesurees. 

2,2 — Resultats experimentaux. 

Une vue d'ensemble des pheuomenes est 
donnee sur les figures 4, 5 et 6 qui 
montrent les distributions parietales de 
pression pour trois doa configurations 
etudiees dans des cas oü, le rapport fa/f1'/ 
etant maintenu fixe, on fait largeoent 
varier la distance   X     • Sur la figure 7 
sont trac^es les evolutions correspondantes 
de la pression de cavite   ftf    qui est une 
grandeur caracteristiaue du processu;: de 
recollement. 

Dans 1'exemple ralatif & la reprise 
cylindrique (  y3 = 0), la pression ambiante 

fla est largement superieure aux pressions 
regnant dans la tuyere lorsaue le recolle- 
ment est regulier, c'est-k-dire non 
perturb^ ( ^a/^.y= 0,245 nour un niveau 
maxiaal  de pression interne de 0,198). On 
constate cue la pression de cavitö   fa est 
independante k la fois de    X    et de fta 
tant que   ^f    est superieur a 26 mm. En dega 
de cette valeur,   fi//ti/ crott legerement 
mettant ainsi en evidencs une influence de 
la pression aval sur le recollement. Si X 
est införieur k 24,5 mm, le jet primaire ne 
peut plus recoller sur la i-epri*«« La 
pression dans la tuyfero s'etablit tiers a 
un niveau sensiblement constant et \'Oistn 
de   «a  . 

Pour la reprise tronooniaue d1 angle de 
convergence    ß =1", les repartitions 
parietales ainsi aue 1'evolution de fi/fiij 
mettent en evidence des phenomenes particu- 
lierement interessante. Oans I'exemple 
choisi,    jialfi;,&SBl ä 0,216, est nettement 
inferieur au niveau'maximal de pression 
atteint dans la t'oyere. Considerant la 

courbe   fa/tij fonction de    X       , on peut 

y distinguer trois regions. 

Pour   X   compris entre 24 et 34 am 
(domaine ') le recollement n'est pas 
influence par les circonstances aval : il 
ne depend aue des conditions aaont et 
locales resultant de la detente du jet 
ainsi cue de la pente de la paroi. De ce 
fait, la oroicsance de  fulfil lorsaue   X 
diminue est due ici aux cnangenenta gdone- 
triaues arovenant du deplaceaent injecteur 
primaire reprise. Quand    X    devient 
inferieur k 24 ram, (domaino 2) l'effet de 
la detente se produisant k la levre B de 
la tuyere se fait sentir. ün conaenuence, 
on obseirve uno dininution de la prea.uon 
de cavite jusqu'au moment oü   X    ütant 
inferieur k 12,5 ram, le jet ne recolle plua 
sui- la reprise. 

*    en fait,  la majorite des essais ont tite 
eifectues avec I'injecteur d'aii/^lo   ft = 10c, 
ce pr'xaiaetre n'üyant au'une ffable influence 
sur les phenomenes studies. 

Four   X   superieur k 34 m (domaine 3) se 
produisent des phönomknes ^galement trks 
instructifs bien que ne faiaant pas inter- 
venir directement la pression eztörleure fa. 
Quand  A   est egal k 35 nm, la detente qui 
se produisait jusque Ik en aval de la zone 
du recollement est däplacäe et präcädöe 
par une seconde compression trka rapids. 
Un tel changement est du k 1'existence 
dVmpoint triple I \iA k la presence d'un 
disque de Mach dans le jet supersonique. 
En effet, iour   X >   35 nm, le choc oblique 
montant   kA   issu de X se refleohit sur la 
frontlere du jet k I'exterieur de la tuykre. 
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EVOLUTION  DE LA PRESSION DE CAVITE 

0,1 

El 1      □    i 0 = 0' Ea = 0,245 
!)—L- 

—"U dösamor^age 

de la figure 6 de facon aussi manifeste que 
dann l'exemple vr6c6dent, 

Afin de mieux comprendre le processus 
d1 interaction et de pröoiser lea circons- 
tanoes proches du desamorgage du jet, des 
experiences systömatiaue'  ont ete effectuees 
en faisant varier la pre. jion ambiante fa • 
Les figures 8, 9 et 10, relatives respeoti- 
vement a   /3 = 0, 7 et 15° montrent auelauea 
unes des repartitions pari^tales ft/ftijc /(SJ 
relev^es pour des    A     döoroissants et pour 
quatre valeurs du r'-pport   flm/fij    • 'outes 
lea courbes ont une allure commune; pour 
les valeurs les plus basses de   pa/fli/    t 
le desamorjage - c'est-k-dire la vaieur 
limite de   X    en dessous de laauelle le jet 
r,e neut nlus i jooller sur la reprise - est 
pT6c6i6 d'une decroissance trfes nette de la 
pression de owitö. En revanche, pour les 
fa/flij ^lev^s, r^alis^s seulement lorsque 
ß = 6, on n'observe qu'une faible augmen- 

tation de   fa      qui se produit peu de temps 
avant le d^samorjage. Les figures 11  et 12 
montrent la variation de   fijpij  en fonction 
de la distance reduite  K /Dc     pour les 
trois tuyeres etudiäes. Ainsi qu'il a dejk 
ete dit, quand   ß     esc different de 0 
(figure 12),  fi/jli/ va-'ie aveo  X/Dt   m8me 
en I'absence d'influenca aval. II est 
loisible d'estimer une oourbe  ^/# a/IX/Dt) 
cui lorrespondrait k un recollemen^ "libre" 
se prod'Jlsant sur une paroi tronconique 
assez longue pour que les conditions 
exterieures ne se fassent pas sentir. 
L'interaotion se traduit alorr par des 
Evolutions de   4)j      qui s'Eoartont de oette 
courbe "de base"« 

La figure 13 doime l^s distances r^duites 
de desamorgago    A /0c     en fonction de 

flt/^iy  • Happelons que, par commodity, 
le desamorgage est ici d^fini conme le 
moment oü le jet ne peut plus reooller sur 
la pai-oi de reprise, Cette definition 

0,3 

0,25 

3 = 7' Ea = 0,216 
P'J      i 

 1  .. 

@   ;    p        p  •-. 

0.25 P rlS*   Ea = 0.213 
p 

0,2 

~~.~.  

®   ^ 
Xmr 

40 30 20 10 
FIG. 7 

Lorsoue    X     est voisin de 35 im,    Ct 
percute la paroi de reprise. La reflexion 
de    Cz      s'accomcagne alors de la formation 
d'un choc descendant   Cg    et se  ;raduit par 
une inontäe rapide de la pression parietale. 
Tant que   X    est jnförieur & 36 nm, le 
recollement du jet ne semble cas influence 
par cette compression, mals des que   X    est 
plus grand que 36 um une interaction se 
fait sentir. Elle entrdne une augmentation 
de la pression de cavity   ^f    . 

Des phenomenes analogues sont observes 
dans le cas de la reprise d'angle /3 = 13°. 
On notera cependant que I1interaction en 
compression n'apparalt pas sur les courbes 
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particulii ■ \ cet aspect des pheuomenes 
ne dolt pe- ere confondue avec celle qui 
correspond au cas des ejecteura fortement 
raccourcis, ou la tuyere eat dite amorgee 
lorsque lif est Independante de «„ pour 
des valeurs pk/ft/ trfes faibles. 

Leo points portös figure 13 presentent une 
dispersion et une incertitude attribuables 
k la difficult^ de determiner avec precision 
et bonne reproduotibilite un phenomene 
entaohe d'hysteresis. 

2.3 - Interpretation des resultats.- 

Les phenombnes observes au cours de cette 
etude s'interpretent en grande partie, k 
partii de la notion de points critiaues 
dont 1'existence a ete demontree par des 
experiences ant^rieures effectueea k 
I'O.K.i.H.A. ['\-Zj   .  Soit fifxj  la repar- 
tition parietale de pression pour un 
reoolloment turbulent non perturb^, SUPPOSE 
plan afin de aimplifier,!« recollement est 
perturb^ en imposant au point Q  , 
d'abscisse X^ variable une presaion tla 
reglable. On constate alors 1'existence 
de deux points particuliers A-/ et Aj 
pour la position de Q   (voir figure H). 

POINTS CRITIQUES K1 ET K2 

Pi 

FIG. U 

a - Si Q    est entre A"; et A/  , la 
pression suit la courbe ji (x)  pour x i XQ 

pourvu "ue 1ia soit ajustee k la 
valeur ^T (Xq) , Sinon la perturbation 
s'etend k toute la zone deoollee. 

b - Si Q    est en aval de Mg    ,  la 
distribution de pression est independante 
de ^a , k condition toutefois que fa 
soit inferieure a un niveau maximal 
htm* ?(*} + üfi ? l'ecart üji 
tendant vers zero auand Q    s'approche 
de Ht    • Ce resultat s'exnlique par le 
fait au'une perturbation de pression 
positive se propage vers I'amont, selon 
un procesaus d'interaction visqueuse 
forte, sur une distance 4     d'autant 
plus longue que Up.    est plus grand. 
Tant que l'origine de l'interaction est 
en aval de Hi     ,  le recollement eat 
inchang^ jusqu'on Ki      • En revanche, 

si cette origine remonte en amont de 
Kg   t  I1ensemble du phenomfene est 

influence en vertu de a). Dans le cas 
Oil &JL     est ndgatif, les perturbations 
admisaibles peuvent fitre beaucoup plus 
intenses. En effet, les d^tentes ont, 
surtout en turbulent, des longueurs 
d'interaction trkc courtes. 

D'aprfes ces considerations, le point /fj 
jouit des proprietes du point critique 
pr^vu par les methodes integrales du type 
Croooo-Lees [ 5 - 4 ] , alors que Hf  semble 
ae conf ondre avec le point de recollement R. 

Les presentee experiences confirment le 
fait cue le recollement et en particulier 
la pression de cavite /tj , ne sont pas 
affectes par les conditions exterieures, 
k condition que la distance inter-tuyeres 
X soit süffisante. Plus precisement, 

il est possible de determiner une longueur 
limite X permettant de situer Aj qu'il 
est plus significatif de reperer par rapport 
au point de recollement R .  L'echelle du 
montage etant trop reduite pour que R 
puisse 8tre localise avec precision par 
visualisation au moyen d'un film parietal, 
le point de recollement est ici place k 
I'endroit oil la pression locale egale la 
pression d'arrtt fiif    sur la ligne limite 
du melange turbulent Isobare a Äj  . 

Cette approximation suppose que le recolle- 
ment est un processus asEc; rapide pour que 
les effets visqueux soient ncgiigeables 
entre la fin du melange et ^  , La 
pression faf      a ete oalcuiee k partir 
de la theorie simplif iee de Korst [ 5 ] en 
tenant oompte d'un effet de couche limite 
initiale, qui bien que trfes faible dans le 
cas present, ne peut cependant 6tre entie- 
rement negligee. Le point A'2 est determi- 
ne en notant la position k partir de 
laquelle Jl^     s'ecarte de Involution 

K,(X) qui serait la sienne en I'absence 
de perturbation. 

Lorsque fla    est inferieure aux pressions 
locales, on peut admattre que Aj est 
confondu avec la Ikvre B de la t^fere 
secondaire par suite de la trks faible 
distance de remontee des detentes. Quand 
le recollement est perturbe en compression, 

A4 est localise k l'origine de la 
courbe d'interaction pour laquelle on note 
une deviati'X. sensible de ff^  . 

Lea distances RKz   ainsi definies ont ete 
d'abord normalisees par la longueur L  de 
la frontiere du jet aupersonique non 
visqueux suppose isobare jusqu'a son impact 
avec la reprise (voir figure 15 a). En fait, 
l'epaisseur An   de la portion subsonique 
de la couche dissipative au niveau du point 
de recollement semble 6tre une echelle 
plus caracteristique du phenomkne 16] * &n 
s'ecrit sous la forme : 

AR.j^(MR,HiR) SR 

oh   d/f   est l'epaisseur to+ale de la zone 
dissipative en R    et A/S  une fonction 
du nombre de Hach au recollement Mq  et 
d'un parametre de forme Hiq     caracterisant 
le profil de vi tease au recollement que 
nous supposerons invariant. II est vraisem- 
blable d'admettre que JJj est proportion- 
nelle k l'epaisseur de la zone de melange 
isobare, ainsi 1 
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oü   (T    eat un paramfetre de melange fonction 
du nonbre de Mach   M,   et de la geometrie. 
En äcoulement de revolution i 

F 
oü    F   est un fr^iteur geometrique 
d'expression t 

y   deaignant^la distance k l'aze et 
1'integrale Ja VdS     etant calcuUe le long 
de la ligne de Jet isobare. 

er. 2L 

Fm 

Ainsi 

AR QO A* (A.)   LF 

On constate, figure 15 b, que RKtl&H 
demeure sensiblement constant et voisin de 
10 pour des configurations variees (ecoule- 
ments plan et de revolution) et des nombres 
de Mach /%  differents. 

POSITION DU POINT CRITIQUE K2 

0.3 _ RK.-> 
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0,2 

0.1 

x   recollement ptan [ 1  l 
A . coniquel 1  ) 

15 RK2 

t* oo epoisseur de la zone              i 
subsonique ou recollemenf 

10 

ih) 

o i 
• X 

L 

5 _ 
M, 

1,5 
F/G. 15 

2.5 

Etudions h.  present l'effet de la certurba- 
tion criifä par />« sur la pression de 
cavitä f.,.  i'eiamen des figures 11 et 12 
met en Evidence les faits suivants : 

- auand la pression /tg est inferieure aux 
valeurs locales de la repartition de 
base % (x,)    dans le voisinage du recolle- 
ment, ^f devient inferieure au niveau 
non perturbö fl,  . Si 1'interaction en 
detente est tres forte, /lf devient 
independante de /la (ce phenomfene est 
sur tout apparent fi(?ure 12), Tout se passe 
alors comme si Äy n'etait fonction que 
de la distance \ , le reoollement se 
modifiant de fa^on teile que R      soit 
& une distance bien d^termin^o du bord de 
fuite B, Un tel regime oü ^a öst sans 
effet sur f-j      et done s\u? l'öcoulement 
dans la tuyere est appel^, par convention, 
l'onctionnement en ejecteur court amorcä 
et se prdte au calcul seien une methode 

expos^e § 3. Par commoditd, le point R 
dont la localisation n'eat possible iuo 
si on connait la repartition de pression 
au recollement est alors remplac^ par le 
point d'impact de la ligne isobare qui 
eile peut 6tre döterminöe en fonction de 

f.f  seule (volr la correlation donn^e 
figure 19 ), 

pour les detentes molns intensea ainsi que 
pour les compressions on note une dependaa- 
oe de /t« h la fois k l'^gard de X et 
de p.t    (voir figure 11)« Dans de tels cas 
11 n'existe pas encore de mäthodes de 
calcul peimettant da prödire oe double 
effet. 

Preoisons oalntenant les ciroonstances 
dans '.üsouelles survieut oe que nous 
apjjeions ici le desamorjage, c'est-&p-dlre 
1*instant oü le Jet ne peut plus recoller 
sur la tuyfere secondaire. La figure 16a 
donne les valeurs /tf  de la pression de 
cavite fr   iranediatement avant le deaamor- 
5age sous forme de l'^cart relatif 
if-* - fi ) 'h      fonction de (fit - fa)/fa 
oü i]f est la pression au point de 
recollement pour la configuration non 
perturb^e (nous avons adoptö ici fin  car 
o'est une grandeur fn » fiil      directement 
accessible k partir de jf^  , quantity 
^galüment calculable)* 

CONDITIONS AU DESAMORCJAGE 

p ,p    pressions txyi perlurbe«s 

.1 -0.5 0 0,5 

a .    Pression de cavite au desamor^age 

F/G. ?6 RLä 

-0.2 0 0,2 0,4 

b.    Distance reduile de desamorfoge 

On notera t 

- lorsaue fia   est infdrieure h  fig   , le 
desamorjage peut 8tre pr6c6d4  par une 
tres forte interaction en detente de fi, , 

- pour lea valeurs de fi^    auperieure iff-, 
le dösamorgage se produit brutalement 
sans aue 4f  seit auparavant inter- 
actionne en compression de fsfon sensibla 

Figure 16b sent portees les profondeurs X 
(normalisöes par la longueur L   ) pour 
lesquelles le desamorgage se produit. Ce 
renseignement peut Ötre directement utiliaS 
dans la pratique. 



Bnfin, la figure 17 montre Involution de 
la distance rödulte  Affl IL    sdparant le 
point de recollement du bord de fulte en 
fonction du rapport   JtsMf    • Quand 

/•a/^/r est Införleur ä l'unltä (inter- 
action en detente), la longueur  RS 
devlent trfes courte; en revanche, pour 
les compressions    ( f,t /fig > 1 )     , le 
desamor^age survient lorsgue la oerturba- 
tlon est appliauee h. une distance en        . 
aval de    /7       d'autant plus grande que  ~ 
s'öloigne de 1. ** 

DISTANCE  D'INTERACTION AU   DESAMORCAGE 
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CALCUL.  DE   LA   REPARTITION   DE  PRESSION INTERNE 

SUR LA   TUYERE   SECONDAIRE 
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PR 
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FIG. 17 

3 - MSTHODES PRATIQUaS D£ CALCUL.- 

Le but recherche est la determination de 
la repartition de Dression et de ftottement 
aur la tuyere secondaire afin d'en ddduire 
la Doussee de l'ejecteur. 11 s'agit de 
calculer : 

- la pression de cavite   /lf   en fonction de 
la g^ometrle de la tuyfere et du debit 
secondaire   0,   , compte tenu des caraote- 
ristiaues du jct Drimaire (d^bit   a-     , 
conditions generatrices   Ay , TJ,-    ' 
richesse du mölange oarbur^ si le jet 
eat chaud), 

- la reconroression acoompagnant le recolle- 
ment nuis la detente eventuelle en aval 
de ce dernier, 

- le frottenent nur la reprise, 

- 1'interaction en compression traduisant 
une remontee possible de la pression 
ambiante    *a   dans la couche limite 
reccllfie. 

3.1 - Caa de Tejecteur long.- 

L1interpretation des experiences du 
par^j^aphe nrecedent conduit k definir 
ce fonctionnement car la condition aue 
les perturbations resultant des conditioB 
exterieurane remontent pa£> en amont du 
Doint critinue   Hz . 

Dans ce type de regime, la methode la 
plus satinfaisante pour evaluer la 
pression de cavitö   Jlj    est basde sur le 
concept de loi angulaire de recollement 
[ 7 - 8 ] . Les baaec de ce calcul sent 
erposees de fa^on detaillöe en Annexe. 
Une fois    ft,    connue. In rönartition de 
pression sur la tuyere secondaire ect 
detorminee en combinant ler effets 
visqueux et non visqueux (voii" fifjure 13). 

corrcloMon     coracferislique I decoilement 
F/G. 18     I* "|" + correction 6^ turbulent " 

eventuel 

- la recompression DM est mise en place 
& l'aide de correlations experimentales 
[9]   cui permettent, en particulier, 
de situer les points D et M    et 
d'&valuer le coefficient de pression 

Kfi„ ' (fH-h) lit 
- la detente subsöquente est calculee 

par la mdthode des oaracteristiques 
(courbe 1). Si une correction consis- 
tant k deplacer la oaroi d'une distance 
6gale k l'epaisseur de deplaoement S 
apres recollement est effectuee, on 
obtient la courbe 2 qui est ensuite 
raccordee a la recompression. 

L'experience montre au'une diminution du 
taux de detente f'j Jfa.   peut entralner 
une remontöe d9 pression rares du bord de 
fulte et mSmo un ddcollement qui, s'il 
attaint le point critiaue Az , provoque 
le d^samorgage de la tuyere. 

Le d^collement peut 6tre nrevu k partir de 
lois  de similitude [10] qui permettent 
d'ötablir un critere de decollement naissant 
et de calculer la compression liöe au 
decollement. 

L, calcul dufrottement sur la tuyere 
seocndaire est base sur la relation de 
Ludwieg et Tlllman aui donne le coefficient 
de frottement incompressible T/i  en 
fonction du paramfetre de forme ' Hi     et du 
nombre de Reynolds calculi avec l'epaisseur 
de Quantity de mouvement 0 . Le C/ 
compressible est ensuite deduit de la 
fomule : 

.   - «W cf 
II s'agit done de determiner les Evolutions 
de    Hi     et de   Ö    , d'abord pour la fractiai 
du melange situee au dessus de la ligne 
limite puia pour la couche limite en aval du 
recollement. Pour cela on precede de la 
fajon suivante : 

- les effets de la detente sur la couche 
liraice initiale et de la compression sur 
le fflölaage (lors du recollement) uont 
calculeü par la mdthode de Heshotko et 
Tucker [11], 

- ontre les deux, la structure de la couche 
de aelonge isobnre ost definie par la 
methode de Kubota et Dewey [12]  , 

- dans la recompression en aval du recolle- 
ment   H;    est evaluE selon une techniaue 
nropos^e per he. Donald [13], 

- plus en aval enfin,    6     est calculi k 
nartir de l'^ouation integrale de Von 
Kärmän oü   Wt    est suppose constant. 
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Four la tuyere primaire seule, la poussöe 
brute conventlonnelle & la presslon  fa eat 
(si I'ecoulement au col est suppose uniforme 
et la couche limlte negligee)  t 

fj. yVj^fr.fr)* 
La pouasee globale conventionnelle   re/   au 
point fixe s'obtient en retranohant k la 
povsade interne de la tuyere primaire la 
trainee de culot definie par ; 

ou       n = section droite, 

S a surface mouillee de la reprise, 

t = tension de frottement (en fait 
integree seulement en aval du 
recollement). 

En raison des faibles debits secondaires 
et des grandes sections de passage (\s~ 0)j 

q, Vj      est neglige. 

Afin de se comparer aui resultats existants 
(notanment ceux publies par le NACA), nous 
cnloulons h. partir de   fej     et   F;      le 
c. efficient i 

Cr= 
pouss^e globale de l'ejeoteur 

pousr.ee de la tuyere ^'imaire seule 

5.2 - Gas de 1'ejecteur court.- 

Ainsi que I'a montre 1* etude experiment ale 
qui precede lorsque la tuyfere secondaire 
est racoourcie, le recollement du jet 
primaire est influeaci ^i^x loz  conditions 
exwrioares. Get effet se fait sentir, 
rappelons le auand l'origine de la pertur- 
bation atteint un point critique A^  li^ 
au recollement non perturbe, aui se produi- 
ralt sur une paroi prolong^e indifinlment. 

Dans ces circonstances, la pression de 
cavite «f  est, en regle g^nera)^ i la 
fois fonction de l'intensite de la perturba- 
tion (mesuräpar fli/pt     ,  par example) 
et de son point d'application relativement 
au recollement, e'est-k-dire de X . 

Toutef oia, on a obaervd que pour une pertur- 
bation en detente suffisaoment forte 
(fa^^n)'    fi devenalt pratlquement 
independente de /I« , la distance X   etant 
le aeul >; •ametre d'influence. On a alors 
defiri un .'^gine d'^.jecteur court amorce 
en ce i.;nr que 1' eooulement dana la tuyere 

ne dependat plus des conditions aval. La 
methode de ;alcul qui va maintenant 6tre 
exposee no s'applique qu'k ce type de 
fonotionnement. Le prooeasus adopte, large- 
ment empirique, est le suivant : 

a - on determine d'abord le point de 
fonotionnement A de l'^jecteur long 
de la famille consid^r^e dans le oas ou 
la couche limite initiale et le döbit 
secondaire sont nuls. Four faire ce 
caloul il est done suppose que la tuyere 
secondairo se prolonge indefiniment, 

b - le point de recollement R etant, pour 
des raisons de commodity, confondu aveo 
le point d1impact de la ligne de jet 
isobare, le point critiaue Kj est mis 
en place. Pour cela on utilise plutftt 
la correlation donn^e figure 19 qui 
permet de determiner la configuration 
limite pour laquelle Kt   est au bord 
de fuite B    ,  Si, dans le oas traits, 
le point de coordonnöes W, et ffß F/L 
est au dessua de la oourbe "ejecteur 
limite", on a eiffaire k un ejecteur 
"long", sinon I'ejecteur est "court". 
L'application de la loi angulaire de 
recolleaent doit alors Stre modifiee 
comme suit, 

c - I1exploitation de diverses experiences 
a montre que I1 angle de reference Iff 
augmente beaucoup plus vite aveo ty 
dans le oas d'un recollement singulier 
tel cue ceLui aui se produit pour un 
ejecteur court (voir figure 20). En  _ 
outre, il a 6te  constate que I'ecart Alp 
du au raocourcissement de la paroi est 
tres sensiblement ^gal k 1'angle A<p 
(voir figure 21) que font les directions 

DKt et DB ,   Kt  ötant le point 
critique pour le recollement non perturbe 
qui se produirait sur une paroi suffisam- 
ment longue. Ainsi qu'on le constate 
figures 22 et 23, cette loi empirique 
permet de retrouver, aveo une bonne 
approximation les resultats relatifs 
k des (Sjecteurs courts non ventiles 

EVOLUTION DE LA  DISTANCE   CRITIQUE  REDUITE   AVEC LE  MACH 

EJECTEURS   SANS VENTILATION, LIMITES OU COURTS 

HG. 19 
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I 

ANGLE  DE RECOLLEMENT   POUR DES  EJECTEURS 

CYUNDRIQUES     LONGS OU  COURTS 

^- ^ 

—TT 
SJ   1 U 

D» 

10 

R»coliernttnf 
normal 

Ml 

W 2 2,5 
F/G. 20 

CORRECTION   DU   CRITERE   ANGULAIRE 

POUR  UN   EJECTEUR   COURT 

cnter^ normal 
dc recollemenl 

A* 

FIQ. 21 

VALIDITE DU   CRITERE   ANGULAIRE 

DE  RECOLLEMENT SINGULIER 

POUR  EJECTEURS  COURTS 

(q5.0) 
angle de reco'lemonf calculi? a parfir du 

P roppOi'f   de pressions   - L experimental 

PRESSION   DE CAVITE EN FONCTION 

DE LA   DISTANCE ENTRE COLS 

!                                                                1 

Pij 

0         p1 

De r 
L-   ^    - 

Dc 

0.2 

0,1 

a< o,6 
FIC. 23a 

PRESSION   DE CAVITE EN   FONCTION 

DE  LA   DISTANCE  ENTRE   COLS 

0,05 

0.< 0,6 0.8 

FIG. 23h 

d - si le debit secondaire    9i   n'est pas 
nul. un ecart   äipd,)     est d'abord 
calcule en procödant comme indique en 
i - b - c        Af ify: 0)   , ayant ete 
prealableraent determine  , on applique 
la correction finale : 

4V-- zy(<},)-by(^o). 

Leo calcuJ.s sont compares k l'expörience 
fi(jures 24 et 25. La figure 24 montre dea 
evolutions de la presnion de cavite  JC, en 
fonction du taux d'injection secondaire 

It/I V 
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A 
PRESSION DE CAVITE  D'EJECTEURS AMORCES 

(q5*0) 

0 0,01 002 003 
FIG. 24a 

PRESSION  DE   CAVITE DEJECTEURS AMORCES 

(qs*0) 

0,02 0,04 
FIG. 24b 

006 

PRESSION DE CAVITE DEJECTEURS AMORCES 

o _j >025   le rccollemonr esr (ransooniq^e 

0,20 

0,15 

5. i 

On constate qua la concordance dee resultats 
eat dans 1'ensemble satisfalsante. Des 
ecarts importants n'existent que pour 
l'exemple d oü le recollement devient 
transsonique. Ils s'expliquent par le fait 
que la loi de recollement utllisee n'ost 
valable que si I'ecoulement demeure entifcre- 
ment supersonique. Les predictions du 
coefficient de pouasee Cf  sont egalement 
trös bonnes. II öst k noter que les mesures, 
tirees d'essais aaaez anciens ne sont pas 
trhs  precises. Les calculs ont montre que 
le frottement sur la tuyere secondaire est 
pratiquement negligealle (inferieur k 0,X-) 
de la poussee primaire none pour les 
ejecteurs longs. 

COEFFICIENT  DE POUSSEE 

EN FONCTION  DE LA VENTILATION 

Calcul 

ExpenencG [15 1 

09 

GO 

^___^—< i—^T^'' 
) 

( 

b 

y~   " 

0 0,01 0,02 

F/G. 25a 

COEFFICIENT  DE  POUSSEE 

EN FONCTION   DE  LA VENTILATION 

0.03 

—-4 

( k-^-r —4-—" 

q. 
d \ 

09 

001 002 
■      FIG. 24c     ■ 

0,03 
0,0 0,02 

F/G. 25b 

0,03 
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4 - COHCmsiON.- 

La premiere Partie, de nature exp^riaenta- 
le, a permis de preciser I'effet d'une 
pression ext^rieure fa   variable 
lorsqu'on dimitiue la distance K    secarant 
le plan de sortie de l'injecteur primaire 
de l'extremite B de la tuyere. Elle a mis 
en evidence les faita suivants : 

- si la perturbation cre6e par fla  est en 
aval d'un point critique Ai  , le 
recollement du jet primaire, (en 
particulier la pression de cavity fa ), 
n'est pas influence par fa  • one corre- 
lation eat proposee qui permet de situer 

Kt  par rapport au point de recollement 
R . 

- si la perturbation remonte en amont de 
Hft  le recolleraent se trouve modifii 
et en rfegle genörale itf  est k la fois 
fonction de X   et de fig,    ,  Toutefois 
si fa.   est tres inf^rieure it la pressian 
en  R   ,   fa  devient ind6i)endante de ^a 
et done ne depend plus, en premifere 
approximation, cue de la distance X  • 
On peut ainai d^finir un röglrne de 
fonctionnement en öjeeteur court amoroö. 

- enfin, 11 existe une distance X  minimale, 
d'autant plus courte que fa   est plus 
faible, en deja de laquelle le jet 
primaire ne peut plus recoller sur la 
paroi de reprise secondaire. 

Dans la seconde partie, sont proposees des 
m^thodes de calcul qui permettent de 
pr^dire les performances de la tigere en 
regime amorce (^jecteur long ou court). 

Les resultats obtenus se comparent 
favorablement k 1*experience. 

Les essais et les calculs montrent qu'un 
ejecteur k paroi secondaire convergente 
peut faire gagner de la pouss^e, k 
condition de limiter suffisamment l'expan- 
sion du jet primaire pour que la pression 
de cavity soit sunerieure k la pression 
ambiante au taux de detente impose. 

Comme d'autre part, 1'amorgage entralne 
une perte dc poussee plus faible sur un 
djeoteur court que sur un Ejecteur long, 
on congoit l'int^röt de ce type de tuyferes, 
puisqu'il semble qua I'on puisse en tirer 
une bonne effioaoitö de propulsion au prix 
d'une n^canique assec simple et d'un poids 
rtdsonnable. 

AHlfflXE 

HETHOCE DE CALCUL DE LA PRESSION BE CAVITE.- 

(caa de 1'ejecteur long). 

La determination de la pression de cavite  fit 
utilise une loi angulalre de recollement appli- 
qu^e d'abord au cas plan. 

Les experir--es systematiquea faitea k I'ONERA 
ont foumi les renseignemanta empiriques 
permettan^ d'Äterdre cette möthode aux configura- 
tions axisymetriques. 

Sous sa forme linearisee, la loi de recollement 
s'ecrit : 

ou 

- ty  est I'angle d'impaot sur la paroi da la 
frontiers du jet non visqueux Isobare k la 
pression ftf (yoir figure 26 ), 

- (/J est I'angle de recollement dans lea 
conditions de reference, e'est-k-dire en 
1'absence de couche Halte Initiale et 
d'lnjection de masse dans la cavite (qsmO) , 

- Cq  est un coefficient de döbit generalise 
qui regroup« lea effete d'lnjection, de 
quantite de mouvement et de couche llmite 
initiale, II a'ecrit i 

iA.2)    Qf, 9 
LtXt 

oil   Xg   eat un decalage d'origlne qui permet 
de tenir campte de 1'influence de la couche 
llmite sur le melange turbulent Isobare. 

CRITERE   ANGULAIRE DE RECOLLEMENT 
EN  ECOULEMENT   TURBULENT  DE  REVOLUTION 

FIG. 26 F     1.2 

Bn ecoulement de revolution, I'angle de 
recollement de reference se met sous la forme i 

ou   iPp   eat I'angle de röcollement en ecoule- 
ment plan et  Aqt   I'ecart dft k I'effet de 

revolution qui eat exprlme par le faoteur 
geometrlque   F   t . 

F     J»m 

F n'est autre que le rapport dea coefflcieite 
de melange   (T      en ecoulementa plan et 
axisynetrique. 

Quant k la derivie    dlf/dCq, 1'experience a 

montre que la loi      viC« (1f)tijr4e du 
critkre de Korst [17] etait satisfaisante. 

Le calcul de la pression de cavite   ftf   pour 
un debit secondaire      qt      donne ae fait 
par une methods inverse en tfttonnant 
sur    fi/fij    • Pour chaque rapport  filfij 
la llgne de jet iaobare est determinee par 
la methode dea oaracteristiques k partlr da 
donneea initiales foumies par le calcul 
ou 1'experience pour une serle de convergente 
tronconiques [9] . Connalaaant   If , F et f1l 
la loi fondamentale (   4- f  ) donne   Cq puia 
(   4.2 ) le debit injecte   ^   . 

f » 

Le calcul est arröte quand le recollement 
disparalt, e'eat-k-dire loraque Cq   devient 
suporieur k la valeur pour laquelle la ligne 
limite eat rejetee k 1'infini. 
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SUBSONIC BASE AND BOATTAIL DRAG: AN ANALYTICAL APPROACH 

J. K. Quermann 
Vought Systems Division 

LTV Aerospace Corporation 
Dallas, Texas 75222 

SUMMARY 

Methods of subsonic potential flow have been applied to 
the calculation of base and boattall drag. For configurations 
with a base the Korst method has been extended to subsonic flow 
by incorporating a standard family of free streamline shapes 
and a semi empirical scheme for selecting the total pressure 
on the dividing streamline. The potential flow around the shape 
defined by the body, free streamline, and Jet establishes the 
base and boattall pressures. Significant parts of the drag 
associated with the base actually appear on the boattall. In 
the absence of a base the effect of the Jet shape is felt by 
the boattall. With an underexpanded supersonic Jet a portion 
of the thrust which would otherwise be lost in external expan- 
sion is recovered on the boattall. The fraction recovered drops 
rapidly with increasing Jet pressure ratio. 

1 
Results are compared with flight and wind tunnel tests on 

the Vought A-7 Airplane. 

NOTATION 

A     C at point n when C, and C  are zero, see equation 8 
n     M Lt    pb 

B     3C
D n     Kn see equation 8 

pb 

C        3CD 
n     [_n see equation 8 

3C, 
Lt 

CD    drag coefficient i;» wge 
m 

C. tail lift coefficient 
Lt 

C pressure coefficient ?^ Kg 

C. base pressure coefficient 
pB 

D drag 

L fuselage length 

M Mach number 

N parameter relating the total pressure on the dividing streamline to base pressure and a static 
pressure, see equations 4 and 5 

N' parameter relating the total pressure on the dividing streamline, the base pressure and the 
total pressure of the least energetic of the two flows, see equation 6 

P^ free stream static pressure 

Pg base static pressure 

PJ. total pressure on dividing streamline 

P total pressure 

''shock stat1c pressure downstream of closure shock 



R gas constant 

r radius of the body 

Y velocity of free stream 

X distance along free streamline starting from the separation point; also axial distance from the nose. 

Y distance normal to the free streamline 

Y ratio of specific heats 

p density slugs/cu. ft. 

a a factor which defines the rate at which a mixing layer grows, see equation 2 

u angle between intersecting flows at closure, degrees 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interaction between the external flow around an airplane and a propulsive jet represents a 
potentially large contribution to thrust minus drag. While It is possible to design away some of the 
problems for specific flight conditions (by using a shallow boattail and a fully expanded converging- 
diverging nozzle, for example) conflicting requirements make it difficult to do so over the entire 
range of flight conditions. In particular, the nozzle exit diameter is usually relatively small at 
subsonic speeds. This plus other limitations often leads to a steep boattail angle with a large aft 
facing area or to blunt base. The drag at subsonic speeds remains important because of the time spent 
In cruise a*id loiter. 

At Vought Systems Division of LTV Aerospace, a three pronged attack is being made on the problem. 
Included are analytical studies, flight test and wind tunnel tests with hot and cold jets. Because of 
the difficulties involved In measuring the interaction In both flight test and in the wind tunnel we are 
seeking an analytical approach which will predict the effect of the major design parameters. 

The well known methods of subsonic potential flow theory are applied to the interaction problem for 
axisymmetric flow. Two basic configurations are considered: (1) Configuration with no base and no separa- 
tion. Here the effect of increasing jet pressure ratio Is to increase the boattail pressures, thus re- 
covering some thrust which would otherwise be lost in external expansion. At the same time, adverse 
pressure gradients are made worse, leading to possible separation. (2) Configurations with a finite base. 
Here the problem is to determine the base pressure and the associated boattail pressures. The results are 
compared with flight test and wind tunnel tests of the A-7 airplane. 

2. APPROACH 

The general approach Is to consider the potential flow around a shape which is made up of the fuselage 
proper, a free streamline bounding the separated flow at the base (if any) and the Interface between the 
jet and the external flow. The jet plays a role in establishing the shape of the boundary, but once tie 
boundary Is established It is the external flow which fixes the details of the pressure distribution. 

The specific approach Is to use procedures which have been well established In other applications 
and to add the necessary modifications and additional assumptions necessary to fit the present problem. 
Approximations are used where appropriate to speed the process or where a mere exact method is not yet 
available. Figure 1 vjmtnarizes the source of the methods used for the configuration with a base. 

KORST 
SUPERSONIC BASE 

j          PRESSURE 

SUBSONIC 
POTENTIAL 

FLOW 

NEW                1 
CONCEPTS 

• BASIC APPROACH                   • EXTERN^ 
• JET SHAPE                                     DISTRIBL 

• MIXING VELOCITY 
PROFILES 

L PRESSURE              • SHAPE 0 
TION                                  STREAM 

• CLOSURE 

i 

F FREE 
LINE 
• CONDITIO 

f 

SUBSONIC BASE 
AND BOATTAIL 

PRESSURE 

Figure 1. Summary of the Approach 

.^ ,.1 
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From our version of Korst method for supersonic flow comes: the basic approach of obtaining equi- 
librium In the mass and energy flowing Into and out of the separated region; the shape of the Jet plume 
as a function of Jet pressure ratio, ratio of specific heats,Y. and gas constant, R; the shape of the 
velocity profile In the mixing layers along the boundaries of the separated region and the rate at which 
these layers grow with distance. From a potential flow program of the type developed by Smith and Hess 
comes the external pressure distribution. To weld these components Into a method for computing the base 
pressure we add a family of curves which represent the shape of the free streamline as a function of the 
base pressure and a closure condition which leads to the selection of the total pressure on the dividing 
streamline as a /unction of the geometry and state of the two fluids where they come together. For the 
present, a largely empirical relation Is used. 

To study the effect of the external expansion of the Jet when there Is no base we develop an effec- 
tive Jet shape which will have essentially the same effect on the boattall as a more precise Jet which 
contains a series of oscillations. 

The various components are discussed In the following paragraphs. 

3.  THE POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION 

The potential flow Is calculated by a program similar to that described by Smith and Pierce in 
reference 1. The principal difference is in the method of describing the surface and the distribution 
of source and sink strength on the surface. Reference 1 divides the body into a series of frustums of 
a cone each with a constant source strength over the entire surface. Boundary conditions are met at the 
center of each frustum. In the present solution the surface and the source strength distribution are 
considered continuous except where there are kinks in the slope of the body. Suck a kink will occur at 
the base where the boattall Intersects a cylindrical sting or a propulsive Jet. At the kinks the source 
strength is discontinuous. The boundary conditions are met at a discrete number of points, 101 in this 
study. Drag is computed using the equation: 

Cn=/.  Cnd(^-): (1) 
max 

Because ehe calculation of drag by integrating the pressure distribution results in a small difference 
between large numbers, the method has been carefully checked for accuracy. In potential flow it can be 
shown that the drag of a body with a constant diameter sting is always zero. Such a body is ideal for 
checking the method since It retains the troublesome kink. Based on the frontal area, the RMS value of Cp 
for eight configurations was .0009. The largest absolute value was -.002. There is some systematic error 
which suggests that a significant part of this small error is associated with the pressures near the kink. 
These results are accurate enough for this study. 

3.1 Compressibility Correction 

The potential flow solution applies to incompressible flow. A modification of the Goethert com- 
pressibility correction is used to extend the results to other Mach numbers. In general compressibility 
corrections are considered applicable as long as the local Mach numbers remain subsonic. However, because 
of the stringent requirements for drag calculations the applicability has been checked. 

Following the derivation of the Goethert correction in reference 2, the procedure may be sunmarized 
as follows: 

1) Compute the incompressible flow on a body which has been stretched by the factor nw 

2) Convert the local velocity ratio y— to components along and normal to the freestream direction. 

3) Multiply the normal component by tn_u2 - ^ 

4) Multiply the difference between the parallel component and freestream velocity by yrp- = F 

5) Combine the parallel and normal components to find the resultant velocity ratio for compressible 
flow. 

6) Use the Bernoulli equation to obtain the pressure coefficient. 

Numerically, this procedure fails in step 4 when V/V«. is small. This is not unexpected, since the 
Goethert correction Is derived for slender bodies. To improve the correction for small V/V« and to 
prevent failure during a computer run an arbitrary modification has been added to the Goethert correction. 
To make the stagnation pressure correct for all Mach numbers the multiplying factor in steps 4 and 5 
should je 1.0. The Goethert correction is considered correct when the local velocity is equal to the 
freestream velocity. To provide a continuous variation between these points, a straight line variation 
of the multiplying factor F used in steps 4 and 5 is assumed, see Figure 2. 

When the modified correction is applied to a fuselage with a cylindrical sting the drag will not 
remain zero. Most of the deviation is caused by the pressures near the stagnation point at the nose. The 
variation of pressure with Mach number on the boattall is relatively well behaved. Figure 3 shows the 
compressibility correction for a typical case. The details will vary slightly with the configuration. 
Each curve represents the variation at a fixed location. Note that as one approaches the base (the more 
positive pressures) the variation approaches that expected for two-dimensional flow where: 

CP = % = 0 TlV 
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The fact that the annular flow octs nearly two dimensionally Is seen again In the steep adverse pressure 
gradients near the ba'.e, figure 17, and should be kept In mind when appraising steep boattall angles. 

-0.2 _ 

a. 
O 

Figure 2.   Modification of the Compressibility Correction 

4.  THE KORST METHOD 

The Korst method for calculating the base 
pressure at supersonic speeds has been used for some 
time, see references 3 and 4. In particular, ref- 
erence 4 documents a program similar to the version 
used "t Vought. The chief difference Is in the de- 
scription of the shape of the free streamline defining 
the jet and external flows. Addy uses the method of 
characteristics. To save time we use a curve fit 
based on the data of reference 5 for the jet and ref- 
erence 6 for the external flow. 

EXTERNAL 
FLOW 

Figure 3.   Variation of Pressure with Mach Number 

DIVIDING 
STREAMLINES 

JET 
FREE 
STREAMLINES 

(a) 
Figure 4.    Korst Model 

The major features of the Korst model may be sumnarized as follows: 

VELOCITY PROFILE 

(b) 

See figure 4. 

(1) The shape of the free streamlines shown in figure 4a are determined by assuming that they have 
a constant pressure equal to an assumed base pressure. In supersonic flow, the method of charac- 
teristics or an appropriate approximation is normally used. This defines the length of the free 
streamline and their intersection angle at the closure of the separated region. 

(2) The shear between the outer flows and the relatively quiet ai"- in the cavity leads to the 
development of a mixing layer where the velocity varies from zero to the velocity of the outer 
stream. Although methods have been developed for accounting for an initial boundary layer these 
do not seem to Improve the accuracy unless the free streamlines are very long compared to the 
boundary layer thickness. We will assume no initial boundary layer. The velocity profiles are 
then similar with a shape: 

where 

h = 1 0 + ERF f ] 

o=12+ 2.758M 

(2) 

(3) 

represents the rate at which the mixing layer grous. 

(3) The mixing velocity profile is superimoosed on the invisciri free boundaries as shown in figure 
4b. The locus of points with two particular values of velocity ratio have special significance. 
Cne, shown dashed in the figure, represents the separating streamline; olong it there is no net 
exchange of mass between the outer flow and the cavity. Tha other is the dividlnq streamline. 
This separates the flow which proceeds on downstream from that which turns upstream and is 
trapped in the separated region. The total pressure is the same for both flows, but the position 
relative to the separating streamline is different if the outer velocities are different. Thus, 
as shown in figure 4b one of the flows supplies a net mass and the other removes a net amount of 
mass per unit of time. 

(4) The t-^tal pressure on the dividing streamline is related to the static pressure downstream of 
the closure. In early studies it. was assumed that the dividing streamline total pressure is 
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equal to the static pressure downstream of the shocks which occur at the closure In supersonic 
flow. When viscous effects are included the static pressure rises gradually and the total 
pressure on the dividing streamline Is different. But the relation between the pressures can 
be expressed In terms of a single constant N. 

N "P 
"B 

shock  KB 

dlv (4) 

(5) The solution for base pressure Is found by making successive estimates of base pressure until 
there Is no net flow Into or out of the separated region. Note that It Is a simple matter to 
Include an additional source of gas (bleed) Into the balance. 

(6) While It Is not shown In the figure there Is a corresponding profile for total temperature. A 
similar balance for energy Into the separated region yields the base temperature and allows 
appropriate changes In density which may affect the mass balance. With both mass and tempera- 
ture balance the effect of the hot jet Is taken Into account. The effect of the ratio of 
specific boats, Y» 1S considered In establishing the shape of the boundaries. The gas constant, 
R, Is considered in evaluating the density. 

5.  EXTENSION TO SUBSONIC FLOW 

Subsonic external flow differs from supersonic flow In two Important respects with regard to applica- 
tion of the Korst base pressure method. First, It Is no longer possible to find the shape of the free 
streamline by starting at the corner and proceeding downstream finding the shape as you go. To find a 
constant pressure surface one would have to use an iteration approach where the flow over the entire 
fuselage-free streamline-Jet boundary would have to be considered for each iteration. Second, there is 
no longer a sharp pressure rise through a closure shock. At the present state of the art an empirical 
relation Is required to replace equation 4. 

5.1 Shape of the External Free Streamline 

Rather than using a lengthy Iteration to find a constant pressure surface it is more expedient to 
select a family of shapes which will approximate constant pressure surfaces. At Vought we have been using 
this approach to speed up supersonic calculations. Experiments show that the pressure 1s not really con- 
stant, thus by selecting shapes which more nearly match measured pressures it is possible to have a practi- 
cal method for computation and to improve the accuracy at the same time. 

-0.20 

MEASURED 

—i 
AXIAL DISTANCE, X INCHES 

(a)   Dividing Streamline Contour 

0 1 2 

AXIAL DISTANCE        X INCHES 

(b)   Static Prassure Variation Along Dividing Streamline 

Figure 5.   Measured Conditions Along Free Streamline Behind Cut Off Cylinder 

Figure 5 shows experimental results taken from reference 7.   Note that the shape Is slightly fuller 
than an ellipse.   Such a shape can be fitted /ith a "super ellipse" with the form: 

1*1' 1 (5) 

where variations in the exponent control the fullness of the figure, n = 2 corresponds to an ellipse, 
n > 2 makes the shape fuller with the shape approaching a rectangle as n ->• «. With n < 2 the shape becomes 
more pointed, at n = 1 the shape is a diamond and for n < 1 the curve becomes concave rather than convex. 

Figure 6 shows the calculated pressure distribution over a cylinder plus an n = 2 and an n = 2.2 super 
ellipses. 

It appears that a super ellipse with n = 2.1 will provide a good approximation to the shape of the 
pressure distribution of figure 5 and is consistent with the shape. 
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n ■ 2.2 

(a)   Shape of Simulated Dividing Streamline. 
(Infinite Cylinder Upstream) 

(b)   Static Prenure on Streamline 

Figure 6.   Calculated Pressures for Fineness Ratio 6 Shapes 

With this background we assume that the external free streamline surfaces are represented by a portion 
of a super ellipse which Is tangent to the boattall. Figure 7 shows a typical set. Since the pressure Is 
not constant, an average over the first 1/3 of the length Is used to define a base pressure. 

POINT OF TANGENCY 

POSSIBLE STREAMLINES 

Figure 7.   Family of External Free Streamlines 

; 

5.2   Subsonic Closure Condition 

The condition which determines the total pressure on the dividing streamline contains the real key to 
success.   An empirical relation is formulated, consistent with the physics of the flow, and calibrated 
using experimental da'a. 

Equation 4 shows the definition of the closure parameter, N, for supersonic flow.   The values of N 
are normally less than 1.   In references 8 and 9, Nash used the same formulation for subsonic flow except 
the pressure behind the shock is replaced with the free stream static pressure. 

(6) N . Pdiv - 

-P.-" 3 

PDIV - PB 

Poo-PB 

N 
r 

0.3 - 

0.2      0.4 0.6     0.8      1.0      12 

MACH NUMBER 

(a)   Parameter N' 

1.4 

0.2 

0.1 

N' = 
PDIV - PB 
pTOT " PB 

0.2      0.4      0.6      0.8      1.0 

MACH NUMBER 

(b)   Parameter N' 

■tr T*—r.e 

Figure 8. Subsonic Closure Parameters. 
Aft Facing Step, Ref. 8, 9 
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Figure 8a shows the parameter for flow past a two dimensional aft facing step, 
Note that the values of N may be greater than 1. 

reference 8 and 9. 

This formulation does not seem appropriate. It Is not tied to the local pressure near the closure 
as In the supersonic case, and there Is no safeguard to prevent Impossible values of the total pressure 
on the dividing streamline If the result Is applied to other configurations. 

In the present analysis total pressure has been selected as the reference pressure. Thus: 

N. = Ldlv ' PB 
"  P.-* - P, tot B 

(7) 

where Ptpt 1s the total pressure of the least energetic fluid; usually the external flow. With this formu- 
lation, the pressure on the dividing streamline Is always within bounds as long as N' Is less than one. 
Figure 8b shows the data of figure 8a converted to N' 
Mach number. 

An additional advantage Is a smaller variation with 

Flight test data for the A-7 airplane has been used to calibrate the closure condition for the two- 
fluid problem. The process consisted of adjusting the value of N' until the calculated base pressure 
matched the measured value. The resulting values of N' are probably functions of a number of variables. 
The Intersection angle between the two flows must be one of the principal variables. While It will not 
establish a region of constant pressure like that behind the shock In the supersonic flow It will have 
an effect on the external and the average local pressure In subsonic flow. Figure 9 shows a plot of N' 
as a function of the Interaction angle. The curve follows the expected pattern with N' Increasing with u. 
The agreement Is Improved by making the slope a function of the Jet pressure ratio. 
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Figure 9.   N' Determined from A-7E Data 
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Figure 10.   Variation of N' with Momentum Ratio 

Another parameter which may be Important 1s the ratio of the momentum, pV, of the external and Jet 
flows. The fluid with the large momentum Is expected to dominate. The nature of N' Is such that Its 
maximum value Is one. At the other extreme the PV ratio Is one. Figure 10 shows the A-7 data. The data 
for an aft facing step from figure 8 Is shown as a band at PV ratio of one since the wall acts like a 
mirror. While the data fits a single curve In figure 10 this formulation has not led to satisfactory 
convergence in the computer program. 

It seems that both of the parameters discussed above are Important. However, the two curves are not 
Independent. The large values of u occur at small values of (PV)/ (PV)J. In order to separate the effect 
and to Improve the estimate of N' It will be necessary to have additional data for many different configura- 
tions. For the remainder of the paoer the relation shown In Figure 9 will be adopted. 

5.3 The Jet Shape 

The shape of a supersonic Jet between the exit and the Interaction with the external flow Is based 
on a curve fit of the data of reference 5. This Includes the effect of the ratio of specific heats, the 
nozzle exit Mach number, and the nozzle exit angle. For subsonic jets a contraction Is considered If the 
nozzle Is convergent, otherwise the diameter Is considered constant. 

Downstream of the Interaction with the external flow, the Jet - external interface Is considered to 
be cylindrical. This assumption is compatible with the A-7 problem where the base Is large compared to 
the jet and the jet pressure ratios are relatively small. In a typical case the Interaction takes place 
at or downstream of the maximum expansion of the underexpanded Jet. Deviations from a cylinder downstream 
are small. The principal effects of the Jet expansion appear In the Increased diameter at the intersection 
and In the determination of N' which depends on the angle of the intersection. 

In a general case, particularly those with a smaller base and larger pressure ratio, a better defi- 
nition of the Jet external flow Interface Is required. As a first approximation a method such as that 
described in tne next paragraph for tne no base case is suggested. 

In approximating the shape of the Jet-external-flow Interface in the no base configuration the goal 
Is to obtain an accurate estimate of the force on the boattail. Two general concepts are employed. U) 
In potential flow a non lifting body with an open end has zero drag if the cross section remains constant 
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Figure 11. Approximation of Supersonic Plum« 

as it goes to Infinity. Thus a body with a cylindri- 
cal sting will have zero drag. If the sting has a 
bump with a net positive drag then to maintain zero 
overall drag the body will experience a net negative 
drag. On the other hand a bump on the sting with no 
net drag will Induce no net force on the body. (2) 
In linearized theory a supersonic jet in a subsonic 
flow produces tn  undamped series of bumps or oscilla- 
tions, see reference 10. If the oscillations are 
stationary and undamped, then they must experience 
zero force. As, a result they individually must Induce 
no force on the boattail. For practical purposes the 
long string of oscillations can be replaced by a 
cylinder which also has zero drag. Figure 11 shows 
the resulting approximation. The cylindrical diameter 
is that of the Jet expanded to ambient pressure. The 
fairing from the exit to this diameter is tangent to 
the cylinder at the length of one full oscillation; 
It falls inside the true boundary. 

6.0 RESULTS 

The methods described above have been applied to the A-7 airplane configuration, figure 12. The A-7 
airplane Is powered by a single Allison TF-41 fan jet engine which exhausts through a slightly convergent 
tail pipe into a rather large elliptical base. The base has the wide dimension from side to side. The 
nozzle exit Is in the lower part of the base m the plane of the base. Extensive flight and wind tunnel 
test measurements of the base pressure and a number of pressures on the boattail are available, see refer- 
ence 11. The calculations have been made for a body of revolution with the same variation of cross sectional 
area as the fuselage. The jet Is assumed to act along the centerline. 

EXHAUST 
EXIT RAKE- 

BOATTAIL 
PRESSURES 

BASE PRESSURES 

BOATTAIL STATIC 
PRESSURES 
Figure 12. Configuration for Flight Test 

Figure 13 shows a comparison between the calculated and flight test measurements. Figure 13a shows 
the variation of base pressure in level flight at two altitudes. This presentation has the advantage of 
showing the relative effect of the base pressure on the drag of the airplane In normal operation. But alti- 
tude and Mach number are net primary variables. The apparent altitude effect Is due to a change in thrust 
caused by Induced drag. Figure 13b shows the variation of base pressure with the .let pressure ratio while 
the airplane Mach number and altitude are held constant (the airplane climbs or descends}. 
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(b)   Variation with Jet Pressure Ratio 

Figure 13.   Base Pressure 
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The agreement between the calculation and flight test Is satisfactory over the range of test variables. 
This cannot really be considered a check of the method because, as discussed above the equation defining N' 
was derived from the same data (although not the same points). What It shows Is that a simple empirical 
relation for N' will produce most of the features shown by the experiments. It gives confidence that the 
method will predict the effect of design variables not covered by the test. In addition to the effects of 
changes In geometry this Includes the effect of the addition of bleed air and the differences to be expected 
between hot and cold Jets In wind tunnel testing. 

Figure 13b also shows the predicted variation of base pressure at Jet pressures higher than those 
tested. Note that the base pressure reaches a minimum and then becomes more positive. This occurs as the 
plume expands enough to affect the Interaction angle between the flows. 

-0.06 

-0.04 

-0.03 

-0.02 

-0.01 

+0.01 

><^   WIND TUNNEL 

CALCULATED 

J L. 

FLIGHT TEST 

-L. _!_ J_ 
0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 

Tn/T» 

Figure 14.   Effect of Jet Temperature 
M ■ 0.6, Jet Pressure Ratio 2.0 

Figure 14 shows the effect of Jet temperatures on 
base pressure at a fixed external Mach number and Jet 
pressure ratio. The peak on the calculated curve 1s 
unexpected. It is apparently due to the fact that 
temperature affects both velocity and density. At 
the higher temperatures the reduction of density In 
mixing layers Is the dominating feature. Note that 
the flat part of the curve occurs In the temperature 
range which Includes fan engines and cold Jet wind 
tunnel models. If these results are verified, cold 
testing should give good results for fan engines. 
Conflicting trends are available from the A-7 wind 
tunnel tests. The variation falls between the two 
boundaries shown (the level of the pressure Is con- 
sidered too negative). Flight tests do not provide 
a significant range of temperatures at a constant 
pressure ratio. The available evidence suggests that 
temperature at a rate several times larger than the 
calculated rate. 

The calculated variation is due to temperature 
alone. The variation from wind tunnel and flight test 
may include some influence of other variables such as y 
and changes in airplane attitude. Further work is 
required to resolve the differences. 

Figure 15 shows predictions, based on calculations, of the effect of bleed air, figure 15a, and the 
axial location of the nozzle exit, figure 15b. Based on these results one can reduce the base drag by 
extending the nozzle exit and by adding bleed gas. 

Base Bleed 

RNOZ 
(b)   Nozzle Extension 

Figure 15.   Predicted Effect of Design Variables 
M ■ 0.6, Jet Pressure Ratio " 2.0 

The pressures on the boattail of the airplane in flight are affected by the tail surfaces as well as 
by the fuselage shape and the engine operation. To separate these effects a least squares fit has been 
made using the following equation: 

^+60  + C C. n  n "-pg  ^n \ (8) 

In wind tunnel tests the nominal tail angle is zero, but there were no measurements of downwash or tail 
lift to verify CLf There are also pressure increments of unmeasured magnitude due to the support system 
and wall effects. 

Hgure 16 shows the boattail pressure distribution for configurations with a base. Figure 16a shows 
the axial distribution of boattail pressure coefficients for low to moderate jet pressure ratios when 
'•••t = 0» Pß = 0. When the jet pressure ratio exceeds 3, roughly, the effect of the plume expansion will 
be felt on the boattail and there will be a series of curves, one for each jet pressure ratio. Pressures 
shown for flight test and wind tunnel test are the An coefficients of equation 8 averaged for several taps 
around the circumference. Note that the boundary layer is neglected in the calculation. If the displace- 
ment thickness were included the pressures would be slightly more negative. Differences between the cal- 
culated and flight test pressures are consistent with the expected influence of the tails. The reason for 
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the deviation of the wind tunnel measurements Is not known. 
Interference. 

It may be due. In part, to support and wall 
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(a) (b) 

0.94  0.96  0.98   1.00 

X/L 
Effect of Jet Boattall Pretsuret at C.   - 0 

PB 
Boattall Prettur« Distribution on Configuration with a Ban 
M ■ 0.6 Jet Pranure Ratio < 3. 

presents the Interaction between the jet and external flow as 1t affects the boattall 

Figure 16. 

Figure 16b p 
pressures. 3T)n/3CPb 1s the Bn coefficient of equation 8. Note that the boattall pressure variation 
follows that of the base. An Increase In Jet pressure causes a more negative base pressure, hence an 
increase In base drag. The corresponding more negative pressures on the boattall produce an Increase 
In boattall drag. Based on the calculated pressures ACDBT " 0.37ACDR. There are not enough pressure 
taps to make a similar Integration based on flight test data alone, but the agreement with the calcula- 
ted 3Cp/3Cp. suggests that ^Dgj 1s about the same. Corresponding data from the wind tunnel tests are 
less accurate because of large scatter In Individual points, but the same trends are apparent. 

Figure 17 shows the boattall pressure distribution when there Is no base. Figure 17a shows the 
pressures for a jet pressure ratio of approximately 1.9. The calculations are based on a cylindrical 
jet with no boundary layer. The rapid Increase In pressure near the base 1s typical of a two dimensional 
flow approaching i kink. Rapid thickening of the boundary layer tends to eliminate this in practice. 
Wind tunnel data lave been analyzed using a least squares fit of the type shown in equation 8 where ^pg 
is replaced with the jet expansion Ar and there is no tail effect. 
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(a)   Cylindrical Jet 
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Figure 17.   'Joattail Pressure Distribution, No Base 
M - 0.8 

The rate of change of boattail pressure with jet expansion is considered linear for moderate pressure 
ratios. Data from wind tunnel tests show the same general shape as the calculated results, but the magni- 
tudes are lower. This is probably due to the boundary layer, or more precisely, the differences In the 
growth rate of the boundary layer produced by the increased jet pressure. Note that the boattall pressures 
become more positive with increased jet pressure. This is opposite in sign from the results shown in 
figure 16 for the configuration witn a base as long as the base pressure becomes more negative with in- 
creasing jet pressure. As shown 1n figure 13 continuing increases in jet pressure ratio will eventually 
produce a more positive base pressure and more positive boattail pressures for the finite base confiaura- 
tion. Experimental results for configurations without a base often show a reduction in boattail pressure 
(drag increase) for small increases in jet pressure while larger jet pressures show the expected pressure 
increases. This has been attributed to entrainment of the external fluid by the jet. In view of the 
present analysis it seems likely that the effect may be associated with a local separation. Such a separa- 
tion will act much like a blunt base. The increase in boattail pressure may be integrated to determine an 
increment of thrust on the boattail. In effect, the boattail is acting much like a diverging nozzle. A 
measure of the efficiency of such a nozzle, based on calculated results, is shown in figure 18. Coupling 
ratio is the ratio of the increment in thrust on the boattail to the increment in thrust which could be 
recovered with an ideal convergent-divergent nozzle. Note that the coupling ratio is high for jets which 
are only slightly underexpanded, but it drops rapidly for larger pressure ratios. 
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Figure 18.   Calculated Coupling Ratio, M ■ 0.6 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This study is a first order attempt to consider the primary effects involved In the interaction of 
a subsonic external flow with a propulsive jet using potential flow theory. It is shown that the inter- 
action may be studied in terms of the effect of the jet on the effective boundary for the external inviscid 
flow. With this approach the jet plays an Important role in establishing the shape of thefree streamline 
in the configuration with a base and of the interface between the two flows. But once the shape is estab- 
lished, potential flow of the external fluid will establish the distribution of pressures felt by the 
remainder of the airplan»:. The external flow provides a mechanism for transferring some of the drag due 
to a base onto the boattail and for recovering some of the thrust which would otherwise be lost in external 
expansion. The amount cf thrust which can be recovered is limited. 

fhe method is general enough to include the effects of most variables. This includes the aeometry, 
the properties of each of two fluids and of a bleed gas dumped into the base region. Much remains to be 
done. The principle rreas needing improvement Include: a more general approximation for the closure 
condition and a method for including the boundary lay« • and mixina layer along the interface between the 
two fluids. 
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COUPLAGE ENTRE L'ECOULEMENT AUTOUR D'UN ARRIERE-CORPS ET LE JET 

PROPULSIF EN THEORIE DE FLUIDE PARFAIT 

par Roland Maria Sähe, Jean-Jacques Chactoc et Georges Gilton 

Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches Airospatiales (ONERA) 
92320 Chfttillon 

ÜB «ffets de ooupla^» entre lea äooulanents 
externe et Inten» sont «xaminös dans le oadre de 
1» tbtarle das fluidos parfaits. Oes pb^nonönes 
ooDoenwnt   essentlellement les ^ooulenents autour 
das arriöre-corps. 

I« premiere partle de oet ezpoaä ae rapporte k 
l'dtude da l'interaction da daux öooulenenta 
suborltiquee coaxlaux* Le oaloul de ohaque äooule 
■ent Interne et externe eat effeotuä au moyen d'une 
näthode am Clements finis, 
la fauna du jet eat determinde par approzioations 
suooeaaiiee en utilisant une methode pseudo-hodo- 
graphique. 

la deuiifeoe partie de oet exposö oonoeme 1'inte- 
raction d'un jet supersonique avec un eooulement 
externe subsonique ou transsoniqua*!« jet interne 
supersonique eat oaloule en utilisant la methode 
dea oaraot^ristiques. Les conditions de couplage 
entre I1 Eooulement interne et 1'Eooulement exteme 
sent remplies, en utilisant une procedure iterative 
semblable a oelle proposes par Young, mais Etendiie 
loi aux eooulements externes oompressibles sub et 
trans-soniques. 

la troisikne partie da 1'ezposE donne une comparai- 
son aveo des rEsultata expErimentauz. 

COUPLING BETWEEN THE FLOW AROUND AFTERBODIES 
AND PROPULSIVE JETS IN THE IN VISCID FLOW THEORY 

SUMMARY 

The interference effacts between external and inter- 
nal flows are examined in the framework of the 
inviscid flow theory» These phenomena are connected 
mainly with flows around afterbodies. 

The first part of the paper is devoted to the study 
of subcritical axisymmetrioal interacting flows* 
The computation of both internal and external flows 
is carried out using a finite element method. The 
results make it possible to determine the shape 
of the jet using a paeudo-hodographic method, with 
an iterative procedure. 

The second part concerns the Interference effects of 
a supersonic internal flow with subsonic or transonic 
external flows. The supersonic internal Jet is 
oomputed using the method of characteristics. The 
coupling conditions between the internal and the 
external flows are taken into account, using an 
iterative procedure in a way similar to that propo- 
sed by Young, but extended here to compressible 
external flows. 

A comparleon with existing experimental results is 
presented. 

LISTE DES SYMOIffi 

IniHnMl 

it     oaraotEilse des conditions d'arrfit, 

•fr      ae rapports k des grandeurs dEflnies dans 
!•Eooulement interne, 

€      se rapporte k des grandeurs dEfinies dans 
1< Eooulement exteme. 

It oaractErise des grandeurs dimensionnaUes, 

ttl oaractErise les grandeurs de rEference, 

A oaractErise les conditions amont, 

2. oaractErise les conditions aval. 

Samlaia ekaiüäsm 
Ox, Ot,     axes de rEfErence, 

L     longueur de rEfErence, 

M^    point courant sur la surface libre, 

'R)R^l'Rp,,. rayons pris dans le domains gEometrique, 

distance normale k la paroi ou ä la ligne 
de glissement. 

(IrBMrifliirH nhvaimwa 

t\ nonbre de Mach, 

M^'u MM nonbre de Mach amont dans 1'eooulement 
exteme, 

n^y «u Mit nombre de Mach de rEfErence (= nombre 
^ de Mach amont dans I'Ecoulemsnt interne), 

P press!on statique, 

t^ ott p€4  pression statique amont dans I1 Eooulement 
exteme, 

1 masse volumique. 

T tempErature abaolue. 

** entropie spEcifique, 

M enthalpie d'arrfit. 

cp chaleur spEcifique ä pression constante, 

Cv chaleur spEcifique i volume constant. 

Y Cp/Cv 

V module de la Vitesse, 
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composantes axiale et radiale de la 
viteaee» 

foDCtlon de courant, 9 
Ko       (pf-pJ)/('4?«C) 
s 

H 

öpaisseur de la oouche limite, 

vltease & la frontiers d de la oouohe 
limite t 

domaine physique. 

Oe<Ä repfere du plan transfonne quasi-confonne, 

pas du maillage dans le pl. .1 transfonne, 

f onctions-test, 

designation d'un pavä, 

centre du pavö Rf , 

nombre de paves, 

repere du plan transforme conforme. 

e 

la premiers partie de oet expose se rapporte done & 
l'ötude,   .ans le cadre de la theorle des fluides 
parfaits, de 1'interaction de deux ^coulements 
suboritiquee ooaxiaux. IA methods de oaloul utilisee 
expoeöe de fa^on d^taillöe est une extension aux 
^coulements de fluides oompressibles, de methodes 
iteratives nises au point au L,I,M.S,I •«" [4J ^ 
[s]   pour ötudier les jets axisymetriques rota- 
tionnels de fluids incompressible. 

La deuxi&me partie de 1'expose est consaor^e & 
1*etude du couplage qui s'ötablit entre un jet 
suporsonique et un eooulement extdrieur subsonlque 
ou transsonique. La procedure de calcul est, ici 
encore, iterative et semblable ä celle proposee 
par Young [9]^    le jet supersonique etant calcule 
par la methode des oaraetöristiques, 1' eooulement 
oxterieur lorsqu'il est supercritique par la 
methode des petites perturbations transsoniquaa appli- 
queo aux corps dlanoÖB, 

La trois.leme partie, enfin, est oonaaoree aux appli- 
cations . 
Les resultats thdoriques obtenus pour chaeun des 
cas de cnloul presentes sent confrontes avec des 
mesures expdrimentales existantes. 

2 - JET SUBSOHIQÜE KH PlffiSEliCE D'UM ECOtJI£KEItT 

EXfflRIlK SUBSOIIiailE. 

2.1 Eauatiou du mouvement 

L'Equation* du tourbillon des ecoulements statlon- 
naires oompressibles axisymetriques s'dcrit : 

oü   (p   est la fonotion de oourant de l'ecoulement ; 
celle-ci ost lieo aux composantes meridiennea 

tt* et    \J* de la vitesse (fig.1) par les 
relations : 

-•sw-. -r<v;-r"p 

1 
; 

1 - BfJaOKJCTIOH 

La oonnaissance des effets d" interaction entre les 
ecoulements externe et interne est fondamentale 
pour 1*etude de 1'aerodynanique den arriüre- 
oorps afin d'obtenir notanmont une evaluation 
precise de leur trainee. L"evolution du jet, k la 
sortie   .'une tuybre peut intervenir, cn effet, de 
fa?on assez sensible sur la repartition des 
pressions an amont du bord de fuite ie l'arriere- 
corps speoialement dans le cas oh. l'ecoulement 
interne est sous detendu. Le but de ce travaJ.l est 
done de definir des noyens de oaloul permettant 
d'aborder l'etude de oes phdnomenos d1interaction, 
en se plagant tout d'abord dans le oadre d'une 
thßorie de fluide parfait, de naniere k pouvoir 
disposer d'un outil permettant de traiter le 
Probleme de couplage dans son ensemble et de 
delimiter ensuite par reference u 1'experience, 
1'importance des eifets liüs ä la viaoositc. Pour 
oela on examinera successiv ment troic problenes 
diffdrant par la nature des equations qui regissent 
les tooulements en presence : 

Le jet subsonique döbouchant dans un eooulement 
externe subsonique, 
Le jet supersonique de.ouohant dano vn 
eooulement externe subsonique   et le jet supersoni- 
que debouchant dans un eooulement externe transsoni- 
que. 

Ox   et   0%  sont les axes d'un repere cartdsien 
situe dans un plan meridien fixe,   0»  etant 
egalement axe de synetrie de l'öcoulement»    (* est 
la masso volumique du fluide. 

Pour des ecoulements meridiens, 1'expression 
göncrale de S* est s 

(3) S*=   ^(-T^+4^) 

ou T* est la temperature, A*   I'entropie 
opdeifique et ^ l'enthalpie totale. 
Dans ce nui suit, on etudiera des ecoulements de 
gae oalorifiquonent parfoits oü l'ontialpie 
d'arrSt et I'entropie spocifique sont uniformes 
dans chaeun des ecoulements ; le second membre 
5* de (1) est alors identiquenont nul. L'dquation 

(l) rests inchaneee par rapport aux nouvelles varia- 
bles nans dimension suivantes ; 

(4)        ^=T 
y* 
V.!, L* ^^ X>   ?=^'*sTJ'lSL? 

*» Laboratoire d'Informatique pour la mocanique 
et les Sciences de l'Ingüniour, CNES, 

*    Les asterisques indiquent que les variables 
auxqu'jls ilo se rapportent sont diaensionnees. 
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oti   (_♦,     ^* ref,    V* J*' sont dM erandeuTB de 
reference pröolsöes plus loin. 

0 x 

Fig.1  OERNITION DU SYSTEME DE COORDONNEES 

CYLINDRIOUES 

La relation entre   ^  et    f   s'ecrit sous forme 
implldte I 

« f=^^<,Kv?^i'! 
oil M ref est le nombre de Mach de reference, 

2.2 SflBajstflM a« liai&a 
On oonsidfere (fig.2) deux eooulements coazlaux, 
oompressibles suboritiques, 1'un exterieiar a un 
arrifere-corps de trace m^rldlenne EFS, I'autre 
intörieur. 
Lea deux eooulements sont söpar^s en aval de 
1' arriere-oorps par une ligne de glissement de 
trace F H. L'enthalpie d'arröt et l'entropie 
spedlflque sont supposöes uniformes dans chaoun des 
Eooulements. 

ng.2    MERIDIENNE DU DOMAINE   PHYSIQUE 

Pour les besoins du oclcul,  le domaine physique 
est llmite en amont et en aval par des plans 
de traces meridiennes 00 et BC respectlvement, 
ainsi que par deux cylindres drolts coazlaux, 
de rayons     KjJ    et    F.»*   , de traces AB et DC, 
Dans un plan märidlen (fig.2), ce domaine peut 
8tre subdivlse en deiuc :    25» de contovu? EKICIE 
et   2J; de contour ABHPQA^ 

Dans ee qul suit, les indices   j-  et    »   d^sigoent 
les grandeura relatives aux eooulements interne 
et externe respeotivement ( les indices 1 et 2 
indiquent que les variables ainsi indicees oonoer- 
nent des points situcs dans les plane CD et BC > 
l'indlce i oaraoterise les conditions d'arrtt. 

+ la limitation du Domains     9)^ par la ligne AB 
voisino de l'axe est introdulte pour äviter lea 
dlffloult^s numerlques qul intervlennent dans le 
calcul de   (i)    lorsque   x* tend vers 0. 

Les donneos du problferne sont, outre la gcomötrie 
de l'^rriere-corps, lee temperatures d'arröt 

Til st Tu • Iss nombres de Mach amont MM 
et M«4, les ohaleurs apöoifiques Cw^Cy«,^ it 
C^» et lau» rapports  ]fi et Y»  • 

Lea conditions aux limitea sont oelles usuelles 
aux probl&nes k frontieres connues, mals la 
presence d'une frontiere libre impllqua que l'on 
alt, en plus des conditions de debit et de glisse- 
ment,   une condition d'öqulllbre sur PH et uns 
condition de KuttanJoukowaki au bord de fulte F 
de l'arriere icrps. Cette demifere a pour 
consequence qu'il n'est pas possible de se fixer 
d'emblee toutes les conditions aux limites, I'une 
de oelles-cl devant dependre de la fome definitive 
du Jet. 

On pose i 

(6)   ?Vtf > vvvjrMWL'-R»*! 

Les conditions aux limites i'öcrivent, pour une 
forme donnee du jet et en supposant que lea deux 
ooouloments satit unlforaes k 1'amont t 

(?)    jr|! a 0    sur AC, ED, BH, et HC 
H4tant le veoteur normal 

au contour) 

1$)    ty = ^aur AB 

(9)        y*i        sur ÖPH et EPH 

{«)      (pxi+^.A-^^ sur DC 

Calcul de   (p   sur la frontier» extdrieura. 

IA condition (1 o) depend dee donn^es geometriques 
(?*    St     Rm mala    ^/yalainAm4-   Aaa   wnnnAwVa    U       l\l* 

^      fahl 
mals egaleiaent des rapports Vt, /y* 

■r 
I« premier 
du Probleme s 

• ti/l est döfini par les donndes 

V; " M^   UpjT^y   Ißj 

av.c AH + ^MJi   et   ßri + Ü^lMi 

Par oontre ?M/jJns peut dtre fixe qu'une fois 
que la forme de^la ligne de glissement est coonue. 
Danu oe cas et moyennant I'hypothese d'une pression 
tran&versalement uniforme en 2, les nombres de 
Mach  Must   Mit sont donnäs par les relations 
inplidtes : 

Rp - Re 

dans lesquelles X ( M ) est la fonction du 
nombre de hach, definlsaant Involution des lois 
de section d'un Ecoulement monodimonsionnel isen- 
tropique. 
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Connaissant Mjtet Muon an döduit tout d'abord 
le rapport des preaslons guoeratrices des deux 
öooulements: 

m 
fa ' W4(MtiJ 

W   fM)      ätant L» fonction  £ (M)   i 
et par vole de consequences pi 

US)       111 - ("♦*£*«)"**   Fu  J^ Cfj.C^ 

Condition d'iSauillbre de la surface de gUsaanient t 

les oondltionB(7)-(lc5ont etö ecrltes en supposant 
connuo la forme de la surface llbre. Celle-ci est 
en fait une des inconnues du Probleme qul est 
detenninee en üerivant sur FH la condition 
supplementaire de oontinuite des pressions | 

* 
P.*M Hour tout 'ooint II situe BUT FH. 

Getto condition s'^orit encore 

(")        p. 
U (^t^) = n 

W4S 
e 

2.3 Procedure generale de resolution 
Oolle-ol ost n oeEsaircnont itera 'ive et se develOT^ 
pe do la nanidre suivnnte t 
on se donne au depart une fome arbitraire de la 
frontiers PH. Ce choiic oonstitue la preniare 
appro;.i!Jation. A oo momenl., aincl ajx'h  oiucune de2 
itürations ouivantoc, le iirouleme se raraünt Q la 
resolution de 1'equation(l) L. l'intcricur des dcrj: 
clOEaines indepondants f2>t et SD^ ä frontiures 
oonnuos avoc ies conuitionE ("4 (9) et (l o) dans { 2)ft ) 
etra(6)et(9)aans ( ID^ ). 

Le couplnee cxi iont rntro les deux ^coulements 
ne sera pris n coupte par le calcul que lors du 
passage d'uie r.pproxination de la frentiere libre 
a  la auivante. 

Pour effeotuer cha.^ue resolution, on construit une 
solution numerique approchee de 1'equation (l) par une 
methode de Gaxeifcin dans { SDj) puis dans ( JD,.). 

Celle-oi utilise une famille de fonotions-test 
nöcessitant pour leur definition une partition du 
domalne physique par des paves. Ges paves recouvrent 
exaotement chaoun des dcmalnes consid^rls et sont 
oonatitues k partir d'un maillago ourviligne.Dans 
les probl&mes Studies preo<demmont [4, 5, 6, 7, 8] 
une methode de calcul automatique de maillages 
ourvil.lgnes oonstruita a l'aide de fonctlona 
harmoniques etait utilisce. Les applications 
presentees au paragraphe 4 ayant tewtes un dnmntne 
de definition h  contour presque rectangulaire, un 
■aillage dont la construction par ordinateur se 
r^v&lo simple et rapide a ätd utilise (fi«r,3) ; ce 
malllage est röalisek l'aide d'une premiere famille 
de oourbes ( ** = C") qul sont des droltes v^rticales 
oonvenablement espac^es pour les besoins du Proble- 
me 1 chaoun des segments vertlcaux ainsi construit 
est ensuite divise solon une loi simple ( iv seg- 
ments, ögauz dans ( SDi ), ou suivant une loi de 

progression arithmetique dans ( fbt.)  ) ; en joignant 
les noeuds ainsi obtenus on construit une deuxieme 
famille de oourbes ( |5 = C*^. 

Les courbes «t = C , ji = C recouvrent les domaines 
de definition ( S)i) et (ID«) par un maillage 
regulier, de pas E dans le plan transfonae { o< /n. 

Ce i!iailla,Te permet de construire des paves hexagonaux 

<Xj  +t 

m 

fig. '} a et 4 b ) definis par les oourbes 

sont les coordonnees du centre M,Ä ou ^ et   Pi  . 
du pave n    , 

la procedure de resolution du probleme oomprend deux 
bouoles d"approximations cucoessives, imbriquees 
I'une dans I'autre : 1'une dite "interne" correspond 
au calcul de la masse volunique   6   qui figure coraie 
coefficient dans 1'equation (ft I'autre dite externe 
correspond a la recherche de la surfnoe libre ; oette 
demarche not on oeuvre une procedure nunörique qui va 
8tre examinee maintenant de fagon detaillee. 

i 
1 

Fig.3 REPRESENTATION DU DOMAINE PHYSIQUE  PAR UN MAILLAGE CURVILIGNE 
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2.4 Keoolutlon mmcilciio 

On montrefl]   .ue la fonnulati<m forte du profalemo 
(■equation fl)+ conditions (?)-6Ojcst öquivalente ä la 
fomulation fälble sxdvante : 

Etcuit donn^e I'intc .Tale  : 

oü ( 9)   ) ropr-sento soit ( 3)j) soit  (   So*; et les 
conditions (7)a (l ü), la fomulation faible du Probleme 
reviont ä ch9rciicr une fonction     (p     i«mpli-sant 
les conditions f?)^ (lO)et verifiant (lü)  pour toute 
fonction   (0   qui catiofait la condibion : 

(19)       <J>=0      A-n.    AB, G-FH^FHetPC 

Les fonotions   cp   et   (||   sont toutes deux do carrö 
so: riablo et ad'noiicnt des dörivees premj.eres, au S(.nB 
des distributions, do c.-irw' sorinablo (propriütü l) 

3oit   Oi  une famille totale de fonotions test verifi- 
ant la condition (19) at la oropric'tü 1. on dtifinit 
les fonotions   (Ü1* et (p  ü l'kide dea relations f ouivantos 

dans Iccquollos   k est le noobre de navüs, et   (0! 
a+   df   les valeurs de^ fonotions   cp* ot   d>    »"' 

atir    A,:    du oavc hoxajon, ^ 
et 
oen n 

tions   <P" et   ü)~ au' 
hoxajonal de ran/-;   4.   • 

On ohoisit les fonotions test de la nanibre 
suivante  : 

ptl«: ai)r4  Xjet   Xt etant le 
sntre <L,   du pave hexagoral l\ ; 

les ooordonnees du 

pi(x|x)s0 3i Xct xsont les ooordonnees d'un 
point situc a l'oxtürieiir cru our le contour du pave' 
Pi       • 

(?i (*,*) est lincaire par noroeaux par rapport aux 
variables o< et  Ä si le point de ooordonni-'es 
(x;t) est .-ijityrieur k  Pj  ; 

k 
A'Jtljt/^s^pour tout point de ooordonnees ( x; t ) 

apoartenant h   ( Sb) . 

PoUi- le caloul des valeurs de^.   «j^'ot   ^ZS 

on divise ohaque pave  ft  en six trian;;les (fi^''*). 
Le tableau de la fi^.S donne les valeurs oherohees h. 
l'intvrieur de oeü six triangles. 

0(x.y)=(l«+1)t 

0(x.y)=kfc 

x.y)=(k.1)t 

a{ß.y)s{U)t       a(x,y)a<t     o(x,y)=(<+1)t 

■ST 

ttj.t aj«mt Oj + C 

Fig «b REPRESENTATION DUN PAVE 

DANS LE PLAN TRANSFORME 

.Ji renplafant los fonotions Cp   et    (!>    dans 
Jö) par les expressions de  cp11 et   l>      respec- 
tivem' .it, on obtient  : 

qui doit fitr   verifice quelle que soit la fonction 
<p"   , oe qui implique  ; 

2n posant : r        *    > >  ' 

V,t)) s'üorit alors  t 

^     fe^it20 .Pour   ^»4.1 k -J ='«,*.. 
On demontre [2]     et [3]     que la solutior   (j/    du 
Systeme linöaire  (25) converge vers la solution (U 

de  (l) lorsque    k-♦ o« . Les coefficients  ' 
d'influence    tty    peuvent 6tre exprines dans le 
plan { a«, ji   T: 

ou   ( SB ) est l'honoloßue de ( SD ) oans le plan 

Q- *.\**i* , axdtl 

/»»P-wt-X^ 
■{*-) -m ^|a»P-wt-ne\ .(S^i) .(5^) 

Fig.*o REPRESENSATION DUN PAVE 

DANS LE PLAN PHYSIQUE 

Fig.5    EXPRESSION DES FONCTIONS TEST 

ET DE LEURS DERIVEES SUR UN PAVE 
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oil  J  eat le jacobien de la transfornation 
(6*.   p   )*l*)%) 

T- 4« äl - ?Ü£ äi 

A partir de la relation   (26) et du tableau de la 
figure   5  ■    le oaloul des coefficients   du 
peut 8tre effootue aprea avoir remarquö que les 
expressions qui les döfinisaent ne sont pas nullco 
il et seulement ti les paves Fi et Pj ne sont pns 
disjoints. II en eot ainsi lorsque   ■fciest l'un des 
six points voisins de ^ ^u   tjfi lui-uöLo. 
H en nisulte plusieurs oas de oalcul corroapondant 
aux diverses positions relatives de   P^   et  PV  . On 
trouvera en   [4l      le detail de ces calculs. 
Examinona main tenant la procedure suivio pour 
tenlr compte das variations de  P, qul ficure 
explioitenent dans 1'expression des coefficients 
Ctu      conme le montre (26) et qui d'autre part 

est lie k la fonotion de oourant par la relation 
implicit (5)  . Le caloul de P  est effectue d'uno 
maniere iterative selon le schema suivant 

supposons que ce calcul en 3o4t rendu & la   n 
approxiaation sur la fronti&re libre et a la m 
sur   f   , ct que les solutions 

par la relation 

^ine 

aient'^t($ calcul^es ; on obtient'd'abord'" 0 

M 
avec 

relation : . 

Y et f   d^signant respeotivement le rapport des 
chaleurs sptcifiques et la masse volumlque de 
l'ecoulement Interieur ou de l'eooulement 
ext^rieur. 

Dans ohaque triangle 4lementalre CD considers 
qua   & garde une valeur oonatante de mftne que P ■ 

(vm^est obtenu ensuita en a^solvant le Systeme 
llnöaire (23)  . 
Les iterations sur P  etlU sont poursulvies jusqu'a 
convergence. 

BmBMB '    ^ oe ^ oonoeme la resolution de 

(25^ il oonviont de aouligner que la natrlce des 
coefficients ay est definie positive, 
heptadlagonale a diagonale principale preponderant© 
ce qui pennet d'appliquer les müthodes iteratives 
classiques ( S.O-Rpar exemple) a la resolution de 
ce systfeme lincaire. 

2.5 Methode de recherche de la frontlfere de 

Cette methode est une extension de la procedure 
utilisde pour l'etude des Jets incompressibles 
[ 7 -   8]. Examinons tout d'abord les conditions 
qui doivent 8tre satisfaltes la long de PH. 

En tout point H de cette fronti&re l'equilibre des 
pressions definie par la relation (l 6) doit 6tre 
realise. Cette relation est equivalcnte ä ; 

Consld^rons maintenant la fonotion analytique 
F= ^4- i|x      qui effectue la representation 

conforme de    (  3>j ) sur un rectangle (   Jfo )• de 
manifere cu: sur los frontierea du jet la condition 
tt =   C     soit assuröe, alors que dans les    . 
etions d*entree et de sortie on ait   A    = C , 

Solentßi et 9 le module et 1'argument de   ät 

(3= «+.1,1). L'expreseion de la Vitesse en tout 
point M de FH peut s'^orire : 

Compte tenu de la condition d'^quilibre (29) 
le module j(M doit satisfaire la relation : 

Cette relation assooie ä la distribution des 
vitesses de l'ecoulement exterieur le long de KI, 
un facteur jit l;.e h. la forme de la ligne de jet 

et pemet par consequent,de de^ager un schema 
it^ratif dans la recherche de la position d'equi- 
libre de   FH   qui eet le suivant ; 

'-t   - 

M    (A.r= [Jlh&JM.] 
ft 

dans cetto expression n est le nunero d*iteration 
sur la forme du jet. 

Ce schema conduit h. la sequence d'op'ratioitfci- 
apres ; 
Connaissant h I1 iteration n une forme approchi;e 
de FH , on oaloule alors I'ecoulpinent a 1'Interieur 
des domaines JBiet ^B«, ;    on en deduit la 
distribution des vitesses (   V* )Msur   PH  pour le 
domaine exterieur et d'une facon generale toutes les 
grandeurs intervenant au second neabre de 1'expres- 
sion (M) . 

z Lecture dct domca 

I Cokuldu mmofß   U 

7 

Cokul dn cotflxitrtt 
oij (pietel 

Cokti des module» 
0 

■ - —1—iMnero de« *erahoo« »ur le jet 
MobKtion    1(1 e _j_ numlpo ^ 1,1^,^, „, p 

CckJ dei coetfrcierti 
oij   (Pvonoblel 

|C0lculd.   »^   -[ 

CD 

in 

CE 

m 

m 

DE 

m 

Fig 6 . Organignarrvne des operahons   numenques 

balaildn WctMi •rfW 

t 
Colculde %f »IP  FH 

♦ 
Icoitui d» e"**!»^) | 

i         ^ 
| Cokul dc »•»v »♦ii   j 
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La relation  (äl) fournit alors la valeur de    (JL) 
II reBtgjä detenalner tout d'abord 1'argument    * 
{  0K )       de la representation oonf ome 
( 0   et  Laa/^sant des fonetionu conjuguües) et 
ensuite par retour au plan pli/siquo la formri 
approchco du Jet pour I1 iteration   n + 4 . 

On artete le calcul, lorsque la condition dulvante 
eat remplie : 

»     ätant de l'ordre de 0,001. 

Kn general une dizfilne d'iterations sont necessaires 
k partir de conditions initiales qui sont par 
exemplo un jet cylindrique droit. 

L'onohainoraent den operations numeriques conduisant 
ä la resolution complfeto du rroblfeme se trouve 
schöraatisd    cur l'orfTanisranmc de la fic.ö 

3 - JET SUPEBSOHIQUE EH PiUafflJCE D'UM ÜC0UI£I'EM 

EXffiRIEUH SUBSOHIgME OU TRAHSSOHlaUJJ 

3*1 Jusqu'k present, seules leo situations 
oü l'öcouleiaent interne engendre h. la sortio de 
l'arrifere-corps un jet subsonique ont etc oxamineos, 
Jans les applications, le cas le plus frequent 
est toutefoia oelui oü oe jet est supersonlque et 
proroqtie, specialenent lorsque l'eooulement interne 
en sortie   de tuyfere est sous d-teiidu, les effets 
d*interaction avec l'ecoulement externe les plus 
marques. 

Le couplage qui s'etablit alors en aval de 
l'arriere-corps, a ete examine en s'inspirant 
largement des travaux effectues par Young [9] • 

3.2 Procedure utills^e : 

La solution assurant les conditions d'öquilibre iu 
jet en presence de l'ecoulement exterieur 
(rappelees § 2) est obtenue selon le processus 
itüratif suivant : 

On determine     tout d'abord le contour exterieur du 
jet supersonique Isobare issu de la tuy^ro interne 
et detoudu h la T5ression r*4. de l'ecoulement 
externe uniforme en araont de l'arriere-ccrpG. 

Ensuite, on oalculc l'ecoulement autour de 1'obstacle 
formä par l'arrifcro-corps, prolongfi par le jet 
oonsidere conne un corps solide. Ce calcul fournit 
une röpartition des pressions non uniforme le lonr 
de oe contour qui est utilisce, au oours d'une 
secon^'c iteration , oomno conditions auz limites 
pour le calcul d'un jet non Isobare,  et le prooescus 
est repet^ jusqu'k convertTence du precede. Cela 
Eil

rpiif ie ici, que la loi   l { X ) döfinissant la 
meridienne du jet ne ciiange plu:i de fagon r,ignifica- 
tive b. partir de l'itöration  tt   ,  l'ccart 

«-«l^-*1 
etant infei-ieur h une i'adeur 

n   fixöe k l'avanoe et qui est de l'ordre de 0,001. 
Oette convergence est ^cntjralenent obtenue au bout 
de 5 ä 6 iterations 

3.3 Calcul du iet sunersoniaue 

le müthode utilisee pour dufinir la ligne de courant 
frontiers du jet supersonique est deorite de fagon 
ddtaillce Hef.[io] • 

L'ecoulement interne etant suppose oonnu en uarticur 
lier, sur une caraotüristiaue issue du Bord de 
fuite de l'arriere-corps, las ütapes du calciJ. de 

l'ecoulement supersonique aval h. partir de ces do- 
maines initiales sont les sulvantes t 

a) calcul de la detente oontrec qui se produit 
au Bord de fulto, lorsque l'ecoulement interne est 
sous detendu (le seul cas oonsidere ici)  j 

b) calcul de l'öooulcment en aval de oette detente 
pour des conditions de pression imposöes & la 
f rentiere du jet par une loi connue p («), la 
formation d'ondes de choc par fooalisation 
de   caraoteristiquee d'une mdme famille issues de la 
frontifere du jet ötant notammsnt traitäe de fagon 
rigoureuse. 

Toutefoia, oe calcul est effectuä sur une etendue 
limitee, de moniere h ne pas aecroitre exageräment 
le temps de passage sur urdinatour. En fait, 
oomict-rant que I'd volution au cours des iterations 
suoooSBives dela structure du jet en aval du 1er 
minimum de section qui apparait en Xm au delt. 
du Bord de fuite est sans effet sur la distribution 
des pressions au contour de l'arriere-corps, p^ur 
des ralsons de EimplidtJ, le jet a 6t6 arbitraire- 
ment represente pour    X > It^, par un cylindre. 

Panni les diffioultea rencontrees au cours d'un tel 
calcul, sl^nalons celle qui se manifeste lors de la 
determination de la frontifere du jet au voisinage 
irmediat du Bord de fuite de l'arriere-corps, 
Lorsque l'on neblige lea effets de la viscosite, lo 
bord de fuite est un point d'arrfit pour l'ecoulement 
externe, lorsque Pvj/   ^ 4 » pour l'ecoulement 
interne lorsque p<yy «J, ^ A (condition de 

Joukowski), au voisinage duquel la vitesse dvolue 
de fagon extrSmemont rapide. 

En realite, les effets de la viscosite, au niveau de 
la oonfluei.oe (qu'il y ait ou non decollement 
de l'ecoulement externe) entrainent une reduction 
sensible de la pression en oe point, pjosaion qui est 
en fait signifioativomont plus faible que    p^   . 

Compte tenu de oette oirconstance , la detonte ini- 
tiale du ^et a etö systematiquoment caloulee, pour 
une pression de l'ecoulement externe egale non pas 
a        pfc mais a la valeur obtenue par 
extrapolation linLaire de la pression calouleo au 
premier point du maillage, situe en sval du Bord de 
fuite, 

5.4.Calcul de l'ecoulement externe 

J.4.1 Hethodes et conditions de calcul : 

Dans 1c cas oü cot eooulement est partout suberitique 
la methode düveloppee i 2 s'applique a toute 
fonnc d'arriere-corps et permet en portioulier 
i'e s'offranchir des hypotheses restrictives de corps 
elancds. 

Par conti-e cette methode n'est pas applicable au cas 
ou l'ecoulement externe ost transsoniquo, cas qui 
couvre un donaine d'application extrfimement important 
spöcialement dann le cadre des etudes d'interaction 
ecoulenontr, intome-extemo relatives aux arriere- 
oorns. 

C'est pournuoi, la mise en oeuvro d'une methode des 
petitec perturbations transooniques a ctd effectuee, 
afin de disposer d'un moyen oormettant uno etude 
T!rdlininairo de; cos nhdnomjnor;. 

3.4.2 Calcul de I'dcouloMont externe par la metho- 

de des notites perturbations transsonieucs. 

L'hypotheso de petitei perturbations pour l'ecou- 
lement exterieur, soit 

1 V*- VM 

VS* «1 
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conduit h des equations sijnplifieos decrivnnt le 
mouvemont ajtisyndtrique d'un fluide parfait 
oomnres ible. L'ecart par rapport & l'öcouloment 
uniforme depend, en ordre de grandeur, d'un 
parametre   C   caraoteristiquo de la pente de la 
paroi ou de la ligae de glisBement (auppos^e ici 
oonnue, et done traitüe coiime une paroi). 
De plus dans le oas dea ecouler.ents transsoniques, 
le passage & la limite S L»0 conduit k une 
equation de type mixte ci on fait tendre le nombre 
de i'iach h l'infini vors l'unitü, tout en maintenant 
le rapport (4-M^)/6*    d'ordre 0(4) (Ashley, Holtj 
and landahl, 1'iarten [ll]). 

Kn premiere approximation on trouve qu'il existe 
ua potentiel de perturbation satisfaisant ä 
l'equation mixte et non-lineaire i 

et assujetti a la condition de glissement sur 
1'obstacle: 

l'infini au oomportement asymptotique : 

bm CP     s   0 

est le rapport dea chaleurs specifiques. 
est le poramütre de similitude transsonique, 

dont 1*expression la plus courante est i 

et a 

I 

Les variables reduites sont d^finiea par les rela- 
tions suivantes : 

f sU^C«*^) tx. 

1« rayon du corps ou la distance radiale de la 
ligne de glissement sont donrn's par : 

x4 = c R («J 
L'equation est resolue par une möthode de differences 
finies utilisant un schema mixte tenant compte du 
type local de l'equation, ainsi : 

lorsque     K-(¥+■') ^  ^0, l'öcoulement est sub- 

sonique et l'equation est de type elliptique ; on 
utilise des expressions centrees pour £.   et  Sa } 

lorsque    K-{y+^)2x   < 0 , l'öooulement ost su- 

porsonique et l'equation est de type hyperbolique ; 
on utilise des expressions deoentrees arancäes 
pour 3L. , 

dat 
Cette m^thode conduit, pour les valeurs du potentiel 
sur une colonne  X ■ constante, k un Systeme d'Equa- 
tions dont la matrioe des coefficients est tridia- 
gonale k diagonale dominante. La resolution est tr&s 
rapide si on utilise un algorithme d'Elimination 
directe. On peut introduire un facteur de relaxation 
CUvoisin   de 1,8 en subsonique et 0,9 en supersoni- 

que. Le plan est balayE iterativement jusqu'k conver- 
gence,  celle-ci Etant atteinte en pratique au bout 
de quelques centaines de cycles (400) pour un mailla- 
ge non unifonne de 80 x 30 noeuds, 

Coome dans 1*article de Krupp et Kurman[l2]   la 
condition de glissement est appliquöe sur un petit 
cylindre proche de l'axe de symEtrie. Lorsque la 
convergence est obtenue, le potentiel est interpolE 
linEairement aux mailles du rEseau afin d'obtenir 
sa valeur   (Pt(x)sur le corps ou sur la ligne de 
glissement. Le coefficient de pression est alors 
calcule par la formule : 

qui tient compte de la contribution dfie a la compo- 
sante verticale de la Vitesse, non nEgligeable en 
thEorie des corns dlanoes. 

Le contour extäileur du Jet qui prolonge I'arribre 
corps et dEfinit avec oelui-ci la foime de 1'obstacle 
auquel est appliqu* le mdthode de relaxation dEcrite, 
est övidemment donnE par la mEthode des caraotöris- 
tiquee lorsqu'il s'agit d'un Jet nettement supersoni- 
qua. Dans le oas oil le taux de detente est faible 

^Pfi/P*» A/ I)' ce ^ correspond au oas d'un 

Jet   sonique     ou faib.lement supersonique, pour le- 
quel les variations de section sont trfes pet it es, 
1'approximation d'un Jet k section constants a 6t6 
retenue. 

i - APPLICATIONS - QOHPAHAISOH AVEC L'EPBRIEHCE 

4.1 ^ Configurations EtudiEea 

Les formes gEomEtriques externes des arrifere-corpe 
retenus sont reprEsentEea figure 7 oil 1* on trouve- 
ra Egalement le tableau de ootes des meridiennes. 

Cote« dee orriirecarpa    I 

i 

If- 
0 0.088 0.179 0.270 0.361 0,452 0544 0.63$  1 

0,726 0.790 0.836 0.872 0.916 0,945 0.973 1      | 

r 
D 0,306 

0.<96 
0,269" 

0.<89 0,<75 0.454 0,427 0.394 0.353 

0.2<1 0,217 0.185 0,165 0.145 0.124   | 

n 

r 
0 0.131 0,255 Q379 0.503 0.627 0.714 0777 

0,626 0.863 0,868 01913 0.?38 0963 ! 0.981 1 
r 
D 

0,5 0,<97 0,<8S 0,463 0,434 0.401 0.372 0.345 
Q319 0,297 Q281 0.265 0,248 0230 0218 0.208 

Lrlongueur de I AR-corp» 
(parh* evoluHv») 

Drdiamelr» maximal 

Fij7 FORMES GEOMETRIOUES DES ARRIERE-CORPS 
ETUDIES 

La configuration 1 est extralte d'une Etude expE- 
rimentale prEsentEe rEf. [13]. Bile se caractErise 
par un elancement assez important et un rapport de 
tronoature ft^ /\M.t    Sto^t^S) assez faible. 

De cette mttaie reference ont EtE tires les resultats 
d'essais effectuEs dans le tunnel transsonique de 
8 pieds de Langley Field. 

La configuration II, est l'une des configurations 
test, dite tuyfere 10°, retenues par le groupe de 
travail Agard chargE sous la Direction   du Pr Ferri 
de disouter les mEthodes d'essais d'arrifere-corpa 
et de tuyeres. 

Les points expErimentaux correspondants proviennent 
des resultats d'essais effectues par I'A.B.D.C. 

Les diffErents .alculs entrepris, sont rEsumEs 
dans le tableau ci-aprfes oil sont notamment definis 
les 2 parametres qui caractErisent les conditions 
de caloul sur une configuration donnEe t 

- le nombre de Nach KwsupposE unifonne en amont du 
maltre couple. 

- la taux de dEtente ty/ do I'Ecoulement interne. 

Dans tous les cas, les deux eooulements confluents 
possedent des temperatures d'arrfit voisines de 
l'ambiante et une valeur de   V   eL':alo a 1,4 
(air froid). ' 

On notera que les calculs effectuEs par la mEthode 
d'elements finis (v 2)    ont eto volontairement 
limitös a une valeur maximale du nombro de Kach 

MOB 
do 'J»0 d6 aaniere a maintenir k un faible 

nivenu les effeta dQs h la limitation trai'jsveraale 
du donr.ine pliy-iaue de calcul. 



Apri«r«-corp» M. 

0,8 

0.9 

0.8 

0.95 

3L 
P. 

1,6 
2 
5 

2 
5 

2 
7 

2 
7 

Meltad« 
dt colcul 

E. F. 
P   P 

EF   PP 

P P 
P. P 

P P. 
EF. PR 

P P. 
P P 

Kola  P.P.   Mirhod» dM p#fif»» pvrturbqh'on» rranuoniquM ( i 3) 
EF   Milhod» dcWnwnt» fini» ( $ 2) 

4.2 - PnStumtatlon des r^miltats 

4.2.1 Ecoulement externe suborltlauB 

Lea resultats sont preeentes aous forme de courbes 
Kp(x)et oompar^a ä VexpfSrienoe fig. 8 et 9. 

3n co qua oonceme la configuration I, lea möthodes 
de caloul utilisees conduiaent k des reetdtats tres 
voisina, asses bien reeoupös ppr l'ejcp^rienoe sauf 
au voisinage du Bord de fuite, oü des effots 
d'interaction visquuuse    aasez marquea apparaissent, 
los recompressiona ubtenues en l'abcenoe de visco- 
oiti etant sensiblenent plus clevöos quo dans le 
oas reel pour los raiaons indiquees cn 3.3. 

Fig. 8a ARRIERE.CORPS n-1 
COMPARAISON CALCUL EXPERIENCE 

Colcul         pttifts perturbotions Iranuoniqu»! 
     *ltm*nti fini» 

Expiritnc» 

8-9 

Fig.ee   ARRIERE-CORPS n*I 
COMPARAISON CALCUL-EXPERIENCE 

Cakul  p«*ir»* parturbotiont tranuoniquM 

Kp 
-as 

*Jf 
-»—«.«. -«.^ 

><. 

as. 

as 

Expirtanc* 
'X' 

\ 

Fig. Sd   ARRIERE - CORPS n* I 
COMPARAISON   CALCUL-EXPERIENCE 
Colcul       ptlilM parturbatiom Iranuoniqu*» 

•<P ^.0,9 

4.5 
P. 

-0,5 

■1-1 

 Kp 

0,5 

as   N,     i 

> 
Expfri»ne» 

FigSb ARRIERE .CORPS rfl 
COMPARAISON CALCUL EXPERIENCE 

Colcul       ptwn ptrlurbationi Irannoniquvs 
     »limtnl» flnn 

L1 influence du taux de detente du jot et par 
suite do ca i'orme exterieare est trös faiblo 
dans los cnlouls de fl\d.de p.rfait. 

L'experience nontre quo cotto iniluoncc .';e trouve 
en fait lind tee au uoa;.ino s'ctcndcjit inLi(5dir,-;e- 
ment on omont du iJord de fuite sve environ 1^;.- 
de la longueur totale de 1' arriere-corp;3 oü les 
ecart;: ciistant entre calov\l et expörienoe sont 
impor.ants. 

"^n ce qui cor.oemo 1P. coni'i.-uration ^1 dont 
l'clanoonont est plus noddre,  on noterti pour 
1\^ = 0,6 et At 'W<t {fi;:.9a) qu'un diinacoord 

assoz sensible ontre the-orio de fluide parfait et 
expc'rionce apparait h. partir du maxinum de vitoeso, 
düsaoeord qui s1 accuse au fur et ü nesure quo l'on 
se rapprociie du Bord de fuite. 

Fi9 9o ARRIERE.CORPS rfü 
COMPARAISON CALCUL EXPERIENCE 

Colcul         petit« pw-turbolions tromsoniques 

M..018 

-0.5 
Kp 

• Kp 

^.2 

Exp»ri»nc» 

"*'-•.•..•. /.. 

Q5      \ V    1 

05 
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Flg9b.ARRIERE.CORPS n'I 
COMPARAISON CALCUL EXPERIENCE 

Colcul         pMilM p»rturbo(ian» tronisoniquM 

    iltmcntt finii 

M..0ld 

Experience 

4.2.2 ^coul.mcr.t extcrno auporaritiaufl 

Pour dos taux do ditento asoez /aiblor, 
(Ptj/p   A/1, fig. 9 o) , Involution des pres- 
sioiie parietales dana In zone suporsonique de 
I'uooulomont peut8i;ro ooncideroe coinmc corrccte- 
mont prt'vuBpar la thüorio des petitcs perturb.'.- 
tions transsoniques, do m6ne quo la position 
moyenne do l'onde de choc. Par contro des 
öoarts sensibles avoc l'expörienoe apparainsant 
en aval oti la preasion th^oriquo eorrespondont 
h une oonfifTuratlon de choc   droit est tres 
supcrieure h la presoion exp^rinentale resultant 
du prooesaus d'interaction couoiie limite ondo de 
ohoc qui conduit h une solution du type choc 
oblique. 

Be m?mo que dans le cas subcritique et contraire- 
nent a ce que I'on pouvait attendre, le oalcul non 
vlsqueux ne mot en evidence auouno influence 
sensible da taux de dcitente P(j /^^(lorsque 
celui-ci passe de 2 a 7 environ) aussi bien BUT 
la position de l'onde de ohoc que sur la forme 
de la reoonpresaion en aval, alors que 1'expe- 
rience fait apparaitre un effet sensible en 
porticulier our la position de l'onde do choc. 

Fig.9c    ARRIERE-CORPS n'H 
COMPARAISON   CALCUL-EXPERIENCE 
Colcul       pehre» perlurbariom traniioniquet 

H*.Q.95 
KP 1.2 

-0,5 

 1 

0,5 

w-- 

,/fc •;        Experience 

 -Kp.     ... 
 U—    •.,  

0,5 
■< 

\ 

Fig.9d   ARRIERE-CORPS n' D 
COMPARAISON   CALCUL-EXPERIENCE 
Colcul       petilM perturbation« tranttoniquet 

NL-O^S 

Kp 
-0,5 

^ i!*«-  . 

as. 

.DL.7 

A 

0,5 %- 

Experience 

Si les resultats experimentaux sent mieux recoupes 
en moyenne, pour la vlour R;; / « ? du taux de 

detente (fiE.9 b), cet accord est aoscz fortult 
et provient esaentiollement de ia variation dans 
le sens d'une reconrpresaion accrue qu'a sue! la 
distribution experimentale  Km (A)SOUS 1'effet de 
1' interaction, alorr, que le oalcul de fluide pnr- 
fait n'est aue tres peu modifio lorsque Pi:   /_ 
varie. *     f*0 

4.2.3 'Jantative de prise en compte de certains 

effots dfls a la viscositü. 

la premiarc constatation qui se degaße de cette 
confrontation il cat vrai linit-c, ost quo la 
nature visqueuse de l'doouler.ont jouo un r6le 
essentiol dans lea phenorenea d*interaction 
ccoulcment inteme-exteme. 

Deux cate.Torios de prohlöme 
misea en evidence| 

!ont clairement 

a) d'une part, lorsque I'dcoulement est superori- 
tique, le phononcne d'interaction couche limite- 
onde de choc uonduit h. des re compressions en aval 
du choc tres difförentes de oelles que prüvoit 
la solution de fluide parfalt  ; 

b) d'autre part, l'c'volution de la couche linite 
au voisinago du point de confluence resulte d'un 
prooesaus de forte interaction visqueuae qui modifie 
sensiblement la distribution des pressions calculees 
en l'absenco de viscositü. 

Kous n'examinerons pas ici le traitenent des phönome- 
nes d'interaction couoho linite-onde do ohoc. Nous 
nous contenterons d'aborder la partie b) dans le 
cas   ü I'tcoulenent externe est subcritique. 

la proni^re denarche consiste ä tenir cranpte des 
effcts de deplaoemen; des couches dissipatives, la 
loi d'evolution 84(%)   etant obtenue par un oalcul 
classique de couche lind.te. Cette experience numeri- 
que a <H-; ontreprise dans le cadre de la methode 
d'dlementa finis expos^o § 2. 

La ligne de RlisaeMcnt qui si'pare les cooulementc 
interne et externe ost alors romplacde par une 
bände dtroite correspondant k 1'effet de döplace- 
ment des li-snes de courant frontifere de oes 
ecoulementa, les conditions d'equilibre local 
(e.Talitc des prenaions) dtant aflaureffi en dos 
points homologuea, ddfinis en premiere approxima- 
tion par I1intersection de oea lignes de courant 
avec une normale h. I'axo do symetrie. 

Le oalcul de l'epaiaaeur de deplacement     OA (IC) 
(fig. 10 a) a etc effectuö, on utllisant la methode 
integrale ddveloppee par Greeii et Altl [14]  qui 
permet d'obtenir W ä la paroi de l'arriere-corps 
et le long de la fontiere du jet. 

L'application de cette technique de oalcul h la 
confignration II, pour un nombre de Mach   M—= 0,8 
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et un taux do detente Pcj /„   mf  est presontöe 

fiff.11, le nombre de Heynolds Äj etant e^al h. 

10* et l'enaisseur initiale 
25». M de l'ordre de 

JtaO 

On observe eonme prevu, une losere diminution dos 
vitcaoes cur l'obstaclo, nals paa d*amelioration 
clgnifioatlve de la forme de recomprecsion au 
voislnage du Bord de fulte, Le oaloul olassiquo 
de coucho llnite conduit dono h une estimation 
Inoorreete de la variation do &i dano cotte 
rdfrion . Pour s'en oonvaincre, 11 sufflt de se 
reporter k la flg. 10 b qui montre h. erande 
dohelle 1c situation dans le plan physique de la 
frontl&re des eooulements interne et externe 
decalce do l'epaisscur 04 ( x) oaloul''e(oourbc a). 
Cccte courbe präsente un point anguleux tres 
prononce et Impose done un point d'arrÄt dans lo 
oaloul de fluide parfalt assooie. 

0,1 

ARRERE - CORPS I M.z QS 

y 

Hine 

Hinc ./ 
-o—._,—o_,o_-0—•- 

qos / 
/ 

y 

r -T      'i —     P T ■» 
0 05 

1 

1 
Fg 10a.EVOLUTION   DES   COUCHES   LMTES   CALCULEES 

ARRIERE .CORPS H      M.S(18 3.-7 

  courb« a 
._        b 

Fig X) b :  Reprisenlotion delVffotd» deplocemem 61(X)  dans  I* 

plan   physique 

Le traitement rigoureur de l'eoouloment visqueux 
au voislnage du point de confluence est notuel- 
lenent un problemc ouvert aue 1'on no peut tralter 
d'une manlere exacte dans le cadre des equations 
olasslques de la oouche limito. A titre de 
palllatif,  ^aguirov (oo. munication privöe) a 
proposd une methods empirique pemettant do 
reprosonter l'effet de döplaoement au voisinaß« 
du point de confluence d'une manifero approchee 
Insplree par I1experience. 

Le domaine concern^ peut 8tre aubdivise en deux 
regions d'^tendue respective £4 et   1%, (figure 10 b) 
sltu^es de part et d'autre du Bord de fulte. 

L'origine L4 de la pronifere coincide sensiblement 
aveo 1'apparition d'une forte croissanoe de la 
pentediyfl^fig. 10'a), ^ventuellement provoquöe 
par le d^collement de la couche llnite. iille peut 
8tre definie de fafon plus precise en se fixant une 
voleur convennblement choisie du paranietre 

>- ^ d* 
La seoonde region  vj. , est celle oü ae prodult la 
confluence des couches dissipatives des ecoulenents 
ii beme et externe ; eile inolut, lorsqu'il exists 
un decollement amont, la zone de reoollement de la 
couche limite de l'eooulement externe sur le Jet. 
Los deux prineipaux parametres qui regissent leg 
phönomene de confluence sont dono T?       et   Jr.. 

Tagulrov propose de reten.lr la valeur  *% s 'i et 

de reprösenter 1'Evolution 04 (^entre L^ et Lt 
paj- un polynSoe de llssage assurcut la continuitö 
des pentes en L4 et   Lt   (oourbe b fig. 10 b). 

Les oalculs effeotuös en utllisant cette rfegle sont 
repr^sent^s fig. 11. 

Rg. 11   ARRIERE.CORPS ff II 
COMPARAISON  CALCUL EXPERIENCE 

Colcul. »limenrs finis 

fluid« popfoit 

   sons efFel de deplacerrent |S,«)) 

  avec effet de deplacemem 

 Iissoge au bord de fülle 

La oourbe Kp(x)corre3pondantef bien qu'elle   ne 
coincide pas avec les points eip^rimentaux präsente 
toutefois une Image assez röaliste de 1*Evolution 
reelle. 

La miss en Oeuvre pratique d'une teile methode, 
n^oessiterait bien entendu un nombre d'exnäriences 
numeilques beauooup nlus important, assorti d'une 
analyse experimentale detaillöo peimettant notam- 
ment de fixer aveo plus de prdeision les valeurs 
des naramfetres |j       et   iy^ -H: 

COUCLIBION 

Les räsultata prösentes ne constituent qu'une 
etape d'un progmnme plus göndral d*etude des phö- 
nomfenffld'interaction ecoul monts interne - externe. 

Les mäthodes de oaloul diorites permottent de trai- 
tor les problemes de confluence dans le cadre d'une 
thäorie de fluide parfoit, pour des ecoulements 
extomes irrotationnels subsoniques ou transsoniques. 

Dans le cas oü l'eooulement externe est subsonique, 
la technique d'öl&nents finis proposes pennet de 
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prendro en oompte des fonnes geometriquen d'arriere 
corps qui peuvent 8tre conplexee. 

La procedure iterative utilisee, a conduit, dans le 
cadre dea applications envisagees, a la convergence 
de la solution au bout d'un nombre d'iterations 
limits. 

La oomparaison des reaultats obtonus avec I'experienoe 
a mis en Evidence la nature essentiellement vlsqueu^e 
des nhenanenes d'interaction ecoulements interne - 
externe« 
La prise en oompte des effets de döplaoenant de la 
couche limite par des moyens traditionnels, ne 
conduit pas a des r^sultats satisfaisants, le Pro- 
bleme essentiel demeurant la provision de ces effets 
au voisinage du Bord de fUite aussi bien en amont 
qu'k I'aval, Faute d'une th&rie parfaltement etablie, 
pemettant de decrire les phinom^nes dissipatifs au 
niveau de la confluence, la m^thode seni-empirlque 
de lissage proposes par Taguirov semble devoir appop- 
ter une solution provisoire, k condition toutefois 
d'ameliorer k partir de donnöes experioentales les 
divers criteres qu'elle mat en Jeu. 

Sur le plan des objectifs de recherche pr^vus k 
court et moyen tenne nous signalerons i 

- 1'extension de la rndthode d'elements finis au cas 
oil les ^couleoents confluents sont rotationnels, 
de maniere k decrire de fagon plus realists et plus 
precise ce phenomfene et & introduire par la suite 
des techniques de calcul du type double couche 
pour reprösenter les effets dissipatifs ; 

- 1'amelioration de la provision des effets d'inte- 
raction couche limite - ende de chocs ( 

- k plus loq; tense le calcul complet du ph&ioo&ne 
d« couplage ecoulsment dlssipatif ecoulement de 
fluids parfait. 
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'LOW SPEED  INJECTION  EFFECTS ON THE AERODYNAMIC   PERFORMANCE AT TRANSONIC   SPEED"» 

by 
Renzo Plva,# 

Aerospace Laboratory,  New York University 
and 

Aerodynamic  Institute,  University of Rome 

SUMMARY 

The problem concerning the possible reduction of the transonic drag for a high 
speed airplane has been studied  to enhance the  aerodynamic performance when,  at  low altl 
tudes,   the drag must be minimized. 

Attention has been focused on decreasing the drag  forces on the aft portion of 
the vehicle. 

An experimental  investigation has been conducted to determine the  effect,  on af- 
terbody drag,   of the  injection of a small  amount of air spilled  from the propulsive  sy- 
stem,  having low stagnation pressure,   in the rear of the model.  The purpose of this  in- 
jection  Is to avoid overexpansion of the  flow and to  increase the average pressure on 
the aft  section. 

The alteration of the external  transonic flow field in the region of  the shock- 
boundary  layer  Interaction is the basic concept. 

The main problem to be  investigated  is where the injection is most effective and 
the amount of air required to avoid downstream reattachment.  The present work describes 
some results of such an investigation. 

The required amount of air was relatively low,  because of the high sensitivity 
of the  Interaction region to any small  change  In the  flow regime. 

LIST OF SWBXS 

C   ■■ pressure coefficient 
P 

C_  - drag coefficient 

m,  = Injection mass flow 

m eq = equivalent mass flow through the body frontal area 

H   m  Mach number 
M        =  freestream Mach number 

OB 

s =  longitudinal  coordinate along the body 

A = body frontal  area 

A.« » body trasversal area 

x =  longitudinal coordinate along the test  section 

€ = nondlmenslonal axial location of maximum diameter 

Subscripts 

T        = Total 

A        ■ Afterbody 

F        • Forebody 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

The problem concerning the possible  reduction of the drag  for a high speed air- 
plane  flying at  low altitudes in  transonic  flow regime has been studied . 

At transonic speeds and high Reynolds numbers pressure drag predominantes and is 
usually concentrated in the afterbody region, due to the local formation of shocks; then 
to reduce the total drag, attention must be focused on decreasing the drag forces on the 
aft portion of the vehicle. An experimental investigation has been conducted to determi- 
ne the effect, on afterbody drag, of the injection of a small amount of air, spilled 
from the propulsive system, having low stagnation pressure, in the rear of the model.The 
purpose of this  injection  is to avoid overexpasion of  the  flow and to increase  the aver- 

# This Research was supportec: by the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research (AFSC) under 
Grant AFOSR 72-2167. 

••   Senior Research Scientist, Aerospace Laboratory, New York University, now Associate Professor, Univer- 
sity of Rome. 
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age pressure on the aft section. 

It  is possible thus to enhance the aerodynamic performance, with a negligible 
loss In  the propulsion stream, when,  at   low altitudes,   the drag must be minimized. 

The basic concept Is to alter the external transonic flow field In the region of 
the shock-boundary layer Interaction. 

In  the  region of the afterbody the  flow becomes locally supersonic  and therefore 
overexpands.   It must  then become subsonic  by passing  through a shock wave and thus,  drag 
Is generated.   Th ! extent of the overexpanslon and of the subsequent shock  is reduced If 
the pressure rise across the shock separates the boundary layer and produces  upstream 
effects. 

To reduce transonic drag. It appears then promising to Induce a boundary layer 
separation, by Injecting a small amount of low velocity air near the wall, which causes 
the boundary  layer profile to be similar  to a profile near the separation  region. 

The main problem to be Investigated  is where  the Injection  is most effective and 
the amount of air required to avoid downstream reattachment.  The present work describes 
some results of  such an investigation.   For    the   present preliminary studies,   an axisym- 
metric model  was used,   as representative of an airplane configuration following  the equi- 
valent area rule concept that has been shown to be valid in transonic flow for determin- 
ing the drag of a complete configuration.   Following this equivalence the drag reduction 
on an axisymmetric configuration can be  related to that on a three-dimensional body. 

2.     DESCRIPTION  OF THE  EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

A transonic blowdown type wind tunnel facility at New York University Aerospace 
Laboratory was  used  in the present  investigation. 

The  slotted area was 12% of the  total  wall area and the slots discharged  into a 
surrounding constant pressure chamber.  With this  precer.toge  it was possible  to obtain a 
uniform Mach number over approximately one  test  sectio ■  o.Lameter   JRef.   l|. 

Since  the present  investigation was  concerned with the base  flow region, in order 
to avoid  large wall  effect,   the model was  mounted on  a  central body concentric with the 
test section. 

The additional  advantage of  the  present  arrangement  is the possibility of  Simula 
ting a wide range of Reynolds numbers by varying   t:he pressure and by artificially thicken 
ing the  boundary  layer.   In  this manner a  portion  of  the complete  flow fiel  around  a gi- 
ven body    can     be accurately simulated without  having  to test the  entire  shape,   and  it 
is possible  to obtain  the necessary scaling  to achieve complete similarity  to  the  real 
flight conditions. 

In  fact,   the boundary layer shock  interaction phenomenon is very sensitive  to the 
boundary  layer  thickness,  velocity profile,   and transition point  location,   relative to 
the interaction  region,  besides the unit  Reynolds number   |Ref.  2|   and the potential   flow 
(i.e.,   the  shock strength).   This  is more pronounced when a  large merged separated region 
prevails  after the  shock.  However,   the  scaling  effects  and  similarity with  the real 
flight conditions are  not crucial  here since only a comparative investigation of  the flow 
field with and without  injection was the primary purpose of the investigat-ton. 

Two models with different  geometry were  tested  to provide  two different  types of 
base flow separation. 

Model   I with a  small  streamwise cervature and model  II with a large  streamwise 
curvature. 

The  two models give a different basic  flow field when injection is  not present. 
In the  first  one  the  separated flow after  the  shoch  reattaches downstream,   in  the  second 
the flow after  the main shock is completely  separated. 

The  pressure was measured along  the  bodies  at  the  locations  of the  pressure  taps. 
The pressure distribution on the  slotted  sleeve  and on  the tunnel walls was  also measu- 
red.   The   infinity conditions were determined  with  pitot  probes before and  after  the  test 
section. 

The  base  injection was effected  by   12   longitudinal  slots   .032  inches  wide  along 
the models  at  their base.   Different  injection  lengths  and positions were obtained  by 
closing part of  the  slots.   The pressure  in  the model  chamber  can be  controlled  to  have 
different  subsonic   Injection velocities. 

3.      DESCRIPTION   OF  THE   EXPERIMENTS  AND  RESULTS 

The  flow  field on the afterbody portion of a vehicle flying at transonic  speed is 
mainly controlled  by the shock boundary  layer   interaction phenomenon.  The main  transonic 
shock induces  a boundary layer separation  and  the  consequent  flow field structure  is 
strongly dependent on  the slope of  the afterbody and on  the main stream conditions.   A 
local  low speed   -njection may greatly modify  the  flow field,  acting  as a  change  in  the 
previous   two  parameters.   The basic  no-injection   flow field  is  analogous to  the  two-dimen 
sional case   |Refs.   2,   3,   4|.   Schlieren photographs and explanatory sketches   for the two 
experimental models are  shown  in Figs.   1   and  2.   The  low speed  separated region  spreades 
the shock  in many compression waves near  the wall  giving  rise to a   lambda  shock  followed 
by a small  supersonic  region   ("supersonic  tongue") . 

The  shock  induced  separation  forms   a   local  bubble,  and the reattachment  point 
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a) b) 

Fig.    1    Schlieren photographs  for models  I and II 

— MAIN  TIUNSOMC SHOCK 

NEAR  KFIMWriON 

MEMO SEHMtnOH 

a) b) 

Fig. 2 Flow Field Sketches for Model I and II 

moves downstream as the strength of the shock Increases. A second rear separation may 
occur, because of the adverse pressure gradient, In the subsonic flow approaching thp 
end point of the body (Fig. 1a). This rear separation strongly depends on the local pres 
sure gradient and on the history of the boundary layer (I.e., transition, boundary layer 
thickness and profile). For large curvature bodies or large boundary layer thicknesses, 
the two separated regions may Interact and merge producing an amplification of the ef- 
fects of the disturbance at the foot of the shock (Fig. 2b). The pressure distributions 
(Fig. 3) confirm qualitatively the Illustrated flow field models and show in particular, 
in the subsonic region before the end point, a recovery of pressure for Model I and a 
large separated region, beginning from the shock, for Model II. 

Low speed normal injection of mass flow through the slots of the models (in the 
boundary layer shock Interaction region) results in a modification of the boundary layer 
conditions and the model contour, and as a consequence in a change of the flow field con 
figuration. More specifically the Injected mass flow has three effects: 

a) The injected mass acts as an obstruction that induces the reparation of the boundary 
layer and consequently induces a shock modifying the transonic basic shock system. 

b) The changed boundary layer conditions and In particular, velocity profile and thick- 
ness modify the separated regions behind the shock. 

c) The equivalent body shape which is a function of the mass injected, changes the main 
transonic shock position in order to recover to the same end pressure. 

Different combinations of the three effects a, b, and c, give rise to different 
flow fields, that can be represented by two flow field schemes. They are illustrated by 
Schlieren photographs for the two experimental models (Figs. 4 and 5) and explanatory 
sketches (Fig. 6)• 

The boundary layer separates because of the normal injection and Induces a shock. 
Depending on the initial station of the injection the shock moves umpstream reducing the 
supersonic region and so increasing the average pressure on the basic part of the body 
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Fig. 3 Typical Pressure Distribution without Injection for Model I and II 

Fig. 4 Schlieren photographs for model I with injection 

Fig. 5 Schlieren photographs for model II with injection 
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TRANSONIC   SHOCK 
POSITION   WITHOUT 

/   INJECTION 

iTRANSOMC SHOCK 
'POSITION WITHOUT 
/ INJECTION 

Fig.   6    Flow Field Sketches for Model  I and II with Injection 

(Fig.   6a).  The shock Is  the main normal transonic  shock If the position Is consistent 
with the end pressure to be reached.  The main shock can move upstream with respect  to the 
no Injection position If  the flow Is separated behind the  shock  so that the pressure  re- 
covery Is reduced.   This configuration has been obtained  for Model  II   (large  streamwlse 
curvature)   or for Model  I when the  Injected mass  flow Is  large. 

If the Injection  Is Initiated too far upstream or the mass flow Is not  sufficien- 
tly large such that  the  flow Is not completely separated,   the  shock Induced by the  injec 
tlon must be an oblique  shock,   because a normal  shock would not be able to match the end 
pressure.  After the obbllque  shock,   the flow being   still  supersonic,   reattaches produc- 
ing      an      expansion followed by the main  transonic  shock   (Fig.   6b) .  The position of the 
shock is,  also in this case,  determined by the end pressure recovery that  is  fixed by 
the separation and  the mass flow injected.   Different types of  separated regions may 
exist after the main sb"ck depending on the boundary layer conditions and the strength 
of the shock. Also  in tni," case,  the presence of the oblique t:hock reduces  the Mach num- 
ber from the initial  injection  tvatlon on and therefore  the average pressure on the after 
body Increases. 

The recovery of pressure en the aferbody with injection  is now generally lower 
because the mass  injected and the -^parated region   (s) ,  amplified or generated by the 
injection,  prevent  the  flow from dectleratlng in this region.   The pressure  Increase due 
to the reduction of the supersonic region length is generally larger than the loss of 
recovery on the end of the body.  A lower  drag is therefore obtained.  Typical  pressure 
distributions are  shown  in Fig.   7 e 8  for the two cases compared with the corresponding 

18.5 

16.5 

14.5 

TEST    62 

TEST   94 

K       /        /    /—TEST 33: NO INJECTION 

\\/       / 

i_J L—L 
8 6 4 2 

i 

■   Inj (TEST   94) 

U inj (TEST 1>2)J 

Fig.   7    Typical Pressure Distribution  for Model I with Injection 
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MODEL   I 

■ 

TEST 110 : NO INJECTION 

t-inj (TEST  132) —J 

inj (TEST 120) —i 

2 0 
PRESSURE 
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Fig. 8    Typical Pressure Distribution for Model  II with Injection 

no injection case,   the complete  series of results for various injection conditions and 
for the two experimental models are reported  in   |Ref.   1| 

The pressure coefficient    distributions on the two experimental models were 
measured for different values of  the following parameters: 

i)  Extension and location of the  injection region 

b) Mass    flow injected and consequently velocity of  injection 
c) M^ and upstream conditions 

The values of these  parameters are shown in the diagrams corresponding to each experi- 
mental case. 

The pressure distribution on the mcdel  is particularly sensitive to the  injec- 
tion location. A  ccmparison of the pressure distribution results  with    different  injection exten- 
sion and location but  at the same M^ and injectior  flow rate  is presented in Fig.   9.  A 
comparison of the pressure distribution results with different  injection rates but  fixed 
injection rates but  fired  injection location and M^  is  shown  in Fig.   10. 

A few results  for different M    while maintaining the  same  injection flow rate 
and injection position are  shown  in Fig.   11 .  An  increase  in the free stream Mach number 
moves the main shock downstream and the flow field  is  qualitatively the same. 

The nominal  test conditions for the present experiment were a  stagnation pressu- 
re of 30 psia and ambient air temperature   (520oR) .  This resulted  in a  local Reynolds 
number of the order    of 106/ft. 

4.     DISCUSSION  OF THE   RESULTS 

The pressure distributions obtained from the experiments  show in general that 
with an appropriate  injection,  the supersonic  region  is  reduced.   Consequently,   the pres- 
sure  is  locally higher,   but  also   the recovery on  the  end  of   the  body  is   lower  because  of 
the  larger separated  region  and  the injected mass  flow.   The  two effects counteract each 
other,  hence the total  force on  the afterbody must be calculated to give a representati- 
ve parameter of the effectiveness of the injection  in  the various  cases.  The afterbody 
drag coefficient 

'DA 
C   (xlA'(x)dx 
_E  

bas  been calculated   in  finite elements   from  the  pressure distribution measured. 

The percent   form d   ag reduction   due  to  the afterbody   injection on a  typical 
flight vehicle at  transonic   speed wasdetermined  by calculating the  vehicles  total  drag. 
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Fig.   9 Pressure Coefficient Distributions  for Different  Extensions and Locations of the 

injection Region 
i.e.,   forebody and afterbody,  with and without  injection. 

The  forebody  form drag coefficients were taken  from   |Ref.   51, ,  while the after- 
body  drag was determined  for  the present  two configurations  without   injection,   'ihe dif- 
ference   in drag coefficient with afterbody  injection  for  some of  the more   interesting 
conditions and some  results  are presented  in Fig.   12.   For the  small  curvature afterbody 
a  negative  form drag can  be obtained,   while  for the  large curvature afterbody the net 
form  drag  is nearly zero,   i.e.,   the  forebody drag  is  canceled by the afterbody  force. 
Also  the  skin  friction  drag   is  consistentally reduced with  injection due  to  the separa- 
tior   flow being  in the upstream direction.   No estimate of  this effect was made here. 

From a  technical  point of  view  it   is  interesting  to  express  the  injected mass 
flow  as  a  function of  the  equivalent mass     flow   (at  free  stream conditions)   through the 
frontal   area of  the model. 

The correlation  presented  in  Fig.   13  shows  that  the  percentages  necessary to 
obtain  sensible  changes  in  the  flow field and  large  reductions of the drag,   are very  low 
and  suitable  for practical  applications.   The drag penalty due  to the  Injection momentum 
loss   is  that due  to the   injection momentum component normal  to  the axis which  is  lost 
while  the axial component   is  retained.   This drag penalty  is  proportional  to 
(1   -  cos   6 .)m.   V.   and  is very  small  compared to  the net  form drag. 

5.      CONCLUSIONS 

The problem concerning  the  rfiduction of drag  for an  airplane at  transonic  speed, 
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Fig. 10 Pressure Coefficient Distributions for Different Injection Mass Flows 
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Fig.   12    Total drag coefficient variation with injection mass  flow 
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Fig. 13  Injected mass flow vs. Equivalent Mass 
Flow Through the body frontal area 

has been Investigated. 

An experimental investigation was con 
ducted on an axisynunetric model to determi- 
ne the effect on afterbody drag of the 
injection of a small amount of air from the 
propulsive system in the rear of the model. 

The external transonic flow field in 
the shock-boundary layer interaction region, 
was altered, Increasing the average pressu- 
re on the aft section. The amount of air, to 
be injected, in order to obtain a sensible 
reduction in the total drag, was relatively 
low (of the order of 5% of the equivalent 
mass flow through the frontal area of the 
body) since the interaction was found to be 
highly sensitive to any small change in the 
flow regime. 

These percentages, which result in a 
negligible decrease in the propulsive stream, 
are very effective to reduce the total drag 
and to enhance thus the overall aerodynamic 
performance. 
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ETUDE DE L'INTERFERENCE DE L'ECOULEMENT EXTERNF. 

ET DES CONDITIONS D'INSTALLATION SUR LES TliRFORMANCES 

DES INVERSEURS DE POUSSEE 

par J.M.HARDY et J.P.CARRE - S.N.E.C.M.A. 

Centre d'Essais de Melun-Villaroche 

La mise au point des inveneura de poussee eat g£n£ralement falte dans des bancs d'essais de ooteurs en 
1'absence d'Scoulement externe. L'inverseur de jet deviant un debit £leve modifie considerablement le 
champ aSrodynamique autour de 1'avion. Inversement, la vitesse de vol et les conditions d'installations 
reagissent sur le fonctionnement des inverseurs. Cette interaction depend de 1'organisation de l'inver- 
seur. A I'aide d'essais de maquettes effectues sur deux types d'inverseurs au cours de l'etude de 1'ar- 
riSre-corps de CONCORDE nous Studierons les mecanismes d'interaction. Nous analyserons le conportement 
de deux systemes d'inversion. A I'aide des essais effectues au point fixe, puis en soufflerie avec ecou- 
lenent externe ä l'O.N.E.R.A., on mettra en evidence des ecarts de conportement des inverseurs, et on 
presentera une etude des mecanismes d'interaction mettant en evidence un parametre de correlation permet- 
tant d'extrapoler les resultats de l'inverseur obtenus au point fixe dans les divers cas de fonctionne- 
ment. Une etude du bilan de l'effort de deceleration sera presentee, on montrera la repercussion du Mach 
de vol sur les pressions de culot des inverseurs qui se traduit par une augmentation non negligeable de 
la force de deceleration. 

On etudiera la repercussion du taux de reingestion (augmentation de la temperature d'entree-moteur due 
au retour des gaz ejectes par l'inverseur) sur la force reelle de freinage de l'avion. Dans ce bilan, 
nous montrerons la part importante resultant de la trainee de captation, croissant avec le Mach, et nous 
montrerons que le choix de la configuration d'inversion optimale, compte-tenu de ces elements, peut etre 
different de la configuration optimale au point fixe. 

A la vue des divers elements enumeres ci-dessus, on developpera des considerations generales sur la 
conception des inverseurs. 

RESEARCH ABOUT EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FLOW AND 

AIRCRAFT INSTALLATION CONDITIONS ON 

THRUST REVERSERS PERFORMANCES 

by J.M.HARDY and J.P.CARRE from S.N.E.C.M.A. 

Development of Thrust Reversers is generally carried out in engine test cells without external flow. As 
Thrust Reversers deviate a significant amount of flow this modifies considerably the aerodynamic field 
surrouding an aircraft. Inversely, flight speed as well as aircraft installation conditions react on the 
operating characteristics of Thrust Reversers. This interaction is contingent on the Thrust Reversers 
design arrangement. We will analyze interaction mechanisms using test data collected with two types of 
Thrust Reversers during an investigation carried out on the CONCORDE afterbody. We will show the diffe- 
rences in behaviour existing between the reversers, as revealed by tests carried out with no external 
flow, and with external flow in the O.N.E.R.A. wind tunnel installation. Then an investigation on inter- 
action mechanisms will be presented, bringing out a correlation parameter which makes it possible to 
extrapolate Thrust Reverser results obtained in static conditions for various running configurations. 
A balance of deceleration forces will be analysed, and we will show the effects of flight Mach number 
on the Reversers base pressure values. 

Consequences of the reingestion rate (increase of engine intake temperature due to recirculation of hot 
gases from the reverser) on the aircraft effective braking forces will be investigated. We will under- 
line, in this force balance, how significant is the contribution of capture drag, which increases will 
the Mach number, and we will show that the choice of the optimum reverse thrust configuration, when taking 
these factors into consideration, may be differing from the optimum configuration in run-up conditions. 

Taking into account the various data mentioned above, we will then develop general considerations on 
Thrust Reverser design. 
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ETUDE DE L'INTERFERENCE DE L'ECOULEMENT EXTERNE 

ET DES COWDITIONS D'INSTALLATION SUR LES PERFORMANCES 

DES INVERSEURS DE POUSSEE 

par J.M.HARDY et J.P.CARRE - S.N.E.C.H.A. 

CcngrSs AGARD - ROHE 1974 

NOTATIONS 

T. 
J 

A. 
J 

*R 

^R 

Pression totale jet primaire 

Temperature jet primaire 

Debit jet primaire 

Section geometrique de la tuyere primaire 

Vitesse du jet primaire 
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1, INTRODUCTION 

lea  etudes d'optimisation de* inverseurs de poussee sent gSnöralement faites au point fixe sur une base 
experinentale. L'evolution des conditions d'utilisation des inverseut« (inversion de poussee en vol) 
conduit aujourd'hui ä remettre en cause cette fa^on de faire. Une remarque de Monsieur CARRIERE (ONERA) 
moncre que le mecanisme de freiaage du aux inverseurs est fondamentalement different au point fixe et 
en vol. Des essais recents sur avion ont montre que les conditions d'installation influaient de fa;on 
importante aussi bien sur les phenomenes de reingestion que de fonctionnement de l'inverseur lui-meme. 

Si on ajoute ä ces remarques le fait que le choix du Systeme d'inversion optimum en vol est condition- 
ne par le cycle du moteur auquel il est destine, on est convaincu que 1'optimisation d'un inverseur 
n'est pas aisee. 

Nous retiendrons que cette optimisation ne peut etre valablement faite qu'ä partir d'ecsais de maquet- 
ces effectues en soufflerie sur des configurations suffisamment representatives des conditions d'ins- 
tallation, ceci associe ä des methodes de calcul permettant d'une part l'analyse des essais, d'autre 
part  l'etude des performances du Systeme propulsif en inversion de poussee. 

2. SCHEMATISATION DE L'ECOULEMENT EN INVERSION - METHODE DE CALCUL 

2.1. Cas du fonctionnement au point fixe 

Dans ce cas le Mach externe est nul et 1'ecoulement peut etre schematise corane presente planche I 
(fig.I). L'application du theoreme des quantites de mouvement donne comme expression de la contre- 
poussee : X_ - W, V. cos 6. 

On voit dans ce cas que l'effet de contre-poussee est du au fait qu'une certaine quant ice de debit 
est deviee par un obstacle et renvoyee vers l'amont ä la vitesse V,. 

2.2. Cas du fonctionnement en vol 

Dans ce cas le Mach externe n'est pas nul. L'effort propulsif en decelerateur du Systeme de pro- 
pulsion correspond ä la sorame de deux termes : une trainee d'entree egale ä W V et une poussee 
de sortie egale a W. V., ces deux termes etant evalues respectivemenc ä 1'infini amont et 1'infini 
aval. En jet direct-5l'expression de l'effort propulsif sera : X., - W, V. - W, V . 

n   J  J    1  o 

En inversion de poussee 1'ecoulement peut etre represente par la schematisation presentee planche 
I (fig.2 et 3). La presence d'un ecoulement externe modifie la direction du vecteur vitesse V. qui, 
initialement dirige vers l'amont, est ramene vers 1'aval, a 1'infini, sa direction est parallele 
a la direction de la vitesse externe. 

En ecoulement potentiel (fig.2) ce changement de direction s'effectue sans perte. Dans le plan 
infini aval les vecteurs vitesse V. en inversion de poussee et en jet direct sont done identiques 

en direction et en intensite (ref. 0), le jet contourne sans decollement 1'obstacle d'inversion de 
poussee (trainee nulle). 

L'expression d<> la poussee obtenue en inversion est done identique ä celle obtenue en jet direct. 
On voit done qu'en ecoulement potentiel il n'y a pas d'effort de freinage possible par inverseur 
de poussee des que le Mach externe est different de 0. D'autre part, le corps forme par la carene 
et les lignes de eourant amont et aval n'ayant pas de trainee en ecoulement potentiel subsonlque, 
il faut imputer ä des phenomenes d'interaction visqueuse les effets de freinage observes en vol, 
avec inverseur de poussee. 

On se convaincra de 1'intensite de ces effets d'interaction visqueuse si 1'on remarque que la 
pression sur 1'axe, en aval de 1'obstacle, perpendiculaire 5 1'^coulement interne, devrait etre 
egale a la pression d'arret de eet ecoulement, alors qu'elle esc, en realite, inferieure a la 
pression statique ambiante. 

Le schema avec viscosite presente sur la planche 1 (fig.3) montre que, dans la realite, le jet 
decolle de 1'obstacle et que la contre-poussee est due, d'une part ä la trainee de l'obstacle 
de fa;on analogue au point fixe, d'autre part ä la trainee due a la depression existant dans le 
culot. 

2.3. Remarque 

Les mecanismes de destruction de la poussee et de l'obtention de l'effort de deceleration sont 
done fondamentalement differents au point fixe et avec ecoulement externe. La conception des 
inverseurs doit tenir compte de ce fait. La recherche du taux maximum de contre-poussee au point 
fixe ne se justifie que dans la mesure ou 1'on admet que les interactions visqueuser. seront d'au- 
tant plus importantes que l'intensite du vecteur vitesse et la deviation qu'il doit subir entre 
son origine et 1'infini aval seront elevees. 

Pour l'etude d'un inverseur, on devra s'efforcer de s'interesser au maximum au champ aerodynami- 
que externe, faire en sorte que la section d'arriere-corps en aval du Systeme d'inversion soit 
maximum et qu'il regne ä son culot la pression la plus faible possible. 

La constatation de ce phenomene montre egalement que, lors d'essais en soufflerie, la raaquette 
doit etre aussi petite que possible ou la soufflerie de dimension importante afin que les condi- 
tions de parois ne modifient pas sensiblement le developpement du melange du jet avec 1'ecoule- 
ment externe. 

&***'   ..," 

- 
■ 
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2.4. Mfithode de calcul 

Avant de pouvoir estimer par le calcul les phenomdnes d'interaction visqueuse, il faut dejä posiS- 
der des mkthodes de calcul decrivant correctement l'ecoulement potentlel. Des w&thodea  de dinen- 
■ionnement des inverseurs ont cte proposees par CHANG (ref.l) en ecouleroent bidimenslonnel incom- 
pressible et par KADOSH (ref.2) en ecoulement bidimensionnel avec correction de cotupressibilite. 

Actuellement la S.N.E.C.M.A. developpe une methode exacte en ecouleroent bidimensionnel compressi- 
ble basee sur une methode hodographique derivee des travaux DUTOUQUET-FENAIN (ref.3 et 4). Cette 
methode donne une description detaillee du jet en inversion. Elle permettra en particulier l'etude 
des grilles d'inverseur. A titre d'illustration, nous presentons planches 2 et 3 les premiers re- 
sultats de calculs. Sur la planche 2 figure une etude d'ecoulement devie par un obstacle normal ä 
la direction du jet. Sur la demi-figure du bas sont representees les iso Mach, sur la demi-figure 
du haut les lignes de courant. 

Sur la planche 3 nous presentons l'effet de la longueur redulte d'un obstacle d'angle donne sur 
les performances d'un inverseur. 

Le couplage d'une teile methode avec une methode traitant le melange de l'ecoulement interne avec 
l'ecoulement externe devrait permettre l'etude des phenomenes d'interaction. 

3. ETUDE EXPERIMENTALE DE L'INTERACTION DE L'ECOULEMENT EXTERNE SUR LES PERFORMANCES DES INVERSEURS 

Nous etudierons les resultats d'essais relatifs ä deux types d1inverseurs pour lesquels les interac- 
tions de l'ecoulement externe se manifestent de fa;on difference. 

1 
3.1. Inverseur type I 

La planche 4 presente un schema relatif 3 ce type d'inverseur. Le taux de detente de fonctionne- 
ment normal est supercritique compte-tenu des conditions geometriques, l'ecoulement au ccl de la 
tuyere primaire est subsonique et 11 y a blocage de l'ecoulement au niveau des grilles de 1'inver- 
seur. 

L'interaction des ecoulements interne et externe est done limitee en ce qui concerne le fonetion- 
nement proprement dit de l'inverseur. Par contre, les effets d'interaction au culot des obstacles 
peuvent etre mis en evidence. 

Sur la planche 5 nous presentons '--.s caracteristiques de fonetionnement d'un tel inverseur obte- 
nues au point fixe. 

Figure I : Evolution du coefficient de poussee en fonetion du taux de detente. 

Figure 2 : Evolution de la pression interne en fonetion du taux de detente. 

Figure 3 : Evolution de la section efficace de la tuyere primaire en fonetion du taux de detente. 

La figure 3 montre que la section efficace de la tuyere primaire en inversion de poussee est infe- 
rieure ä la section efficace en jet direct, ce qui traduit le deplacement du col sonique ä l'aval. 
Sur cette planche, les deux courbes obtenues en Inversion de poussee sont relatives ä deux posi- 
tions des portes tertiaires. 

La planche 6 presente l'evolution des performances de l'inverseur de poussee en fonetion du nombre 
de Mach de l'ecoulement externe pour un taux de detente donne. 

Figure I : Coefficient de poussee fonetion du nombre de Mach 

Figure 2 : Pression interne fonetion du Mach 

Figure 3 : Pression de culot (face aval des obstacles) fonetion du Mach 

Figure 4 : Section efficace de la tuyere primaire fonetion du Mach 

L'examen de la figure 2 montre que la ression interne est peu influencee par le Mach de vol, 
c'est-ä-dire que le fonetionnement interne de l'inverseur peut etre considere comme fige. 

L'evolution legere de la section critique du tube de courant visible figure 4 peut etre alors impu- 
tee ä un effet de striction du ä l'ecoulement externe au niveau des grilles de l'inverseur. 

La figure 3 montre que la pression s'exerijant sur la face aval des obstacles est fortement 
influencee par le nombre de Mach. La chute de cette pression est responsable de l'evolution du 
taux de contre-poussee visible sur la figure I, courbe "a". A partir de ces valeurs de pression 
et de la connaissance de la section interessee, on peut calculer l'effort et corrip.er le coeffi- 
cient de poussee pour le ramener ä une pression de culot egale ä p0. Le resultat de ce calcul 
est visible figure I, courbe "b". On voit alors que, correction faite, le coefficient de contre- 
poussee est pratiquement independant du nombre de Mach. L'aecroissement du taux de contre-poussee 
en fonetion du Mach de vol est tres important : environ 40 Z entre M  ■ 0 et fl  - 0,7. II est lie 
ä 1'etablissement J'un faible niveau de pression sur les surfaces importantes. II y a done lieu 
de soigner particulierement l'organisation de l'inverseur pour pouvoir beneficier au maximum de 
cet effet. 

3.2. Inverseur type 2 

La planche 7 presente le schema de l'inverseur considere. Dans ce type d'inverseur la section 
sonique de l'ecoulement reste localisee au col de la tuyere primaire. Pour un taux de detente 
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•uffitMment Cltvfi, l'Scoulement dan» l'ensenble d'Sjection, d'abord supersonique, »ubit une 
recompression par choc pour davenir aubaonlque avant d'Stre dfivi£ par let obstacles, la position 
da ce choc dependant de la geomEtrie des coquilles d'inversion. La planche 8 prSsente les caract£- 
ristiques d'un tel invcrseur au point fixe. 

Figure I : Evolution du coefficient de pouss£e en fonction du taux de dStente 

Figure 2 : Evolution de la pression interne en fonction du taux de detente 

Figure 3 : (volution da la section efficace de la tuyire primaire en fonction du taux de detente. 

On peut remarquer sur cette UernUre figure que, contrairement ä 1'inverseur type I, le braquage 
des coquilles d'inversion de poussee ne modifie pas la valeur de la section efficace de la tuySre 
primaire. Le col reste done localise dans le plan d'ejection primaire. L'ecoulement dans le systSme 
d'ejection etant subsonique en aval du choc, on imagine aisement que l'ecoulement externe aura un 
effet non negligeable sur l'ecoulement interne. D'autre part, comne dans le cas precedent, 1'inter- 
action des deux Scoulements sera responsable de 1'etablissement d'un niveau de pression assez fai- 
ble dans le culot forme par les obstacles d'inversion de poussee. 

Sur la planche 9 nous donnons 1'evolution des caracteristiques de fonctionnement de 1'inverseur en 
fonction du Mach de vol pour deux definitions du taux de detente : P./p , rapport de la pression 

generatrice du jet primaire ä la pression statique de l'ecoulement externe et P./P , rapport de la 

pression generatrice du jet primaire a la pression statique interne du Systeme d'inversion. 

La figure I est relative au coefficient de poussee : 

Courbe "a" : P./p - Cte 

J  0   te 
Courbe "b" : P./P - C e 

J  s 

La figure 2 represente l'evolution des pressions internes : 

Courbe "a" : P./p 
J o 

Courbe "b" P./P, - C 

cte 

te 

La figure 3 est relative a  la section critique de l'ecoulement primaire. 

Sur cette derniere figure on voit qu'ä P./P donne (courbe "b") le Mach de vol est sans effet sur 
la section, ce qui n'est pas le cas a P./p donne (courbe "a"). 

D'autre part, on peut voir sur les figures I et 2 qu'ä P./p donne les points correspondant aux 
essais au point fixe ne sont pas situes sur les courbes reprisentant les evolutions en fonction 
du Mach de vol, l'ecart de poussee visible correspondant ä 1'etablissement d'un niveau de pression 
interne different du ä l'effet de l'ecoulement externe. Si maintenant nous examinons figure I la 
courbe "b" correspondant ä l'evolution du coefficient de poussee ä P./P donne, nous voyons que 
cette anomalie a disparu. 

L'etude de la figure 2 montre que le Mach de vol est responsable d'une variation importante du 
niveau de pression interne, cela aussi bien a P./P donne qu'ä P./p donne. L'ensemble de ces cons- 

j  s j  o 
tatations met bien en evidence 1'interaction des ecoulements interne et externe sur le fonctionne- 
ment proprement dit de 1'inverseur. 

D'autre part, dans ce cas comme dans le cas precedent, le niveau de pression du culot des obstacles 
diminue sensiblement quand le Mach de vol croit, entratnant ainsi une augmentation de la contre- 
poussee. On peut voir, figure I "courbe c",qu'apres correction de la trainee de culot, le coeffi- 
cient de poussee ä P./P • Cte est sensiblement independant du Mach de vol. 

J  s 

Sur la planche 10, nous avons trace pour les deux types d'inverseurs l'evolution de lr. trainee de 
culot en fonction du Mach de vol. On peut voir que cet effet est loin d'etre negligeable; il repre- 
sente un pourcentage de l'ordre de 40 % de la contre-poussee observee ä M ■ 0,90. 

o 

Sur la planche II, et toujours pour 1'inverseur type 2, nous avons trace l'evolution de la contre- 
poussee en fonction du taux de detente parametree en Mach de vol. On peut voir, figure I, que la 
contre-poussee maximum associee ä une modification de la fonction aerodynamique interne de 1'inver- 
seur est atteinte ä un taux de detente P./p d'autant plus eleve que le Mach est important. L'exa- 
men de la figure 2 ou les memes courbes ont ete tracees, cette fois par rapport au taux de detente 
interne P./P , montre que la valeur maximale de la contre-poussee est bien atteinte pour une valeur 
donnee de ce taux de detente. Si nous avions effectue la correction due ä la trainee de culot, nous 
aurions trouve une courbe unique. 

3.3. Remarque 

Nous venons d'examiner deux types d'inverseurs oü les interactions des ecoulements interne et exter- 
ne se manifestent dc deux fa;ons differences. 

Interaction sur le fonctionnement interne, interaction importante au culot. 

Interaction importante aussi bien sur l'ecoulement interne qu'au culot des obstacles. 
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On volt dans les deux cas qu'apres identification Je ces interactions le choix de paramStres conve- 
nablet pennet de chiffrer ces interactions, d'fitablir un bilan et une schematisation des phenomenes. 
On remarque aussi que le conportement des deux inverseurs est different; en effet, dans le cas de 
l'inverseur type 2, 1'augmentation de cont.  poussee avec le Mach de vol due ä la trainee de culot 
est reduite par la reduction du taux de d£t> .e interne, ce qui n'est pas le cas dans l'inverseur 
type I. 

Dans 1'etat actual de nos connaissances, seuls des essais peuvent nous donner les elements neces- 
saires ä la prise en compte de ces interactions dans le calcul de 1'effort de freinere du aux sys- 
temes d'inversion de poussee. 

4. ETUDE DE L'INTERFERENCE DU JET DEVIE SUR L'EFFORT DE FREINAGE (REINGESTION) 

Lorsque la vitesse de roulage de 1'avion diminue, on observe d'une fa;on generale une augmentation de 
la temperature d'entree du reacteur due ä 1'absorption par le moteur de gaz cbauds provenant de 1'ecou- 
lement devie. La vitesse ä laquelle apparatt ce phenomdne depend des conditions d'avionnage et de l'or- 
ganisation de l'inverseur. La repercussion de cette elevation de temperature sur l'effort de decelera- 
tion depend de la regulation du moteur. Pour illustrer 1'importance de ce phenomene, nous presentons, 
i  titre indicatif, planche 12, l'evolution des performances d'un inverseur ä M ■ 0,30 en fonction de 
1'elevation moyenne de la temperature entree-moteur pour deux hypotheses de fonctionnement. Dans cette 
etude nous avons considere que la georoetrie du Systeme d'ejection etait figee (section primaire cons- 
tante). 

Sur la figure I est trace le rapport des poussees brutes. 

Sur la figure 2 est donne le rapport des trainees de captation. 

Sur la figure 3 nous presentons le rapport des poussees nettes en inversion, c'est-ä-dire des efforts 
de deceleration. 

Sur ces figures, las courbes "a" correspondent a la performance d'un inverseur non influence par Tl et 
les courbes "b" aux performances d'un reacteur en inversion a regime constant. La zone hachuree repre- 
sente la perte d'effort de freinage due au phenomene de reingestion. On peut voir en particulier que, 
pour une elevation de temperature de 50°, l'effort de freinage sera reduit de 1/3. 

Lors de 1'etude des inverseurs on doit chercher ä reduire cet effet. L'utilisation d'inverseurs ä gril- 
les parmettant d'obtenir une direction dans deux plans de nappes de gaz inverses permet, lors des 
essais sur avion du dispositif d'inversion de poussee, de diriger ces nappes de fa;on ä minimiser 
l'effet de reingestion et d'abaisser la vitesse ä partir de laquelle apparaissent les phenomenes. Les 
phenomenes de reingestion sont regis ä la fois par 1'ecoulement devie et l'ecoulement autour de 1'avion 
en presence du sol. Les conditions d'installation jouent done un grand röle et si ce phenomene peut 
Stre degrossi en soufflerie ä 1'aide d'une maquette representant 1'avion complet, la geometrie de l'in- 
verseur ne peut et re final isee que sur 1'avion. On peut remarquer en particulier que des inverseurs 
donnant des taux d'inversion de poussee plus modestes, mais evitant les phenomenes de re ingest ion,sont 
susceptibles de donner sur avion un effort de freinage superieur ä des inverseurs plus performants 
mais mal etudies du point de vue reingestion. 

L'introduction dans la regulation du moteur de la temperature d'entree Tl est egalement susceptible de 
reduire le deficit de poussee. 

5. OPTIMISATION DE LA CONFIGURATION D'INVERSION EN FONCTION DES CONDITIONS DE VOL 

De plus en plus les inverseurs sont utilises en vol pour decelerer les avions et obtenir des vitesses 
de descente elevees. L'etude presentee ici a ete faite pour trois valeurs du Mach de vol : 

M  "0    correspondant au point fixe 

Mo • 0.3  correspondant sensiblement a 1'atterrissage 

M  ■ 0,9  correspondant ä une utilisation en vol comme aerofrein. 

Les essais en soufflerie nous ont donne pour chaeun des Mach de vol consideres les coefficients de pous- 
see de l'inverseur compte-tenu des problenes d'interaction, ceci pour diverses valeurs de la section de 
la tuyere primaire. 

On doit toutefois remarruer que, lors de ces essais, seule etait representee sur la maquette la nacelle 
moteur. 

Sur la planche 13 nous avons fait figurer les valeurs de la poussee brute en inversion de poussee pour 
trois valeurs de A. rapportees ä la valeur de cette poussee obtenue pour la section minimale de la 
tuyere primaire. On peut voir que l'influence de A. est d'autant plus faible que le Mach est eleve, 
ceci s'expliquant par le fait que le terme tratnee-'de culot devient de plus en plus important dans le 
bilan. 

Si 1'on considere l'effort de freinage en vol, il est la sonune de la trainee de captation et de la 
contre-poussee brute : 

P„ 
^R 

P. 

W  . V 
capt o 

On note que, ä P./p donne, X_/p decroit quand A. croit. Le terme W   /p par contre crott avec A., 
jo       R "o       ^     j capt "o r j 
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la poustSe X^ prenant d'autant plus d'importance qua le Mach de vol eat elcve 
ce de A.  iur      Xp s'amenui .■=    11 en resulte que  la configuraticn de vol jouera 

11 ^lij--»j 5_    til       ^i.    ^ ^           ,_    .       -^      _    ^    j-    j^^ ^. 

Le second tertne de 
alora que 1'Influence 
role important dans 1'optimisation de 1'inverseur.  D'autre part,  pour un A.  et un taux de detente 
donnes, si  : 

est fixe, il n'en est pas de meme de 
capt 

W. 
 j. ^T 

T 

qui depend de la valeur de T./T , done du cycle du moteur. Ceci met en Ividence que l'etude de la 

configuration optimum d'un inverseur en vol depend du reacteur auquel est destine cet inverseur. La 
planche 14 illustre les remarques presentees ci-dessus. Le calcul a ete effectue ä partir des elements 
de la planche 13 pour un reacteur mono flux ä haut taux de compression. 11 pourrait etre modifie pour 
des reacteurs double flux ä fort taux de dilution. 

Cette planche montrc que si la configuration d'inversion de poussee optimale au point fixe correspond 
a la section minimale, a M ■ 0,9, 1'effort de freinage est pratiquement independant de la section de 
la tuyere primaire. 

Le retassement important des courbes visible 3 M - 0,3 suggere que, pour certains moteurs, 1'optimisa- 
tion de la configuration d'inversion de poussee, dans les conditions d'atterrissage, pourrait etre dif- 
ferente de celle au point fixe. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

L'etude presentee ici pour deux types particuliers d'inverseurs, ne trouve sa generalisation que sur 
la Philosophie de conception et d'experimentation des inverseurs. Le fait que l'-Ifort de freinage du 
ä ces dispositifs est imputable ä deux mecanismes differents, au point fixe et en vol, que les inter- 
actions des ecoulements interne et externe dependent de 1'organisation meme des systemes et que les 
conditions d'installation reaglssent aussi bien sur les phenomenes de reingestion que sur les phenorae- 
nes d'interaction visqueuse conluit ä penser que, seuls, des essais avec ecoulement externe sur des 
maquettes les plus representatives possibles, pourront permettre d'approcher la solution optimale qui, 
en tout etat de cause, ne sera finalisee qu'apres essais sur avion. 

Toutefois, les considerations presentees ici permettent, lors de l'etude des dispositifs, de les orga- 
niser en vue de beneficier au maximum des phenomenes d'interaction. 
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HBBH3B THRUST aCPKRiaiCg CH THE CCMOORDg 

A.C. WlIlMr, Group Leader, FoMrplant Aerodjmulca 
and 

R.L. ScotlAnd, Group Leader, Stability and Control 

British Aircraft Corporation Llaitad 
Coaaarcial Aircraft ELviBion 

Filton 

SUMtURT 

Revers« thrust is used as a means of deceleration on many aircraft.    Practical limitations 
to its use are set by the following airfraas/propulslon interference effects  i- 

hot gas Ingestion 

aircraft handling 

the reverse thrust force may also differ from that measured on a test bed due to interference. 

Model tests to determine these interference effects for the Concorde aircraft have been 
carried out.      This paper describes the several test techniques used and compares the model results 
with those inferred from tests on the prototype and production aircraft. 

NOTATION 

d 

h 

NZSTD 

FJ 

V 

S 

T, 

X. 

^A 

^R 

9 

Drag Coefficient 

lift Coefficient 

Pitching Moment Coefficient 

Effective diameter of reverser exit on the nacelle underside 

Height of lower reverser exit above ground 

Reduced H.P. spool spe> d N2 

N2D J    M 

Jet pipe total pressure 

Effective total pressure at reverser exit 

Atmospheric static pressure 

Reverser dynamic head ■ P  • - P 
J   o 

Freestream dynamic head ■ i P v 

Wing area 

Freestream total temperature 

Freestream Velocity 

Relative Velocity -    | q. 

Aircraft Weight 

Distance along the nacelle axis measured forward from the reverser 

Value of X   at the auxiliary inlet 

Net reverse thrust 

Aircraft Incidence 

Longitudinal acceleration 

Vertical Jet deflection measured downwards from the nacelle axis 

Coefficient of rolling friction 

. 
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AP 

Air density 

Horltontal Jet deflection neasured fron the nacelle axis. 
Positive direction is away fron the fuselage 

P   - P * 

XHairoraft " '»■odel 

1. nnRooacTioN 

Thrust reversers are used on a large number of aircraft to provide a means of rapid deceleration. 
In practice the use of reversers is limited by powerplant/alrfrane interactions which are apparent 

[[J ^^»Ouwwwuu 

re-lngestlon of exhaust gas at certain conditions 

modification of reverse thrust farces measured on an engine test bed 

modification of aircraft handling 

Attempts have been made to simulate these interference effects for Concorde on a variety of 
models. 

2.        REVERSER CCNFIGÜRATICK 

Two types of reverse thrust configuration have been tested on Concorde. 

The prototype aircraft were fitted with Type 
10 nozsles (fig. 1) which have reverse thrust 
buckets Just downstream of the primary nozzles. 
These deflect the exhaust flow through cascades 
which control the efflux direction. 

The normal configuration was designed to 
give vertical deflection 0 - U70 and a lateral 
deflection 0 - +10° (outboard) and -10© (in- 
board).     TWo other configurations were 
tested for special purposes.     In these the 
vertical deflection was essentially unchanged 
but the lateral deflection on the nacelle 
lower surfaces was mads +20° (outboard and 
inboard) for configuration 2 and +10° 
(outboard), *2Cfl (Inboard) for configuration 3. 

Production aircraft are fitted with 
Type 28 nozzles (fig. 2).    This design has one 
set of moveable parts which combine the 
functions of the reverser buckets and secondary 
nozzle petals.      The bucket deflection is 0 
for supersonic cruise, 20° for subsonic 
conditions and 73° for reverse thrust.   This 
angle is measured from the outside surface of 
the bucket to the nacelle datum and the angle 
of the Inner surface in the reverse position 
is 65°. 

 W—rmaiiiiiniii"' 

Reverse Thrust 

HP^3^ 

Fig. 1. Type 10 nozzle sketch 
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Supersonic Cruise 

Reverse Thrust 

Fig« 2. Type 26 nozzle sketch 

3.   REVERSE THRUST RE-INGESTION 

Model tests have been done using 

a half aircraft model with cold flow tested In the Filton No. h  tunnel 

a half aircraft model with hot flow tested in the Rolls Royce re-lngestion tunnel 
(RJ3) at Patchway 

a full aircraft model with hot flow suspended from the NOTE 136 research vehicle 
and tested en the runway at Farnborough. 

3.1  Cold flow half model 

»»■ ifli.HH  >PPIIII»1IMI  !■!   ■ M». iVlW   IIP II   ..■■■Hlj 

Fig. 3 shows the 
general arrangement of 
model 0.16. This is a 
1/16th scale half model 
of the production 
Concorde with T.28 
nozzles. It is mounted on 
a short ground board to 
reduce the effects of 
ground board boundary 
layer. The calculated 
&/h at the intake plane 
is 0.212. 

Air is supplied 
Independently to the two 
nozzles represented from 
a high pressure air 
supply. These nozzles 
have correct scale 
representations of the 
primary nozzles and the 
bucket Internal surfaces. 

High presbjre air 
is supplied to jet pnmps 
which induce an 
appropriate flow through 
the model intakes. The 
intakes include rep- 
resentation of the 
auxiliary inlets on the 
nacelle lowei surface. 

The upper wing surface is distorted to allow the airlines to be carried between the nacelle 
and fuselage. 

The forward extent of the Jet efflux was determined by observing the mist produced by spraying 
a small amount of water into the Jet pipes through atomising nozzles. Illumination came fron a 
vertical slit of light projected from veil upstream of the model. This silt could be set to 
illuminate the centre line of either Intake. TJrpioal pictures are shown in fig. U.  The entry of 
exhaust air into the intake «<ui aiso determined by wetness indicators inside the intake. 

For a typical test run, the required intake flows and Jet pressure ratios were set up with 
the tunnel air speed at its maximum value (11*2 Kt). The tunnel speed was then reduced in stages. 

Fig. 3. General arrangement of model G.16 
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Fig» U> Nlat flow patterns from ■odal 0.16 
PJ - 2.1 

V - 80 Knots 
(i35 ft/sec) 

V - 68 Knot* 
ink  ft/»eo) 

Flg. 5« Ground flow 
patterns from nodal 
0.16.  P     -    2.1 

V « 59 Knot« 
(100 ft/sec) 
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Additional Infonution on the flow 
patterns waa obtained hy oil flow testa on 
the ground plate, using dry Jet air.   A 
typical exaaple is shown in fig. 5. 

Rs-ingesticn speeds agree well 
whether defined by the wetness 
indicators or by the nist and oil flow 
pictures showing the efflux reaching the 
rear lip of the auxiliary inlet (fig. 6). 

3.2     Hot flow half nodal 

This model is at 1/15 scale.    It was 
mounted using the floor of the open circuit 
tunnel to represent the ground.    Ihe 
boundary layer immersion is not very 
different to 0.16, the calculated ß/h 
being 0.230. 

The intake and alrframe 
representation Is similar to that 
described above for 0.16.   The nozzles, 
however were represented by two 
cascades exhausting fron a plenum 
chamber at the rear of the nacelle 
(fig. 7).    This arrangement allowed a 
range of vertical and lateral deflection 
angles to be tested.   Exhaust flow from 
the top of the nacelle was not 
represented. 

2 2 

+   Ground    po-t-tcro 

>-■■-'' 

■. - 

2 4 

\ o 

3: 

v {y-Ts^> 

o       So    4o     fco     ÖO    ICO   ISO   I40 

Pig. 6. Model G.16 re-lngestlan boundary. 
Auxiliary inlet open 

High pressure air at UOO c was supplied to 
the plenum chamber fron a single Olympus 
combustion can. A rapid acting valve enabled 
the hot air to be exhausted to atmosphere when 
not required for the modal, thus avoiding 
heat soak on the model. 

Intake air temperature was observed by a 
rate of eight rapid response thermocouples in 
each intake at the engine face position. 

The Jet total pressure was defined by U 
static pressures in the plenum chamber.  A 
baffle plate destroyed the entry velocity 
(fig. 7) and close agreement between the 
static pressures was obtained. 

The Intake temperatures and tunnel speed 
were recorded on ultra violet film, and at a 
fixed Intake and nozzle flow condition the 
tunnel speed was reduced from Its maximum (56 kt) 
until re-ingestlon occurred. This point was 
defined by a rise of temperature for one or 
more thermocouples. 

Fig. 7. Exhaust plenum chamber 
on Rolls Royce hot model 
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Rmralta for 
dlff«r«nt wewto daalgns 
are shown la ilg. 8. 
This shorn ths data la 
ths rslativ« wlocitgr 
font us«d In r»f t 1« 
whsr« VR ■ Jqo/qj and 
qj ■ Pj' - Vo»   ras 
valxts of h/d la In faot 
constant for all thssa 
tssts at 2.87 andJiA 
for ths auxiliary Inlst 
position Is 3.80.   Ihe 
soattsr from 19 to 8 
notsls prossur« ratios 
at each gsoastry Is 
ladieatsd by ths 
vertical lines. 

Ths offset of 
lateral deflection Is 
seen to be almost linear 
for 73° and 65« 
Tsrtleal deflection. 
HoMever, with ths Jets 
swept further forward 
to 0 - U50 ths effect 
of lateral deflection 
is much »ore dramatic. 
This presumably occurs 
because ths Jst 
stagnation point on ths 
ground moves closer to the position of the wing leading edge for a given 0 at low values of 0 and 
the Jet "escapes" fron under ths wing more readily. 

3.3     MQTE Vehicle mounted model 

This Is a I/I? scale complete aircraft model which is suspended from an A frame outrigger 
mounted from the NOTE 136 high spsed research vehicle (fig. 9).   The model is supported at scale 
height above the ground, but the undercarriage is not represented for mechanical reasons. 

r 

4&     E£>    fc.E>   1E> 

Fig. 8. Re-ingestlon boundaries fron the Rolls Royce hot model. 
Auxiliary inlets open 

Fig.  9.    NOTE research vehicle 

The vehicle, diessl powered at lew speeds, is propelled for high speed testing by an Avon 
Mk. 20I4. Jet engine, which also provides compressor bleed air to the model.    This air is used both 
to Induce the intake flow and also as the exhaust gas.    For this use it is further heated to 530oc 
by conbustlon in a Dart combustion chamber mounted in the model fuselage and is exhausted through 
scale representations of the T.28 nozzle on the port side of the model.       The starboard nacelle 
has no exhaust flow. 

Re-lngsstion is detected by thermocouples in the port intakes, ths temperatures together with 
vehicle spsed and Jet pressure and temperature being recorded on a UV recorder. 
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The modal ocabustion chamber is lit whilst the vehicle is stationary and the Avon engine 
■peud is set to give the required model pressure ratio and loft at that setting.    Then the vehicle 
propulsion nossles are set to ths "full ahead" position and the vehicle accelerated to a speed about 
15» kt above the expected re-lngestion speed.    The propulsion nozzles are then moved to the 
reverse configuration prodding a deceleration of about 2 to 3 kt/seo. until re-lngestion is 
obtained. 

Maximum speeds used were about 90 kt which was set by the length of the Farhborough runway 
and brates-only »topping distance.     Heat generation at the outboard supporting wheel also tave rise 
to concern, but in principal higher speeds are achievable. 

The advantages of this type of test are that 

there are no tunnel interference effects 

no tunnel limitations on gas temperature 

no ground boundary layer 

accurate mechanical ground speed measurement 

Disadvantages are 

reliance on weather conditions 

difficulty in controlling model height above the ground during tests, 
are necessary to reduce this effect. 

Repeat runs 

O  i 

OS 

Ob 

0-4 

o-a- 

^p 

Tests have been carried out with varying model height as well as for a range of Jet pressure 
ratios.    The results are Included in fig.  11. 

3.U     Comparison of model tests for T.28 Nozzle 

When comparing results fron models with scale nozzle representation (G.16 and NGTE model) 
with results from a plenum chamber model (hot half model) care must be taken over the Interpretation 
of the measured Jet pressures.    Considerable turning losses occur between the Jet pipe and the 
point at which the flow leaves the reverser, and these are not represented on a plenum chamber model. 

It has been 
possible to determine 
these turning losses for 
the T.28 by two means. 
Firstly force tests ware 
available on a scale 
Isolated noszle with cold 
flow.    The efflux flow 
angles were also 
determined on this model 
using oil flow vis- 
ualisation on plates 
mounted well clear of 
the model.      By 
comparing the measured 
force with the flow 
direction and Jet pipe 
pressure it is possible 
to estimate the turning 
loss  (fig. 10). 

Po 

O   RßinqCfe'"tior>    le^-t^. 

+-  For^e.   -te-Sbtc, 

Secondly it can be 
postulated th>>t the re- 
lngestion results from a 
model such as G.16 should 
collapse to a unique value 
of VR where qj is defined 
on an effectivw exit 
pressure. By trial and 

I O     I 2.    IA     l-fo    I g>   2.0   22 2.^   2-fo   2-S  3rO 

Fig. 10.   Reverser pressure losses on Type 28 nozzle 

error a set of losses was produced which allowed the mean line of fig. 6 to be represented in this 
way.    These are also shown in fig. 10 and are in very good agreement with those derived from the 
force measurements. 

Using these turning losses for the 0.16 and NGTE results, the position of the efflux front 
is given in fig. 11. 

This figure Includes G.16 mist photograph results for tests with equal pressure ratios for 
inner and outer nozzles and also results for non-equal pressures.    For these cases a mean value of 
qj was used.    The diameter of dj was calculated from the sum of both nozzle exit areas. 
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Fig. 11. Raverse efflux front position for type 28 nozzle 

The two hot models give results at re-ingestion only (jet efflux at the auxiliary inlet 
station).    The NOTE results however include variation of the model height h. 

The collapse of the data is surprisingly good.    Disrupting influences might be expected due 
to the variation of efflux angle with pressure ratio referred to previously and also due to changes 
in effective exit area with pressure ratio.      G.16 tests also showed that the flow is unsteady. 

For a given value of X/h the appropriate VR h/d is distinctly higher than that predicted for 
the nominal configuration ((? » 0,6 - 250) from the data of ref. 2 for jets without airframe inter- 
ference.      The logrithmic plot also illustrates the  abrupt change in power law at VR h/d —0,57 
which seems to apply to all tests except that with blowing on one nozzle only.      The areas of 
efflux on the ground for various VR h/d are approximately shown on fig, 12, derived from the G.16 
oil flow photographs.      These do not show anything significant occurring at the critical VR h/d. 
The effect cannot be the onset of interference between the two sides of the aircraft since the 
NOTE model, which has no exhaust on one side,  shows the sane trend as the half models. 

A possible explanation is that as the efflux front advances, the induced upwash ahead of it 
causes a vortex to spring from the wing leading edge.    This vortex irriuces a forward velocity 
component beneath the wing thus reducing the local value of q0. 
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B 7 fo B A 3, 2    1       { 
DM thra« modsla »how gone 

dlfferanosa in nan laval.   The highest 
value of VR h/d ia «turned by the Rolle 
Royce half hot nodal and the lowest by 
the NOTE vehicle rig.    Thia difference 
ia in the expected direction alnce the 
NOTE model has no apurloua boundary layer 
effects and only has exhaust flow on one 
aide of the model.      The difference 
between the Rolls Royce model and Q.I6 
ia much larger than would be estimated by 
comparing simple calculations of mean 
"free stream" momentum between the ground 
and the wing for the two models. 

3.5     Prototype Aircraft Rp-ults 

Fig. 13 shows the re-ingestion data 
gathered from prototype aircraft in the 
datum configuration (0 ■ U?0, 8 - +10O) 
presented in terms of Jet pipe pressure 
ratio and forward speed. 

As speed is reduced at a given 
pressure ratio, slight rough running 
(oscillations noted on the trace of 
engine HP compressor delivery pressure 
P3) is first encountered.    Some 15 kt below this a rise in temperature can be measured at the 
compressor face.    This seems to be related to the incidence of compressor surge. 

Fig. 12. Model G.I6 ground flow 
patterns 

It was stated previously that the flow situation during reverse is 

24 

2 2 

20 

IÖ 

lb-I 

\A 

12 

3. 

\j   (wirs,) 

2o     40     eo     Bo    100    ISO   \40 

Fig. 13.  Prototype re-ingestion measurements. 
Datum configuration 

unsteady.    This unsteadiness 
propagated forward of the 
reverse efflux is the 
probable explanation of the 
rough running seen before 
hot gas enters the  intake. 

The only model tests 
which can be compared with 
the prototype aircraft are 
those on the Rolls Royce 
half model.    These have to 
be slightly adjusted for 
the difference in nozzle - 
intake length between 
prototype and production 
aircraft and this was done 
using the power law derived 
from fig.  11.      No reliable 
turning loss information 
is available for the T.10 
nozzle and so that for T.28 
(fig.  10) has been used to 
give the model line shown 
on fig. 13.      This is about 
10 kt worse th^n the 
aircraft speed for 
temperature rise over most 
of the pressure ratio 
range. 

The second configuration tested on the prototype 001  had lateral deflection of +20    on both 
inboard and outboard nozzles.    This re-design entailed a h'h% reduction in exit area for the lower 
cascades.    The model data from fig. Ö interpreted at the reduced exit area would indicate a 3-6 kt 
improvement from the datum configuration but the aircraft shows an improvement of 10-16 kt  (fig.  1U). 

Some of the taxi tests used to evaluate this configuration  (tests were done in both directions 
along the runway) had a 12 kt crosswind component.    This seems to increase the rough running speed 
band but not to alter the Ingestion speed» 
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Fig. 11*. Prototype re-lngestlon measurements. 
Configuration 2. 
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Fig. 15«    Prototype re-ingestion measurements 
Configuration 3 

The third config- 
uration tasted CD the 
prototype 001 had 
lateral deflections of 
♦10O outboard and +200 
inboard with an area 
Increase of 2.6% relative 
to the datum.      This 
configuration Mas not 
tested on the model, but 
if it is considered to 
be equivalent to a +15° 
+15° configuration the 
model indicates a k-9 
kt deterioration relative 
to the datum.    The 
aircraft results shew no 
change from the datum 
(fig. 15). 

3.6   Production Aircraft 
Results 

Fig. 16 shows re- 
ingestion measurements 
together with estimates 
derived from the three 
models. 

Only rough running 
and surge points ax« 
shown here.    Temperature 
neasurements have been 
made for about half the 
cases shown, and these 
indicated that the 
temperature rise is co- 
incident with the onset 
of roughness.      This is 
different to the proto- 
type situation and is 
not fully explained by 
the faster response of 
the temperature probes 
used on the production 
aircraft. 

All three models 
predict re-ingestion at 
lower speeds than those 
observed on the aircraft. 
This again is contrary 
to prototype experience. 

It is worth noting 
that on many occasions 
aircraft have operated 
to the left of the surge 
band of fig.  16 without 
experiencing surge. The 
surges experienced have 
been mild, they have not 
always been noticed by 
the crews, and have never 
led to engine flame-out. 

It.        REVERSE THRUST FORCES 

li.1      Model Tests 

The tests used by SNECMA to synthesise a reverse thrust performance brochure consisted of 
models at 1/20 scale of a single nozzle.    This was sting mounted and included no wing repreaentation. 
Tests covered a range of speeds to cover the in-flight reverse cases as well as ground-borne cases. 

.v. 

At zero forward speed, data from full scale engine test bed trials was used. 
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Fig. 16.    Production re-ingestion measurements 

with corrections to full scale Reynolds number 
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I4.2     Qround Born* 
Reverse Thrust 

Tests have been 
carried out on the pre- 
production aircraft 02 
in which the deceleration 
of the aircraft was 
measured under the in- 
fluence of reverse thrust, 
but with no wheel braking 
applied.     These tests 
covered a range of 
aircraft speeds and power 
settings and were conduc- 
ted both as acoelerate- 
stop tests and in the 
course of normal 
landings.    Deceleration 
was measured at the 
aircraft t-iertial plat- 
form.    These tests were 
analysed by Aerospatiale 
to obtain the reverse 
thrust force per engine. 
The assumptions made in 
this analysis are   i- 

-   Aerodynamic lift and 
drag are unmodified 
by reverse thrust. 
The values used are 
given by tunnel tests 
with a ground board 

The coefficient of rolling friction is constant with speed.    The value used was obtained 
from taxi tests with engines at forward idle.    By comparing accelerations with four 
engines operating with those obtained with two engines operating and two engines cut, 
the weight and speed being the same for both tests, the thrust of an engine at forward 
idle may be deduced.      This value may then be used, with the aerodynamic data described 
above and the measured accelerations,  to calculate a value for the coefficient of 
rolling friction.    This calculation gave^  - 0.016 at a speed of 35 kt. 

nie influence coefficients shown in table 1  indicate that the errors introduced into the 
determination of reverse thrust by these assumptions Is not as serious at might he imagined.    The 
main sources of error probably lie in the measurement of weight and acceleration. 

TABLE 1 

Effect of errors on reverse thrust determination 
V - 90 kt 

N2 Std.  % 71* 80 85 

»CD     XT? 

3XB._aL 
»»    Xw 

-0.28 

-0.55 

-2.27 

-2.8U 

-0.72 

-0.17 

-0.3U 

-1.88 

-2.22 

-O.52 

-O.llj 

-0.23 

-1.61 

-I.83 

-0.1*1* 

The  data obtained from these tests are presented in fig. 17. A strong interference effect is 
seen which drops the thrust by 30$ relative to prediction over the range of Vg h/d tested. 

Little is known of the flow conditions which give rise to this thrust loss at low VR h/d. It 
was noted during G.I6 tests that the efflux leaving the reverser was swept further aft when the ground 
board was present than In free air conditions. The angle 0 was measured at zero forward speed and 
Pj/Po "2.1 using an oil flow visualisation technique and was found to be 32° in free air and 11*° 
with the ground board. This would represent a thrust loss of 27% assuming constant turning losses 
in the reveraer. A lift force of 12$ of free air ZR is also Implied if the upper efflux is assumed 
to be unaltered.  This lift force represents the effect on the aircraft of the pressure field 
generated beneath it by the reverse efflux and the loss in thrust represents the efflux momentum 
which generates this pressure field. 
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Fig. 17.    Measured ground-borne reverse 
thrust on aircraft C2 

U.3     Airborne Reverse 
Thrust 

Airborne reverse 
thrust performance has 
been tested on pre- 
production aircraft 02. 
In these tests reverse 
thrust at idle setting 
was used on two engines, 
the other two being at 
forward idle.      This 
configuration resulted in 
descent rates of up to 
6,000 ft/rain at constant 
calibrated air speed. 
The tests covered a speed 
ran^e of 250 - 350 kt 
CAS at altitudes between 
9,C0O ft and 32,000 ft. 

Reverse thrust 
force was deduced from 
the measured flight path 
assuming that the lift 
and drag characteristics 
were unaffected by 
reverse thrust.    lift and 
drag data had previously 
been established by 
flight test- on this 
aircraft. 
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Fig.  18. Measured airborne reverse thrust 

Fig.  18 shows the results obtained. 
At low values of Cj^ the force is about 12$ 
greater than predicted from isolated model 
tests.      This agrees with the ground borne 
tests at high VR h/d which are for an 
incidence of 2°.      As CL increases there 
is a 7% loss of thruf-. over the range 
considered. 

5.       EFFECTS ON HANDLING OF IN-FLIGHT REVERSE 

5.1     Prototype Model Tests 

Wind tunnel tests were made on a 1/1 8th 
scale model with simulation of the reverser 
nozzle efflux by blowing through tubes 
introduced through the rear of the nacelles 
but not connected to the model (Fig. 19). 
The reversers, aa Type 10,were represented 
by a plenum and cascade.      The nacelles 
being blocked, there was no representation 
of the appropriate flow at the intake, but 
these effects wer« available from 
complimentary tests. 

In this fashion six component 
measurements were made of the inter- 
ference effects of the use of thrust 
reverse at various mass flow conditions, 
for various combinations of engines in 
forward or reverse configuration. 

It is seen (Fig.  20) that there is 
a progressive loss of lift with 
increasing dynamic head of the reverse 
efflux, proportionately stronger at 
lewer pressure, and slightly more 
significant at higher incidence.    The 
effects ore somewhat smaller with the 
outer engines reversed as compared with 
innere reversed. 

The effect on pitching moment 
(Fie. 21) is seen to be very marked In the Fig. 19.    Prototype model testing 
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pitch-up MnM, particularly at high CL» and these effects too are proportionately stronger at low 
reverse efflux pressure.    Again the effects for the outer engines in reverse are somewhat smaller 
than those for the innars in reverse. 

These results, indicated that reverse should be restricted to speeds above 220 knots 
(Ci^O.li), and idling engines only (q/^* 1«5). 
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X 10-69 
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Cu 

Fig. 20. Prototype node! tests.    Effect of 
inner engines in reverse on lift coefficient 

Fig. 21.    Prototype model tests.    Effect of 
inner engines in reverse on pitching moment 

5.2     Production Model Tests 

N0U4X* / 
OAFrLf ' 

With the introduction of the Type 26 nozzles with the reverse efflux further aft on the wing, 
it was hoped that the interference effects on pitching moment would be significantly reduced. 

Wind tunnel tests were again 
made on a 1/18th scale model, but by 
using a hollow strut, with an air 
bearing device at the model mounting, 
the constral'.ts of the air delivery 
tubes used in prototype tests were 
avoided.   Air was carried through the 
model to inducers in the nacelles 
(Fig. 22) which with suitable baffling 
allowed a simulation of the Intake 
and exhaust flow conditions.    Pressure 
surveys of the efflux in wind-off 
conditions shewed that the efflux 
shape and the turning angle of the 
reversers were being adequately 
represented. 

The results are presented 
with the actual reverse thrust 
contribution subtracted such that 
only the interference effects are 
shown, as for the prototype results. 

Fig. 22.    Production model nacelle 

The effects on lift    (Fig. 23) are very small, and the effects on pitching moment (Fig. 21*) 
are considerably reduced compared to those of the prototype.    Results with the outers in reverse 
are similar to those presented for the innere.      There Is no sign of any pitch-up effects at high 
CLj    only an Increment In pitching moment, largely invariant with C^,, but proportional to the dynamic 
head of the reverse efflux.    It must be noted however that the maximum dynamic head tested was less 
than half that tested on the prototype. 
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Fig. 23. Production model tests. Effect 
of inner engines in reverse on lift coefficient 

5.3  Comparison with Flight Hasults 

Fig. 2U. Production model tests. Effect- of 
inner engines in reverse on pitching mcmtnt 

The change of trim due to selection of reverse thrust on the aircraft has been compared with 
estimates made using the tunnel results. The estimates include the actual thrust contributions 
as well as the interference effects, and also take account of the reduced control effectiveness due 
to reverse (this can be as much as 15$ for the reverse efflux pressures used in flight). The trim 
changes are the difference between the forward idle thrust condition prior to selection and the 
steady state following the pushover to the new descent flight path angle after selection of reverse. 

It is seen (Fig. 25) that the prototype flight measured changes in trim are much smaller 
than the estimates; negligible change at lower speeds and perhaps $0% of estimated at higher speeds. 

Comparison of flight results from pre-series aircraft 02 (substantially the production 
configuration) with estimates using production model results shows a more reasonable agreement 
(Fig. 26). 

Some of the discrepancy of the prototype results may be explained by aeroelasticity, since 
there is a significant loading change on the aft part of the wing which will induce a twist at the 
tip giving a nose down pitching moment, suc'i an effect will be considerably less on the production 
type aircraft. 

CHANSE OF TRIM 
(DEGREE'S ELEVON) 

O   IMNETRS   INTO 
REVERSE 

AIR5PEED   (KNOTS C.A.5.) 

200 250 30O 3SO 

Fig. 25. Protot, -e flight test results 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Fig. 26. Production aircraft flight test results 

Re-lngestlon flows can be simulated with hot or cold flows.    Bie results may be scaled 
provided reverser turning losses are allowed for. 

Application of model re-ingestion tests at full scale may be difficult since induced flow 
effects ' 1 the intake can be important. 

interference effects can reduce the ground borne reverse thrust force by 30J. 

Stability effects of airborne reverse thrust can be represented in model tests, but application 
at full scale requires knowledge of the control power and aeroelastic effects of reverse application. 
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SUMMARY 

Recent aftbody drag results obtained from different transonic wind tunnel measurements showed 
such large increases in aftbody pressure drag with increasing Reynolds number that extrapolation to full 
scale became questionable.    Thf; present paper tries to clarify this unexpected Reynolds number effect 
and also contributes to an improved testing technique. 

An analysis of a wind tunnel investigation at Mach number 0, 8 on a series of axisymmetric 
bodies showed as main result that varying Reynolds number produces opposite changes in pressure drag 
on fort - and aftbody,   respectively.    It is explained that this result could very well be caused by wind 
tunnel interference.    As a consequence,  to determine aftbody drag correctly it will be required either to 
test in interference free wind tunnels or to take into account the compensating effects on the forebody. 

Furthermore,  it is pointed out that modifications in aftbody geometry affect forebody drag. 
Results from the commonly used aftbody test rigs with forebodies fixed to the ground therefore need 
appropriate corrections. 

Finally,  the sensitivity of drag components with respect to the location of split lines is discussed. 
It is shown that subdividing the boattail is not advisable from an accuracy point of view. 

LIST   OF   SYMBOLS 

A 

A 

CD, 

Cross-section of body 

Maximum cross-section of body 

Drag coefficient,   referred to 
maximum body cross-section area, 
D/q A o   max 

Friction drag coefficient 

Pressure drag coefficient 

R 

^^max* J"      CPRdR max   R=0     ^ 

Total drag coefficient, CL   + CL 
P       F 

M 

R 

Re 

S 

V 

Free stream Mach number 

Free stream static pressure 

Jet total  pressure 

Free stream dynamic pressure, 
0, 5p    V2 

r o   o 

Radius of body 

Reynolds No.,   based on length of 
body; Re.  = lowest.  Re    = highest 
value tested 

Wetted surface 

Free stream velocity 

C_    of profile with zero thickness 
T 0% T 

Pressure coefficient,   (P - P )/q 

P 

^CT 

^C, 

Mean value of C     over 0 « x/L -1,0     SUBSCRIPTS   AND   ABBREVIATIONS 

Difference in C     relative to inter- 
mediate Reynolds number Re., 

P Re 'P Re, 

AB Aftbody 

FB Forebody 

W/T Wind tunnel 
Mean value of ^C    over 0 <x/L <1,0 

D 

AD 

F 

L 

Drag 

Drag difference 

Measured gross thrust 

Ideal length of body (beyond sting 
intersection,   to R = 0) 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The correlation of wind tunnel results obtained from small scale models with full scale flight 
measurements is an old problem in drag determination since the real flight Reynolds numbers can be 
very seldom achieved.    In the past,  therefore,  one attempted to build models as big as possible and also 
to cover large Reynolds number ranges.    This led to the construction of huge wind tunnels and,  for the 
high densities and Reynolds numbers respectively,   to enormous installed power levels.    In order to raise 
the accuracy of measurement,   one also tried to weigh only a minimum of wetted surfaces when making 
force measurements,  i.e.  it was attempted not to weigh the complete model but only a part of it.    When 
measuring aftbody drag,   therefore,   the forebody and also the wing and tailplanes were fixed to the ground. 

The Reynolds number investigations which were conducted in these facilities (wind tunnel plus 
test rig) did not always lead to the hoped for clarification of the Reynolds number influence.    On the 
contrary,   some of these measurements produced such unexpected results that fundamental doubts arouse 
about their validity.    This paper attempts to clarify some of these dubious Reynolds number effects and 
also to illustrate basic interrelations,  thereby contributing to a better drag synthesis as well as to an 
improved testing technique. 

- 

2.  UNEXPECTED   REYNOLDS   NUMBER   INFLUENCE 

GÖTTINGEN 

AEDC 

AEDC 

NASA 

10' 10 108 
Re 

Fig. 1       Reynolds number effect on aftbody drag 

Aftbody drag levels recently measured with different models in different tunnels showed an 
increase in aftbody pressure drag with increasing Reynolds number (fig. 1).    Adding friction reduces 
this increase but does not eliminate it.    However,  a decreasing tendency h.id been expected similar to 
the fully turbulent flat plate or similar to profile drags for slender airfoils  (compare e.g.   profile drag 
values computed by Squire and Young,   ref.   1 ).     The rapid rise of aftbody drag with Reynolds number 
makes it questionable whether these data can be extrapolated to full scale.     Even when,   as widely 
practised,  one uses only differences in di'ag from wind tunnel measurements,   the problem regarding 
the drag difference between aftbody No. I and No. 3 remains essentially the  same,   because curves  1  and 
3 are not parallel to each other. 
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Fig. 2   Model Configurations 
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Curves 1 and 3 in fig. 1 
stem from wind tunnel measurements 
conducted by MBB in the Im x 1m transonic 
tunnel of DFVLR Göttingen without jet and 
with different boattail angles (ref.  2   and 3 ). 

Curve 2 was obtained with 
a strut mounted twin jet fighter model tested 
by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
in the 16 ft.   transonic tunnel of the Arnold 
Engineering Development Center (ref.  4 ). 

Curve 6 also results from an 
AFFDL test in the same AEDC transonic 
wind tunnel.    Here,   a single jet model with 
a cylindrical midbody was used. 

Curves 4 and 5 have been obtained with two wind tunnel models of the F-106 with underwing 
installed J-85 nacelles in the 8 ft.  x 6 ft.   supersonic wind tunnel of NASA Lewis (ref.   5 ).    It will be 
explained later that negative aftbody drags may very well be found,  depending e.g.   on the start of the 
pressure integration (curve 5). 

The variation of Reynolds number was achieved in these investigations by altering the density, 
except with the NASA tests in which two models of different sizes were used:   the smaller model had a 
scale of 0, 05,   the larger model, which was a half model,  a scale of 0,22.    The method of drag 
determination was not identical:   in the Göttingen tests,   the total drag (pressure + friction) of the com- 
plete,   i.e.  undivided fuselage was weighed by an internal strain gauge balance.    The longitudinal pressure 
distribution was also measured in one row on the upper side of the body.    Several pressure tappings at 
corresponding locations on the lower side were used as an additional check of the incidence being zero. 
In the AEDC tests,   curve 2,  only the twin jet aftbody was attached to the balance,   leaving forebody and 
tailplanes fixed to the ground, whereas curve 6 was obtained from a mere pressure plotting. 

3. TAKING INTO ACCOUNT THE FOREBODY 

These unexpected test results 
led to the question of whether taking 
into consideration the complete body 
(fore - plus aftbody) might not bring 
back the familiar drag picture,  i.e. 
whether or not the Reynolds number 
could have opposite effects on fore- 10   Cn 
and aftbody.    To illustrate the basic 
interrelations between pressure drag 
of the fore- and aftbody,  the simple 
case of inviscid flow past an ellipsoid 
of revolution is considered.    Fig.   3 
shows that with increasing relative 
thickness,   the separating forces in the 
maximum cross section can attain large 
values.   These separating forces result 
from pressure integration on fore- and 
aftbody respectively (half body,  not 
closed).    In the assessment of aftbody 
drag,  however,  mostly test rigs are 
used which weigh only the aftbody 
leaving  the forebody fixed to the 
ground (fig.23, ref.  7 ), 

It will now be shown that this 
testing technique may only be used if 
appropriate corrections are applied. 
Furthermore,   to explain the pheno- 
menon of the Reynolds number effects 
and to investigate the feasibility of 
weighing only body sections instead of 
the complete model,  an analysis of 
wind tunnel measurements conducted 
in 1971/72 is presented in the 
following paragraphs. 
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Fig. 3       Separating forces on ellipsoid of 
revolution in incompressible inviscid flow 
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4.  GÖTTINGEN   MEASUREMENTS 

FOREBODY 

x=0 x^O.SL 

yv = avx3*bvx2*cvx 

Qv=ymaX
/xi 

bv = -3yma)(/x1 
Cv^Vmax/x, 

AFTBODY 

yh=ahx3*bhx^chx*d 

ah=ymax/0<2-X3r 
bh = -3X2ymaX/(X2-X3)3 

Ch = 3X22ymax/(X2-X3)3 

d   =IX3ymax/|X2-X3)3)' 
(3X2X3-X32-3X22) 

AFTBODY|x2-values 
L = theoretical length of 1 9'fL 

bodies :800 mm 2 0,625L 
3 0.6875L 
U 0,75L 
5 0,8125L 

■ 

AFTBODY  No. 

4. 1.    Windtunnel and Models 

The tests were conducted 
in the Im x 1m transonic wind 
tunnel of DFVLR Göttingen.    The 
rectangular test section has four 
perforated walls,  two of which can 
be rotated from +1° to -2°.    The 
perforation consists of inclined 
holes yielding an open-area ratio 
of 6 %.    Pressurizing or 
evacuating the tunnel allowed a 
variation of the Reynolds number 
by the factor 4 (ref.   11 ).    The 
models were bodies of revolution 
with a common forebody and five 
interchangeable aftbodies, 
referred to in fig. 1.    The body- 
contour B are defined above. 

The model with aftbody 
No. 1 had no cylindrical midbody; 
thus fore- and aftbody had the 
same contours.    The cross- 
section distributions and the 
wetted surfaces are shown in 
fig. 4. 

x/L 

Fig. 4       Model geometry 
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4.2.       Results 

4. 2. 1.   Effect of Aftbody Geometry 

The variation of aftbody shape naturally 
leads to the largest changes in pressure 
distribution on the rear body; on the forebody 

A \ M "»* ",'6 0,B //.'    I'O        there are at the same time only minor changes 
T       "'   """"^T"^^^"" """TIUZI«-^T^"-"'^^Ti"- in pressure distribution.    In wind tunnel 

measurements with fore bodies fixed to the 
ground the surface pressures near the split 
station forebody/aftbody are therefore in 
practice often taken as a criterion for a 
possible upstream influence:   if the change of 
these pressures is sufficiently small,  e.g. 
smaller than 1 %,  then no noteworthy changes 
in forebody drag are expected.    In the measure- 
ments discussed in this paper a slender boat- 
tail (No. 1) was replaced by a steeper one 
(No. 3).    Due to this alteration the surface 
pressure coefficients at the split station 
changed only by ACp - 0, 02; on the greater 
part of the forebody (x/L « 0, 45) these changes 
were even below ACp = 0, 01 (fig. 5).    The 

forebody pressure drag, however,  increased at the same time from 0, 0099 to 0, 0147,  i. e.  by 48 % 
(fig. 6).    This amounts to no less than 6, 8 % of the total drag (pressure + friction) of the complete body. 
(The Ctjp-curves in fig. 6 respresent the surface pressure coefficients integrated from the nose of the 
body to an arbitrary station x/L).    For the testing technique in wind tunnels and for flight measurements 
it follows therefrom that optimizing the aftbody drag by measuring the aftbody alone does not yield valid 
results,  except if appropriate computed corrections are applied to the forebody drag.    That is,  by 
omitting such corrections one may succeed in merely transferring the drag nroblem to the forward end 
(compare ref. 7,  p.  4-3) and in an incorrect overall aircraft drag synthesis. 

x/L 

Fig. 5 Effect of aftbody geometry on 
forebody pressure distribution 

An example of such a com- 
puted correction is shown in the 
upper half of fig. 6.    The MBB 
Subsonic Panel Method (ref.  8 )was 
used for this end neglecting viscosi- 
ty effects.    The agreement between 
measured and computed drag changes 
is only qualitatively good.   At 
present it cannot be stated whether 
the experimental or the theoretical 
method is more reliable since both 
are not yet sufficiently exact and 
since even bigger discrepancies are 
encountered occasionally.    With 
some optimism and without con- 
sidering possible systematic errors 
the mean error in the measured 
pressure drag is estimated to be of 
the order of + 0,001, which is rela- 
tively large.    To quantitatively con- 
firm this upstream influence  the 
measurements described above were 
repeated with the forebody attached 
to the balance and the aftbody fixed 
to the ground.    These results will be 
reported in detail in a later paper. 

While there are noticeable 
changes in pressure drag on the fore- 
body,  the corresponding changes on 
the aftbody are below measuring accu- 
racy and this in spite of the fact that 
it is on the aftbody where the largest 
changes in pressure distribution take 
place.    That is,in fig. 6 the pressure 
drags fo>  aftbodies No. 1 and 3 equal 
0, 0003 and 0, 0008 reap. This result 
again emphasizes the necessity of 
taking into account the forebody. 

Mo = 0.8 
No. 3 

0,10 

-Dp 

f       0,05 

COMPUTED 
(INVISCID) 

0,10 

0,05 

^0105 (No. J) 

0,00»S(N«. 1) 

MEASURED 
(Re = 4,3 106) 

^:_N j*' • 
O.OOMIM. »^    

0,015S 
0,0102 

0,5 1.0 

x/L 

Fig. 6       Effect of aftbody geometry on pressure drag 
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4. 2. 2.   Location of Split Lines 

Fig. 7 shows a typical aft- 
body test rig on which the twin jet 
aftbody is subdivided into the 
portion of the airframe manufac- 
turer as well as into the portion 
of the engine manufacturer (pro- 
truding nozzle).    Such a sub- 
division occasionally is made 
following the example of splitting 
the contractual responsibilities in 
the development of an aircraft 
project.    The nozzle is then 
weighed either against the jet 
pipe or against the boattail.    That 
such a subdividing is not advisable 
from an accuracy point of view is 
shown in fig. 8.    Here,   the total 
drag integrated from the fuselage 
nose up to an arbitrary station 
x/L is plotted against axial dis- 
tance.    The balance for the boat- 
tail measures the positive drag B 
(region of low pressure) while the 
balance for the nozzle boattail 
weighs an almost equally large 
drag N,  however,  of negative sign 
(high pressure region).    That is, 
by introducing an additional split 
line one has burdened oneself 
with the problem of the difference 
of two almost equally large values. 
If B and N can each be measured 
with an accuracy of,   SH/,   1  %, 
then the maximum relative error 
for the total aftbody drag in fig. 8 
will amount to 9 %. 

If during a wind tunnel 
measurement P^eynolds number, 
i.e.   total pressure is varied, 
subdividing the model causes 
additional difficulties because the 
drag values of the model portions 
nozzle,  boattail,   midbody and 
fore body vary differently with 
Reynolds number,   thus further 
complicating    the synthesis of the 
aircraft drag (fig. 9).    This 
unorthodox Reynolds number 
influence on single model com- 
ponents is dealt with in more 
detail in the following. 

4.2.3.  Reynolds Number Effects 

In fig. 10  the pressure 
distribution of body No. 3 is plotted. 
Increasing the Reynolds number 
lowered the pressures on both,  the 
forebody and the aftbody. 

NON-METRIC   FUSELAGE 

Fig. 7       Typical aftbody test rig 
with subdivided boattail 

CYLINDER 
D-i®h- 

Mo = 0,8 

Fig. 8       Drag of boattail subdivisions 
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Fig. 9      Reynolds number effect on body subdivisions 
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Fig. 10     Reynolds number effect on pressure distribution 
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Fig. 11     Axial forces on forebody 

R Cp 
(mm) 

I 
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Fig. 12     Axial forces on aftbody 

Boundary layer transition was triggered by a carborundum roughness strip which extended from 
x/L = 0,05 to 0,0575.    The grain size was 0,15 mm.    The areas under the curves in fig. 11 and 12 
represent the corresponding drag and thrust respectively.    It is evidenv that on the forebody as well as 
on the aftbody thrust and drag are about equal in magnitude whereby they compensate each other almost 
completely.    From this it follows that in drag determination the pressure distribution has to bo 
obtained   -   no matter whether by theoretical or experimental means    -   with very high accuracy.    This 
is also why the methods for computing pressure distributions have so far not been satisfactory for an 
accurate assessment of pressure drag.    Fig. 1 1 can also be used to illustrate the sensitivity of pressure 
drag towards changes in pressure distribution in general,   i.e.   independent of Reynolds number effects: 
if the solid line is lowered merely to the dotted line,  which corresponds to an overall reduction 
dCp = 0, 012,   the forebody pressure drag is reduced by no less than 83 % as will be shown in fig. 13.    In 
other words,  to quote the forebody pressure drag with an accuracy of + 7 % the mean error in the 
Cp-distribution has to be smaller than t 0,001. 

Integrating the R-Cp-curves in fig. 11  and 12 from the nose of the body (R = 0) up to an arbitrary 
limit of integration R yields the running sum of the pressure drag coefficient C p     in fig. 13.    This 
coefficient enables one to read off the pressure drag not only of the complete body but of body portions 
as well,   which is done by taking the difference of theC' j}      at the beginning and the end of the portion. 
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Fig. 13     Reynolds number effect on pressure drag 
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Increasing the Reynolds number 
as in the example of fig. 13 results in a 
reduction of the forebody pressure drag 
coefficient from 0,0147 to 0,0025,  i.e. 
by 83 %.    This corresponds to about 
16 % of the total drag of the complete 
body.   On the aftbody this Reynolds 
number influence is reversed:   at the 
lower Reynolds number the pressure 
drag is about equal to zero.   At the 
larger Re-number,  however,  the 
afterbody pressure drag coefficient is 
read off as 0,0178 - 0,0025 = 0,0153. 
Thus,  increasing the Reynolds number 
causes here a rise in aftbody drag by 
a factor of 19,   which is still 20 % of 
the total drag of the complete body. 
Adding friction to the pressure drags 
of fig. 13 gives fig. 14.    The friction 
drag of the complete body was obtained 
from the difference between the drag 
from the balance (fig. 15) minus the 
integrated pressure distribution.    The 
distribution of that friction drag over 
the body length was theoretically 
determined (ref.  9 ). 

The individual drag components 
for the forebody (x/L = 0, 5) and for the 
complete body (x/L «  1,0) can be 
taken from fig. 14.    These drag 
components are plotted in fig. 16 for 
the three measured Reynolds numbers: 
the pressure drags of both aftbody and 
forebody change considerably with 
Reynolds number while the sum of these 
two components remains almost 
constant.    The friction drag of the 
fully turbulent flat plate is also shown 
for comparison; this friction is above 
the "measured" friction by 11 % at the 
low Reynolds number and 18, 5 % at the 
high Reynolds number. 

Fig. 14     Reynolds number effect on 
pressure and friction drag 
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Fig. 15     Drag of complete body 
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Fig. 16     Reynolds number effect on pressure 
and friction drag of fore- and aftbody No. 3 
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As a further comparison the profile drags computed 
in ref.   1   for the incompressible,  fully turbulent 
case were considered and were divided in each ca^e 
by the drag of the profile of zero thickness (flat 
plate),   fig. 17.    It is seen that the profile drag of 
blender profiles lies above the value of the flat 
plate by an almost constant factor in the Reynolds 
number range under consideration.    In this context 
is should be remembered that the flat plate skin 
friction is reduced to 50 % when the Reynolds 
number is raised from 10    to 10  .   The total drag 
of the complete body No. 3 measured at M    = 0, 8 
was also divided by the friction drag of the fully 
turbulent flat plate and plotted in the same diagram. 
To allow for the difference between two-dimensional 
and three-dimensional bodies the ordinates of the 
curve for d/L= 0, 15 were reduced to 25 % in a first 
approximation (compare ref.   10 ) and plotted as 
dashed line in the same figure.     There is good 
agreement between this dashed line and the weighed 
drag of body   No. 3 having also a relative thickness 
of 15 %.    If only the pressure drag instead of the 
total drag is referred to the flat plate friction,   then 
a quite similar trend with Reynolds number is found. 

The pressure drag of 
the complete body, 
therefore,   seems to be 
correct.    However, 
whether the aft- and 
forebody pressure drags 
are correct remainst 
still unclear.    This 
question will be 
critically reviewed in 
the next chapter. 
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Fig. 18     Change in body pressure distribution due to change in Reynolds number 

5. WIND   TUNNEL   INTERFERENCE 

The test results reported in this paper do not include any flight data,   but stem exclusively from 
transonic wind tunnels with ventilated test sections.    It was suspected,   therefore,  that the Reynolds 
number effects shown in the preceeding chapters might have been caused by wind tunnel wall interference. 
To investigate this possibility,   let us first consider the pressure changes on the model,  fig. 18.    Changing 
the Reynolds number caused here an almost constant t:hift in the pressure distribution over the greater 
part of the body:    increasing the Reynolds number lowered the pressures;  reducing the Reynolds number 
increased them.    The scatter of the differences in the individual pressure coefficients  ACp lies well 
within a band of t 0, 0025 (maximum error).    The probable value of the integrated pressure differencies 
i.e.   of the differential pressure drag coefficient    ACQ     can therefore be quoted with an accuracy of 
better than i 0,001  (mean error).    This value was mentioned in chapter 4.2. 1,    The good accuracy in 
ACp is also reflected in fig. 10 where the original curves i.e.   the Cp-distributions are plotted. 

Fig. 19 shows the pressure distribution on the upper wall of the test section.    There is no 
pronounced overall pressure gradient along the test section.     The mean value at this Reynolds number is 
slightly positive (+0, 0023).    The ragged shape of the curve is probably due to surface imperfections at 
the pressure tappings,   which were not installed with the  same great care as on the model,   and,   above 
all,   due to the presence of the wall perforation itself with its non-uniform crossflow characteristics. 
Still,   the general scatter here is rather large.    Even when only the pressure differences resulting from 
a change in Reynolds number are plotted the raggedness is not reduced,   as shown on fig. 20.    If,   however, 
the mean values of these differences in Cp are plotted against Reynolds number there is a surprising 
agreement between the pressure changes on the model and those on the wall (fig. 21).    T'i^refrom it is 
concluded that the free stream static pressure,   which in fact is determined from a m   asurement in the 
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Fig. 19     Wind tunnel wall pressure distribution with body No. 3 installed 
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Fig. 20     Change in wind tunnel wall pressure distribution due to change in Reynolds number 

surrounding plenum chamber, 
was affected by a systematic 
error.   Since increasing 
Reynolds number,   i.e.   raising 
the tunnel total pressure resulted 
in a drop in the averaged 
ACp it is further concluded 
that the free stream static 
pressure determined from a 
measurement of the plenum 
chamber pressure was slightly 
too high relative to the effective 
static pre   sure in the test 
section.    At this point it should 
be mentioned that the wall 
pressures were obtained from 
a single run at M0 = 0, 8 over 
a relatively small Reynolds 
number range (with body No. 3 
installed in the tunnel). 
Follow-on tests are therefore 
planned for the near future. 

Fig. 21     Comparison of averaged changes in pressure coefficients on model and tunnel wall 
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Fig. 22     Changes in drag due to deviations from nominal static pressure 
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Fig. 22 tries to illustrate the sensitivity of half and complete bodies respectively towards two types of 
deviations from the nominal tunnel static pressure:   in the left half of the figure a constant pressure shift 
was assumed,  whereas the right half shows a pressure gradient (fig. 22a and b).    With these assumed 
deviations the aft- and forebody pressure drag changes for model No. 3 were computed (fig. 22c).    The 
pressure gradient,  ii the right half of this figure,  affects both forebody and aftbody in the same sense 
resulting in an even steeper increase in pressure drag for the complete body amounting to 
ACJ-J   /ACp = 1,35,    The constant pressure shift on the other hand,'  changes forebody and aftbody 
pressure drag almost by the same amount,  however,  in an opposite sense whereby the sum of these two 
drag changes cancel each other virtually completely (small sting diameter).    So far only drag changes 
have been discussed.    It, however,  a value for the pressure drag of the complete body is assumed,  say 
0, 016 (dashed line) then a deviation ACp greater than 0, 016 will cause a change in pressure drag of the 
half body,  i. e.  of the fore- and aftbod    respectively,  which is greater than the pressure drag of the 
complete body itself.    In other words,   *.i aftbody drag testing where the forebody is not taken into account, 
the measured aftbody (pressure) drag will attain arbitrarily great values,  depending on the free stream 
underpressure   (deviation from nominal).    If the forebody is also on the balance then this high sensitivity 
towards free stream static pressure deviations disappears.    In fig. 22d the measured pressure drags of 
fore- and aftbody are plotted,   this time,  however,  not against Reynolds number,   but against the mean 
values of the differential pressure coefficients shown in fig. 21.    The three points dividing the fore- and 
aftbody pressure drag lie on a straight line. 

Comparing measured v/ith computed values it would appear that at least as far as the pressure 
drags of the half bodies are concerned,   the changes in these pressure drags were not so much caused by 
true Reynolds  number effects but primarily by deviations in the free stream static pressure.    As far as 
the complete body is concerned,  the slight increase in pressure drag with Reynolds number shown in 
fig. 22d is probably a correct result,  which agrees with the expected trend (compare fig. 21). 

Looking at fig. 22d,  no matter for what Reynolds number and  ACp respectively,  it is not clear 
what exact proportion of the pressure drag of the complete body can be assigned to the fore- and aftbody 
drag components.    The ACp = 0 position was purely arbitrarily chosen as the reference value for fig. 21. 
If interference free condition,, had been achieved at   ( Cp ) wall = 0,   then virtually all of the pressure 
drag is on the aftbody leaving only 12 % for the forebody.    If,   in addition,   one tried to correct the 
measured "Reynolds" number trend for halfbodies,   one could think of applying the pressure changes on 
the wall (fig. 21) to the model.    In doing so,   a forebody pressure drag is obtained which is almost 
independent of Reynolds number.    However,   to justify such a correction furthc work is required in 
this  respect. 

6.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper a Reynolds number investigation conducted with small scale axisymmetric bodies in 
a transonic wind tunnel was analyzed with the aim of explaining some of the unexpected Reynolds number 
effects measured recently by MBB and others.    It is expected that most of the conclusion drawn in this 
paper will also apply to those wind tunnels which produced similar Reynolds number results.    To confirm 
this supposition similar measurements on wind tunnel wall Cp-distribution and other data on crossflow 
characteristics of ventilated test sections for all such tests are required.    Those statements which do not 
apply to Reynolds number effects but to aftbody testing in general like location of split lines,  and 
interrelation of forebody/aftbody flow fields should hold.    The main results and conclusions are 
summarized below. 

6. I.  Split Line Location 

It has been shown that aftbody drag is sensitive to the location of the dividing line aftbody/forebody; 
also,   subdividing the boattail by introducing an additional split line near the nozzle is not advisable from 
an accuracy point of view in force measurements. 

6.2.   Forebody Flow Field 

It is clear that there is a definite interrelation between the flow fields on the aftbody and that of 
the forebody.    Correct aftbody testing,   particularly aftbody testing pertaining to given aircraft configura- 
tions,   therefore,  needs duplicating the forebody and,  at least to some extent,  also the £ ow field of the 
wing.    If on a test rig the forebody is not on the balance,   the drag changes on the forebody must be 
accounted for by measured or computed corrections.    The latter,   however,  have so far not been 
sufficiently accurate. 

6. 3.  Sensitivity 

Halfbodies,   i.e.  aftbodies or forebodies are much more sensitive to small deviations in free 
stream static pressurj from the nominal valr» than complete bodies.    This applies to both,  pressure 
integration and force measurement (correction of internal pressure).    As the pressure drag coefficient 
of a halfbody is directly proportional to the mean pressure coefficient on the body surface,  the mean 
error in the integrated pressure coefficients should not be greater than ± 0, 001  if the pressure drag of 
the complete body is to be determined with an accuracy of f 7 to 10% (slender body,  no separation). 
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6.4.  Wind Tunnel Interference 

As long as appropriate correctiona for the v-ind tunnel interference effects in variable Reynolds 
number testing are not available,  one should measure the drag of complete bodies rather than the drag 
of aftbodies in order to make use of the compensating effects on the forebody.    In this context it is 
recommended to apply the measuring technique described in ref. 7 as "Single Jet Reference Model". 

6.5.   Correlation with Other Results 

An almost identical rise in aftbody drag with Reynolds number has been found in the AEDC and 
NASA tests shown in the first figure.    As a first step towards clarification one could therefore assume 
that the causes were the same.    With the NASA tests,  Reynolds number was not varied by changing the 
density but by varying the model size resulting in different blockages.    The results discussed in this 
paper showed how sensitive aftbody pressure drag is towards altered crossflow conditions at the wind 
tunnel wall.    Therefore,   the same aftbody shape tested as halfbody either in different wind tunnels or in 
the same tunnel with a different blockage will give very different aftbody drag values. 
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■ 

SUMMARY 

This paper is mainly concerned with  the effect of  forebody and support interference on the base drag 
of cylindrical twin-jet afterbodies in wind tunnel  tests at subsonic speeds.    Two almost identical after- 
bodies have been tested, one in a strong interference field and the other nearly free   from interference. 
The results  illustrate the  importance of  the effect and also serve  to  test two methods  of correction. 
Supplementary tests show that the base drag of a cylindrical  twin-jet afterbody  tends  to be slightly 
greater than  that of the equivalent axisymmetric configuration.     Finally a method of correlation is 
described whereby  the base drag of both  twin-jet and single-jet models may be expressed  in linear form. 

aj/a<. 

S 

M 

tPj 

tPJ/p- 

NOTATION 

total nozzle  throat area 

cross-sectional  area of cylindrical afterbody 

jet area ratio 

boundary layer  thickness in base plane 

free stream Mach number 

jet stagnation pressure 

free stream static pressure 

jet pressure  ratio 

radius  of equivalent  axisymmetric  cylinder 

Pressure,  drag and   thrust  coefficients   (defined  in sections  4  and  5) 

p  B 

(V*B 

VB 

A(CD)B 

T 

AC„ 

interference  pressure  coefficient 

base pressure coefficient 

corrected  base  pressure  coefficient 

base drag coefficient 

corrected base  drag coefficient 

incremental base drag coefficient 

nozzle   thrust  coefficient 

incremental nozzle  thrust coefficient 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The concern of this paper is the estimation of 
model. In such tests it is often the practice to clo 
supply the jet with high pressure air introduced thro 
combined model support and air supply tends to distor 
ference field which partly determines the afterbody d 
differs from that of the full scale aircraft, and, in 
different rigs frequently disagree. One way of reso 
reference to a standard forebody, an appropriate choi 
which the interference field vanishes everywhere. We 
the  effect  of  the  interference  field. 

aircraft afterbody drag from wind   tunnel   tests on a 
se   the normal  air  intake with a  streamlined bullet and 
ugh  the model  support system.     The  bulkiness of  the 
t  the overall  shape of  the  model   and alter  the   inter- 
rag.     On  this account  the measured drag of  the model 
deed,   results  from the  same  afterbody  tested on 
Iving this  situation is   to  correct   the  results with 
ce  being an  infinitely  long cylindrical   forebody  for 
therefore   seek a method of  correction which  cancels 
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I A simple approach  to chls problem    is  to measure  the interference  field by a separate  test in which 
the normal afterbody is replaced by a long cylindrical  reference afterbody.    The measured pressure 
coefficient at any point on  the jet model is  then corrected by subtracting the measured pressure 
coefficient at  the corresponding point  on the  reference model.    This procedure,  discussed in more detail 
later,   is clearly an approximation which assumes  that  the pressure  fields due   to  the   forebody and afterbody 
separately may be combined by simple addition.     The prime object of the present work  is  to provide a direct 
experimental check on this assumption. 

At  the  same   time,  engine  installations  with  twin convergent nozzles housed  in  an  asymmetric  afterbody 
are much  favoured in present strike  fighter designs,  and it is of interest to  investigate  the drag of one 
such configuration and  to compare it with the equivalent axisymmetric case.    Much experimental work could 
be  saved were  it possible  to establish a correspondence between the  two. 

With these points  in mind,   the drag of  three related jet models has been measured at subsonic 
speeds^iJ.     In  the  first of  these,  model  A,   the  afterbody is  cylindrical but  non-circular  in  section and two 
convergent nozzles discharge  from the bluff base.    This model  is subject to severe   interference caused by 
the  forebody and support system.    In model  B the afterbody is essentially a scaled-down replica of model A, 
but  it is supported by a long cylindrical  upstream sting,  so that  the  interference  field is very weak. 
Model  C  is  the  axisymmetric equivalent  of model   B,  and  it,   also,   is  virtually  free   from interference,  being 
supported in similar fashion.    These  three  cylindrical  configurations were chosen,   not as practical  designs, 
but  for their suitability as  research models. 

■ 

2 APPARATUS 

The  arrangement of model  A is shown  in  Fig. I.    At  the heart of  this design  lies   the  cylindrical  but 
non-circular centrebody, which is  formed  integral with an unswept wing.    Upstream an elliptical nose  fairs 
into this centrebody, while a cylindrical afterbody with bluff base and twin nozzles extends downstream. 
Each of the  two propelling nozzles is of  the  twin stream type with a central  primary nozzle  and annular 
secondary nozzle.    The primary nozzle  is convergent with a circular arc contraction and parallel  throat 
while   the  secondary nozzle,   also convergent,   is  conical.    The  stagnation pressure   in  each primary jet pipe 
is measured by an axial pitot point connected  to a calibrated Bourdon gauge,  and since  the  two readings 
were practically identical, the  jet stagnation pressure   ((Pj)   is  taken as their arithmetic mean.    Throughout 
the  experiment   the  secondary  supply pipes were  blanked  so  that  there  is  no  secondary   flow,   the  primary 
nozzles being surrounded by sealed  annular  cavities.     No balance  is  installed  in  this  model,   the base  drag 
being determined by numerical  integration of  the base  pressure  distribution,   measured  by  five  scanivalves 
housed  in  the  nose.    As an insurance  against   systematic error each of  these was  invariably  checked by a 
separate  pressure  point  independently  connected  to a mercury  gauge.     Transition strips  made  of small  glass 
balls  are  fixed  to  the wing and nose. 

Fig.2  shows  the cylindrical  afterbody,   formed in cross-section by  two semicircles joined by their 
common  tangents.    The ratio of  total nozzle  throat area to maximum cross-sectional  area (aj/a,,)  is 0.144, 
while   the  jet  spacing is   1.75   times  the primary nozzle   throat  diameter.     For  reasons  of  symmetry only half 
the  base  is  instrumented,   the  pressure  points   in  the  solid surface being disposed  as   shown,  while  the  pressure 
in  the  sealed  annular cavities  is measured  internally. 

Model A was  tes 
density operating on 
corners  and all   four 
being 2  per cent,     Fi 
member which projects 
thence   through holes 
to  a horizontal  beam 
Additional  rigidity i 
the   floor.     Incidence 

ted  in    he  RAE  transonic   tunnel  at  Farnborough,   a continuous  tunnel with  variable 
a closed  circuit.     The  working section  is  rectangular   (2.4  m x   I ,8 m)  with bevelled 
walls  are  slotted  to  give   an open area ratio of   11  per cent,   th^  model  blockage  ratio 
g.3 shows  the method of  installation.    Attached  to each wing  tip   is a hollow side 

through  the  tunnel   floor.     These  encase  pipes  supplying  the  jet;   air,  which passes 
in  the wing into  a  central  plenum chamber.    At  the  rear  the   sidt.  members  are  attached 
lying well  above   the   jet efflux,  which  is  bolted  to  the   standard  tunnel   sting, 
s  secured by clamping  the  legs of  the  side members  to  the  main  tunnel  structure beneath 

may be  changed by  unclamping  the   legs  and  rotating  the  sting  In  a  vertical plane. 

The  afterbody of 
A minor  difference exis 
solid base  in   the   forme 
between   the  two models 
shown by Fig.5,   in  the 
liner 0,25  m in diamete 
cross-section,  which ex 
rigidly  secured   to  the 
installation being made 
the  afterbody.     By adop 
tests  on model   B, 

model B, shown in Fig.4, i 
ts in that the sealed cavi 
r, but this can have littl 
lies in the forebody geome 
RAE jet interference tunne 
r. The afterbody is suppo 
tends upstream through the 
tunnel walls. Air for the 
as short as practicable i 

ting  this  method  of   supper 

s virtually  a replica of model  A on  a  reduced  scale   (»0.35). 
ty  surrounding each nozzle   in  the   latter is  replaced by 
e  effect  on  the  base  drag.     The  essential  difference 
try and method of  installation.     Model  B was  installed,  as 
1.     This  is  a  free  jet  tunnel  with   a  subsonic,   axisymmetric 
rted  in  the  free  jet by a cylindrical   sting,   identical   in 
throat  of  the  liner  into  the  approach  chamber,  where  it   is 
model  jets  is ducted   through   this   sting,   the whole 

n order  to  limit   the   thickness  ot   the  boundary  layer on 
t  interference effects were  practically eliminated  in  the 

In model  C   (Fig.6)   the  afterbody  is  cylindrical  but circular  in  cross-section  and a  single  convergent 
nozzle  discharges  coaxially  from the  bluff  base.     The   jet  area ratio   (aj/a»,)   is  again  equal   to 0,144,   so  that 
this  model   is   the  axisymmetric  equivalent  of model   B.     It,  also,  was  installed  on  an  upstream sting in  the 
jet  interference   tunnel  and  tested  in  a  virtually  uniform field. 

It may be  noted  that  the  blockage  ratio of models  B and  C is  4  per cent.     This  exceeds  the  correspond- 
ing value   for model A  (2  per cent)   and  is,   in   fact,   greater  than  is  normally  acceptable   in  tests  at  high 
subsonic  speeds.     Preliminary  tests were   therefore  made,  without  jet  flow,  on   two  circular  bluff based 
cylinders  of blockage  ratio  4 per cent  and   1   per cent   respectively.     No difference   in  base  pressure  could 
be  detected at  Mach numbers  between 0.5   and 0.9  and  it was  inferred   that,   mounted on  an  upstream sting in  a 
free   jet,   tunnel   constraints  do not  significantly affect   the  base  pressure of models   B and C over  this 
range  of Mach  number. 
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THE EXPERIMENT 

All  tests on model A were made at  zero  incidence and without secondary flow at  a free stream unit 
Reynolds number of 8.2  *  106 m-1.    The  free  stream stagnation temperature  lay between  30oC and 50oC, while 
the jet stagnation temperature was approximately 30oC.     In the runs with primary jet flow the jet pressure 
ratio   (cPj/p.)  ranged from 2  to 5 at M„ - 0.6  and 0.7,  and from 2  to 6 at M» - 0.8 and 0.9.    Additional 
tests were also made at all four Mach numbers without primary jet flow,   the supply pipes being blanked 
at entry to the model. 

Normally,   the runs with jet  flow were made  at constant Mach number and the jet pressure ratio was 
increased in integral steps.    At each operating point  the relevant tunnel and jet pressures were read 
visually,   the output from the scanivalves measuring the base pressure being recorded automatically on 
punched paper  tape.    A problem arose with  this  latter measurement since,  early in the experiment,  a 
significant fluctuation in base pressure was observed.    Consequently,  since the scanivalve readings are 
virtually instantaneous,  repeated scans at  the same operating conditions yielded pressure coefficients 
which occasionally differed appreciably.    Attempts were made  to achieve a time-averaged value by including 
a simple  integrating network in  the output   circuit,   and also by restricting the pressure  lines.    These 
measures met with little success and the  solution eventually adopted was  to scan the valves  three  times 
at each operating point and average  the data numerically.    The  averaged results agree well with independent 
measaremen   s  using mtrcury gauges. 

Models B and C were  tested at free  stream Mach numbers  ranging from 0.S  to 0.9 with a constant  free 
stream stagnation pressure of 40 kN/nr,   the stagnation  temperature of both free stream and jets being 
approximately  300C.    Corresponding to  these conditions the unit Reynolds number increased from 4.0 x  10    m' 
at M„ - 0.5  to 5.7 »  10^ m~'  at M» " 0.9.    At each Mach number a range of jet pressure  ratio was covered, 
including a point without jet  flow.    The   test procedure was similar to that described above except  that 
in  this  instance  time-averaged values of  the base pressure were recorded on mercury gauges so  that 
difficulties due  to unsteadiness did not  arise. 

1 

Although no boundary layer measurements were made on models A,   B and C, previous  tests with similar 
models  indicate a well developed turbulent profile  in the base plane,  and approximate  calculations using 
flat plate methods predict a thickness at the base of  15,8 mm for model A and 5.7 mm for models B and C. 
In  the  table below these results are compared in terms of    6/r  , where    6    is  the boundary layer thickness 
in  the base plane and    r    is  the radius of the equivalent axisymmetric cylinder. 

Estimated boundary layer thickness 

Model 6   (mm) r  (nm) 6/r        | 

A 
B 
C 

15.8 
5.7 
5.7 

71.0 
24.9 
25.4 

0.22      | 
0.23      ! 
0.22 

It will be seen that    £/r    is practically  the  same  in each case, and although these  are only approximate 
calculated values,  it seems that differences in boundary layer thickness can have  little effect on the 
relative base  drag of the  three models. 

4 INTERFERENCE CORRECTIONS 

To each jet model  there corresponds  a reference model  in which  the afterbody is replaced by a long 
cylinder, without jets, and identical  in cross-section.    The length of  this cylinder is  sufficient to ensure 
that  tlie pressure field in the region of interest  is not affected by the base  flow.    Hence the surface 
pressure distribution,  determined by a separate  test,  gives an accurate measure of  the interference  field. 
The base drag of the jet model  is  then corrected  for interference in the  following manner. 

Let  the base of the jet model  lie  in a given plane   (X)  in the working section,   and let  (Cp)g denote 
the pressure coefficient at a given point on the base.    Further,  let    CJJ    denote  the mean pressure 
coefficient around the  reference model  in plane   (X). 
base  of  the  jet model  is defined by 

Then the  corrected local pressure coefficient on the 

(C  )*    -     (C  )     - C" p   B p   ö p (i) 

We  note   that  the  interference  pressure  coefficient   (CU)   is  a  function of     U,    only  and  is  applied  to all 
points on  the base of the jet model. 

A similar correction is applied  to the base drag coefficient on the jet model.    Thus,   the uncorrected 
base  drag coefficient is  defined by 

%\ ill P   B 
(2) 

and  the   corrected base  drag coefficient  by 

<CD>*B "-//W (3) 
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where da is an element of base area and Che surface integral is taken over the solid base (and the 
sealed annular cavities in the case of model A), but excludes the nozzles, with or without jet flow. 

Combining Eqs. (I), (2) and (3) gives 

Rh 
where    at/a    " 0.144  for all  three models. 

The principle of this method of correction is  shown schematically in Fig.7.    Here  the  pressure 
field created by the   top model is assumed to be  equal,   at any point,   to  the   sum of  the  fields produced 
by the middle  and lower models.    It follows,  with the definitions given above,  that   (Cp)g is   the base 
pressure  coefficient on  the  lower  (datum)  model,   and hence  is  determined solely by  the operating conditions 
and base  geometry. 

The  interference pressure coefficients   (ClJ)  measured on  the  three  reference models  are  compared in 
Fig.8.     Considering first  the case of model A we  see   that    C"    is  relatively small  up  to M„ • 0.7,  but 
increases  rapidly with  further increase in Mach number.    This characteristic  is caused by a region of 
supersonic  flow  followed by a shock wave and boundary  layer separation which  forms on  the wing at high 
subsonic Mach numbers.     In oil  flow photographs  a shock  first  appears on the wing at  M» " 0.83  and  this 
moves downstream,  increases  in strength and spreads  across   the  centrebody at higher Mach numbers,   giving 
rise   to  large  positive  pressure coefficients on  the  afterbody.     Further downsLreem these  should decay 
fairly rapidly  to  zero but  this process  is probably delayed by  the  side  supports,  which tend  to  channel 
the  flow.     Clearly,  at high subsonic  speeds  the  base  lies  in a strong interference   field,   so  that  this 
model provides  a stringent test of the  correction method. 

In contrast,   the  corresponding curves  for models  B and C  (Fig.8)  show  that    C'l     is  very small  over 
the whale  range of Mach number.    This  comparative  freedom from interference  results   from the  use of an 
upstream sting to support  the models and is  difficult  to achieve by other means.     Its  importance  lies  in 
the  fact  that models  B and C thus serve  as  absolute  standards of comparison. 

5 RESULTS 

The  base  drag of models A and  B is compared  in  Fig.9  in  terms of  (C[})B,   the uncorrected drag 
coefficient.     The essential  point here  is  that   the  geometry of afterbody and base  is  virtually  the  same 
for both models,   the  observed difference  in drag being due   to  the  change  in  forebody shape,  which alters 
the  interference  field.    Clearly this effect  is most   important and if results  from different rigs  are  to 
be  compared  it  is essential  to allow for changes  in  the  interference  field by correcting  the  drag measure- 
ments with  reference   to a standard  forebody.     This may conveniently be  taken as an  infinite  cylinder,   for 
which  the  interference   field vanishes. 

A simple method of correction has been described  above,  and we may now test   this experimentally by 
comparing  the  corrected base  drag of model  A with  the  corrected base  drag of model   B.     If  the  method  is 
valid the   two sets of results should be identical.     The comparison is made  in Fig. 10,  which  shows  that 
the  results  are  by no means  identical,   although  the  difference between them is less  than  the  difference 
between   the  uncorrected  results shown in Fig.9.     It  seems,   therefore,   that  this method partly cancels   the 
effect of  the   interference  field but does not do  so entirely,   and although probably adequate when   the 
required  correction  is small,   it  leads  to unacceptable errors when  interference  is  strong. 

Fortunately a better method is  available,  based on  the  use of    A(C[))B  ,   the  increment  in     (C[))B 

relative  to  the  jet-off value  at the  same Mach number.     The  results  for both models,  plotted in  these terms, 
are  shown  in Fig. I I   and it  is  immediately apparent   that  the   two sets of values agree  quite  closely.     With 
one exception,   the  difference between corresponding points  does not,   in  fact,  exceed 0.02 over  the whole 
field of measurement.    On  this evidence  it  seems   that     A(CD)B    is practically independent of  forebody 
interference,  whereas     (C[))B    and     (Cp)],    are not.     To  convert    A(CO)B    to     (Cp)])    we  have,  of  course, 
still   to determine  the  jet-off base  drag,  but  this   is  a simpler problem experimentally,  which  can be 
solved by conventional  methods. 

Fig. 12   shows   the  drag results  for models  B and C.     Both models  are practically  free   from forebody 
interference,   so  that  this  is a straightforward comparison between an asymmetric  twin-jet  model   (B)   and the 
axisymmetrie  equivalent model   (C) .     Inspection  shows  that,  without jet  flow,   the base  drag  is  independent 
of Mach  number  and almost   the same  in each case.     With jet   flow the  drag of model  B  is  greater  than  that 
of model  C,  but  the  difference only becomes  appreciable  at  the higher values of jet  pressure  ratio.     Both 
sets of  curves  exhibit   the   rapid increase  in base  drag with  increase  in jet  pressure  ratio  characteristic 
of cylindrical  afterbodies. 

/ 2 
The  drag results may be expressed more  concisely by plotting    /I  - Ma, A(CD)B    against     ACj  ,   where 

MCD)B    is   the   increment  in     (C[))B    relative   to  the   jet-off  value  at  the  same Mach number. 
AOj-    is   the   increment  in    Cj    relative   to  the  jet-off value  at  the  same Mach number.     Cj.    is  the   theoretical 
nozzle   thrust  coefficient defined by 

CT   '   -TTT-f/P* (p-p»)]da 

where   the  surface   integral   is   taken over  the  nozzle  exit  area,  with  or without jet   flow,   and  is evaluated 
assuming one-dimensional  isentropic  flow within   the  nozzle. 
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This  form of correlation is applied to all  three models in Fig. 13.     It will be seen   (left hand 
graph)  that  the points for both models A and B are  grouped quite closely about a single  straight line, 
the  correspondence being surprisingly good over so wide a range.    Further  (right hand graph),  the same 
linear dependence also holds  for model C, but in  this  case  the gradient of the   line is smaller.     In 
general  terms,   the  results  for each model approximate  to a straight line  through the origin, whose 
gradient depends on  the geometry of the  afterbody,  but not on the geometry of the  forebody.    This  implies 
that    A(CQ)B    is approximately determined over the whole of the operating range by two experimental points, 
one with jet   flow and one without,  at  any convenient Mach number. 

4 Although    Cj    has been used to correlate results before  ,  the present method, which was discovered 
empirically,   is apparently new.    As yet it lacks  a physical basis and its useful  range may be  limited. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

It has been shown  (Fig.9)   that forebody interference  can seriously affect  the base drag coefficient 
(C[))B    and it  is  therefore  desirable, when comparing the drag of different models,  first  to eliminate  the 
effect of  the  interference  field.    A method comnonly used  for this purpose is  to subtract  from the base 
pressure coefficient on  the jet model  the pressure  coefficient at  the c rresponding axial  station on a 
long cylinder replacing the jet model.    The corrected base drag coefficient     (CQ)B    is   then assumed to be 
independent of  forebody  interference,  but it has been  further shown  (Fig. 10)   that  this  assumption  is  in 
error.     On  the other hand,   the  incremental  base  drag coefficient     A(CD)B    relative  to  the  jet-off 
condition  is  scarcely affected by the  interference   field  (Fig. 11)  and,  moreover,  shows  a simple  linear 
correlation  against  jet thrust coefficient which depends only on the base geometry  (Fig. 13).    We  conclude, 
therefore,   that    A(C[))B    is practically independent  of  forebody interference, whereas     (CD)B    and 
(CD)6    are  not. 

A final word of caution may be appropriate here in  that general results are rarely found in this 
field    and  the conclusions reached above may not always be applicable.    Further,  we have only considered 
the effect of  the  forebody on the base drag of a cylindrical  afterbody.    In practical aircraft designs  a 
boat-tailed afterbody and base are normally combined with the  forebody and it  is  the total  drag of this 
combination which is important.    With configurations of  this  type a complex situation arises in which it 
is necessary to consider not only the effect of  the   forebody on afterbody drag,  but also  the  converse. 
This problem is receiving attention. 
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Fig.3     Model A in transonic tunnel 
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WRITTEN CONTRIBUTIONS ON PAPER 13 

Mr O.M.Pozniak, ARA Bedford, UK:   The importance of accounting for support and forebody interference on after- 
body drag is apparent from a number of contributions to this Symposium and hence an investigation into the validity 
of these corrections is very welcome.  The method in which the interference flow field is obtained from cylindrical 
afterbody pressure measurements (Reference I, Paper 13) has several advantages: - 

(a) it is based on a relatively simple test which can be performed with most existing rigs and offers a 
possibility of standardising results; 

(b) in inviscid potential flow it should account for the mutual buoyancy between forebody/support and 
afterbody and permit the correct optimisation of overall aircraft drag from measurements of afterbody 
drag alone; 

(c) corrects for possible errors ir tunnel static pressure that were argued to be the cause of unexpected 
Reynolds number effects on a terbody drag.  (F.Aulehla, Paper 12). 

The tests by Reid show that this fonn of correction is, regrettably, not adequate for completely separated 
flow and very large support interferences.  The question arises whether these conditions are so stringent that they 
are too unrepresentative and may lead us to disregard a method of correction which for more realistic configurations 
with principally attached flow would be expected to be applicable, and could lead to results from different rigj 
being more generally applicable.   It should ako be noted that frequently, free-flow "aero-force" model is used as 
a datum and then only differences in interference relative to the configuration are significant.  Turning to the 
possible alternatives in the paper, there are often practical difficulties in obtaining good quality jet-off results on 
jet exhaust rigs and there is the extra expense of separate tests to obtain the jet-off datum in interference free 
conditions, - some comments on the best way of achieving this would be welcome. 

With these thoughts in mind it is most heartening to hear towards the end of the paper that these problems 
are receiving attention; these investigations deserve full support and hopefully will not be too long delayed. 

Comment by Mr J.Reid:  The simple linear method of correction referred to by Mr Pozniak has, indeed, the 
important advantages which he mentions, and I am far from suggesting that it should be entirely discarded.   Rather, 
the purpose of my paper was to show that it is not a general method and that it breaks down in some circumstances; 
notably on a cylindrical afterbo> •/ with separated base flow and strong support interference.   Under less stringent 
conditions, for example when a lally boat-tailed model is tested in a weak interference field, the method may well be 
adequate, although direct experimental proof of this is lacking.  Moreover, it is as well to remember that on most 
strike-fighter aircraft the flow is not entirely attached ?nd the afterbody may lie in a relatively strong interference 
field. 

As regards the alternative method of correction based on incremental drag coefficients it is not necessary to 
use a jet rig, with its bulky support system, to measure the jet-off datum drag.  For this purpose I had in mind a 
test on a separate model installed on a slender support system of conventional design, and relatively fne from 
interference. 

May I thank Mr Pozniak for his encouraging remarks on the course of our future research programme, which 
is being actively pursued. 
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SUMMARY 

The paper draws attention to the lacx of Information, both experimental and 
theoretical, concerning the transonic flow over an engine configuration operating 
at various thrust levels.  Due to this situation, the physical behavior of the flow 
Is not completely understood.  It Is shown, from the data that Is available that the 
flow Is of great complexity.  In particular, when the free stream Mach number is just 
supersonic. It Is found that the confluence between the jet and the external flow Is 
still more nearly subsonic In nature.  This observation implies that the usual theories 
for supersonic base flow are not applicable to this situation.  Calculations from such 
a theory are presented and discussed in the light of experimental evidence.  It is 
recommended that considerable effort be spent in developing theoretical tools based 
upon solutions to more exact equations and that more fundamental experiments should 
be performed. 

NOTATION 

M 

P 

r, z 

x 

L 

e 
Re 

Mach number 

Pressure 

Cylindrical coordinates 

Location along body 

Body length 

Boattail or  flare angle 
Reynolds number 
Pressure coefficient 

Step height 

SUFFICES 

Ü0 Free stream condition 

C Chamber or total pressure 

J Jet exit condition 

a Approach value 

b Base 

P Plateau value 

s Separation condition 

L Body length 

*Work supported under Contract DAAHO1-74-C-0183 with 
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama, USA. 

U. S. Army Missile Command 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Consider the exhaust Jet of a propulsion system Issuing from a circular nozzle 
exit plane in the direction of a near sonic free stream.  The physical situation and 
basic symbolism are presented diagramatically on Figure (1). 

The discussion is thus relevent to both an installed engine configuration and to 
a rocket mounted centrally in a body of revolution.  While each configuration does 
maintain its own particular problems, there are sufficient areas of common concern 
to make a dual treatment meaningful. 

Figure 1.  Diagram of the basic configuration. 

Throughout the discussion, the ma 
flow while the efflux from the propuls 
supports a shear layer for confluence 
ment sensed by the jet will naturally 
Itself cannot be considered in isolati 
structure of the jet will not, however 
cases where such is significant to the 
the jet boundary can be adequately det 
the thrust coefficient is not too sraal 
has I den performed. 

in interest will be associated with the external 
ive system is only acknowledged insofar as it 
with the external f]ow.  The external environ- 
influence the jet ; hape implying that the jet 
on from the external stream.  The Internal 

feature in the current work; except in 
discussion in hand.  For the rocket exhaust, 

ermined from the method of characteristics if 
1.  It will be assumed that such a calculation 

In principle, the problem is well defined.  Given a specific configuration 
characterized by body shape and jet exit conditions along with a suitably specilied 
free stream, what is the flow field?  In particular, how does the jet exhaust influ- 
ence the flow over the body ahead of the nozzle exit plane?  If separation is en- 
gendered by the exhaust how detremental is this to the overall vehicle periormance? 
Of interest here would be the drag penalty for a jet aircraft application or the 
loss of stability and controllability for a missile. 

The objective of this work is to outline some of the difficulties and areas 
where knowledge is lacking in the prediction of such flow fields.  01 particular 
interest to the discussion is the type of flows that pertain within a ran.-e ol   free 
stream Mach numbers close to unity.  However, since the equivalent supersonic flow 
is better understood, such will be taken as a reference for comparison. 

THEORETICAL OUTLINE 

Until the recent advances in computer technology and numerical analysis, it was 
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taken, except in some very trivial situations, that the Navler-Stokes equations were 
too formidable to succumb to exact analysis techniques. Hence there has been vast 
expendature of effort on the development of approximation methods, and for a whole 
body of relevant problems, such techniques are highly appropriate.  Indeed, the rapid 
advances in aerodynamic sophistication over the years is Immediately attributable to 
this generation of approximate theories.  Most spectacular among these lies the 
successes of boundary layer theory. 

While the usefullness of boundary layer theory Is not called in question in a 
general sense, there are many practical problems that cannot be handled by such tech- 
niques.  Pre-eminent among these problems is that of flow separation.  A particularly 
difficult sub-class of separated flow are those associated with conditions where both 
subsonic and supersonic local Mach numbers occur in Juxtaposition. 

With thinking very much Influenced by boundary layer theory concepts, the classi- 
cal procedures for treating separated supersonic flows (Refs. 1, 2, 3) have reduced 
the flow field to two regions.  These are an outer region of invlscid (usually poten- 
tial) motion and an inner viscous flow.  In supersonic flow, the small perturbation 
potential flow solution is particularly simple so that a matching with the inner 
solution is readily established.  The principle differences between the two major 
approaches lies In the treatment of the inner region.  The Integral approach (Ref. 2) 
solves the boundary layer Integral equations with suitable assumed families of velocity 
profiles and other empirical information as required.  This work is extendable to 
transonic flow (Ref. 4) when the overall flow features are predictable.  The most 
significant feature of the work described In Ref. (4) for two-dimensional flows is the 
realization that the modification to the flow field that is brought about by the strong 
interaction can be very large.  The same large differences are present in flows over 
bodies of revolution, as evidenced by the data shown In Figure 2.  This particular 
flow will feature again In later discussions. 

_ Invlscid Theory (Ref. 35) 

1.0   u- 

P/K 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 
0.9 

1 

0.92 

■0 

Experiment   (Ref.   5) 

O   O 

'O   o 

I 

0.94 0.96 0.98 1.00     x/L 

Figure  2.     Experimental  data   (from Ref.   5)   for  flow over 
a  6.4°   boattall  M^  »   1.1 

In the component approach,   the inner viscous region Is separated into various 
parts,   each of which  is  determined  to  the   best  available approximation.     Thus, 
there will  be  an approaching  boundary   layer which has  developed   from  the   front  of  the 
body,   a  separation region,   a   free  shear   layer and  finally a  reattachment  zone.     Each 
of  these  two  principle methods will  be  commented  upon  further   in what   follows. 

In  broad outline,   the major attraction of  the  integral  method  is  its  ready 
matching with the external  flow without  the embarrassment of a  separation point  singu- 
larity.     The  component  approach,   however,   attempts  to provide  greater detail   in   the 
viscous   flow  but   is  less  easily  matched with an external  flow—particularly  when 
the   latter  is  subsonic  in  nature. 
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The problem for a separated flow is somewhat more complex than its counterpart for 
a flow without separation.  In the latter case it is possible to achieve adequate 
results by simply adding in a displacement effect (Refs, 6, 7, 8).  For purely subsonic 
flows (Ref. 6) very good agreement between theory and experircnt has been achieved. 
Similarly in transonic flow (Refs. 7, 8) the results are encoi.raging.  However, for a 
body of revolution (Ref. 7) the viscous effect was found tc  be very small.  Only for 
a lifting body where the boundary layer development becomes n ire significant is the 
correction large. 

3.  SOME REMARKS ON THE COMPONENT APPROACH 

The basis of this approach to separated flow problems is well known (Refs. 1, 3) 
and need not be elaborated upon.  Herein, it is intended to discuss some of the diffi- 
culties that arise when the method is applied to a transonic (M ^ 1.0) flow.  Parallel 
with the discussion will be an indication of the nature of the flow as determined from 
the available experimental evidence. 

Consider the flow situation depicted on Figure (3), 

•■-■ 

Figure 3.  Transonic separated flow geometry. 
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When the  flow  is 
quite supersonic 
(Mo, -v 0(2))   the  initial 
conditions at  the start 
of the turbulent  separa- 
tion are subject   to 
(albeit  approxir.iate) 
analysis   (Reis.   9  to  12) 
so that  relations are 
available   foi   ehe  pres- 
sure  rise anc!  How 
deflection ani;.le  as 
functions of  the 
approach Mach  number. 
Such  criteria  are 
presented   in  Fig.    (4). 

Figure 4.      Data   lor separaration and plateau pressure 

This  figure— 
which shows  both  the 
separation  and  plateau 
pressures—indicates 
the  situation 
throughout   the   Mach 
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number range.  In the range 1 £ H«, < 1.5 considerable difficulties arise.  Firstly, 
(Ref. 13) there is very little data available, and what data does exist shows fair 
scatter.  In addition, for Mach numbers below about M » 1.2, a normal shock is not of 
sufficient strength to create a separation of the turbulent boundary layer (Ref. 14). 
In this case, the nicety of the supersonic separation is lost and the phenomenon is 
essentially a subsonic one (even though the free stream may be just supersonic).  Also 
included on Figure (4) is some experimental data (from Ref. 13) for the separation 
pressure in subsonic flow.  It should be noted that the form of the pressure rise in 
subsonic flow is such that the plateau pressure has no aeaning.  Thus on Figure (5) is 
plotted the pressure rise through separation for both subsonic and supersonic flow over 
a forward facing step—Refs. (15, 16).  The significant contraction of the length scale 
as the approach Mach number becomes supersonic should be noted.  In subsonic flow the 
separation occurs very near the peak pressure.  Then as the Mach number increases to 
supersonic values, the peak pressure remains as the plateau pressure, but the separation 
point moves ahead (relative to the pressure distribution) and approaches the inflexion 
point in the pressure curve. 

Mcr, x 1 

^ h r/^-" 

o Ma   = 0.91 h  =  1  inch (Ref. 13)1 

X M,,   =   1.24 a h = 2 cm (Ref. 16) 1 

s    Denotes separation point 

p    Denotes  plateau value 

30       x/h 25 20 15 10 5 

Figure  5.     Pressure distributions ahead of a  forward facing  slep 

Associated with the  inability  of a shock wave to separate  the  boundary   layer at 
low supersonic Mach number is the observation that  tho entire interaction  length  becomes 
considerably  greater since the  flow  is  then  unable  to make a rapid turn through a  shock- 
wave.     The pressure rise becomes more or less isentropic in nature. 

The  implications of this change  in form of  the pressure  field associated with 
the external  flow are significant as  far as  the boundary  layer development and calcula- 
tion are concerned.     Thus,   in the supersonic  flow case,   the boundary-layer develops 
under a pressure  field related  to the body shape and then suffers a  rapid rotation and 
leaves  the body surface.     In transonic  flow  this situation does not  pertain and the 
boundary  layer develops under a slowly rising pressure and ultimately  suffers a  separa- 
tion.     As far as prediction is concerned,   empiric&l relations are available for 
estimating the change in integral properties of  4 ho turbulent boundary  layer  undergoing 
a  rapid separation   (Refs.   10,   14).     But  the  turbulent boundary  layer  development 
through separation under a gradual pressure  increase is a subject  for much comment. 
This will not be attempted herein. 

Differences in the free shear  layer development are also evident.     For  the case 
of  significant turning  in a supersonic  flow,   this   layer may  fairly well  be represented 
by  the constant  pressure mixing model.      For  transonic  flow,   this  is   in no way  adequate 
due to the  increased length scales and prevailing pressure gradients.     A more satis- 
factory treatment would solve the boundary   layer equations with a  suitable empirical 
description of the turbulent mixing. 

The experiments currently  under way   (Ref.   15) will be of great  assistance  in pro- 
viding a  better understanding of these problems associated with transonic separation, 
but  there  is also room for considerable more work. 

As an example of the differences between a  supersonic and a  higher transonic  flow, 
the  flow over a   conical afterbody  may   be considered.      In supersonic   flow,   the  situation 
is  shown diagramatically  in  Figure   (6)—after Ref.    (13). 

Such a   flow can be treated  by   the component approach and  reasonable  results  ob- 
tained   (Ref.   17).     However,   when  the   free-stream  Mach  number  is  only  a   little  greater 
than  sonic  the   flow  is  far more  complex and  not   readily  discussed  by  existing  theories. 
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Figure  (7)   shows the measured pressures on the surface of such a body   (with a 6.3° 
conical boattall)  at a  free stream Mach number of  1.1.     Schlieren photographs of  such 
flows,   Figure   (8),  clearly  Indicate where  the shock waves are generated.     For a  sub- 
sonic  free stream,   the shock occurrs Just  downstream of  the boattall corner,  while  In 
the   low supersonic flow case,   the shock  Is present  In the  Interaction region.     This 
situation should be compared to that  pertaining  in two dimensional configurations as 
discussed  in Ref.   (18). 

Separation 
Shock 

Wake 
Shock 

Figure 6.  Supersonic flow over a boattall body. 

  Potential Flow (Ref. 35) 

. O Pc/P^ = 144 

0.92     0.94      0.96      0.98      1.00  x/L 

Flow over a 9.5° boattall for M  =1,1 

The impli- 
cations of these 
observations 
follow directly 
as far as cal- 
culatlve tech- 
niques are 
concerned.  The 
flow ahead of 
the interactirn 
on the boattall 
are in no way 
reminiscent of 
a supersonic 
flow.  This can 
be further 
demonstrated as 
follows. 
Figure (9) 
shows the ex- 
perimental data 
of Ref. (b) 
plotted as base 
pretisure against 
boattall angle, 
with nozzle 
thrust (i.e. 
chamber pressure) 
as a parameter. 

Here, as 
the thrust is 
increased, the 
base pressure 
tends to a 
limiting value 
(particularly at 
large boattall 
angles) which 
is far below 
the Plateau 
pressure asso- 
ciated with 
separation at 
the quoted 
free stream 
Mach number*. 
Reference to 
Figure (4) 
shows that the 
limit base 
pressure shown 
in Figure (9) 
is far lower 
than any expec- 
ted plateau 
pressure in a 
supe rsonic 
separation; but 
could be assigned 
an equivalent 
subsonic condi- 
tion. It can be 
anticipated, 
therefore, that 
any theory 
based upon the 
empirical data 

♦Ref. (20) indicates that, for parallel sided afterbodies, this plateau pressure pre- 
sented In Figure  (4) is a good indication of the limit base pressure for large nozzle 
thrust. 
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a)  M^ - 1.1  Pc/Poo - 49.9 b)  M„ - 0.9 Pc/P^ - 61.6 

Figure 8.  Schlieren Photographs For Body With 9.5 Degree Boattail 

relating to flow separation discussed above, will not be too rewarding when applied to 
such a configuration.  Figure (10) shows this expectation to be confirmed.  In the 
intermediate thrust coefficient range, the agreement between theory and experiment is 
adequate for engineering applications.  However, under the higher thrust conditions, 
the theory greatly overestimates the base pressure.  This is because the plateau pres- 
sure data of Figure (4) is used in the theory while the data of Figure (9) shows this to 
be inapplicable to boattail configurations.  For the parallel sided afterbody, the theory 
gives better agreement—Figure (11)—at higher thrust coefficient.  A Schlieren photo- 
graph of this flow is shown in Figure (12). 

The wnole flow development needs greater consideration. In 
restrict the discussion of the flow development to only those area 
to the theme in progress. Greater details will appear in Ref. 21. 
Schlieren photographs are shown in Figure (13). These are for the 
a body with a 9.5 degree boattail. The Jet pressure ratios are as 
intermediate thrust levels—Figure (13 c, d)—where the theory and 
the best agreement, it is seen that the flow field is most nearly 

1.6 

Ph/P 

1.4 - 

X Pc/Poo  = 140 

O  Pc/P=o = 100 

A Pc/P0O =  60 

1.2 - 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 L. 

Figure 9. Base pressure changes with boattail angle. 
M„, - 1.1  From Ref. (5) 

the present work we 
s that are pertinent 

A sequence of 
flow at Mo, - 1.1 over 
Indicated.  At the 
experiment is giving 
like the theoretical 

model.  In this 
situation there is 
a shock in the 
wake region close 
to the confluence 
of the separated 
shear layer and 
the plume boundary. 

Further 
increases of jet 
pressure ratio 
cause this wake 
shock to progress 
forward and become 
associated with the 
separation on the 
boattail surface. 
The confluence 
region is then more 
reminiscent of a 
subsonic flow.  At 
this point the 
classical super- 
sonic base flow 
theory has no 
validity, even 
though the free 
stream conditions 
are supersonic. 
Changes in both 
free stream Mach 
number and body ge- 
ometry just change 
the jet thrust level 
at which the theory 
loses applicability. 
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/ 

Figure 10.  Theoretical solution for base pressure on body with 6.4* 
boattall.  M^ - 1.1. 
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0.8 
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0.4L 
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Thrust Coefficient 

— M«, =  1.2^ 

— M^ -  1.0 f 
Experiment 
(Ref.   32) 

O      M„-  1.1      Theory   (Ref.   13) 

Figure   11.     Base pressure prediction for parallel sided afterbody. 

4.      ON   INTEGRAL METHODS 

By virtue of a  formal integration of the  boundary  layer momentum and moment of 
momentum equations across the boundary   layer,   a  set of equations  for the  integral thick- 
ness can  be established.     By selection  of a profile  family and a compressibility trans- 
formation,   these   integral  quantities  may  be related  so that  equations  for  just   the 
displacement  thick-ess and form factor result. 

For a   laminar  flow this procedure  is somewhat  defensible provided  the error 
associated with replacing  the boundary   layer velocity profile by an N-parameter curve 
fit  is acknowledged.     However,   if  the  profile  family  utilized  is sufficiently powerful 
for the application  in hand,   then  its precise  form  is of   little consequence.     The 
success of the method  in supersonic  flow   (Ref.   22)  suggests that  these approximations 
are entirely adequate. 



Figure 12 . Schlieren Pho t ograph For Flow At M0 c 1.2 Past Parallel Sided 
Body.- - From Ref . (32 ) . Thrust Coe 1 f i c ien t c 35. 56 
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a ) No jet b) Pc/P~ c 7 . 22 C) Pc/ P ~ • 26 . 0 1 

c ) r\./ P ,. - 73.27 

F i ~-: ure 13 . S c hlieren Photogra phs Fo1· Bod y With 9.5 De~:ree Boattail at ~t , ~ 1.1 
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In practical cases where the boundary layer flow Is turbulent over a large 
portion of the body surface, the situation is somewhat different.  As noted above, the 
method relies heavily upon a family of velocity profiles expressing the form of the 
boundary layer in constant property flow.  Hence both a family of velocity profiles 
and a transformation theory are required.  In a turbulent flow the velocity pi-ofile is 
very much dictated by the turbulent momentum transfer processes which, at best, are not 
well understood.  Hence, it is unlikely that an adequate representation of the compres- 
sible turbulent boundary layer can be achieved in this manner.  Due also to the 
complexity of the turbulence kinetic energy equation (Ref. 24) it appears that the 
relation between a shear stress profile and the velocity field would not be easy to 
establish.  However, for engineering calculations, sufficient accuracy may be attainable 
For example, the separated flow profile family of Alber (Kels. 25, 26) show some 
promise in such applications. 

That the difference between a laminar and turbulent boundary layer is important 
and must be included in the calculation procedure is shown in Ref. (4) where it is 
indicated that the flow field over the airfoil can be greatly changed Just on replacing 
the laminar wake by a turbulent one.  The importance of transition position in exper- 
imental work is, of course, too well known to require elaboration. 

In applications of the integral approach where the external flow is transonic 
and determined from a numerical solution of the transonic flow small disturbance 
equation (Ref. 4 say) there is a greater likelihood that the complexities of the con- 
fluence region will be better represented than they are in a component approach.  Thus, 
while one may argue that the viscous contribution has not been handled to the greatest 
satisfaction it is true that the external flow will be a good representation.  In 
particular, the change from supersonic to subsonic type confluence can be handled with 
this mode of external flow representation.  It can be expected, ifterefore, that more 
satisfactory results would be obtainable from this approach. 

This remark does not Imply that great efforts should be expended on such work. 
Rather, it is felt and discussed at length in Section 5, that efforts should be placed 
In the determination of solutions to the exact equations. 

The application of Integral methods to axlsymmetric flows does not seem to have 
received too much attention and a direct comparison between it and the component 
approach is not possible for an engine configuration at this time. 

5.  FURTHER DISCUSSION 

Much of the above discussion has been devoted to highlighting some of the defi- 
ciencies that appear In existing calculation techniques for separated flows.  Most of 
the comments made referred most accutely to transonic flows where the pertaining 
physical phenomena are less well known.  At this point, it seems appropriate to indi- 
cate some areas where it is felt additional effort would be most beneficial to the 
stated aim of calculating transonic flow fields with separation induced by a nozzle 
exhaust. 

Most urgent among the many requirements is more experimental data.  Such data 
should be collected over a very wide Reynolds numbei range so that many of the existing 
anomalies between free-flig!it and wind tunnel testing (Ref. 27) can be clarified.  To 
be of most moment, experiments should be detailed and fundamental in nature.  In parti- 
cular boundary layer velocity profiles and turbulence data are of great importance. 
Specific simple geometries (Ref. 15) rather than more ad hoc experiments (Reis. 26, 28) 
are essential as the starting point for such experimental work. 

From the theoretical aspect, it is desirable that efforts be expended towards the 
development of solutions to exact equations.  With the existing expertise in numerical 
methods it would appear that such is a rewarding enterprise.  Indeed for potential flow, 
methods are well developed for the solution of transonic problems.  Exact solutions 
(Ref. 33) are available as well as many solutions to the small disturbance equation 
(Ref. 34 for example). 

The major effort should be centered around establishing solutions for the viscoua- 
dominated portion of the flow.  Where the flow is laminar, the exact Navier-Stokes 
equations can be solved—or at least a well posed boundary value problem can be written 
down.  For the practical case of Interest when the boundary layer and wake are turbulent 
in nature, the situation is still bleak.  Thus, the remarks made above concerning lack 
of information on the structure of the turbulent boundary layer—particularly near 
separation—still pertain.  However, the situation is now more acute.  A full treatment 
of the exact equations would only be Justified if the turbulence model were sufficiently 
well developed to allow specification ol this turbulence structure to the same level of 
accuracy as the equations to be solved. 

In other words, while for laminar flow there is merit in attempting solutions of 
the Navier-Stokes equations, the currently available models for turbulence are suffi- 
ciently poor to make a solution of the corresponding equations ol little meaning.  This 
remark does not imply that techniques for solving Navier-Stokes type boundary value 
problems should not be attempted.  On the contrary, every effort in this direction 
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should be made.     Then when further developments  In the  understanding of turbulence are 
available,   the situation will be well In hand. 

All  the above remarks have been addressed  to the problem of an isolated single 
body of revolution.     Such a configuration will  not  be of  interest  in any engineering 
problem.     Rather,   for a rocket,   fins will  be attached and most probably the vehicle 
would be spin stabalized.     In an aircraft  configuration,  an engine pod would  be strut 
mounted  in an  interference  field from both wing and fuselage.     It  need hardly  be said 
that  if so many  unresolved questions surround the calculation of the body of revolution 
flow,   then the  highly  three-dimensional practical  flows  is even further removed. 

6.      RECOMMENDATIONS AND  FINAL  REMARKS 

The above comments have stressed the need  for both additional experimental work 
and for the development of  Improved calculative  techniques.     The experiments  should be 
of a  detailed and  fundamental nature,  while the  theoretical work should take  best 
advantage of modern computing facilities and of  the knowledge obtained from the 
experiments. 
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SUMMARY 

The problem of integrating airframe and propulsion system requires that the various wind tunnel 
models, used in accomplishing the task, simulate as accurately as possible the internal and external 
flowfields that will be experienced on the airplane itself.    This is particularly true for those models 
which are tested to define inlet and exhaust system interactions with the airplane flowfield.    Exact 
simuUiion is, however, prohibited by the limitations of wind tunnel test techniques.    For the Jet 
Effects Model, such limitations include the interference effects associated with the model support sys- 
tem, exhaust plume simulation and the use of inlet fairings in substitution for flowing inlets.    This 
paper uses information from a variety of sources to assess the impact of these model limitations on the 
accuracy of afterbody performance measured on twin jet models. 

NOTATION 

CD Afterbody drag coefficient, D/q^S 
CL Afterbody lift coefficient,  L/qooS 
Cm Afterbody pitching-mount coefficient,  P-M/q^Sc 
c Reference wing chord length 
m/m0 Inlet mass flow ratio 
M.Moo Free-stream Mach number 
NPR Nozzle pressure  ratio,  PTJ/PQO 
PTJ Nozzle total pressure 
Pco Free-stream static pressure 
qoo Free-stream dynamic pressure 
S Reference wing area 
a Model angle of attack 
iH Horizontal tail  incident angle 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

The Integration of airframe and propulsion system is a complex process that involves a number of 
wind tunnel tests for its accomplishment. Two of these tests are directed specifically at defining the 
interactions of the inlet and the exhaust system with the external flowfield that occur with changes in 
throttle position. These interactions are many-faceted and can have a variety of effects, either posi- 
tive or negative, on total airplane performance. It is therefore essential that these models duplicate 
as closely as possible the flowfield of the airplane in order to ensure the proper assessment of 
throttle sensitive performance. 

This paper is concerned with the test directed at the definition of interactions between the 
exhaust system and the external  flowfield,  commonly known as the "jet effects" test,  for twin engine 
exhaust system installations.    Duplication of the airplane flowfield on the Jet Effects Model is compli- 
cated for a variety of reasons,  the most obvious being a problem which is  inherent in any wind tunnel 
test, the effects of the model support system. 

The presence of the support system not only influences the model  flowfield but also contributes 
largely to the total blockage of the test article in the wind tunnel.    Historically, Jet Effects Models 
are mounted on a strut support system.    This type of support contributes very heavily to wind tunnel 
blockage and has strong interference effects on the model flowfield, particularly in the important trans- 
onic regime of Mach numbers.    Consequently,  it is desirable that alternative means of model support be 
explored which have the potential  for reduced interference and blockage effects.    Two types of support 
system are investigated in this paper, namely a wing-tip support system and a dual-sting support system. 

Another problem associated with jet effects testing is the effect of simulating the flowing exhaust 
plume with either a solid body or an annular jet.    The use of a dual-sting support system requires such 
simulation of the exhaust  flow and  it  is often desirable to use solid plume simulation from the stand- 
point of reduced model complexity.    This paper then assesses the accuracy of exhaust plume simulation in 
duplicating the interaction of the exhaust stream with the external  flowfield. 

A third problem encountered  in jet effects tests has to do with the proper simulation of the inlet 
flow effects in the model  flowfield.     It  is virtually without exception that inlets on a Jet Effects 
Model are "faired over".     It has been assumed that this has had negligible effects on the model relative 
to flowing inlets.    There  is  little data to support this assumption and its  likely to be erroneous for 
one principal reason.    The inlet  streamtube of a flowing inlet  is effectively "spilled" into the model 
flowfield which is  likely to cause a severe alteration of the aerodynamic characteristics of the after- 
body.    This paper attempts to determine this effect with the rather limited amount of data available for 
the comparison of flow-through and  faired-over inlets.    It also investigates the sensitivity of the Jet 
Effects Model flowfield to inlet  fairing design. 

•Aerospace Engineer 
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2. MODEL SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Historically, Jet Effects Models have been supported by a strut extending fron the tunnel floor to 
the model forebody.    A typical strut support arrangement is illustrated in Figure 2-1.    Proper./ 
designed, this type of model support can have minimal interference effects at subsonic and supersonic 
wind tunnel Mach numbers.    However, it has been observed to have strong interference effects at trans- 
onic Mach numbers as seen in Figure 2-2 where levels approach  ACD ■  .0020 or as much as nearly forty per 
cent of measured drag on the afterbody at subsonic Mach numbers.    A second drawback of the strut support 
system is its contribution to wind tunnel blockage of the test article which, as with the arrangement 
shown in Figure 2-1, can exceed that of the model itself. 

Variations have been made in strut support arrangements in an attempt to reduce both Interference 
and blockage effects.    The arrangement shown in Figure 2-3 has the strut support attached to an exten- 
sion from the model nose.    This can reduce flowfield interference and overall blockage of the model as 
can readily be seen.    However, the extended "nose" aggravates an already complicated problem in wind 
tunnel testing, the problem of boundary layer growth on the model.    Another variation in the basic strut 
support is a forward-swept strut, either overhead or underside, as shown in Figure 2-4.    This arrange- 
ment can also place a great deal of the support system blockage ahead of the model, but as can be seen in 
Figure 2-S, does nothing to improve interference with the model flowfield, especially at high transonic 
Mach numbers when interference amounts to more than  ACn ■ .0030, better than thirty percent of measured 
afterbody drag. 

An alternative to the strut support is offered with the wing tip support system.    An example of 
this type of support is  shown in Figure 2-6.    While this arrangement can necessitate distortion of the 
wing planform for passage of instrumentation and high pressure air, it has features which make it attrac- 
tive for jet effects testing.    First, the large part of support system blockage is placed downstream of 
the model.    For the arrangement in Figure 2-6, the wing tip support contributes less than twenty-five per 
cent to wind tunnel blockage.    Second, the wing-tip support does not directly disturb the model after- 
body flowfield as does the strut support.    Shock reflections on the afterbody from the support booms are 
not evident from the comparison in Figure 2-7 of the afterbody drag with two different nose shapes for 
the support booms, one a conical shape and the other an outward facing ramp.    Interference effects of 
the wing-tip support system are shown in Figure 2-8 for a number of model configurations.    At supersonic 
Mach numbers they are as high as  ACp «  .0015.    In the important transonic regime, however, interference 
levels remain below   ACQ'.OOIO.    For all mach numbers,  interference effects remain within eleven percent 
of measured afterbody drag for all configurations that were tested. 

A second alternative to the strut support system is a dual sting support system, an example of 
which is shown in Figure 2-9.    This technique places all support system blockage downstream of the test 
article and has no direct interference with the model flowfield.    This type of support can, however, have 
limited dynamic capability which in turn restricts the model angle-of-attack that can be safely achieved 
at higher tunnel Reynold's numbers.    The dual-sting support also pre-supposes that the exhaust plume can 
be accurately simulated with either a solid body or an annular flow about the sting bodies.    This aspect 
of the interference effects of the dual-sting support is covered in the following section.    There is 
also an interference effect on the afterbody flowfield associated with the position of the main sting 
structure relative to the nozzle exit. 

The effect of main sting position is illustrated in Figure 2-10 for drag measured on an Aero- 
dynamic Force and Moment Model.    Located approximately five sting diameters downstream of the model, 
interference levels are as high  ACQ>  .0030 at low transonic Mach numbers.    Figure 2-11 shows inter- 
ference effects for a Jet Effects Model of the same airplane.     In this  case the main sting position is 
approximately eleven sting diameters from the nozzle exit station.    Interference levels with the nozzles 
at a maximum reheat setting, with solid plume simulation, are virtually negligible at   AC Q*  .0002. 
However, with the nozzles closed to a cruise setting,  interference exceeds  ACp ■ .0015 in the low 
transonic regime.    With annular jet plume simulation, there is little difference in interference for 
the cruise nozzles..   But with maximum reheat nozzles inteference is now at a level of  ACQ>  .0012. 
For all conditions interference remains within thirteen percent of measured afterbody drag. 

3. EXHAUST PLUME SIMULATION 

As already pointed out, when using a dual-sting support system it is necessary to simulate the 
exhaust plume with either a solid body or an annular flow about a solid body.    For Jet-Effects Models 
of certain aircraft types it is sometimes even advantageous to use solid plume simulation.    This simpli- 
fies the model considerably, eliminating the need for a high pressure air supply and the attendant flow 
handling and measurement devices. 

It is difficult,  if not impossible, procedure to design a solid plume simulation properly to 
ensure that it will induce identical influence on the afterbody flowfield as does a full flowing jet. 
Figure 3-1 is an example where an attempt is made to simulate a fully-expanded flow (Pg ■ P^,  ) with a 
cylindrical body.    In this case,  it appears to be an accurate means of simulation with a maximum erroi 
of £>Cp«  .0006.    However, this  is a unique aftend configuration with which a  large portion of the 
exhaust plume is effectively shielded from the external flowfield.    Looking at a more conventional twin 
engine installation as in Figure 3-2, the results are seen to be less favorable with variations of up 
to ACp > .0015 between afterbody drag with a fully expanded jet and with solid cylindrical plume 
simulation.    It appears that in this instance an underexpanded plume is being simulated by the cylinder. 

A second means of exhaust plume simulation which may be used with a dual-sting support system is 
with annular flow about the sting bodies, as illustrated in Figure 3-3.    This allows for maintaining 
the confluence of internal and external flow and for the simulation of a range of exhaust plume shapes. 
Figure 3-4 is a comparison of a conventional jet with an annular jet for a typical close-spaced fighter 
configuration.    The nozzle area ratio and nozzle half-angle are identical for the two such that for the 
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sane nozzle pressure ratio (NPR) they have the sane static-to-ambient pressure ratio and initial pluae 
angle at the nozzle exit plane. This does not lend itself readily to a correlation between the two 
nozzles as can be seen in the data. However, if the nozzle pressure ratio for the annular jet is 
adjusted to give a MxiMm pluae diaaeter equivalent to that of the conventional jet, the annular Jet 
trend then correlate« very well as seen in Figure 3-5, with a maximu» error of ACD ■ .0010 at low 
transonic Mach numbers and ACQ ■ .0015 at high transonic Mach numbers. A better correlation is 
obtained with the data in Figure 3-6 where the influence of the main sting support adaptor is accounted 
for. The maximum error obtained with this correlation is ACQ ■ .0005 for all conditions except at a 
Mach number of 1.2 where the error is &CD « .0011. 

4. INLET FLOW SIMULATION 

The use of inlet fairings on Jet F.ffects Models, as already mentioned, has heen a common practice. 
It is a complicated and costly process to build flow-through capability into a Jet Effects Model.    The 
two problems most difficult to overcome in achieving this are: handling of the inlet flow once inside the 
model and passage of the flow across metric gaps within the model.    Consequently, inlet fairings have been 
relied upon as a simulation of the inlet flow.    The accuracy of this technique, however, is questionable 
since the inlet stream tube is effectively "spilled" into the model flowfield, creating a disturbance in 
the afterbody flowfield which is likely to have significant effects on its aerodynamic characteristics. 
Figure 4-1 gives an example of how sizeable this effect can be on afterbody drag.    The results indicate 
that for a wide-spaced configuration, the effects are in fact negligible.    However, for an afterbody 
with narrow spacing the effect is as much as ACp-.OOOS at supersonic Mach numbers which amounts to 
approximately twenty percent of measured drag. 

The sensitivity of the afterbody flowfield to inlet fairing design can also be of importance. 
Figure 4-2 is a comparison of lift, drag and pitching moment with alternate inlet fairing contours.  Differ- 
ences in all aerodynamic coefficients are negligible for both subsonic and .nupersonic Mach numbers. 
This, of course, indicates that design of the fairing contour is less of a problem than it has been 
thought to be.    Figure 4-3, however, shows a similar comparison with an inlet fairing of smooth contour 
and a blunt inlet fairing.    Once again the differences are negligible subsonically, but they become 
significant at transonic Mach numbers where they are as high as  ACp • .0008. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The data indicates that support system interference and blockage effects are most severe for those 
models which are strut supported.    Strut interference is favorable at low subsonic and high supersonic 
Mach number, but in the important transonic regime they can exceed   ACp »  .0030.    The dual sting support 
system contributes nothing to the model blockage and has no direct interference with the model flowfield. 
However, it can have interference effects on afterbody drag that are comparable with those of the strut 
support if care is not taken in the placement of the main support structure relative to the model.    If 
properly designed, the dual sting support can have interference levels which remain within  Afp «.0015, 
with consideration of the combined effects of the main sting and ^lume simulation.    The wing-tip support 
system, while it requires some distortion of the wing planform, contribute.-; somewhat less to model 
blockage than does the strut support.    In addition,  it has interference effects which remain within 
ACp • .0010 at transonic Mach numbers. 

Simulation of the exhaust plume with a solid body, while it simplifies the model considerably,   is 
not an accurate means of duplicating the effects of a flowing exhaust on afterbody drag.    For some unique 
configurations, levels of accuracy are favorable.    However, for conventional twin installations, the 
error in afterbody drag is as much as  ACp -.0015.    Annular-jet plume simulation is more attractive since 
it maintains the confluence of exhaust plume and external flowfield, and allows for the determination of 
the effects of variation in nozzle pressure ratio.    Accuracy with this type of exhaust plume simulation 
is much more favorable, with general levels not exceeding ACp « .0005. 

The effect of the use of inlet fairings in place of flowing inlets appears to be insignificant for 
afterbody installations with wide spacing.    However, for narrow-spaced installations the effect on after- 
body drag can be as much as   ACp ■  .0009.    While the afterbody is not particularly sensitive to small 
changes in inlet fairing contour, the use of blunt inlet fairings results in the loss of an additional 
ACp ■  .0008 of accuracy at transonic Mach numbers. 
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Fig. 2.1    Typical strut support system . 
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Fig. 2.2    Strut interference effects on afterbody drag. 



Fig. 2.3    Strut support with extended nose. 
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Fig. 2.4   Strut support with forward sweep (over-head or underside). 
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Fig. 2.6   Wing-tip support system 
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Fig. 2.9    Dual-sting support system. 
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AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF JET EXHAUST SIMULATION 

William B. Compton III 
Aerospace Technologist 

NASA Langley Research Center 
Haopton, Virginia   23665, U.S.A. 

SUMMARY 

Afterbody drag predictions for Jet aircraft are usually made experimen- 
tally with the Jet exhaust flow simulated.     The physical gas properties of 
the fluid used for the model Jet exhaust can affect the accuracy of simula- 
tion of the airplane's Jet exhaust plume.    The effect of the accuracy of 
this  simulation on afterbody drag was Investigated by making wind-tunnel 
tests on a single engine model.    In addition to unheated air as the exhaust 
gas,  the decomposition products of three different concentrations of hydro- 
gen peroxide were utilized. 

The air Jet simulation consistently resulted in higher boattall drag 
than hydrogen peroxide simulation.    The differences in drag for the various 
exhaust gases are attributed to different plume shapes and entrainment 
properties of the gases.    The largest differences in drag due to exhaust 
gas properties were obtained for the combination of high transonic Mach 
numbers and high boattall angles.    For these conditions,  the current data 
Indicate that the use of air to simulate a nonafterburning turbojet exhaust 
can result in an increase in afterbody drag amounting to 20 percent of the 
nonafterburning turbojet value. 

SYMBOLS 

A 

A max 

D,aft 

aft 

K 

M 

Area, meters 

Maximum cross-sectional area of model, 
meters^ 

Entrainment constant 

\fterbody pressure-drag coefficient, 
Daft_ 

^<» max 

Pressure coefficient. 

Specific heat at constant volume, 
joules 

kilogram K 

Afterbody pressure drag,  newtons 

Diameter,  meters 

Maximum diameter of the model, meters 

Kelvin 

Mach number 

'i.l 

Radius of nozzAe exit, meters 

Temperature, Kelvin 

Local speed of the Jet exhaust,   r- 

Speed of the free stream. 
meters 
second 

Axial distance from nozzle exit,   aft 
positive,  meters 

Axial distance from tangent point of 
afterbody radius snd forward section of 
model,  positive aft (see Fig.   1),  meters 

Radial distance from model surface,  meters 

Afterbody coattail angle,  angle between 
axis of symmetry and generatrix of model 
afterbody (see Fig.  1),  degrees 

(M^ - i)1/2 

(M! - I)1' 
1/2 

MOM 

ent 

R 

RN 

kilograms meters 
Momentum,   s 3  ' second 

Mass of fluid entrained,  kilograms 

_                  kilograms Pressure,    sl_— 
meter 

„          ,                      .                        kilograms Free-stream dynamic pressure,   2l_— 
meter 

Gas constant, ,—rr— r kilogram K 

Reynolds  number 

Radial distance from model center line, 
meters 

7 

Av 

Ratio of specific heats 

Calculated initial inclination angle of 
the Jet  exhaust plume,  degrees 

Difference between Prandtl-Meyer turning 
angles of the Jet exhaust Just inside the 
nozzle exit and Just downstream of the 
nozzle exit 

P Density, 

Subscripts 

aft Afterbody 

b Base 

kilograms 

meter r 
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bl 

e 

edge 

ent 

A 

I 

Boundary layer 

Exit 

Conditions at the outside edge of the 
boundary layer 

Entrained 

Jet 

Local conditions Just downstream of the 
jet exit 

max Maximum 

s Static 

t Total 

te Trailing edge 

00 Free stream 

1. INTROKJCTION 

Experience has shown that the complex flow field in the vicinity of an airplane'B exhaust nozzles 
has made prediction of transonic nozzle drag difficult  (Refs.   1 and 2).     In addition,  the Jet exhaust 
affects the afterbody drag because of plume blockage and aspiration due to the exhaust mixing with the 
external flow.     Therefore,   transonic performance predictions are made experimentally with the exhaust flow 
simulated.    Usually,  because of technical reasons,   costs,  or  safety considerations,  the fluid simulating 
the jet exhaust of the wind-tunnel model is not the same as the exhaust gas of the full-scale airplane. 
Thus,  the difference in the temperatures,   specific heats,  and gas constants between the model and airplane 
exhausts can result in a difference in Jet plume shapes and entrainments.    The problem,  therefore,  is to 
determine if the magnitude of the Jet interference on afterbody drag is the same for different jet exhaust 
gases; and if not,  to find a logical way to adjust for the differences. 

Other investigations which have been conducted to determine the effect of varying the exhaust gas 
parameters on jet interference (Refs,   3 to 8) generally utilized afterbody configurations -w^^BtaKÄk-not 
typical of airplanes today.     Also,  they usually lacked Information  such as Jet exit profiles, 
skin temperatures,  and boundary-layer profiles which precluded determining precise differences iff 
solely to the jet interference of the various exhaust gases.    However,  the investigations did tend to If 
that with cold air simulating the jet exhaust, base and boattail pressures were generally lower than for 
the other gases.     In Reference 9, attention was especially given to the problem of correlating the jet 
interference for different exhaust gases.     In that  reference,   several jet  simulation parameters were pro- 
posed which,   if matched for different jet exhausts,  would hopefully give the same jet interference for 
each exhaust gas. 

This investigation was conducted to get a clear understanding of the relative magnitude of Jet inter- 
ference for various exhaust gases.     It also was conducted to determine at which conditions any differences 
between the Jet interference of the various gases occur,  the cause of the differences,  and to evaluate the 
simulation parameters suggested in Reference 9.    In this particular phase of the investigation,  effor1"-. 
were concentrated on studying the problem of jet interference on surfaces forward of the nozzle exit.     Two 
afterbodies,  one with a boattail angle of 20° and one with an angle of 10°,  were investigated.    Each was 
investigated for jet exit Mach numbers of 1 and 2.     Air and the decomposition products of three concentra- 
tions of hydrogen peroxide were used for the jet exhaust.     Afterbody pressures and skin temperatures,  jet 
exit pressure and temperature profiles, and afterbody boundary-layer profiles,  were measured. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

2.1 General procedure 

The jet interference on afterbody drag was investigated using four different exhaust gases for each 
of four afterbody configurations. Table 1 gives the physical gas properties for each exhaust gas. 

TABLE 1. JET EXHAUST PHYSICAL GAS PROPERTIES ' 

!           Gas 
Decomposition 
products of: r „ joules 

R' Wgic Tt, K    | 

1 1 
(air) 

2 
j (64.6^ steam, 35.4# oxygen) 

3 
(61.5^ steam, 38.5^ oxygen) 

h 
(57-5^ steam, U2.3^ oxygen) 

75^ H202 

82^ H202 

9C$ H202 

i.k 

1.301 

1.282 

1.265 

287.01* 

389.66 

383.7B 

376.19 

300     1 

61*6    | 

810    | 

1013 
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The Investigation was made on single nacelle models in the Langley l6-foot transonic wind tunnel which is 
a single return,  continuous, atmospheric wind tunnel with an octagonal,   slotted,  test section.     Further 
details of the tunnel are given in Reference 10.    Tests were conducted at free-stream Mach numbers from 
0.6o to 1.20, at an angle of attack of 0°, and at Reynolds numbers per meter ranging from 10.06 x 10^ 
to 14.05 x 10",  depending on the Mach number.    The blockage of the model and support system was 0.1U8 per- 
cent of the test section cross-sectional area. 

2.2   Model 

Two separate models were required to provide an air propellant system and a hydrogen peroxide propel- 
lant system. Both models had exactly the same external contours, and were cylindrical nacelles with semi- 
ogive noses. Various afterbodies were attached to the basic models. The models were supported from the 
nose by a sting-strut arrangement which positioned the center line of the models on the center line of the 
tunnel. A sketch of the model and support is shown in Figure 1. The Jet total temperatures and pressures 
were obtained from rake measurements. 

The hydrogen peroxide was decomposed by a silver screen catalyst bed in a decomposition chamber pro- 
ducing a gas composed of a mixture of steam und oxygen.    The mass ratio of the steam and oxygen,  and hence 
the specific heats,  gas constant,  and total temperature of the mixture are determined by the concentration 
of the hydrogen peroxide.    Insulation was Installed between the inner and outer shells of the hydrogen 
peroxide model afterbodies to minimize heat transfer and maintain the sane external skin temperatures as 
those of the air model. 

Four basic afterbody shapes were tested,  the combinations of a 20° boattall,  a 10° boattail,  and a 
sonic and Mach 2 Jet exit (see Fig.   1).    The external contours of all the afterbodies began at model 
station 14U.78 and the base and e.it diameters of all the afterbodies did not vary.    The rim at the base 
was kept as <iiaall as practical.    For the Mach 2 exits,  two internal isentropic contours were designed by 
the method of Reference 11, one for the air nozzles, and one for the hydrogan peroxide nozzles.     The inter- 
nal contours at the exit were essentially parallel to the model axis for aXl configurations. 

'^^11- 

STA. 
144.78 

r*     MODEL AND 
^->    TUNNEL 

5 PERCENT THICKNESS 
RATIO 

55.88 

CONE ß Mg STA, E 1 

© 20° 1 160.02 1 

© 10° 1 167.64 

© 20° 2 160.02 

© 10° 2 167.64 

de =7.62 

Figure 1,  Sketch of model.  (All dimensions are in centimeters unless otherwise noted.) 
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5.    ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1   Factors Influencing jet Interference 

As the Jet exhausts from the nozzle exit,  it influences the afterbody pressures in two ways:    by pre- 
senting a body which the external flow must negotiate,  plume blockage,  and by entraining fluid from the 
vicinity of the afterbody.    These two effects oppose each other, with the plume blockage tending to raise 
the afterbody pressures,  and the entrainment tending to lower them.    Both of these effects are strong 
functions of the gas properties of the Jet exhaust.    The manner in which the exhaust gas physical properties 
affect the Jet plume shape and entrainment, and hence influence the Jet Interference on afterbody drag is 
the subject of this investigation.    Figure 2 illustrates plume blockage and entrainment, and includes other 
flow parameters (free-stream conditions. Jet exhaust profiles, and afterbody boundary layers) which can 
Influence the magnitude of the Jet Interference on the afterbody pressures. 

During the investigation,  the Jet exhaust profiles and afterbody boundary layers were determined for 
each exhaust gas to insure that these flow conditions were constant.    The variation in the free-stream 
parameters between tunnel runs was small (Fig.  3), and the Jet exhaust profiles for each exhaust gas were 
relatively flat and uniform (Fig.   k).    Also,  Figure 5 shows that the variation in the model external skin 
temperatures between the exhaust gases was generally small except very near the nozzle exit.     The small 
skin-temperature variations had no effect on the forward boundary layer,  and only a slight,   if any,  effect 
on the one at the model trailing edge.    Therefore, any differences in Jet interference between the four 
exhaust gases should be due mainly to the effect of the properties of the exhaust gases on plume blockage 
and entrainment. 

: 

■ 

-AFTERBODY PRESSURE 
GRADIENTS 

ENTRAINMENT 

JET   PLUME 
BOUNDARY 

Figure 2.     Sketch of factors influencing Jet interference. 
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400        500 
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Figure 3.  Range of Reynolds numbers per 
meter encountered during the 
investigation. 

Figure h. Examples of Jet exit velocity 
profiles for each exhaust gas. Mg = 1, 

Pt,j/Pw « ^ M« * 0. 
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Figure 5- Exainple of afterbody skin-temperature variations and boundary-layer profiles for 
the air and hydrogen peroxide models. M^ « 0.80, ß « 20°, Jet off. 

3.2 Effect of Jet exhaust gas properties on jet Interference 

Figure 6 illustrates the basic results of the investigation.  Substantial differences exist between 
the afterbody pressure drags for the various exhaust gases. Air, when used as the Jet exhaust, consistently results 
In the least favorable Jet Interference and therefore the highest drag. The exhaust gases having ratios of 
specific heats and total temperatures of l.JO and 6lf6 K, 1.28 and 810 K, and 1.26 and 1013 K generally 
result In Increasingly more favorable Jet Interference and less drag. 

The magnitude of the differences between the afterbody drags for the various exhaust gases depends on 
the type of external flow conditions encountered. The differences between the afterbody drags for the 
various exhaust gases are greater for the high subsonic and transonic Mach numbers, M '0.90 and 0.95» 
than for the lower Mach numbers. Also, the differences In drag are greater for the afterbody with a boat- 
tall angle of 20° than for the one with an angle of 10°. The greatest differences between the drags for 
the various exhaust gases were obtained for the combination of high transonic Mach numbers and a boattall 
angle of 20°. At these conditions, the strong adverse pressure gradients on the afterbody are probably 
easily Influenced by plume blockage, and.  the large nonjet-induced separated regions near the exit (Fig. 2) 
could be easily Influenced by entralranent. For the combination of low subsonic Mach numbers and a boattall 
angle of 10°, the differences between the drags for the various exhaust gases was not very large until high 
Jet pressure ratios were reached.  A dry turbojet value, determined by using the RJTJ j ratio In the 
method described In Section 3.h,  Is shown on the plot for the high transonic Mach number and high boattall 
angle. The point Illustrates that for operating conditions typical of high nozzle drag (high boattall 
angles, and transonic speeds and corresponding Jet pressure ratios), the use of air to simulate a dry- 
turbojet exhaust can result in an Increase of afterbody drag amounting to as much as 20 percent of the dry 
turbojet value. 

At a Mach number of 1.20, the Increments between the drags for the various gases are small when based 
on the percentage of Jet off drag except at the higher Jet pressure ratlos (Fig. 7). For the configurations 
rflth a Jet exit Mach number of 2, the Jet exit static pressure ratios were not high enough for the Jet 
exhaust to expand very much. The differences between the drags for various exhaust gases for these configu- 
rations are similar to the differences for the configurations with Mach 1 exits at the lower Jet pressure 
ratios (Fig. 8). Based on percentage of Jet off drag, there are large differences between the Jet inter- 
ference of the various erhaust gases for all configurations and subsonic Mach numbers. Depending on the 
configuration and free-stream Mach number, the differences between the Jet interference of the various 
exhaust gases generally ranged from 10 to 20 percent of the Jet off drag at the low Jet pressure ratios, 
and up to 35 percent of the Jet off drag when compared at a Jet exit static pressure ratio of J. 
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Figure 6. Effect of Jet exhaust gas parameters on jet interference. 
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3.3   Correlation of exhaust plume blockage 

As explained before,  the Jet exhaust influences the   afterbody   pressures by presenting a body which 
the external flow must negotiate,  and by entraining fluid from the vicinity of the afterbody.    The plume 
blockage Interference would obviously be a function of the shape of the Jet exhaust boundary,  and as dis- 
cussed in Reference 12,  the most important factor determining the shape of the Jet boundary is its initial 
inclination angle.    That matching this angle does match the initial Jet plume shape well in a quiescent 
atmosphere was verified for  several exhaust gases In Reference 15.     Therefore,  the initial inclination 
angle of the Jet exhaust,  &J,  was calculated and used in an attempt to correlate the effect of jet plume 
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blockage on afterbody drag (see Sketch (a)). To 
calculate Bj» it was assumed that Paft,te wa8 

the pressure to which the Jet exhaust was expand- 
ing upon leaving the nozzle. Then, using the 
measured values of Paft,te» Pe> and 't^e Je* total 
pressure, Bj was calculated from the Prandtl- 
Meyer relations. The nozzle divergence half 
angle was essentially zero for all configurations. 

Figure 9 presents an example of the afterbody 
pressure drag for each of the exhaust gases as a func- 
tion of the Jet total pressure ratio, the Je' exit 
static pressure ratio, and the initial inclinition 
angle of the Jet exhaust plume. As discussrd pre- 
viously, differences exist between the afteivMdy 
drags for the various exhaust gases. As a function of 
Jet total pressure ratio, the differences Increase 
as pressure ratio is increased. When comparing 
the drags as a function of the Jet exit static 
pressure ratio, the differences increase at a lower rate 
of the Initial inclination angle of the Jet exhaust, 8-j, also shows differences between the afterbody 
drags for the four exhaust gases. However, at the high pressure ratios and hence high plume angles, the 
discrepancy is reduced even more than for the comparison using exit static pressure ratio. Since the 
initial plume angle probably gives a good representation of the Initial shape of the Jet plume in a 
moving stream as it does in a quiescent atmosphere (Ref. 13), the discrepancies between the Jet inter- 
ference of the four Jet exhaust gases at a constant value of Bj should be mainly due to entralnment. 
For each free-stream Nbch number and configuration these differences seem to be relatively consistant 
with Bj. 

The maximum values of exit pressure ratio or initial plume angle for the configurations with Mach 2 
Jet exits were not large enough to determine if the trends Just mentioned were valid for these configura- 
tions. However, for these configurations, Bj seems to be at least as good a parameter as Jet pressure 
ratio with which to compare the Jet Interference of the various exhaust gases. Therefore, for under- 
expanded Jets, the data seen to indicate that the initial inclination angle of the Jet exhaust plume is 
a more relevant parameter for comparing the Jet interference due to plume blockage than either Pt.j/p 
or pe/p . The use of Bj instead of Pg/P» or Ptj/P» would ** more  helpful when high Jet exhaust 
plume angles are expected. 

In Reference 9, the first term of a series expansion of the ratio of Pj/Pe gives: 

Sketch (a) 

A comparison of the Interferences as a function 

Vpe 1 - (1) 

.1/2 
where the subscript    I    denotes the conditions to which the Jet is expanding,  pj <■ (Mfe - 1)"'", and 
is the difference in the Prandtl-Meyer turning angles for the Jet exhaust in expanding from   Me   to 
For small values of   Av, the following Jet boundary simulation parameters,  which wouW provide the same 
flow turning angle for the model and full-scale conditions, were suggested. 
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C
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Figure 9.    Afterbody drag coefficient as a function of   Pt.j/P«» Pe/P«,» and    BJ-     ß = 20°>  sonic 
exit, M,, » 0.95. 
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Jet boundary in & 
quiescent medium 

Je),  boundary In 
a moving stream 

H)($> 
(Pe- Pjj P,ß3 Tjj 

(P. P ) P ß 74 M 

These parameters were compared to 6j for the nozzle with a boattail angle of 20s and an exit Mach 
number of 2. All three parameters seemed to give about equal results In comparing the drag for the various 
exhaust gases. However, due to the low plume angles obtained for the nozzles with supersonic exits, the 
results were inconclusive. Since these parameters are approximations for the initial plume angle, and 
since they can became very large or small for values of M^ and Mg near 1, Sj would be the best of the 
three with which to compare the jet Interference of various gases due to plume blockage. 

Reference 13 indicates from quiescent atmosphere studies that excellent plume boundary simulation over 
a wider range of conditions and to much larger axial distances can be made by duplicating both 6j and 

"'      instead of Just 6J. It also indicates that a small additional Improvement can be made by duplicating 
~i J 

the nozzle divergence half angle. This may be important for very large pressure ratios or when surfaces 
downstream of the nozzle exit present such problems as pressurizatlon or heating of adjacent surfaces. 
However, Reference 12 indicates that the differences between boundaries for Jets having the same Jet exit 
Mach number and nozzle divergence angle are negligibly small when 6j is duplicated and the difference in 
ratio of specific heats is not much greater than 0.1. Therefore for most Jet airplane configurations and 
Jet pressure ratios, the duplication of Me, the nozzle divergence angle, and 6j should give adequate 
correlation of Jet Interference on afterbody drag due to plume blockage for various exhaust gases. 

5A Correlation of entrainment 

At supersonic Mach numbers, and low subsonic Mach numbers, exhaust plume blockage usually accounts 
for nearly all of the Jet interference on nozzle boattails. However, at transonic Mach numbers, or when 
there are bases or large separated regions in the vicinity of the nozzle exit, entrainment of fluid from 
the region can significantly contribute to Jet interference. In these situations, in addition to the 
proper simulation of the shape of the airplane' s exhaust plume, corrections to wind-tunnel values for 
differences between the entrainment of the real airplane exhaust and the simulation gases used in the 
wind tunnel become important. 

The amount of fluid entrained from the vicinity of the afterbody by the Jet exhaust depends on, among 
other things, the momentums of the Jet exhaust and local afterbody flow, and the velocities, energies, and 
mixx-g characteristics of the two flows. The momentum of the entraining fluid is generally considered a 
major factor determining the quantity of fluid entrained. In Reference 1^ the following equation is given 
for the mass of fluid entrained by a Jet in a quiescent atmosphere. 

C(M0M 
i.r 
W2 . I/2 (2) 

In this equation, ment is the mass of the surrounding fluid entrained, MOMj i  is the momentum flux of 
the Jet exhaust, p^ is the density of the surrourding fluid, w is the axial distance downstream of the 
nozzle exit, and C is a constant.  Thus the equation predicts that the entrainment varies as the square 
root of the exhaust momentum. 

In addition to the momentum ratio, the following simulation parameters suggested in Reference 9 were 
considered the ones most likely to correlate the Jet interference due to entrainment. 

Mass flow J J   i "       °°   e 
-  l/C 1/^ l/*4 
Po/. i     i 

PJ^1 
p A V 
"^00 00 00 

Kinetic energy  'oVj = V 
per unit mass     „       „ 

7 MR T   V 
00 QO 00 00      00 

Internal energy   °° 1)RJTJ 
per unit mass        (7. - IJRJT^ 

v>J J 
c      T 

The maximum cross-sectional area of the model,  A^^j, was substituted for    A^    in these equations.    The 
ratio: 
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was also used to correlate entralnment. Since the Jet exhaust Interacts with the external flow downstream 
of the nozzle exit,, the correlating parameters were computed for the conditions just behind the nozzle. 
For these calculations, the local Jet static pressure was assumed to be equal to the afterbody traillng- 
edge pressure. Entrainment in the sense used in this paper refers to the effects of the mixing and 
aspiration of fluid by the Jet exhaust in the region near the nozzle exit, as contrasted to the far down- 
stream mixing region of the exhaust. 

These parameters are compared in Figure 10. Afterbody drag coefficient for the 20° boattail is cross- 
plotted versus the parameters for a constant initial plume angle of 0° and 5°. Therefore, any differences 
in drag should be mainly due to differences In entralnment. For reference, since entrainment tends to 
lower the afterbody pressures, the greater the entrainment, the higher the drag. Figure 10 shows that 
entrainment is not a unique function of any of the parameters presented. For example, the data for the 
afterbody with the Mach 2 exit do not fall on the same curve as the data for the afterbody with the Mach 1 
exit when compared as a function of Jet momentum. If entrainment were Just a function of Jet exhaust 
momentum, the data for each nozzle would lie on a continuous curve. 

For air, the Jet exhaust Reynolds numbers based on the exit diameter of the nozzles ranged from 
3-71 x 105 to 20.9 x 105 for the sonic nozzle, and from p.60 x 105 to 25.7 x 105 for the Mach 2 nozzle. 
Reference I!« reports that for values greater than 3 X 10*, the entrainment coefficient, C in Equation (2), 
is independent of nozzle Reynolds number. Then Jet exhaust Reynolds number should not account for the fact 
that the entrainment of the two exits do not correlate. Therefore, Figure 10 indicates that entrainment is 
dependent on the Jet exhaust Mach number, an observation also suggested in Reference 1^. 

Although none of the parameters definitely correlated entrainment of the two nozzle exits, for each 
exit and for each plume angle, the effects of entralnment of the various gases Is close to a straight-line 
function of the parameters, RjTj j/RmToo, internal energy per unit mass, and the local kinetic energy per 
unit mass, that is, Vi j2/V 2. Reference 16 also indicates the dependence of jet interference on the 
ratio RJTJ J/R^T^. Tne relatively straight lines of these parameters suggest that they may be used to 
adjust for entralnment of various gases. Using either parameter, two points on the curve would have to be 
experimentally established at the proper plume angle for a particular configuration.  Then a straight-line 
Interpolation to the value of the parameter for the real Jet exhaust gas may give an estimate to the real 
airplane drag.  It should be emphasized though, that since entralnment is dependent on the configuration 
and external flow conditions, that this is not a prediction method but only an interpolation method for 
adjusting the wind-tunnel values at the external flow conditions and for the model geometry tested. 

k.     APPLICATION OF JET SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

The preceding discussion has established the importance of simulating the Jet plume blockage and 
entralnment effects.  It has been demonstrated that the jet plume blockage effects can be duplicated for 
various exhaust gases by matching the initial inclination angle of the jet exhaust plume. Corrections to 
wind-tunnel values for entralnment, however, must be evaluated from results for at least two exhaust 
simulation gases. Figure 11 shows an example of the procedure for adjusting the experimental value of jet 
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Figure 10.     Comparison of entrainment correlation parameters.    0 = 20°,  M    = 0.95. 
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Figure 10.    Concluded. 

interference to full-scale conditions.    First,  experimentally determine the variation of afterbody drag with 
Jet pressure ratio for at least two jet exhaust gases.    Then, correct for plume shape differences by relating 
the drag to the initial plume angle of the jet exhaust, and obtain a value of drag at the operating plume 
angle of the aircraft.    Final adjustments to the jet Interference for any discrepancies in entralnment could 
then be made by interpolating with the kinetic energy parameter or the RT ratio as illustrated in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11.  Jet interference comparison parameters. 
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3.     CONCLüBING REMARKS 

Based on the jet exhaust gases tested and other variables of the Investigation, the following effects 
of the Jet exhaust physical gas properties on the influence of the Jet exhaust on afterbody drag are 
Indicated. 

Substantial differences were obtained between the afterbody drags for the various Jet exhaust gases. 
Air, when uisd as the Jet exhaust, consistently gave the least favorable Jet interference and therefore the 
highest drag. The exhaust gases having ratios of specific heats, gas constants, and total temperatures of: 
1.30, 390 Joules/kg K, and 61*6 K; 1.28, 38^ Joules/leg K, and 810 K; and 1.26, 376 Joules/kg K, and 1013 K, 
generally resulted in increasingly more favorable Jet interference and less drag. 

The differences between the afterbody drags for the various exhaust gases were greatest for the combi- 
nation of high boattall angles, 20°, and high subsonic and transonic Mach numbers. Frr the combination of 
the lower boattall angles, 10°, and lower Mach numbers, the differences were much less. At a free-stream 
Mach number of 1.20, the differences in drag were small until large values of Jet pressure ratio were 
obtained. Based on percentage of jet off drag, there were large increments between the afterbody drags 
for the various Jet exhaust gases at all subsonic Mach numbers. Depending on the configuration and free- 
stream Mach number, the differences generally ranged from IC to 20 percent of the Jet off drag at the low 
jet pressure ratios, and up to 35 percent of the jet off drag at the Jet exit static pressure ratio of 5. 
For operating conditions typical of high nozzle drag (high boattall angles, and transonic speeds and corre- 
sponding pressure ratios) the current data indicate that the use of air to simulate a dry-turbojet exhaust 
can result in an increase of afterbody drag amounting to as much as 20 percent of the dry-turbojet value. 

The differences in jet interference between the various exhaust gases are attributed to different 
plume shapes and entralnment properties of the gases. Corrections for the plume shape differences can be 
made by relating the drag to the computed initial inclination angle of the Jet plume. Although the entraln- 
ment differences are difficult to predict, they seem to be a relatively straight-line function of the 
product of the jet exhaust gas constant and local temperature, and also of the local jet exhaust kinetic 
energy per unit mass. 
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A MOm TECHiaQOE FOR EXHAUST SYSTEM PKHPOWMCE TESTIJU 
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SUHMART 

The design of fan oowls and gas generator afterbodies for high bypass ratio engines involves considering 
the losses occurring from shock waves and boundary layer development in the presence of external flov. 

Various aerodynamic techniques are available for synthesising the afterbody shapes, but they do net yet 
successfully predict the complex boundary layer interactions on asymmetric coals, effects of curvature of 
the sonic line at the fan nozzle and installed effects such as those due to the presence of the wii^. 

The chosen approach was,  therefore, to teat particular configurations at model scale with the object of 
initially solving imnediate design problems and in the long tern developing detailed semi-empirical 
design rules. 

This paper describes an accurate modal technique that has been developed by Rolls-Royce (1971) Limited to 
measure the sum of gross thrust and afterbody drag for nozzle systems with single or two co-axial stroams* 

The rig uaes air at ambient temperature and is designed to operate in the 9ft x 8ft transonic wind tunnel 
of the Aii-craft Research Association Limited at Bedford. 

Model test results are also presented in the paper to demonstrate the accuracy and repeatability of the 
rig and show the considerable progress that has been made at Rolls-Royce in advancing the state of the 
art on exhaust systems for low specific thrust engines. 

NOTATION 

Vo 
V'o 
m 

T 

(«,/5)y 

(■^7-ideal 
(m/T), 

<«^J- ideal 
X 
D 

(W). 

h- 
measured 

ideal 
ideal 

ACj 

Free stream Mach number 

Fan nozzle total pressure 

Primary nozzle total pressure 

Ambient static pressure 

Pan nozzle expansion ratio 

Primary nozzle expansion ratio 

Mass flow 

Total tempo rnture 

Fan duct maac flow function 

Ideal one dimensional mass flow based on P?/P0 

Primary duct mass flow function 

Ideal one dimensional mass flow based on Pj/P. 

Thrust 

Drag 

Corrected force balance measurement 

Fan nozzle isentropic thrust 

Primary nozzle isentropic thrust 

Brhaust system gross thrust coefficient = (X-P) measured 

^F-ideal + XJ-ideal 

Thrust coefficient relative to baseline level. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The pursuit of better economics for subsonic transport aircraft has led in recent years to the 
development of high bypass ratio engines of the KB211 type.    The specific thrust of these engines 
Is appreciably lower than for a conventional turbojet engine and the ratio of gross thiust to net 
thrust Is higher.    Typically for an engine of unity bypass ratio,  the ratio of gross to net thrust 
Is about 1.5 under cruise oonditirns, while for an engine of bypass ratio 5 it is between 2,5 and 
3.0. 

Since losses in the exhaust system effectively act on the gross thrust level, any inefficiency is 
magnified by the above ratio.    The design of high performance exhaust configurations therefore 
assumes especial significance. 

Various aerodynamic techniques are available for synthesislng afterbody shapes but they cannot yet 
successfully predict the complex boundary layer interactions,  effects of sonic line curvature at 
the fan nozzle and Installed effects ouch as those due to the presence of the wing. 

The approach chosen by Rolls-Royce was,  therefore,  to develop an accurate model technique to 
measure exhaust syatem performance with or without external flow.    The thrust minus drag rig is 
designed to operate in the transonic wind tunnel at the Aircraft Research Association limited, 
Bedford. 

2, MODEL TECH1IIQUE 

from the start of design it was accepted that the rig should be capable of accepting a wide variety 
of afterbody arrangements. The original design was, therefore, based on on exhaust system for a high 
bypass ratio engine with an intermediate length fan cowl. Design schemes for single stream model 
builds were also prepared. 

Kodel tests to date have been confined to two stream exhaust systems and the general orrangemont of 
the rig for these tests is shown on Figure 1. A photograph of a typical model build installed in 
the working section of the tunnel is shown on Figure 2. 

2.1 Iletric (Live) Assembly 

Figure 3 Illustrates the basic components of the metric assembly. 

Test models at a scale of approximately l/l6th of RB211 are mounted on the metric portion of 
the rig which is supported by three linear bearings. These bearings constrain all but axial 
loads. Transference of loads from the metric to the noiwiaetric ports is achieved by means of 
a strain gauged balance. 

2.2 Hon-IIetric (Earthed) Assembly 

These components are also illustrated on Figure 3. 

The aerofoil support strut forms the main part of this assembly. It is mounted in a vertical 
plane from the tunnel floor with a sweep angle of 30 . 

Airflow supplies at ambient temperature are carried by the strut to provide two independantly 
controlled co-axial streams through the rig. 

Primary mass flow is measured using a calibrated venturi within the rig and the fan duct air- 
flow is determined usinc a bcllmouth situated in a plenum chamber beneath the tunnel floor. 

2.3 Complete Assembly 

The interface between metric and non-motrio sections requires three 0.0101ns split lines,  two 
in the fan stream and one in the primary stream.    Diaphragm seals are used to prevent flow 
between the two streams and from the fan stream to the tunnel, 

Prellminosy tssts to examine support strut and forebody interference effects showed that the 
most suitable location of the fan cowl was 7,4 forebody diameters from the leading edge of the 
nose fairing. 

3.      DUCT AimOW DISTORTION 

i 

Unifona flow conditions are achieved at the primary duct split line by initially turning the airflow 
from the stint into the duct by means of a cascade. The distortion of the airflow is then further 
reduced by the use of two perforated blockte plates located in the duct upstream of the converging 
section of the primary venturi. Downstream of the venturi, the airflow diffuses rapidly anl a 
package of three gauzes of 64^, 7(# and 75% open area is, therefore, used to ensure uniform flow 
conditions at entry into the test model. 

The fan stream emsiges from the strut into a short annular duct containing a vertical splitter 
plate. Proving tests were carried out to devise an effective means of straightening the flow 
downstream of the splitter. The configuration finally chosen consisted of the following:- 

a) A perfomated blockage plate designed integrally with the splitter plate, 

b) A package jf two gauzes of 6Af and 75'/-  open area at one inch spacing. 
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4. GAUBRiTIOKS 

A number of oalibiatioaa a» required to accurately define all the parameters occurring in the 
calculation of exhaust system thrust and flow coefficients.   They are inteidependant and 
carried out in the following order>- 

4.1    Balanoe Calibration 

The balanoe is loaded by weights suspended from a harness which passes over pulleys 
at the front and rear of the rig.    loads are applied in the drag direction only and balanoe 
hysteresis loops are defined to cover the full test range and ensure that the balance 
specification of 0.1$ of the full scale load of 6001bs is achieved. 

4*2    Seal Calibrations 

lbs primary seal constraint is obtained by venting the fen duct to ambient pressure and 
applying a series of pressure differentials and loads to the seal to cover the full ranges 
encountered during model tests. 

In *he case of the fan seal, the above procedure is repeated but with the pressures in the fan 
and primary duoVa equalised. 

4.3   Mass Row and Inlet Momentum Calibr'tiona 

The primazy venturi and fan system bellmouth-plenum chamber combination are calibrated in 
situ against National Gas Turbine Establishment (NBTE) 'standard nossles* of known discharge 
ooeffioient and thrust efficiency (Reference l).   During the same calibration runs,  the 
metric/non-metrlo split line stream thrusts are also calculated. 

The two airstreams are calibrated separately and a range of nozzles is used with each 
airstream, the outlet areas being chosen to give adequate coverage over the complete range 
of moss flow likely to be encountered during model testing.    The nozzles are mounted in 
turn on suitable duotii^ extending downstream from the model interface plane.    In the case 
of the fan stream calibration, a faired bullet is used to blank off the primary system.    An 
adequate length of ducting is then included to ensure that airflow distortion upstream of the 
'standard nozzles' is minimal. 

5. REDUCTION OF HESU1T3 

Figure 4 shows the component forces acting on the metric ports of the rig and a typical test model 
with a pylon represented.    The metric split line is located near the nacelle maximum diameter and 
thrust minus drag aft of this station is measured and incorporated in the thrust coefficient C_. 

Figure 3 shows the magnitude and vector summation of these forces for a high bypass ratio engine 
exhaust system operating at a typical 11   B 0.85 cruise condition. 

A flow chart summarising the main steps in the calculation of thrust and flow coefficients is 
presented on Figure 6.    Duct mean total pressures can be defined either from rakes of pitot tubes 
provided in both fan and primary ducts or from surface    and probe static pressure measurements 
and a knowledge of the duct mass flows. 

Computer programs developed by the Aircraft Research Association Limited are used for the main 
reduction of test data. 

6.      ACCURACT AND RBPEATABILITT 

In the following section,  the word  'accuracy'  is used to refer to the uncertainty of a value due to 
systematic error.    The word  'repeatability' is used to refer to the uncertainty of neasuremont due 
to the presence of random errors. 

During testing,  evsiy effort is mode to reduce systematic error to a minimum by careful 
calibration and the use of a controlled test technique. 

The absolute accuracy of the rig cannot be checked by reference to  'standard nozzles' since these 
are used in the basic calibrations.    However,  a guide to the validity of the technique is given 
below by comparing thrust measurements from a quiescent test on a model exhaust system with a 
theoretical breakdown of losses. 
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1 Teat Condition« Altitude teat facility (AT?) ozuise condition            ! 
Mo " 0 * V^o " Z-* 

Component of Loss % sfe Loss 

Bypass duct and noBzle friction I including pi tot rake loss) 

Primary duct and nosale friction (including pitot rake loss) 

Afterbody friction 

Afterbody wave drag 

Theoretical loss  = 

0.88 

0.19 

3 ,80 

0.70 

3.57 

Loss from model test  = 3.50 

Data point to data point repeatability checks carried out durii« thrust minus drag measurements 
on a model of the RB211 exhaust system gave a standard deviation cr= 0.001. Thus the 95^ level 
of confidence of gross thrust coefficient is ± 0.2ft for a single test point. 

The results of a more rigorous oeries to . -ries chock on the perfomance of the exhaust system 
are presented on Figure 7. Although the tests were separated by periods of several months, the 
maximum scatter about the fitted curve is + 0.2JJ of C-. 

7.  MODEL TEST RESULTS 

At the time of specifying the original production geometry of the exhaust system for the 
RB211, extensive model tests were carried out at IIGTE and Fluidyne. Twentytwo candiaate 
configurations were considered and the test data indicated that the afterbody profile which most 
suited the design constraints consisted of a circular arc extending from the maximum diaoeter 
set by the turbine to the primary nozzle. The fan nozzle was .coated near the position of marinum 
diameter and discharged its airflow almost axially onto the afterbody. 

figure 8 identifies the main features of this exhaust system and presents typical model test 
results at AST conditions. Obviously further refinement of the performance of this baseline 
configuration was possible and this has been the subject of five major test series on the thrust 
minus drag rig» 

Two of the approaches followed are discussed below:- 

7.1 Reduction of Losses Through Deletion of Hot Stream Spoiler 

When the hot stream spoiler doors and stangs are deleted, the rear afterbody shape can be 
redesigned with a conical final boattall blending into the existing circular arc profile. 

Model builds simulating the baseline RB211 configuration and the exhaust system with the hot 
stream spoiler deleted are shown on Figure 9 and test results are presented on Figure 10. 

The Improvement la performance results from elimination of bass areas and more efficient 
turning of the fan nozzle efflux at the primary nozzle plane. 

7.2 Reduction of Afterbody Skin Friction Loss 

With these exhaust system designs, a considerable reduction in afterbody length has been 
achieved by turning the fan airflow down the afterbody inside the fan nozzle. By inclinii« 
the fan nozzle efflux inwards as shown on Figure 11, adverse pressure gradients on the fan cowl 
are reduced and the external airflow can be turned through large angles prior to the onset 
of boundary layer separation. 

Kodel tests were carried out on a series of axisymmetric short afterbody configurations. The 
main variables considered in designing the exhaust gyatems are shown on Figure 12. The test 
results confirmed the anticipated high level of performance and showed that even with the 
largest boattall ancles, the apparent thrust loss due to the steep inclination of the fan 
nozzle is, in fact, recovered on the afterbody by the gradual turning of the airflow. 

When this philgsophy is applied to the RB211 engine, the conventional afterbody can be replaced 
by a simple 15 conical afterbody of approximately half the length. In addition to the 
reduction of scrubbing drag, an estimated weight saving of some 3001bs - 4001bs is achieved, 
including deletion of the thrust spoiler. 

j±itj 
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Model testa on this configuration were sufficiently encouraging to justify proceeding 
further to establish the performance of full scale hardware.    A series of engine testp was, 
therefore,  carried out in the tETE altitude test facility to compare the performance of the 
baseline circular arc afterbody with the 13   short afterbody.    Results from these tests are 
shown on Figure 13 compur^d wiir performance increments obtained from the earlier model tests 
at the Aircraft Research .association.    The agreement between the two sets of data is good. 

8.      COIICLUDM RE1UHKS 

The model technique described in this paper has now been used for a number of major test series. 
Accuracy and repeatability are extremely good and perfomance Increments demonstrated on the rig 
have been confirmed by actual engine tests. 

Particular attention has been given to the design of high performance nozzles cod afterbodies for 
low specific thrust engines and test results are presented to show that:- 

o     Base areas mist be avoided in the vicinity of the primary 
nozzle. 

o     Afterbody boattall angles of up to 20° are practicable. 

'WJSfa»«!^! 
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FIG  9-MODEL BUILDS TO EXAMINE EFFECT OF SPOILER DELETION 
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ISOLATING NOZZLE-AFTERBODY INTERACTION PARAMETERS AND SIZE EFFECTS 
A NEW APPROACH 

By:    S. C. Walker 
Vought Sygccas Division 

LTV Aerospace Corporation 
P. 0.  Box 5907 

Dallas, Texas  75222 

SUMMARY 

Isolation of the effects of major paraaeters, and the determina- 
tion of proper correction of wind tunnel model data are major objec- 
tives In the Vought Syctetm Division long range Nozzle-Afterbody 
Technology Development program.    This Isolation Is considered 
necessary to adequate understanding of the flow and the development 
of parameters capable of expressing nozzle-afterbody performance. 
This psper reports a flight test of the A-7E airplane, and associated 
wind tunnel tests comprising approximately one half of the long range 
program.    The difficulty of controlling parameters In flight was 
overcome by flying Into the data point while allowing only slight 
variations In ambient pressure. 

Wind tunnel tests were made In a 1.2 x 1.2 meter blowdown 
tunnel.    Models were run with both hot and cold exhaust.    One model 
was a wingless body of revolution;  the second was a geometric repre- 
sentation of the airplane. 

The flight test demonstrated the practicability of parameter 
control testing, and showed applicability of stream thrust parameter 
to Inflight engine performance evaluation.    Wind tunnel data show 
trends and general levels comparable to flight, and have verified 
some areas In which development of corrections Is necessary. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several current airplanes have not met expectations, or have exhibited surprising changes In drag 
with changes In power setting.    The cause.  In part, has been traced to nozzle-airplane afterbody Inte- 
gration problems which result In lower thrust and/or higher drag than anticipated.    Extensive testing has 
been expended to Identify the problems and possible solutions.    However, the solutions for the most part 
were major and came too late In the design-manufacture cycle to be Included.    Methods  (analytical and 
experimental) are needed to trade off the various vehicle design parameters early In the design cycle so 
major problems car. be avoided. 

Several approaches to Improving technology for design of nozzle-afterbody systems are being pursued 
throughout Industry and governmental agencies.    NASA has conducted studies of a general nature and a few 
tests of specific airplane configurations for the Air Force and Navy.    References  1 and 2 are representa- 
tive of this work.    On the other hand, programs such as the Air Force Alrframe Propulsion Subsystem 
Integration program and the Exhaust  System Interaction Program (References  3 and 4)  are oriented much 
more toward configuration data bank generation.    Several analytical performance prediction methods for 
the integrated system have been created both on theoretical and empirical bases,  of which Reference S 
is a notable example.    All of the programs have contributed to Improved airplane design, however, all 
have fallen short of providing basic understanding of this comrlex flow. 

During development of a method for afterbody drag prediction of single engine airplanes,  serious 
Incompatibilities were shown to exist among various sources of experimental  data.     These incompatibilities 
are most likely due to uncontrolled   (or unknown) flow quality, and instrumentation difference.    Tests at 
two facilities on nearly identical models show variations as large as 257.    Also, neither subscale nor 
ground based full scale teat data can be consistently related to flight conditions.    The problems can be 
categorized into those of simulation,  flow conditions, and instrumentation.     Dimensional  tolerances and 
small differences in model finish,  gaps, steps, mount, and general quality details affect  the simulation 
and contribute to difficulty in correlating data from other facilities or from flight.     Interference of 
the mounting structure, flow quality,  and blockage are considered the most improtant of the tunnel effects. 
Of these. Interference of the strut   (or sting) is probably the best resolved.    The amount of turbulence 
and flow angularity in the wind tunnel, model support effects, blockage,  the effect of vented walls, and 
the use of cold or hot flow or model  exhaust all contribute to variation In  flow conditions from model to 
model and from facility to facility.    Although attempts have been made to correct  for blockage,  and most 
wind tunnels have run turbulence and angularity calibration,  these effects are generally ignored in the 
analysis of data.    While the absolute magnitude of the effects may be small  for the particular test,  they 
contribute significantly to the scatter of data when compared to similar teats  from other models and 
facilities.    Differences in Instrumentation, particularly in static pressure taps,  and in balance concepts 
are also critical to data comparisons.    The Inadequacy of many Instrumentation systems to get data to 
show complete effects often cause pursuit of analytical approaches  that generate misleading conclusions. 
In many cases ttudled at VSD the instrumentation systems of otherwise comparable models,  or tests In 
different facilities are not complete even though there is little question about  the accuracy of the 
measurement actually taken.     In the case of engine tests In altitude and Mach number facilities the system 
Is not adequately simulated to avert question between ground and flight data,  and usually the same 
instrumentation arrangement Is not used in both tests.    In the case of flight testing,  the Instrumentation 
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•ystMM have not betn CMpltt« •nov.^h to adequately relate flight data to ground calibration.    Conee- 
quently,  It teeaa necaaaary to carefully control certain itena In order to laolate any of the effecta to 
the degree that the reaults can bo applied broadly. 

LONG RANGE PROGRAM - A NEW APPROACH 

In 1971, VSD Initiated a long range plan to laolate najor paranetera and tcatlng conditions to 
enhance understanding of Inter-teat differences and slse effects.    One of the long range objectives Is to 
establish corrections for sub-scale data.    This plan Involves testing of a set of models In at least 
three facilities.    The models represent an airplane configuration for which special flight data were 
obtainable.    This test series, and Items that can be effectively isolated are illustrated In Plgure 1. 
As shown on the figure, the effecta of flow can be Isolated among the three teat conditions  (small wind 
tunnel, large wind tunnel, and flight); and the effect of size can be isolated among three sizes of test 
articles  (small model, large model, and airplane).    Flight teat of the production airplane, and wind 
tunnel tests of the equivalent body of revolution  (EBOR) and airplane models have been completed to date. 
These three teats allow the evaluation of the applicability of the EBOR data to airplane performance, and 
give an overall comparison of subscale model data to actual flight.    This paper describes these completed 
tests. 

The next step of the program will be to run the two existing 0.08 scale models, and a 0.15 scale 
model of the airplane In a large, continuous flow wind tunnel.    The mounting facility used In the previous 
tests will be used In the large wind tunnel tests.    Completion of the test series would Involve flying the 
0.08 scale airplane model on a pylon of a parent airplane,    nimenslons of the pylon would be the same as 
the wind tunnel mounting strut.    Maneuvers flown would be the same as In the flight test of the airplane, 

AFTERBODY DRAG FLIGHT TEST 

In 1973 a flight test was made on an A-7E airplane to obtain data specifically oriented to Nozzle- 
Afterbody Technology development.     The teat was conceived to Isolate the effects of four major parameters: 
(1) jet exit velocity and pressure;   (2) altitude  (ambient pressure);  (3) external  (boattall) velocity; and 
(6)  tall flow field.    The current U.  S. Navy airplane shown in Figure 2,  is similar to the U. S. Air Force 
A-7D.    It has a non-afterburplng TF-41  turbofan engine with a long, fixed convergent nozzle.    A relatively 
large baae area exists between the nozzle exit and the fuselage terminus.    Nozzle and fuselage terminus 
are In the same atatlon plane.    Only a email amount of vent flow from the engine compartment exhausts 
through the base area. 

Test Planning - Understanding the effect of each of these parameters la necessary for both the devel- 
opment of performance prediction technology and for synthesizing or improving the Integrated design.    This 
understanding has been difficult  to obtain in previous flight or wind tunnel  test results because several 
Interacting variables change at the same time,  thereby making isolation of singular effects difficult or 
impossible.    Planning of this test was concentrated on selectively controlling all but one of the para- 
meters, thus isolating that parameter's effect upon performance.    This concept of testing has been named 
Parameter Control Testing.    Parameter control is not difficult to achieve In the wind tunnel, but is 
quite difficult to achieve under normal flight techniques.    For any particular airplane the parameters 
of  interest will have fixed relationships  in stabilized flight with variation being effected only by air- 
craft weight and center of gravltv.     Consequently,  the desired data must be obtained with thrust either 
excess or deficient to the stabilized requirements,  thus creating acceleration of some type.    It was 
determined by analysis during the planning efforts,  that a change of ambient pressure  (altitude) during 
the data reading would be the least  critical to the results, and also be the easiest to correct.    This 
philosophy was followed throughout  the program. 

Conditions at approximately the mid point of  the flight envelope were chosen as the base, and 
starting point, so that maximum useful  range of data would be obtained.    The baae point chosen for the 
A-7E was Mach 0.6,  15,000 feet  (4572 meters) pressure altitude,  and power to maintain stabilized flight. 
The effects of external velocity were obtained by establishing a pre-determined power setting above or 
below 15,000 feet at the predetermined Indicated airspeed and recording data as  the airplane climbed or 
descended through 15,000 feet.    During thin series  the maximum rate of climb encountered was 25 feet per 
second (7.6 meters per second) and  the maximum rate of descent was 56 feet per second  (17 meters per 
second).    To facilitate recording,   the pressures were routed through four Scannivalves which were 
referenced to the noseboom airspeed system.    These were A8 step Scannivalvea  that completed one revolu- 
tion in 4.8 seconds.    The Scannivalves were synchronized to each other and  the patching arrangements were 
such that the corresponding total and static pressures of individual probes were recorded at the same 
time.    Due to this 4.8 second cycle  time there was a 0.09 psi  (620 Newton/meter^)  ambient pressure change 
during the data acquisition.    However, ambient pressure was sampled each tenth second and the small 
change was accounted for by updating the reference pressure for each Scannivalve step.    The total pressure 
change was negligible due to a decrease in Indicated airspeed. 

Variation of nozzle exit pressure while maintaining constant velocity was performed by setting up at 
a higher altitude for the low power settings and at a lower altitude for the high power settings and then 
flying the airplane at the Indicated airspeed that will result in a 0.6 MN at 15,000 feet  (4572 meters). 
If  the power setting is higher than required for stabilized flight at 0.6 MN but  the airspeed mslntained, 
obviously the airplane will climb.     Conversely, for lower power settings, if the Indicated airspeed is 
maintained the airplane will descend.    As before,  the pilot was able to select the correct power setting, 
climb or glide slope, and indicated airspeed to achieve the correct combination at 15,000 feet  (4572 
meters) with a 0.6 MN,    In this case,  the Idea was to have the exact velocity and altitude with approxi- 
mate PTN's to fit above and below the stabilized center point.    For this series,  the highest rate of 
change was for the highest power setting.    The rate of climb was 95 feet per aecond or 0,153 pal  (1055 
Newton/meter2) incresse in static pressure with 0.17 psi  (1172 Newton/meter2) Inc.sase in total pressure. 
These changes were easily accounted for by updating the reference pressure. 

During the previous described maneuvers, the Unit Horizontal Tail  (UHT) movement covered less than 
one degree.    To determine the effect of UHT variations, velocity was held at 0.6 MN and the PTN held 
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constant at power required for «tablUzed flight at 0.6 MN, 15,000 fact and wind-up turns ware performed. 
Velocity and PTN were aet up to give the desired combination going through 15,000 feet  (4572 meters) as 
the "g" level waa held constant.    To Increaae the UHT spread, gentle pushovers were performed In the ssne 
manner;  the total spread cane to approximately 4 1/2 degrees. 

Variation In ambient pressure was obtained by flying the airplane by the same techniques at various 
altitudes from 2,000 to 25,000 feet (600 to 7600 metera) holding airspeed and nozzle total pressure at 
the base valuea. 

Since this type of flight testing was new to VSD there was considerable skepticism of the practicality 
of flying the «Irplane Into the points satisfactorily,  and In our ability to resolve non-steady state 
data.    The pilot had little difficulty obtaining the desired flight conditions satisfactorily after a few 
trial runs In which he developed Judgement of englne^lrplane control response.    This was borne out by the 
acquisition of all data in five flights Instead of seven which were initially planned.    Ranges of para- 
meters over which data were obtained are tabulated In Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

RANGE OF CONTROL PARAMETERS 

Exhaust Nozzle Pressure (P-») 

Mach Number (M ) 

10.4 to 25.6 PSIA 

0.4 to 0.8 

Ambient Pressure (P ) 

Horizontal Tall Incidence    ( 6 ) 

13.6 to 5.4 PSIA 
(2000')   (25000') 

-3.7 to -7.9* 

Instrumentation - The airplane had been used in the flight test programs for engine and airplane 
performance, and conaequently, had extensive system instrumentation.    Instrumentation which was added for 
the base drag flight test, illustrated in Figure 3, Included afterbody static pressures, boundary layer 
rakes, base annulus pressures, exhaust nozzle pressure end temperature rakes, and engine core and fan flow 
pressures and temperatures.    The engine manufacturer (Detroit Diesel Allison) provided special internal 
instrumentation and has cooperated in analysis of data.     Instrumentation In the external flow conaisted of 
12 afterbody static pressures and two boundary layer rakes.    The ststic ports were arranged in three rows 
along the boattail on the upper left, lower left, and bottom centerline.    The boundary layer rekes were 
10 Inches long and had 8 pitot-atatic probes.    These were loested on the upper right end lower right just 
forward of the fuselage terminus.    The plane of the baae area had 6 static preesure probes distributed 
proportionally to the width of the annusus  (i.e.  two at the top, three on the side, and one at the 
bottom).    Three static probes loested 12 inches forward of the nozzle plane averaged engine compartment 
preesure, end both external and internal tapa were located at the top, side, and bottom of the nozzle 
approximately one fourth inch forward of the nozzle lip. 

Four of the nine pressure end temperature probes normally in the production TF-41 engine were replaced 
by special probes.    These probes are located between the turbine discherge end the station at which the 
fan and core streams are mixed.    The production probes average core and fan pressure.    The special probes 
measure the static and total pressures and the temperature of each stream to provide indlcstion of by-psss 
ratio.    The remaining five production probes were used in the normal manner for monitoring and control of 
the engine.    The nozzle rake contained two instrumented legs with ten temperature and total pressure 
probes, snd five ststic pressure probes on each.    Figure 4 shows the nozzle and boundary layer rakes 
Installed on the airplane.    Calibration of the engine in the airplane was made on a thrust measuring 
stand with and without the nozzle rake.    This calibration gave base data for use in analysis and also 
indicated any change of matching within the engine due to the Instrumentation.    To compensate for the 
blockage by the rake, a tailpipe with a larger than normal nozzle area was used.    Calibrations were made 
on the engine with a production size nozzle,  the larger nozzle without the rake, and the larger nozzle 
with the rake.    This calibration confirmed that engine parametric» with the rake installed were essentially 
identical to thoae of the production configuration.    To determine the error in the static preaaure measure- 
ment of the rake probes caused by the relatively thick rake strut, ground runs were made with an unobstruct- 
ed static probe which could be positioned at various radial locations within the nozzle, and could be 
translated axially during engine run.    Position error derived from this test was applied to rake data. 
Results of these calibrations appear quite good. 

Data System - The airplane was equipped with a fourteen track magnetic tape recorder, a photo 
observer and a telemetry system.    Signal conditioning included PCM and PDM multlcoders and continuous FM 
channels  (sub-carrier oscillators). 

Data measurements were recorded on magnetic tape through a PCM switch sampled 100 times per second. 
The Scannivalves were synchronized so that all valves were on position one st the same time and the 
patching arrangements were such thst the corresponding totals and statics of the Individual probes were 
recorded at the same time. 

The data reduction was accomplished by the normal scaling of the PCM data to engineering units. 
Corrections for zero shi-'ts were made by having one position on esch Scannlvalve measure It» reference 
pressure, and any deviation from zero was corrected.    Airspeed, altitude, Nl, N2, PT5.1 and free air 
temperature were obtained from the photo observer snd integrsted into the PCM data. 

Because the test involved quasi-stabilized flight, a lag check wes conducted on the noseboom air- 
speed system snd the plumbing associated with the Scannivalves.    The lag for the Scannivalve's reference 
side and the lag for the photo observer were very close to the same:    therefore,  no lag corrections were 
made in any of the data. 
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Engine Perforaance and Calibr~tion - Calibration of the engine in the airplane vas made on a thrust 
.. aauring atand with and without the nozzle exit rake. This calibration gave base data for use in 
analysis and slso indicated any change of aatching within the engine due to the instrumentation . Ini
tially, a four ara crucifora rake wee installed on the production size tailpipe. Since the engine air
flow li•iter ie progra ... d to the low rotor apee~. the reduction in tailpipe effective area caused by the 
rake resulted in increaaed high rotor speed and engine pressure ratio to maintain a given engine corrected 
airflow at a given corrected low rotor s peed . A larger tailpipe (4-percent area increase) was installed 
and the frontal area of the rake reduc.!d by re110ving tvo arats and replacing them with o thin brace. The 
2-ara rake-large tailpipe co.bination resulted in engine operating conditions approximately the same as 
the production tailpipe without a rake. 

To deter.ine the error in the static pressure measurement of the rake probes caused by the relatively 
thick rake strut, ground runs vere .. de vith an unobstructed static probe which could be • osi tioned at 
varioua radial locations within the nozzle, and could be translated axially during an engine run . 
Position error derived froe this teat vaa applie~ to rake data. Results of these calibrations appear 
quite good. 

WIND TUNNEL HODEL TESTS 

The wind tunnel testa vere made in the LTV High Speed Wind Tunnel over essentia l .; the same range of 
parameters aa the flight teat. Both vind tunnel models vere fitted to the same mounting facility and 
utilized the same internal parts and internal instrumentation (including e~haust nozzle). The Eouivalent 
Body of Revolution (EBOR, body of revolution model equ~valent to the A-7 model fuselage) test was a 
project of the Vought Systems Divaion Independent Research and Development Program : the airplane model 
test was sponsored by the U. S. Naval Air Propulsion Test Center. 

Wind Tunnel Facility - The testa vere run in the LTV High Speed Wind Tunnel on a special f.xhaust 
System Teat Facility. The vind tunnel is of blovdown type with a four foot (1.22 meter) souare test 
section. Mach number range is fr~m 0.5 to 5.0. A perforated vall test section is used for transon ic 
testing up to approximately 1.4 Mach. A fort ·r channel analog to digital data system is cou?led to an 
"on-line" IBM 1800 coeputer. 

The Exhaust System Teat Facility is a strut mounted metric assembly on which models of specific 
configuration may be readily attached. The facilitv was designed t o test models up to 48 inches (1 .2 2 
meters) in length, v1th nozzle throat areas up to 5.4 square inches (35 so. em) for maximum nozzlP. 
pressure ratio of 18. The model may be powered ••i th eithe t col~ compressed air or bv combustion products 
of a burner integral to the metric assembly. The combustor uRes propane, oxygen , ~nd air, and very 
closely simulates exhaust gas properties and flows of turbojet and tur~ofan engines. With the simulator 
installed, gas flow capability up to 8 pounds/second (3 .63 kg/sec) 2000°F (1367°K) has been demonstrated . 
This flov vill provide nozzle total pressure of approximately 90 psia (~ . 2 x 105 Newcon/meter 2) with a 
maximum area nozzle. A six component bal ~nce in the facility measures ne t force on the after body model 
(thrust minus drag) . 

EBOR Test - Moat analytic methods for predicting afterbody pr~ssure dra~ of three-dimensional 
configurations are baaed on the assumption that the body can be simulated by an axisymmetri c body with the 
same area distribution . I t is vell known that this can result in large errors for tvin .let confiRurations 
but is considered to be an acceptable approach for a single enRine confiRuration such as the ~-7 airnlane 
model. The puq .ose of the EBOR tes t was to evaluate the accuracy of simulat inR a three-dimensional, 
s ingle engine afterbody by a body of revolution. 

The EBOR model has fuselaRe area- l enRth distribution equivalent to the fuselage of the A-7f. down
stream of facility station 8.0 . Ups tream, a Sears-Haack nose of the facility i s faired into the model 
lines. Figure 5 is a photogr aph of the model mounted on !he exhaust svstem test facilit y in the wind 
tunnel. 

Pressure instrumentation of the external part of the model cons iRted of a rov of stat i c pressure 
taps running longitudinally at three radial l oca tions : i.e. t op, s i de, and bottom (0°, go• . and 180°) . 
Figure 6 shows the location of each tap. 

Base pres~ure and nozzle instrumentation are shown in FiRure 7. 

A-7 Model Test - The A-7 mode! is approximately 47 inches (119 em) lo~g and 6 inche~ thick at the 
maximum cross-sectional area. The model is 0.08 scale of the fliRht test airp l ane . The metric after
body is approximately 16 inches (40 em) lonR. A picture of the mode l is s hown in FiRure 8 . It shoulcl he 
noted that the model is mounted to the strut in the inverted po9it !on. The forebody and winR ~tubs are 
non-m~tric, and the inle t is faired over. The inlet, located on the bottom of the airplane fuselaRe 
approximately below the windshield, has been f aired into the nose by extendinR the nose forward and down
ward. Contours of the model, except for the nose and in let area are r epresentative of the production 
A-7E airplane. The outer panels of the vinRS of the model were left off to reduce the b l ockaRe in the 
tunnel, and to reduce the effects of proximity of the mode l t o the tunnel wall. Geometri c blockaRe of 
the tunnel was approximately 2.1r at the maxi mum point which was j ust aft of the metric break of the model. 
The horizontal tails vere mounted on the metric afterbody at zero anRle of attack . Ro th winr.s and tail s 
were removable for testing vith fuselaRe only. The vertical t ail was non-metric and represented by an 
inser t in the trailing edge of the mountinR strut. 

Instrumentation of the A-7 model was as s imi l a r to that of the fliRht test airp l ane as pr ac ticable. 
Differences between the tvo arranRements were: (1) model nozzle pe r formance was reso lved bv metered 
flov and force measurements instead of with Internal instrumen~atton and a noz: le e~it rake of the fli~ht 
vehic le; (2) due to the extremely small size of the scaled probes for exit plane base pressure , and the 
difficulty of analyzing the data from these probes on the fliRht test, base pressures were monitored onlv 
by tap~ i n the base cavity similar to the compartment presAure probeR in the fliP.ht test airp lane: (3) 
fuselage static pressures vere obtained f ur ther forward on t he model than on the fltr.ht test a irpl3ne: 
(4) becauae of physical li•itationa fever probes on the boundary layer rakes cover greater height (scaled) 
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than those used In the flight teit. The general arrangement of the Instrumentation la shown In Figure 9. 
As noted In the EBOR model description, the Internal Instrutentatlon Is the same for both modela, and la 
shown In Figure 7. 

Data were obtained on the model with and without wings and tails; and with and without the boundary 
layer rakea. Exhaust gas temperature duplicated that of the flight teat, however, data with cold enhauat 
were obtained at representative conditions. Range of parameters tested was eauivalent to the flight test 
except for Reynolds number, which could not be duplicated. 

RESULTS 

Nozzle Performance - Parameters used in the wind tunnel tests to simulate the nozzle exhaust condi- 
tions of flight ware pressure ratio and temperature.    To put data from both test« on a common baaia, it 
waa necessary to abandon the gaa generator method of presenting airplane nozzle performance as a function 
of ram pressure ratio, and select a method independent of engine and flight condition. 

The airplane production turbine out pressure instrumentation samples both the fan and core streams 
at the nozzle entrance and gives a near average total pressure as shown by the special Individual probes 
at thia location.    This fact permitted the airplane nozzle stream thrust to be defined as a function of 
the average pressure regardleas of flight condition.    Since the model nozzle was calibrated to ar. average 
total pressure on a plenum, the atream thrust procedure was s compatible basis for presenting nozzle 
performance from both types of tests. 

The stream thrust function is shown in Figure 10 for all points of the three tests in which the 
nozzle was choked.    Valuca for the model nozzle were scaled by the ratio of the airplane nozzle geometric 
area to the model nozzle geometric area.    All points are within a +17 band around a strsight line from 
the origin.    Data from ground calibration runs on the airplane, static calibration of the model, and all 
conditions of flight  (regardless of altitude or Mach number) were used to establish the line of the curve, 
and overlap aa indicated.    The resolution of the stresm thrust function in flight from the nozzle exit 
rake independently from the round calibration confirms the ability to accurately determine in-flight 
stream thrust from ground calibration of turbine exit total pressure probes. 

Parameter Separation - The effecta of each of the four parameters that were investigsted sre 
summarized in Figure 11.    Tail incidence and altitude  (ambient pressure) are shown to have almost insigni- 
ficant effects compared to those of nozzle pressure end external velocity.    The curves of Figure 12 show 
how these major parameters affect base pressure,  and compares the effects to data from stabilized flight 
at 15,000 feet  (4572 meters).    The vsriatlon in boattall pressures from the same range of parameters is 
shown in Figure 13. 

EBOR Applicability - Comparisons of base snd average boattall pressures of the EBOR and A-7 models 
are given ir Figurca 14 and 15 respectively.    Boattall pressures used for the curves are sverages of all 
pressure raps st each fuaelage atation.    The generally more negative pressure on the EBOR base and more 
positive pressure on the bosttsil is considered to be the result of the difference in shape of the annulus 
of the base and the shoulders of the fuselage st  the forward part of the afterbody.    Flow visualization by 
oil flow on the A-7 boattall showed severe displacement of the streamlines in the vicinity of the 
shoulders,  and consequently the boundary layer and external flow field of the  two models is significantly 
different near the fuselage terminus. 

Comparison of Flight and A-7 Model Data - As stated previously, the primary purpose of this series 
of tests is to determine wind tunnel and size effects.    As yet, data are Insufficient for separation of 
the two.     However,  the general comparison of the present data la of Interest, aince in many programs, 
only superficial corrections are made to wind tunnel data before Its use In predicting full scale per- 
formance.     Comparisons of the flight test and airplane model data are shown in Figure 16 for haae 
pressure,  and in Figure 17 for afterbody pressure. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The clarity of the results and the quality of data from this  test proves that this  innovation In 
testing techniques is successful, and is necessary to thorough understsndlng and analysis of nozzle- 
afterbody interaction and performance. 

2. In-flight stream thrust csn be verified easily and accurately by ground calibration of engine 
instrumentation. 

3. Body of revolution models sre adequate for use in preliminary dealgn of a single engine airplane to 
obtain trends and comparisons of performance between configurations. 

4. Size and/or wind tunnel effects exists ir subscsle data of email tunnels which is significant enough 
to cause unacceptable prediction of full seal»  performance without the determination and use of 
corrections. 
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SUMMARY 

Results of an experimental research Investigation on nozzle/ 
afterbody drag are presented. Experimental afterbody (and boat- 
tall) drag coefficients and pressure distributions are discussed 
for an Isolated, strut-mounted nozzle/afterbody model for the 
Mach number range from 0.6 to 1.5. The experimental data were 
obtained for the basic model with an air-cooled and a water- 
cooled Ethylene*/alr combustor to provide hot-jet duplication 
as well as cold-jet simulation. The temperature of the nozzle 
exhaust gas was varied from 530oR (294,40K) (burner-off) to 
approximately 2500oR (1388.90K) for several nozzle pressure 
ratios from jet-off to those corresponding to a moderately under- 
expanded exhaust plume. The differences between the cold-jet 
and hot-jet results are significant, and adjusting the cold-jet 
pressure ratio to corroct for the changes In the jet specific 
heat ratio with temperature will account for most of the differ- 
ences observed. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

Afterbody drag coefficient based on body cross-sectional area 

Boattall drag coefficient based on body cross-sectional area 

Total drag coefficient based on body cross-sectional area 

Total pressure drag coefficient based on body cross-sectional area 

Pressure coefficient, (p. - p )/q 

Nozzle pressure ratio (p*.,/? ) 
IJ   oo 

Nozzle exit static pressure at 15-deg radial position from top (air-cooled 
model), psla 

Nozzle exit static pressure at 200-deg radial position from top (air-cooled 
model), psla 

Nozzle exit static pressure (water-cooled model), psla 

Nozzle exit static pressure |l/2(pj;3 + Pjjg)! , air-cooled model, psla 

Local static pressure on model, psla 

Total jet pressure, psia 

Free-stream static pressure, psia 

Local dynamic pressure 

Reynolds number per foot 

Model station from model theoretical nose, in. 

Exhaust gas temperature 

Primary airflow rate, Ibm/sec 

Secondary airflow rate, Ibm/sec 

Rates of specific heats, Cp/Cv 
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INTRODUCTION 

A significant amount of testing Is Involved In developing a new aircraft and power 
plant. Traditionally, alrframe tests have been carried out with careful simulation of the 
external flow over the alrframe but with a rather approximate simulation of the flow is- 
suing from the engine. Similarly, engine tests have been conducted with very careful 
simulation of the flows internal to the engine but with little or no consideration of the 
external flow. 

In order to properly evaluate afterbody drag, realistic simulation of the Internal 
as well as the external flow is required. The hot-Jet exhaust simulation is generally 
obtained by using a cold fluid (r.g.,  unheated air) and adjusting the nozzle pressure 
ratio to match the hot-Jet initial inclination angle.  Such a procedure then attempts to 
account for the differences In the plume expansion caused by changes in the Jet specific 
heat ratios with exhaust gas temperature. The plume displacement effects which are simu- 
lated in the above manner are Invlscld in nature, and although in theory the invlscid 
plume boundaries are simulated, the effective Jet boundaries may differ because of the 
viscous mixing at the Interface of the exhaust flow and the external boattatl flow.  The 
nature of the "iscous region depends largely on the gradients existing between the in- 
ternal nozzle flow and the external flow over the afterbody.  To investigate this viscous- 
inviscid interaction, which is particularly strong at transonic speeds, it is necessary 
to duplicate rather than simulate the engine exhaust gases. 

The research reported herein is an experimental effort to determine the effects of 
the hot Jet on the boattatl drag and was conducted in two phases, which were differentiated 
by the combustor design.  Phase I was conducted using an Ethylene*/air combustor which had 
air cooling around the combustor liner.  During the Phase I investigation it was observed 
that the secondary airflow (cooling air) affected the boattail pressure distribution, 
hence producing drag.  This effect opposed the trends resulting from the Introduction of 
the hot Jet,  Because of the secondary airflow effect, the water-cooled combustor was 
designed (Phase II) to eliminate secondary airflow and Isolate the Jet exhaust tempera- 
ture effect on boattail and afterbody drag.  During Phase I, two nozzle configurations 
representing a typical turbojet nozzle installation and a typical turbofan with low- 
bypass (1:1) nozzle installation at a military power setting were used.  The Phase II in- 
vestigation utilized the turbojet nozzle Installation at a military power setting.  Data 
were obtained for these configurations over the transonic Mach number range.  A more de- 
tailed report of the results obtained during this investigation is contained in Ref. 1. 

APPARATUS 

WIND TUNNEL 

The AEDC 16-ft (4.88-m) Propulsion Wind Tunnel (16T) is a continuous flow, closed- 
circuit wind tunnel capable of operation within a Mach number range from 0.20 to 1.60. 
Tunnel 16T can be operated within a stagnation pressure range from 120 to 4000 psfa (5746 
to 191,520 N/m2), depending on Mach number, with a stagnation temperature variation 
capability from approximately 80oF (26.70C) to a maximum of 160oF (71.10C). Tunnel air 
is removed and replaced with conditioned makeup air from an atmospheric dryer to facilitate 
control of vitiation caused by combustion and to control the specific humidity of the 
tunnel air. 

EXPERIMENTAL HARDWARE 

The experimental hardware used during the investigation reported herein was the Air 
Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL)/Lockheed isolated nozzle model previously used 
for cold-flow nozzle studies reported in Ref. 2.  The model, described fully in Ref. 3, 
was modified to accommodate an Ethylene/air combustor, which was used to provide hot ex- 
haust Jet duplication of a typical turbojet operation.  The AFFDL/Lockheed isolated noz- 
zle model is an axisymmetric body with an overall length of approximately 153 in. (3.886 m). 
The model had a 14-deg, half-angle conical nose, which was faired into the primary model 
diameter of 9.86 in. (25.04 cm). A boundary-layer trip consisting of 0.055-in.(0.13 cm)- 
diam steel spheres spotwelded to a trip ring at a circumferential spacing of four sphere 
diameters was located on the conical nose 12 in. (30.48 cm) aft of the cone vertex.  The 
external surfaces of the afterbody and boattail used were the AFFDL/Lockheed configuration 
CDE1 (Convergent-Divergent Ejector, military power setting) described in Ref. 3.  The 
model was mounted in Tunnel 16T on a strut with an aft sweep angle of 31.8 deg.  A sketch 
showing the basic external model dimensions and the model location in the wind tunnel 
test section is presented in Fig. I. 

The internal model configurations deviated from the AFFDL/Lockheed CDE1 configura- 
tion in order to accommodate the combustor.  High-pressure air, which was used to simu- 
late the nozzle exhaust for the cold-flow portion of testing and which was used as an 
oxidlzer in the combustion of Ethylene, was ducted through the strut to a plenum in the 
forward section of the model. 

Combustor (General) 

An Ethylene/air combustor based on a National  Advisory Committee  for Ae .'onautice 
(NACA)  design  (Ref.  4)  was used  to provide hot  exhaust  Jet duplication.     (Ethylene   (C2H4) 
is  a gaseous hydrocarbon  fuel  which,  when burned  in air,   produces exhaust products which 
very closely duplicate  the exhaust  products of  JP-4  burned in air.)    Two combustor 
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configurations were used during the experimental  Investigation.    The overall dimensions 
of  the two configurations were similar,  and many components were Interchangeable.    The 
first combustor used secondary airflow for cooling the combustor liner and nozzle,   whereas 
the second combustor and nozzle were water cooled. 

Air-Cooled Combustor 

The air-cooled combustor liner was constructed from stainless steel and had an over- 
all length of 27.45  In.   (69.72 cm),   an inside diameter of 6.15  in.   (15.62 cm),   and a wall 
thickness of 0.125  In.   (0.31  cm)   (Fig.  2a).    The combustor liner  terminated in a sonic 
throat with a contraction ratio of 2.36.    Secondary airflow for cooling was ducted to the 
secondary flow annulus from the primary stream through a variable  position sleeve  valve. 
The  two air streams,   primary and secondary, were mixed at  the exit  plane of the combustor 
sonic nozzle and were exited  through  the common nozzle.    Flow conditioners in both  the 
primary and the secondary air streams were used  to provide a uniform flow field  to  the 
combustor and secondary flow annulus,  respectively. 

Water-Cooled Combustor 

The water-cooled combustor was constructed   from copper with  an  inside diameter of 
6.15 in.   (15.62 cm)   and a wall  thickness of 0.125  in.   (0.31 cm)   (Fig.  2b).    The  combustor 
terminated with a convergent-divergent nozzle with a  throat diameter of 3.6 in.   (9.14  cm). 
The contraction ratio  for this combustor was 2.92.     Cooling water was supplied  to  the 
combustor through  the model strut  and  flow passages  internal  to  the model,    A continuous 
water  flow rate of 70 gal/mln   (0,0265 m3/min)  was maintained  throughout  the investigation. 

Nozzle Configurations 

Two nozzle configurations were  used in conjunction with  the air-cooled combustor. 
Each configuration utilized the AFFDL/Lockheed convergent-divergent ejector afterbody and 
boattall external surfaces  (Configuration CDE1)   and  force balances.     The  internal military 
nozzle configuration was constructed from stainless steel and had a  throat diameter of 
4.8  in.   (12,19 cm)  and an expansion  ratio of 1.0,  with  a length-to-diameter ratio of  1.25 
(Fig.  3a).    Since  the  burner was operated choked,   the effective area ratio of the  nozzle 
was  1.44 for  this configuration.    A secondary air passage sleeve was used to reduce  the 
annulus area around  the combustor,   thereby restricting the secondary airflow to just  the 
amount  required  for cooling  the combustor liner  (approximately 15 percent of primary air- 
flow).    The secondary air passage sleeve was removed  for the  1:1  bypass nozzle configura- 
tion,   allowing a secondary airflow rate nearly equal   to the  primary stream.    The  1:1  by- 
pass nozzle configuration was also constructed of stainless steel  and had an expansion 
ratio of 1.06  (Fig.   3b).    The  nozzle was preceded by a  7.5-in.   (19.05-cm) mixing chamber 
to better simulate  the mixing region of the hot core and cold annulus air experienced  in 
turbofan engines. 

The  internal  nozzle configuration used with  the water-cooled combustor was  a 
convergent-divergent   (CD)  military nozzle with a nominal design area ratio of 1.43  and a 
divergence angle of  6.4 deg.     Because of design requirements   Imposed by water cooling, 
the base area (4.78  In.2)   (30.84 cm2) of the CD nozzle was significantly larger than the 
air-cooled military  turbojet  nozzle   (Fig.  3c). 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The primary instrumentation included external model static pressures,   internal  model 
pressures,   combustor liner temperatures and mass  flow rates of air and ethylene.     The ex- 
ternal model pressures were  Integrated to obtain afterbody and  boattall pressure drag 
coefficients.    A computed skin  friction drag coefficient  (Ref.   5)  was added to obtain 
total afterbody and  boattall  drag coefficients.     Mass   flow rates were obtained  from 
critical  flow Venturis. 

EXPERIMENTAL  RESULTS 

GENERAL 

The experimental  investigation was conducted in  two phases.     Phase  I utilized  the 
air-cooled combustor configuration with both a military turbojet  and a 1:1 bypass military 
turbofan nozzle configuration.     Data were obtained using the  turbojet nozzle configuration 
at Mach numbers of 0.6,   0.9,   1.1,   1.2,  and 1.5  for a  Reynolds  number of 2.5 x  106/ft 
(8,20 x 106/m).     Four nominal  temperatures  (1000°,   1500°,   2000°,   and 2500oR)   (555.6°,   833.3°, 
1111.1°,  and 1388.90K)  were  Investigated at each Mach number.     Data were also obtained with 
the  turbojet  nozzle  using cold exhaust jet simulation  for comparison with  the  hot  exhaust 
jet duplication. 

The 1:1 bypass  turbofan nozzle configuration was  also Investigated at Mach numbers 
of 0,6,  0.9,   1.1,   1.2,   and 1.5 at a  Reynolds  number of  2.5 x  106/ft   (8.20 x 106/m).     Two 
primary stream temperatures of approximately 1000° and 1500oR (555.6° and 833.30K) were 
investigated.    Cold exhaust jet simulation data  for comparison with the hot-jet duplica- 
tion conditions were also obtained.    Cold- and hot-plume data  (at  the specified exhaust 
gas temperatures)  were also obtained at a Reynolds number of 4.75 x 10"/ft  (15.58 x 106/m) 
and Mach numbers of 0.6,  0.9,   and 1.1. 

Phase II of the experimental Investigation was conducted using the water-cooled com- 
bustor configuration.    The  Investigation was conducted at a Reynolds number of 2,5 x 106/ft 
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(8.20 x 106/in) over the same Mach number range as Phase I, at four nominal exhaust gas 
temperatures. The cold exhaust Jet simulation conditions were repeated during Phase II 
for data comparison with the hot exhaust Jet duplication. During Phase II, an extensive 
Reynolds number survey (from 1.0 x lO^/ft (3.28 x 100/m) to 3.0 x 106/ft (9.84 x lO^/m)) 
was also conducted at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9 over the nominal exhaust gas tempera- 
ture range. 

WATER-COOLED COMBUSTOR CONFIGURATION (PHASE II) 

Typical pressure distributions over the boattall obtained from the water-cooled com- 
bustor are shown in Figs. 4a through d. The effect that changing the exhaust Jet nozzle 
pressure ratio has on the boattall pressure distribution is shown in Figs. 4a and b for 
Mach numbers 0.9 and 1.1, respectively. For both Mach numbers, increasing the nozzle 
pressure ratio caused an Increase in the pressure on the boattall. The effect was felt 
upstream of the boattall on the afterbody at Mach number 0.9 as shown by the pressure 
difference at the forwardmost station of the boattall. At Mach number 1.1, an Imbedded 
shock occurred on the boattall and restricted the effect of the exhaust plume to the 
portion of the boattall downstream of the shock. However, thn shock tended to move up- 
stream with Increasing nozzle pressure ratio. The effect of exhaust plume temperature on 
pressure distribution at Mach numbers 0.9 and 1.1 Is shown In Figs. 4c and d.  Increasing 
exhaust temperature generally causes an Increase in pressure on the boattall at Mach num- 
ber 0.9, with the effect being felt on the afterbody as well. At Mach number 1.1, the 
imbedded shock isolated the effect of temperature to the segment of the boattall down- 
stream of the shock location. 

The component drag coefficients (boattall drag coefficient, CDgT, afterbody drag 
coefficient, CDAB> and total drag coefficient, CQT - which is the sum of CDBT and CDAB^ 
as a function of nozzle pressure ratio for two of the five Mach numbers Investigated at a 
Reynolds number of 2.5 x 106/ft (8.20 x 106/m) are shown in Figs. 5a and b. In each case, 
the cold-plume simulation data are presented with the varying hot-plume duplication for 
comparison. Above a nozzle pressure ratio of 5.66 (nozzle completely filled), CDBT de- 
creased with increasing pressure ratio. The level of drag coefficient obtained with the 
hot-exhaust duplication at a given nozzle pressure ratio generally decreased with in- 
creasing exhaust temperature.  At the subsonic Mach number (0.9), the afterbody drag 
coefficient, CDAB» decreased slightly with both pressure ratio and exhaust plume tempera- 
ture Increases.  At the supersonic Mach number (1.1), however, CQ^Q was completely insen- 
sitive to changes in either of the variables. This insensltlvlty to pressure ratio and 
exhaust plume temperature changes is caused by the inability of the pressure ratio and 
temperature effects to move upstream of the Imbedded shock on the boattall (Figs. 4b and 
d). A complete presentation of the data for the five Mach numbers can be found in Ref. 1. 

MATCHING OF THE PLUME INCLINATION ANGLE 

If the changes in boattall drag caused by changes in nozzle pressure ratio are pri- 
marily invlscld in nature (i.e., are caused by changes in the inviscid plume shape), then 
corrections to the cold—flow nozzle pressure ratio can be made to simulate the change in 
plume shape produced by changes In the exhaust gas temperature. The effect of Increasing 
the exhaust gas temperature Is to decrease the specific heat ratio (y) of the exhaust gas 
with a resulting increase In the exhaust plume initial inclination angle and maximum 
diameter. Thus, in order to simulate a hot-Jet plume (y < 1.4) operating at a given pres- 
sure ratio using cold air (y - 1.4), the nozzle pressure ratio must be increased to off- 
set the effect of y.    The correction for y  effects is to adjust the nozzle pressure ratio 
at a constant value of drag coefficient to match initial Jet inclination angles.  The 
measured performance with the theoretical change in the nozzle pressure ratio predicted 
from changes In y  at two of the five free-stream Mach numbers Investigated are compared 
in Figs. 6a and b. The correction for y  compensates for a large percentage of the exhaust 
gas temperature-induced effects. The effect is corrected more accurately at the higher 
nozzle pressure ratios than at the lower pressure ratios. The effectiveness of the y 
correction also appears to be dependent on the free-stream Mach number. The y  correction 
agrees more closely at Mach number 1.2. At free-stream Mach numbers less than 1.2 the 
effect of plume temperature is slightly larger than the y  effects predict, while at Mach 
number 1.5, the y  correction is larger than the measured effects of plume temperature.  A 
complete presentation of the comparison for the five Mach numbers can be found in Ref. 1. 

REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECT 

To determine the effect of Reynolds number on boattall drag coefficient, a Reynolds 
number survey from 1.0 x 106 to 3.0 x 106/ft (3.28 x 106 to 9.84 x 106/m) was conducted 
at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9. Drag data were obtained with cold- and hot-exhaust 
plumes. The variation of boattall pressure drag with Reynolds number at a constant nozzle 
pressure ratio and various gas temperatures Is shown in Fig. 7.  At both Mach numbers 0.6 
and 0.9 the effect on Cpjp is very small over the range investigated. 

AIR-COOLED C0HBUST0R CONFIGURATION (PHASE I) 

Phases I and II of the experimental Investigation were conducted using the same ex- 
ternal afterbody and boattall configuration. The size of the base region was enlarged 
for the Phase II model because of requirements Imposed by water cooling the combustor and 
nozzle (Fig. 3). This larger base area affected the level of the boattall drag, resulting 
in greater drag at a given nozzle static pressure ratio than was measured on the Phase I 
model (Fig. 8). A correction for base area effect for the cold exhaust plume at Mach 
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number 0.9 was made using the results obtained In Ref. 6 and shown In Fig. 8 to Illustrate 
that the base area was responsible for the Phase II Increased drag. The corrected Phase II 
drag coefficient was comparable to the level measured In Phase I. Sufficient base pres- 
sure data to allr# correction of CDBT for the remainder of the data were not available; 
therefore, In reviewing the results of Phase I and comparing them to Phase II, one should 
remember that the effect of base area was present and that the absolute levels will not 
be comparable. The trends remain the same, however, for both phases. 

Effect of Secondary Airflow on Nozzle Performance (Phase I) 

Secondary airflow to provide combustor cooling during hot operation for the air- 
cooled combustor was Introduced Into the nozzle as described earlier. During cold-flow 
operation, the secondary airflow was maintained, and it affected the Internal nozzle per- 
formance. Figure 9 Is a presentation of the boattall drag coefficient (cold-flow) as a 
function of measured nozzle static pressure ratio for Mach number 1.1. Lines of constant 
W2/W1 are Identified. As W2/W1 Increased, boattall drag coefficient Increased at a con- 
stant nozzle static pressure ratio. This trend was observed for all of the five Mach num- 
bers investigated, with the exception of Mach number 0.6, as shown in Ref. 1. 

Effect of Hot Exhaust on Nozzle Performance (Phase I) 

A presentation of the component drag coefficients as a function of nozzle static 
pressure ratio for two of five Mach numbers investigated is shown in Figs. 10a and b. The 
drag coefficients were obtained over a wide range of exhaust gas temperatures, using the 
cold-exhaust plume to establish the relationship between boattall drag coefficient and 
pressure ratio.  An average of the two pressures (p£3 and pgg) was used to represent the 
nozzle static pressure ratio.  The boattall drag coefficient for the hot-exhaust plume 
was then determined at specific values of nozzle static pressure ratio and was compared 
to the cold-plume drag coefficient on the assumption that the relationship between drag 
coefficient and pressure ratio remains generally the same even though the exhaust gas 
temperature is increased. The experimental results of Phase II verified this assumption. 
The effects of exhaust gas temperature and increasing secondary airflow have opposing 
trends and tend to cloud the effect of exhaust plume temperature. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The effect of exhaust plume temperature on afterbody and boattall drag was investi- 
gated for two combustor and three Internal nozzle configurations installed in an Isolated 
pod.  The Investigation provided experimental data for the internal and external flow 
fields. The significant results and conclusions are summarized below.  It should be em- 
phasized that the following results and conclusions were obtained for a particular isolated 
external boattall configuration and may not necessarily be the same for other configura- 
tions . 

1. For the water-cooled combustor configuration with a turbojet mili- 
tary nozzle, the maximum change in total drag coefficient at a 
Reynolds number of 2.5 x 106/ft (8.20 x 106/m) was 160 boattall drag 
counts at Mach 1.1 and 90 counts .it Mach 0.9 over an exhaust gas 
temperature range from 530oR (294.40K) to approximately 2700oR 
(1500oK). For each of the Mach numbers investigated, drag co- 
efficient decreased monotonically with increasing exhaust gas 
temperature at a constant nozzle pressure ratio. 

2. From the hot-flow data obtained, it appears that correcting the 
cold-flow exhaust pressure ratio for changes in specific heat 
ratio will compensate for a large percentage of the effect of a 
hot exhaust on afterbody performance. The apparent displacement 
and entralnment effects produced by differences in viscous mix- 
ing between hot and cold exhausts also have to be considered. 

3. Exhaust plume temperature affected the afterbody drag coefficient 
at Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.9. The effect was negligible at Mach 
numbers 1.1, 1.2, and 1.5. 

4. A Reynolds number survey from 1.0 x 106 to 3.0 x 106/ft (3,28 x 
106 to 9.84 x 106/m) was conducted at Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.9 
for the water-cooled combustor configuration.  The effect of 
Reynolds number variation on total boattall drag coefficient was 
less than 30 drag counts over the range of the investigation for 
both Mach numbers 0.6 and 0.9. 

5. The boattall drag coefficient obtained with the air-cooled com- 
combustor, military nozzle configuration during the cold—exhaust 
plttne Investigation showed a strong Influence of secondary air- 
flow. When presented as a function of average nozzle static 
pressure ratio, the boattall drag increased with an increase in 
percentage of secondary airflow. 

6. The boattall drag coefficient obtained with the air-cooled com- 
bustor/military nozzle configuration behaved in the same manner 
as the water-cooled configuration. The maximum change in boat- 
tail drag coefficient at a Reynolds number of 2.5 x 106/ft 
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(8.20 x 106/m) was  182 drag counts at Mach  number 0.9 and 50 
drag counts at Mach number 1.5 over an exhaust gas  temperature 
range from 530oR (294.40K)  to approximately 2900°R (leil.lOK). 
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Figure 1.    Basic model  dimensions and location in test section. 
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CoabuBtor 

STA 
135.471,   In. 
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Secondary Airflow Passage 
Secondary Air Passage Sleeve 

Afterbody   (AFFDL/Lockheed Convergent-Divergent) 
, Boattall   (AFFDL/Lockhecd Convergent-Divergent) 

Static Pressure Orifices 

a. Air-cooled combustor, turbojet military nozzle 
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Afterbody   (AFFDL/Lockheed Convergent-Divergent) 
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-Boattall   (AFFDL/Lockheed 
Convergent-Divergent) 

'Static Pressure 
Orifices 

b.  Air-cooled combustor, turbofan military nozzle 
(1:1 bypass ratio) 

Inlet Water Passage 

Return Water Passage 
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c.     Water-cooled combustor,   turbojet military nozzle 
Figure 3.     Schematic of nozzle configurations and nozzle 

pressure instrumentation. 
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THE INFLUENCE OF NACELLE AFTERBODY SHAPE ON AIRPLANE DRAG 

WALTER J.ROHLING 
Chief, Aerodynamic» Staff 

The Boeing Company-Wichita Division 
Wichita, Kansas 67210 

SUMMARY 

A program to design and flight test quiet nacelles suitable for installation on JT3D powered 707 airplanes was conducted by the Wichita 
Division of The Boeing Company under contract to the Federal Aviation Administration. Design requirements for the quiet nacelle 
stated that the nacelle shall be flightworthy, flight weight, capable of being certificated to airworthiness standards, and appropriate to 
the aircraft type. The cruise performance flight tests and the additional performance diagnostic flight tests indicated an unnecessary 
performance penalty due to the nonoptimum aft translating sleeve and fan nozzle configuration. An unfavorable 
angle-of-attack-sensitive interplay between the wing and nacelle aft sleeve flow fields was found at all cruise Mach numbers. This penalty 
was the only significant item discovered during the flight test program which required correction to provide a viable retrofit nacelle 
configuration. 

This paper describes the diagnostic performance flight test, wind tunnel and exhaust system model tests that were conducted to define 
the required change and to obtain data on the cruise performance benefits that resulted from the change. 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

BTU British Thermal Unit 

CQ Drag coefficient 

CQJ Fan nozzle discharge coefficient 

Cyf Fan nozzle velocity coefficient 

Cf Fan gross thrust factor 

C. Gross thrust coefficient 

C-f Fan duct gross thrust coefficient 

CQ Pressure coefficient 

Q_ Centerline 

D Drag 

EPNL Effective perceived noise level 

FAR Federal Aviation Regulation 

FM Frequency modulation 

Fg Gross thrust 

Fn Engine net thrust 

MM Hour 

IBM International Business Machine 

IN Inch 

LBID Large blow-in door 

LBS Pound 

M Mach number 

NAM Nautical air miles 

NA 1 Designation for wind tunnel model (Phase 1 quiet nacelle) 

NA 2 Designation for wind tunnel model (production quiet nacelle) 

NA 5    Designation for wind tunnel model (baseline, i.e., production 
707, nacelle) 

INTRODUCTION 

To determine the feasibility of, and the net improvement in fuel mileage due to a new engine installation, particular attention 
must be paid to the placement of the nacelles and pylons on the wing. Wind tunnel and flight experience (References 1, 2, 3 and 4) have 
shown the sensitivity of airplane drag with respect to placement and local geometry of the pylon, nacelle and wing. The potential 
interference penalties that can occur are related to the local Mach numbers and pressure coefficients in the channel formed by the wing, 
pylon, and nacelle and may be manifested as a wave drag and/or as a drag associated with a thickening and possible separation of the 
boundary layer on the nacelle, pylon or wing. The factors that affect the quiet nacelle geometry are discussed below. 

The quiet nacelle program (Reference 1) encompassed two concepts of nacelle acoustic treatment. The Phase I lower goal 
nacelle utilized an acoustically treated inlet and side cowl; the Phase 2 upper goal nacelle supplemented the noise reduction achieved by 
the Phase 1 nacelle by including a plug nozzle to suppress jet noise. 

In an effort to prevent undue program expenditures, the program was structured to design and fabricate only one 
configuration side cowl for use on both upper and lower goal configurations. Since the program as initially planned contemplated the 
flight test of the Phase 2 upper goal configuration, the side cowl was optimized for this configuration. This optimization included the 
following considerations. 

p Pressure 

PCM Pulse Coded Modulation 

PTF Charging station pressure (model analogy to Pt2.5) 

Pam Ambient pressure 

PSI Pounds per square inch 

Pt2.5 Fan exit pressure, total 

Pt7 Primary nozzle pressure, total 

pt rake Total pressure measured by rake 

pt shielded Total pressure measured by shielded probe 

pt Free stream pressure total 

q Dynamic pressure 

RF Range factor 

RI=BL Range factor, baseline nacelle 

n,:QN Range factor, quiet nacelle 

SBID Small blow-in door 

SFC Specific fuel consumption 

TE Trailing edge 

W Gross weight 

WBL Wing buttock line 

a Angle of attack 

6 Pressure ratio, P/14.696 

•Jam Pressure ratio, Pam/14.696 

Sam Temperature ratio, Tam/518.688 
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A plug nozzle ii wmewhat larger in diameter than a conventional nozzle, consequently, the aft translating sleeve for a plug 
nozzle must be somewhat larger in diameter than a sleeve for a conventional nozzle. The larger diameter sleeve, in turn, establishes the 
diameter of the aft portion of the side cowl. Since the exit plane of the primary exhaust stream was fixed, the external contours of the 
lower goal (i.e., conventional nozzle) aft sleeve had to be severely compromised to be compatible with the larger diameter of the side 

cowl. 

Ground testing of the Phase 1 nacelle showed outstanding acoustic performance and static propulsion performance equivalent 
to, or slightly greater than, the baseline (i.e., production 707) nacelle. Because it was significantly lighter in weight and less complex 
than the upper goal. Phase 2, nacelle and because of the results obtained from the ground test program, a decision was made to flight 
test the Phase 1 lower goal quiet nacelle even though it did not represent an optimized configuration. 

The Phase 3 flight test revealed cruise performance of the nonoptimized Phase 1 nacelle to be lower than desired. 
Consequently, a performance improvement program was initiated to identify changes to the nacelle which would improve cruise 
performance while retaining the demonstrated acoustic performance. 

CONFIGURATION 

•» 

The Phase 1 lower goal quiet nacelle, shown on Figure 1, consists of an acoustically treated inlet, side cowl hydraulically 
operated fan thrust reversers, 3/4 length side cowls with integral acoustically treated fan ducts, and primary thrust reverser translating 
sleeve. The primary thrust reverser and exhaust nozzle are unchanged from the production 707 configuration. 

AFT 
TRANSLATING 
SLEEVE 

SIDE COWL 

FAN THRUST REVERSER 

FAN COWL 

INLET 

QUIET NACELLE - GENERAL ARRANGEMENT 
FIGURE 1 

The nacelle inlet Includes an acoustically treated nose dome, two acoustically treated concentric rings supported by four 
struts, and an acoustically treated cowl all with an integral thermal anti-Icing system. The fan cowl provides an aerodynamic fairing 
from the inlet to the fan thrust reverser. The fan air discharge is bifurcated into two streams in the fan thrust reverser section. Reverse 
fan thrust is accomplished using 14 hydraulically actuated blocker doors and cascades. Each blocker door is mechanically connected to 
an external door/cascade assembly. After passing through the fan thrust reverser section, fan air enters acoustically treated flow 
channels in the 3/4 length side cowl. Each side cow1 naif contains seven flow channels which are separated by six acoustically treated 
radial splitters. The splitters are formed by two acoustic linings separated by an impermeable septum. 

BASELINE TEST PROGRAM 

The Phase 1, lower goal, quiet nacelle was subjected to an extensive ground test program. To provide a direct comparison to 
the current production nacelle, similar tests were also accomplished on a baseline nacelle. Specific areas of investigation included 
propulsion performance, acoustic performance, systems performance, durability and engine/nacelle compatibility. The results of the 
propulsion performance testing are discussed in the following paragraphs. 

Propulsion Ground Tests 

In Phase 1, an extensive series of ground rssts were accomplished to define the performance of a JT3D-3B engine Installed in 
a quiet nacelle. Similar tests were accomplished using a production 707 nacelle with a large blow-in door (LBID) and a small blow-in 
door (SBID) inlet to provide baselines for comparison. Most late production aircraft are equipped with the LBID inlet. The static thrust 
and specific fuel consumption results of the quiet nacelle and the LBID inlet baseline nacelle are shown on Figure 2. As can be seen 
from Figure 2, the quiet nacelle takeoff thrust and SFC are slightly improved with respect to the ba'eline nacelle. 
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A series of ground tests were performed to estimate the performance of the quiet nacelle fan ducts. These tests included 
full-scale and one-fifth scale half model tests of the quiet nacelle and baseline fan ducts. The model tests are required to determine 
cruise thrust coefficients at cruise nozzle pressure ratios since full scale ground testing is limited to fan nozzle pressure ratios just below 
the critical pressure ratio. The results of these tests are summarized on Figure 3. These results as well as the results of the other ground 
tests led to the conclusion that the lower goal configuration should be flight tested in lieu of the upper goal configuration. 

1.2      1.4       1.6       1.8       2.0       2.2      2.4      2.6      2.8      3.0       3.2 

FAN NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO ~ Pt2.5/pam 

PHASE 1 QUIET NACELLE AND 707 BASELINE NACELLE 
FAN GROSS THRUST FACTORS 

FIGURE 3 
Flight Tests 

The objectives of the flight test program were to: 

• Measure acoustic and aerodynamic performance of dn unmodified production 707 300B/C aircraft to establish a 
baseline. 

• Measure acoustic and aerodynamic performance of the baseline aircraft after ir-,talletion of the Phase 1, lower goal, 
quiet nacelle. 

• Functionally  check  quiet   nacelle  mechanical  components, systems, and structure under flight operational 
conditions. 

• Analyze acoustic data to determine the effective perceived noise level (EPNL) changes between the baseline aircraft 
and the quiet nacelle configured aircraft. 

• Document FAR Part 36 noise levels for the 707-300B/C airplane with quiet nacelles. 

The results of the acoustic testing showed that the airplane could be certified to FAR 36. Functional checks were also 

-■ 

i 
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satisfactory. The results of the aerodynamic cruise performance testing are described In the following paragraphs. 

Flight tests were accomplished to determine the airplane cruise performance (fuel mileage) for both the quiet nacelle and 
baseline (i.e., production nacelle) configurations. The cruise test conditions were performed in stabilized level flight at six Mach 
numbers ranging from 0.70 to 0.86. These conditions were accomplished at airplane gross weight-to-ambient pressure rations (W/6) of 
0.7 x 10, 1.0 x 10 , and 1.2 x 10° pounds (nominal). Except for nacelle configuration, the airplane configuration, gross weight, 
center-of-gravity, and system operations were nearly identical for both the quiet nacelle and baseline configurations. 

Airplane and engine performance data were automatically recorded during three to five-minute stabilized conditions with a 
magnetic tape data acquisition system. The reference static pressure for all conditions was determined from a trailing cone static 
pressure f. ickup. 

Tie data were processed using existing IBM 360 computer programs that first established calibrated parameters and then 
performed calculations using the calibrated parameters. 

Installation of the Phase 1 lower goal quiet nacelles on the 707-30OB Advanced/C airplane resulted in reduced cruise 
efficiency at all test Mach numbers and W/6 conditions as shown by Figure 4. The range factor penalty at a Mach number of 0.80 is 
shown on Figure 5. At a typical W/6 of 1.1 x 10" pounds, the penalty was 3.5 percent. This represents a larger penalty than expected. 

70 ;? M 'h /H f» P? M 
MACH MJMHtH 

COMPARISON OF FUEL MILEAGE 
FIGURE 4 
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j 
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\ 

■— 
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\M ~ 106 LBS 

PHASE 1 GUIEx'NACELLE RANGE PENALTY 
FIGURE 5 

All data presented on Figure 4 were corrected to standard conditions. In addition, corrections were applied for differences 
between test W/S and nominal W/6, for variations of energy altitude occurring during the test period as well as variations in the heating 
value of the fuel from a standard 18,400 B.T.U./lb. The drag of the tniRing cone was also accounted for in the calculations. 

Additional adjustments were made to the quiet nacelle performance data for tab area base drag and for gross thrust deviations 
on the number one engine. These are explained in more detail below. 

The fan nozzle exit area on the Phase 1 nacelles was found to be slightly oversized during ground tests. Tabs were added to 
reduce the exit area. This created an additional base area of approximately 40 square inches per nacelle that will not be incorporated on 
a production version. Therefore, this incremental base drag penalty, calculated using base pressures measured in flight, was removed 
from the quiet nacelle cruise data by adjusting the specific fuel consumption. 

An improvement in the design (repositioning the radial splitters in the fan thrust reverser) was made after the fabrication of 
quiet nacelle unit number one. This design improvement was incorporated in units number two and on. Specific fuel consumption was 
adjusted to eliminate the bias introduced jy the nonstandard configuration of unit number one. 

The absolute levels of baseline cruise data are not representative of a new airplane since the test airplane had accumulated 
approximately 15,900 hours of airline service. Although significant aerodynamic discrepancies were corrected, the airplane did not 
represent "roll out" conditions during test. Additionally, the absolute level of data was affected by the drag induced by test 
instrumentation. Since, however, the airplane configuration remained the same for both baseline and quiet nacelle tests, incremental 
changes in fuel mileage data are valid. 

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

The performance improvement program included a diagnostic flight test program, wind tunnel tests to assess possible nacelle 
changes, and additional model nozzle tests. The diagnostic flight test program yielded static pressure data on the translating sleeve and 
wing lower surface, total pressure data in the fan wake and flow visualization by means of tuft photographs. The Mach number and W/6 
ranges investigated were the same as those flown in the Phase 3 flight test. 

Diagnostic Flight Test 

The objectives of the diagnostic flight test program were to identify areas of the nacelle affecting cruise performance and to 
identify suitable changes to the nacelle to improve cruise performance without impacting the demonstrated acoustic performance. 

For those tests, the airplane was configured with quiet nacelles on engines one, two and three. A standard baseline (i.e., 
production 707) nacelle with a large blow-in door inlet was installed on engine number four. 
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Prior to the fint series of flights, additional static pressure measuring instrumentation was installed on the aft portion of the 
nacelle side cowl and on the aft translating sleeve. Tufts were installed on the nacelles and struts to permit airflow visualization for 
inflight evaluation. The first flight was proceeded by a static engine ground run on number three engine to acquire surface static 
pressure and tuft data during ground operation. 

The first series of flights were performed to obtain static pressure and flow visualization data at cruise conditions. Data were 
obtained with number three engine operating at three different thrust levels at each of three Mach numbers. The thrust variations were 
performed to determine the degree of influence thrust level might have on the nacelle afterbody pressure patterns. The preceding test 
conditions were accomplished at airplane gross weight-to-pressure altitude ratio factors of 0.7 x 10°, 1.0 x 10 , and 1.2 x 106 pounds. 
These data points were representative of flight test conditions during which previous airplane fuel-mileage performance was determined. 

During this initial series of flights, movies of the nacelle tufts were taken from a Boeing owned F-86 chase airplane to further 
support the nacelle airflow and nacelle static pressure data analysis. 

After the first series of flights, the airplane was further instrumented with fixed and traversing total pressure rakes on the aft 
portion of the nacelle and wing static pressure belts. 

The second series of flights was accomplished using this additional instrumentation. Again, data were recorded with number 
three engine set at three different thrust levels at three Mach numbers for W/5 of 1.0 x 10° and 1.2 x 10° pounds and four Mach 
numbers at W/5 of 0.7 x 10° pounds. 

Subsequent to this second series of flights, a static engine ground run was accomplished on engines one and three to check the 
engine thrust calibration and to acquire total pressure data on the quiet nacelle afterbody area ot engine number three. 

The airplane instrumentation for the Phase 3 flight test program consisted basically of conventional airplane and engine 
performance type parameters. Additional instrumentation required for the diagnostic flight test program consisted of the following: 

• Static pressures on the aft translating sleeve of engine number three: 

12 statics on the 180° radial 
16 statics on the 200° radial 
23 statics on the 270° radial 
16 statics on the 340° radial 

Viewed from 
renr cf engine 
looking forward 

Wing static pressure belts on the top and bottom of the wing just Inboard of the outboard engine struts 

Three total pressure rakes at 180°, 200° and 270° radial positions at Nacelle Station 270 

A traversing wake rake mounted on the inboard side of engine number three strut with the pitot and static rake 
located on Nacelle Station 275. The preceding instrumentation is shown on Figure 6. 

WING STATIC PRESSURE BELTS STATIC AND TOTAL PRESSURE RAKES 

^fp*? 1" 
**-* üii l^^M 
*»w 

^*^* 

m 

TRAVERSING TOTAL PRESSURE RAKE 

DIAGNOSTIC FLIGHT INSTRUMENTATION 
FIGURES 
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These additional itatir and total pressures were measured using scanner valves to sample the pressures. An aft body trailing 
cone system was used as the merence static pressure for all static pressures measured. A shielded pitot probe pressure was used as the 
reference total pressure for all total pressures measured. All scanner valve pressures were recorded on magnetic tape using an FM data 
system; engine and airplane perWmance data were recorded on magnetic tape using a PCM type data system. 

Performance data were reduced using existing IBM 360 computer programs. Data outputs were tabular listings of both 
calibrated and calculated parameters and plots of time history data. 

Static pressure survey data were reduced using a computer program to compute the pressure coefficient (AP/q) for each port 
measured; the results were plotted versus port location. Total pressure data were also plotted as meoisured AP using two references: (1) 
Port minus shielded pitot pressure, and (2) port minus fan exit total pressure. 

The photographs of the tufts shown on Figure 7 give a visual indication of airflow on the nacelle. Photo (1) shows the inlet 
and side cowl tufts of the quiet nacelle to be well behaved (steady). Some tuft movement (Indicating low momentum airflow) near the 
turbocompressor fairing is indicated by the blurring near the end of the tufts. Photo (2) shows well behaved tufts at the fan exit but 
indicates low momentum airflow along the lower portion of the primary aft sleeve over the last 50 percent of sleeve length. The tufts on 
the sailboat fairing on top of the sleeve are well behaved. Photo (3) indicates that, at increasing W/S, the low momentum airflow, while 
still present, acts over a smaller length of the sleeve. Photo (4) depicts flow visualization of the baseline (production short cowl) nacelle 
at the same condition. The tufts on the sleeve are well behaved. Note, however, the severe tuft movement on the sailboat fairing. These 
photographs are indicative of tuft behavior during all conditions flown. 

I 

PHASE 1 QUIET NACELLE 
(M = 0.8;W/«=1.0X106) 

(1) 

PHASE 1 QUIET NACELLE 
(M = 0.84;W/«   =0.7X106 

(2) 

PHASE 1 QUIET NACELLE 
(M = 0.84; W/d 

(3) 
1.0 X106) 

BASELINE NACELLE 
0.84; W/i 

(4) 
1.0X10°) 6» 

COMPARATIVE AIRFLOW VISUALIZATION 
FIGURE 7 

The problem area indicated by the tufts is the aft translating sleeve. The magnitude increases with decreasing W/S as was 
found on the fuel mileage tests. 

Typical static pressure data at M = 0.8 for W/fi ■ 0.7 x 10° and 1.2 x 106 pounds are shown on Figure 8. Data are presented 
for the 180° radial, 340° radial, and the wing belt. As W/5 decreases, the wing and sleeve negative pressures increased in both 
magnitude and area of coverage yielding a higher drag component on the sleeve. While positive pressures exist near the leading edge of 
the wing, there is a very little forward projected area on the side cowl for this pressure gradient to act against. 
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TYPICAL WING-NACSLLE-AFTEBBODY STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 
FIGURE 8 

Total pressure surveys were conducted using fixed rakes and a translating rake. Data from the translating rake indicates an 
airflow momentum deficiency near the strut-cowl intersection. A typical condition is presented on Figure 9. A typical pressure survey 
from the fixed 180° radial rake is shown on Figure 10. 

WING LOWER SURFACE 

CONDITION 
M - 081 

1.2 X 10° LBS 

HP-', 

TRANSLATING RAKE TOTAL PRESSURE SURVEY 
FIGURES 

RAKE ^   'SHIELDED 

180° RADIAL FIXED RAKE TOTAL PRESSURE SURVEY 
FIGURE 10 

The major problem area indicated by the pressure data and the tufts is tf1« aft translating sleeve. The static pressures acting on 
the aft sleeve were integrated to determine the magnitude of the forces as e" as to determine tho trend of the forces with 
angle-of-attack. Although this integration of the pressures acting on the aft sleeve does not really define the total pressure drag (because 
the pressures act on other portions of the nacelle, pylon and wing) the magnitudes and trends of the data did provide direction as to the 
configurations that should be investigated in the wind tunnel. Also the tuft activity observed indicated that a reduction of the sleeve 
area would improve the drag. 

Additional indications that the aft sleeve was the major problem area were provided by examining the trends of data of 
Reference 3. Figure 11, taken from Reference 3, shows how the afterbody drag for a 7208 fan engine installation (short duct) is 
affected by wing angle-of-attack and engine fan pressure ratio. As can be seen from Figure 11, the afterbody drag is extremely sensitive 
to wing angle of attack and relatively insensitive to engine pressure ratio. As noted in Reference 3, the drag change is predominantly due 
to pressure drag, and is primarily a function of the pressure field around a given wing-nacelle-strut configuration. A predominantly 
negative pressure field between the wing and nacelle afterbody results In drag forces on the nacelle afterbody and in forward forces on 
the lower surface of the wing in that area. Therefore, a pressure drag on the nacelle afterbody does not necessarily result in a net drag 
on the airplane. 
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Configuration Changes For a Production Quiet Nacelle 

Based upon the foregoing considerations the following changes were made to lower goal configuration to define a production 
quiet nacelle configuration. 

• Sleeve projected area reduced to equal that of the baseline (production short cowl) nacelle. 

• Fan nozzle exit moved from Nacelle Station 215 to Nacelle Station 212. 

• Aft portion of side cowl contoured to provide proper fan nozzle area. 

The new sleeve has a more gradual afterbody curvature which reduces wing-nacelle interference and sleeve pressures and 
provides less projected area for these pressures to act against. By moving the fan nozzle forward and contouring the aft portion of the 
side cowl, a projected area is generated for the wing leading edge positive pressures to act against and wing-nacelle interference is further 
reduced. An additional benefit of moving the fan nozzle forward is to further reduce the possibility of impingement of primary exhaust 
efflux on the fan nozzle during abnormal reverse thrust operation. 

To establish the performance improvements resulting from these changes, wind tunnel tests and fan duct model tests were 
performed as described in the following paragraphs. 

Wind Tunnel Test Program 

The diagnostic flight test results suggested areas in which drag reduction might be attained by modifying the Phase 1 nacelle 
design. A Boeing funded wind tunnel test was initiated to confirm these improverr. nts and to define the magnitude of the drag changes. 

One-tenth scale models of the baseline (standard 707 short duct) nacelle, the Phase 1 quiet nacelle, and the proposed 
production quiet nacelle were tested. The models were blowing nacelles which used an external compressed air source to simulate both 
the fan and primary jet flow. A critical flowventuri was used to determine the mass flow rates. The three nacelle models are illustrated 
on Figure 12. 

;;>^., 

. 
■ 
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NA1 PHASE 1 
QUIET NACELLE 

NAC. STA. 215 

PROPOSED 
NA2    PRODUCTION 

QUIET NACELLE 

NA5 

BASELINE 
(707 STANDARD 
SHORT DUCT) 
NACELLE 

COMPARISON OF WIND TUNNEL NACELLE MODELS 
FIGURE 12 

The nacelles were mounted en the outboard engine location of a one-tenth scale partial wing of the 707-320B airplane 
illustrated on Figure 13. The wing was mounted vertically from the floor of the wind tunnel test section as shown on Figure 14. 

F LOÜ "-W^VN; ^skm^ 

WING <i 

NACELLE INSTALLATION ON WIND TUNNEL MODEL WING 
FIGURE 13 

FRONT 

REAR 

I 

BLOWN NACELLE MODEL IN WIND TUNNEL 
(MODEL NA2) 

FIGURE 14 
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Testing was accomplished in the Boeing Transonic Wind Tunnel located in Seattle, Washington. Test data were force balance 
measurements, wing and nacelle surface pressure measurements, as well as lamp black flow visualizations. The Mach number range was 
0.70 to 0.86 and angles of attack varied between zero and six degrees. The blown airflow was adjusted to obtain fan exit to freestream 
total pressure ratios from no flow up to 3.0. Ratios of 2.5 and 2.7 received primary emphasis for simulation of cruise conditions. 

! 

■     ! 

Surface pressure data obtained on the Phase 1 nacelle model (NAD correlates very well with simitar data obtained in flight as 
revealed by a comparison of Figure 15 (model data) and Figure 8. The similarity of the pressure coefficient (C.) trends is obvious. The 
minor differences in the absolute C« level are attributed primarily to differences In angle of attack and fan jet velocity. 

« = 3° 

340° COWL POSITION 
INBOARD LOWER WING 
W/i «   0.7 X 106 LBS. 

LEGEND: 
Mm POSITIVE PRESSURE 

COEFFICIENT 
///// NEGATIVE PRESSURE 

COEFFICIENT 

210     220     230      240      250      260      270      280      290      300    310       320 
NACELLE STATION ~ IN. 

NA1 WIND TUNNEL MODEL WING-NACELLE-AFTERBODY 
STATIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 

FIGURE 15 

Drag increments for the NA1 and production quiet nacelle (NA2) configurations, relative to the baseline (NA5) 
configuration, are presented as a function of Mach number on Figure 16. Data for W/6 values of 1.2 x 10 ,1.0 x 10 , and 0.7 x 10° 
pounds are included. 
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NACELLE DRAG COMPARISONS 
FIGURE 16 

The Phase 1 quiet nacelle consistently exhibited the highest drag levels for all test conditions. The drag penalty increased with 
decreasing W/6 and the drag rise characteristics were also more severe. 

As expected, the drag increment attributable to the reduced afterbody (i.e., production quiet nacelle) configuration (NA2) 
was significantly Improved with respect to NA1. Like NA1, the drag penalty increased with decreasing W/5. 

The production and the Phase 1 quiet nacelle drag variations as a function of W/6 is presented on Figure 17 for a typical 
Mach number of 0.8. The drag level of the production quiet nacelle is approximately 1.4 percent higher than the baseline (i.e., current 
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production 707) nacelle for a typical cruise condition. This is very near the 1.5 percent increase predicted prior to testing and is 
attributable to the increase in wetted area and interference of the 3/4 length duct over the production airplane short duct. 

z 
o 

cc 
< 
> 
< 
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a 

.7 .8 .9 1.0 

W/t ~ 106 LBS 

NACELLE DRAG VARIATION 
FIGURE 17 

The flow visualization pictures support the force balance findings. Figure 18 reveals shocks standing aft of the fan exit on the 
aft translating sleeve of the NA1 configuration. The reduced afterbody configuration (NA2) has relieved this shock. Additionally, the 
lamp black that "pooled" on the lower aft portion of the NA1 translating sleeve indicates low momentum or separated airflow in this 
area. Recontouring of the aft translating sleeve on the production quiet nacelle (NA2) has improved the flow. 

PRODUCTION (NA2) ALPHA PHASE 1 (NAD 

COMPARISON OF PRODUCTION AND PHASE 1 QUIET NACELLE 
FLOW VISUALIZATION 

FIGURE 18 
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One-Fifth Sea.'? Model Te». 

A O'i ,-fifth scale model of the production quiet nacelle fan duct was tested in the nozzle thrust test rig to determine nozzle 
coefficients. '•> Phase 1 quiet nacelle one-fifth scale model was retested to check previous test results and to permit "back-to-back" 
comparisons. 

The rig configuration includes a plenum which also serves as a balance beam. The fan duct nozzle and thrust measuring load 
cell are installed vertically at opposite ends of the plenum equidistant from the fulcrum. Air is supplied to the nozzle from the plenum 
through torque tubes connected to the plenum at the fulcrum location. A flow straightener is incorporated between the plenum and the 
nozzle to ensure that a uniform flow profile is supplied to the nozzle. 

The estimated full-scale fan duct performance, in terms of velocity coefficient is shown on Figure 19 for the production 
quiet nacelle, the Phase 1 quiet nacelle, and the baseline nacelle fan ducts. 
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COMPARISON OF ONE-FIFTH SCALE HALF MODEL FAN DUCT TEST RESULTS 
FIGURE 19 

The velocity coefficient (Cv  viz., effective velocity divided by ideal velocity) of the production quiet nacelle is greater than 

either the Phase 1 or baseline configurations. The estimated Cv 's include afterbody scrubbing effects. 

The estimated change in cruise specific fuel consumption is presented in Figure 20 for the production and Phase 1 quiet 
nacelles compared to the baseline (i.e., production 707) nacelle. As can be seen on Figure 20, the specific fuel consumption of the 
productiun ccfiquration is improved with respect to both the demonstrator quiet nacelle and the proposed production quiet nacelle 
configuration. 
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SUBSCRIPT NOTATION 
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ESTIMATED SFC CHANGE 
FIGURE 20 

Estimated Cruise Performance 

Using the Phase 1 quiet nacelle as a baseline, predicted fuel mileage data were developed for the production quiet nacelle by 
applying wind tunnel drag increments shown on Figure 16 and SFC increments shown on Figure 20. These data are presented on Figure 
21. The flight test data of Figure 4 are also shown for comparison. The performance increment at W/5 -   1.0 x 10^ pounds is 
summarized in Table 1. 

TACLE 1 
INCREMENTAL PERCENTAGE VARIATIONS WITH RESPECT TO MODEL BASELINE 

Model Data                                        | 

4 Drag 

Percent 

4 SFC 
Percent 

4 Range 
Factor 

Percent 

Phase 1 Qulat Nacelle (NA1) 

Production Quitt Nacelle (NA2) 

Net Improvement over Phase 1 

+3.72 

+1.60 

+1.75 

-0.54 

-5.27 

-1.05 

+4.22           | 

where: Range Factor - 
MDrag + 1)     (4SFC + 1) 

The range factor improvement due to the reduced afterbody configuration (NA2) over the Phase 1 quiet nacelle (NA1) is 
(-1.05) - (-5.27) = +4.22%. From the flight test cruise data, the range factor penalty for the Phase 1 nacelle is 4.79 percent. Applying 
the wind tunnel model range factor increment to the Phase 1 quiet nacelle flight test data results in a net change of -0.57 percent (viz., 
(-4.79) + (+4.22) = -0.57%) below the baseline airplane configuration. 

A tolerance band is shown on Figure 21 for each W/6. This tolerance reflects using wind tunnel data and dual nozzle model 
ground test data and either the baseline flight test data or the Phase 1 quiet nacelle as a baseline. It is believed that the upper and lower 
values represent extremes with the true value being closer to the upper value. This results from the fact that adjustments to model scale 
data for scale effects are more nearly the same for the two 3/4 length duct configurations (Phase 1 quiet nacelle to production quiet 
nacelle) than they would be for a short duct and 3/4 length duct configuration (baseline nacelle to production quiet nacelle). 

The data shown on Figure 21 and in Table 1 are a correct representation of the cruise performance data of a production 
version of the quiet nacelle as configured in February 1974. The data are shown to illustrate the performance improvement that can be 
obtained through aerodynamic and propulsion performance optimization of a configuration. The production version of the quiet 
nacelle is undergoing design refinements and additional improvements in cruise fuel mileage are predicted. 
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ESTIMATED PRODUCTION 
QUIET NACELLE 

 BASELINE (FLIGHT TEST) 
PHASE 1 QUIET NACELLE 
(FLIGHT TEST» 
CPOLEPANCE 

.76 .78 .80 
MACH NUMBER 

PRODUCTION QUIET NACELLE PREDICTED FUEL MILEAGE 
FIGURE 21 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the performance evaluation of the quiet nacelle configuration show that: 

The nacelle afterbody design can significantly affect the airplane performance, 

By optimizing the design a nacelle can be configured that can significantly Improve acoustic performance while 
maintaining good aerodynamic and propulsive performance, and 

A blowing wind tunnel model that duplicates the afterbody geometry and simulates engine mass flow provides 
good correlation to flight test and thereby proves to be a very valuable design tool. 

■      ' 
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REYNOLDS NUMBER EFFECTS ON BOATTAIL DRAG OF EXHAUST NOZZLES FROM WIND TUNNEL AND FLIGHT TESTS 
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SUMMARY 

A family of nacelle mounted high angle boattall nozzles was tested to Investigate Reynolds number 
effects on drag.    The nozzles were flown on a modified F-106B and mounted on scale models of an F-106 In a 
wind  tunnel.    A 19- to 1-range of Reynolds number was covered as a result of the large size differences 
between models and by flying over a range of altitude.    In flight the nozzles were mounted behind J-8S 
turbojet engines.    Jet boundary simulators and a powered turbojet engine simulator were used on the wind 
tunnel models.    Data were taken at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9.    Boattall drag was found to be affected by 
Reynolds number.    The effect Is a complex relationship dependent upon boundary layer thickness and nozzle 
boattall shape.    As Reynolds number was Increased from the lowest values obtained with scale models, boat- 
tall drag first Increased to a maxloum at the lowest flight Reynolds number and then decreased. 

SYMBOLS 

A 
ma 

CD 

Cp 

D 

L 

M 
c 

P 

P 

Po 

Re 

X 

a 

6 

boattall projected area 

nacelle cross-sectional area at boattall juncture 

/(P - P0)dAbt 
boattall pressure drag coefficient, 

P - Po pressure coefficient. 
0.7 p A 

o n 

0-7 P„ K "o o 
nacelle diameter at boattall juncture 

nozzle length 

free-stream Mach number 

total pressure at nozzle throat 

boattall static pressure 

free-stream static pressure 

Reynolds number - based on a characteristic length of 5.18 m for flight and appropriately 
scaled values for the wind tunnel models 

axial distance from beginning of boattall shoulder 

angle of attack 

boattall terminal angle 

INTRODUCTION 

Developing a working technique to predict in-flight aerodynamic performance of aircraft components 
has been a goal of aerodynamic Is ts for many years. To date analytical techniques are not sufficiently 
developed to handle complex geometries of new aircraft. As a result the best technique available is test- 
ing small subscale models In wind tunnels. Wind tunnel testing is limited to small models, especially at 
transonic Mach numbers where blockage effects are critical. Because of the small size of the models, even 
variable density wind tunnels cannot achieve flight values of Reynolds number. 

It has been found that on certain aircraft components, Reynolds number has an unpredictable effect on 
the aerodynamic performance. In particular, the aerodynamic drag of boattall nozzles has been found tu be 
thus affected. 

Aircraft powered by afterburning turbofan engines require large nozzle exit area variations.  In a 
subsonic cruise condition with the engine In a nonafterburning mode, large projected boattall areas result. 
In order to keep the nozzle reasonably short, high boattall angles become necessary. The drag of these 
nozzles can be a significant percentage of total airplane drag.  Sensitivity of this drag to Reynolds num- 
ber Introduces a large uncertainty In prediction of aircraft performance. 

A family of boattall nozzles was tested, both in flight and in a wind tunnel, over a 19-to-l range of 
Reynolds number. The results were previously reported in references 1 through 4. Flight tests were made 
using an F-106B aircraft modified to carry two underwlng research nacelles. These nacelles housed J-85 
engines and were 63.5 cm In diameter at the nozzles. Reynolds number was varied by flying at altitudes 
ranging from 3048 to 13 700 meters at subsonic speeds. The nozzles tested had several boattall geometries 
that displayed a wide range of sensitivity to Reynolds number.  Some of the nozzles were also tested in 

• 
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the Lewis Research Center 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic Wind runnel on 5 and 22 percent scale F-106 models 
(re'e. 2/ which provided data at the lower Reynolds numbers. 

Initial results from the flight program (refs. 1 and 2), showed a trend of decreasing boattall drag 
for all the nozzles with Increasing Reynolds number.    The model data did not follow that trend.   At the 
lower wind tunnel Reynolds numbers boattall drag decreased with decreasing Reynolds number.    These drag 
variations with Reynolds number appeared to be a result of changes In boundary layer thickness and 
changes in the separated flow on the aft boattall. 

A second Independent Investigation (ref. 5)  showed the same trend at the lower Reynolds numbers.    In 
that test, boundary layer over nozzle boattalls was artificially thickened by en upstream fence to simu- 
late operation at a lower Reynolds number. 

In this paper some of the effects of nozzle boattall shape on drag variation with Reynolds number 
will be discussed. 

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE 

Modifications to Aircraft 

An F-106B (two-seat version) has been modified to carry two underwlng research nacelles located sym- 
metrically at  the 32 percent semi-span position (fig.  1).    The elevons were cut out over  the nacelles and 
replaced by a fixed section.    The nacelles were mounted to the wing by means of forward and rear links 
which allowed axial forces to be measured by a load cell  (fig.  2).    Drag data presented herein, however, 
were obtained by integration of pressure aeasurements on the boattall surfaces.    Normal shock Inlets were 
used in the flights described.    The nacelles were mounted with a negative Incidence of 4«-   (relative to 
the wing chord) so that the aft portion of the nacelle was tangent to the wing lower surface.    The nacelles 
housed J-85 afterburning turbojet engines.    However,  the tests described were restricted to nonefterburning. 
Secondary air to cool the engine was bled from the inlet through an adjustable valve.    The nacelle and ex- 
haust nozzles were 63.5 cm in diameter with a bulged fairing over the engine accessories. 

Data were recorded In flight using the digital system described in reference 6.    This system used 
10 scanl valves with a total capability of measuring 480 pressures.    Ninety-six other parameters such as 
flight conditions, voltages, and  temperatures could also be recorded.    Data system scan time was 11.6 sec- 
onds. 

Data could be taken simultaneously on left and right nozzles.    Each nozzle had 10 rows of area 
weighted static pressure orifices,  9 in each row, which can be seen in figure 3.    Also shown is a window 
in the tail  through which movies of  tufts mounted on the nozzles could be  taken.    A second window was lo- 
cated on the opposite side of the tail permitting photographs to be taken of either the left or right 
sides. 

Flight Procedures 

Research flightn have been made with the modified aircraft at Mach numbers to 1.3.    The flights de- 
scribed herein, however, were made at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 0.9, and altitudes to 13 700 m.    In order 
to vary Reynolds number while holding Mach number and angle of attack constant, most of the data were 
recorded while in coordinated turns.    Flights at the lowest altitudes (3048 m) were made in turns of 
highest load factor; about 2.5 g.     Data at 13 700 m altitude was obtained  in level flight.    Thus,  the 
high angle of attack required to sustain level flight at high altitude was also obtained at low alti- 
tude.    The Reynolds number was based on a characteristic length of 5.18 m which takes into consideration 
the wing chord at the nacelle station (7.32 m) and the nacelle length  (3.96 m). 

Wind Tunnel Models 

Figure 4 shows the 5 percent scale F-106 model that was tested in the Lewis Research Center 8- by 
6-Foot Supersonic Wind Tunnel.    This model is shown in the photograph with  flow through nacelles and 
solid Jet boundary simulators.    The data presented were obtained with conical forebodies closing the in- 
lets.    Nozzles on this model had 4 rows of  8 area weighted static pressure orifices along the boattails. 
Data were obtained on this model at Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9 at angle of attack up to 15°. 

The 22 percent scale half span F-106 model is shown in figure 5 mounted in the 8- by 6-Foot Supersonic 
Wind Tunnel.    It was tested with both a turbojet engine simulator and with a conical forebody closing the 
inlet and a solid Jet boundary simulator on the nozzle.    The engine simulator Incorporated a 6-stage, 
axial-flow compressor powered by a 3-stage, axial-flow turbine.    High pressure warm air was used to drive 
the turbine.    Details of the turbojet simulator are given in reference 7.    The design characteristics of 
this simulator permitted  independent operation over a wide range of both inlet mass flow ratio and nozzle 
pressure ratio which equaled those in flight. 

Reynolds numbers for the models were based on scaled values of the characteristic length used for 
flight data.    Reynolds numbers between 3.5 and 4 million were obtained for  the 5 percent model and between 
14.5 and 18 million for the 22 percent model. 

Boattall Nozzles 

Nozzles used in this program were typical of those used on military aircraft having supersonic dash 
capability and powered by afterburning turbofan engines.    They were of three types as shown on figure 6; 
circular arc-conic, circular arc,  and contoured.    A numbering system was used to designate the various noz- 
zles.    The first two or three digits correspond to  the radius ratio multiplied by 100.    The last two digits 
correspond to the terminal boattall angle.    The radius ratio is defined as the ratio of the radius of the 
boattall shoulder to the radius of a complete circular arc boattall with the same projected area and ter- 
minal boattall angle.    Table  I indicates which nozzles were tested on the  two models. 
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All of the nozzles «ere flight tested. Three of the circular arc-conic boattalls had a radius ratio 
The second two had iden- 

tical boattalls but one was spaced 25.4 centimeters (0.4 nozzle diameters), further downstream of the wing 
trailing edge (designation Ex). 

of 0.25, one having a 16° boattall angle and the other two a 24° terminal angle 

There was one 0.65 radius ratio circular arc-conic nozzle with a 24° trailing edge angle; one 24° cir- 
cular arc nozzle and a contoured nozzle.    Dimensions of the contoured nozzle are given In references 3 
and 4.    It was shaped to have a gradual Initial turn followed by a steep turn with a maxlmim local angle 
of 31° and a reflex at the trailing edge.    Photographs of these nozzles mounted on the aircraft are shown 
In figure 7.    Tufts can be seen on some of the nozzles.    The most satisfactory tuft length used  Is shown 
in figure 7(g)  on the contoured nozzle. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

By comparing boattall drag data for the same nozzle at 5 percent,  22 percent, and full-scale, a wide 
range of Reynolds number could be covered.    The 22 percent model was tested with an engine simulator and 
also with the  inlets faired over and solid jet boundary simulators to determine whether data from the 
5 percent model could be compared with flight data.    The data of figure 8 indicate that nozzle drag Is the 
same for both methods.    In addition,   the effect of nozzle pressure ratio on boattall drag is relatively 
small for the range of nozzle pressure ratio  Investigated. 

The 5 percent model was used to determine the sensitivity of boattall drag to angle of attack,  since 
some variation In angle of attack was obtained with the airplane.    The effect of angle of attack was found 
to be small at Mach 0,6 (fig.  9)  but became larger at high angles  (above approximately 8°), at Mach 0.9. 
The sensitivity of drag to angle of attack was low at both Mach numbers for  the angles obtained  In flight. 

The trend of boattall drag with Reynolds number  Is shown in figure 10 for  the circular-arc-conic noz- 
zles  for both Mach numbers of 0.6 and 0.9.    Drag coefficient was maximum at a value near  the low end of 
the flight Reynolds number range and dropped off as Reynolds number was either raised or lowered.    Very 
low values of drag coefficient were obtained with the 5 percent model.    Values of drag coefficient for the 
22 percent model fell in place between  those of the smaller model and those from flight.     In the flight 
range highest drag was obtained with nozzle 2524 Ex which was extended rearward out of the wing flow field. 
Lowest drag was obtained with the 16° nozzle 2516.    The trend with all the nozzles in flight was decreas- 
ing drag with increasing Reynolds number. 

The observed drag variation with Reynolds number  Is probably a result of changes  in the boundary 
layer  thickness and changes In the separated flow on the aft part of the boattall.    Pressure distributions 
on a typical nozzle boattall are shown schematically in figure 11 for three values of Reynolds number. 
The solid lines are typical of  the observed pressure distributions.    The dashed  lines represent  the pres- 
sure distribution for  Invlscid flow.    Drag is low at the very high Reynolds numbers.    Due to thin boundary 
layer,  the flow remains attached over all,  or a major portion, of the boattall.    This results  in a large 
expansion at the boattall shoulder but allows the flow to recompress to relatively high pressures on the 
aft boattall, which offset the low pressures at the shoulder.    As the Reynolds number  Is decreased the 
boundary layer becomes thicker.    With the thicker boundary layer the flow cannot  traverse the adverse 
pressure gradient as far and will separate sooner.    As the separation on the aft boattall  increases,  the 
recompresslon is lost and drag Increases.    As the Reynolds number Is lowered still further the flow at the 
boattall shoulder begins to change.    The boundary layer becomes thicker causing separation to occur closer 
to the boattall shoulder which decreases  the overexpansion.    Eventually the beneficial effects of Increas- 
ing pressure at  the shoulder become large enough to offset  the adverse effects of  Increased separation on 
the back of the boattall.    Drag thus reaches a peak and then begins to decrease with further  lowering of 
Reynolds number. 

The usefulness of tufts as an indication of  flow separation is Illustrated  In figure 12.    Data are 
shown from four rows of pressure orifices with adjacent rows of tufts on the upper portion of one of the 
nozzles.    An initial examination of  the pressure curves shows that they are similar without a clear  indi- 
cation as to whether the flow is attached or  separated.    However,  the last three  tufts on the A and B rows 
indicate separated  flow, while all of the  tufts on rows C  Indicate attached  flow.    A close examination of 
the pressure curves reveals small differences in the level and shape of the No,  1 and 2 pressure rows 
which correspond to the separated condition.    However,  these differences are so small that they could not 
be used alone to predict separation.    Unpublished data  taken with dynamic  pressure transducers located  in 
a rake near  the end of the 2524 boattall verified that the flow was unsteady and  thus might be oscillating 
between attached and separated.    Lag In the steady state pressure Instrumentation would  then produce values 
intermediate between the  two  flow conditions,  similar to that of rows No.   1 and  2. 

The effect of nozzle boattall  shape on drag variation with Reynolds number   is  illustrated  in fig- 
ure 13.    Data are shown for one of the circular arc-conic nozzles,  the circular arc and  the contoured noz- 
zle at a Mach number of 0.9.     The 6524 circular arc-conic nozzle was selected  since it had the  lowest drat; 
at high Reynolds number, at this Mach number,  of the high angled  nozzles and was  similar  in length to  the 
contoured nozzle.     The circular arc and contoured nozzles had nearly the  same  low sensitivity to Reynolds 
number  in the flight range.    These  two nozzles had nearly Identical variation of drag with Reynolds i.unv,er, 
with two very different boattall flow fields.     The circular arc-conic nozzle drag was more sensitive to 
Reynolds number.     Drag for this nozzle was higher  than for  the other two at  intermediate and  low Reynolds 
numbers. 

. 

Pressure distributions showing the reasons for  these drag variations are given in figure 14 at three 
Reynolds numbers.    Data are presented as a  function of  percent of boattall projected area  to permit a more 
direct comparison of the various  length nozzles.    The circular arc-conic and contoured nozzles were nearly 
the  same length and the circular arc  nozzlt vws about  22 percent longer.    At  the highest  fllplit Reynolds 
number   (fig,   14(a))   the circular arc-conic nozzle had  the most overexpansion followed by a rapid recor-pres- 
sion and a small amount of  separation beginning at about 80 percent of  the projected area. 

The pressure distributions for  the circular arc and contoured nozzles show different types of flow. 
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With the circular arc nozzle attached  flow was maintained over the entire boattall.    Because turning is 
gradual with this nozzle,  the expansion at the shoulder was snail and the flow had a slow but continuous 
compression over the remainder of the boattall.    The contoured nozzle also had a gradual turn at the 
shoulder with a relatively snail expansion.    Hovever,  downstream of this point the turning increased 
rapidly.    A rapid recompression ensued follower by separation over about half the boattall projected area. 
The advantage of this nozzle is the minimum expansion at the shoulder and the fact that the flow com- 
pressed to a high value before it separated. 

At the lowest Reynolds number obtained in flight  (fig. 14(b))  the pressure distribution for the cir- 
cular arc-conic nozzle showed the greatest change from that at the highest Reynolds number.    There was 
less cverexpanslon at the shoulder, a less rapid recompression and more flow separation.    This accounted 
for its Increase in drag.    The circular arc nozzle, because of its gradual turn, maintained an attached 
flow over most of the boattall and therefore had little change In boattall drag.    The contoured nozzle, 
on the other hand, because of Its rapid turning fixes the separation point and the flow remained separated 
over the same portion of the boattall resulting in little or no change in boattall drag. 

At the much lower Reynolds number of the 5 percent scale model  (fig.  14(c)), overe^pansion at the 
shoulder was less for all nozzles.    Recompression occurred more rapidly and pressures on the aft portion 
were generally higher than for the higher Reynolds numbers.    The result was  the low drag for all three 
nozzles shown in figure 13. 

Analytical Prediction 

The complex nature of flow over boattall nozzles has thus far precluded the generation of a completely 
satisfactory analytical model.     Presz   (ref.  8) has reported success in predicting the point of separation 
and pressure distribution on boattall nozzles.    Variations in boattall pressure distributions reported in 
this reference are similar to those observed on the F-106 aircraft.    More analysis is needed; in particular 
to Include 3-dlmenslonal effects. 

CONCLUSIONS 

- 
■ - - 

A family of nacelle mounted, high angle boattall nozzles was tested to determine Reynolds number ef- 
fects on drag. A 19 to 1 range of Reynolds number was covered by using nozzles mounted behind J85 turbo- 
jet engines on a modified F-106B In flight and scale models in a wind tunnel. Data were obtained at Mach 
numbers of 0.6 and 0.9.    The following conclusions can be made: 

1. Boattall drag can be strongly affected by Reynolds number.    The effect  is a complex relationship 
resulting from the effect of boundary layer characteristics on aft boattall separation. 

2. As Reynolds number was increased from the lowest values for scale models, boattall drag first In- 
creased and then decreased In the range of Reynolds number obtained at full scale in flight. As a result, 
data from small scale models generally underpredlcted full-scale drag. 

3. Sensitivity of boattall drag to Reynolds number was dependent on boattall shape. 

4. A contoured nozzle having a large region of separated flow had drag as low as a longer circular arc 
nozzle which had little flow separation.    The drag sensitivity to Reynolds number was about the same as 
for the circular arc nozzle. 
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TABLE I. BQATTAIL NOZZLES TESTED 

Type Designation Projected area 
ratio, 

WA«x 

Length, 
L/D 

Nozzle tested on 

P-106 5j: 
model 

22Z 
model 

Circular arc-conic 2516 0.75 2.20 X X X 

2524 0.75 1.43 X X X 

2524 Ex 0.75 1.43 X 

6524 0.75 1.92 X X X 

Circular arc 10024 0.75 2.35 X X 

Contoured 0.71 1.94 X X 

Figure 1. - Modified F-106B in flight. 
C-69-2871 

-FORWARD LINK 
WING     /"LOAD CELL REAR LINK 

/      ^ ENGIN^'VFIXED ELEVON 
!    REPLACEMENT 

SECONDARY   / 
FLOW VALVE-^ 

^ACCESSORY     BOATTAIL/ 
PACKAGE NOZZLE-^ 

Figure 2. - Nacelle-engine installation. 
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WINDOW FOR 
MOVIE CAMERA — 

STATIC PRES- 
SURE ORIFICES-! 

C-70-2307 

Figure 3. - Boattail nozzles installed on F-106B aircraft. 

. 
■ 

Figure 4. - 0.05 scale F-106 model In 8x6 funnel. 
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(a) Boattail nozzle2516, radius ratioO.25, boatfail angle 16°. 

Figure/. - Boattail nozzles. 

C-71-4168 

■ 

■ 

(b) Boattail nozzle 2524, radius ratioO.25, boattail angle24°. 

Figure?. - Continued. 

7Ü-230Ü 
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C-70-2695 

(c) Boattail nozzle 2524 Ex (extended), radius ratio Q 25, boattail angle 24°. 

Figure 7. - Continued. 

(d) Boattail nozzle6524, radius ratio0.65, boattail angle24°. 

Figure 7. - Continued. 
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C-70-2692 

(e) Boattail nozzle 10024, full circular arc, terminal boattall angle 24° 

Figure/. - Continued. 

(f) Contoured boattail. 

Figure 7. - Concluded. 
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Figure 8. - Effect of pressure ratio on boattail drag on the ft 22 scale 
model; Mo, tt 9. 
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D 10024 

o   CONTOURED 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, 

Figure 9. - Effect of angle of attack on boattail 
drag on the 105 scale F-106 model. 
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NOZZLE 

ö 2524 EX 
A 6524 
o 2524 
o 2516 

OPEN SYMBOLS DENOTE FLIGHT DATA 
FLAGGED SYMBOLS DENOTE 22% SCALE MODEL (TURBOJET SIMULATOR) 

-SOLID SYMBOLS DENOTE 5% SCALE MODEL 

10 20 30 40 
REYNOLDS NUMBER, Re 

60X106 

(a) MACH NUMBER, Q 6. 

Figure 10 - Reynolds number effect on circular arc-conic boattails. 
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SOLID SYMBULS DENOTE 5% SCALE MODEL 
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(b)MACH NUMBER, 0.9. 

Figure Id - Concluded. 
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Figure 13, - Reynolds number effect on boattall geometries 
with attached and separated flows; Mg, OL 9; a, 4°. 
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Figure 14. - Pressure distributions on boattails with 
attached and separated flows. MQ, a 9; 180° 
meridian angle. 
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ACCOUNTING OF AERODYNAMIC FORCES ON AIRFRAME/PROPULSION SYSTEMS 

by 

Michael E. Brazier* 
William H. Ball** 

The  Boeing Aerospace Company 
Seattle, Washington    98124 

SUMMARY 

Proper accounting, prediction, and measurement of propulsion system inst illation corrections are 
essential for the successful development of advanced military aircraft.  This i. per reports the results 
of recent studies which evaluate the methods used to predict, measure and Integrate the aerodynamic and 
propulsion forces within a force accounting procedure that provides maximum element visibility and 
accuracy, and Is applicable throughout an entire airplane development cycle. 

Improved analysis techniques are described which provide more comprehensive and accurate predictions 
of inlet performance and nozzle/aftbody drag early in the preliminary design process.  Inlet analysis 
techniques make use of standardized data map3 for obtaining complete inlet performance characteristics. 
Nozzle/aftbody drag calculations are performed using a newly-developed truncated Integral Mean Slope 
technique.  Effects of strut interference, blockage, model split-line locations and other factors which 
Introduce uncertainties Into alrframe/propulslon system data are presented, based on results from 
recent wind tunnel tests. 

NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS 

10 

-DADD 

UDp 

Inlet capture area 

Freestream tube area 

Total nozzle exit area 

Fuselage maximum cross-sectional area 

^ADD 
Additive drag coefficient. CD,  ■ —— 

0 c 

Pressure drag coefficient based on 
projected area (A -A.) 

CDSPILL SPiUa8« drag coefficient, CDsplLL = -—~^ 

P 

ACD 

D 

1>eq 

EBOR 

IMS 

IMST 

KADD 

M 

N 

Pressure coefficient, C 
P - Pr 

0 

■f¥ 

p        q 

Incremental drag coefficient 

Drag 

Equivalent diameter,  D eq 

Equivalent body of  revolution 

Integral mean slope parameter 

Truncated  Integral mean slope parameter 

Additive drag correction factor 

Mach number 

Number of shocks  in shock system, 
including normal shock 

p Static pressure 

Pf /Pf      Total pressure recovery at  inlet  throat 

PTV/PTO    Total pressure recovery at compressor 
entrance station 

S/D 
eq 

w-a/e 

Freestream dynamic pressure, q ■ hPf^r. 

Non-dimensionalized nozzle spacing 

Aircraft frontal area 

Corrected airflow 

Axial coordinate 

Ratio of total pressure to standard pressure 

Ratio of total temperature to standard 
temperature 

Subscripts 

0 Freestream station 

1 Inlet throat station 

2 Compressor entrance station 

8 Nozzle throat station 

9 Nozzle exit station 

ADD Additive 

BLC Boundary layer control 

BP Bypass 

LIP Cowl lip 

SPILL Spillage 

T/0 Takeoff 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During recent years much attention has been focused on problems related to the alrframe/propulslon 
system Interface of advanced military aircraft. The reason for this attention has been the difficulties 
experienced during aircraft development programs in integrating engines in aircraft systems to achieve a 
specified mission requirement. The major problems related to the integration of engine and alrframe are 
the  Installation cjrrections due  to  inlet and nozzle/aftbody Internal  losses and  drag. 

♦Manager,  Advanced Military Aircraft Technology 

**Senlor Specialist/Engineer 
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FifiUrrl 1 : SumrTMry of RI!Cent Trends in Mili~ry Airr:rr~ft Design 

To understand why these problems have increased in importance, it is he lpful to examine the trend of 
military aircraft design as fli ght speeds have increased and mission re~uirements have c hanged. Figure 1 
shows some of the changes that have occurred. The result o f these changes in aircraft des i gn r e qu irements 
is that forces produced by the installed propuls i on system, in terms of thr ust, drag, and lift, now e xert 
a far greater influence on the design of the a ircraft than was true in the past. This has c reated more 
complex technical problems in portions of the aircraft design where both ae rodynamic and propuls ion forces 
interac t. In addition to incr eased technical complexity, however, the cos t of deve l oping aircraft has 
also increas ed greatly in recent years . All these fac tors point to the fact th.H we mus t acquire a bette r 
unders t a nding , and make more efficient use of all the propulsion-related airc r a ft fo r ces to have successful 
aircraft desi gns. Thi s pape~ will discuss the important a reas of propulsion sys t em force accounting, 
predic tion, and measurement t hat are r e lated to achiev ing this objec tive . 

In addition to the information containe d in this paper, much recent da ta dealing with the 
subjec t s of airframe/propuls ion sy tem integration a r e conta ined in two previous l y publi s hed AGARD 
doc uments (Re f e renc s 1 and 2). 

2. ACCOUNTI NG OF AERO/PROPULSION FORCES 

Increas ed inte r es t In ma ki ng accur ate pe rformance pred ic tions for high l y- i ntegra t e d a irc r nf t 
configurations has res ulted in the need for be tter de f ir.ltion of ae rodynamic anti propul s i on forces. 
Nore precise and cons i s t ent def initions o f t hese fo r c es will improve all aspec ts of the airc ra ft 
deve lopment pr oces s from conceptua l s tudies thr ough proposal eva luation, wind tunne l t es t, and f light 
t est. One of the mos t important tool s in obta ining bette~ predi c tions of ove ra ll a irc ra f t and 
pr opulsion fo r ces i s the fo r ce accounting syst em used dur i ng the a irc raf t devel opment process . To 
unders tand why thi s Is true , this pa pe r will r eview wha t force accounting Is, wha t the obj ec tives of 
accounting a r e , and examine s ome of the problems tha t a r e assoc iated wi t h no t doing the j ob o f 
accounting we ll enough. followi ng thi s , a review wi l l be made of t he advantages a nd d i sadvantages 
o f s ome of the va rious fo r ce accounting me thods that have been used . fhe discuss ion o f f orce 
accoJn ting sys tems i s based on r esults o f r ecently comple ted s tud i es from industry and milita r y 
sources . 

Force accounting , as a pp l ied t o t•~ ca l c ul a t ion of ae ro/propul sion fo rces on a irc r aft , is the 
sys t em used t o def ine , r e l ate , a nd Integ rate t he ae rody••am i c a nd propu l sion fo r ces ac t ing on t he a irc raft. 

The need f or a fo r ce ( t hrus t /d r ag/ li f t ) account ing s ystem a r i sen l a r ge l y f r om t he inabi li ty t o 
de t e rmine, in one ca l cula ti on or tes t, the t o t a l force on the comple t e a irp l ane sys t em wi th s imu lta neous 
rea l inle t a nd exhaust sys t em ope ra ti on. Fur the r mo re . It i s us ua ll y des irabl e o r expedie nt to optl mi 7.c 
t he Inl e t and exhaus~ sys t em c omponents l n sepa r a t e t es t s whi c h a r c Independent of the gene r a l aero
dynamic d r ag t es ting of the basic a i r pl a ne con f i gurat ion . The r e fo r e , a we ll de fin ed force accounting 
sys t em i s neces sa ry to e ns ure t ha t the performance pr edic t ed fo r eac h of t he vn rl ous e l ements ( I.e . • i nle t , 
exhaus t system a l r f r ame , a nd t ur bomach l ne r y) is pr ope rly in t egr a t ed to y i.e l d an accu ~a te pred l e t ion of 
over all system pe rformance . The accoun t i ng pr ocedure must a l so e ns ure t hat appropr ia t e In fo r ma t i on ca n 
be communica t ed be tween compani es ( e ng ine a nd a i rf r ame compan ies ) and t o t he governme nt In a way that 
permits a n accura t e syst em performance ev.1 l ua tlon :~ nd thus Aids In the deve l opment of a s uccess ful 
ai rc r af t des i gn . 
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Some of  the typical  problems which show the need  for Improved  force accounting procedures are: 
lack of  standardized nomenclature and data formats,  making it difficult  to  compare  the performance of 
similar configurations obtained  from different  sources;   lack of  standardized  reference conditions for 
separating propulsion and aerodynamic  forces,  causing problems In evaluating  subsystem performance;  poor 
element visibility due  to  Improperly  selected split planes for component performance;   lack of continuity 
in  tracking aircraft performance  throughout  the aircraft development cycle;   lack of communication between 
alrframe and engine company;  and  failure  to  Include  tests at proper reference conditions during all aero- 
dynamic  and  propulsion wind  tunnel   tests. 

To help avoid these problems,   three criteria can be applied  to judge  the effectiveness of a force 
accounting system.     First,  and most   Important,   Is  the requirement  for accuracy  In predicting the overall 
thrust-minus-drag of an airplane system.     Second,   the accounting system should  provide visibility of  the 
Individual elements and  subsystems of  the airplane system.     Finally,  the accounting system should be 
applicable with consistent definitions  throughout an entire airplane development  program. 

To satisfy  these  requirements,   individual alrframe companies have developed 
defining and  Integrating aero/propulsion  forces.     In most cases,  these methods are 
accumulated during the development of  the company product  line configurations.     Ma 
configurations  and wind  tunnel  test   techniques  h?ve  been developed  and  some   force 
more  suitable  for one situation than another.     therefore,  It  is difficult  to devel 
accounting procedure that  is applicable  to all   configurations and which will  be ac 
companies.     Despite this difficulty,   however,   there has been much  Interest  during 
trying  to develop a better understanding of  force accounting procedures,  with  the 
common set of  standardized definitions  and  force accounting procedures that  can be 
companies. 

their own methods for 
based on experience 

ny different  types of 
accounting methods are 
op a general  force 
ceptable  to all aircraft 
the last  few years  in 
goal of  arriving at a 

used  oy all alrframe 

To  help put  the problems  related  to  Lhe thrust/drag split  In proper  perspective,  a discussion is 
presented which compares the most common ways of  separating thrust and drag  forces acting on an aircraft, 
and  shows  the  fundamental differences  in  the basic approaches. 

2.1       Definition of alrframe/propulslon  forces 

The  foundation of an adequate  thrust/drag accounting system Is a consistent  definition of aero/ 
propulsion  forces within an appropriate  refer nee  system and a division of  forces  Into those that are 
throttle-dependent  (Installed thrust)   ana  those  forces that are not throttle-dependent   (to be reflected 
In  the alrframe  sysitem drag polar). 

The  throttle-dependent forces  Include  the  internal  forces and  those parts of  the external  forces 
(installation loss drags)  that are  throttle-dependent. 

The   Internal  force  Is defined  as  the difference between nozzle static  gross  thrust and englne- 
sLreamtube  ram drag.     In the case of an analytical  performance buildup,  as well as  the case of a jet 
effects model  simulation of real exhaust  sysi<>m operation,   the "static gross  thrust"  is the gross thrust 
corresponding to  the static nozzle  thrust  coefticlent at  the operating total  pressure ratio and  the 
actual nozzle mass  flow rate.     In calculating the  Internal  force of  the aerodynamic  force and moment 
model,   the nozzle gross  thrust can correspond  to either static or wind-on conditions,  as  long as  the same 
definition   is  used when  these  flow-through  nacelle  conditions are  simulated  with  the  jet   effects model 
as   the   reference  point  for  external   force   Increments.     The  "engine  streamtube"   Includes  all  of  the airflow 
demand at  the engine face as well as  any  secondary airflow captured by the  inlet  and ducted around th? 
engine   to  the  exhaust  system.     Any additional  airflow captured  by  the  Inlet  and  ducted  overboard   ;hrough 
bleed or  bypais  systems  is not part of  the  "engine"  streamtube. 

The external  force  Is the difference between  the total  force on the airplane and  the  internal 
force defined above.    As a consequence,   the external  force  includes:    additive drag on engine streamtu'ues, 
drag of  all  inlet surfaces  (e.g.,  a bleed  system)  wetted by streamtubes other  than engine  streamtubes, 
and  the change  in nozzle thrust  forces  between static and wind-on conditions. 

If  all  the  Internal and external  forces acting on an aircraft  In level   flight  at a given attitude, 
Mach  number,   and  altitude  are  summed,   they  can  be  represented  by  the  total   force  equation  of  Figure  2. 
Each of  the  force components which contribute  to FjOTAL ^s defined  In Figure  2  and  the  force components 
are  grouped  into  those  that are  throttle-dependent   (included  In  Installed  propulsive  thrust)  and  those 
that  are  non-throttle-dependent   (to  be   Included   in  the  alrframe  system drag  polar). 

The  engine  net  thrust  FNENGI   defined  as  FcgTATIC  ~  ^RAM,   accounts  for   the  effects  of   Inlet   Internal 
performance,   nozzle  Internal   (static)   performance,   engine  bleed,   and  power   extraction. 

The   remaining  terras   in  the  equation  of   Figure  2  are  keyed   tr   the  concepts  of  operating  reference 
drag  polar  conditions and  aerodynamic   (wind   tunnel)   reference  conditions,   which  will   be  ulscussed   In 
Section  2.2. 

The   terras  on  the  right  side  of   the   equation   In  Figure  2,  other  than   the   trim  terras,   represent   the 
thrust/drag  buildup  at  a  reference  control   surface  angle.     The  procedures  outlined   here  are  also directly 
applicable   to   lift   buildups  and,  with   some  modification,   to  pitching moment   buildups.     The  determination 
of   lift,   drag,   and  pitching moment   In   this  way  as  a   function of  control   surface  angle  and   angle-of-attack 
permits  the  construction  of  a  trimmed  drag  polar  at  operating  reference  conditions.     Thus,   the  term 
ADTRIK   is   th<   external   force difference  associated  with changing  from  the   reference  control   surface angle 
to   the  contrul   surface  angle  required   for   trim. 
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Total force in the flight direction on an aircraft In level flight at a given attitude, 
Mach number, and altitude 

Net irternal force generated by the engine, accounting for the effects of inlet Internal 
performance, nozzle Internal (static) performance, sngine bleed, and power extraction 

Throttle-dependent external force increment between operating reference and operating 
conditions due to inlet 

Throttle-dependent external force increment between operating reference and any given 
operating condition due to exhaust system 

Changes in trim drag associated with operation at propulsion system conditions other than 
operating reference 

External force (associated with aerodynamic force and moment model) at reference 
conditions 

Non-throttle-dependent external force increment between aerodynamic reference and 
operating reference inlet conditions 

External force Increment due to exhaust system between aerodynamic reference and operating 
reference conditions 

External force differenci associated with changing from the reference control surface angle 
to the control surface angie required for trim at operating reference conditions 

Figure 2:      Definitions of Installed Thrust and Drag Quantities 

Changes in trim drag increments associated with operation at propulsion system conditions other 
than operating reference conditions are likely to be very small in most cases. If not, however, they 
should be included as AFN^RJ^, which becomes one of the throttle-dependent force increments accounted 
for  in  the  installed propulsion system performance. 

2.2       Reference conditions  for airframe/propulsion  force  accounting 

The  selection of  suitable  reference  conditions   for aero/propulsion  force  accounting  is one of  the 
most   controversial   subjects   involved   in  airplane  system  performance  prediction.     Tills   is   true   for  several 
reasons:      (a)   reference conditions are  configuration dependent,   (b)   reference  conditions  are  related  to 
test   techniques,   (c)   reference  conditions   that  arr  convenient  for  analytical   studies  may not   be 
convenient   for wind  tunnel   testing,   and   (d)   the   reference  conditions  required  are  a  strong  function of  the 
visibility  desired   (i.e.,   element,   subsystem,   or  system). 

Despite   the  difficulties   involved,   it   is  always  necessary  in  each  aircraft   development   program  to 
define   suitable  reference  conditions   that   can  bo  uned   to  split  the  aerodynamic   and   propulsion   forces 
acting  on  the  aircraft.     Although  they  may  differ   In  details and  nomenclature,   the   three  most   common 
reference;  systems  encountered  are  those  shown   in  Figure   3.     Figures   3a  and   3b  depict   force  accounting 
systems  which  utilize  two  references  during   the  process  of  generating  installed  airplane  system   thrust- 
mlnus-drag  performance data.     A more  detailed   description  of   the  leference  conditions  of  Figure   3a   is 
contained   In  Figure  A. 

The  expression  "operating  reference  conditions"   is  used  here  specifically   to  distinguish   these 
conditions   from  the wind  tunnel  "aerodynamic   reference"  conditions which are:      (a)   ased  on  Lhe  aerodynamic 
force  and  moment  model;   and   (b)   reproduced  on   the  propulsion models   to  obtain  data   for  propulsion  drig 
Increments.     The operating  reference  conditions  are   those  conditions,   representative  of  realistic   flighr 
conditions,   to which  by definition  the  drag  polar  corresponds.     The  definitions  apply  whether   the  drag 
polar   results   from analytical   buildup  procedures,  wind   tunnel   tests,   or  flight   test.      By use  of  a 
separate  "operating  reference"  for  the  drag  polar,   the  drag  polar   is  not  constrained   to  correspond  e.xactlv 
to  aerodynamic   force  and moment  model   reference  conditions.     Therefore,   there   is   considerable   freedom 
in  an  experimental  buildup   to   tailor   the  aerodynamic   reference  conditions  to  ensure   that   they  can  be 
precisely  reproduced  on  the   Inlet-drag  and   Jet-effects  models,   thereby minimizing  errors   in   the  overall 
thrust-minus-drag  buiIdup. 

The   reference  conditions  used   in   the   force  accounting  systems  depicted   in   Figures   3a  and   )b  arc 
similar  except   that  system  3b  uses a   reference  mass   flow  ratio   for  the  operating   reference   thai   correspond 
to   the  maximum mass   flow  ratio  attained   during   the   Inlet   drag model   tests,   while   system   i,i  uses  an 
operating  reference mass  flow  ratio  corresponding   to  a  specified  engine  power   setting   (usualK   maximum 
airflow).     The  operating  reference mass   flow  used   by  system   3b,   which   is  obtained   from  wind   tunnel   model 
test,   may  not   correspond   to  a   realistic   engine   operating  condition. 
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Inlet 

A»ro modal tatted at than condition«. Criteria for 
»election include: 
1. Can be reliably reproduced in the teparate 'Met 

and nozzle tews. 
2. Facilitates accurate maaiurdment of both aero 

model drag and asiociataci propuliion increment! 
from the taparate tetti. 

3. Represents realistic conditions modified as nec- 
essary to satisfy above criteria. 

Airplane system drag polar need not correspond to 
these reference conditions 

The conditions to which the airplane system drag 
polar corresponds, by definition. 

These conditions correspond appoximately to a 
specified engine power setting, usually maximum 
power, but would not be changed for minor engine 
variations. 

Generally realistic geometry, no bleed or by- 
past flow (which are difficult to reproduce 
at different scales). 

Mass flow ratio selected to minimize aero 
model Up separation, which is more accu- 
rately simulated un the larger scale inlet 
spillage drag model. Thus theie will be 
minimal spillage drag at this mass flow 
ratio. 

Realistic geometry, bleed flow, bypass \'ow 
and inlet mast flow ratio, corresponding 
to specified engine power setting and 
actual inlet operating characteristic. 

Exhaust System 

Riialistic geometry, if feasible but modified 
where necessary to avoid likely regions of 
separated flow. Any reduced boattail 
angles would imply extra nozzle base 
aree. 

Ram pressure retio (since aero model uses 
flow-through propulsion simulation). 

Realistic aft end geometry and pressure ratio 
(both Pjg/Po and Pg/Po) corresponding 
to specified power setting. 

Figure 4:    Summary of Aerodynamic and Operating Reference Conditions 

The  use  of  realistic  operating  reference  conditions   (Figure  3a)   corresponding   to  a   specified  power 
setting  and   the  use  of  a  static   thrust  coefficient   in defining  nozzle  gross   thrust  offer  major  benefits   in 
terras  of   two  of   the  criteria  Identified  for  selecting  the  accounting  system.     First,   performance 
visibility  for airframe system and  propulsion  system performance  Is achieved.     Thus,   the drag polars of 
competing  configurations  using  the  same  engines   can  be meaningfully  compared.      (The   installation  loss  drag 
penalties  associated  with  reduced  power  settings   can  similarly be directly  compared.)     Secondly,   the 
thrust/drag  definitions  can  be maintained   in  a  consistent  manner  throughout  an  entire  airplane  development 
program.     The   performance  evolution with  time  of   the  drag  polars  and   installation   losses  can  be   tracked 
from  the  early mission definition  studies,   through  wind   tunnel   programs,  and   Into  the   flight   test 
programs.     The  reduction  In  the uncertainty  bands  associated with  Improving  geometric  definition of   the 
configuration  and  higher  level  performance  evaluation methods  tan be  traced  with  a  common   set  of   thrust/ 
drag  accounting definitions. 

Figure   3c  depicts a method  of   force  accounting wherein  all  of  the  force   Increments  between wind 
tunnel   aerodynamic   reference  conditions  and  operating  conditions  are  treated  as   installation  losses. 
Thus,   the  airframe  system drag polar corresponds   to  the  flow-through wind  tunnel model  without  corrections 
to  reflect   realistic  propulsion system conditions.     This   sacrifices  subsystem visibility   (e.g.,   the 
ability   to  compare  drag  pclars of  competing  systems   tested  at  different  aerodynamic   reference  conditions) 
and   includes   in  installatio'1  losses  potentially   large  force   Increments whlci.  are  not   throttle-dependent. 

An  analytical  pe'fjrmance  buildup  using   the   systems  of Figures  3a and   3b  could  be  handled   in  a 
manner  complete!"  analogous  to  the  experimental  buildup,   except   that  wind  tunnel   reference  conditions 
would  not  be   treated.     For example,   the aft-end  drag already accounted  for   in  a wing-body drag 
calculatlor,   whtcu   is  a.^logous  to  the  aerodynamic   reference drag,   could  become   the  zero  point   for  aft- 
end  exb'.^st  system drag   Increments.     The drag  polar   is  still corrected  to  operating  reference  conditions, 
and  ''■'■'NEXH  SYS  sl ill   accounts  f-r  the  effect  of  operating  at real  aft-end  conditions  different   from 
the  operating  reference  condition.     Figure  5   Illustrates  the use of  the  force  accounting   procedure  with 
a.uytical   force  data. 

■ 

■ 

Elements 

AIRFRAME 
Wing + EBOR + Empennage 

Non- Axisymmetric Corrections, Such as Those 
Due To Inlet, Twin Nozzles and Canopy 

-C INLET/FOREBODY ) 
(Inlet/Forebody)   - Minus -  (Inlet/Forebody) 

Operating Reference Represented 
In Front of Reference |n Airframe 
Afbody Buildup Above 

(Inlet/Forebody) - Minus -   (Inlet/Forebody) 
Operating Operating 

 Conditions Reference 
Inlet Recovery in Presence of Forebody 

-C ENGINE JL 
I    Turbomachinery at Operating Recovery, Distortion, and Nozzle Area   } 

C NOZZLE/AFTBODY )  
(Aftbody/ \ /Aftbody/ 

Nozzles/ j-Minus-l      Nozzles/ I 
Empennage/ \ Empennsge / 

Operating Represented 
Reference ln Airframe 

Buildup Above 

(Aftbody/Nozzletl  -Minus-  (Aftbody/Nozzles I 
Opeiating Operating 
Conditions Reference 

Nozzle Internal Performance (at Static Conditions 
and Distortion From Turbomachine) 

Subsystems c Airframe Subsystem 
(Drag) 

fPropulsion Subsystem 
(Thrust) 

System 
Airplane System 
(Thrust-Drag) 

Figure 5: Force Accounting Method Using Analytical Buildup 
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FORCE PREDICTION TECHNIQUES 

The  force prediction methods most suitable  for quantitative analysis of preliminary designs and 
trade  studies are those  that can be applied prior  to  the time scale model wind tunnel  testing  is 
conducted.     The methods must also allow the use of  test data after it is available.     Two recently-developed 
calculation procedures will be discussed and are examples of methods that are easily computerized,   require 
little  time  to use,  and are responsive to prime  geometric  parameters  influenced by engine,   sTucture, 
payload,   and  fixed equipment volume  requirements and volume distribution. 

3.1       Nozzle/aftbodv drag prediction method 

Correlations of data from a recently-completed parametric wind  tunnel  investigation of aft-end drag 
for  twin,   buried engine configurations have  provided  the basis  for a new drag prediction method.     These 
correlations deal with the pressure drag of  the aft  fustlage  from the maximum cross-sectional area  point 
aft. 

The correlation  is a modification to tne   Integral  Mean Slope  (IMS)  approach  (Reference  3). 
original  IMS parameter,   calculated analytically  from aft-end  geometry,  Is defined as  follows: 

The 

IMS 

1.0 

/ 
(A9/A10) 

d   (A/A10) 
d   (X/Deq) d   (A/Alo) 

(A9/A10) 

When aft-body drag data for certain types of afterbodies were plotted as a  function of  Che 
calculated  IMS parameter,   it was found  that  a correlation was obtained which could be useful  for drag 
predictions during preliminary studies. 

Analysis of additi 
that the correlation fai 
(Figure 6a), aft of the 
designed to correct this 
distribution which can b 
real slope at each step 
correlations were obtain 
is illustrated In Figure 
with widely varying  area 

onal test data,  however,   obtained subsequent to the original correlation,   showed 
led  for configurations whose area plots  invoived regions of  steep slopes 
point where  separation occurs.     The  IMSf  (Integral Mean Slope - Truncated)  approach, 
problem,   is based on specifying a maximum slope of  the non-dimensional area 

e used in the  IMS calculation.     This  specified maximum slope  is  substituted  for  the 
of  the IMS calculation  for which  the  real slope exceeds the maximum.     The best data 
ed by making  the maximum slope a  function of Mach number.     The  Improved correlation 

6b.     Figure  7 gives data correlations  for single and  twin vertical  configurations 
plots. 
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Figure 6:   IMS and IMSy Data Correlations 

Further investigations showed that all the data correlations, when corrected by a ACp for tal! type, 
varied almost exactly as the IMSf parameter raised to the 2.77  power.  Thus, the IMS-j- parameter was 
divided out to obtain a drag parameter. 

CDp + AC,, 

IMS 2.77 

as a function of Mac'i number only.  A summary of the drag prediction procedure Is shown in Figure 8. 
effectiveneoj of th.' correlation method is shown In Figure 9. 

The 
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System Performance Calculation Procedures 
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Figure 11:   Inlet Performance Elements 
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3.2  Inlet recovery and drag prediction method 

The Inlet recovery and drag prediction method was developed as part of a recent analytical study 
conducted for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory.  The comprehensive procedure, shown schematically 
in Figure 10, uses maps of total pressure recovery and inlet drag as a function of engine corrected 
airflow divided by capture area (Item 3 of Figure 11) to provide a detailed description of the inlet 
characteristics.  These maps directly provide the recovery and drag for installed propulsion system 
calculations.  Corrected airflow is the parameter used to match inlet performance to the engine. 

■ 

However, most inlet wind tunnel test data are obtained in the form of individual performance plots 
such as those shown in Item 2 of Figure 11.  These performance plots are readily converted into the 
performance maps by a separate, easily computerized sub-program. 

If wind tunnel test data are not available, inlet performance characteristics can be built up by 
theoretical and semi-empirical procedures, such as those shown as Item 1 of Figure 11, which indicates 
the major variables that must be considered.  The standardized format for performance maps makes it 
possible to build up a large data ban.; of maps covering a wide variety of inlet configurations for 
making rapid calculations of installed propulsion system performance.  This provides the capability to 
quickly evaluate, in detail, a great number of configurations during the conceptual design phase of 
aircraft development. 

To illustrate the application of the inlet performance procedure, Figure 12 presents a comparison 
of the predicted and measured total pressure recovery for a lightweight fighter study configuration at 
flight Mach numbers from 0 to 1.60 (Reference 4).  Predicted and measured inlet spillage drags are 
compared in Figure 13 (Reference 5). 
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4.   FORCE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 

The accurate prediction of aircraft performance depends largely on two factors:  (1) proper 
accounting of all thrust, drag, and lift effects, and (2) the accuracy of the basic data used to predict 
the performance.  Proper accounting of forces has been discussed in a previous section of this paper. 
This section deals with test techniques for obtaining measurements of forces on airframe/propulslon 
systems. 

A widely used approach to obtaining engine/airframe data involves use of three types of wind tunnel 
models (Figure 14).  The models are typically tested over a range of flight conditions to obtain data 
that are integrated using the force accounting procedure previously described. 

Studies were completed to Investigate problems associated with various test techniques.  The studies 
included investigating data uncertainties due to model support systems, metric split-line locations, 
wind tunnel limitations such as shock reflections and model blockage, scale effects, and model mass flow. 
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Figure IS:    Jet Effects Model Support Systems 

It. 1  Model support systems 

Most model support systems Introduce data uncertainties because of flow field Interference effects. 
This problem is most significant for jet effects models because the support strut must be large enough to 
route the air supply required for Jet simulation.  Thus, It Is mandatory that the interference 
characteristics be determined for candidate jet effects model support systems. The problems of model 
support systems summarized below are discussed in detail in Reference 2. 

Four possible approaches that have been considered for jet effects model testing are shown in 
Figure 15.  An extended-nose strut mounting system (Figure 15a), has been used, where the nose extends 
upstream.  This type of mount affects fuselage flow fields and boundary layer development.  The wing tip 
mount (Figure 15b), eliminates the strut mount, but the effect of wing distortion required for passage 
of nozzle high pressure air and mounting pylons must be determined.  Also, significant flow field 
distortion is anticipated at angle-of-attack. 

Dual sting mounts entering the exhoust nozzles (Figure 15c) may have potential usefulness for 
testing where the nozzle configuration has a large enough exit area after sting area is deducted (such 
as maximum A/B) to allow adequate mass flow through the model for annular jet exhaust simulation. 
This approach could not be used for plug nozzle configurations but it could be used on aerodynamic 
force and moment models. 

A half model mounted against a reflection plane (Figure 15d) removes all support strut effects 
and considerably reduces model blockage in the tunnel, but Is unsuitable for configurations with close 
coupled fuselage mounted engines.  Tunnel wall boundary layer may also create some problems.  Support 
effects on afterbody pressure drag are shown in Figure 16a.  Qualitative data from tests in the AEDC 
1-foot tunnel show little evidence of subsonic strut interference with afterbody pressures (Figure 16b). 

4.2  Metric split-line locations 

The inlet drag and jet effects models (for example. Figure 1A)  are divided by split-lines, which 
separate the metric and non-metric sections of the model.  Forces on the metric portion are measured with 
a drag balance.  Using a metric break to Isolate the smallest acceptable piece of the model on a force 
balance appears to offer an advantage in accuracy because a more sensitive balance can be used.  Care 
must be taken, however, to be sure metric split-lines are located where they will measure the whole effect. 
For highly-integrated exhaust systems, pressure disturbances produced by aft-end changes (particularly at 
subsonic conditions) may be so extensive that a large part of the airplane must be metric to determine 
accurately the total force increment resulting from the changes.  Similarly, during Inlet drag testing, 
mass flow Induced disturbances may propagate aft of the split-line and not be accounted for.  If metric 
breaks are used to isolate smaller portions of the force model on balance, it is necessary to first make 
extensive tests using a pressure model to verify the adequacy of the metric break locations. 
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Another disadvantage of using metric breaks  Is  that  If  the metric break Involves a significant 
projected area  In the  flight direction,   Internal  cavity pressures produce an Important  tare  force which 
must be subtracted from the balance reading.     The  limitations  In accuracy with which this  tare  force can 
be determined can destroy  the potential  Improvement  in drag accuracy  theoretically possible with the 
smaller balance. 

A common method used to determine afterbody drag is to scale 
"representative" forebody, and measure the axial force on the after 
line for the afterbody drag balance and the shape and length of the 
Introduce errors into the measured data. Figure 17 presents the re 
that was performed to Investigate the pressure forces acting on a g 
different forebodles. The data illustrate the dangers of using spl 
forebodles that are different from the actual forebodles. If only 
are Integrated, a significant error in afterbody drag can be introd 
to another  forebody of  arbitrary shape. 
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Figure 17:    Forebody Effects on Afterbody Drag 

It is recommended that Inlet and exhaust system force measurements be made with as much of the 
airplane model on balance as possible, Instead of using metric breaks to Isolate parts of external 
surfaces on balance.  Drag measurements taken during wind tunnel tests of a Boeing lightweight fighter 
study configuration have shown that sufficiently accurate drag data can be measured using a full 
airplane model to detect the effects of even small changes In cowl shape (Figure 18). 

_L 

h. 3       Model  mass  flow 

A number  of  corrections  to  aerodynamic   force  and  moment  model  data are  required  because  of 
Improper mass  flow through  the model.     In  fact,   the primary purpose of  Inlet drag and  Jet  effects 
models   Is  to  correct   the  aerodynamic  force  and  moment  model  data  to  the  proper airflow conditions. 
The  requirement   for  using  the   three models  previously  described  arises  from  the  fact   that   correct   inlet 
flow conditions  and  jet   effects  cannot  be  simulated  at   the  same   time.     The  propulsion  simulator   (being 
studied  by   the  U.S.   Air   Force)   offers a  potential   solution  to   this  problem by providing  simulation  of 
both   Inlet  and  nozzle   flow conditions  simultaneously.     Lacking   such  a  simulator,   however.   Jet  effects 
model   tests  are  usually   run with  fatred-over   Inlets.     This   Introduces  uncertainties   Into   the  afterbody 
drag measurements due   to  lack of  the effects of  spillage airflow,  which could  Interact with  the 
nozzle/afterbody  flow.     Effects of  Inlet  spillage or  falred-over   Inlets on afterbody drag are shown 
in Figure  19.     Inlet  fairing shape appears  to  be non-crltlcal.     In some cases,  afterbody drag  Is 
unaffected when  the  fairing  Is removed exposing a dead-end  inlet   (Reference 6). 
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Figure 19:   Inlet Feiring Effect* on Afterbody Drag (Ref. 6) 

A.4  Wind tunnel limitations 

Wind tunnel blockage and shock reflections present major sources of testing uncertainties at 
transonic speeds.  Tests «ere accomplished by Boeing and McDonnell-Douglas to Investigate blockage 
effects and define the range of Mach numbers over which data would be free from, or correctable for, 
tunnel effects.  The Boeing tests were performed in the Boeing 8x12 foot transonic wind tunnel and the 
McDonnell-Douglas tests were performed In the 16T wind tunnel at AEDC. 

The Boeing tests were performed using an axisymmetrlc model with an area distribution corresponding 
to the sum of the areas of the forebody and strut and one short afterbody. The results from these tests, 
shown in Figure 20, indicate that the test data are probably usable up to Mach 0.975. 

The McDonnell-Douglas blockage tests were conducted with F-15 equivalent body models of 0.05%, 
0.3S1% and 0.651% blockage (A^^/AxuNNEL) •  Each model had a body-of-revolutlon fuselage and constant 
thickness wings with scaled F-15 planform (Figure 21). 

Subsonic blockage  rfects were evident with the 0.381% and 0.651% models from Mach 0.60 through 
1.20.  In the sutsonic regime, it was determined that drag, at a = 0°, Increased linearly as a function 
of blockage.  Thisi trend was Independent of Mach number, but varied slightly with angle-of-attack. 
Subsonic drag rise characteristics were the same for all three models except for the 0.651% model at 
Mach 0.95.  Normal force, at a given angle-of-attack, decreased with increasing wing span ratio in the 
subsonic regime. 

The subsonic blockage effects on drag levels are not understood.  It is generally considered that 
model blockage, of the magnitude used in this test, should have had no effect at low subsonic speeds. 
These results are evidence that a better understanding of tunnel flow phenomena is required before tests 
at meaningful Reynolds numbers, which requlie large scale models, can be accomplished.  It Is recommended 
that further analytical and experimental Investigations be conducted. 

In the transonic regime, pressure disturbances due to blockage effects generally caused lower drag 
on both the 0.381% and 0.651% scale models, relative to the 0.05% model. There were no blockage effects 
at Mach 0.A0.  With the wings off, there were no significant effects above Mach 1.10 and 1.20 for the 
0.381% and 0.651% models, respectively.  Throughout the transonic regime, normal force data, with wings 
on, were not affected by span ratios up to 0.35, which corresponds to the 0.381% scale model. 

— ^__ 
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Figure 20:    Blockage Effects on Afterbody Drag Characteristics 
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Figure 21:  Blockage Model Characteristics 
for F-15 Test 

During recent Boeing studies, tests were also conducted to evaluate tne effectiveness of slotted 
walls to cancel shock waves which may be present during transonic testing.  This investigation was 
accomplished using the shock reflection model shown in Figure 22.  An example of results, showing 
pressure distributions obtained from the shock reflection test, is presented in Figure 23.  Above 
Mach 0.925, strut influence is strong, but still tends to dissipate upstream of the split plane.  The 
pressure at the split plane, however, gradually increases with Mach number, and reflected disturbances 
appear at Mach 1.05 and 1.07.  These shocks would invalidate data on longer afterbodies.  This part 
of the test confirmed that Mach 0.90 was the limit of interference free testing for the test model 

sizes used. 

Blockage Model Shock Refection and Tare Model 

Figure 22:      Blockage and Shock Reflection Models 
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Figure 23 : Pressure Distribution Shock Reflection Test,Mach No. >.9fi0 
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5.   CONCLUSIONS 

The force accounting system that is used during an aircraft development cycle can be an important 
factor in providing element and subsystem visibility.  If one is only interested In total airplane system 
performance, the force accounting system used probably does not matter greatly, assuming that all the 
data which goes into the system performance calculation is accurate and each piece of data is included 
once and only once.  Howevev, if one is asked to evaluate the performance of the two major subsystems, 
the propulsion system and the alrframe, then it becomes necessary to have a force accounting system that 
provides visibility of the subsystem performance. Results of the study indicate that an "operating 
reference" condition should be used which divides the forces into two parts'.  (a) throttle-dependent 
forces which are Included in Installed propulsion system performance, and (b) non-throttle-dependent 
forces which are accounted for in the drag polar. 

■ 

Methods for predicting nozzle/aftbody drag for twin, buried engine configurations which are suitable 
for use during preliminary design studies have been Improved by development of a truncated Integral Mean 
Slope (IMS'p) approach, based on correlations of test data. 

The communication of inlet total pressure recovery and drag between alrframe and engine companies 
is improved by the use of maps of standardized format which provide the recovery and drag as a function 
of engine corrected airflow.  The maps are built up from individual inlet component performance plots 
that make it possible to account for all the signlficam inlet geometric variables at early stages of 
configuration analysis. 

Sources of errors in measuring aero/propulsion forces in the wind tunnel have been shown to be due 
to model support systems, metric split-line locations, shock reflections and blockage, and non-simulation 
of model mass flow. 

Extreme caution must be used to L'oid  errors In nozzle/aftbody drag predictions due to applying the 
aftbody drag results measured behind a 'Vepresentative" forebody to a forebody of arbitrary shape and 
length. 

In addition to the problems which have been experienced in predicting system performance for 
conventional aircraft designs, many new concepts for improving performance of vehicles powered by air- 
breathing propulsion systems are being studied. Examples of some of these concepts are variable cycle 
engines, two-dimensional nozzles, and powered lift concepts such as jet flaps, augmentor wings and upper 
surface blowing.  Many of these concepts will Increase the potential for mutual interference, both 
desirable and undesirable, between the alrframe and propulsion system. Further research is required to 
establish a firm technology base for fovce  accounting and evaluation of the performance of these concepts. 
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AIRFRAME/PROPULS ION SYSTEM FLOH FIELD INTERFERENCE 
AND THE EFFECT ON AIR INTAKE AND EXHAUST NOZZLE PERFORMANCE 

By 

G. K. Rlchey 
L. E. Surber 

J. A. Laughrey 

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, U.S.A. 

Summary 

The Interference between the alrframe flow field and the internal/external flow in the air 
intakes and exhaust nozzles of high performance tactical aircraft is shown to have a significant 
impact on the performance and operating characteristics of these components, and hence on overall 
aircraft performance. 

The internal flow characteristics of an inlet system closely integrated with the alrframe are 
strongly influenced by flow field nonunlformitles generated by the alrframe forebody and wing, 
particularly at the higher angles of attack or yaw which modem tactical aircraft are capable of. 
Comparisons are made of the inlet ambier'.  (.capture plane) flow field, and pressure recovery,  steady 
state and dynamic inlet distortion at the simulated engine compressor face for both integrated  (side 
mounted and fuselage or wing-shielded) and isolated inlet systems to quantitatively assess the air- 
frame interference effects. 

For the engine exhaust nozzles of closely integrated propulsion system/airframe configurations, 
the major influence of the alrframe flow field is associated with the alteration of the viscous and 
inviscid external flow in the nozzle region, and its effect on external aftbody/nozzle drag.    A de- 
tailed discussion,  supported by experimental data, shows the effects on alrframe aftbody/nozzle pres- 
sure distributions and nozzle installed performance with respect to twin jet Interference, wing flow, 
aircraft tail/control surfaces, Interfairings and free stream flow conditions. 

^■•^"■"'^^ 
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Introduction 

For tactical aircraft which are required to be very maneuverable at high subsonic, transonic and 
supersonic conditions while giving good cruise efficiency at high subsonic Mach numbers, the integra- 
tion of the engine inlet and exhaust systems with the alrframe is of paramount importance to maintain 
the desired thrust levels and avoid inlet engine compatibility problems such as compressor stall.    The 
total pressure recovery and flow distortion at the exit of the inlet (engine compressor face plane) for 
these types of aircraft is dependent on the inlet capture station flow field characteristics which are 
presented to the inlet as a result of integration with the alrframe (i.e. the ambient distortion),  and 
the production of distortion and turbulence in the supersonic and subsonic diffuser sections of the 
inlet.    For practical configurations there are many airframe design variations, then, which can Influence 
the performance and flow distortion of the Inlet, particularly at extreme maneuvering conditions.    This 
paper will review the effects of two selected vehicle design parameters, namely the fuselage forebody 
shape and the inlet installation concept.    In the examination of installation concepts the paper first 
emphasizes the effect of placing the inlet on the side of the fuselage as in several current tactical 
aircraft.    This installation is then compared with inlet systems which are shielded at high angles of 
attack by the aircraft wing or fuselage.    Design parameters such as canopy shape,  fuselage camber or 
nose shaping will not be considered. 

For alrframe/exhaust nozzle integration, the most important criteria is to have good acceleration 
characteristics when the nozzles are open during engine afterburner operation, and to have good cruise 
efficiency (i.e.  reduced drag) for subsonic or supersonic cruising.    The aftbody/nozzle drag is very 
sensitive to the pressure field of the aircraft which is impressed upon the basic nozzle flow.    This 
is particularly true for twin jet aircraft where the exhaust nozzles may be placed fairly close to one 
another for weight and structural considerations, and to Improve the overall cross sectional area dis- 
tribution of the aircraft.    At cruise conditions there is considerable data which indicates the type 
of geometry to use for low drag on an Isolated exhaust nozzle.    However, when these nozzles are inte- 
grated into the aircraft,  the results are sometimes disappointing due to adverse interaction effects. 
Previous AGARD or AIM papers,  for example references 1 and 2, have discussed the overall drag varia- 
tions with different types of aftbody/nozzle shapes, interfairlngs and vertical or horizontal tail sur- 
faces.    In this paper we will discuss the flow field behavior in the aftbody/nozzle region and how it 
changes with a typical buildup process from the Isolated exhaust nozzle to the integration of these 
nozzles into a vehicle fuselage/twin jet arrangement.    From this baseline twin jet aftbody, we will 
examine variations with tail, wing,  interfairing Interference, and nozzle spacing.    References 3 and 4 
present details on the drag and pressure distribution characteristics of a wide range of nozzle types 
and aircraft integration designs; however in this paper we will concentrate on a convergent-divergent 
nozzle system representative of tactical aircraft which are required to perform well at both subsonic 
and supersonic flight conditions. 

Inlet Systems: 

As stated above,  there are many aircraft design features which directly Influence the performance 
of the inlet system for a closely Integrated tactical  aircraft.     References  5 and 6 have discussed the 
free stream flow field distortion which can occur with changes  in fuselage camber and fuselage cross 
sectional shape.    The upwash and downwash fields associated with  large canopies can also affect the 
inlet performance if the inlet is close enough to be influenced. 

In the first section of the inlet discussion of this paper,  however,  attention will be given ex- 
clusively to the detailed effects of fuselage cross-sectional  shape on the performance and operational 
stability of a side-mounted-horizontal  ramp two-dimensional  inlet  system  (see Fig  1). 

The basic choice for inlet placement may be guided by several  operational  factors of aircraft 
utilization such as missile and weapons placement, and foreign object Ingestion from unprepared runways. 
A common design feature of recent tactical aircraft is the placement of the  inlet on the side of the 
fuselage where each inlet  is supplying air to one engine.    This has advantages of simplicity of design 
and attempts to position the  inlet  in a relatively "clean" forebody flow field while at the same time 
providing sufficient duct   length to attenuate distortion of the flow between the inlet throat region 
and the compressor face.    However,  in order to provide a good cross-sectional  area distribution and to 
reduce weight installed in the aircraft,   it is desirable to position these horizontal ramp inlets fairly 
close to the fuselage.     If the inboard side of the inlet  is within roughly one capture height  from the 
side of the fuselage,  the  flow characteristics associated with the  fuselage will be important in deter- 
mining the performance of the inlet at  extreme maneuvering conditions.    The effect of the fuselage shape 
is particularly dependent on the radius of curvature and shape of the lower part of the fuselage since 
these variables influence the upwash flow field presented to the inlet at high angles of attack and yaw. 
In the following discussion,  then, horizontal ramp two-dimensional  side-mounted  inlet data will be com- 
pared on 3 different types of lower fuselage shoulder contours as  shown in Fig 2a:     (1)  a basic contour 
which is reasonably well rounded,   (2)  a more squared off fuselage which could have advantages for mis- 
sile and weapon placement,  and  (3)  a more nearly circular fuselage cross-section.    The effect of these 
various fuselage shapes  is  shown first of all  in terms of the flow  field that the  inlet  is placed in, 
secondly in the flow distortion at the throat of the inlet,  and finally in the total pressure recovery, 
time-dependent and time-averaged flow distortion which is measured at the simulated engine compressor 
face. 

As a point of reference for the various effects of fuselage shape and  Installation type,  selected 
data is compared with the  Isolated two-dimensional inlet which is completely free of any fuselage or 
airframe interference effect. 
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FIGURE 1. SIDE-MOUNTED INLET CONFIGURATION AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The data presented in this paper was generated under a United States Air Force sponsored in- 
vestigation with testing at the Arnold Engineering Development Center Propulsion Wind Tunnels at 
Tullahoma, Tennessee.    The experimental program described in references 7, 8, and 9 explored the 
effects of many different design considerations on supersonic fighter aircraft inlet and perform- 
ance compatibility with designs representative of operation with a typical low bypass ratio turbo- 
fan engine.    The models tested in the program were large (approximately one fourth full scale] and 
included both two-dimensional and half-axisymmetric inlets.    Only the two-dimensional  inlet data 
will be discussed in this paper.    The t /o-dimensional inlet shown in Fig 1_ features a variable first 
ramp as well as variable second and third ramps for efficient compression «at supersonic conditions. 
It is a fairly long inlet system with a rather low diffusion rate subsonic duct  (L/D = 5.23).    Bound- 
ary layer air control on the ramps is provided by perforated bleed on the compression ramps and on the 
side plates.    Also the gap between the third ramp and aft ramp,  shown on Fig 1_ provides a combination 
of flow bypass and boundary layer control at the throat region.    Throat bleed flow was measured with 
flow metering systems,  and bleed on the perforated side plates was estimated from plenum and exit 
static pressure measurements. 

Inlet instrumentation was provided at the compressor face to measure total pressure recovery, 
and both steady state and dynamic inlet flow distortion by use of high response total pressure probes, 
(40 high response combination steady state and dynamic total pressure).    Additional diagnostic in- 
strumentation was provided on the opposite side of the double inlet system, consisting of total pres- 
sure rakes and static pressure measurements in the throat of the inlet as noted in Fig 1.    Instrumen- 
tation for the wing-shielded and fuselage-shielded inlets to be discussed later was similar except 
that no throat diagnostic instrumentation was used on the fuselage-mounted Inlet since this was a 
single inlet/single engine configuration and the throat total pressure Instrumentation could not be 
put in without disturbing the flow at the compressore face.    Test conditions in the program were over 
a range of Mach number from 0.9 to 2.5, angles of attack ( a0)   from -5 to +25°, and angles of sideslip 
( 0O)  from -8° to +8°.    In the following discussion, "positive sideslip"  is interpreted as being on 
the leeward side of the fuselage and therefore is the condition where the fuselage is partly blocking 
the flow. 
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Two-Dlmenslonal Side Mounted External Compression Inlet-Fuselage Lower Shoulder Effects 

Figure 2a shows the cross-section of the three fuselage shapes tested with the two-dimensional 
inlet. They are labeled simply the round shape, basic, and square; the basic shape being an inter- 
mediate rounding between the other two. A separate test established the airframe flow field in the 
vicinity of the inlet (reference 8). Figure 2a shows the flow field local angularities at a Mach 

number of 2.2, IS0 angle of attack, 0° sideslip from these test results. Kith the three fuselage 
cross-sections, the basic character of the flow fields is the same but with variations In degree. 
The angle of attack condition at 15° also introduces fairly significant sideslip, particularly into 
the lower inboard portion of the flow field. It is in this portion of the flow field where we see 
the primary effect of the fuselage shape. For a more complete range of test conditions with the 
various forebodies. Fig 2b shows the flow field average variations with angle of attack at various 
Mach numbers. Note that these data are for zero model sideslip. There is very little difference in 
local average Mach number values with the variance from the free stream Mach number the greatest at 
Mach 1.6 and high free stream angle of attack. The three fuselages show very similar effects on 
.verage local angle of attack; generally the local average angle of attack runs somewhat higher than 
free stream angle of attack indicating an upwash flow field induced by the fuselage, especially at 
the lower free stream Mach numbers. The square and the basic fuselage shapes indicate average in- 
duced sideslip values which are greater than that associated with the round shape but in all cases 
the local induced sideslip values grow larger with increasing free stream angle of attack. 
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FIGURE 2a.    EFFECT OF FUSELAGE SHAPE ON FLOW APPROACHING INLET: 
SAMPLE FLOWFIELD ANGULARITY MAPS, 
M0=2.2,   a0=15»,   /3o"0» 

FIGURE 2b.   EFFECT OF FUSF' AGE SHAPE ON FLOW APPROACHING INLET: 
FLOWFIELD AVEHAGE TRENDS,   0O = 0° 

Next we consider the effect of the different fuselage shapes on the inlet throat flow.  Fig 3^ 
shows the inlet throat total pressure recovery and the total pressure distortion at the inlet throat 
station which is defined as the difference between maximum total pressure and the average of the four 
lowest total pressures at the throat divided by average throat total nressure.  For Mach 1.6, we can 
see by comparing the rounded, basic, and squared fuselage shape results with the isolated inlet data 
that the forebody effect is to generally lower throat total pressure recovery up to free stream angles 
of attack of about 20°.  At the extreme maneuver points, that is, angle of attack of 15° or sideslip 
of 8° it appears that rounding the fuselage lower shoulder can be of significant benefit by reducing 
the unfavorable upwash or acceleration around the body in yaw. That is, the rounded fuselage tends 
to bring the throat total pressure recovery much closer to the value associated with the isolated 
inlet and the throat distortions closer to this value. Figure £ shows the inlet throat pressure re- 
covery and distortion conditions at a Mach number of 2.2 over a range of angle of attack from -5 to 
25° (zero yaw). Here the benefit of at least some fuselage lower shoulder rounding is seen in that 
both the basic and the rounded lower fuselage shoulder shapes tend to approach the values of the iso- 
lated inlet recovery and distortion much more closely than do values for the squared lower shoulder shapes. 
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These trentj can be understood more fully by examining the detailed data from the inlet throat 
rakes with the various forebody shapes.    Figure 5_ shows a particular case of Mach number 1.6,  angle 
of attack of 15° and angle of sideslip of 8  .    These throat total pressure maps indicate that the 
separated flow spilling into the lower inboard side of the isolated inlet from the crossflow on the 
sideplate is greatly increased by the fuselage presence and it is further magnified by the squared 
lower fuselage shoulder. 
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Similar results are shown in Fig 6 which gives the throat total pressure profiles for the condition 
of Mach 2.2, angle of attfck of 15° and zero sideslip. Again, data in this figure Indicates that 
the fuselage upwash and inlet capture plane flow distortion has an adverse effect on pressure re- 
covery and flow distortion at the throat, primarily because it amplifies the massive flow separation 
in the lower inboard comor of the inlet. The adverse interaction is particularly prevalent for the 
squared lower fuselage shoulder shape, with the rounded fuselage providing the least amount of adverse 
interaction. 
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FIGURE 6. INLET THROAT TOTAL PRESSURE MAPS FOR VARIOUS SIDE-MOUNTED 
INLET FUSELAGE SHAPES, Ma - 2.2,   a0 - 1E° , /j 0 - O" 

Having traced the airframe/lnlet interactions for the three fuselage shapes from the free stream 
through the inlet throat, we now consider their effect on compressor face total pressure recovery and 
flow distortion. 

Figure 2 gives the variations of total pressure recovery (average steady state total pressure 
from all 40 probes divided by free stream total pressure) and "RMS Turbulence", which is defined as 
the average (40 probe) root mean square of the total pressure fluctuations at the compressor face 
divided by the average steady state total pressure a* '.he compressor face.    In Fig 7a, the data is 
for Mach 1.6 (zero sideslip)  and compares the compres   .i  face conditions for the Isolated two-dimen- 
sional inlet, and the three fuselage cross-section shapes (basic, round, and square).    Figure 7b is 
for 15° angle of attack and with sideslip variations from -8° to +8°.    Negative sideslip (windward 
side)  is favorable to the Inlet and positive sideslip (leeward side)  is adverse.    All compressor face 
pressure recovery and distortion data is for a matched airflow condition with a low bypass ratio turbo- 
fan engine.    Generally, there is adequate mass flow ratio margin so that the inlets are not close to 
subcrltlcal flow instabilities  (inlet "buzz").    With increasing angles of attack the various fuselage 
shapes give about the same compressor face characteristics at moderate maneuvering conditions, that is 
up to approximately 10° angle of attack, but more extreme flow angularities show the same basic effect 
as seen at the throat.    The basic fuselage shape, which is somewhat rounded, facilitates higher pres- 
sure recovery and lower RMS turbulence at high angle of attack than does the squared fuselage shape. 
The rounded fuselage-two-dimensional inlet configuration has the lowest RMS turbulence level above 5° 
angle of attack.    This is felt to be due to the better flow distribution at the inlet face for this 
configuration relative to the basic or squared lower shoulder configurations which in turn improves the 
flow quality at the inlet throat and compressor face.    At positive sideslip, both the basic and squared 
lower shoulder fuselage shapes give a severe adverse interact! m with the inlet, resulting in low pres- 
sure recovery and a high RMS turbuleme level.    The rounded fuselage appears to give a better flow dis- 
tribution to the inlet at +ß, aud this is reflected in the data at the compressor face.    At negative 
sideslip the round fuselage helps to turn the flow into the inlet, relative to the isolated case, and 
improves Its performance. 

Several references, e.g.  10 and 11 have shown that most engines are sensitive tj a dynamic dis- 
tortion at the compressor face which is related to the time that the compressor blades spend in a 
distorted flow area as they pass through it.    The dynamic distortion is found by calculating the in- 
stantaneous circumferential and radial distortion from the output of the 40 high response probes at 
the compressor face (Fig \) which have been recorded on analog tape.    To get the correct dwell time 
for the blades passing through the distorted region, the probe data is  filtered at a frequency corres- 
ponding to about one rotor revolution of the engine.    The instantaneous distortion data shown in this 
paper was computed using a general purpose distortion analysis  system called DYNADEC  (Dynamic Data 
Editing and Computing) which is further described in reference 12. 
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FIGURE 7.   INLET PERFORMANCE AND FLOW DISTORTION: 
COMPARISON OF FUSELAGE SHAPE EFFECTS, 
M0=1.6 

In general,  it has beer  found that there is  a relationship between the maximum instantaneous dis- 
tortion  (i.e.  the one most  likely to cause compressor stall)  and the steady state  (time averagedt  dis- 
tortion through correlations based on the  level  of RMS turbulence.    The higher the RMS turbulence, 
the greater the difference between steady state and instantaneous distortion.     In other words, when 
the inlet  is "noisy" as  it  is at high angle of attack or yaw with the squared  lower shoulder  fuselage 
(Fig  7)  there should be a large discrepancy between the steady state distortion factor  K/^ and the 
maximum  instantaneous  K/\2 determined from the detailed analysis of all 40 high response probes.    The 
distortion  index K^, is described in Appendix  I. 

Figure 1_, which shows the variation of the circumferential/radial distortion factor KA?   (divided 
by  its expected limit value for the particular engine being used), verifies that  the  instantaneous dis- 
tortions are much greater than the steady state at conditions where the RMS turbulence  is above 0.02. 
Steady state distortion as  seen  in this  figure would  indicate compatible operation at  almost  all points, 
whereas the dynamic distortion points shown by the  filled symbols reveal  potential  inlet-engine prob- 
lems at  some of the high sideslip maneuver points,  specifically at an angle of attack of 15° and side- 
slip of S0.    At this condition,  the data indicates that both the basic and squared fuselage shapes 
result  in inlets flows being  incompatible with the distortion  limits for the particular engine being 
used in the analysis. 
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Figure 8 shows pressure recovery, turbulence and distortion at Nach 2.2 for variations In angle 
of attack.    The data also Indicates that the primary problems In this case actually occur at the lower 
angles cv attack, e.g. zero and -5°, as well as at the higher angles of attack.    The low angle of 
attack compatibility problem is felt to be associated more with Inlet design than fuselage design. 
At high angles of attack, the squared fuselage shape has an adverse effect on turbulence and distor- 
tion, and the inlet performance in terms of total pressure recovery is quite severely affected.    Round- 
ing of the fuselage lower shoulder is observed to result In substantially higher pressure recovery and 
lower turbulence/flow distortion at the compressor face than can be obtained with a squared shape. 

Comparing fuselage designs at all Mach numbers, the point to be made from this data is that 
there is a significant advantage associated with thr rounded fuselage shape due to the fact that 
such a design reduces flow angularity approaching the lower inboard region of the inlet sldeplate 
for a wide range of flight muieuvers.   Reduced flew separation at this point results in higher pres- 
sure recovery and lower flow turbulence at the duct oxit. 
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Airframe/Inlet-Installation Effects For Vehicle Integrated Concepts 

From this point we will consider only the basic fuselage shape with its side-mounted two-dimen- 
sional inlet system as one type of installation and compare it with two other installation types as 
shown in Fig 9.    Both of the alternate installation types employ two-dimensional inlets in "shielded" 
positions:    one is shielded by the wing, the other by the fuselage.    By shielding  it  is meant that 
the wing or fuselage drastically alters the flow field seen by the inlet and is designed to reduce 
the inlet capture face flow angularity and decelerate the flow approaching the inlet.    Figure 9a 
shows samples of the inlet face flow fields at Mach number 2.2, angle of attack of 15° and zero side- 
slip.     In this case there are fundamental differences between the flow fields of the shielded inlets 
and that of the side-mounted inlet.    While the local an^le of attack seen by the side-mounted inlet 
ranges  from 12° to 24° indicating upwash around the fuselage, the wing-shielded and fuselage-shielded 
local average angle of attack is quite low and in the case of the wing-shielded inlet, the angle of 
attack only ranges from -1° to 4° over the entire inlet face region.    The range of induced flow field 
local  sideslip is approximately the same for the three configurations  (going from zero to about 8 de- 
grees).    The data indicates that the high sideslip condition for the side-mounted inlet  is  in the  lower 
inboard portion of the inlet   (near the side plate and cowl), while for both of the shielded inlfc ar- 
rangements the high values of the local induced sideslip are found in the upper outboard portioü of 
the inlet where the flow has washed outboard along the fuselage center line or along the bottom  jf the 
wing toward the  low pressure regions on the aircraft. 
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FIGURE 9».       EFFECT OF CONFIGURATION TYPE ON FLOW APPROACHING INLET: 
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M0-2.2,   o0.15°,  ß0-V 

Figure 9b shows the effect of the inlet installation type on the average flow conditions at the 
inlet face region for Mach 0.9, 1.6 and 2.2, for aircraft angles of attack to 25 degrees (all zero 
model sideslip).  Comparing side-mounted and shielded concepts, the difference in the ambient flow 
field in which the inlet will operate is dramatic The local Mach number and angle of attack are 
substantially reduced by shielding the inlet at the high free stream angles of attack with wing- 
shielding being somewhat more effective than fuselage-shielding. 
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Before considering throat flow conditions and the differences between the three installation 
types, we should consider some fundamental differences  in the inlet designs.    The wing-shielded inlet 
system shown in Fig 1£ has a somewhat greater aspect ratio and a much shorter subsonic duct wich a 
higher diffi'slon rate  (L/p = 2.92).    The instrumentation in both cases is essentially the same, 
and provisions for boundary layer control bleed flow and its measurement are essentially identical. 
Figure lj) also shows the design features of the inlet used in the fuselage-shielded configuration. 
It is much simpler,  having one fixed and one variable compression ramp, a low diffusion rate sub- 
sonic diffuser  (L/Q ■ 4.88)  and a smaller amount of boundary layer control bleed at the inlet throat. 
The compressor face instrumei.tation is identical to the other configurations, with the same 40 com- 
bination steady state and dynamic probes being used.     In this particular inlet there was no throat 
instrumentation  (since it is a single engine arrangement)  so the comparisons of throat flows will be 
between the side-mounted, wing-shielded inlets, and the Isolated two-dimensional inlet. 
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FIGURE 10.  SHIELDED INLET CONFIGURATIONS AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The effect of inlet installation type on inlet throat flow in terms of throat pressure recovery 
and throat pressure distortion is shown in Fig U_.    For Mach 1.6 we see that the basic side-mounted 
inlet installation has slightly lower throat pressure recovery and considerably higher threat dis- 
tortion than the wing-shielded inlet for angles of attack over 20°.    Figure 11_ gives the throat flow 
properties for 15° angles of attack for a range of sideslip.    For an extreme maneuver point at Mach 1.6, 
that is at angle of attack of IS0 and positive sideslip of 8°, the isolated inlet is superior in both 
recovery and distortion to the two types of installed Inlets but there is still a definite benefit 
associated with the wing-shielded configuration relative to the side-mounted configuration.    Profiles 
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of total pressure at the inlet throat at this condition are given in Fig 12^ at Mach number of  1.6, 
angle of attack 25°,  and zero degree sideslip.    At this extreme angle of attack condition, the deteri- 
oration of the isolated inlet flow and the advantage of the wing-shielded inlet are seen more clearly. 
There is a much smaller region of separation near the inboard lower sideplate for the wing-shielded 
configuration.    The profiles in Fig U for an angle of attack of 15° and an angle of sideslip of 8° at 
Mach 1.6,  compare the wing-shielded inlet with the basic side-mounted inlet and the isolated two-dimen- 
sional inlet.    The wing-shielded inlet flow is clearly much better than the basic fuselage side-mounted 
inlet flow in the lower inboard region.    Total pressure of the  isolated inlet is higher than the other 
two in the upper inboard region and about the same as the wing-shielded inlet in the lower inboard 
corner of the inlet.    Prom these data it is apparent that the two-dimensional  inlet is being influenced 
considerably by the high outwash (induced sideslip flow)  beneath the wing.    There is some improvement 
over the side-mounted inlet, but not as much as desired. 
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Similar results are shown at Mach 2.2 (Fig 14).    At the higher angles of attack with zero sideslip 
the wing-shielding provides considerable advantages in terns of both total pressure recovery and a very 
low level of flow distortion at the throat.    Above 10° angle of attack, the throat pressure recovery 
is about 10% higher for the wing-shielded configuration because of the reduction in local Mach number 
at the inlet face.    This provides more engine thrust during maneuvers. 
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FIGURE 14.   INLET THROAT PERFORMANCE: COMPARISON 
OF INSTALLATION TYPES, M0 = 2.2,  ß0 = (P 

Figure IS shows the contours of throat total pressure recovery for 15    angle of attack at zero 
sideslip.    The wing-shielded profile is much more uniform than the side-mounted inlet, and higher in 
its level of recovery than the isolated inlet, due to the fact that the inlet face Mach number is re- 
duced.    However, when four degrees of sideslip is introduced, as for the data in Fig 16, the wing- 
shielded inlet throat  flow shows a serious depression on the inboard  lower sideplate,   indicating  lip 
separation associated with the outwash along the wing lower surface. 

Although there are no throat total pressure profiles for the fuselage-mounted configuration,  it 
is expected that this configuration should have some benefit of shielding from the fuselage in reduced 
Mach number and flow angularity at high angles of attack, and perform similarly to the isolated inlet 
in sideslip since there should be little amplification of the basic sideslip due to outwash or flow 
separation. 

The analysis of the flow at the inlet face and in the inlet throat is useful in understanding the 
behavior of the flow at the compressor face plane for the shielded configurations, and comparisons 
with the side-mounted inlet  (basic fuselage) and the isolated two-dimensional inlet.    The compressor 
face parameters being calculated from the data are defined the same as for Figures 7 and 8. 
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At transonic maneuvering conditions. Fig 17 sunnarizes the compressor face total pressure re- 
covery and "RMS Turbulence" for the three types of inlet installations for a range of angle of attack 
to 25° (zero model sideslip) and for a range of sideslip at 15° angle of attack.    These conditions are 
typical of highly maneuverable tactical aircraft where the inlet must have good performance while main- 
taining acceptable distortion to avoid inlet-engine compatibility problems. 

At Mach number 0.9 the data of Fig 17 indicates that the compressor face flow is very similar for 
the side-mounted and wing-shielded inlets at all angles of attack and sideslip.    The fuselage-shielded 
inlet has considerably higher pressure recovery and lower turbulence than the other two configurations. 
This difference is particularly prevalent at higher angles of attack and with positive sideslip.    The 
relative behavior of the three inlet types is verified by the data of Fig 17 which shows the distortion 
index K^ divided by its limit value for the particular engine being consl3ered.    The fuselage-shielded 
inlet configuration has very little increase in distortion over the complete range of angle of attack 
and yaw at Mach number 0.9. 
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At Mach number of 1.6, the data of Fig 18 shows a distinction in the characteristics of the shielded 
configurations and the side-mounted two-dimensional inlet.    Both the wing-shielded and fuselage-shielded 
inlets maintain a high pressure recovery as angle of attack is increased to 25°, however the wing- 
shielded configuration shows an Increase in RMS turbulence level at the higher angles of attack.    This 
increased turbulence and distortion is consistent with the flow patterns observed at the throat and is 
related to the high level of outwash beneath the wing for the wing-shielded configuration.    At increased 
angles of sideslip for angle of attack of 15 , both the wing-shielded and side-mounted inlet config- 
urations show a drop in pressure recovery and Increase in turbulence level above 4   of positive side- 
slip.    However the fuselage-shielded inlet does not drop off in pressure recovery and maintains a low 
level of RMS turbulence even out to 8° positive sideslip.    The distortion index values shown in Fig UJ 
indicate that the maximum instantaneous distortion for the wing-shielded and side-mounted two-dimen- 
sional inlet configurations approaches or exceeds the limit value as the angle of attack or angle of 
sideslip increases to extreme values.    However,  the distortion index for the fuselage-shielded inlet 
does not increase with either angle of attack or angle of sideslip and it  is also noted that the steady 
state and maximum instantaneous distortion levels are very nearly the same, consistent with a low level 
of RMS turbulence. 
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Figures 19 to 21 compare the compressor face total p.-essure maps  (lines of constant total pres- 
sure) for the steady state or time average conditions anc the maximum instantaneous value of KA1 as 
shown in Fig 18.    The conditions chosen for this comparism are Mach 1.6, angle of attack of 15° tuid 
angle of sideslip of +8°.    At a condition where the RMS turbulence is high there is a large difference 
between the steady state and maximum instantaneous dynamic pattern,  for example see Figures 19 and 20 
for the fuselage-shielded and wing-shielded inlet.    Where there is a low level of turbulence in the 
inlet at the compressor face,  the steady state and maximum instantaneous compressor face maps are very 
similar as, for example,  in Figure 21  for the fuselage-shielded inlet. 
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FIGURE 19.   COMPRESSOR FACE TOTAL PRESSURE CONTOURS: 
SIDE-MOUNTED CONFIGURATION, 
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At Mach 2.2, the data of Fig 22 Indicates that the side-mounted two-dimensional Inlet and Isolated 
two-dimensional inlet have a severe loss In pressure recovery and moderate Increase In turbulence level 
above 10° angle of attack.    The favorable flow field created by the wing or fuselage In terms of re- 
ducing local Mach number and flow angularity results In a higher level of pressure recovery for the 
wing-shielded and fuselage-shielded Inlet configurations at angle of attack.    The primary difference 
between the wing-shielded and fuselage-shielded Inlets Is in their performance at angles of sideslip 
as shown In Fig 22 where alpha - IS0.    With a positive sideslip of 4° there is a very large drop-off 
in pressure recovery and increase In turbulence level with the wing-shielded configuration, whereas the 
fuselage-shielded configuration mr.lntalns a turbulence level of approximately 1% and a very high pres- 
sure recovery.    The large Increase in distortion with a small amount of positive sideslip for the wing- 
shielded configuration is felt to be related to an increase in the lower inboard sideplate flow separa- 
tion (Fig 16)  caused partly by the amplification of the outwash along the bottom of the wing at side- 
slip angles.    Even though the throp.c  flew distortion for the wing-shielded Inlet at this condition was 
lower than the basic side-mounted inlet  (Fig 16),  the distortion at the compressor face is much higher. 
It Is felt that this result is due to the fact that the wing-shielded inlet has a much shorter duct and 
the throat distortion may be amplified rather than attenuated as it is with the  long duct.    The trends 
in the pressure recovery and turbulence level are verified by the variations of distortion index as 
shown in Fig 2£.    Again,  for simple angle of attack maneuvers with no sideslip,  the wing-shielded and 
fuselage-shielded configurations both have a low level of steady state and time dependent distortion. 
For slight sideslip angles (for example 4°) there is a significant difference in the distortion level 
of the fuselage-shielded and wing-shielded configurations, with the fuselage-shielded inlet being much 
superior. 
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It should be recalled when comparing the various installation types as we have done in this paper, 
that there are significant differences in inlet design and the applications of these designs for the 
side-mounted, wing-shielded and fuselage-shielded configurations.    However it is felt that the results 
of the comparisons show that there are advantages associated with shielding of an inlet during super- 
sonic maneuvering flight.    The fuselage-shielded configuration appears to have the benefits of reduced 
Mach number and angularity at the inlet face while not suffering from adverse effects in sideslip.    The 
data also points to the possibility of employing a vertical ramp wing-shielded inlet as a possible 
alternative to the horizontal ramp wing-shielded configuration.    In this case use would be made of the 
ability of the two-dimensional inlet to turn the flow into the compression ramps and avoid some of the 
cross-flow on the sideplates, since the outwash flow would then appear to the vertical ramp inlet as a 
local angle of attack. 

Aftbody/Nozzle Systems: 

As mentioned previously, one of the more important problems of aircraft propulsion systems integra- 
tion is associated with the airframe-nozzle interface.    The Interaction between the external airframe 
generated flow field and the exhaust nozzle flow frequently results in higher drag than anticipated. 
Widely different nozzle area ratios are required for peak operating efficiency at subsonic, transonic, 
and supersonic flight conditions.    The combined effect of compromised fuselage lines, proximity of large 
control surfaces, and interfairings in the case of dual nozzles,  is to produce a non-uniform external 
flow field in the aftbody/nozzle region.    The interaction of this non-uniform flow and the exhaust plume 
may produce separation or significantly alter the pressure distribution and drag of the aft end.    The 
internal and external performance characteristics of axisynmetric nozzles are reasonably well understood 
for isolated nozzle systems not influenced by variations in the aircraft flow field:,.    However, the 
proper integration of the exhaust nozzle with the aircraft to reduce installation penalties and minimize 
aftbody drag is severely limited with present capability.    A twin exhaust nozzle arrangement is espe- 
cially subject to airframe nozzle interaction effects because of the difficulty of providing a suitable 
aft end geometry that reduces base drag and flow separation. 

In order to better understand this problem area, an experimental and analytical program was in- 
itiated in 1969 for the development of design criteria, guidelines and predictive techniques for 
improved nozzle installations.    This program included both Isolated nozzle aftbody confiimrations 
and twin-nozzle airframe installations.    The purpose of the isolated nozzle investigation was to 
determine the gross thrust, external drag,  and internal and external pressure distributions for 
large scale exhaust nozzles installed in a single isolated pod.    The purpose of the twin nozzle 
aftbody investigation was to determine similar parameters for a generalized twin jet tactical air- 
craft model.    Test data were obtained over the 0.6 to 2.5 Mach number range with configuration 
variables as follows:    nozzle type,  power setting,   lateral spacing, axial position, aftbody contour, 
horizontal stabilizer area and deflection,vertical stabilizer type and longitudinal position, and 
rudder deflection.    The type,  length and position,  of interfairings between the nozzles were also 
investigated.    Analytical methods for predicting twin nozzle aftbody performance were evaluated and 
improved using the twin jet test results. 

The isolated nozzle test rig and strut arrangement is shown in Fig 23.    The pod has a conical 
nose which faired into the cylindrical body.    Nozzle thrust coefficient and pod aftbody and nozzle 
boattail drr-: coefficients were obtained from force balance data during the test and from area inte- 
grated pressure drags plus calculated skin friction drags.    The pod internal  arrangement included the 
air supply, ducting and force balances to measure thrust,  aftbody plus boattail,  and nozzle boattail 
drag.    The nozzle boattail balance was attached to the flow tube which was supported by the thrust 
balance so that the thrust balance senses nozzle thrust and boattail drag directly. 

Selected nozzles designed for the isolated nozzle investigations were also used in the twin nozzle 
aftbody investigation.    The model scale chosen was approximately 18 percent and was based on consider- 
ations of full scale Reynolds number simulation, model airflow limitations, model and support strut 
blockage,  and full model wing-span limitations.    The strut supported twin jet fighter aircraft model 
used during the investigation is shown in Fig 24.    The model is approximately 3.66 meters in length 
and has a wing-span of 2.41 meters.    Six force balances plus approximately 250 static pressure taps 
were installed in the model to obtain the thrust and drag values.    Further details of the experimental 
program and the data may be found in references 3 and 4. 

Some of the pressure and drag coefficient data obtained from the isolated nozzle and twin jet 
test will be used in this paper to describe in detail how the external  flow field over the aftbody 
and nozzle changes when the isolated nozzle is installed in the twin-jet aircraft model.    References 
2 and 3 contain data for several nozzle types.    In this paper, only the data obtained for a convergent- 
divergent nozzle will be discussed and is thought to be typical of tactical aircraft exhaust nozzle 
designs. 

Results will be presented for a convergent-divergent nozzle in cruise mode daring subsonic 
operation and in maximum afterburner for a Mach number greater than 1.    The geometry of these noz- 
zles is shown in Fig 25..    All of the nozzle data considered in this paper is at an operating noz- 
zle pressure ratio (jet total pressure divided by free stream static],NPR, compatible with the Mach 
number being investigated. 

■ 
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DIMENSIONS IN CENTIMETERS 

FIGURE 23.   SCHEMATIC OF ISOLATED MOL EL AND SUPPORT STRUT 
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FIGURE 28.   CONVERGENT-DIVERGENT NOZZLE GEOMETRY 
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In discussing the effects of installing the nozzle in the aircraft the approach will be to 
first present the isolated nozzle static pressure and drag data and compare it with similar data 
for the nozzle installed on the twin jet aircraft model without the horizontal and vertical tails. 
Both partial and full span horizontal and vertical tail surfaces were used on the model  (Fig 26). 
Most of the twin jet tests were conducted with the partial span model to reduce the structural loads 
on the model.    The results indicate a very small change in aftbody nozzle drag when going from 
partial to full span tail surfaces.    It should be noted that the drag values discussed here are for 
the aftbody and/or nozzles excluding the horizontal and vertical tails, but including their in- 
fluence.    That is, the forces on the tail surfaces were not measured by the  force balances.    Although 
data was obtained for a Mach number range of 0.6 to 2.5 (reference 3),  the Mach m-mbers to be dis- 
cussed in this paper will be 0.6, 0.9,  1.2 and 1.6.    All of the data on exhaust nozzle interference 
in this paper is for a unit Reynolds number of 2.5 X 10° per foot,  except at M =  1.6 where the 
Reynolds number is 2.1 X ID6 per foot. 
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FIGURE 26.   DIAGRAM OF TWIN JET AIRCRAFT MODEL 

The various steps in the configuration buildup are shown in Fig 27.    Configuration A,  the isolated 
nozzle,  is the initial configuration.    This nozzle is then installed to give configuration B,  a narrow 
spaced twin jet afterbody with no tails.    Partial span tails are then added,  configuration D. 

With partial tails installed on the model, the interfairings and tail  location are changed to 
investigate the effect on pressure distribution and drag.    First the high,  short horizontal wedge in- 
terfairing on configurations B and D is extended to the nozzle exit, giving configuration G in Fig 27. 
Configuration H has a vertical  interfairing ending at the nozzle exit, and configuration I has a longer 
vertical interfairing. 

The aftbody nozzle pressure coefficient distributions and drag coefficients are then presented 
for two other configurations where the distance between the nozzles is increased.    These are indicated 
as configurations J and K in Fig 27.    The interfairing on these configurations is similar to the high 
short horizontal wedge interfairing of configurations B and D.    Table 1 gives a more complete de- 
scription of the nozzle and aftbody/nozzle configurations. 
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CONFIGURATION A 

CONFIGURATION B 
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CONFIGURATION H 
CONFIGURATION J 
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CONFIGURATION K 

CONFIGURATION G 

FIGURE 27.   AFTBODY NOZZLE CONFIGURATION BUILDUP 

Table 1. Description of Nozzle and Aftbody/Nozzle Configurations 

Configuration 

Al      Isolated Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

Isolated Maximum Afterburner Nozzle A2 

Bl 

D2 

Twin Jet Without Tails - S/D=1.25 
Short Horizontal Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

Sane as Dl except 
Maximum Afterburner Nozzle 

Gl      Twin Jet With Partial Span Tails  - S/D»1.25 
Long Horizontal Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

HI     Twin Jet With Partial Span Tails - S/D=1.25 
Long Vertical Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

Configuration 

II 

Jl 

B2  Same as Bl except J2 
Maximum Afterburner Nozzle 

Dl  Twin Jet With Partial Span Tails - S/D=1.25   Kl 
Short Horizontal Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

K2 

Twin Jet With Partial Span Tails 
Extra Long Vertical Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

•7D-1.25 

Twin Jet With Partial Span Tails - S/D=1.625 
Short Horizontal Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

Same as Jl except 
Maximum Afterburner Nozzle 

Twin Jet With Partial Span Tails - S/D=2.0 
Short Horizontal Interfairing 
Subsonic Cruise Nozzle 

Same as Kl except 
Maximum Afterburner Nozzle 
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The models were quite well Instrumented, as shown on Fig 28. Data was measured on the top (0 = 0°) 
and bottom (0 ■ 180°) of the aftbody and nozzle, top and bottom of the interfalring and on the Inboard 
side (6 - 135°) of the nozzle. All pressure coefficient distributions are plotted such that the exit 
of the nozzle is at a value of X equal to zero. 
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FIGURE 28.   PRESSURETAP LOCATIONS 

Figure 29_ shows the change in pressure coefficient distributions and drag coefficients on the aftbody/ 
nozzle and interfairing when the subsonic cruise nozzle is  installed on the twin jet model without the 
tails  installed and then with the tails on at 0.6 Mach number and nozzle pressure ratio  (NPR)  of 3.0. 
Pressure distributions at the 0°,  135  ,  and 180° radial positions on the aftbody/nozzle combination  (see 
Sig 2£ for  instrumentation  layout)  are given in Figures  29e and 29f for the isolated and  installed con- 
figurations,  respectively.    The pressure distributions on Figures  29a and 29b indicate a significant 
change in the magnitude of the static pressures on the aftbody/nozzle when the nozzle is  installed on 
the twin jet model   (configurations Al  to Bl)  and again when the partial tails are installed  (configura- 
tions Bl  to Dl).    The change in pressures  from isolated  (Al)  to installed  (Bl)  appears to be favorable 
(toward  lower drag)   since the pressure coefficients become more positive on the nozzle and  less negative 
on the aftbody  (particularly at 9 = 0°).    However, when the tails are installed the pressure  levels become 
more negative again on the aftbody and renuin about  the same on the nozzle.    The change  in pressure levels 
on the interfairing when the vertical and horizontal  tails  are installed is shown on Figures  29b and 29d, 
and  indicate that  the pressure  levels on this surface also become more negative when the tails  are in- 
stalled.    There  is  a significant decrease in pressure on the top of the interfairing with a smaller change 
on the bottom.    The pressure decrease on the upper aftbody and interfairing surface is undoubtedly due to 
the  influence of the vertical  tail. 
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The drag coefficients listed are based en the projected area of the surface on which the drag 
force acts. This choice of reference area was selected so that the isolated and installed drag co- 
efficients can be compared even when the spacing ratio Is changed for the Installed configuration. The 
projected areas of the nozzles (boattall) remain the same from the Isolated to the installed. The pro- 
jected areas of the aftbodles Increase from the isolated to the installed, so the projected area of 
the aftbody/nozzle combinations increases. The Increase In drag should be directly proportional to 
the increase in projected area, which would tend to keep the drag coefficient constant if the pressure 
distributions are similar when going from one configuration to another. This is not exactly true in 
the case of the aftbody and the aftbody/nozzle combinations because the increase in wetted surface area 
may be greater in proportion to the increase in projected area and the drag change would be influenced 
more by the change in friction drag. The drag coefficients for the aftbody, nozzle and the aftbody/ 
nozzle combination are designated as CDA, CDN and CD^/JJ, respectively. The drag coefficients tabulated 
on Figure 29 reflect the changes in pressure distribution discussed above. There is a significant de- 
crease in tKe nozzle drag coefficient CDJJ (actually an increase in nozzle thrust) going from the iso- 
lated configuration (Al) to the tailless installed configuration (Bl). This is felt to be due to the 
fact that the flow field ahead of the nozzle section did not expand as greatly on the installed con- 
figuration as it did on the isolated model, which in turn allowed the flow to recompress to higher 
pressure on the nozzle and create a lower drag (higher thrust). The aftbody ai.-i aftbody/nozzle drag 
coefficients both indicate an increase in drag when tails are added (Bl to Dl). 
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At 0.9 Nach number,  similar changes in pressure distributions and drag coefficient behavior on 
the cruise nozzle are observed.    Figure 30 indicates that the difference in pressure distribution from 
isolated to installed afthody/nozzle witKout tail surfaces is significantly greater at M ■ 0.9 than 
at M ■ 0.6, resulting in a larger decrease in drag.    The sane is true in an opposite sense (larger 
increase in drag) when partial tails are installed on the model.    These changes in the nozzle and 
aftbody/nozzle pressure drags are verified by the measured drag coefficients tabulated in Figure 30, 
The nozzle (boattail) drag decreases when the nozzle is installed on the thin jet model, with a further 
decrease when the tails are installed, while the aftbody drag increases with the installation of the 
tails.    This gives a net Increase in total aftbody/nozzle drag when the tails are added.    The total 
aftbody/nozzle drag with the tails is about the same at M ■ 0.9 as it was at M > 0.6 (0.048 vs C.052 
respectively).    As was true at 0.6 Mach number, installing the nozzle on the twin jet model apparently 
places the nozzle boattail in a more favorable flow field which decreases the drag. 
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FIGURE 30.   INSTALLATION EFFECTS ON AFTBODY/NOZZLE PRESSURES AND DRAG; 
S/D = 1.25, SUBSONIC CRUISE NOZZLE, IVI=0.9, NPR=3 

The above pressure and drag data are for an aircraft operating in the subsonic flight regime with 
a nozzle installed that has a very small internal expansion ratio and a fairly steep boattail angle. 
When operating in the supersonic flight regime, possibly using afterburner, a nozzle with a much larger 
expansion ratio is needed to obtain the required thrust.    The external geometry will also differ greatly 
from that of the subsonic cruise nozzle, generally having much lower boattail angles.    The nozzle con- 
tours shown next are representative of the external geometry of a nozzle which has a cusp or inflection 
in the contour upstream of the nozzle exit.    With the nozzles in the maximum afterburner position,  the 
aft-facing projected area used as the drag coefficient reference area is very small.    Therefore,  the 
magnitude of drag coefficients for this configuration may be somewhat deceiving.    The pressure coef- 
ficient distributions and drag coefficients presented on Figures 3^ an^ H are for Mach numbers of 1.2 
and 1.6, respectively.    In general the pressure levels on the nozzle boattail decrease  (i.e. the pres- 
sure coefficients become more negative) when the isolated nozzle is installed on the twin jet model and 
then decrease further when the tails are added.    This would be expected to indicate an  increasing drag 
when the nozzle is installed on the twin jet configuration and a further increase when the tails are 
installed.    However, the nozzle drag coefficients tabulated on Figures 31^ an^ 11 s'low a nozzle drag 
decrease when the nozzles are put on the twin jet model  (A2 to 82)  but a drag increase when the tails 
are added  (B2 to D2).    An explanation of this anomaly can be attributed to the rather unique geometry 
of this nozzle.    For the isolated nozzle configuration,  the higher pressures on the recompression re- 
gion  (Cp > 0.0)  are mainly acting on the forward facing surface area  (producing drag)  of the nozzle 

just aft of the cusp.    When this nozzle is installed on the twin jet model, these pressures in the 
recompression region (forward facing surface) decrease somewhat at M = 1.2, and significantly at 
M = 1.6.    Also, the rearward facing surface area near the exit had mostly positive pressures acting 
on it  (thrust component).    There is very little change in these pressures when the isolated nozzle 
is installed on the twin jet model.    The net effect,  considering the surface slopes,  indicated by 
these pressure changes is a drag reduction which is substantiated by the nozzle drag coefficients 
(CD«) for configurations A2 and B2.    When the tails are added (configuration D2) the pressure coef- 
ficients along the entire nozzle boattail become more negative relative to configuration B2,  and the 
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drag increases.    As indicated by the tabulated drag coefficients, the drag of the aftbody decreased 
when the tails were added.    However, the total drag changed only slightly due to the drag increase 
on the nozzles. 
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jfoMlt Interfairlng and Nozzle Spacing Effects 

Geometiical changes other than the nozzle must be considered when designing twin jet aftbody/ 
nozzle systems to obtain the best performance. Sometimes changes in interfairlng geometry can im- 
prove (i.e. decrease drag) the performance of particular configurations. In Figures 33 and 34 the 
short horizontal wedge interfairlng, which is on all the twin jet configurations discussed above, is 
extended from the beginning of the nozzle boattail to the nozzle exit. The vertical tail is also 
moved rearward for better control characteristics when the interfairlng is lengthened. Data for Mach 
numbers 0.6 and 0.9 are shown on Figure 33. At a Mach number of 0,6, the level of static pressure 
increases on the aftbody and interfairlng and decreases on the nozzle when the horizontal interfairlng 
is extended and the vertical tall moved rearward. The change in pressure levels correlate with the 
indicated changes In drag. That is, the drag decreased on the aftbody and increased on the nozzle. 
The total drag (CDA/N) increased, indicating that the change in nozzle drag had the greater influence. 
Similar results on the aftbody and nozzle are observed at M = 0.9, except the total aftbody/nozzle drag 
decreased slightly, indicating that the change on the aftbody was the dominate factor. As shown on 
Figure 34, the levels of the static pressures increase along the aftbody/nozzle and the interfairlng 
at both Mach numbers (1.2 and 1.6) for the longer horizontal wedge interfairlng. This trend is re- 
flected in the drag coefficients which indicate a decrease in drag. Most of the change in drag is on 
the aftbody (CD^) as the maximum afterburner nozzle boattail has a relatively small projected area. 
TAe aft movement of the vertical tail is likely as important as the change in interfairlng, since the 
tail interference is moved further aft on the aftbody/nozzle. 

Pressure and drag data given in Figure 35 compares a horizontal interfairlng (configuration Gl) 
to a vertical wedge interfairlng of the same length. Both terminate at the nozzle exit. The vertical 
interfairlng is then extended beyond the exit of the nozzle giving configuration II. Change from the 
horizontal to the vertical interfairlng has very little effect on the aftbody drag, but a significant 
increase in nozzle drag for the subsonic cruise nozzle (M ■ 0.6 and M = 0.9). Extending the vertical 
interfairlng beyond the nozzle exit (configuration II) has very little effect on the nozzle and aft- 
body pressure distributions and drags. 
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Another major design choice in airframe/exhaust nozzle Integration for a twin jet tactical air- 
craft is the distance between the nozzles.    Representative data showing the spacing effects on aft- 
body/nozzle pressures and drags are given in Figures 36 and 37.    The data on Figure 36 is for the 
subsonic cruise nozzle installed on the narrow (S/D > 1.25),  intermediate  (S/p • 1.625) and wide 
(S/Q • 2.0) nozzle spacing.    For subsonic Mach numbers the pressure levels on the aftbody. nozzle, 
and interfairing Increase as spacing between the nozzles is increased.    This indicates a decreasing 
drag on all components which is substantiated by the tabulated drag coefficients given on Figure 36. 
Results obtained in the supersonic flight regime.  Figure 37,  show a significant increase in aftbo3y 
and total aftbody/nozzle drag when changing to the intermediate spacing ratio.    This is reflected in 
the more negative pressure ratio on the aftbody,  indicative of higher wave drag.    Comparing the wide 
spacing to the intermediate, there is a further increase 1.1 drag and decrease in pressure but not as 
great.    In fact, the nozzle boattail drag coefficients indicate a slight decrease.    However, for this 
configuration (maximum afterburner nozzle) the aftbody drag has a much greater influence on the total 
aftbody/nozzle drag because of the aftbody's larger projected area. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Inlet/Airframe Interference Results: 

The stream flow approaching a two-dimensional side-mounted inlet is substantially distorted by 
the presence of the fuselage, especially in maneuvering flight.    This flow distortion has a generally 
adverse effect on inlet total pressure recovery and inlet-engine compatibility.    Careful rounding of 
the fuselage lower shoulder, however, can result in significant improvement in both areas of perform- 
ance over a fuselage incorporating a squared lower shoulder. 

An examination of three inlet installation types for two-dimensional, horizontal ramp inlets 
revealed dramatic advantages of inlet shielding in supersonic high angle-of-attack flight.    However, 
of the two shielding techniques tested, only the fuselage-shielded installation retains this benefit 
when angle-of-$ideslip is added to produce a more realistic maneuver condition.    Examination of the 
wing-shielded inlet data suggests that its maneuvering performance could be improved considerably by 
Introducing a combination of vertical compression ramp orientation to reduce the adverse effect of 
flow outwash under the wing, and increased subsonic diffuser length to attenuate distortion generated 
at the inlet throat. 

Actual peak compressor face flow distortion to which a turbine engine may respond must be measured 
by dynamic pressure instrumentation giving accurate resolution of pressure fluctuations in the range of 
the engine blade passing frequency ( * 150 Hz full scale).    The flow distortion thus measured can be 
very much greater than time-averaged distortion measurements would indicate.    A rough estimate of the 
magnitude of this difference can be inferred from the average level of compressor face RMS turbulence, 
i.e., high turbulence is generally associated with large increases in dynamic distortion measurements 
over time-averaged measurements. 
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Aftbody/Notile Remits; 

Detailed pressure and drag information clearly shows the result of alterations in the external flow 
over a nozzle and aftbody/nozzle as a result of various geometry changes, including the installation of 
the nozzle in the aircraft.    During subsonrc operation, installing the nozzle on the twin jet appears to 
place the nozzle itself in a more favorable flow field which decreases the nozzle drag.   However, the 
total aftbody/nozzle drag, in general, increases when the tails are installed.    Supersonically, the 
nozzle drag decreases when installed, but increases when the horizontal and vertical tails are added. 
An opposite trend in drag is observed on the aftbody when the tails are installed and the total 
aftbody/nozzle drag changes very little. 

Refinement in twin jet aftbody/nozzle design is sometimes accomplished by changing the inter- 
fairing geometry or the distance between the nozzles.   The data presented here indicates that the 
interfairing design and vertical tail location can have a noticeable effect on aftbody and nozzle 
drags.    Extending the horizontal wedge interfairing and moving the tail aft decreased the aftbody 
drag and increased the nozzle drag at the subsonic flight speeds.    The total aftbody/nozzle drag 
increased at M > 0.6 and decreased slightly at M « 0.9.    Changing from a horizontal to a vertical 
interfairing at Nach numbers 0.6 and 0.9 increased both the nozzle and total aftbody/nozzle drag. 
Increasing the spacing ratio between the nozzles decreased the drags at subsonic speeds and increased 
the aftbody and total drags significantly at supersonic speeds. 

Appendix I Distortion Index KA 

The distortion factor KA (reference 13) is equal to the sun of the circumferential and weighted 
radial distortion. 

h *  «R. 

K- represents the circumferential distortion and is equal to the following expression. "e 

£f(M 
R-l   L  \ N2 / MAX . RING   HUNG 

N) -1 *- V      z /REF     TPl       RING 

A,, is the polar magnitude of the largest nth harmonic coefficient of a Fourier series curve fit 
of the pressure distribution around a ring at the engine compressor face.    (Q/p    )        is the reference 

value of engine face dynamic pressure head which is a function of engine face 
Mach nunber. 

The radial distortion factor is defined as. 

RING 

R-l    "RING 

(4PT /P- ) represents the change or deviation of the ring averaged recovery from a reference radial 
2     2   profile reflecting inlet guide vane schedule, fan speed, and fan design.    The exponent, x, 

is a weighting factor for the ring components of radial distortion from hub to tip and is 
a function of engine design.    The b factor is the radial distortion weighting factor and is 
a function of engine design and engine face Mach number. 
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DETAILED EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE AERODYNAMIC 

INTERFERENCE BETWEEN LIFTING JETS AND THE FUSELAGE AND WING 

by 

C.  SCulLZ & G. VIEHWEGER 

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt 
für Luft- und Raumfahrt E.V. 

505 Porz-Wahn,   (German Federal Republic) 

Sumsary 

The aerodynamic Interference between lifting Jets blown across their axis and the fuselage and wing 
respectively is an important problem of the V/STOL aircraft. The parameters which influence it are 
rather numerous: The diameter and velocity of the Jet (or Jets), the flight velocity, the angle bet- 
ween the latter and the Jet axis, the geometry of the fuselage/wing combination and the relative 
location of the Jets with respect to them and to each other. 

The experimental approaches done in favour of this subject are mostly of two very different char- 
acters: 

a) Pressure distribution measurements on Jets emerging from an infinite plane or simular 
simplified shapes. 

b) Force measurements on real prototype aircraft models. 

It is considered to be useful to combine these methods. In the present investigation, an aircraft 
model of simple shape for pressure distribution measurements is used, which allows the variation of 
all main geometrical parameters mentioned above. The Jets reach Mach number I. Measurements of the 
velocity directional flow field are added. 

The pressure distributions as well as the flow directional field allow the physical interpretation 
of the several aerodynamic effects. By integration of the pressure field, the forces and moments 
caused by the Jets are obtained. The integration of the directional field leads to the stream lines 
of the complicated field of cross blown Jets. 

Theoretical momentum considerations enable the calculation of the Jet path and lead to transcalcula- 
tion rules for flow directional fields (downwash) from one dynamic pressure ratio to another. 

■ 
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Notation 
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"J 
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p - p 

^N- 
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fuselage diameter 

nozzle exit diameter 

croaa section of Jet 

distance between the Jet axes 

length of the cylindrical fuselage part 

length of the fuselage front part 

cartesian coordinates 

angular coordinate of the fuselage 

distance between fuselage and ground 

free-stream velocity 

free-stream density 

free-stream dynoaic pressure 

Jet initial velocity 

Jet initial density 

Jet initial dynamic pressure 

dynamic pressure ratio 

Jet Mach number 

free-stream static pressure 

static pressure on the fuselage surface 

static pressure coefficient on the fuselage 

normal force coefficient of a fuselage 
length element dx 

normal force coefficient of the fuselage 
cylindrical part 

pitching moment coefficient of the 
fuselage cylindrical part 
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Further notations are defined within the text. 
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D«t«ll«d Expatlaantal and Theoretical Analysis of the Aerodynamic 

Interference between Liftlag Jett and the Fuselage and Wing 

1. Introduction 

The aerodynamic interference between lifting Jets blown acroas their axis and the fuselage and wing 
reapectivaly is an important problem of the V/STOL aircraft: 
Numerous parameters influence this problem: The diameter and velocity of the Jet (or Jets respectively), 
the flight velocity, the angle between the latter and the Jet axis, and the geometry of the fuselage/ 
wing-combination as well as the relative location of the Jets with respect to them and to each other. 

Moreover even the initial turbulence and homogenity of the Jets exhausting from the nacelle Influences 
the interference feelably, as will be shown in this reference. 

The experimental approaches done In favour of this subject are In most cases of the following very 
different character: 
They concern partly Jets emerging from an Infinite plane or other simple shapes and on the other hand 
force measurements on real prototype aircraft models [2, 3]. Both kinds of Investigation are useful, but 
they are unable to bring the knowledge of the Interference problem of aircraft to a satisfactory under- 
standing of the physical nature of the technical free Jet behaviour. This reference tries to reach this 
aim without going to far from the technical situation cf practical aircraft. The experimental Investiga- 
tion comprehends two sections: 

(a) The near-field interference 
(b) The far-field Interference. 

The above experiment«! results are supported by theoretical considerations. 

2. The model and the programme of measurements 

In section (a) a fuselege model is used, wh^ch allows the following variations (Fig. I): 
The fuselage central region has a cylindrical shape and constant cross section. It contains two Jet 
nozzles one behind the other, blowing downward. The diameter of the nozzles can be varied as well as 
their distance from each other. The model is composed by a number of Interchangeable annular sections 
of different lengths, thus allowing numerous variations of fuselage configurations. The whole fuselage 
surface is covered by pressure measurement holes leading to an inside scanlvalve arrangement for some 
hundred holes (Fig. 2}. 

The angle of attack has been varied between -6 and +15 degrees. The angle of yaw was zero. The value 
^f > has been varied In the range of 16 to 290. The engine Jets are simulated by compressed cold air up 
to Mach numbers of 1. The pressure hole: ^re distributed over the whole surface of the central fuselage 
part, but concentrate preferentially in the vicinity of the nozzles exits. The pressure dlstrlbutiou 
measurements of these configurations are presented by a considerable number of isobar-diagrams, showing 
the cylindrical fuselage surface unwrapped into a plane. These diagrams show in detail how the pressure 
round the nozzles Is Influenced by the Jet. The influence comes from the following reasons: 

a) the air entrainment effect (ejector effect) 
b) the displacement and wake effect 
c) the Interaction between two Jets. 

The pressure distribution fields of the fuselage show very much details, which allow a physical explana- 
tion of the several effects and their mutual Interference. 

In order to come to Informations about the forces and moments acting on the fuselage, we Integrate the 
pressure fields in the circumferential direction and get the pressure coefficient c- » f(x/L). A second 
integration In the axial direction leads to the normal forces and pitching moments on the fuselage cen- 
tral part, where the Jet interference takes pi, _.-> (cN, c^j). In section b) the far-field Interference is 
treated: The flow field Is measured within a vide  volume range around the nozzle exit. The direction and 
amount of the local velocity la found by a probr  >asurement (with 5 holes). The results are presented 
by isocline-diagrams, showing lines of equal flov direction respectively. By Integration of these direc- 
tional flow fields, diagrams with stream lines are obtained. Both isocline diagrams and stream line dia- 
grams show. In spite of their complexity, typical similar forms In configurations of highly variable 
pressure ratio $. 

3. Influence of the main parameters 

In the A&VRD-CPP 135 (lecture 12), reference [I] and in reference [5], several of the main configurations 
of the near field programme have been already presented: The Influence of the nozzle diameter dj, the 
distance Lj between two jets, and the Influence of the dynamic pressure ratio *. We confine therefore 
the presentation in the near field range on the following problems: 

a) Influence of the wing forward position in presence of Jets. 
b) Influence of the ground in presence oi jets. 

In the far field range, the Influence of the geometry of the aircraft drops by and by as the distance 
from the nozzle exit is increased. Within practical distances, their efficacy cannot be neglected fully. 
But in order to facilitate the analysis, we restrict for this purpose the investigation to the following 
configuration: A single lifting jet exhausting from the cylindrical fuselage (at a « 0 , without wing) 
perpendiculary into the parallel stream. The Mach number varies between 0,68 and 1,0.  Its influence 
is not very Important, but feelable. The most important parameter In the far field is apart from the 
coordinates of the local point considered, undoubtedly the cynamlc pressure ratio t« 
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With the aid of • moaentun theory, combining ejector effect end Jet path, an atteapt la made to calculate the 
path of croaa blown Jeta and to derive almllarlty rulea for flow flelda with different values of ^. 

3»' Influence of wing forward poaltlon In presence of Jet» (Fig. 3 to 7) 

The wing forward or rearward position with respect to the Jet nossles is an Important parameter for the con- 
struction of aircraft. With regard to the aerodynamic Jet Interference too, thia parameter turns out to be 
effective. Three wing positions arc choaen (Fig. 3): 

a) Wing exactly above the front Jet nossle:   xy/D • -1,5 
b) Wing exactly between the two Jet nossles:  xy/D - 0 
c) Wing exactly above the rear Jet nozzle:    xy/D • ♦! ,3 

(xy is counted from the center of Lj,rearward poaitive). The vertical position of the wing was held constant 
at the level of the fuselage axis. 

The diagrams 4a to 4d show the pressure distribution on the cylindrical fuselage middle part by Isobare chards, 
in which (aa mentioned above) the fuselage surface has been unwrapped into a plane. Fig. 4a shows the pressure 
distribution without wing. This is the well known pattern of the pressure distribution in the vicinity of the 
nossle exit of a cross blown free Jet [I, 2, 4, 5]. The following details may be repeated: 
On both sidea of each Jet, regions of low pressure arise, partly because of the Jet displacement, partly be- 
cause of the ejector effect, which accelerates the flow strongly into the direction of the Jet axis, especial- 
ly in the next environs of it. In front of the Jets, a region of higher pressure is found, caused by the ram 
pressure region of the displacement flow around the Jet. Bur. at this place the overpressure can be reduced con- 
siderably or even disappear, depending on the value of f. Behind the Jets a wake is formed. All these effects 
are found to be weaker at the rear Jet, becauae its cross flow is shielded by the front Jet. When the wing is 
added, the aerodynamic effect consists above all in that the secondary air flow into the Jets is hindered in a 
quire different manner, depending on the wing position. 

Th« big underpressure within the whole region of the Jet exhausting below the wing respectively is especially 
obvioua at the forward and at the rearward position. (Fig. 4b and 4d). Here the wing blocks up the secondary 
air flow from the upper fuselage part. Consequently the Jets have to exhaust this air from their next vicinity, 
thia means from the lower part of the fuaelage and wing and from the external region in front of the wing. 

The stagnation-point of the wing lies, according to fig. 4a, b, c, for all the three wing positions on the 
upper wing surface, in aplte of an angle of attack of 0°, because of the Jet induced downwash. For the fuselage 
part ahead of the wing, this means as well a feelably more negative effective local angle of attack. Above the 
wing, its diplaceoent effect causes a weak underpressure region on the upper fuselage part. 

In flg. 5 the normal force distribution coefficient c_ is presented for the three wing positions and the con- 
figuration "without wing" for comparison. This kind of diagram known from [I] and [5] shows still the typical 
concentration of the interference effect on the next vicinity of the nozzle exits, but highly distorted by the 
wing influence. 

In fig. 6 the configuration "without wing" has been subtracted from the others in order to show the additional 
influence of the wing. Its efficacy Is mainly restricted to a fuselage longitudinal section of the size of the 
wing chord. The main effect is done by the leading edge of the wing. The rearward wing position is most effec- 
tive. As mentioned shove the Jets produce an underpressure region below the wing, and this causes (at a » 0°) 
a depreaaive force, i.e. a negative normal force. At positive angles of attack of the fuselage and the wing, 
the underpreaaure region in question below the wing diminishes remarkably, because a secondary air flow enters 
from below. 

The normal force coefficients are presented in fig. 7. At armies of attack a<3 
by the underpressure below the wing. At higher angles this region is filled up, 
normal forcea are produced. 

, the depression is sustained 
until at a • 15° f>ven positive 

■ 

i 

■ 

3.2 Influence of the ground in presence of Jets (Fig. 8 to 10) 

The Interference of the ground is tested with a single and with a double Jet configuration, 
distance from the ground was varied within the range of 0,S< h/D<3,b. The Jet velocity (Mj 
of attack (a - 0°) were held constant. 

The dimenslonless 
• I) and the angle 

In the single Jet configuration (fig. 8) the depression in the fuselage region in front of the Jet increases 
steadily when the ground distance decreases, because the influx of secondary air is blocked move and more. By 
this the influx velocities increase and the pressure on the lover fuselage is dropped. Behln-j the Jet the 
ground interference is small and practically negligeable. In the configuration with double Jet (fig. 9) the in- 
fluence of the ground on the normal force distribution is very different at the location of the two Jets: 
By addition of the tear Jet the underpressure field caused by the front Jet is but altered insignificantly, 
even in thia configuration with its small value of Li/D. The comparison with the single Jet shows that here also 
the typical fan-ahaped Cp-distributlon is produced. The shape of the Cp-pattern at the rear Jet fuselage region 
is quite another one. It is ntarly syn&etrical to the rear Jet axis. At ground distances below h/D - 1,8 the 
Cp-values drop much more severely when the distance decreases. The fuselage tall experieaces a heavy addition- 
al downward load. The reason for the behaviour la the blockage of the secondary air ir lux by the front Jet. 

At the measured ground distance of h/D • 0,8, the well know fountain flow pattern ari: es at x/L • 0,5 between 
the Jets and is demonstrated by the overpressure at this point of the fuselage. 

The results are shown in fig. 10 in the integrated form cN„ ■ f(h/D). A remarkable Increase of the depression 
is not obvious above ground distance of h/D>l,3. In the configuration with double Jet the decrease of the nor- 
mal force coefficient is caused msinly by the •?ar Jet. 

^iHYillftir MtajM w^miiir M .,  tftfcjMfedbiU Umninfi 'n j^iiafciv. 
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The variation of the angle of attack demonstrates that the latter plays a subordinate part In some casts 
of near field interference. This Is because the Jets leave the fuselage Initially as body-fixed volumes, 
which follow the a-turn, especially at high values of $. This phenomenon Is confirmed by force measure- 
ments on Jet-equipped aircraft models [J). 

•'t. Momentum theory of cross blown Jets 

In order to understand better the events going on In a cross blown free Jet, a simple theory Is develop- 
ped. It will not be able to describe the complicated mixing process of the Jet and the cross flow In de- 
tail, but it will give a connection between the ejector effect and the path of the Jet axis. Besides it 
will enable to transcalculate the path of the Jet and moreover   the whole directional flow field from 
one value of ^ to the other. 

In general, the Jet does not have the same density, temperature, and pressure as the medium into which it 
is blown. We restrict for simplicity the considerations to the case where the pressure, the density and 
the temperature at the nozzle exit are equal. An extension of the theory with respect to compressibility 
effects should not be too difficult. We limit further the theory within this paper to Jets blown exactly 
perpendicular to its Initial axis, because our experiments are restricted to this case. 

We consider a Jet volume element of the length dz/d^ - dC (tig. II). From above the mass m enters this 
volume. On the lower side the mass m+dm leaves the volume element. The increase dm comes from the mixing 
of the parallel stream with the Jet. The mixing causes the vertical Jet velocity component to be dropped, 
and the horizontal component to be increased. It has to be remarked that a rather big mass of the cross 
flow meets the Jet, but only a share of it is mixed or entrained into It. The rest flows around the Jet, 
not unlike a displacement flow round a solid body. [4][8]. 

The momentum in the x-directlon as well as that in the z-direction remains unaltered while the mixing 
process is going on. This leads to the following equations; 
Momentum in the z-direction; 

(4/1) BVI -  (m + dm)'(v2 + dv2) 

(4/2) m 
vz 

Moment urn in the x -direction: 

mdv + v •dm 
z   z 

0 dm 
m 

dv 
i m 

In — « 
m 
o 

In- 

(4/3)  vjlm - (m + dm)'dv - 0 ; 
dm 
m 

dv dv 
din m In- 

m   v 
o   • 

(4/4) 
v /v 

m     x   — 
— - e 

In the equations (4/2 and (4/4) no information is yet given how m increases along the path of the Jet. In 
spite of this a fundamental information can already be given about the shape of the path of the axis: 
The local inclination of the path dx/dz • dC/dC equals the ratio of the two velocity components; 

(4/5) d£   * 
tane-^-- . 

By combination of the equations  (4/2) and (4/4)  follows: 

v_ 
(4/6) 

*        J    o o 

or if ^ ■ q,/q  * fe"')  !• introduced; 
J m 

(4/7) %-wt-^ 
In order to integrate this differential equation, the functional dependence between m/Bo and the coordi- 
nates ( and C (the so-called ejector effect) must be known. 

For Jets blown into still air or parallel to their axis numerous measurements are made to give an idea 
how this function is built. It is a pity that several parameters influence it; The Mach number, the Jet 
turbulence and not least the size and shape of the environment. This means: The influx conditions for the 
secondary air flow. In a special research about this problem, GRAEFE [7] has made measurements on lifting 
Jets of high subsonic Mach numbers flowing out of an aircraft fuselage model. Fig. 12 shows the ejector 
effect of two Jets, one with a high, the other with a low initial turbulence. Turbulence Increases mixing 
and thereby the ejector effect. Fig. 13 shows the ejector effect of a Jet (of low turbulence) at several 
Mach numbers. It is obvious that the effect can be represented approximately by a straight line; 

(4/8) -*-- k-dc or by integration: « I ♦ k«C 

where k 1« a function of the turbulence, the Mach number and other parameters. The curves mostly tend to 
grow a bit steeper than linear, especially when the turbulence is high. When equation (4/8) is introduced 
into equation (4/7), we obtain: 

(4/9) Jf--L-(l*k01n(l*kC) 

^t.: i.,^^.^-;-...'.--:■■-->■■■ j.. ..W.,..^^.^-^^'-^ ■■^w»^.-...^.^--^,. . 
■ 
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Th« Integration leads to the Jet path: 

(4/10) '■M^'w-^'t] 
Tblf give« an Idea of the path for big values of ^. For lower values, the representation of the measurements 
by this equation la poor. This Is quite natural because the above relation (4/8) was taken from Jets without 
cross flow. 

We use from now the "reduced" coordinate Ci:' c/fTand try the relation: 

(4/11) I + k,«; ♦ k2C 
::2 

The analysis of the measurements allows the solution for our arrangement: k| - 1,40 ; k2 ■ • • This will 
represent all the measurements within the big range of ♦ (fig. 14). Obviously the curves of fig. 14 are of 
similar shape. We draw them In the form ( - f(C,:) in fig. 15 and find the result, that all curves fall Into 
one single curve. 

We add to these measured path points the theoretical curve: 

(4/12) C -   fd ♦ I.««" ♦ Ci!2)ln(l  + 1,4«« * Ci!2)dC!i 

r .'.■'■■':■■ 

by Integration of the combined equ.(4/7) and (4/11).  The Integration was but carried out numerically. 
The theoretical curve Is a very good approximation and a universal relation for the whole range of $ (fig.  IS). 
The relation (4/11) states that the ejector effect of a cross blown Jet is much bigger than that of a Jet with- 
out crosa flow.  It is no longer linear because of the high turbulence which Is generated while the Jet is bent 
Into the curved path. I 

S. The far-range field of a cross blown free Jet 

The most striking result of section 4 Is that the Jet paths of Jets with very different values of ^ can be rep- 
resented by one single curve. This leads to the supposition that the whole flow field around a cross blown Jet 
can be iransculculated from one value of ^ to another one by the following rules: 

a) Transform all ('lengths by multiplying them with V^/*]'.   

b) Transform all flow Inclinations in xz-planes and in yz-planes by multiplying them by V^/^i • 
c) All other lengths and inclinations remain unaltered. 

We refer now to the numerous far field measurements done by GRAEFE [bj. From this research program we show only 
the figures 16 to 19. This program comprehends measurements of the flow direction within the whole volume 
around the Jet up to values of £ end C of 15 and n " y/dj up to 4,5. We confine here to the plane of symmetry 
(n * 0), but examine the whole range lb<^<290. The figures 16 and 17 show the field of flow directions in the 
manner of Isocline lines. In front of the Jet we find an upwash region, behind and below the Jet downwash re- 
gions of very Inhomogeneous character, especially close behind the Jet. The stream line pictures fig. 18 and 19, 
corresponding to the above mentioned isocline fields, show also the plane of symmetry. Among the stream lines 
we find the Jet axis path, already treated in figures 14 and 15. 

We take now the values of the flow direction 6 along c at a constant value of £ ■ x/dj respectively and plot 
tan 6 against ( (fig. 20). The curves for different values of ^ are very different In size. Now we follow the 
similarity rules given above and plot tane/V* against z/V$  (fig. 21a). The curves are threaded up to one curve, 
except close to the nozzle exit. The figures 21b and 21c show the same pattern, taken at smaller values of 
x/dj « II and 8. The similarity rule holds still down to values of 4. At still smaller C, it becomes invalid 
because of the Jet wake and the nearness of the fuselage, the contours of which are, of course, not included in 
the similarity rule for ^. 

The similarity rule for the croas blown Jet holds also for places out of the plane of symmetry and even for the 
upwash region In front of the Jet (fig. 16 and 17). These results will be published later on. 
The shape of the tan6-curves In fig. 21a, b, c resembles the GAUSS distribution, known from the velocity dis- 
tribution in a free Jet without cross flow. Its maximum is found always at a value (" which is 7ü Z  of that of 
the corresponding c" of the Jet axis. 

It is supposed that problems of the far field, especially downwash problems, can be treated in practice and re- 
search much moreeffectlve with the aid of the similarity rule. 

■}:H^: 

■ 

6.    Concluding remarks 

Some recent resultsof an extensive research program of the DFVLR on VTOL-Jet-nacelle Interference are referred: 
The wing position Influence and the ground Influence In presence of lifting Jets, measured by pressure distrib- 
ution on the fuselage surface. 

The connection between the ejector effect and the path of a cross blown Jet  is derived theoretically and com- 
pared with measurements. 

The directional  flow field of a lifting cross blown Jet  is determined and analysed with the aid of a similarity 
rule derived herein. This rule makes it convenient  to convert  the results at a given dynamic pressure ratio to 
another one. 
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Fig. I:  Scheme of fuselage model 
with two lifting Jet nozzles and pressure 
distribution measuring device 

Fig. 2:  Model of Fig. I with Interchangeable nozzles 
and fuselage sections 
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Fig. 3:  Model configurations with wing In forward, 
middle and rearward position and with two 
Jet nozzles . Fuselage diameter D ■ ISO mm 
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Flg. 4i      liobare-dlagrams of the fuselage cylindrical 
part unwrapped Into a plane.  (See Fig. 3) 
a) without wing c) middle wing position 
b) forward wing position      d)  rearward wing position 
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Flg. S:  Normal force distribution over the fuselage 
length with three wing positions: cp • f(x/L) 

a - 0°, Mi - I , ♦ - 290 . Lj/D - 3 , dj/D - 0,3 
(See Fig. 3) 
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Plg. 6: 

The Influence of the wing on the nonul fore« 
distribution over futeUge length 

Acp - f (x/L) - CpCwlth wing) - cp(wlthout wing) 

MJ - I 290 Lj/D - 3 , dj/D - 0,3 ■ 

Fig. 8: 

Norael force distribution over the fuselege length 
Verlatlon of fuselage distance fro« the ground. 
One nozzle blowing, a 0°  ,    M lJ I ♦ - 290  ,    dj/D - 0,3 

, 

Fig.  7:    Noraal force coefficient of the fuselage for three 
wing positions as a function of the angle of attack 
(Integration of flg.  S and corresponding configurations) 
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Flg. 9:  Nonul fore« diatrlbutlon ovtr th« fuselage length. 
Variation of fuselage distance from the ground. 
Both nossles blowing. 

a - 0° , Mj - I , Lj/D ■ 1,5 , ♦ - 290 , dj/D - 0,i 

Fig. 10: Normal force coefficient ot the fuselage at variable 
distance fron the ground, and several angles of attack 

Mj - I ,  ♦ - 290 , Lj/D - 1,5 , dj/D • 0,3 
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Fig.   12:    Ejector effect of two frte Jets with different  Initial 
turbulence. No cross flow.    Mj ■ I   . 
Nozzle contraction factor:    k   '2,78 
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Fig.  II:    Free Jet In a croas flow. 
Definitions  for the aomentun theory. 
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Fig.  13:    Ejector effect of a free Jet at different  initial 
Mach numbers.      No cross flow. 
Nozzle contraction factor:    k - 6,5 
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Flg.  14: 

Path* of croM blown free Jet* with different 
dynaalc pre**ure ratio    ^ 

Fig.   16: 

♦ - 129 |      Mj  - 0,68 

Fig.   IS: 

<t>'290* {4,5 ■ 32* 
m » IS a 16* 

The path of cro** blown Jet* In dlmenelonle** 
atandardlzed coordinate*: 

X/dJ " 'Qfö 
Measured path* of different pre**ure ratio 4 
(see fig. 14) compared with theoretical result 

Fig.   17: 

Flow field of a cross blown free Jet exhausting from a fuselage 
Isocline  line* In the vertical plane of aynmetry 
* - 36.3  ;       Mj  -  1 

Stream lines In the flow field of a cross blown Jet 
♦ - 36,3  ;        Mj  -  1   ; d,/D - 0,3 
Calculated according to the directional field of fig.   17 
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Fig.   19: 

Fig.   18: 

Stream line* In the flow field of a cross blown Jet 
« - 129 ;  Mj - 0,68 ;  dj/D - 0.3 
Calculated according to the directional field of fig.   16 
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*'290»    U,5m     16,1 £■ 
129 o 36,3 a 

tan 6        1,5 

Fig. 20: Free Jet In a cros« {low (see fig. 16 and 17) 
Flow Inclination In the plane of symetry at various 
values of ^ 
6 • angle of Inclination towards the horizontal 

direction, downward +. 

tartO 
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u/iw-r 0 .- 290 •     64,5 •     16.1 c 
129 O      36,3 a Z/IW-C 

Fig.  21:    Free Jet in a cross flow (see fig.   16 and  17) 
Standardized flow inclination as a function of 
standardized downward coordinate 
tan e/V? - f(f/Vft 
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PREDICTION OF THE OPTIMUM LOCATION OF A NACELLE SHAPED BODY ON THE WING 
OF A WING-BODY CONFIGURATION BY INVISCID FLOW ANALYSIS 

S.R. Ahmed* 

SUMMARY 

Some results of a basic study are presented which aims at the prediction of optimum location of a 
pylon-mounted engine nacelle on the wing of a wing-body configuration with the help of inviscid flow ana- 
lysis. The options considered are the undenting and overwing positions of the nacelle. Varied parameters 
are its spanwise and chordwise location along the wing. 

The criterion for the choice of the optimum location is the minimum possible induced drag of the wing- 
body-pylon-nacelle configuration. The theoretical calculation of the inviscid flow is done by the so- 
called 'panel method'. Feasibility of these predictions for subcrltical flow is checked on the basis of ex- 
tensive pressure and force measurements In a wind tunnel. 

In the presented results, the engine nacelle is simulated by an ellipsoidal solid body neglecting the 
effect of Intake and exhaust streams. These effects are to be considered in a subsequent investigation to 
be undertaken later on. 

NOTATION 

AR wing aspect ratio V 

b wing span v. 
c wing chord 

X 

CP 
static-pressure coefficient 

Cl section lift coefficient *B 

CL lift coefficient "N 

CD drag coefficient 
"P 

CD0 drag coefficient at zero lift 
r 

CDi 
= v •CD0 

Induced drag coefficient 
y 

eN 

K = 
CD1 

horizontal distance between wing 
leading edge and nacelle nose 

Induced drag factor 

z 

C'/'(ii/\R) 

"wb 

V V lp 

induced drag factor for clean 
wing-body configuration 

fuselage length, nacelle length 
and pylon chord 

velocity component in y-direction 

free-stream velocity 

distance measured along chord 
from wing leading edge 

distance measured along fuselage 
centre line from nose 

distance measured along nacelle 
centre line fron nose 

distance measured along pylon chord 
from pylor leading edge 

distance measured along span from 
fuselage centre line 

distance measured along normal to 
x-y plane 

lateral and vertical distance of 
nacelle axis from fuselage centre 
line 

angle of attack 

kinematic viscosity 

1,   INTRODUCTION 

The developments in the field of propulsion have enhanced greatly th° variety of ways In which the jet 
engines can be Installed on an aircraft. The wide range covered extends from completely external nacelles 
to the totally airframe integrated propulsion systems.  In the case of externally mounted engines, there 
is a fair amount of freedom availaMe as to the placement of the engine.  The external drag of partly or 
wholly airframe Integrated engines ia generally small compared to that of nacelled engines attached ex- 
ternally to the wing or body.   In the  latter case additional drag results from the interference between the 
nacelle and wing-body. 

With the size of high bypass ratio engines used for modern transport type aircraft becoming large, 
their relative size to other aircraft components is considerable, so that their drag as a whole and the 
interference drag created can have significant effect on the performance of the aircraft.  In addition to 
the drag, the lift and stability depend strongly upon the location of the engine. 

The Increase in the Induced drag of an aircraft is caused by the accentuated vortex formations In the 
combined flow field under mutual Interference effects of the wing, body and nacelles changing the pressure 
distributions on the Individual components which would otherwise exist  in the absence of the engine nacelles. 

This mutual superimposition of pressure fields can cause local changes In angles of attack, changes in 
the direction and distribution of lift and drag and creation of side forces on the engine installation. 
Also shedding of vortlclty from trailing edges of the engine installation components such as pylon can add 
to the Induced drag. 

The change of pressure field has a corresponding Influence on the development of the boundary layer, 
often enhancing the adverse effects leading to its separation. 

Because of the complexity of the problem an analytical approach to the viscous flow field calculation 
around the complete configuration seems as yet out of reach.  However, the use of digital computers to cal- 
culate the Inviscid Irrotatlonal subcrltical flow around complicated configurations has enabled accurate 
prediction of the flow field, so long viscous effects do not dominate in the flow situation considered. 
If attention is restricted to low angle of attack flight conditions such as exist a cruise, these inviscid 
calculations can form the basis for a parametric study to evaluate the  Induced drag of a wing-body-pylon- 
nacelle configuration. 

*Dr.-Ing., Research Scientist,  Institut für Aerodynamik der DFVLR, Braunschwelg, Germany. 
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Host of the work done till now In this area has been experimental In nature (Refs.  1, 2, 3, H, S and 6). 
A theoretical treatment of the Interference between the wing-pylon-nacelle configuration for a transport 
aircraft is reported by Spangler et al.  (Ref.   T). Swan and Sigalla (Ref.  8) deal at length with the pro- 
blem of installing a high bypass engine on a twin jet transport aircraft, reporting extensive experimental 
data and son) theoretical results. Some results of the calculation of pressure distribution on the wing 
and stores of a wing-pylon-store configuration are presented by Loeve and Slooff (Ref. 9). 

2. OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

This paper presents some theoretical and experimental results with an aim to predict the optimum loca- 
tion of a pylon-mounted engine nacelle on the wing of a wing-body configuration with the help of subcrlti- 
cal inviscid flow analysis. 

The options considered are the overwing and undenting arrangement of the nacelle; the varied parame- 
ters being its wing spanwise and chordwise location. 

Although finding the best location for the engine nacelle means a compromise among many engineering 
disciplines, from the aerodynamic view point the imporxnnt criterion for the decision can be the induced 
drag of the completn configuration. 

Attention is restricted to the low angle of attack flight regime prevalent at cruise. The feasibility 
of these predictions is verified on the basis of extensive low speed pressure and force measurements. 

The presented results constitute the first part of the investigation; the engine nacelle is simulated 
hereby as an ellipsoidal solid body and the effect of Intake and exhaust streams is neglected. These 
effects would be considered in the second part of this study to be undertaken later on. 

3. INVISCID FLOW ANALYSIS 

The analytical concept of the incompressible inviscid flow around an arbitrarily shaped body consists 
of a linear superposition of an uniform translatory flow and a perturbation flow. The perturbation flow is 
required to be irrotational, so that together with the continuity equation, one obtains the Laplace equa- 
tion for the determination of the perturbation potential. Boundary conditions to be imposed on the solu- 
tion of the Laplace equation are the disappearance of perturbation velocity at infinite distance from the 
body and the flow tangency condition on the body surface. 

The principle behind the solution for the Laplace equation is the well-known approach of summing 
sources, sinks and dipoles on the body and wake surface and employing Green's theorem to form an integral 
equation describing the perturbation potential. The procedure has been developed by Hess and Smith (Ref. 10) 
and extended to the case of lifting bodies by Rubbert and Saaris  (Ref.   11). 

Difficulties arise in the case of lifting bodies due to two reasons. Firstly, the shape of the wake 
which has to be accounted for in the flow model is unknown in advance so that the problem becomes non- 
linear.  Secondly, in the case of arbitrarily shaped bodies, the line of origin of the wake and its subse- 
quent shape are difficult to predict.  For practice' purposes recourse is taken to arbitrary prescription 
of the wake shape and origin. 

Once these assumptions are made, the body and wake surface is approximated by quadrilateral plane panels, 
each carrying a constant singularity distribution. The solid surface panels carry source or sink distribu- 
tion for the non-lifting case and in addition dipole or vortices distribution    on the wing camber surface 
for the lifting case.  For the wake surface panels a dipole distribution is used which is subsequently re- 
placed by an equivalent multi-horseshoe vortex network for reasons of numerical simplicity. 

The integral equation obtained for the perturbation potential as mentioned above is converted after 
this surface approximation to a sum of integrals each corresponding to a panel. Each of these integrals 
is essentially composed of the unknown singularity strength on the panel and its known geometry.  Satisfy- 
ing th--» flow tangency condition on the body or wake surface results in a linear equation connecting the 
unknown singularity strengths and the known body and wake geometry.  In this manner, the solution to the 
integral equation for the perturbation potential leads to the solution of a large system of linear equations 
for the panel singularity strengths.  Detailed description of the formulation, assumptions and experience 
with numerical calculations of this method are given in Refs.   12, 13 and m.  The present version of the 
programme accomodates just over 2000 equations on a Siemens U0OU computer.  An example of this type of 
numerical flow model of a wing-body-pylon-nacelle configuration with an overwing nacelle as used in the 
present calculations is shown in Fig.   1.  Wake representation has been provided for the wing and fuselage 
only. 

The theoretical calculations comprise of the determination of pressure distributions on win,", body, 
nacelle and pylon, lift distributions, cross flow velocities on wing and the total lift and drag forces 
for various nacelle locations above and below the wing. The calculations were carried out for two wing- 
body combinations, namely for an unswept wing and for a swept wing.  Details of the arrangement of the 
wing, body and nacelles are described in the next section dealing with the experimental investigations. 

i*.  WIND TUNNEL MODELS AND TESTING PROCEDURE 

The wing-body-pylon-nacelle models selected for a comparison of theory and experiment were tested in 
the 1.3 m dia.  low speed wind tunnel of the Technical University Braunschweig.  A drawing of the models 
giving pertinent dimensions is shown in Fig.  2. Both wings, the rectangular and the swept back were un- 
tapered and had an aspect ratio of 6, the angle of sweep for the latter being U5  . The wings had a con- 
stant, symmetrical 9 % thick RAE  101 section profile. 

Both wings were alternately combined to a furelage in the mid-wing position, the wing chord being 
aligned with the body axis.  The fuselage of fineness ratio 0.125 had a circular cylindrical middle section 
with Identical ellipsoidal nose and afterbody. Unswept pylons with blunt elliptical leading and trailing 
edge were fixed vertically on the wing and aligned with the inflow direction.  No chordwise displacement or 
variation of pylon height could be undertaken with the present models. 

Solid nacelle type bodies of fineness ratio 0.2 with a circular cylindrical middle section and blunt 
ellipsoidal nose and aft portions were used for the engine simulation.  These could be displaced chordwise 
relative to the pylon. 
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HolM were drlllvd at fiv« Idantlcal spanwls« locations in both tha wings for tha alternativ« over- 
wing and undanring pylon-nacelle attachment. 

Closely spaced utatic pressure orifices were arranged on the wing, body, pylon and nacelle surface. 
Same models ware used for tha pressure and force measurements. Pressure measurements were made with tha 
modal mounted on a sting-sickle fixture in the tunnel. For force measurements, the model was hung on a 
wir« suspension from the overhead balance. 

All test data were obtained for a wind speed of kO m/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number of about 
3.3 • 105 based or. wing chord. Calibration tests indicated the probable limit of accuracy for the pressure 
data of Cp s + 0.003, for the lift C, = ^ 0.0005 and for the drag C_ = t 0.0002. Maximum manufacturing 
inaccuracies In the model wing section profile amounted to about 2 %  of~the profile thickness. A fuller 
report of the experimental results is given in Ref. 15. 

5. RESULTS 

5.1 Surface Pressure Distribution 

rig.  3 and Tig. H show a representative comparison of the computed pressure distributions with experi- 
ment aldataoirthewing and nacelle of the rectangular wing-body-pylon-nacelle configuration, as well as 
on the wing, pylon and body of the swept wing configuration. The case chosen is that of the Innermost 
spanwise location of the nacelle under the wing and an angle of attack a = 6°.  It was anticipated that the 
interference and viscous effects for this configuration would be quite evident. 

Inspite of the rather simple representation of the wing-body wake and absence of wake representation 
for the pylon and nacelle in t*..« theoretical model used, the agreement between the measured and calculated 
surface pressures is good. The acceleration of flow below the wing in sections 1 and 2 and flow decelera- 
tion in nacelle sections 5 and C In front of the pylon nose, is predicted very well.  Discrepancies occur 
near wing leading edge where the streng curvature changes of the profile are alleviated in the real flow 
by boundary layer development,and at the  aft end of nacelle and pylon where the flow is affected by the 
thickening of boundary layer and tends tc separate. 

5.2 Spanwise Lift Distribution 

A comparison of the measured and calculated spanwise lift distribution for the rectangular and swept 
wing-body configurations is given in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. Two underwing nacelle locations on the wing span 
are considered, for the outer location in addition the results of the overwing arrangement are shown. It 
should be noted that the theoretical value of lift C, is obtained by summation of the lift of all source 
panels describing the configuration. The corresponding C, value for experimental data Is obtained from 
force measurements. Agreement between experiment and theory is good and the distortion of spanwise lift 
distribution due to presence of nacelle and pylon is depicted correctly. In general due to viscous effects 
the experimental values of section lift lie below the theoretical values by as much as 10 %. The lift 
distribution for the overwing and underwing nacelle position lies almost symmetrical to the distribution 
for clean wing configurations. 

5.3 Variation of Lift with Angle of Attack 

Lift results for both configurations are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. Two spanwise locations of the 
nacelle with overwing and underwing attachment are investigated! Also shown In these figures are the cor- 
responding experimental results. The lift curves show excellent agreement up to an angle of attack of 
about 7° for both configurations. The lift variation in the real flow becomes non-linear above this inci- 
dence, as the effects of nacelle and fuselage lift, separation of flow at the trailing edge, and formation 
of vortices at wing-fuselage and wing-pylon-nacelle juncture become increasingly significant. These pheno- 
mena were confirmed by oil flow patterns observed on the model surface (see Ref. 15). 

S."« Drag Polars for Wing-Body-Pylon-Nacelle Configurations 

Analytical results for the induced drag of the rectangular wing and swept wing configurations are 
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 

Considered options are the overwing and underwing nacelle arrangement, the parameter varied being span- 
wise location of the nacelle on the wing. The position of nacelle nose was kept constant at a distance of 
eN/c =0.5 from wing leading edge. The theoretical Induced drag values are obtained by summing the pressure 
force components in direction of flow for all source panels comprising the configurtilons. To this is added 
the mean profile drag from wind tunnel force measurements. Taken together. Figs. 9 and 10 are proof that the 
drag polars can be predicted reasonably well for the low lift regime, with C^-values ranging up to 0.3. 

For the rectangular wing-body configuration, there appears to be little difference in the behaviour of 
overwing and underwing nacelle positions along the wing. The curves diverge somewhat for mid-span location, 
indicating a more favourable behaviour of the conventional underwing installation, A similar but more pro- 
nounced effect can be seen in Fig. 10 for the swept wing-body configuration, whereby a clear superiority 
of underwing installations can be observed. 

Theoretical and experimental results for clean wing-body configurations are also shown In these figures. 
To facilitate the comparison between theory and test data, the measured zero lift drag is added to the 
computed values of induced drag. 

The results of Figs. 9 and 10 indicate that the wing sweep, and with it the cross-flow velocity on the 
wing surface could be responsible for the significant difference between the rectangular wing and swept 
wing-body drag polars. To investigate this further, the calculated cross-flow velocity on the wing surface 
at three spanwise stations for both clean wing-body configurations is plotted in Fig. 11. Except in wing 
tip vicinity the magnitude of cross flow velocity on the upper and lower surface of the rectangular wing 
Is much smaller than for the swept wing. The placement of a nacelle and pylon on the wing, which in effect 
acts as a fence to the cross-flow, has then an appreciable effect only in the case of the swept wing. 

The change in induced drag can be attributed to the local distortion of wing load at nacelle location 
and to the change in wing tip vorticity strength. Fig. 12 illustrates the reduction of cross-flow velocity 
in wing-tip vicinity of the swept wing caused by an underwing nacelle at mid span compared to the conditions 
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for th« claan wing. On the major y*t* of the wing lower surface, a reduction of about 13 % and on the upper 
surface a reduction of i» % in the croas flow velocities is noti ctshi». Apparently the change in wing tip 
vorticity strength plays a secondary role in causing the differ,   je in behaviour of overwing and underwlng 
nacelle placement. 

In Fig.  13 the cross flow velocities on the wing sections Inboard and outboard of nacelle location are 
presented. These are compared for the overwing and underwlng nacelle placement with the conditions prevalent 
for the clean wing configuration. The relative change of croas flow velocity on the lower surface with the 
nacelle placed undenting is mush higher than vice versa. At the same time, the deviation in cross flow 
velocity on the wing upper surface with nacelle placed underwlng is less than the deviation caused on the 
wing lower surface. Specially the curves for the outboard station y/(b/2)  = 0.6 demonstrate this. Although 
the pylon extends from the wing leading edge downstream up to about mid chord, the change In cross flow 
velocity is felt over the whole wing chord. 

5.5 Effect of Nacelle Spanwlse and Chordwise Location on Induced Drag 

The final sat of results presented in Figs.  It and 15 illustrate the variation of Induced drag with 
nacelle  -panwise location.  In Fig.  16 the effect of nacelle chordwise location on Induced drag of the 
swept w:.   ■  body configuration is investigated.  Both, overwing and underwlng nacelle positions are con- 
sidered and theoretical results compared with the wind tunnel force measurements data. The Induced drag 
factor K is referred to the factor for the clean wing-body configuration. 

Although the induced drag is underestimated by the potential flow analysis the trend of its variation 
Is predicted very well. The advantage of an underwlng nacelle position is apparent for both the rectangu- 
lar and swept wing-body configurations, the Induced drag difference between overwing and underwlng nacelle 
placement being very significant for the low lift regime. For higher CL-values this difference narrows 
down, as soen in Figs.  14 and 15. 

As notäd in section 5.4, the similarity in behaviour of overwing and underwlng nacelle placement on 
the rectangular wing-body configuration is visible in Fig.  14. The swept wing-body results in Fig.  15 
show in contrast the markedly different induced drag variation for the overwing and undenting nacelle 
positions, whereby for the overwing position the induced drag variation with spanwlse location is relative- 
ly small. 

The induced drag values show a minimum for spanwlse locations y}j/(b/2) between 0.5 and 0.6 in Figs. 14 
and 15, except for the overwing nacelle position in Fig. IS. For this case the highest induced drag values 
result at these spanwlse locations. 

Moving the undenting nacelle outboard up to mid-span position sizably reduces the induced drag of the 
swept wing-body configuration, whereafter the drag values again rise, this rise, however, being less steep 
than the preceding fall. 

The placement of pylon and nacelle on the wing has a favourable influence on the induced drag, compared 
to the values of a clean wing-body configuration. This is obvious from the results of Figs.  14 and 15, 
except of course for the overwing nacelle placement on the swept wing boay where the induced drag values 
are   much higher than    that for the clean wing-body configuration.  Such a reduction of induced drag has 
been predicted theoretically by Hangler (Ref.  16). Limited wind tunnel test data was available for a chord- 
wise location of the nacelle other than till now considered.  Induced drag results for the swept wing-body 
configuration for two nacelle locations along wing chord are compared with theoretical results in Fig.  16. 
Due to the relatively high value of C^ = 0.4, the difference in overwing and underwlng curves is small, as 
can be anticipated from previous results of Figs.  14 and 15. Nevertheless the basic results are the same. 

6.  CONCLUSIONS 

The feasibility of subcrltical inviscid flow analysis to predict the induced drag of wing-body-pylon- 
nacelle configurations has been demonstrated by comparing the results with wind tunnel test data for two 
models. 

Attention was restricted to the low lift regime which is of interest during i;ruise.  The agreement bet- 
ween calculated and measured pressure distribution, lift and drag coefficients  is good. 

Using the induced drag value as the criterion, the wing spanwlse and chordwise location of the nacelle 
was varied to determine the optimum location resulting in minimum induced drag.  Although the induced drag 
is underestimated by the theory, the theoretical results predict the variation shown by experimental results 
very well.  Minimum drag values are obtained for about mid-span locations. 

Both overwing and undenting nacelle positions were considered.  The underwinß positions show a more 
favourable induced drag behaviour for both the rectangular wing and swept wing-body configurations.  This 
superiority is very pronounced for the swept wing-body configuration. 
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Surface source-panel 
arrangement 

Internal multi- horseshoe 
vortex arrangement 

Fia. 1 :   Numerical model   of wing-body configuration with overwing 
nacelle 
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AIRFRAME - ENGINE INTERACTION FOR ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS MOUNTED ABOVE THE WING 

PART It  INTERFERENCE BETNEEN NING AND INTAKE/JET 

by 

G. Krenz ♦ 

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke-Fokker GmbH 
2800 Bremen 1, HUnefeldstratte 1-5, Germany 

SUMMARY 

Advanced technology of airframe-propulaion-integration confirm the feasibility for over- 
the-wing engine installation of transport aircraft. In this paper basic areas of interaction be- 
tween wing and engine flows are described together with specific investigations associated with 
fore and aft engine locations. 

For the aft location, W/T results are presented with flight test data including stall and 
high speed flight characteristics. Further, low speed tunnel investigations of aircraft configura- 
tions with engine Intakes well in front of wing L.E., result in increasing lift as well as improv- 
ing the lift/drag ratio during T/0 and landing. 

A theoretical approach was conducted, using the well established panel method, and comparison 
of theoretical and experimental pressure distributions proved well for spacing of one nozzle dia- 
meter between the wing and nozzle-jet sheet. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

The development of high bypass-ratio engines for Transport-Aircraft has produced some new 
problems, both for the aircraft designer and the engine manufacturer, because of the interference 
of airframe and engine aerodynamics. 

The main features are the interaction between wing and engine flow and the Influence of 
ground proximity on the engine intakes. 

During the last years VFH-Fokker has performed research and flight testing work on new air- 
craft configurations aiming to improve performance as well as reduce noise levels. This was done 
by evaluating and comparing under wine with above the wing mounted configurations. 

This paper deals with propulsion-wing interference for engines mounted above the wing, as a 
problem area both for high and low speed performance and characteristics for future transport air- 
craft. 

2.   BASIC AREAS OF INTERACTION 

Fig. 1 summarises the specific problem areas of a whole field of configurations with engines 
above the wing. Advanced technological development (in fig. 1 from left to right) represented by 
exemplary aircraft, is classified according to following engine locationsi 

o  intake nearby wing TE 
o engine located above rear-wing surface 
o  intake well in front of wing LE 

W/T tests have been carried out at VFW-Fokker for the right hand configuration, but no aircraft 
project is known to exist at the present moment. 

The specific interaction problems (refer fig. 1 left hand side) are: 

o engine reaction on wing flow separation during stall and due to sideslip resulting 
from Intake pressure distortions 

o  Influence of engine flow on stall propagation and on high speed 
flight characteristics, caused by throttling effects. 

In addition to the above there arises for the second configuration type (fig. 1 center) interference 
effects caused byi 

o engine-pylon-displacement and pylon-fence effects on wing flow 
pattern during the stall as well as in the high speed flight regime 

Concerning the foreward engine location instead of intake interference, consideration has to be 
made for t 

o  Jet influence and pod-displacement on wing aerodynamics 
o change of nozzle pressure and engine flow characteristics caused 

by wing flow, especially for wing mounted engines 

Considering that  the specific interaction problems of the first configurations to be included in 

• Dipl.-Ing. 
Head of  Project  Aerodynamics 
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the aaoond (aee fig« l)i this paper outlinea two categorlea of Interactional 

o wing-intake - pod diaplaoeaent - pylon fence interferenob 
for layout with the intake behind wing leading edge 

o wing-jet-pod diaplaceaent and Jet auction interference for 
arrangeaenta with intake well in front of wing leading edge. 

The engine located on wing upper aurface waa excluded in this treatment, being conaldered by other 

authora and publiahed in (jj . VFH-Fokker W/T-reaulta on thia engine location are auuariaed in fe] . 

' 

3.  WINDTUNNEL MODEL TESTS 

A detailed deac-iption of windtunnel work, including engine simulation technique etc, will 
be presented by Mr. Ewald in the aecond part of this paper. 

Therefore only some basic information on that matter will be given at this stage. 

3.1 LOW SPEED TESTS 

Fig. 2 shows two specific models in the test section, where en the left side a through-^low- 
model with grids for simulating the influence of power setting and pod-pylon-displacement, and on 
the right hand aide a model with engine jet simulation can be seen. The models, which represent the 
mentioned categories of wing-propulsion Interaction in the VFW-Fokker low speed tunnel at Bremen, 
were tested at about 2 Million Re-Number and up to about 1,7 pressure at engine nozzle exit. In 
addition to 3-component tests in longitudinal motion, pressure measurements on the wing upper and 
lower surface were conducted, to clarify single components of interterence, such as pod-displace- 
ment, jet suction, intake flow throttling etc. Engine height and depth positioning to wing as well 
as jet performance were tested for flapped and unflapped wings. 

3.2 HIGH SPEED TESTS 

Through-flow-models, shown on the left side of fig. 2, were also used for high speed W/T- 
tests at ARA-Bedford and NLR-Amsterdam, covering the influence of engine-pylon-displacement and 
power setting on wing pressure distribution, lift, drag, pitching and rolling moments, including 
extreme conditions such as both engine throttled or one engine out. The model geometry for all tests, 
both at high speeds and low speeds, was the VFW-Fokker 6lA in an earlier stage of development as 
published in Cfl. 

A.  REARWARD ENGINE LOCATIONS 

4.1 WINDTUNNEL RESULTS 

Basic results referlng to the above mentioned main topics of the more rearward engine lo- 
cation are presented in the next two pictures. Fig. 3 contains the engine intake flow as influenced 
by the wing flow, when the angle of attack is increased beyond that for maximum lift. Intake distor- 
tion factor DCgQ - as used by RR and defined in [4]      - is plotted against angle of incidence 
for a free flying engine compared with the engine mounted above the wing. The picture is qualita- 
tively correct for pressure losses in the intake plane, marked by the dotted line. 

It can be seen, that the presence of the wing eliminates  the strong influence of velocity 
ratio on free flying pod, showing that for this configuration with hardly any distortion at wing 
stall,there is a rapid increase and we may conclude, thereafter for *he complete velocity range 
between take off/landing and cruise. It is obvious, that the progress of DC50 during the stall 
depends on stall propagation on the wing, leading edge separation resulting in higher distortion 
gradients compared to trailing edge separation. 

Fig. A shows engine influence on wing aerodynamics. The pressure coefficient cpu on the upper 
wing surface beneath the pod it. plotted for two rearward engine locations. 

Additional tests with pylon show that the general tendency in the curves remain, becoming more 
pronounced in the rear wing area caused by pylon displacement. For the given value of pod diameter and 
distance, velocity ratio and lift coefficient, representing a high speed case, the pressure decreases 
in front of the pod and increases on the rear wing part. This change in pressure distribution does 
not affect the aerodynamic derivatives sensitively as long as compressiblity can be neglected. 

Section lift coefficients remain unchanged and thereby spanwise lift distribution as well as 
induced drag. 

Contrary to expectations, there was no measured increase in zero lift drag caused by additional 
suction forces on rear wing. The only noticable change was higher nose down pitching moments, being 
rather sensitively influenced by compressibility effects. Thus for higher Mach numbers we touch the 
problem of speed instability caused by tuck under effects, to be described in flight test results 
in chapter 4.2. 
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Concerning the low speed features of engine Influence, on wing aerodynamics we found  that 
wing pressure distribution being more Insensitive than shown In fig. A« mainly due to velocity ratio, 
which Is l£vi/va)S,2 for take-off and landing. 

Thus from about 3/4 pod diameter distance between wing and engine surface any pressure 
change in front of the engine arising from intake suction effects on the wing surface, can be neg- 
lected, whilst underneath the engine the flow is accelerated due to pod/pylon displacement. 

From these results we can derive  that main low speed characteristics such as stall propa- 
gation, maximum lift and lift/drag ratio remain unchanged by engine interference. 

This is no longer true, however, for configurations with close to the wing engine locations 
described in chapter 5* 

4.2 FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 

The experimental data, described in the last figures, were used as basic information during 
the development of the VFW 6l4. They were encouraging for this new aircraft design with engines 
mounted above the upper wing surface leaving some questions unanswered for flight testing. Besides 
the more general aerodynamic problems of Re- and Mach-number correction, other aereas of uncertainty 
were: 

o high speed test technique of propulsion simulation, coupling true intake 
flow conditions but wrong jet efflux 

o reaction of new developedengines on intake distortions in heavy cross winds 
with stall induced wing flow separation. 

The aircraft - shown in fig. 5 - is the world's first jet liner with engines mounted on the upper 
side  of the wing. Among the aspects in low and high speed particulary connected with that engine 
position, arei 

o  wing stall aerodynamics in correlation with intake flow distortion and the resulting 
engine reaction 

o high speed characteristics in longitudinal and lateral motion due to engine throttl 
or single engine out, respectively 

4.2.1 WING STALL AERODYNAMIC 

The expected advantages of engine position were verified (fig. 3)> the most important open 
question of engine response en unsteady wing or intake lip separation effects remained. Neverthe- 
less the original VFW 6l4 wing design philosophy at stalling speeds had to be considered for deter- 
mining uncertain engine reaction so that, 

o  the steady distortion factor given by the engine manufacturer may not be exceeded 
during stall 

o  a time limitation for tolerated overstepping angles of attack beyond maximum lift 
o the intake flow should not influence the stall flow pattern to avoid power setting 

interference 

Combining the above with classical characteristics and performance requirements such as 

o  high CLmax at take-off and landing 
o  low drag for take-off flap settings 
o  increased nose down pitching moments at maximum lift 

and 
o  no roll-off tendency and full lateral control 

led to a wing design with separation starting at the trailing edge of the inner wing panel, extending 
forward and sideward but excluding the wing leading edge part in front of the engine«'. 

In fig. 6 a sketch of the recommended flow pattern is compared with 1«5 scale model test 
results at 2,5 • 10^ Reynolds number. The agreement between both patterns was satisfactory enough 
to start aircraft flight testing without expecting severe engine trouble. 

During the stall tests, in addition to the normal test equipment tuft studies were recorded 
by a video system as well as by a tail camera. The evaluation of all information sources indicated, 

that 

o  the flow separation started as predicted 
o  the separation boundary however spreaded more intensive in spanwise rat.ier than in 

ohordwise direction, thus 
o giving reduced longitudinal stability and 
o  increased rolling moments due to both flow break down and reduced aileron effec- 

tiveness 

In addition power-on and power-off stalls demonstrated, that 

o the engines were less sensitive to unsteady wing separation effects, even at com- 
bination of angles of attack well beyond maximum lift with side slip angles in the 

order of 30° 
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This encouraging engine experience could be used to improve the stall propagation consid- 
erably by a Modification of the outboard wing's leading edge together with a 6" stall promotor in 
the wing-body fairing. These short-time, low-cost changes resulted in favorable stall characteris- 
tics and high maximum lift for all flap settings. 

In fig. 7 a typical stall history is illustrated. 
From on-line-data of the flighti 

o angle of attack 
o indicated airspeed 
o elevator control forces 
o aileron control forces 

were plotted against flight time T (sec) on the right hand side of the figure. At three time steps, 
marked by the clotted lines, wing flow development is taken by tuft photos, shown on the left side 
of the figure. 

The propagation of flow break down can be followed above to below. At flight tine 2871 se- 
paration starts near the fuselage at an indicated angle of incidence of about 14 degrees. Some 0,5 
degree later the separation spread over the wing panel between fuselage and engine position, further 
at an angle of 18° the wing is stalled up to about 0,4 semispan at the leading edge and 0,6 at the 
trailing edge. The complete stall was enforced by continuously increasing elevator pull force, and 
during the whole manoeuvre the bank angle was kept in limits of + 5° by about 15 kp aileron force 
at maximum. 

To reach an overall understanding of the wing stall behaviour fig. 8 gives the propagation 
of flow break down for cruise, take-off and landing configuration, which were plotted from tuft pho- 
tos during flight test. For all flap settings a rather similar flow developement was achieved, re- 
sulting in favorable performances and stall characteristics. This can be checked from the lift data 
on the right hand side, obtained from flight performance test evalution for 3 flap settings and 
1-g-stall. Applying FAA-stall procedure about six percent of minimum speed are saved thus gaining 
more than ten percent of CLmax in comparision to the plotted C^,- values. 

4.2.2 HIGH SPEED FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS 

Engine simulation technique, representing the true intake flow only, proved inadequate to 
predict the aircraft characteristics accurately. However, acceptable high speed flight characteris- 
tics could be derived from these W/T-results, even in the most critical cases of both engines throt- 
tled back in longitudinal motion and one engine cut for lateral characteristics. 

Adding the jet effects by theoretical estimations, we found this further decreased the engine in- 
fluence, however no values were stated, because of lack of the method's accuracy. 

A Mach trim compensator was developed as stand-by during the flight test period, to over- 
come any unforseen trouble during the 614 development, but proved to be unnecessary after high 
speed flight evaluation. 

To judge the power influence on pitching and rolling moments, elevator and aileron deflec- 
tion after engine throttling was considered, which were needed to keep the aircraft in straight and 
wings level flight. 

Fig. 9 shows the result of flight tests in comparison with windtunnel data. On the left side 
elevator angle is shown to push the aircraft to higher Mach-number. The curves are derived from 
H/T-tests for engine power on and engine in idle. 

These two curves show that throttling the engines would increase nose down pitching moments which 
can be compensated by additional elevator deflection. This nose down pitching moment increases 
with Mach-number effects, thus leading to speed instability at about 0,6 Mach-number for the idle 
case. 

During flight testing the pilots did not find any engine influence on longitudinal motion, 
and the symbols-representing flight test results from power on and idle operation-confirm this. 
On the right hand side aileron deflection is given to keep wings level in the case of one engine 
cut.. Again flight test evaluation produced much less engine interaction as should be expected from 
W/T-results. The pilots noticed no influence of one engine shut down on the lateral characteristics. 

Thus we concluded that H/T-tests overestimated engine influence on high speed flight characteristics 
due to false jet simulation using the technique of through flow models. 

5.    FOREWARD ENGINE LOCATION 

5.1   VINDTUNNEL RESULTS 

To extend the aerodynamic information of reward engine positions, a windtunnel program commit- 
ted to foreward engine location was conducted. As influence of intake flow is small, only the jets and 
the engine body were simulated. Jet pressure was varied within the limits of l^Pt/Pco .^l^ based on 
CFM 56 values for take-off and landing. With nozzle center as reference, the engine wing position was 
0,1 <J x/c ^.0,4 behind the leading edge in wing chord direction and 1,1 ^ Z/Dj <, 1,85 in height above 
the wing reference chord at 0,35 semispan position. 
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The choice of these engine locations were tot 

o increase lift and lift/drag ratio by jet interference with the wing upper surface 
flow 

o avoid skin buffeting and high level noise arising from jets acting immediately 
on the structure 

o decrease interference drag for high speed flight, compared to on wing engine 
location 

Fig. 10 shows the influence of propulsion on lift and drag for an upper and lower engine 
position. The latter was tested at rather the same chord and bright distances to the wing 
as the upper was tot 

o establish comparisons on equivalent low and high engine locations 
and 

o enable low »ing aircraft with a short gear to facilitate a closer wing-engine 
mounting, providing for step by step increases in engine diameter. 

Fig. 10 shows remarkable improvements in lift and drag can be achieved with the upper engine posi- 
tion compared to the lower one. Lift is increased for zero incidence as well as for maximum angle 
of attack, zero lift drag is lowered as well as lift/drag ratio is improved. 

Corresponding data for A0 deg. flap setting are presented in the next fig. 11, where again 
improvements in lift and drag - rather of the same size as with flaps up - can be observed. The 
values are true for 7»5 velocity ratio vj/voo , and fir an engine position x/c «0,1 and z/Dj • + 1,2 
respectively, which is a rather close to the wing engine location. 

From fig. 12, however, we can derive, that increasing x/c and z/Dj produce smaller gains in 
lift. The same is true for drag, though not shown in the picture. Fig. 12 furthermore shows, that 
improvement in lift is also reduced with increasing velocity ratio. Thus the questions arise, what 
may really be saved in aircraft performance for instance at take-off and landing, corresponding to 
improvements in lift and lift/drag ratio. Considering modern by-pass-engines, such as CFM 56, with 
aircraft of rather conservative aerodynamic performance of wing and flap system, one can gain about 
10^ in maximum lift for take-off and landing, and about 20^ in lift/drag ratio for take-off flap 
settings. This profit - based on configurations without propulsion interference - is about 5^ and 
10^ in lif~ and lift/drag respectively even in the case of one engine out take-off performance of 
a twin engine aircraft. 

Pressure distributions over the wing surface 
ces in lift and drag for upper and lower wing engine 
section just underneath the engine at 8 deg. of model 
For clearer illustration of the dominant effects at 8 
ratio with a close to the wing positions was chosen, 

o  jet induced suction forces at the u 
engine position producing increased 

o the suction forces are concentrated 
cation, or in the rear part of the 
ing or increasing drag. 

are shown in fig. 13, clarif 
positions. The results are v 
incidence and velocity rati 
deg. angle of attack, a rat 

showing; 

pper or lower wing surface, 
or reduced lift, respective 
either in the wing nose for 
wing for the lower position 

ying the differen- 
alid for the wing 
o vj/voo =- 7,5. 
her high velocity 

corresponding to 
ly and 
upper engine lo- 

- thereby decreas- 

The next two pictures fig. lU  and fig. 15 show the influence of velocity ratio in the range 
of 1 <VJ/VCD i.7,5 for the lower and upper engine position respectively. Suction effects diminish 
with velocity ratios to values below the clean wing case; this could result from wake effects behind 
the pod for VJ=VOD , the jet efflux velocity being lower than increased acceleration between wing 
and jet for 8 deg. incidence case. 

5.2  THEORETICAL APPROACH 

The experimental results were approached theoretically by using the well established panel 
method  C3 • In addition to the wing fuselage flow, the pod- and jet- part of the engine were re- 
presented by surface distributions of singularities. In a first step, jet suction effects were ap- 
proximated as shown in fig. 16 for incompressible stationary jet flow emerging into still air [6] . 
Jet spreading as well as jet massflow and entrainment velocity normal to the jet boundary are pre- 
sented. Jet surface was introduced into the program, beginning »t the let exit and cutting at two 
M.ng chord lengths behind the wing trailing edge. Sink strength at panels equidistant from the exit was 
taken constant and of normal velocity value as shown in fig. 16. In total there were used 260 panels 
for the wing, 160 for the fuselage and 80 for the pod displacement, whereas the jet was represented 
by 180 panels. 

Calculations were performed for the whole range of measured engine distances and velocity 
ratios, whereby one example ia shown in fig. 17. There is good agreement between calculation and 
measurement in this case of rather far engine distance and this calculation method proved well for 
other wing sections at this engine position, with the exception of close to the wing engine location, 
obviously due to the simple theoretical model introduced, which did not include wing interaction on 
the jets, resulting in jet boundary deformation as well as modified jet suction effects. It was con- 
cluded, that these effects of Interference are to be taken into account for distances less than one 
nozzle diameter between wing and body-jet-surface, by comparison of theoretical and experimental 
pressure distributions. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Some aerodynamic results, concerning the Interaction of wlng-propulslon-flow were presented. 
Comparisions of wlndtunnel and flight test data for rearward engine locations have shown, that) 

o specific Interference problems for the alrframe which can be simulated In the wind- 
tunnel by rather simple test technique, for example by through flow models, must be 
finally solved during flight tests 

o engine Intake distortions In extreme flight conditions, such as stall, can be meas- 
ured rather accurately, but engine reaction on it is normally unknown until flight 
testing, mainly in the case of fluctuating intake pressure on high bypass ratio 
engines 

o engine shielding by the wing allows good aerodynamic performance and characteristics 
both at low and high speeds, but cruise Mach-number is limited by increasing inter- 
ference of engine with wing suction side. 

Engine locations with the intake well in front of the wings leading edge were measured in a low 
speed tunnel, the dominant results beings 

o maximum lift as well as lift/drag ratio are increased by jet interaction with the 
wing flow for rather close to the wing engine locations 

o intake-wing-interference is of secundary order for these locations 

Theoretical estimations show good agreement with experimental pressure distributions, using a 
quite simpel theoretical model embracing jet boundary as well as to jet suction effects for confi- 
gurations with one nozzle diameter between wing and engine surface. Close to the wing engine posi- 
tions need Improved theory both concerning Jet boundary and jet suction effects. 
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AIRFRAME - ENGINE INTERACTION FOR ENGINE CONFIGURATIONS MOUNTED ABOVE THE WING 

PART  Hi     ENGINE JET SIMULATION PROBLEMS  IN  WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

by 

B.  Ewald • 

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Herke-Fokker GmbH 
2800 Bremen 1, Hünefeldstraße 1-5> Germany 

SUMMARY 

The advanced technology of airframe propulsion system integration for transport aircraft 
has made engine simulation an important test parameter in wind tunnel tests on such aircraft. 

In contrary to conventional force and pressure distribution measurements engine simulation 
has not jet become a standard test technique. A wide variety of methods has been used; the high 
massflow and the relatively short length of modern high bypass ratio engines makes things even 
more difficult. 

In this paper a critical survey is given on the methods used so far. 

A test technique developed for the VFH-Pokker Low Speed Hind Tunnel is presented. In this 
technique the airframe model is mounted to the external mechanical balance (wire suspension). The 
engine pod is mounted separately on a tail sting suspension system. Due to the design of this 
tail sting system its angle of attack axis of rotation coincides with the corresponding axis of 
the external balance. So separate mounting of airframe and engine with very small gaps is possible. 

The air is fed to the engine pod with high pressure (up to 20 atmospheres). This pressure 
is decreased to the required nozzle exit pressure ratio by perforated plates very close to the 
nozzle exit. Calibration results of this nozzle arrangement are given. 

Typical test results (force measurements, wing pressure distribution) are presented for 
several engine locations (Over-Wing, On-Wing, Under-Wing). 

Further evaluation of the results and theoretical considerations on this subject are 
given in the paper of Mr. Krenz, VFW-Fokker, at this meeting. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

One of the most complicated problems in the design of modern jet aircraft is the choice 
of the engine location. In addition well known problems of engine location noise shielding of the 
fan and the jet as well has become a major design parameter. 

The efforts towards optimum noise shielding lead project aerodynamicists to engine locations 
(e.g. the on-wing position), which gives rise to serious propulsion-airframe interference problems, 
especially in the case of a supercritical wing design. 

The problems facing the project aerodynamicist in this field have been described in more 
detail in the paper of Mr. Krenz at this meeting. 

Since these problems cannot be solved simply by theoretical approach, sophisticated wind 
tunnel tests are necessary. 

^•*i:.y- 

2.  ENGINE SIMULATION IN WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

The true simulation of the propulsion system has been a most embarassing problem in wind 
tunnel technique ever since propulsion systems became important for the aerodynamic behaviour of 
airplanes. It is not possible to build real "model engines" in the models scale, which offer 
similarity in terms of jet momentum, power density and mass flow. So the wind tunnel engineer is 
dependant on a more or less realistic simulation of the engines influence on the airframe. 

A wide variety of techniques has been developed  and used for engine simulation; the most 
important are shown in figure 1. 

For the simulation of fan- and jet engines with moderate to high bypass ratios the simple 
use of cold compressed air for jet simulation prooved quite successful. Things become much more 
difficult, when simulation of the hot jet is required. In this case the use of Hydrogen Peroxide 
is the most promising technique. The high specific volume of hot compresses air causes problems 
with big supply tubes. On the other hand the use of burning chambers inside the model engine nacelle 
is not fully developed up to now. 

•  Dipl.-Ing. 
Head of  Experimental  Aerodynamics 
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If siaultaneoua aiaulatlon of intake and Jet la required, the uae of auction and preaaure 
planta outaide of the aodel is not longer poaaible becauae of the neceaaary apace for the aupply 
tubing (eapeeially for the intake air). So one ouat look for a aiaulation of the real engine. 

The uae of a fan driven by an electric motor ia simple and reliable, but the performance 
of thia technique ia rather poor becauae of the limited energy concentration even of high apeed 
a/c Motors. 

If a mismatching of intake and jet flow up to 25 %  ia' tolerable and if a certain length 
of the nacelle ia available, the injector scheme offera a well proven and relatively simple solution. 

In the case of the modern high bypass ratio fan engines with their extremely short length 
the tip or hub turbine driven fan is the most promising solution. The power of these model engines 
does not jet reach real engine performance but a lot of further development can be done in this 
field. 

figure 2. 
A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the different techniques is given in 

3.  Mounting Problems 

The most practical mounting of the model and the engine nacelle depends on the proposed 
measurements. If only pressure distribution measurements are required, mounting of model and 
model engine in the wind tunnel creates no problem at all. 

If three or six component force measurements are necessary, a mounting scheme must be 
found which eliminates the jet momentum from the force measurements. Normally it is not possible 
to get a jet calibration which is accurate enough for a successful evaluation of a Jet momentum 
plus aerodynamic force measurement. 

The figures 3, A and 5 show the possible mounting schemes in principle (for the example 
of Jet simulation by cold compressed air). 

The integral mounting of modei and powered nacelle is shown in figure 3. Force measurements 
can be achieved by a force free air supply linkage but the results contain the jets momentum and 
evaluation is difficult. 

Figure 4 shows the principle of pick-a-back mounting. The primary mounting stings are 
connected to the powered nacelles; the stings are serving as air supply too. For measurement of 
the total force the stings may be connected to an external balance. The model is connected to the 
nacelle by a strain gage balance; this balance gives the aerodynamic forces on the model. 

In figure 5 the principle of separate mounting is shown. The model is mounted on a normal 
sting suspension with internal or external balance. The nacelle is mounted to another sting. 
Between nacelle and model is a small gap; the nacelle does not touch the model. 

This principle of separate mounting allows very accurate measurement of the aerodynamic 
forces. Basic requirement is the availability of two separte mounting systems in the wind tunnels 
test section, which are synchronised in the angle of attack motion. 

4.  JET INFLUENCE TEST INSTALLATION AT THE VFW-FOKKER LOW SPEED TUNNEL 

As an example for the separate mounting system with jet simulation by cold compressed air 
a test arrangement for Jet transport configurations in the VFW-Fokker Low Speed Wind Tunnel will 
be described. 

Figure 6 gives an impression of the test task. For three different engine positions pressure 
distribution and 3-component force results were required. 

The VFW-Fokker Low Speed Tunnel is of the open return type in a closed building. The tunnel 
has closed test section of 2,1 x 2,1 m size. Maximum speed is 70 m/s. 

Figure 7 gives a view into the tunnels tests section. The tunnel is equipped with an over- 
head external six component balance. The models are mounted to this balance by sting or wire 
suspension. In addition to the external balance the tunnel is equipped with a tail sting mounting 
system. A heavy steel circular arc is mounted at the end of the test section. The sting is carried 
by a sled which is moved on the steel arc by a chain drive. 

The center of revolution of this arrangement is identical with the pitch axis of the 
external balance. Since the angle of attack drive systems of the overhead balance and the tail sting 
are synchronised by electronic connection, both systems can be used for the separated mounting scheme 
shown in figure 5. 

The tail sting mounting system is equipped with a compressed air supply which Is shown in 
figure 8. A maaimum of 3 lbs/sec of cold air at a maximum pressure of 20 atmospheres is available 
at the tail sting. 
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Figure 9 shows the complete  test  arrangement.  The model   is  mounted to  the overhead balance 
by a wire suspension.  The nacelles are mounted by their air supply  tubes  to the tail  -.ting  sled. 
The  engine pylon  is not simulated for the over-wing and the under-wing engine position because 
its existence does not affect  the  low speed jet  influence characteristics  in principle.  For  the 
on-wing engine position with a D-shaped nozzle the system allowed a  minimum gap  between wing and 
nacelle of 3 mm without contact  through the whole range of angle of  attack  and nozzle pressure 
ratio. 

To minimise the disturbance of  the flow field,   the air supply  tubes should be very small.   In 
the  VFW-Fokker  test  arrangement   the  air  was  fed  to  the  nacelles  at  a  pressure of  up  to  10  atmos- 
i. '  .'es|  so we could use very small  pipes. 

Figure  10  shows  the  design  principle  of  the nacelle.   The   high  supply  pressure   is  throttled 
down  to  the  required nozzle  pressure  ratio  by  a  plate  with a  great  number  of   very  small   holes. 
The  small  high pressure  jets  emerging  from  the  plate  with a  supersonic  free  expansion  mix  up  to 
a  uniform subsonic  flow over  a  very  short  distance.   So  with  only  a  small   contraction  ratio one  gets 
jet  with a useful  nozzle  exit  profile. 

Figure  11  shows  the  perforated plate  used for  the  tests  and  the   calibration  results.   A  plate 
with 241 holes of  1,3 mm diameter was used. 

The  maximum  required  exit  Mach  Number of 0.82 was  reached  at  a   supply  pressure  of  slightly 
below 8 atii with a satisfying  exit  velocity profile. 

At  higher pressures  reap,   exit  velocities  the  jet  flow  became  unstable  with  very  bad  exit 
profiles.  A possible reason  for  this  unstable condition  may  b«>   an  interaction of  the  free  expansion 
cells of  the  individual  small   primary   jets.   It  was  found,   that   the  unstable  condition  could  be 
avoided reap,   moved  to  higher  exit  Mach  Numbers  by  the  use of   two perforated  plates  with  bigger 
holes  in tandem arrangement. 

5.     TEST RESULTS 

The influence of the jet on the wing with and without flap deflection is shown on figure 12 
and 13 for different engine positions. The velocity ratio is constant v./v • 7,5 through these 
figures  and refers  to  the  take  off  case. 

The figures  show a  significant   increase  in  zero  incidence   lift   and  maximum  lift  for  the 
engine  positions  on-wing and over-wing  and  a  loss  in  zero  incidence   lift  for  the under-wing 
position. 

Drag is decreased for  the over-wing position especially  at   high  lift  and is  increased by a 
more  or  less  constant  value   for   the  under-wing  case.   In  case of   the  on-wing  position  the  decreased- 
drag  tendency of  the over-wing position  is overcome  by  scrubbing and  turning drag;   in addition to 
this   it  chould be  noted,   that   the  wing-nacelle  junction  was  not   optimised  for  this  case  and  that 
the  necessary  gap  may  have   bad  effects  on  drag. 

The figures 14 to 19 show the force measurement results for different exit velocity ratios. 
The  test  run  with  Vj/v       -   1,0  gives  the  pure nacelle  displacement   effect. 

Obviously  the  jet  effects  are  not  simply proportional   to   the   jet  exit   velocity  ratio.   The 
effects  at  v./v       = 7,5 are   much  more  significant  than  at  v./v       •  4,4,   so   jet   effects  are  more  or 
less  restricted on the take off  case. 

The pressure  distribution at   the  wing  station  below  the   engine   resp.   above  the  engine  is  shown 
on  figure  20.   The  most  significant   information of  this  figure   is  the  nearly  perfect  concentration 
of   the  engine  influence on  one  side of   the  wing,   the  upper  side   for   the over-wing  position  and 
the   lower side  for  the  undei—wing  position. 

The drag  increase of   the  under-wing  case  results  from a  heavy  suction  peak  un  the  rear part 
of   the  lowei   wing  side and  a   reduction   in  nose  suction.   An  increase   in  nose  suction  is  the  main 
reason  for  the drag  decrease  of   the over-wing case. 

The  figures  21  and  22  show  the  tendencies of  the  pressure   distribution  with  increasing   jet 
exit  velocity ratio. 

6.     CONCLUSION 

To  investigate  the  engines   jet   influence on a  transport   configuration   for  different   engine 
positions,   a  wind  tunnel   test  arrangement  was  constructed  for   the  VFW-Fokker Low Speed Tunnel   which 
is  based on  the  separate  mounting of  model   and  engine  nacelle   and  the  use  of  cold compressed air 
for   jet  simulation. 

The  test  arrangement  gave  satisfactory  results  and  allowed  simultaneous   3-component  force and 
pressure distribution  measurements. 

The  results  gave  information  on  the  principle  differences  of   jet   interference  for  the  over-wing 
and  the  under-wing  engine  position.   The  over-wing position  proved  favourable  due  to  a  significant 
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lift increase and drag decrease. The jet influence on the King pressure distribution Has nearly 
restricted on the King side adjacent tu the engine. 
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Simulation Requirement Recommended Technique   Disadvantages Of Other Techniques 
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AERODYNAMIC   ASPECTS   AND   OPTIMISATION   OF   THRUST   REVERSER   SYSTEMS 
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D  8 München 80 
Postfach 801160 

Germany 

SUMMARY 

The present generation of commercial aircraft and future advanced military aircraft 
require thrust reversal for reduction of landing distances,  especially for wet or icy runways.    The 
various design and integration features for jet deflection are summarized and the requirements and 
problem areas discussed under special consideration of a target type reverser system.    The paper deals 
with the important engine/airframe interference problems and aerodynamic aspects associated with 
thrust reversal.    Parametric investigation of thrust reverser geometry on efficiency,   reingestion 
structure heating and longitudinal stability during ground roll is presented.    Results are based on an 
intensive wind tunnel test program using various types of scale models with cold and hot jet,  intake 
suction and fixed and moving ground simulation.    Emphasis is given to the overall optimisation of often 
conflicting requirements from pcrameters like for example thrust reverser performance and reingestion. 
The essential influence of appropriate thrust reverser operation and landing techniques at or shortly 
before touch-down on landing distance is shown. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Most of the commercial aircraft today use thrust reversal as additional braking device to 
reduce landing ground roll distance.   Recent developments of high performance fighters with STOL 
characteristics have also generated requirements for thrust reversal,  since a drag parachute will not 
contribute very much to decelerate the aircraft at low touch-down speeds.   A thrust reverser further 
increases safety during an aborted take-off.    Future development is now directed towards in-flight 
reverser operation to improve manoeuvring capabilities. 

The potential benefit of thrust reverser operation during aircraft deceleration on the 
ground is illustrated in Fig. 1.   Especially for wet and icy runways   the use of thrust reversal is superior 
to wheel braking.    But even on a dry runway the landing ground roll distance is considerably reduced 
with reverse thrust applied. 

From the various thrust reverser designs which have evolved in the past some of the most 
commonly used solutions are shown in Fig. 2.    The integrated thrust reverser incorporates mechanical 
blockage doors with turning vanes to deflect the exhaust gases into the desired direction.   Another 
successful design is the target type thrust reverser:   two buckets are deployed into the exhaust jet to 
produce reverse thrust.    In the retracted position the buckets form a part of the boattail structure.    This 
type of reverser,  moreover,  is suitable for integration into a blow-in-door ejector nozzle. 

A great many of the general effects described in this paper hold true for any type of 
thrust reverser.    For most applications,  however,   specific tailoring is required so as to find a .everser 
design which produces minimum interference with the overall aircraft.    This paper deals with the 
development of a target type thrust reverser for a high performance fighter airplane with two engines 
mounted close together in the rear end of the fuselage.    Emphasis is given to the aerodynamic problems 
which raise special difficulties for such a type of configuration during reverser operation. 

2. REQUIREMENTS  AND   PROBLEM   AREAS 

There are a number of requirements during the preliminary design phase ox a thrust 
reverser system for a new airplane (Fig. 3).    The primary design objective of a thrust reverser is to 
substantially reduce the ground roll distance.    Oilier requirements like suitable integration into the 
airplane and/or engine structure,  minimum operational limitations,   simple reverser selection procedure 
and fail safe philosphy must be met. 

In Fig. 3,  three major areas of problems are shown which need consideration during the 
thrust reverser development:   structural design,  aero-/gasdynamic problems and control.    Detailed 
description of the structural design would be beyond the scope of this paper.    These aspects will be only 
briefly mentioned here.    The extensive experimental investigation and optimisation of the aero-/ 
gasdynamic aspects will be thoroughly dealt with; the considerable influence of the mode of reverser 
control will be discussed in detail,  too,  since it affects the overall performance of the total system. 

2.1. Structural Design 

Depending on the type of installation of the engine(s) and on the selected nozzle configuration, 
the mechanical design of the thrust reverser will influence the degree of impact on the structure.    For 
isolated engine installations as is the case for pod-mounted nacelles the installation of a thrust reverser 
generally causes little problems.    The more the engines are integrated into the aircraft,  however,   the 
more the reverser system will compromise the overall airplane design.    Other factors to be considered 
are structure weight,  actuation means,  ground clearance,  maintainability,   reliability,  complexity,  etc. 
These icems will not be treated any further in this context. 

2.2. Thrust Reverser and Engine Control 

Thrust reverser actuation time,  engine response,  mode of thrust reverser selection and 
operation strongly influence the landing ground roll distance.    Th? development of the control system 
itself is not described here but the importance of the above stated parameters for the overall system 
optimisation emphasized       chapter 8. 3. 

2. 3. Aerodynamic and Gasdynamic Problems 

During thrust reversal the deflected jets can produce considerable interference effects. 
High deflection angles are desirable in order to obtain maximum reverser performance.    This, howevsr, 
gives rise to   potential hot ga.3 reingestion and stability problems.    Other factors like structure heating, 
debris ingestion,  ground erosion,  buffeting,   noise etc.  can call for additional operational limitations. 
The more important of the above items and their effects on the overall reverser system will be treated 
in this paper. 

Due to the complex flow field of the deflected jets,   theory can only be applied to establish 
general trends.    Reverser development must be supplemented by experiment for nearly every individual 
design.    Fig. 4 depicts a typical experimental program incorporating scale model tests and full scale tests 
to investigate the most important aerodynamic problems associated with thrust reversal. 
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Thrust reverser performance is measured on static thrust test rigs with cold compressed 
air applied to the scale model and by full scale simulation behind the real engine.    Bucket loads,  effective 
jet deflection angles and general parametric investigations of bucket geometry are also tested on these 
rigs. 

Hot gas reingestion,  debris Ingestion and structure heating usually are studied usir0 a 
wind tunnel model with hot jet simulation, intake suction and simulate^ fixed or moving ground.    Results 
from these modal tests are later confirmed and supplemented by taxi trials with the prototype aircraft. 

A complete aircraft model with an internal six-component balance supplies information 
on longitudinal and lateral stability.    In order to measure only the induced aerodynamic effects with a 
high degree of accuracy,  the thrust of the simulated jets is not measured by the balance:   a separate 
non-metric air supply system delivers compressed air from the rear to the exhaust system.    Again, 
taxi trials are required for final confirmation of the previously measured directional stability. 

3.  THRUST   REVERSER   PERFORMANCE 

3. 1.  Design Parameters 

Thrust reverser efficiency i)  is dependent on both the effective turning angle of the 
deflected jets and the turning losses.   Ideally, with a bucket designed to accomplish a nearly 180 
turning of flow,  the efficiency can be as high as 80 %.    In practice, however,   there are limitations to 
the design of a bucket.    When the thrust reverser is not in operation,  the buckets must be stowed 
within the aircraft contour.    The space available in that position usually does not allow the design of a 
bucket with a sufficiently large wrap angle.    Other restrictions like weight,  linkages,   load vector,  etc. 
are also to be considered during the design.    Yet there are a number of geometric design parameters 
to influence the degree of jet deflection. 

The principal geometry of a target type thrust reverser bucket is shown in Fig. 5.    The 
effective jet deflection angle 6 can be considerably varied by changes in bucket height b,  bucket sweep 
angley   and lip height x.    Lateral deflection of the reversed jets is required for some airplane 
configurations in order to avoid strong jet interference problems especially if the engines are installed 
at close distance.    This lateral deflection can be accomplished by circumferential rotation of the buckets 
or by incorporation of turning vanes within the buckets (circumferential deflection angle ip).    Side 
spillage of the exhaust gas is reduced by end plates,  whose width d is determined by the jet diameter D.. 
The height   h   of these end plates is limited by the available space in the stowed position. J 

Parameters like bucket excentricity c,  bucket turn angle C and bucket tilt angle   e are 
other design aids in achieving the desired angles of jet deflection.    Due to the then required asymmetric 
linkages,   these parameters will bring about complications with respect to design. 

The axial spacing  s  of the bucket to the nozzle exit must be chosen larger than a critical 
value in order to avoid back-pressure to the engine during reverser operation.    Too large spacing on 
the other hand requires long linkages resulting in high weight. 

3. 2.  Efficiency 

The efficiency T| of a target type thrust reverser has been measured on a static thrust 
test rig at systematic variation of most of the parameters described in the preceding section.    Typical 
results covering the effects of backet sweep angle,  axial spacing and lip height are presented in Fig. 6 
and 7.    The measured efficiency of a practical bucket geometry generally lies between 40 and 60 %, 

From Fig. 6 it can be seen that the optimum sweep angle is about y = 130    to 140    for the 
two considered bucket spacings.    Higher sweep angles reduce the degree of flow turning (decreasing Q), 
lower sweep angles cause the flow to spill over the side in the corner formed by the two buckets.    The 
bucket sweep angle can be increased only up to a certain limit if the buckets are required to move out 
of the propulsive jet in case of actuation failure. 

Increasing lip height increases the degree of flow turning and thereby efficiency,   too 
(Fig. 7).    When the lip height of x/Dj a 0. 12 up to 0. 14 was exceeded for the considered configuration no 
improvement in efficiency was measured,   since too high lips again cause the exhaust gas to spill over 
the side.    For the smaller spacing ratio of s/D; = 0. 7 throttling of the exhaust gas was noticed with a 
subsequent reduction in efficiency.    Too large spacings will also reduce the efficiency since the effective 
flow turning is again decreasing.    Optimum spacing ratios were between s/D. = 0. 8 to 1.2,   depending 
on overall bucket geometry. 

Increasing jet pressure ratio improves efficiency as being demonstrated by Fig. 8 for two 
0    and  ip = 30°.    Optimum efficiencies were measured for jet pressure basic bucket geometries with «p 

ratios of about 2. 4. 

Iba^t^di&^j4^,^^w«ws^iiöü*:., 
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The two deflected jeU issued from a pair of buckets can be made asymmetric to each 
other with respect to deflection angles and mass flow by variation of parameters like excentricity c, 
bucket tilt angle e and different lip heights for both buckets.    This may be applied in cases where 
different mass flow rates and turning for both Jets are desired for reasons like improved reingestion or 
compensation of a Jet-induced pitching moment.    Detailed measurements for different bucket geometries 
are discussed in [l]. 

4. REINGESTION 

4. 1. Hot Gas Reingestion 

During reverser operation reingestion of hot gases into the engine intakes raises a 
potential problem.    Reingested gases cause pressure and temperature distortions at the compressor 
face of the engine.    Thrust losses or in worse cases engine surges are encountered.   During landing 
ground roll the initially forward directed reverser efflux is more or less deflected backward,  depending 
on rolling speed.    The reverser can only be used down to rolling speeds at which the exhaust gases are just 
ingested into the engine inlet.   At this rolling speed the reverser operation must be cancelled or the 
engine is to be continuously throttled down as the rolling speed diminishes.    For a target type reverser 
with Jets deflected up and downward,  reingestion is müinly determined by the flow field of the lower jet, 
which impinges on the ground and develops into a forward spreading wall Jet.    The upper deflected jet 
will only be reingested if extreme high flow turning should occur. 

4. 1. 1. Wind Tunnel Model 

The complex flow field of the reverser efflux in a cross flow can hardly be covered by 
theory.    Tests are required with scale models to investigate the flow field and to determine the forward 
speeds ol the airplane at which the reversed jets are ingested into the engine intakes. 

Fig. 9 shows a wind tunnel model specifically designed for experimental investigation of 
the reingestion problem.   Hot gases are supplied to the model through a pipe entering the nose and then 
issued through the exhaust nozzle.    Exactly duplicated thrust reverser buckets deflect the jet into forward 
direction.    Engine intake flow is simulated by sucking air through the wing and pipec mounted to the wing 
tips.   Water-cooling of the high temperature air pipes is provided.    The ground is simulated by a fixed 
plate which can be yawed to measure cross wind effects.    At times this plate was replaced by a moving 
ground belt to simulate the movement of the airplane relative to ground. 

The model is instrumented with mass flow measurement devices for the exhaust- and the 
intake airflow.    Fast response thermocouples in the intake indicate the event of reingestion of hot gases. 
Interference of the jet efflux with the airplane structure is measured by thermocouples at critical 
locations on the surface of the model. 

The flow pattern as measured in the wind tunnel at various forward speeds with jets 
deflected up and down is drawn in Fig. 10.    The efflux was made visible by injecting water into the 
exhaust gas.    All pictures clearly show how the lower jet extends more forward than the upper one. 
This is due to the ground being close to the bottom of the fuselage.    The cut-off speed caused by reingestion 
therefore is determined by the speed at which the lower jet is ingested into the intake    (V0O/VT  ,,  = 0. 5 
for an early design of the reverser). 

Fig. 11 discloses how the cut-off speed was determined from model tests.    A sudden rise 
in intake temperature was measured when the forward airspeed in the tunnel was gradually lowered from 
touch-down velocity to a critical value.   At this velocity the efflux of the lower jet separates from the 
ground underneath the intake and is sucked into the model.    Since at this velocity the efflux is drawn into 
the intake at the shortest way the intake temperature reaches a maximum for that case.    Further 
reduction of the rolling speed allows the lower jet to extend upstream i.e.  ahead of the intake.    Due to 
increased mixing with the surrounding air the intake temperature continuously decreases with reduction 
in forward speed. 

In practice,  operation of the reverser is possible only above the critical velocity at which 
the sudden temperature rise occurs.    The cut-off speed or "reingestion speed" vR was derived from the 
model tests as that forward speed at which a mean temperature rise in the intake of  AT = 5   C was 
measured by the 9 temperature probes. 

4. 1. 2.  Effect of Bucket Geometry 

Since the lower jet is more critical to reingestion, wind tunnel investigations with that 
model were concentrated on variation of the lower jet efflux.    Some results are selected here from the 
comprehensive test program performed.    Fig. 12 shows the effect of the circumferential or side 
deflection angle ip,   on reingestion speed v^.   As the lower Jet is deflected to the side,   the reingestion 
speed is at first only slightly reduced.    Once a critical angle ip*     has been reached,   a sudden reduction 
in reingestion speed will be obtained.    This becomes evident when the separation line at the ground is 
considered.    With deflection angles tp ^l the separation line reaches far upstream along the ground 

■ ■ ■     : ■ -• ■...:.-- 
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underneath the aircraft centreline due to mutual interference of the deflected lower jets.    If «p. *•   tp?  > 
the separation point underneath the fuselage centre line is moving backward.    There are now two foremost 
points located outside of the intakes in the plan view projection.   At this condition,  the exhaust gases can 
only be ingested by intakes at rather low rolling speeds. 

An alternative solution to deflect the jets outward is to turn the buckets around a vertical 
axis by an angle C or to incorporate a combination of circumferential deflection angle «p and bucket turn 
angle C .  Fig. 13 shows the required combination of «p and £ for two given reingestion speed ratios 
VR/VT.D.  = 0. 2 and 0. 3.    If symmetric bucket linkages are mandatory,  a circumferential deflection 
(p.  of about 45 degrees is necessary to meet reasonable low reingestion speeds. 

Hot gas reingestion from the upper jet was only measured for extreme high deflection 
angles of 6rj greater than 60 for the considered configuration (Fig. 14). At those deflection angles a 
sudden attachment of the flow to the upper surface of the fuselage occurs due to the induced pressure 
reduction along the surface (Coanda-effect). It can be seen from Fig. 14 that the reingestion speed is 
drastically increased in the case of upper jet reingestion. 

4. 1. 3.  Thrust Reverser Operation Boundary Due to Reingestion 

In practice,  thrust reverser cancellation speed is chosen somewhat higher than established 
from reingestion tests to maintain a sufficient safety margin.    To take, however, full advantage of thrust 
reversal the engine can be continuously throttled down as the rolling speed is decreased.   In Fig. 15 the 
measured mean intake temperatures for various engine power settings are shown.   In the model tests, 
the various engine settings were simulated by simultaneously reducing nozzle pressure ratio, jet total 
temperature and degree of intake suction. 

It will be seen from Fig. 15 how reingestion speed and maximum mean intake temperature 
decrease with reduction of engine powar setting.   The boundary line of the thrust reverser operation at 
engine throttling can be established from these tests.    In Fig. 16 this boundary is shown for a thrust 
reverser configuration with jet angles as defined in the diagram.    It is evident that thrust reversal can 
ideally be applied until very low rolling speeds, provided that the jet pressure ratio is reduced 
accordingly.    At the very low engine power settings,  however,  contribution of thrust reversal to overall 
retarding force becomes insignificant. 

The more representative ground simulation with a moving belt reduces the measured 
reverser cut-off speeds by about 15 % (Fig. 16) when compared with results from the fixed ground 
simulation.    The speed of the moving ground belt was adjusted here to be identical with the tunnel velocity. 

4.2. Debris Ingestion 

Debris Ingestion becomes an important problem if the aircraft is designed to operate from 
semi- or unprepared runways.    Model-scale and full-scale tests with salt and chalk chip simulations 
already carried out for other aircraft projects Indicate,  that reverser cancellation speeds are higher and, 
therefore, more arduous for debris avoidance than for hot-gas Ingestion avoidance:   due to inertia the 
ground debris,  put into motion by the forward deflected lower jets,   follow a path further upstream 
towards the aircraft   nose than the exhaust gas particles.    Consequently,    thrust reverser cancellation 
procedures cater for debris Ingestion avoidance resulting in a sufficient safety margin with respect to 
hot gas reingestion. 

5. STRUCTURE   HEATING 

Consideration should be given to the possibility of overheating the airplane or nacelle 
structure by impingement of exhaust gases.    For configurations with the jet plume(s) in close proximity 
to aerodynamic surfaces,  heat-resistant materials may be required in certain critical areas. 

For an airplane design with two engines mounted close together in the rear end of the 
fuselage, air temperatures were measured close to the surface using the reingestion model described 
in section 4. 1. 1.    Results are presented in Fig. 17  for temperature probes located at relevant stations 
of fuselage,  fin,   rudder,   taileron and wheel.    Data shows that the reversed stream temperature 
rapidly drops after a relatively short distance from the bucket exit. 

The highest temperatures were measured at the rear end of the fuselage (nozzle) which 
anyway is designed to withstand high thermal loads.    Temperatures in other regions generally were 
acceptable except at some locations on the fin and at the rudder when deflected.    Therefore,  heat 
resistant materials are required for those spots of the structure.    The sudden rise of the temperature 
at the main wheel indicates the rolling speed at which the forward front of the lower jet is just 
reaching as far upstream as the location of the main landing gear. 

,■■:   ' 
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6. STABILITY 

During thrust   reversal aerodynamic interference of the revereer efflux with fin, tail and 
wing can raise serious stability problems.    Changes in lift,  drag and pitching moment are introduced, 
varying with rolling speed.   Results from model tests are shown in Fig. 18.   The change in lift, drag 
and pitching moment with rolling speed was found to be entirely different for high and low jet pressure 
ratios.    For high pressure ratios even a change in sign was measured for lift and pitching moment,  if 
the rolling speed was reduced.    These changes,  however,  occur at velocities low enough that the actual 
forces or moments involved do not noticeable impair overall longitudinal stability.    The measured 
changes in stability at high rolling speeds were sufficiently small and did not cause severe problems. 

The degree in which the upper jets arc laterally deflected (tp,,) must be carefully 
investigated,  since the lateral stability is largely affected by that angle.   Especially for aircraft with 
more than one engine in or at the rear end of the fuselage the reversed upper jets shall be directed 
sufficiently away from the fin and rudder in order to encounter minimum aerodynamic interference. 
On the other hand large side deflections cause losses in efficiency and create an additional yawing 
moment due to the lateral thrust vector in case of the other engine failing.   Reasonable balancing of the 
degree of jet deflection is,  therefore,  required. 

7. AIRPLANE   DRAG 

Another aspect of thrust reverser/airframe interference which becomes very important 
during cruise is the additional drag caused by the installation of the reverser system.    While design is 
aimed at providing clean external lines for the reverser in the stowed position the presence of 
unavoidable gaps,  steps and linkage fairings produces parasitic drag (Fig. 19).    These effects were 
investigated by wind tunnel tests with a special afterbody drag test rig.    For a target type reverser 
with faired linkage arms on   either  side of the nozzle,  drag increased typically between 2 to 4 % of total 
airplane zero lift drag.    The drag increment is especially high if the reverser   is combined with an 
aerodynamic ally clean nozzle (Iris nozzle; lower half of the picture). 

8. REVERSER   SYSTEM   OPTIMISATION 

In the preceding sections the important considerations involved in thrust reverser design 
have been discussed.  Parametric investigations in the first instance have led to design rules which yield 
maximum efficiency,  low reingestion,  good stability etc.    Thorough optimisation however is now 
required to obtain minimum landing ground rull distance together with safe airplane operation during 
thrust reversal by searching for a best compromise of often conflicting parameters. 

8.1. Involved Parameters 

A great number of parameters is to be considered and balanced against each other to 
obtain a solution compatible with the various design- and operational requirements.    The most important 
of those parameters to be taken into account in the optimisation process are shown in Fig. 20. 

Low reingestion is not compatible with large effective jet deflection angles ©.    High 
reverser performane,  however,  requires large angles ©.    A reasonable compromise with respect to 
& is therefore a major task during the optimisation.    The same opposite requirements appear with 
respect to the circumferential deflection angle <p .    Low deflection angles ip^ and ip.   for the upper and 
lower jets respectively are desired to achieve high performance,   but from the reingestion point of view 
a large angle ip.   is benefitial.    Sufficient large lateral stability again can only be maintained when the 
upper jet is deflected sufficiently off the fin (large ip..). 

Another essential field to be covered d.uring reverser system optimisation is the mode of 
reverser operation.    The way how and the moment at which the reverser is initiated largely Influence 
the landing ground roll distance.    The time required for full deployment of the buckets (actuation time), 
the engine response time and the engine power setting at the moment of reverser selection are also 
playing an important role. 

8.2. Aerodynamic Optimisation 

Typical results of a parametric ground roll distance computation are presented in Fig. 21 
with wheel braking applied as additional braking device.    This graph is valid only for a given aircraft 
weight and aerodynamic layout.    For the considered configuration a 10 per cent reduction in landing 
ground roll distance can for example be achieved by either improving the reverser performance T\  by 
about 12 per cent or reducing the reverser cut-off speed by about 32 % (ÄVn/V =0, 16 at i) =0. 5). 

As described in detail in section 3 and 4,   reverser performance and cut-off speed can 
directly be altered with variation of the jet deflection angles.    A trade-off study must be performed to 
decide on the optimum deflection angles with respect to reverser performance and reingestion.    The 
extensive information obtained from the various model tests produces the basis for this trade-off.    The 

, 
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optimisation with respect to reverser performance and reingestion for an airplane configuration with 
engines mounted at close distance in the rear end and jets deflectei 
efflux angles for the lower jet of about <PL = 45° and 6.   = 40 to 45c 
engines mounted at close distance in the rear end and jets deflected up and down resulted in reversed 

Similarly the upper efflux angles are to be optimised with respect to lateral stability and 
reverser performance. 

It shall be emphasized,  that it is mainly the hot gas reingestion which causes severe 
problems during the development of a reverser system for closely spaced engines due to the mutual 
interference of the reversed jets underneath the fuselage.   A thrust reverser configuration however was 
developed byextensive model testing which allows reasonable low reverser cut-off speeds while 
simultaneously maintaining acceptable performance,  stability,  loads and safe operation. 

8. 3.  Thrust Reverser Operation Technique 

To obtain full advantage of a thrust reverser system,  aerodynamic optimisation alone is 
not sufficient.    Landing ground roll distance can be considerably reduced by fast engine response times 
and by special thrust reverser operation techniques.    It is essential that full reverse thrust is at once 
available after touch-down because at high rolling speeds wheel braking alone is less effective due to the 
remaining lift component.    The covered distances would become large if full reverse thrust will not be 
available during that phase. 

The landing ground roll distance can essentially be improved by initiation of thrust reversal 
immediately at or even shortly prior to touch-down and by short reverser actuation times.    In Fig. 22 the 
retarding force of the thrust reverser is shown versus ground roll velocity.   If thrust reversal and engine 
acceleration from idling is initiated at touch-down (see curve (IJin Fig. 22) an increasing forward thrust 
is present at first until the buckets have been deployed into the exhaust jet.   When the buckets are fully 
deployed,  the engine is further accelerating to full thrust level.    Early availability of the full retarding 
force is desired and obtained by fast response engines.    This becomes evident from Fig. 22 which shows 
a reduced response time when proceding from curve  uc) to   (Ta). 

Full reverse thrust will be available at much earlier time (curveHM) if a higher thrust 
level at touch-down is feasible.    The thrust reverser can thus be operated at full thrust level over a 
much longer period.    A similar improvement consists in initiating thrust reversal already shortly prior 
to touch-down (curve(3). 

Having reached maximum retarding force after full engine acceleration,  the thrust 
reverser can be operated at this condition until the reingestion speed is reached.    The throttle lever 
must then be set to idle (curve Mjlor the engine be throttled down along the reingestion boundary 
(curver5^) as experimentally established by scale model and prototype testing. 

If thrust reversal would be operated as shown by curve \\c\ andfcyit will be questionable 
if the overall design of an aircraft will benefit at all from installation ofa reverser system.    Development 
aim of the reverser system must be to provide full reverse thrust at the earliest possible time after 
touch-down by a suitable operation technique and to move the reingestion boundary to low rolling speeds. 

The order of magnitude of thrust reverser contribution to overall braking energy is 
depicted in Fig. 23 for a selected case.    The result is largely dependent on a number of further parameters 
like aircraft weight,  aerodynamics,  runway condition etc.    In Fig. 23 the retarding forces from the various 
braking devices contributing to aircraft deceleration are plotted versus ground run distance.    The integral 
of the thick solid curve constitutes the total braking energy,  identical to the kinetic energy of the aircraft 
at touch-down.    For the nose wheel only rolling fricition has been considered.    Conventional braking using 
the main wheels absorbs a major part of the overall energy for the considered case.    Full main wheel 
retarding force can be applied only after touch-down of the nose wheel.    Aircraft drag also contributes 
to aircraft deceleration but reduces rapidly with diminishing rolling speed. 

The thrust reverser retarding force in this diagram corresponds to an operation technique 
with a slow engine acceleration as shown by case fl<0 in Fig. 22 and a high reingestion speed (case (5a) 
in Fig. 22).    The contribution of the thrust reverser to overall braking energy is considerable for that 
type of operation.    Shorter response times and lower reingestion speeds will further improve the 
contribution of the thrust reverser to overall braking energy. 

The presentation of braking energy by corresponding areas (Fig. 23) will be a substantial 
aid during the optimisation process:   it has been found for example during the study that improvements 
of the thrust reverser operation technique during the acceleration phase of the engine are more 
advantageous than reducing the reverser cut-off speed to extreme low rolling speeds. 
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9. CONCLUDING   REMARKS 

An attempt hat been mad« to ■ummarlae the highlights of an extensive teet program with 
various wind tunnel and static models carried out during the development of a target type thrust reverser 
system by teams from different engineering groups. 

Data from the model tests have supplied sufficient background for the aerodynamic 
optimisation of a thrust reverser to be installed in a high performance twin-engine fighter to reduce 
landing ground roll distance.    The initial reverser configurations investigated produced extreme 
deterioration in longitudinal and directional stability and also required early reverser cancellation due 
to reingestion.   As a result of careful analysis and design development it was, however, possible to 
achieve a thrust reverser configuration which is highly effective and at the same time quite acceptable 
from stability point of view. 

Considerable improvements were also obtained by suitable thrust reverser operation 
techniques which will immediately provide high retarding forces at touch-down or at least very shortly 
afterwards. 

v 
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Fig. 1     Effect of thrust reversal on landing ground roll distance 
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Fig.3    Requirements and problem areas during thrust reverser development 
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 

Mr Antonatos:  I would like to introduce the participants in the Round Table Discussion.  First, on my left, your 
right, is M. Carriire of ONERA, France. Next to him is Dr Ferri, from the U.S.  Next is Mr Ted Carter of ARA, UK. 
Then, on my right, your left;  first is Dr Barche, VFW-Fokker, Germany, and Anally Mr Jaarsma of NLR, Netherlands. 
I think in the last few days we have seen a very interesting collection of papers on the two subjects that are very 
critical to understanding the total airframe propulsion system integration phenomena.  It would be a little presumptuous 
on my part to try to summarize all the various conclusions or part conclusions that have been reached, but it was 
interesting to note that in the first session on air intakes there was an emphasis, of course, on buzz phenomena.  I am 
sorry that we did not have more papers and more discussion on the inlet and inlet performance, since I personally 
consider this a very critical area in the design of an aircraft. The stability phenomena that can occur, especially at 
off-design points, can cause a major deficiency, not only in the performance, but in the manoeuvring capability of the 
aircraft.  I feel that the phenomena that have been discussed, require much closer attention than we probably have 
given them in the past, and the details of this should be expanded, so that we can assure ourselves of a more accurate 
definition of the flow phenomena that cause these instabilities. In addition, of course, from the pure performance 
viewpoint, the bleed flow requirements, the spillage drag, all play a very important part in the specific importance of 
any particular aircraft. In the nozzles and afterbody sessions, including the wind tunnel testing and flight correlation, 
we did discover quite a number of interesting facts, that is, data that are applicable to the design of afterbodies and 
nozzle installations.  It was apparent that, at this poi' t in time, there can be no final conclusions from the results 
that we have seen because the testing techniques play a very important role.  Although at certain Mach Numbers the 
data showed somewhat inadequate correlation, at ü». higher transonic speeds it became obvious that the correlations 
still lack an adequate understanding of the phem im-ia that are occurring.  Probably, as Dr Ferri pointed out, there 
are other parameters that should be investigated a lot more closely than has been done in the past, before we can 
reach a very definite position on understanding the complete nozzle flow conditions and be able to establish drag 
values that would be highly accurate and applicable to the performance of aircraft.  It was also very interesting to 
sit through the discussions on the PEP/Fluid Dynamics Panel Ad Hoc group, again highlighting very specifically some 
of the discussions that took place in the earlier sessions. 

In the halls, occasionally I was asked the significance of some of these parameters with respect to total flight 
vehicle capability. I have taken this opportunity to ask for your indulgence to look at a few viewgraphs that we 
prepared back at the Flight Dynamics Laboratory to give some indication of the importance of the losses that we 
have been discussing. 

• 

SOURCES OF INSTALLATION 
LOSS AT PART POWER SUBSONIC 

CRUISE OPERATION 

HIGH PERFORMANCE FIGHTER 

SFC 

THRUST 

0   BASELINE ENGINE 
Q   POWER "HOOK" 

INTERNAL LOSSES 

INLET SPILLAGE AND 
NOZZLE/AFTIODV DRAG 

» SFC LOSS • QSb x 100 
0 

MAX DRY THRUST 
(SFC SPEC) 

Figure 1 

On the first viewgraph you can see a plot of the sources of installation losses for 3 classes, for part power sub- 
sonic cruise operation.  The plot is specific fuel consumption versus thrust.  The arrow on the right is an indication 
of the maximum dry thrust of the bare engine.  Way on the left, is the thrust required for a cruise condition.  The 
items 1 through 4 are shown as:   1 the baseline engine, 2 the curve of the power hook, and from 2 to 3 the internal 
losses that can occur on an aircraft, including bleed, horsepower extraction, off-design on the inlet pressure recovery 
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and also the nozzle coefficient. Added to that would be inlet spillage drag and afterbody drag. All these tend to 
severely increase the specific fuel consumption of an aircraft. 
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On the next figure is shown the percentage of SFC loss plotted for percent throttle ratio as against max dry 
thrust at altitude.  Here again, we see the delineation of the various losses that can occur and specifically outlined or 
bordered by three types of aircraft; the high performance fighter, the supersonic bomber and a subsonic transport. 
You can set that losses of SFC as high as 20% can occur for a fighter in a cruise condition, whereas the losses in a 
subsonic transport can be much less than 10%. Of course, in a transport design, it is a specific point design aircraft, 
and therefore, the losses can be completely minimized as compared to what can be done in a military aircraft.  In the 
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Figure 3 

next viewgraph is a plot of the range parameter versus the ratio of uninstalled specific fuel consumption to the 
installed SFC for equal, constant range factors.  Here again, in the little circles are the areas for the specific type of 
aircraft;  the lowest one being again on the high performance fighters, the middle one on supersonic bombers and 
the upper one, of course, on the subsonic transports. The vectors here show what can be the result of increasing or 
reducing for example the losses in the installation and, at the same time, what the effect of L/D improvement can be 
in relation to the losses.  As you can see, the vectors can either follow a constant range factor line, or be normal to 
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it and show a decided increase either in range factor or in equivalent range factor, due to the accuracy of estimating 
the losses which can occur. With these three viewgraphs, I have tried to indicate what the importance can be of 
understanding the specific problems and the application of these problems to the design of aircraft.  With this initial 
comment, I would like to ask the members of the Round Table to carry on with the discussion.  Hopefully, we can 
engender more comments from the floor. We will be willing to answer any questions that you will pose. First I 
would like to have M. Carriöre. 

M. Carriire:   Mon commentaire portera sur la premi&re partie de notre reunion. C'est-ä-dire, le problime des prises 
d'air et de leur interaction avec le reste de la cellule. Ce probl&ne a 6ti, ä mon avis, convenablement couvert par les 
difförents papiers qui ont 6t6 presents.  Les points de vue essentiels concement revaluation des performances, les 
problimes de stability, et Tinfluence que la prise d'air peut avoir sur l'icoulement externe autour de Tarriire-corps. 
Ces points de vue sent nuances suivant qu'il s'agit d'un avion commercial ou d'un avion militaire. Enfin, un troisteme 
aspect de nos travaux concerne les apports que la thtorie ou I'expirience peut actuellement fournir k ces recherches. 
Je parlerais de trois points principaux.  D'abord, le problime des performances. Je crois que ce probl&ne a 6ti 
particulifrement bien traits par la conference d'entrde de M. Leynaert, en ce qui concerne sp6cialement un avion 
commercial tel que le Concorde.  M. Leynaert a montrd que les connaissances actuelles thtoriques et expfrimentales, 
ainsi que les donnies empiriques d6jä acquises permettent, dans chaque cas particulier, de döcouvrir une solution 
satisfaisante et de la verifier expfrimentalement avec une excellent precision.  Les mithodes sp6cialement exp6ri- 
mentales ont 6U discutis plus en detail dans des papiers de M. Thornley et M. Carter, M. Callahan, et un apenju 
ginirrA a 6ti 6gaiement donni par M. Brazier et M. Ball. 

Le deuxiime point concerne, comme vient de la souligner le Dr Antonatos, le probföme de la stability de l'gcoule- 
ment.  C'est un probßme trös important, spdcialement pour I'avion militaire.   II ne servirait ä rien, en effet, de rdaliser 
des performances sensationnelles en configuration de croisiire, si la moindre manoeuvre d^clenchait le buzz.  L'inter- 
action de la prise d'air et de r^coulement autour de la cellule joue, de ce point de vue, un röle qui peut-etre determinant 
et qui a ite analyse par plusieurs auteurs.  Le Dr Hall, en particulier, nous a montre I'interet d'un critere simple qui 
permet de caracteriser les risques de buzz pour une entree d'air en fonction du champ d'ecoulement devant l'entree de 
la prise d'air.  Les exposes de Callahan et Richey ont egalement montre l'influence du positionnement de la prise d'air 
par rapport au fuselage en ce qui concerne la stabilite et la performance.   Dans ces probiemes, la theorie peut donner 
quelques indications sur la structure de l'ecoulement incident devant la prise d'air.  Je pense par exemple ä la theorie 
de Moretti.  Mais il semble, en tout cas, indispensable de recourir ä l'experience pour une teile caracterisation, notam- 
ment dans le cas des forts angles d'incidence et de derapage.  La mesure des spectres spatiaux temporeis de la turbulence 
dans l'ecoulement interne, c'est-ä-dire, ä la sortie de la prise d'air, commence ä etre practiquee couramment avec la 
finesse necessaire pour prdciser le probieme d'interface avec le moteur. 

Enfin, le troisifrme point que je mentionnerai concerne l'influence de la forme du bord d'attaque de la prise d'air 
sur les performances d'arriire corps specialement dans les regimes subcritiques.  Ce que nous savons maintenant sur 
les profils d'ailes transsoniques permet d'affirmer que la forme locale du profil de levres de la prise d'air et le nombre 
de Reynold  peuvent modifier considerablement, par exemple, la transition de l'ecoulement sur Tarriere-corps et, par 
consequent, les conditions intiales du calcul de couche limite turbulente sur le carönage.  A cet egard, dans les essais 
ä petit echelle, il ne suffit pas, comme on le fait souvent, de representer seulement I'epaisseur relative du profil.   La 
forme detailiee du profil est egalement tris importante.  Ce point ne doit pas etre perdu de vue, specialement dans 
les essais de configuration complete en soufflerie.   Dans ces essais, en effet, 1'echelle rend difficile de respecter la 
similitude geometrique et eile impose egalement des nombres de Reynolds beaucoup trop faibles.  Dans ces conditions, 
non seulement la performance, mais aussi les conditions d'apparition d'instabilites pourraient etre fortement faussees. 
Dans I'ensemble, a titre de conclusion, je pense que les progr^s realises d'une fagon constante depuis quelques annees, 
aussi bien en theorie, que du point de vue experimental, permettent de penser que nous disposons actuellement des 
elements suffisants pour mener correctement au sol une etude de prise d'air. 

Mr Antonatos:   Thank you M. Carrtere.   1 would now like to ask Dr Barche if he has any comments to make. 

Dr Barche:   My comments are concentrated on Session 4, Integration, Design and Accounting Procedures.  In order 
to summarize Session 4 work, we have to answer two questions.  "What was presented here", and "what can be con- 
cluded from the papers presented?"   First, what was presented?  Please remember that we had 6 papers on the table. 
Only one paper was on accounting procedures, but S were on intake/exhaust flow, or displacement effects in cruise/ 
manoeuvre VTOL flight, or for landing using thrust reversers.  Generally speaking, the papers were based more or less 
on highly sophisticated modern flight test techniques, and the theoretical approaches are mainly applications of panel 
methods.  What can be concluded from the presentations?  First, on accounting procedures, we all know that account- 
ing or bookkeeping procedures are of the highest interest in aircraft design.  The existing company or institute-built 
systems have generally similar components, but no standardization exists up to now.  Therefore, I would strongly 
recommend that the FDP should establish a specialist group to define a generally acceptable bookkeeping system, and 
I believe that a powerful basis has been presented during this meeting.  Another point is on intake flow, and in addi- 
tion to M. Carriere's comments, I would like to point out once again that we still have the problem of matching 
complicated airframe and intake configurations with rather sensitive engines over a rather broad flight regime.  We 
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should not, in my opinion hope, that in the near future, the problems can be treated more analytically, since our 
knowledge in predicting the distortion factors in engines is still very, very small, and I believe that we should continue 
and extend model and flight testing as the main approach to solve that special kind of intake problem. As the third 
point, in Session 4 we had some very interesting comments and papers on afterbody interactions.  I believe that we 
should leave this out here, because most probably the interaction problems will be thoroughly discussed by Dr Ferri. 
We should discuss however the jet flow problems which have been attacked here.  It has been demonstrated in Session 
4 that jet interactions are quite nicely simulated using panel methods, but there are still some main problems, and the 
main problem is the proper definition of the boundary conditions on a jet, especially for jets exhausting close to solid 
surfaces or which are in strong cross flows.  We may hope that the experimental work as well as the theoretical work 
will continue, and in the near future we could have a better prediction technique for jet engine simulation theoretically. 
We had another paper on thrust reversers.   I feel that thrust reverser problems are obviously interference problems 
which can only be treated by extensive model and full-scale testing techniques.  Since the optimization is an expensive 
task, guidelines as they have been presented here should be welcomed and hopefully extended from other specialists 
in future meetings. To conclude my conclusion, 1 feel that the papers presented here helped us to understand com- 
plicated flow phenomena. They gave us some pretty good tools to attack those problems, but there is still a lot left 
to do for future meetings on that problem. 

: 

. 

Mr Antonatos:  Thank you Dr Barche.  Can we now hear from Dr Jaarsma. 

Mr Jaarsma:   1 would first like to express my appreciation to be here in this Fluid Dynamics Panel meeting, and I am 
talking now for the Propulsion and Energetics Panel.  I really appreciate the good cooperation between both panels. 
In particular, in this effort we have had very good coordination, as we have also in the past;  but, if we discuss such 
a topic, the main difference is that the Fluid Dynamics Panel calls such an effort airframe-propulsion interference, 
whereas the PE Panel would call it propulsion-airframe interference.  This situation actually brings me to the point I 
would like to discuss now shortly.   In this meeting the majority of the papers dealt with the influence of the engine 
aerodynamics on the airframe aerodynamics and how the adverse effects can be minimized, for example, by proper 
afterbody shaping, etc.  The influence of the external aerodynamics on the engine or, being more precise, on the inlet 
flow field, has been considered in a few papers.   However, very little mention has been made of the external flow 
effects on the nozzle flow field.   In almost all cases in the past, the nozzle flow field was choked, at least at cruise 
conditions and many times at takeoff conditions as well. However, with the introduction of the new high-bypass 
ratio engines, (I am talking now of the civil branch of aviation) the situation becomes more complex.  At the cruise 
condition the nozzle flow field might be supercritical, though in many instances it will not be choked.  This means 
that owing to the external flow field and the installation effect the nozzle flow will change, yielding a different posi- 
tion of the sonic line and hence an altered nozzle discharge coefficient as we have seen this morning. This means that 
owing to installing a fan engine into an airframe, the engine will run at a different operating point with respect to 
static engine tests.  Hence, the efficiency might alter and also the ram drag might change.  This effect will increase 
with increase in bypass ratio.  As was mentioned by Mr Groothoff this morning, there is a strong effect of external 
flow on the nozzle discharge coefficient.   Therefore, in order to predict what will happen, it is necessary to have more 
knowledge of the nozzle flow field.  This flow field is rather complex, for convergent nozzles which will be used in 
the future.  Because the flow field in such a nozzle has a curved sonic line, the branch line which originates from the 
point where the sonic line and the streamline are perpendicular hits the slipstream line very far downstream of the 
nozzle lip.  At this point, you will find the maximum inflection of the external flow, due to jet pluming. 

In the past in computing external flow fields people assumed that this maximum inflection occurred at the 
nozzle lip.  This is completely wrong.  Therefore, we need better methods of computing the nozzle flow field in order 
to obtain the interaction of the external flow field and the internal nozzle flow field and then to compute the engine 
performance.  I heard from Mr Hardy of SNECMA, that in France, hodograph methods have been developed recently 
treating such a problem, and I certainly encourage such an effort.  To my belief, hodograph methods are the only 
means of better predicting such a nozzle flow field. 

Mr Carter:   One consolation of being somewhere near the end of the discussion is that one's prepared remarks grad- 
ually get crossed out and one sort-of asymptotically arrives at a state of having nothing left to say.  Many valuable 
points have been raised throughout this meeting as I have learned from my diligent attendance - due to the fact that 
I have to write a critique of the meeting.  Consequently I have a fairly overall view of the papers even if I am rather 
saturated. 

In terms of general comments, my feeling is that having been involved in the Lecture Series S3 on the same 
subject 2 years ago, this meeting has shown quite considerable progress in this field of work.   I think there has been 
a sensible recognition of the problems and the papers have not been purely statements of techniques and results. 
There has not been just a mass of data and there has been a serious attempt by all authors to look critically at the 
work they have been presenting.   In some areas there is obviously a very long way to go, but there has been a serious 
attempt to discuss all subjects. 

None of the previous pa.iel speakers has mentioned the afterbody Reynolds Number effects.  There have been 
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some strong views expressed and this discussion may well provide the opportunity for the audience to "have a go" 
this afternoon.  Briefly, thinking of the points that have been made on this subject, we had the only fairly extreme 
view, that the current Reynolds Number trends which we are seeing, are a function of tunnel wall characteristics 
and the rse of part-body methods. The second view was quite to the contrary, that the Reynolds Number trends 
that were shown were quite well validated by experimental pressure distributions, oil flows and tufts. A third view 
was that another parameter, other than Reynolds number, as expressed by Mr Walker could be important in the 
sluggish boundary layer flow on afterbodies.  I have talked to Mr Walker since the meeting discussions and whilst still 
not being completely clear I can understand his point that there may be parameters other than Reynolds Number 
which, a long way back on an aircraft, could well be of strong influence. A Final view was that of John Reid of RAE, 
who showed that use of a pressure plotted cylindrical afterbody on the back uf a test rig to obtain forebody and 
strut interference fields was not valid for the interference correction of the base pressure answers.  So we are left with 
many conflicting views to the effect that we can measure afterbody forces but do not believe the answers, or that we 
can do the job accurately but may not be using the right scaling parameters or that the correction technique may 
invalidate the results.  So 1 have no doubt that the floor will talk at some length on the subject. 

I am sure that this meeting has brought home to everybody that you just cannot go sticking afterbodies in wind 
tunnels, supporting them in multifarious ways and expecting your results to correlate with other peoples. We are at 
present only getting to the stage of trying to correlate with each other and cannot sift in absolute terms the right 
from the wrong. 

Considering now the four sections of the meeting as they were presented, 1 would like to comment on things 
that I might have expected to see or hear about, and did not.  Most of the papers have been related to transonic 
problems and I would have liked to have had some views on how far we are prepared to compromise the supersonic 
part of the flight mission to improve transonic operation. There is obviously a long way to go in the improvement 
of transonic interference performance with thickened lips and internal matching - is the supersonic penalty very 
significant?  1 would also have liked to have heard some comment on the benefits of a moveable inlet to better match 
the interference flow-fields.  It is not beyond the wit of the designer to effect this if the benefits are significant. 
M. Leynaert made an excellent review of the intake problem in general.  I would hive liked to have seen some comment 
from him on the work of Nangia of BAC, who shows that our simple two-dimensional analyses of rectangular intakes 
are so very far from the truth that it is really surprising that we get anywhere near the right performance estimates. 
In the third section I would have like to have seen a little more comment on wing/pod installations. We really still 
do not know how to take a complete aircraft model and put it in a tunnel with fully representative inlet and exhaust 
flows (even cold) and devise techniques to measure and believe the drag results to the nearest 2 or 3 drag counts, 
which is needed. 

Referring to the afterbody papers in the various sections, the thrust reverser problem seems to have been well 
tackled.  One wonders whether, because this is a new subject, the size of the initial problems that everyone is looking 
at, is so large that the experimental exercise appears to be comparatively easy. I wonder whether there are other prob- 
lems that are going to loom in 2 or 3 year's time where the thrust reverser may throw up problems as difficult as the 
current afterbodies.  In particular, I expected some comments on the use of in-flight thrust reversers and their repre- 
sentation and interference. 

In lighter vein - and 1 am now jumping back to the afterbody/Reynolds number flight tests - I am sure we all 
agree that a flight experiment over the low Reynolds Number range is needed.  I now understand that Mr Wilcox is 
looking for a large parachute and a willing pilot! 

The last item I would like to mention is Mike Brazier's paper. 1 do not think many of us have had sufficient 
time to digest a lot of what he has put there. It seems to me that he has built up an accounting procedure which 
most of us probably agree with in principle.  He has liberally distributed a lot of correction deltas all the way along 
his path.   This of course is where the whole performance accounting system stands or falls, can you define your delta 
corrections to the accuracy he needs?  When somebody has read Brazier's paper in detail and picked out all his inter- 
ference terms, I would like to see him write a paper to go in parallel with Brazier's, defining the experimental tech- 
niques needed to obtain these deltas, and the accuracy and methods whereby one might do this. 

Dr Ferri:   Everybody has been very polite, and 1 doi.'t think I should be less polite, but now I will try to fulfill my 
duty.  In this problem of engine airplane interference we are doing a tremendous amount of testing without doing a 
parallel amount of thinking. We are trying to use the wind tunnel to obtain absolute information.  Really, you cannot 
get absolute information. The wind tunnel is some kind of analog machine, that, like a digital machine, helps you to 
determine what is a good solution for what you are trying to do. So, one main point that 1 have tried stressing for 
the last two years is that we should be sure we do not fool ourselves. This can be done, if we start to question 
everything that we do from the beginning.  I will try to explain what I have in mind with an example, related to twin 
engine airplane testing. If we try to figure out how we should design the back part of the airplanes, first, we should 
be sure that we know what are the limitations of our testing procedure.  In windtunnel testing we introduce a very 
large number of simplifications, which are necessary, because we cannot test a model of the airplane at the right 
condition without the right support, without walls.  However we should be very careful to analyze the effects of our 
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testing simplifications.  Let me give an example.  We have done a very large amount of testing of twin engine nozzles. 
The model is supported by a big sting.  The model is in a wind tunnel that has some kind of interference. The front 
part of the flow has not been represented, because the inlet has been faired in, and there is no flow inside.  In the 
final report that I read, I did not see one single number which could tell me the blocking effect, due to the fact that 
the inlet is not represented. I know that if the flow does not go inside the engine, but goes around, this is equivalent 
to changing the geometry of the airplane.  It seems to me that if we really do not want to fool ourselves, we should 
look at this effect as an important one.  Secondly we have a big sting, which is necessary, because we need to bring 
air to the jet, but we should analyze the effect and determine that this sting does not change the flow field too much. 
It is possible that what is happening in the nozzle is partly due to the geometry of the nozzle, and partly to the 
interference. This part of the investigation is difficult, but it is possible.  It requires a lot of testing, before you start 
to investigate the actual geometry, but it is testing which is necessary; it cannot be avoided. 

The last session of the meeting has shown clearly that we do not even know how to test a single axially sym- 
metric nozzle so that we can believe in the results.  The investigation shows that around 0.8 to 0.9, we find a lot of 
discrepancy among different windtunnels.  Two sets of tests made with the same sets of parameters do not give the 
same results. 

In addition we should make a major effort not only to analyze better what we do, but also to improve on what 
we do.  For example, I am convinced that the drag of the airplane, especially in twin engines could be reduced sub- 
stantially, if we had the courage to look at different configurations.  A simple experiment that we did at New York 
University (which was not taken very seriously), showed that if you inject dead air near the separation region you can 
move the separation region of the transonic flow a very large amount, with a very small amount of air injection.  In 
any air intakes we have a big problem of taking care of the boundary-layer. In fact, we remove the boundary-layer 
with a scoop. This is dead air that we want to dispose of.  In the wing we have a very large amount of boundary- 
layer, that such flow could be used for injection in the separation region.   I did not see one single paper in all this 
meeting try to invent a new way of designing the nozzle.  All the nozzles are axi-symmetric, everything is traditional. 
1 feel, and I am a little old to start to be prejudiced, that we get too much involved in accounting and too little 
involved in new thinking.   My comment to this meeting is that 1 would like to see more new ideas, even wrong ones, 
in place of analyzing to death what we have done 20 years ago. 

■-' 
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Mr Antonatos:   Thank you Dr Ferri.   1 would like to use one more viewgraph to show that there are some develop- 
ments going on in nozzles that are not axi-symmetrical.  There are some interesting concepts coming along which 
have unique problems of their own, but they are very helpful in the design/design performance of aircraft, from the 
last two speakers.  1 would like to show you a two-dimensional nozzle which is used from the thrusting viewpoint, 
but which also has a capability of changing the induced flow fields around the wing. 

ADVANCED NOZZLE CONCEPT 
C0ANDA/HI6H AR SINGLE RAMP/VECTORING 

AFTERBURNER DUCT 

AREA CONTROL FLAP 

COANDA FLAP 

VECTOR'NC CAPABILITY: 

25' DOWN 
IJ" UP 

ALL POWER SETTINGS 

MAX Alt 
(PLUG NOZZLE I 

DOWN VECTORING 
(COANDA EFFECT) 

UPWARD VECTORING 
I DEFLECTION ) 

Figure 4 

Therefore, through the application of a two-dimensional effect, the vectoring capability.of the aft flaps, it is 
possible to achieve an improved thrusting condition, an improved manoeuvring condition and an improved lifting 
condition of the aircraft, because of induced flows through super-circulation.  Programs like that, in which we 
change the whole concept of the aft-end of the aircraft are now being envisaged.  This, of course, is not a big 
breakthrough of any type, but it requires a more complicated analysis than we have had on the particular axi- 
symmetric nozzles, because it involves the total flow field about the wing, the empanage and any canard surfaces 
that would be used. 
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Mr Aulehla:   In order to demonstrate the large discrepancies between the in?asur«J and expected Reynolds number 
effects on fore- and aftbody pressure drag, 1 would like to show the last slide (fig. 32) of our second paper +). 
In this diagram the forebody pressure drag coefficient Cpp pg  for an ellipsoid of revolution with a relative thickness 
of 12,5 % was computed using a simplified, hypothetical boundary layer concept which is also described in our second 
paper. 

The simplification was considered acceptable since the main objective of this computation was to check the order 
of magnitude rather than to produce exact values for the Reynolds number influence on forebody pressure drag. 
Nevertheless, the hypothetical flow model is able to show that CQP pg is small and changes little when Reynolds 
number is lowered from infinity (exact value of CQP pg) to practical Reynolds numbers.  This is simply because at 
these Reynolds number« the boundary layer displacement thickness is very small and changes little when Reynolds 
number is varied. 

For the example of the Göttingen measurements, in which the Reynolds number was increased from 5 to 1S 
million, fig. 32 gives a change in computed forebody pressure drag coefficient of approximately 2-lCr4, which is about 
hundred times smaller than the measured decrease of 1,5•ICr1. Therefore, the change in displacement thickness can 
by no means explain the changes in forebody pressure drag measured in the Got tingen tunnel even when taking into 
account that bodies No.l and 3 were not ellipsoids. 

■Op 
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Fig.32   Decrease of pressure drag with Reynolds number 

The only explanation for this fundamental discrepancy we can think of for the time being is an undetected 
deviation in the level of the free stream static pressure when Reynolds number was varied. This supposition is 
supported by the fact that 

(1) the surface pressures along the whole length of the model were shifted by the same amount as the wind 
tunnel wall pressures when Reynolds number was varied (Fig.21). 

(2) the calibration of the wind tunnel test section established for the intermediate Reynolds number, i.e. for a 
tunnel total pressure of one atmosphere, was used nlso for all other Reynolds numbers in our Göttingen 
measurements. 

If the above supposition is correct, then the pressure drag changes on the aftbody must be of equal amount and 
of opposite sign to those on the forebody, which, indeed, was found in our tests (Fig. 16). 

The aftbody drags measured by others in different wind tunnels (Fig.l) showed a similar increase of roughly 
A CQP AB = 0,01 S over the Reynolds number range tested.  This increase is also much bigger than the expected 
amount.  This is illustrated in the right half of Fig.32.   The upper curve in the left half of this figure represents the 
pressure drag of the complete body computed according to the DATCOM -method. Even if this curve should not be 
quite exact, the figure does suggest that the aftbody pressure drag can increase or decrease only by small amounts, 
since the pressure drag of the forebody is virtually constant in the practical Reynolds number range. 

In the same diagram the forebody pressure drag of a sting mounted ellipsoid of revolution measured in the ARA 
transonic tunnel is also shown for comparison.  The relative thickness of this model was also 12,5 %.  Within the 
accuracy of the test, biased by model surface imperfections, the measured forebody pressure drag agrees with the 
computed curve. 

In conclusion it follows that part-model testing is much more sensitive to deviations in free stream static pressure 
than complete models. One therefore should take into account the con\,:jionding, compensating effects on the fore- 

+)     Reynolds Number Effects on Fore- and Aftbody Pressure Drag, II (Extended and revised version of paper No. 12 in AGARD CPP 
No.l SO; also to appear as MBB report No. UFE 1130.) 
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body, either by testing complete models or by applying appropriate static pressure corrections to the part-model.  In 
addition, for practical aircraft design, I doubt the usefulness of testing an isolated aftbody with a cylindrical forebody 
since fore- and aftbody flowfields are interrelated and therefore render aircraft drag synthesis under such conditions 
very difficult, maybe even impossible. Perhaps somebody from the audience can comment. 

Mr Antonatos:   The meeting is now open for any further questions or comments from the floor. 

Dr Ferri:   You're assuming that this goes to zero is correct, if you do not have any shock, 
does not go to zero, so all this argument does not apply. 

If you have a shock, it 

Dr Zonars:   1 don't think that we from the U.S. are ready to admit, one way or the other, that the Reynolds Number 
effects on the aft-body will drive it either up or down.  We have seen it go both ways.  If you are a nation that has 
facilities that operate at low Reynolds Numbers and have a capability to vary the Reynolds Number, you will see it 
go up.   If you are a nation that has a high Reynolds Number capability, you may see it go down.   I do not think that 
we are in a position to fix this, until we have some appropriate flight data, and can find out eventually what it does 
at the very high flight Reynolds Numbers. 

Mr Aulehla:   Certainly, flight tests are the ultimate proof of our wind tunnel results.  However, for our particular 
problem and remembering the Reynolds number trends Mr Wilcox showed us today, I suggest to aim not so much 
for the high flight Reynolds numbers but for the very low ones in order to have some overlap with our wind tunnel 
data.   From a discussion with Mr Wilcox I understand that such an extension of the F-106 flight envelope may be 
rather difficult. 

Dr Zonars:   Again the argument that Mr Aulehla used, relative to the pressures in the fore-body, the center body and 
finally to the afterbody, is a pretty good argument, but it may be representative of only a short configuration.   1 
don't think that this is an example of the properties that exist with a long aircraft such as the Concorde.   1 do not 
know if this exists.   1 know that in the fighter configurations that we see we always look for the pressure distribution 
before the expansion in the nozzle region.  There, just as we saw in the pressure distribution right before the flow 
goes into the expansion region of the nozzle, (and if you saw the U.S. data, you saw this in all cases), the data was 
the same whether the Reynolds Viuuber varied or not, and it did come back to the free-stream conditions.   So we 
have no apprehensions as to what   ccurred there versus what you have shown on a shorter body. 

Mr Aulehla:   I am not sure 1 understood you quite correctly.   If you refer to the data you showed today i.e. to 
your contribution to the AGARD Study"1"), then you mean isolated aftbodies attached to long cylindrical centre 
bodies.   For this case, the interrelation between fore- and aftbody flow fields should be less pronounced, however, 
the deviations in free stream static pressure, i.e. the "pseudo" Reynolds number effects should be clearly detachable. 
Or do your statements apply to other papers and to more practical e.g. fighter type configurations with their relatively 
short fuselages? 

Dr Zonars!   1 don't think fighters have relatively short fuselages.   To me they are long.   I do not see on practical con- 
figurations, where we get the phenomena that you showed on a relatively short body. 

Mr Antonatos:   Keither Richey from the U.S. just ran some tests rather recently which backs up the comments that 
Dr Zonars was saying with respect to the lon^ fuselage types.  Do you have any comments to make? 

Dr Zonars:   My comments are from hundreds of experiments in the transonic speed regime. 

Prof Ferri: No one talks of the real problem, the airplane. In the airplane it is all three-dimensional, so all these 
philosophical considerations do not apply. Mr Aulehla is talking about an axi-symmetric body, which is really an 
idealized problem. 

Dr Zonars:   That is right, he is talking about the idealized problem,  1 try to relate to the real circumstances.   I agree 
with the comments you made, and they are further compounded when you must realntically put a horizontal tail, a 
vertical tail in there, and you manoeuvre other than at zero degrees angle of attack.   It becomes a very difficult prob- 
lem. 
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Prof Ferri:  You measure only one part of the drag, so at this stage, you cannot even see if this is good or bad, and 
that is really what we want to find out. 

Dr Zonars: My experience on the practical configuration, for a fighter which has sufficient length compared to its 
effective hydraulic diameter, if 1 may put it that way, normally does not show the characteristics displayed by Mr 
Aulehla in a shorter body version. 

Mr Richey:   I think that the question is related to the length of the body, and on a short body like that tested by 
Mr Aulehla, you can see the communication between the front and rear portions. On the longer AGARD nozzle aft- 
body configurations we did have enough cylindrical length so that we did not see the influence.  I might also mention 
that when we retest the AGARD nozzles, we are going to measure the forebody pressures, completely along the length 
of the forebody, so perhaps we will be able to shed some light on this.  In twin-jet fighter type aircraft configurations, 
we have seen for a typical length of nacelle that we can change things quite a bit in the inlet area and not change 
things back in the nozzle, both on the pressure distribution and the drag.  However, this is very configuration depend- 
ent.  If you look at Figure 19 in Mike Brazier's paper, he has one configuration where there is no difference in the 
afterbody drag coefficient with a faired over inlet versus the flow through inlet. He has another configuration where 
there is a very considerable difference on the aftbody drag, whether the inlet is faired over or not.  Since u appears 
to be pretty highly configuration dependent, our approach has been to pressure instrument a model before deciding 
on a split line location. 

Mr Aulehla:  As to the length of our models, they have a relative thickness of 15%, which corresponds to fuselages of 
combat aircraft we are interested in.  Besides, some of the US fighters are not so vastly different. 

Also, I am not quite convinced, Dr Zonars, by your statement about the free stream conditions.  In spite of the 
greater cylindrical centre body of the AGARD models, none of your data you presented, neither from experiment nor 
from theory, showed that you actually had come back to free stream conditions upstream of the nozzle:   in some 
cases your surface pressures came close to, but just not quite to the free stream static pressure.  In this context we 
should remember that overall pressure changes of about  A Cp = 0,01   suffice to account for typical neglected up- 
stream influences and might also well explain some of the unexpected drag tends measured in wind tunnels. 

As to your mention that varying Reynolds number did in none of all cases alter those crucial pressures on the 
cylinder, at least some of your data seem to disagree:   your Fig.5 for example shows in fact an almost constant drop 
in Cp  of about 0,015 over the pressure plotted cylindrical portion when Reynolds is increased by a factor of 5. 

This drop in  Cp  versus Reynolds number corresponds almost exactly to the curve shown in our Fig.21. Thus 
your AEDC data for the 15° boattail at M«, = 0,8 seem to confirm our hypothesis about an overall deviation in 
free stream static pressure.  Furthermore, if you correct for this deviation, your pressure drag coefficients change from 
an increasing to the expected decreasing trend versus Reynolds number. 

As recommended previously, to achieve a proper drag synthesis, aftbody testing should not be limited to 
measurements of the aftbody alone, but should take into account the forebody as well. The planned forebody pres- 
sure measurements mentioned by Mr Richey will, therefore, be a useful contribution to our problem. 

Prof Küchemann:     Mr Chairman, if 1 may 1 would like to bring up another question. One of the points that were 
made at this meeting concerned a rather unusual installation of engine nacelles over the wing and, contrary to what 
most people have thought before, this turned out to be quite attractive.   It had several advantages which were pointed 
out in the papers we have heard. One that was not mentioned was that the noise generated by the engine may be 
partly shielded by the wing.  1 do not think that was mentioned, and 1 would have thought it was a definite advantage 
of such an installation.  On the other hand, the advantages may be offset by rather large drag forces, and they must 
come from interference with the wing and the strut.  I think there may be another effect, which has been observed 
in some tests at the RAE, which comes in when the nozzle is not circular.  On a non-circular nozzle, the flow direc- 
tion on the outside of the rim of the nozzle is usually not the same as the velocity vector in the jet itself, so a shear 
layer is produced at the nozzle exit which has vorticity components along the stream, like trailing vortices.  Tests 
show that such vortices do exist and that they roll up like trailing vortices.  An oval exit may even have four vortex 
cores in the end.   All these must produce some drag.  What 1 am really getting onto is the question, would people 
say — perhaps Professor Barche - that there is scope for improvement; that one could shape the wing and the struts 
and possibly the nozzle and the relative positions, in order to reduce the drag so that this nacelle installation would 
in the end prove more attractive than it is even now? 

Dr Barche:   That is a very good question. Professor Küchemann.   Indeed the shaping of the wing, and especially the 
shaping of the strut was one of the main jobs we had to do in designing the VFW 614.  I feel thai we got a good 
solution even at lower transonic speeds.  Indeed from some tests that we did in the ARA tunnel, together with Mr 
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Carter, we found out that, because of the presence of the rather thick pylon, the drag at Mach numbers between 0.6 
and 0.7 was reduced. This is some kind of an area-ruling displacement effect, or 2 - D "Küchemann carrots effect", 
which is really working there, and that we could use designing the aircraft. We believe therefore, that engine config- 
uration, - apart from the noise shielding which is actually true, and felt on the aircraft, - is a rather attractive solu- 
tion. On the other hand, and not mentioned in our paper, we had some troubles in the beginning of the design work 
on gust exited vibrations due to that engine fixation, mainly because the maximum thickness of the strut is somewhat 
behind the main wing box, and a lot of structural work had to be done to get that engine configuration working. 
Indeed, we must say that some aerodynamic advantages have to be paid for by our structural people.  Another prob- 
lem on overwing designs is that the Mach number range, where we can use overwing engines, is somewhat limited.  I 
believe that we could have transport airplanes with overwing installations similar to the 614 design up to Mach num- 
bers 0.8.  Further increases in Mach number seem to be a very expensive approach, and I am not sure that we should 
have overwing installations for real transonic Mach numbers.  Does that answer your question? 

Mr Compton:   NASA's Langley Research Center has made a preliminary investigation of Reynolds Number effects on 
afterbody drag.  The work was done in their pilot tunnel for the proposed cryogenic high Reynolds Number wind- 
tunnel at Langley.   I have a viewgraph summarizing the results. 

PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM AN INVESTIGATION OF THE 
EFFECT OF  REYNOLDS NUMBER ON BOATTAIL DRAG 
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Figure 1 

Two cylindrical nacelle models with fineness ratios of 8 and 16 were tested with several afterbodies installed on 
each model.  The models were supported from the rear by a sting.  This figure shows the pressure coefficient distri- 
bution for a circular-arc-conical afterbody with a fineness ratio of 0.96.  The three Reynolds Numbers shown are 5.5 
million, 25.0 million, and 42.9 million.  The data is for a free stream Mach Number of 0.6, and is typical of the data 
at subsonic speeds. 
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Basically, the higher Reynolds Numbers resulted in an increased expansion at the negative pressure peak, and a 
higher recompression at the aft end, the positive pressure peak.   The right side of the figure presents the boattail drag 
coefficient as a function of Reynolds Number for both the long and short models.  The effect of Reynolds Number 
on the absolute value of isolated boattail pressure drag coefficient is small. 
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Mr Jaarsma:  This still concerns the question that Mr Aulehla and Prof Ferri brought up on this influence of the fore- 
body on the afterbody.  I would like to refer to Mr Munniksma's paper. He did the test on Airbus models.  He had 
first a flow through model and then completely faired the inlet.  Surprisingly, after about one engine diameter down- 
stream, he did not see any effect of closing or fairing over the inlet.  He could not observe any effect on the fan cowl, 
on the engine cowl, nor on the pylon or wing. My belief is that at  M = 0.8 you can very well fair over an inlet and 
get very reliable data in such a configuration.  It is configuration dependent; you must be very careful on it. With 
this particular configuration which is quite popular for civil transport, you really can do it. 

Prof Ferri:  The answer to this is, if you are a very good experimental man, you can make an experiment to prove 
anything you like.   If you want to prove that there is no effect, you can do it, but that does not mean that it is 
right. We spend half a day to discuss the effect of Reynolds Number, that means boundary layer thickness.  Now, 
we have a very highly three-dimensional body, we put an arbitrary fairing that moves the three-dimensional boundary 
layer around, and we claim that it does not make any difference.  At this stage we should stop working, because 
nothing makes any difference.   It can be right for one configuration but it does not mean it is a good technique, unless 
you prove that you are right every time. 

Mr Jaarsma:   For that particular configuration, which is a very usual one, you can do it.  Of course, here the boattail 
angle is very small compared with the boattail angles we discussed this morning. 

Prof Ferri:   Yes, for that particular configuration. 

Mr Jaarsma:   You have to check for angle of incidence, etc.   Also for very low Mach Numbers it has been proven to 
give reliable results. 

V.. Antonatos:   1 have to agree that it is configuration sensitive, because we have seen results that do not give us a 
firm conclusion, and we have seen some specific results where you get some vary unusual changes in pitching moments, 
by using a faired or flow-through nacelle. 

Mr Jaarsma:   We also measured pitching moment.  The results agreed very well. 

Prof Ferri:   I did a very rough analysis to try to analyze the flow field of the support in some of these tests with 
respect to the flow field of the body.  I find that the support produces a local flow field as big as the body.   So 1 
believe that the shape of the body is not the fundamental parameter,   I am talking of M = 0.93 to 0.95.   The point 
1 am trying to make is that you should prove what you say before you accept it.  You must do an experiment.  Once 
you prove it, there is no question. 

Dr Das:   During this symposium quite a number of papers have been presented aiming to correlate or compare the 
results of drag and pressure distributions of afterbodies.  What is often missing, in these investigations, is the unique 
definition of the oncoming flow and detailed analysis of the flow field about the body especially in the three sub- 
regions, forebody, midbody and afterbody.   Also a clear definition of the flow in the jet has often been lacking. 

When one defines the oncoming flow on the basis of Reynolds Number without mentioning the turbulence level, 
the flow is then not completely defined.  The turbulence level in the tunnel or the turbulence that is created through 
the model mountings, as Prof Ferri mentioned, can have a large effect on the flows about the afterbodies which are 
investigated. 

In many of the comparisons or correlations little attempt was made to analyse the flow field.   A typical example 
which Prof Ferri also pointed out was that the inviscid flow pressure drag of bodies need not always be zero, as was 
assumed in some cases, because embedded shocks may be present in the flow.   So one should definitely resort to 
detailed flow analysis before making global correlations or comparisons.  One further example is the variation of the 
jet pressure ratio whereby it is assumed that the jet thrust is kept constant.   In many of the experimental results no 
mention was made of how constant the jet thrust was and whether the velocity distribution in the jet was similar for 
all the comparisons. 

Reviewing the experience we have gained here it is very necessary to concentrate efforts on three points, namely, 
complete details of the oncoming flow with the upstream disturbances created, ilow analysis in the field around the 
body, complete definition of the flow parameters in the jets used.   Comparisons and correlations will be more mean- 
ingful if the flow corditions under which they are done are fully defined. 
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Mr Antonatos:   1 believe there was some discussion this morning concerning the effect of the internal flow, the distor- 
tion of the internal flow, that type of parameter, to ensure that you are getting the right conditions to be able to 
determine what your nozzle/nozzle-afterbody effects would be. 

Mr Walker:   I would like to comment on Dr Ferri's comment a while ago.  In looking over nozzle afterbody work for 
the last 7 years and trying to make it work practically, I find that the analytical, so-called theoretical treatment of 
flow is far worse when one is trying to correlate something than a very bad wind tunnel. The noise in the analytical 
tieatment is at least as bad as a noisy wind tunnel.  Although we are dealing with a completely new science or art, 
I have heard only one mention in this whole meeting of something that is new that applies to this art.  I think that 
we are trying to bend the old aerodynamics and the old parameters around to fit something new and something that 
they do not fit.  The one mention of something that was new, and directly applicable to nozzle afterbody, is the IMS 
value, which describes the geometry of the afterbody.  1 would like to challenge this panel to look for something more 
applicable to our part-body aerodynamics. 

Prof Ferri:   You assume that I claim that you can calculate better than you can measure.  I was just stating, that if 
you make an analysis, and you find that your support influences the flow field as much as the model you tested, then 
without necessarily believing all the analysis 1 would question the test results. This is the extent of the use of the 
analysis.  The point 1 tried to get across, really there are two.   The experiments are very difficult to perform.   I am 
not criticizing the experiments because they are difficult to do.  You need to support the model, you need to have a 
wind tunnel that has small dimensions;  usually you cannot get the right Reynolds Number, so you must trip the 
boundary-layer.  The only comments I would make are that we should spend more time in understanding the limita- 
tions of our experiments and spend less time making lots of experiments we do not understand.  My comments were 
not a criticism, just a suggestion. 

M. Laynaert:   Je dois d'abord m (.xcuser de ne pas avoir dti M. Nancia, dont je connais bien le travail.*   Effective- 
ment, le probteme des limites de fonctionnement d'une entr6e d'air supersonique en d6rapage est fortement Ii6 au fait 
que les chocs de la compression supersonique pen^trent localement sous la cardne de l'entree d'air, du fait du derapage. 
Le travail de M. Nangia comportait I'^tude d'une diedre plac£ sur une plaque plane en incidence.  L*£coulement ainsi 
obtenu se rapproche beaucoup de ce qui se passe sur le cöte d'une entree d'air, qui comporte un premier di&lre et 
dont le flan lateral represente la plaque plane en incidence.   Toutefois, seul le cas d'une flanc lateral sans flechc a fait 
jusqu'ici I'objet d'une etude analytique, 1'tHude de M. Nangia sur un flanc avec Heche 6tant essentiellement experi- 
mentale.  Mais il est certain que e'est une £tude tr£s interessante, et que e'est en travaillant dans cette direction lä, 
qu'on fera des progr^s dans le predetermination, par exemple, des d^coupes de car^nes, pour ameliorer le fonction- 
nement d'une prise d'air en ddrapage. 

J'avais une autre remarque, sur le probleme de i'am^re-corps et des nombres de Reynolds. Je ne suis peut-etre 
pas aussi pessimiste que le Professeur Ferri.  J'ai remarquä, quand meme, que l'une des principaux rdsultats du travail 
de I'AGARD a M de ddmor.trer qu'on avait ä peu prds le meme effet quand on augmente le nombre de Reynolds que 
lorsqu'on reduit la couche limite par un soufflage parietal.  Ceci semble bien indiquer que I'effet principal du nombre 
de Reynolds est de rdduire la couche limite, et que, cet effet, on le reproduit correctement en soufflerie ä faible 
nombre de Reynolds en ajustant la couche limite, par exemple, par un soufflage.  Je pense que cette orientation nou- 
velle va certainement se g£n£raliser et que, pour des 6tudes d'arriere-corps sur des montages par dard amont on verra 
de plus en plus des dispositifs permettant de faire varier la couche limite pour Studier avec une chance raisonnable de 
succ^s l'influence du nombre de Reynolds, sous une forme artificielle, puisque on ne peut pas obtenir de tris grands 
nombres de Reynolds en soufflerie. 

• 
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Mr Antonatos: He was referring really at the end there to adjusting the boundary layer when you have a low Reynolds 
Number in a complicated configuration, where you have to understand the boundary layer before you have any results, 
so that you know that you are matching properly. 

Prof Ferri:   First let me answer M. Leynaert's suggestion.  We have done some work that is along the same line, 
changing the boundary layer characteristics in transonic flow by injection and suction.  By two controls you can 
change the velocity profile, the temperature profile, density profile, and you can simulate time-independent quantities, 
for example, the velocity profile, fairly well.   However, we found that the time-dependent characteristics:   for example 
the spectrum of turbulence changes substantially with respect to a natural boundary layer.  Now in order to use this 
kind of approach, we should convince ourselves that the time-dependent characteristics of the boundary layer are not 
important for local flow separation.   I am not convinced at all that this is so. The other point that has been raised 
here is that if we look at the practical problem, in the practical problem the boundary layer is three-dimensional. 
You have a local separation in some regions, and you have a different separation in others.  When you talked about 
three-dimensional boundary layer, we know so little that we cannot really try to simulate it.  This is my main worry, 

* R. K. NANGIA.  Three-dimensional wave interactions in supersonic wakes.  2nd I.S.A.B.E. March 1974, Sheffield. 
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for example, in twin jet testing, because we do not really know how the boundary layer behaves and what produces a 
local separation in three-dimensions; therefore 1 am not sure that this approach could be generalized for a practical 
configuration. 

Mr Antonatos: The reason I brought it up is that in Mike Brazier's paper he talked about having exact geometric 
simulation in the wind tunnel.  It seems to me that the geometric simulation is not compatible with the complete 
flight test results because af the boundary-layer conditions, the viscous effects would be completely different in a low 
Reynolds Number tunnel as compared to a high Reynolds Number flight test.  For example, locating a splitter:  where 
would you put the splitter plate to ensure that you are getting the proper duplicative results? 

Prof Ferri:   Also, for the nozzle you have two Reynolds numbers, i.e., the Reynolds number of two boundary layers, 
the inside and outside, and you must simulate both in order to really have the right mixing downstream.   Until now 
we never simulated everything in the windtunnel, and we never will be able to simulate everything in the windtunnel. 
We try to make a really high Reynolds Number windtunnel, with the illusion that this will solve our problems.  Still 
you will have a support, still you will have some non-uniformity, so you need to be more intelligent and not to have 
a bigger tool.  This is the point that we really many times overlook.   You need to be able to understand much more 
with respect to the limitations of your special experiment.   I never will be convinced that you can make a windtunnel 
experiment that represents flight conditions, and never make a flight test that represents windtunnel conditions.   ! 
think we should understand more of the physics of the phenomena and be sure that the important parameters are 
represented. This requires that you be much more careful when you make an experiment.  You must measure a lot 
more things, control a lot more things, and do a lot more analysis.  This we are not doing. 

Prof Murthy:   Is there some serious difficulty in providing us some more measurements other than just model wall 
pressure measurements?   Is it difficult, for example, to trace one more stream line in the flow? 

Without such additional data, 1 think the flow field is rather incomplete for any kind of analysis. 

Mr Antonatos:   It is difficult in the sense that we have done some work in measuring another parameter at the wall 
which is the local angle near the wall. 

Well, I do not think it is that difficult, it is just another time-consuming part of the experiment.  That is what it 
boils down to.   In developing some of these better approaches, for example, in looking at the wall corrections a little 
better than we have in the past, it requires much more sensitive equipment than we have used in the past.   Some of 
the flow inclination equipment that we have had to use has to measure things in the order of a minute of deflection, 
and this is rather difficult. 

Prof Ferri:  We are going in the opposite direction.  We try to convince ourselves that we need much j.&fer and 
much more expensive facilities.   Now, when we have one of these facilities, you can do much less measurements 
because you have a tremendous cost and so you cannot run long tests.   1 believe that we must convince ourselves to 
use a lot of small facilities in which you can do a lot of good experiments and make a few experiments in the large 
facility.   So, 1 would like, when you build a big huge windtunnel, 1 would like you to build three or four small wind 
tunnels so that people can play around and become more intelligent in what they measure in the big wind tunnel. 

Mr Antonatos:   I would like to point out here that there is a MiniLaWs Group here that is going to look at some of 
these testing techniques and be able to report on them at some future date. 

I would like to conclude this afternoons Round Table,   1 think along with the conclusions we received from the 
sessions up to this morning, we have probably achieved some further conclusions which still indicate the inconclusive- 
ness of the work that we are doing and the data that we are obtaining.   However, 1 would like to thank the members 
of the Round Table and the members who participated from the various countries as coordinators, for getting these 
papers for presentation today.   1 would like to thank the authors and the session chairmen for a wonderful job in 
giving us a lot of room for thought.   I hope we renew some portions of this discussion at some future date. 

At this time 1 would like to turn the meeting over to Dr Küchemann, the Chairman of the Fluid Dynamics Panel. 

Prof Küchemann:   Ladies and Gentlemen, we are coming to the end of our Symposium, and I would like to say that 
it did confirm some of the things that 1 said at the beginning.   1 would like to point out that apart from Mr Antonatos, 
M. Carrtöre, M. Auriol and myself - the only ones who still have a jacket and a tie on     we seem to be a company 
of workers, and that we have really worked hard.   If 1 look around I can see the workers.   If we had been Managers 
or Ministry Officials, we might have repaired long ago to a bar or a swimming pool and would not be here any more. 
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The fact that we have all stuck it out all these long four days means that we really are interested and that what was 
going on was interesting. The second thing that has been confirmed to me is that the aerodynamics of propulsion is 
really a fascinating subject, and I am convinced that this will be so for a very long time. AGARD can be sure to be 
occupied with these problems for many years to come. 

At this meeting, we have had some people who said that they could compute the interference between an engine 
nacelle, a wing, a fuselage, and struts;  and that it would all work out fine.  We have had other people who could not 
even sort out what happens on a simple body of revolution.  That means to me that there is a lot more to be done. 
I do not quite agree with Professor Ferri, that we do not need new facilities.   1 think that if we really want to sort 
out what is going on at higher Reynolds Number wc had better build some new facilities.  But I do agree with him 
that it is no use having a facility, and ibe same goes for a computer, unless we understand the physics.  We obviously 
must feed into the computer what the physics of the problem are.   The computer will not sort it out for us, nor will 
the windtunnel.  Only intelligent experiments will help us further.   1 do hope that progress will be made on both 
fronts, on the theoretical and on the experimental side, and that some day we shall have answers to the many ques- 
tions, which we obviously cannot answer now.  Some of ihe problems are related to the phenomenon of flow separa- 
tion.   It has come up occasionally during this meeting. \As you know, the Fluid Dynamics Panel is going to have a 
Symposium next spring on the subject of flow separation, and 1 hope to see some of you there to discuss these prob- 
lems, which are obviously so very important. 

■ 
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Now, it remains to thank all the many people who have helped to make this meeting so successful.   I did thank 
our Italian hosts last night.   Today, 1 would like to add the thanks of all of us to Mr Antonatos and his Program 
Committee, to the authors, the members of the Round Table Discussion, and all those who contributed to the discus- 
sion.   1 would like to mention our Executive, and his secretary, who have done so much to help here.  Speaking of 
AGARD, 1 think that we have demonstrated very convincingly how well various Panels of AGARD work together. 
For example, we have the Chairman of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel, Mr Jaarsma, helping us on our Round 
Table Discussion, and our Executive was supported by the Executive of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel.   We do 
help one another out to the benefit of everybody.   Lastly, 1 think that we should thank the interpreters, who stuck 
it out in a little box all these four days.  One thing 1 noticed was the considerable variations you can have in the 
English language and in the speed with which it is delivered.  One man, I know, who was London born and should 
really know it, probably spoke slowest of all, whereas other people who certainly were not born in London and who 
had to learn this tongue, spoke very fast, so fast that the poor interpreters could not keep up with them.  What that 
means for the future of the English language, 1 really do not know.  Maybe the Englishmen have to speed up or the 
others slow down. 

1 think this brings us to the end of our meeting and thank you very much for taking part.   1 hope you will find 
it worthwhile. 


